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EDITORIAL FORWARD

Volumes 9 and 10 constitute the last two volumes of Conference Papers for the
19th International Cosmic Ray Conference that was held in La Jolla, USA during
August, 1985. In Volume 9 are collected most of the Invited talks, all of the
Rapporteur talks, and most of the Highlight talks. A few of the contributed
papers have been included in this volume for reasons that will be mentioned

shortly. Volume 10 contains an updated and corrected author index covering

Volumes 1 through 9 and a list of names and addresses of those attending the
conference.

If one studies the list of invited, rapporteur, and highlight talks on pages
vii-ix it will be apparent that not all of them are printed here. In some cases
press of new dutiespreventedthe speaker from producinga manuscript;in one
case the speaker was recruitedas a last minute substituteand then leftthe

country for a protracted stay immediately following the conference;one
highlightspeaker feltthat his talk was a summary of work that was already
reportedin a seriesof contributedpapers. Such reasons are understandableand

we only hope that the reader is not too disappointedover the few missing
papers. Fortunately,all of the rapporteurspeakers were able to send a
manuscriptso an excellentsummary of lastsummers conferencecan be found in

Volume 9. Also we call the readersattentionto the printedversionof the
presentationof the ShaktiP. Duggal award to Dr. Raymond J.Protheroe.

A few contributedpapers are includedin Volume 9. It must be emphasizedthat

the rule of no late papers has not been violated;these are not late papers.
Every one of these manuscriptsarrivedin the editorialofficeon or before the
deadline for inclusionin the regular Conference Papers volumes. Due to
editorialerror they were leftout of or misprintedin these volumes. We have
includedthem herein an attemptto make amends to theirauthors.

WE apologizefor the fact that these volumes were not producedin as short a
time as we had hoped;a mishap on the way to the printermade it necessaryto
redo much of our work. Our thanks to those authors who respondedto our
telegramswith such promptness. Without theirhelp publicationwould have been
even later.

PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE June,198{}

Frank C. Jones,Chron.
Jim Adams
Glenn M. Mason
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Conference SVnODSiS

The 19th in the series of International Cosmic-Ray Conferences

was held 11-23 August, 1985 in the Third College area on the campus of

the University of California San Diego. About 520 scientific

registrants, and an additional 200 friends, spouses and family
members from over forty countries participated in the event. About

900 papers were presented in 80 parallel and over 12 plenary
sessions.

The conference required the efforts of many people. The overall

direction of the conference was determined by the Steering and

General Organizing Committees, which were under the chairmanship of

Frank B. McDonald of NASA Headquarters, and Martin Israel, of

Washington University, St. Louis, respectively. The Local

Oragnizat ion was under the direction of L. Peterson, R.

Lingenfelter, R. Rothschild, G. Burbldge, A. Hewltt, and their

staffs devoted large amounts of time to various tasks associated with

the implementation of a successful event. UnConventional, Inc., the

conference management team under the direction of Karen Delaney had

prime responsibility for the registration, operations during the

conference, and the planning and implementation of many activities
and services. Lens Hartman, UCSD Conference Coordinator, made many

on-campus arrangements.

The conference was funded by NASA, NSF, DOE, California Space

Institute and International Union of Pure and Applied Physics.

Industrial support from the Ball Corporation, Lockheed, Rockwell
International, TRW, and Kaypro, Inc. helped fund many of the social
activities.

L.E. Peterson

Chairman, Local Organizing Committee

16 December 1985
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INTRODUCTION: Shaktl P. Duggal Award Presentation

When, in 1959, Vikram Sarabhai wrote asking whether a post-doctoral
appointment at Bartol might be available for his fine young student, he
received an affirmative response by return mail. Shakti P. Duggal took
up his appointment as a Bartol Fellow the following year, and for the
next 22 years, he continued to make important contributions to cosmic
ray physics in the field which at this International Cosmic Ray
Conference is designated solar-heliospheric-- SH.

He had become a well respected member of our community when his
brilliant career was cut short at its peak by his untimely death in
1982, at the age of fifty. He had been an active participant in, and
contributor to, then of these Conferences, commencing with the 8th ICRC
in aaipur in 1963, and ending with the 17th ICRC in Paris in 1981. The
outpouring of his colleagues from around the world upon learning of his
premature passing testifies to the high regard in which he was held, and
the genuine affection of all who were fortunate enough to know him.

As a fitting memorial, Shakti Duggal's colleagues and friends
established an international award for outstanding work by a young
scientist in the field of cosmic ray physics. The recipient of the
First Biennial Award has been selected by a committee consisting of M.
Casse, A. E. Chudakov, P. H. Fowler, M. A. Pomerantz, J. A. Simpson, and
A. W. Wolfendale. I take this opportunity to express deep appreciation
to my colleagues on this committee for carrying out the exceedingly
difficult task of making a selection among the many outstanding young
people who have already attained prominence in our discipline.

With great pleasure, I call upon Professor John R. Prescott to
introduce Raymond J. Protheroe as the first recipient of the Shakti P.
Duggal Award.

Martin A. Pomerantz
Bartol Research Foundation
of the Franklin Institute
University of Delaware





THE SHAKTI P. DUGGAL AWARD

Raymond John Protheroe

I am very happy to introduce Raymond John Protheroe as the first
recipient of the Shakti P. Duggal award "for outstandingwork by a young
scientist in the field of cosmic ray physics". In making this award for
the first time one could scarcely have wished for a candidate with a
greater breadth of experience or greater versatility. Protheroe has had
wide experience in the cosmic ray astrophysics field. He shows an
unusual breadth of capacity for one still relatively early in his
research career. At the same time there has been no sacrifice of depth
and significance. His work spans three continents and two hemispheres
and, although he would regard himself as a theoreticianfirst, he is
also quite at home as an experimenter. Thus, over the past eighteen
months he has first developed the theoretical basis of an experimental
design for a new approach to the study of primary cosmic radiation
through the Cherenkov light produced by extensive air showers. He then
helped put it into practice in the Australian "outback", in the desert
darkness o_ the new moon to the howling of the dingoes, the thumping of
the kangaroos and the imprecationsof his colleagues.

He is an Honours graduate in Physics of the University of Durham
and subsequently obtained his Ph.D. there for a thesis on the topic,
"Computer Simulations of Large Cosmic Ray Showers Using Recent Models of
Hadronic Collisions". He played a key role in the pioneeringwork of
the University of Durham group in developing the atmosphericCherenkov
technique for the study of extensive air showers and hence primary
composition. In this he provided some of the most significantof the
theoretical input, both for design and interpretation.

Subsequently, while still at Durham, he turned his attention to
studies of the nature and origin of the diffuse X- and gamma-ray
background, concluding that interactionsof cosmic ray electrons are
responsible for a significantcontribution to this diffuse radiation.

In 1979 he went to work at the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Centre in
Maryland where his research centred on several related areas of cosmic
ray astrophysics particularly concerned with cosmic ray propagation.
There he studied the relative abundances and energy spectra of low
energy (by cosmic ray standards) nuclei, positrons and antiprotons in an
effort to understand their origin and details of the propagation in the
galaxy.

In 1982 he was awarded a Queen Elizabeth II Fellowship to work at
the University of Adelaide. These Fellowships are highly competitive
across the whole field of the sciences and mathematics and, while they
must be held in Australia, they attract many overseas applications. To
be successful, a candidate must show "quite exceptional merit" and "have
demonstrated outstanding promise and capacity for original work".

With the cosmic ray group at the University of Adelaide he has once
again become involved with work on extensive air showers. He has played



a particularly important role in developing the analytical tools needed
for the successful discovery of ultra-hlgh energy gamma rays from Vela
X-I and LMC X-4, a source in the Large Magellanlc Cloud. These are,
respectively, the first source of such gamma rays observed in the
Southern Hemisphere and the first extra-galacticsource.

With the publication of the Proceedings of this, the Nineteenth
Cosmic Ray Conference, Protheroe will have published some sixty
papers. Citations in the literatureare now approachingfifty per year
and are rising exponentiallywith a roughly two-year doubling time.
Since he is still only thirty-twoyears old, it seems likely that he
will still be contributing at the time of the thirty-sixthCosmic Ray
Conference in the year two thousand and eighteen.

Selected Publications

Protheroe would be the first to insist that his work owes much to
fruitful collaborationwith others. Indeed I think it is clear to his
colleagues that this is one of his great strengths. In the context of
the present citation it seems appropriatenot to refer to any of his co-
workers specifically. Many of their names appear in the selected
references that follow:

"Cherenkov Radiation in Large Cosmic Cosmic Ray Air Showers",
R. T. Hammond, K. J. Orford, R. J. Protheroe,J. A. L. Shearer,
K. E., K. E. Turver, W. D. Waddoup and D. W. Wellby, Nuovo Cimento,
1C, 315, (1978.

"Cosmic Ray Showers and Particle Physics at Energies 1015-1018 eV",
T. K. Gaisser, R. J. Protheroe,K. E. Turver and T. J. L. McComb,
Reviews of Modern Physics, 50, 859, (1978).

"Galactic X-Ray and Gamma-Ray Emission and the Nature of the
InterstellarElectron Spectrum", R. J. Protheroe and
A. W. Wolfendale, Astron. Astrophys., 92, 175, (1980).

"Interpretationof Cosmic Ray Composition: The Pathlength
Distribution", R. J. Protheroe, J. F. Ormes and G. M. Comstock,
Ap. J., 237, 362, (1981).

"Cosmic Ray Antlprotons in the Closed Galaxy Model", R. J. Protheroe,
Ap. J., 251, 387, (1981).

"First Ob)_rvation of Gamma-rays from Vela X-1 at Energiesgreater than
3 x 10TM eV", R. J. Protheroe, R. W. Clay and P. R. Gerhandry, Ap. J.
(Letters), 280, L47 (1984).

"First Observation of Ultra-hlgh Energy Gamma-rays from LMC X-4",
R. J. Protheroe and R. W. Clay, Nature, 315, 205 (1985).

J. R. Prescott,
Physics Department,
University of Adelaide
August 1985
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I

COSMIC JETS

Martin J. Rees

Institute of Astronomy, Madlngley Road,
Cambridge CB30HA, England

ABSTRACT

The evidence that active galactic nuclei produce collimated

plasma jets is summarised. The strongest radio galaxies are
probably energised by relativistic plasma jets generated by

spinning black holes interacting with magnetic fields attached

to infalling matter. Such objects can produce e+-e - plasma,
and may be relevant to the acceleration of the highest-energy

cosmic ray primaries. Small-scale counterparts of the jet pheno-

menon within our own galaxy are briefly reviewed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of extragalactic high energy astrophysics really began just

over 30 years ago, when Baade and Minkowski (1954) showed that Cygnus A,

the second strongest source in the radio sky, was a remote galaxy with a
redshlft of 0.05. Radio studies soon confirmed that its emission, along

with that from other strong sources, was synchrotron radiation, coming

primarily from two blobs sy_Knetrically disposed on either side of the
optical galaxy. In the late 1950s Geoffrey Burbidge (1958, and references

cited therein) calculated that the minimum energy stored in the radio lobes

of such sources in relativistic electrons and magnetic fields was _ 1060
ergs, about the rest mass of a million suns. This was the first indication

that some galaxies release non-thermal energy in a coordinated fashion, at
a level millions of times surpassing a single supernova.

For many years afterwards, a regular highlight of these conferences
was a debate between Professors Burbidge and Ginzburg on intergalactic

cosmic rays,and whether cosmic rays pervade the entire universe with the
same density as in our galaxy. The issues of cosmic ray confinement, and

of how much energy could come from active galaxies, have clarified now;

but radio sources are relevant to cosmic ray physics for several reasons:
they are the prime candidate for producing whatever intergalactic flux
there is; the extended lobes offer, in my view, a vary plausible origin

for the highest energy particles we observe; moreover, studies of radio
sources yield clues to the nature of acceleration mechanisms in general.

Optical astronomy made its own most crucial contribution to extra-

galactic high energy astrophysics in 1963, when searches for the optical
counterparts of some radio sources led to the discovery of quasars

objects that resembled stars on photographic plates, but whose spectra

displayed emission lines with large redshifts (Hazard et al. 1963, Schmidt
1963). During the last 21 years, a bewildering body of data gathered in
all wavebands has borne out the general concept (adumbrated in the pio-

neering paper by Burbidge, Burbidge and Sandage (1963)) of 'violent
activity' in galactic nuclei. Radio galaxies and quasars are the prime
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examples of this phenomenon, but the objects known as Seyfert galaxies and
"BL Lacs" also involve active galactic nuclei (AGNs).

Optical observations offer a wealth of information on the spectrum,
polarization and variability of AGNs. From such data, physical conditions
in the emission regions can be inferred. However, it is the radio astron-
omers who are best able to provide structural information. This is because

the radio-emltting regions are often very extended, and also because the

angular resolution of radio interferometers with basel_nes approaching the
Earth's diameter surpasses anything optical imaging can yet achieve.

I 1 I I 1 I I

• "._o_.
- -

a 0

_ '" oO

I f I I f J I

1. VLA map at 5 GHz of the giant double source Hercules A, overall size

| Mpc, showing narrow straight "jets" linking the galaxy to the lobes.

This hlgh-power source is atypical in showing such conspicuous jets:
normally the jets are only as strong as this (relative to the lobes) in

sources of lower power. I am grateful to Dr J.H. Dreher for providing
this map.

2. EVIDENCE FOR JETS

The reasons why radio sources have their characteristic double mor-

phology, and the nature of the energetic link between the nucleus and the

radio lobes, were very perplexing in the early days of radio astronomy. In

particular, it was unclear whether the lobes originated in a single colossal
explosion, or whether they had been gradually "inflated" by a continuing
output of directed energy from the associated galaxy (Rees 1971). These

issues have been clarified in the last decade, thanks mainly to the improved

resolution and sensitivity of the Very Large Array (V_A) in New Mexico.

Figure | shows a VLA map of the double source, Hercules A (3C 348).

On earlier maps, no_hing could be seen connecting the central optical galaxy
with the lobes % I0v light years away on either side, but the newer maps
reveal conspicuous bridges of radio emission stretching almost all the way

from the central galaxy to the lobes. Similar jet-like features are now
detected in more than 100 double sources (Bridle and Perley, 1984). Some of

the jets are rather inconspicuous: the recently discovered jet in Cygnus A
(Perley, Dreher and Cowan, 1984) is barely detected even with the VLA's
impressive dynamic range.
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2. Montage, adapted from Bridle and Perley (1984), showing the radio
source associated with the galaxy NGC 6251 over a wlde range of angular
scales. The top panel shows the large scale structure: a double source

2 Mpc in extent. The second panel shows the jet and the (much weaker)

counterjet; lower panels show the h_gh-surface-brlghtness inner parts o£
the jet at increasing resolution. The large brightness asymmetry between

jet and counterjet, and the straightness of the jet, are characteristic
of moderately high-power radio sources. The bottom panel, obtained with

milli-arc-second resolution via the VLBI technique, shows that the jet
emanates from a "nozzle" < I pc in scale at the galactic nucleus. The
primary power supply probably comes from a region _ 5 powers of ten
smaller still.
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The smallest angular scales resolvable by the VIA (0.1 arc second)

correspond to linear dimensions as large as several hundred parsecs in
a remote extragalactic source; for finer resolution we must resort to

Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). The montage of NGC 6251 (Figure
2) _s specially interesting in showing direct continuity between a plasma

'blowtorch' one parsec long and the large-scale jets and giant radio struc-
ture. A common characteristic of jets in strong double sources is that

they are asymmetrical: they are detected on only one side; or, if there is
a counterjet, it is generally much fainter (by a factor of about 60:1 in
NGC 6251 shown in Figure 2).

The jets seem to be conduits along which energy and momentum flow
into the extended lobes. But the VLA maps offer no direct evidence for

motion. VLBI maps, however, sometimes show dramatic evidence of this:

there are several instances where blobs appear to move across the sky, in

a direction away from,the AGN itself, at 5-10 times the speed of light.
There is nothing paradoxical about these 'superluminal' apparent velocities;

they can arise from plasma moving at close to the speed of light in dir-

ections making a small angle with the llne of sight. Motion with a bulk
Lorentz factor Yb (>> I) at an angle _ yb-1 to the line of sight yields

an apparent transverse velocity % ybc. Moreover, the apparent intensity
af material moving in these special directions (nearly towards us) is

greatly enhanced by the Doppler effect and by aberration. Although de-

tailed models for "superlumlnal" sources are still controversial, there is
thus no obvious improbability in postulating that most of the compact

sources in a survey down to a given apparent intensity have this special

orientation. Not only, therefore, do the jets contain radiating electrons
with high individual Lorentz factors, but the entire medium (electrons;
protons (or positrons) and magnetic field) sometimes has a bulk Lorentz
factor Yb > 5.

The one-sidedness of the large-scale jets in powerful double sources

"could arise from Doppler favouritism; there would be jets on both sides,
flowing in opposite directions, and unless the motion were exactly trans-

verse to our line of sight, one side (the approaching side) would appear
enhanced. The famous jet in the Virgo cluster elliptical galaxy M87 could

be a relativistic phenomenon, the counterjet perhaps being suppressed by
the Doppler effect. This jet, discovered by Curtis at the Lick Observatory
in 1918, reminds us that it was actually the optical astronomers who first

detected this phenomenon; VLA radio maps (Figure 3) show that M87 has weak

double radio lobes plus a one-sided radio jet (whose brightest features

coincide with the 'Knots" in the optical jet). The M87 j'et has also been
detected in X-rays; its emission in all wavebands is probably synchrotron
radiation, produced by electrons accelerated at strong shocks associated
with the 'Knots".

Miniature _ets in our own Galax:/

Smaller scale jets are found within our own galaxy. The extraordinary
object SS 433 (Margon 1984 and references cited therein) has twin jets with

a flow speed of 0.27c (the only jet whose speed is unambiguously known).

Recently, directed outflow has been found from some protostars (Bally and
Lada 1982, Mundt 1984): these involve much lower energies (and shallower

gravitational potential wells), though the collimation may arise from a
mechanism analogous to that in the more spectacular extragalactic jets.
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3. Two radio maps of M87. The bottom picture (from Biretta et al. 1983)
shows a 15 GHz VLA map of the jet, with 0.12" resolution. The high bright-

ness features correspond with the optical knots (the emission being synchro-
tron radiation in both bands). The top picture (from Owen et al. 1980)

shows a more extended radio view at lower resolution, which reveals that
M87 is a miniature double source, with roughly sy_netrical lobes _ 2 kpc

in size and a one-sided jet.

Associated with the galactic X-ray source SCO X-I are double radio compo-
nents, resembling a miniature version of an extragalactic double source
(Fomalont et al. 1983).

The ICRC conferences are often enlivened by a 'topical diversion',
such as the tentative (or even transient) discovery of a monopole, or a

quark. This time, we shall undoubtedly hear a great deal about the claimed

underground detection of high energy particles triggered from Cygnus X3.
Perhaps it is worthwhile, therefore, to recall what radio astronomy tells

us about this strange object. It is a variable radio source, with occasional
flares lasting a few days. Such flares were well observed in 1972 and in
1982. Limited VLA data, obtained during the 1982 flare, provide _ust a
bit of structural information. The emitting region had a 4:1 axial ratio,
thereby perhaps just qualifying as a jet; and expanded at about 0.6 c
during the flare (Geldzahler et al. 1984).
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The jet phenomenon is ubiquitous. Many different mechanisms my be

implicated - the only feature that all jets may have in common is align-
ment with a rotation axis. In what follows, I shall concentrate on the

large-scale jets, emitting synchrotron radiation, which are primarily
studied by radio astronomers.

AMBIENT MEDIUM

LoB I'--.EAD
NU HOTV. CLEUS .._, SPOT

 oAo? oF"WASTE"_... PLASMA AND ENERGY __'_- "" 80W
_'" _ _-_ SHOCK

(INTERSTELLAR OR INTERGALACTIC GAS)

4. Theorists' view of double radio sources (Blandford and Rees 1974):

schematic model and "naming of parts".

3. JET PHYSICS

The key elements of a double radio source are: i) a generator of
relativistic plasma in the AGN; ii) some bifurcation and collimation mech-

anism whereby plasma can squirt preferentially in two opposite directions;

and iii) a place far away where the relativistic plasma, having ploughed
its way through the interstellar medium of the host galaxy out to inter-

galactic space, is stopped by interaction with the external gas in a shock
front (see Figure 4).

The speed of advance V of the "working surface", where the jet is
stopped by the external medium, is governed by pressure balance - the

balance between the momentum density in the beam and the pextV= ram

pressure force (Pext being the density of the surrounding medium). The

beam energy is randomized by shocks when it impinges on the external medium;
particles here are accelerated and these regions are identified with the

'Mot spots" in the radio source components. Even if the beams are relati-

vistic (with Vj _ c), V itself is not; we therefore do not expect the same
Doppler asymmetry in the,lobes and hot spots as in the emission from the

jets themselves. The relativistic plasma then accumulates in a cocoon of
lower energy density and lower radio emissivity.

We can regard jets as basically fluid phenomena and apply fluid-dynam-
ical analogies. This is because the gyro-radii (even for the synchrotron-
emitting particles) and the Debye length are both much less than the jet

dimensions, and deviations from charge neutrality are therefore small; also
the relative mean velocities of the electrons and ions is small. The I_ID

approximation is valid: the mean-free path against 2-body collisions is
enormous, but the magnetic field, with its small associated gyro-radius,
makes the flow fluldllke, as in the solar wind.
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The data on jets pose a whole range of questions (all discussed more

fully by Begelman, Blandford and Rees, 1984).

Jet speeds

The small-scale superlumlnal sources certainly indicate outflow at

a speed _ c, but it is unclear whether the nuclei of all radio sources
generate relativistic jets; nor is it clear whether h1_-h initial speeds

persist over the jets' whole length, or whether frictional effects grad-
ually slow them down. A tenable viewpoint is that jets in the strongest

double sources have high ffach number, low internal dissipation, and main-

tain Speeds _ c out to distances of several hundred kiloparsecs, thereby
transporting energy to the extended components in an almost loss-free way.

The fact that often only one jet is seen could then arise merely from

Doppler favouritism. In lower-luminosity sources (where the jets often
appear two-slded, and are more conspicuous relative to the extended lobes)

the flow is presumably slower and more dissipative.

What are the jets made of?

A slow-moving jet would consist predominantly of ordinary swept-up
material. :However, there are reasons (discussed in section 4) for con-

jecturing that the 'central engine' generates an e+-e - plasma. The kinetic

energy requirements of relativistic jets are then somewhat reduced: each
electron need be neutralized by just one positron (0.51 Mew of rest mass)

rather than a proton (936 Mew).

Conf inement?

The flux of energy (and momentum) along the jet can be estimated by

considering the dynamics of the lobes and hot spots. The internal pressure
within a jet is however lower than the longitudinal momentum flux density

by about the square of the Mach number _. The value of _ is often uncer-
tain; a lower limit to the internal pressure (i.e. an upper limit to_

comes from applying the equlpartitlon argument to the radio emission from

the jets themselves. This pressure may in some cases be balanced by the

pressure of an external medium (e.g. the hot plasma that pervades clusters
of galaxies); the latter however is constrained by the amount of X-ray

bremsstrahlung, sometimes to values below the minimum inferred pressure
within the jet, so we are motivated to seek other agents for confinement.

One interesting possibility is that the jets may be confined by magnetic
flelds coiled around the jet, but the stabillty of these configurations

is still open to question.

Stability?

The observed jets seem amazingly stable against break-up, even in

cases (e.g. NGC 1265) where the jet is bent by a "side wind". Clues to
why this is so can come from simulations. Aeordynamical experiments may

provide valuable insights into purely hydrodynamic aspects of jet physics.
They cannot, however, demonstrate the dynamical effects of magnetic fields
and relativistic bulk velocity, and only restricted ranges of _ch number,

density ratio, and adiabatic index are practicable in the laboratory.

Propagation of intense particle beams Cor, alternatively, laser beams_
into an ambient gas (cf. Bekefi et al. 1980)--although the internal
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5. Computations by Norms, et al. (1982) showing successive stages in the

advance of a hypersonic jet into a uniform gas. (These are 2-D simulations,
so axisymmetry is artificially enforced.)

dynamics of such beams differ crucially from those in the cosmic-scale
beams.-- could provide a much higher momentum density and higher Mach
numbers than an ordinary gas jet. The interaction with the external medium

as such a beam advances may simulate the structure of '_ot spots" and

cocoons in very strong sources.

The greatest progress will surely come, however, from use of increas-

ingly sophisticated and powerful hydrodynamical codes. These have already

(see, for instance, Figure 5) uncovered some gas dynamical properties of
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supersonic flows that wereunanticipated by analytical models and may have

counterparts in radio maps (Norman et al. 1983; Williams and Gull 1985).
Within a few years, high resolution 3-D computations incorporating elec- .

tromagnetic effects (MHD) should be feasible. We can then test if it is

plausible that jets are confined magnetically, and whether the polarization
patterns observed in jets can be explained in terms of the kinematics of

expanding shear flows.

Acceleration mechanlsms: conversion of bulk kinetic energy into relat-

ivistic particles

The radiating particles in the radio lobes are presumably accelerated

behind the strong shocks that occur where the beam is stopped by external
matter. Moreover, in 8_t-t_acceleration is generally required at locations

along the jet which emit synchrotron radiation (e.g. the '_not" in the

M87 jet shown in Figure 3), and the blobs in superluminal sources are pro-

bably associated with internal shocks within a relativistic beam. If
these beams emerge from nozzles with scale much smaller than I parsec (see

section 4) then any initial random relativistic motion would have been

degraded by radiative or adiabatic losses.

We know that relativistic particles can readily be accelerated by

shocks, even when the shock speed is itself only one or two percent of c

(as in supernova remnants). In the present context, the shock speeds

are much higher: probably _ c for internal shocks within the jet; and up
to at least _ 0.I c in the 'bow shock" that advances _nto the intergalactic

medium ahead of the jet and radio lobe. It could evenbe that the Poynting
flux (i.e. the '_inetlc energy" of the electromagnetic field) exceeds the

kinetic energy of the matter itself. A high efficiency for converting

bulk kinetic energy into relativistic particles in radio sources therefore

occasions no surprise. The particles whose pressure we can directly infer
are, of course, just the electrons (or maybe positrons) responsible for

the observed synchrotron radiation. What about protons or heavier ions?
It is most unlikely that these dominate electrons by factor as large as
100. Allowance for' the associated extra internal energy and pressure
would make it much harder to understand the confinement of the high-surface

-brightness '_not spots" in radio lobes. (A well-known analogous argument

applied to the Crab Nebula shows that the 100:1 ratio does not prevail
there either (Trimble and Rees 1970)).

We thus have no direct handle on how many ions are accelerated. How-

ever, the large value of B x (length scale) in radio lobes like those of

Cygnus A, plus the firm inference that strong shocks occur there, makes
them a plausible location for the production of the very highest energy

primaries (see, for instance, Cavallo (1978)). On this hypothesis, the

> I018ev particles now reaching Earth could have originated in the Southern
Hemisphere object Centaurus A. This radio source now has very diffuse
extended lobes, and only low-level nuclear activity. But it must, in

the (cosmologically) "recent" past have been much more active in order to
have inflated and energised the giant lobes - maybe _ 108 years ago it

was a source whose power rivalled Cygnus A.

The highest energy primaries can be accounted for, without assuming
an implausibly flat energy spectrum for a universal cosmic ray energy

density of only _ 10-5 eV cm-3 (see, for instance, Wolfendale 1984).
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This energy density is well below the electromagnetic energy output from

AGNs. There is, however, a general constraint on the intergalactic cosmic
ray density that could be built up by radio galaxies, pointed out by Rees
and Setti (1968): the relativistic electrons in radio lobes would even-
tually lose most of their energy via inverse Compton scattering of the micro-
wave background, thereby contributing to the cosmic X-ray background. The
latter amounts in toto to _ 10-4 ev cm-3, so an intergalactic cosmic ray
density higher than this could be ruled out unless the fraction of energy
going into electrons rather than ions were correspondingly small.

star formation
gas in galaxy stars in galaxy

mass 1o88

centre of galaxy _ mass loss and star cluster

i so rno- .etc.I
, I I c-J

[ accretion ] object 'spinar' compact stellar
or "magnetoid" remnants

poStinstabilityNeWtoman]_

[ ' post-.Newtonian'
instability ]]

11 J
|

ma._sive black hole [
I

6. This flow diagram illustrates various runaway processes that could
in principle occur in a galactic nucleus, causing an ever-deepening
gravitational potential well. A massive black hole is the almost inevit-
able endpoint; accretion onto black holes, or electromagnetic extraction
of their rotational energy, is the most efficient known process that
could account for the luminosity of AGNs and the formation of relativlstic
plasma jets.

4. THE CENTRAL OBJECT IN RADIO GALAXIES

In large radio lobes energy deposited by the jets is dissipated via

complex interactions with interstellar and intergalactic media: to model
their intricate and environment-dependent morphology are plainly initi-

ated on a scale of _ I pc. AGNs not only generate a vast "in situ" luml-

nosity (as in the quasars), but sometimes eject energy in these relativ-
istic jets. The jets, however, are just one aspect of the general AGN
phenomenon.
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The central engines in the most powerful AGNs probably involve black

holes of % 108 M_: arguments for this point of view have been given else-
where (e.g. Rees (1984)) and I shall not repeat them in the present written
text (see, however, Figure 6 and its caption). The characteristic scale

of a black hole is the Schwarzschild radius rs = 3 x I013(M/108 Me) cm.

Most of the energy release, in all processes involving black holes, happens
within a region only a few times larger than rs. There are therefore
several powers of 10 between even the smallest scales probed by VLBI and
the dimensions of the primary power source.

Pair production and transrelativistic plasma in compact sources

Before focusing on processes that involve specific (relativistic)

features of black holes, it might be worth mentioning some physical pro-

cesses that occur in any sufficiently compact region that emits hard pho-
tons.

Suppose that a source of radius r, emits a luminosity Ly in the form
of Mev photons. These can interact with each other to produce electron-

positron pairs, the cross section being of order the Thomson cross section.

Most of the photons (each carrying energy % met2) will collide with each

other before escaping if nyoTr, exceeds unity, where nv_ (Ly/4UmeC5 r_)
is the photon density. This implies that y-rays canno_ escape freely from

any source whose 'compactness parameter' LT/r, exceeds a certain threshold

value. The requirement is L. > 10(me/mp) (r*/r s) LEd , where LEd is the
Eddington luminosity 4q_.GMM_C/WT; this inequality is readily fulfilled by
non-thermal sources assoeiate_ with black holes. The primary source would

then shroud itself in an optically thick photosphere of e+-e - pairs,

which would scatter al___llradlatlon, not just the part with h@ > mech. Some
implications for compact and variable AGNs are discussed by Guilbert,

Fabian and Rees (1983). Note that we might expect a broad (0.5 Mev) anni-
hilation line feature in the emission from such objects.

The gravitational binding energy of a proton at distance r from a

black hole is %l@00(r/rs)-1Mev. (Except within a few times rs, general

relativistic effects are unimportant, and the potential well is basically
just of "I/r" form.) For r _ 10Srs, gas pressure-supported at (or shock-
heated to) the vlrlal temperature would be so hot that electrons would be

relativistic if they equilibrated with the ions. The physics of these

trans-relativistic thermal plasmas has, until recentl_ received rather
little attention. The electrons tend to be cooler than the ions because

2-body ion-electron coupling is too slow to compete with the radiative

cooling losses suffered by the electrons, and because adiabatic compression
during infall heats the non-relatlvistlc ions faster than the relativistic

electrons (Ti = 02/3 whereas Te = 01/3). Electron-lon collisions will
produce not only bremsstrahlung photons, but also e+-e - pairs. (This is

an additional source of pairs over and above the y + T . e+-e- process
discussed above; the extra pairs will themselves particlpate in radiative

processes). Moreover, even the thermal ions may be energetic enough to
undergo nuclear spallatlon when they collide (Svensson, 1985 and references
cited therein).

All the above processes - important not only in AGNs, but also in
smaller-scale phenomena such as y-ray bursts on neutron stars - merit
closer attention.



Black holes as "engines" 1 2
J

There is an extensive literature on AGN models powered by accretion
onto massive black holes (see Rees (1984), Wilta (1985) for reviews).

Such models can, in broad tems, account for the quantity of electromg-

netic radiation typically _served. However, one cannot reliably predict
the spect_, nor whether the radiation is the_al or non-thermal: the

hardest thing to estimte is Mat fraction of the power dissipated by vls-
c_s friction would go into relativistic particles (via shocks, _gnetlc

reconnectlon, etc.) rather than being shared among all the particles. Nor
do we know how steady or stable De inflow patte_ mi_t be. This is a

topic Mere detailed numerical simulations would be worthwhile, particul-
arly if these allowed us to treat unsteady accretion, non-axisymmetric in-

stabilities, and r_listic radiative emission and transfer processes.

Despite the lack of quantitative understanding of AGNs in general,
_e strong radio galaxies (e.g. Cygnus A) have a distinctive property
_ich offers a clue to their central mechanism. The re_able feature

of these particular AGNs is that the '_inetic" power required to energize

_e extended radio l_es (transmitted by the jets in De fom of relati-

vistic particles or Poyntlng flux) exceeds the radiative luminosity of the
nucleus itself. Is there a mechanism that could generate an intense
plasm outflow, even if the accxetlon rate and nucl_r luminosity were
low?
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7. The unipolar inductor mechanism schematically depicted. A magnetic
field (not shown) is applied to a spinning black hole surrounded by a

much larger non-rotating conducting shell. A current system (dotted lines)
is then induced, which dissipates energy in the hole (resistance Zhole
100 ohms), and in the surrounding shell. The power generated in the shell

(rather than going to waste down the hole) is maximised, for a given applied

magnetic field when Zshel I = Zhole.
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Electromagnetic energy extraction from spinning holes

There is indeed another possible source of power over and above the

gravitational energy released by infalling matter: this is the rotational

ene__ of a spinning black hole, which can in principle be extracted, as
was first recognised by Penrose (1969). Astrophysically plausible mecha-
nisms for extracting this energy depend on exploiting the remarkably close

analogy between a black hole and an ordinary electric conductor. This
analogy is most simply illustrated, for a Schwarzschild hole, by calcu-

lating the electric field due to a point charge held at rest near the hole

(Hanni and Ruffini 1972). As the charge, with radial coordinate rc, is
moved closer to the Schwarzschild horizon, the field lines get progress&

ively more distorted: they "wrap around" the hole so that as rc . rs they
appear to emanate from r = O, the field being essentially radial for r - rs

>> rc - rs. It is as though the charge has spread itself over the hole's
"surface". For a charge in free fall, the spreading happens in a time

(rs/C). Comparing this with the "classical" estimate of the time r_/4_o
taken for a charge to spread over a sphere of radius rs and conductivity
_, we find that the effective resistance of a black hole is of order
100 ohms (of. Znajek 1978).

A spinning (Kerr) black hole behaves like a spinning conductor
(Blandford and Znajek 1977), in the sense that there are constraints on

the orientations of any stationary electric and magnetic fields near the

horizon. This analogy, spelt out in detail by Macdonald and Suen (1984),

is sufficiently close that a "unipolar inductor" mechanism can indeed
tap the spin energy of a hole. Specific models for radio sources based on

this general concept were developed by Rees et al. (1982) and Phinney

(1983) and are reviewed in detail by Begelman et al (|984).

Figure 7 depicts, very schematically, a unipolar inductor mechanism.
For this to operate there must be:

(i) A magnetic field threading the hole (not shown in Figure 7).

(ii) Currents flowing in a circuit into and out of the h01e.

(iii) A near-optimal impedance match, so that the currents dissipate

a good fraction of their energy in the outer conducting sphere,
rather than in the hole itself.

How can these requirements be fulfilled in a realistic and relevant
context?

(i) There must be some conducting plasma near the hole, to carry
the currents that maintain a magnetic field; even a very low
level of accretion would suffice for this.

(ii) This same low-density plasma can indirectly supply the charges

that carry electric current "into" the hole. Dilute plasma
near a black hole would radiate inefficiently, and would be at

a temperature of > I Mev (the virlal temperature for r < |0_rs
being higher than this). [_s low-level radiative emission would

then include bremsstrahlung gamma rays. Some of these will

interact very close to the hole, yielding a cascade of electron-
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positron pairs, with more than enough charge density to 'complete
the circuit' and carry the necessary current - enough, indeed, to

make the magnetosphere essentially charge-neutral, in the sense
that (n+ + n-) >> (n+ - n-) , so that relativistic MIID can be

applied.

(iii) The issue of the impedance match and the consequent efficiency,
is rather more subtle. Pbinney (1983) has explored the physics
of the relativistic wind whose source is the pair plasma created

by y + y . e+ - e- in the hole's magnetosphere, and which flows

both outward along the funnel, and into the hole. He finds con-
sistent wind solutions in which _ _ of the hole's spin energy is

transformed into Poynting flux and a relativistic electron-posi-
tron outflow.
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8. A model for the "central engine" in radio sources. Interaction between

a spinning (Kerr) black hole and the magnetic field generates a hydromag-
t_etic wind. External matter (shown stippled) confines a poloidal magnetic

field Bp (of strength 103 - 104 G) threading the hole. (The precise geo-
metry xs unimportant; that shown is appropriate for a pressure-supported
torus with constant specific angular momentum.) y-rays (wavy lines) gener,

ated in the external matter create pairs in the otherwise empty magneto-

spheric region from which accreting material is excluded by centrifugal
effects. On field lines which cross the event;:horlzon, these pairs carry

a current which extracts rotational energy from the hole in the form of

a dlrect-current Poyntlng flux. (From Begelman et al. 1984).

The general scheme is depicted in Figure 8. Even a low-level and
inefficient accretlonflow can "anchor" a magnetic field that threads the

hole, and thereby tap the hole's spin energy; in these conditions the
extracted power naturally goes predominantly into a relativistic bifur-
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cared outflow. The power extracted is of order B2r_e (cf. an "inside out"
pulsar light cylinder): for a field _ I04G, which can be confined by
plasma of density only 10-11 gcm -3, this can be _ 1045 erg s-1. This
mechanism seems specially appropriate for strong radio galaxies such as

Cygnus A (Rees et al. 1982) where the energy flowing along the jets domi-

nates the radiative output of the AGN itself. Electron-posltron pairs

moving with Lorentz factors _ 100 would transport some kinetic energy,
but most of the power outflow would initially be in the form of Poyntlng
flux associated with the magnetic field coiled round the jet axis, and

"frozen in" to the pair plasma. This Poynting flux may be converted into

fast particles where the jet encounters ambient material (perhaps on the
scale of the VLBI radio components). The expected magnetic field in the

jet has the kind of configuration that could cause magnetic confinement

and collimation (see Section 3). The plasma around the hole that supplies
the currents and anchors the field is just a catalyst: in principle, the
power output of a radio galaxy could be sustained with zePo accretion rate

if some of the hole's spin energy were channelled into the surrounding
plasma to compensate for its (small) radiative losses.

For the choice of parameters appropriate to strong sources, the maxi-

mum available e.m.f, of order rs x B, may be _ I020 volts. This suggests

that maybe these central regions offer a promising origin for the highest
energy cosmic ray primaries. However, just as in pulsar models, the

presence of charges "shorts out" the electric field and restricts the po-

tential drop that can be attained. Pair production triggered by y-rays
from the surrounding plasma, amplified by cascade processes that occur if

an outflowlng wind moves through ambient radiation with a high Lorentz

factor, would produce so many charges that, when the energy is shared

among them, the resultant bulk flow has a Lorentz factor only < 100.
(While shock wave acceleration could still in principle produce a power
law spectrum with a tall extending to ultra high energies, the likelihood

of photodlssociation, etc. makes the compact central parts of AGNs a less

promising site for 1020 ev particles than the extended lohes Q

The evolutionary context

Radio galaxies may, therefore, harbour massive black holes formed

long ago via catastrophic collapse (maybe during a quasar phase of acti-

vity). The holes lurked quiescent, the galaxy being swept clean of gas,
for billions of years. Then some event, perhaps interaction with a com-

panion, triggered renewed infall -maybe at a low rate but sufficient to

reactivate the nucleus by applying a magnetic field. This 'engaged the

clutch', tapping the hole's latent spin energy, and converting it into
non-thermal directed outflow - Poynting flux and e+-e - plasma -which

ploughs its way out to scales % 1010 times larger. If this is indeed

what happens in Cygnus A and M87, then these very large-scale manifes-
tations of AGN activity could offer the most direct evidence for inher-
ently relativistic effects.

Massive black holes can generate a high luminosity in two quite dis-
tinct ways: straightforwardly by accretion; or via the electromagnetic
process just described where the energy comes from the hole itself. The

latter process tends to give purely non-thermal power. The properties of
an AGNmust depend, among other things, on the relative contributions of

these two mechanisms, which depend primarily on the accretion rate and
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the spin of the hole. The properties of AGNs must depend on other para-
meters - the nuclear mass H, the orientation and properties of the host

galaxy etc. Ideally, one would llke a unified model which explains the

multifarious types of AGN in the same way that our theories for the

Hertzsprung-Russe_ diagram do this for stars.

Conditions around black holes are extreme, but the relevant physics

is known, and the key problem is at least well posed: axisyulnetrlc plasma

dynamics in a specified gravitational field, the aim being to calculate
how much power is derived from accretion, and extracted from the hole's

spin, and to find the form in which these respective contributions emerge.

Such calculations play the same part in the modelling of AGNs that nuclear

physics does in theories of stellar structure and evolution. The evidence
that black holes have anything to do with AGNs is circumstantial; but the

same is true for other cherished beliefs in astrophysics: the evidence

that stars are powered by nuclear energy is also "merely" circumstantial.
However the confrontation of models with observations - indirect even for

stars - is admittedly much more ambiguous for AGNs: in stars the energy

percolates to the observable surface in a relatively steady and well-under-
stood way; in AGNs, on the other hand, it is reprocessed into all parts of

the electromagnetic spectrum on scales spanning many powers of ten, in a

fashion dependent on poorly-known environmental and geometrical effects
within the host galaxy. The massive black hole hypothesis isn't infinitely

"elastic", and could be disproved in several ways. It would, for instance,
be in serious trouble if very regular periodicities were found in AGNs,

or if Space Telescope studies of stellar velocity dispersions places upper

limits << 108 Me on the central masses in any radio galaxies with large
energy content.
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ABSTRACT

We review recent observations of gamma-ray line emission from solar flares,
gamma-ray bursts, the galactic center, the interstellar medium and the jets of SS433,
and we discuss the implications of these observations on high energy processes in
these sources.

INTRODUCTION

Gamma-ray line astrophysics has developed rapidly in recent years with exciting new
observations by gamma-ray spectrometers on balloons and on the HEAO, Venera, Hinotori and
SMM satellites and space probes. These observations are providing unique new insights into a
wide range of problems in high energy astrophysics and cosmic rays.

The relationship between gamma-ray and cosmic ray studies, of course, goes back to the
very earliest observations. When Victor HessI discovered the extraterrestrial origin of atmos-
pheric ionization in 1912 he suggested that it was caused by high energy gamma rays from out-
side the solar system and hence named them "cosmic rays." But in 1927 on a voyage from
Java to Genoa, Clay2 discovered that the intensity of cosmic rays varied with geomagnetic lati-
tude and thus they were charged particles not gamma rays. Extraterrestrial gamma rays were
finally discovered over thirty years later when Peterson and Winckler 3 observed gamma-ray
emission from a solar flare with a balloon-borne detector in 1959. Three years later Arnold et
al.* discovered the diffuse extragalactic gamma-ray emission with a detector on the Ranger
probe.

Gamma-ray astronomy has grown rapidly since then and at this conference fully one-fifth
of the contributed paper sessions are devoted to gamma-ray observations and theory.

Recent developments in gamma-ray spectroscopy have revealed a diversity of gamma-ray
lines in the spectra of astrophysical sources. The wide range of these observed lines, processes
and sources can be seen in Table 1.

Although we revieweds all of gamma-ray astronomy just three years ago, there have been
a number of important new observations since then that need to be discussed here. In particu-
lar, gamma-ray spectra from solar flares have been observed 6 in much greater detail by the
spectrometer on the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM), providing new information on both the
flare accelerated particles and on chemical abundances in the solar atmosphere. A gamma-ray
line from radioactive 26A1was seen 7 from the interstellar medium by a high-resolution spec-
trometer on the Third High Energy Astronomical Observatory (HEAO-3), providing new infor-
mation on processes of explosive nucleosynthesis in the Galaxy. Gamma-ray lines have been
reported 8 also by HEAO-3 from the compact galactic object SS433, possibly providing clues to
the understanding of the acceleration of the jets that are revealed by optical and radio observa-
tions. We will review all of these and other important sources of gamma-ray line emission.
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Table 1
OBSERVED ASTROPHYSICAL GAMMA RAY LINES

Observed Processes Sources
Lines

Cyclotron Emission & Gamma-ray bursters
emission & absorption X-ray pulsars
absorption by electrons Crab pulsar(?)
_50 keV in _ 1012gauss (magnetic neutron stars)

magnetic fields

e± pair e+e-"---' 2y Solar flares
annihilation by e+ from: (accel. particle interactions)

radiation yy ---,e+e- Galactic center
0.511 MeV ye- ---. e-e+e- (accreting black hole)

y B±--* B±e+e" Gamma-ray bursters
/3+ decay (magnetic neutron stars)

7r+ --"/_+ ---,e+ decay

Nuclear Inelastic Solar flares
deexcitation excitation (accel. particle interactions)
6.129 MeV 160(p,p') 160* SS433 jets

4.438 t2C... (jet nuclei interactions)
1.779 2sSi...
1.634 2°Ne...
1.369 24Mg...
0.847 56Fe...

1,809 MeV Radioactive decay Interstellar gas
26AI_+)26Mg* (explosive nucleosynthesis)

Radiative Neutron capture Solar flares
capture IH(n,T)2H (accel. particle interactions)

2,223 MeV 56Fe(n,y)57Fe Jacobson transient
7.632 (accreting neutron star?)
7.646

SOLAR FLARES

Recent observational and theoretical studies of gamma rays and neutrons from solar flares
have provided new insights into the problem of particle acceleration and have given new infor-
mation on the composition of the solar atmosphere. These results have been discussed in a
number of recent papers (e.g. Refs. 6, 9-12). The gamma-ray lines and neutrons result from
nuclear interactions of accelerated protons and heavier nuclei, while the continuum is due to
relativistic electron bremsstrahlung and the superposition of Doppler-broadened gamma-ray
lines.

Theoretical studies predicted t3 that the principal gamma-ray lines should be those at
2.223 MeV from neutron capture on IH, at 0.511 MeV from positron annihilation, and at 4.438
and 6.129 MeV from deexcitation of nuclear levels in 12Cand t60, respectively. These predic-
tions were confirmed when gamma rays were first observed 14 with a detector on OSO-7 from
the solar flare of 4 August 1972. These and other weaker lines have since been observed from
more than 30 flares by detectors on HEAP-115 HEAP-3 t6, Hinotori 17 and most extensively
SMM6A°,18. Neutrons from solar flares have also been observed, confirming earlier predictions
(e.g. Ref. 19). The neutron observations consist of direct spacecraft 2°,21and ground based 22,23
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detections, as well as of the measurement 24of the protons resulting from the decay of the neu-
trons in interplanetary space.

Energetic particles from solar flares have been observed in interplanetary space on
numerous occasions, but there is clear evidence that the nuclear interactions that produce the
gamma rays and neutrons are caused by accelerated particles that remain trapped in the mag-
netic fields of the flare region and interact as they slow down in the solar atmosphere. This is
most clearly seen (e.g. Ref. 25) by the fact that, if the escaping particles were responsible for
the observed gamma-ray emission, they should also show great enrichments in spaUation prod-
ucts, such as 2H, JH, Li, Be and B, which are not observed 26.

Further evidence for this trapping comes from the comparison of the number of particles
required to produce the observed gamma rays and neutrons with the number of escaping parti-
cles, and from the comparison of the number of positrons produced at the Sun with the
observed flux in the 0.511 MeV line.

The number of gamma-ray producing particles can be derived from measurements of the
neutron-capture line at 2.2 MeV and the photon flux in the 4 to 7 MeV band, which is dom-
inated27,2sby C and O deexcitation lines. Since the effective threshold for neutron production
is significantly higher than that for C and O excitations, the 2.2 MeV line and the 4 to 7 MeV
band sample different portions of the accelerated particle spectrum. The ratio of the fluxes in
the 2.2 MeV line and in the 4 to 7 MeV band therefore constrains the particle spectrum, while
the 4 to 7 MeV flux determines the particle number. Results for several flares from which
gamma rays were observed are summarized in Table 2. The spectral indexes and total proton
numbers at the Sun are given for two possible forms for the accelerated particle energy spectra,
a power law in kinetic energy and a Bessel function. For the former, the number of accelerated
particles per unit kinetic energy is proportional E-s, where E is particle kinetic energy. For the
latter, this number is proportional to K2(12p/mpcaT) t/2, where p is particle momentum per
nucleon and aT an index characterizing the hardness of the spectrum. A power law in kinetic
energy is the nonrelativistic approximation of a power law in momentum, which is the spectral
form expected (e.g. Ref. 29) from first order shock acceleration at a planar and infinite Shock.
The Bessei-function spectrum is the nonrelativistic approximation to the spectrum expected
from stochastic acceleration 3°. Nonrelativistic approximations are adequate for calculations
involving protons and nuclei, since the bulk of the nuclear reactions in flares occur at energies
much lower than mpd.

Table 2
ENERGETIC PARTICLE PARAMETERS IN SOLAR FLARES tt

In Solar Atmosphere Interplanetary
Bessel Function Power Law

Np Np Spectral Np
FLARE aT (> 30 MeV) S (> 30 MeV) Index (> 30 MeV)

Determined from Gamma-Ray Line Measurements

4 Aug. 1972 0.029+0.004 1.0xl033 3.3+0.2 7.2xi032 -- 4.3x10 _4
ll Jul. 1978 _0.032 1.6xl033 _3.1 1.3x1033 -- --
9 Nov. 1979 0.018+0.003 3.6x1032 3.74-0.2 2.6x1032 -- --
7 Jun. 1980 0.021+0.003 9.3x1031 3.5+0.2 6.6x1031 aT---0.015 8x1029
1 Jul. 1980 0.0254-0.006 2.8x103t 3.4+0.2 1.9x103t -- <4x1028

6 Nov. 1980 0.0254-0.003 1.3x1032 3.3:t:0.2 1.0xl032 -- 3x1029
10 Apr. 1981 0.019+0.003 1.4x1032 3.64-0.2 1.0xl032 -- --

Determined from Neutron and Gamma-Ray Line Measurements
21 Jun. 1980 0.025+0.005 7.2x1032 INCONSISTENT ofT=0.025 1.5x1031

3 Jun. 1982 0.034+0.005 2.9x1033 INCONSISTENT s._1.7 3,6x1032
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Fig. I. Determination t] of the number and spectrum of flare accelerated protons at the Sun
from observations 6 of the time dependent neutron flux and the gamma-ray line emission in the
4-7 MeV range.

The number of neutron-producing particles and their energy spectrum can be derived
from observations of the time-dependent neutron flux at Earth. For consistency, this number
and spectrum must be the same as those derived from the gamma-ray observations. Observa-

• tions of a time-dependent neutron flux for the flare of 21 June 1980 are shown in Figure 1
together with calculated fluxes. These fluxes are normalized such that the calculated 4 to
7 MeV flux agrees with the observed 6 flux in this energy band, _76 photons/cm 2. It is evident
that the combined neutron and gamma-ray emission cannot result from particles with a power-
law spectrum. For, as we see from Figure 1, none of the combinations of power-law spectra
and total particle numbers that could produce the observed 4-7 MeV flux can also produce a
neutron flux consistent with that which was measured. As can also be seen in Figure 1, how-
ever, both observations are quite consistent with accelerated particles having a Bessel-function
spectrum with aT _0.025 and a total number of 7x1032 protons > 30 MeV. Qualitatively, the
difference between this Bessel-function spectrum and a power-law in kinetic energy is the grad-
ual steepening of the former as the energy increases. Shock acceleration can also produce 29
such a steepening, or high-energy cutoff, if the shock is of finite size and the acceleration is of
finite duration. Thus, while these results cannot definitively determine the acceleration
mechanism, they demonstrate that a consistent interaction model can be set up involving either
oneof them.

Comparing these results with those inferred from the direct particle observations
(Table 2), we see that independent of the spectral form, the number of particles that produce
the observed gamma rays and neutrons are generally much higher than the number of inter-
planetary particles from flares which produce detectable gamma rays. This implies that the
gamma rays and neutrons are produced predominantly in closed magnetic configurations from
which very few charged particles escape. As mentioned above, the absence of spallation prod-
ucts in the escaping particles indicates that this latter population is not involved in significant
gamma-ray and neutron production. We discuss separately the implications of the exceptional
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Fig. 2. Observed 310.511 MeV line flux from the 21 June 1980 flare compared with that expect-
edl] from the number and spectrum of accelerated particles determined in Figure I.

case of the 4 August 1972 flare for which the number of particles observed in interplanetary
space was much larger than the number of trapped particles (Table 2).

Further evidence that the gamma rays are generally produced in closed magnetic
configurations comes from the analysis of the time-dependent flux of the 0.511 MeV line from
positron annihilation. This is shown in Figure 2 where observations 31of the 21 June 1980 flare
are compared with the calculated II 0.511 MeV flux. In these calculations the radioactive/3 +
emitters and _r+ mesons were produced by accelerated particles with the same spectrum and
total number as determined from the neutron and 4-7 MeV observations, and it was assumed
that the positrons remain trapped at the Sun and annihilate essentially instantaneously. The
agreement with the observations shown in Figure 2 strongly supports these assumptions. The
trapping of the positrons is further evidence for the trapping of all the gamma-ray producing
charged particles, while their short annihilation time implies a sufficiently high ambient density
which suggests that the annihilation site, and hence also the interaction site, is in the chromo-
sphere below the transition layer.

In addition to the 4 August 1972 flare, for which the number of interplanetary particles
was much larger than that involved in gamma-ray production, there are many other flares32
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Fig. 3. Observed 6,1° and calculated 33 spectra of the 27 April 1981 flare.

which produce large fluxes of interplanetary particles without producing detectable gamma rays.
These particles, always devoid of spallation products, are most likely accelerated at sites with
ready access to interplanetary space.

We turn now to the determination of the relative composition of the solar atmosphere in
the flare region from comparisons of the various deexcitation line intensities. A sample spec-
trum shown in Figure 3 was observed 6,1° from the 27 April 1981 flare by the gamma-ray spec-
trometer on the SMM. Nuclear reactions of accelerated protons and alpha particles with heavier
nuclei in the ambient gas produce narrow lines, such as those shown at 6.129 MeV from deex-
citation of 160', 4.438 MeV from 12C, 1.779 MeV from 2sSi*, 1.634 MeV from 2°Ne*,
1.369 MeV from 24Mg* and 0.847 MeV from 56Fe. The inverse reactions, between accelerated
heavy nuclei and ambient H and He, produce broad lines which effectively merge into a contin-
uum. Also evident are the lines at 2.223 and 0.511 MeV. The feature just below the positron
annihilation line results from reactions between accelerated alpha particles and ambient He
nuclei leading to 7Li*0'478Mevand 7Be*°'431Mevline emission. The continuum, upon which the
narrow lines are superimposed, is due to both relativistic electron bremsstrahlung and the
Doppler broadened deexcitation lines of the accelerated heavy nuclei.

The relative intensities of the narrow nuclear deexcitation lines depend on several factors,
such as the energy spectrum of the accelerated particles, but they are obviously most sensitive
to the elemental abundances of the ambient gas in the interaction region. Even though the
location of this region cannot be determined by direct gamma-ray imaging, a variety of indirect
arguments, such as the time dependence of the 0.511 MeV line discussed above, indicate that
most of the nuclear reactions take place in the chromosphere. The observed gamma-ray
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spectrum, therefore, can be used to infer chromospheric abundances. The most direct evalua-
tion 12consists of theoretical calculations of the spectrum with variations of the abundances until
the best fit to the data is achieved. The resultant best-fitting spectrum 33 is sho.wn by the
smooth curve in Figure 3.

With the normalization given by the best-fit, the principal difference between the gamma-
ray and local galactic34 abundances is the underabundance of C and O in the gamma-ray
deduced abundances. The Fe, Si, Mg and Ne abundances are in good agreement, while the sta-
tistical errors for Ca, S, AI and N and the systematic errors for H and He are too large to per-
mit any quantitative conclusion (see Ref. 12). A similar suppression of C and O in the coronal
abundances relative to local galactic abundances has been pointed out in Ref. 34 where it was
suggested that the suppression may be caused by charge-dependent mass transport from the
photosphere to the corona. Since the photosphere is collisionally ionized at a relatively low
temperature, the transport could depend on the first ionization potentials of the elements.
Mass transport to the chromosphere could be influenced by similar fractionation effects. How-
ever, if the Ne abundance in the photosphere (where it has not yet been measured) is the same
as in the local galactic set, then the mechanism which produces differences between the
gamma-ray and photospheric abundances must include additional effects, because correlation
with first ionization potential alone would predict a Ne abundance at least as low as the O abun-
dance, contrary to that implied by the gamma-ray observation.

Independent of the mechanism responsible for the fractionation, significant abundance
differences exist between various sites in the solar atmosphere. It seems inevitable that similar
fractionation phenomena could affect the abundance determinations of objects other than the
Sun.

GAMMA RAY BURSTS

Gamma-ray bursts were discovered 3s accidentally in 1967 by detectors on board the Vela
satellites whose primary purpose was to monitor artificial nuclear detonations in space. The
observational properties of the bursts and current theoretical ideas about their origin have been
extensively reviewed in recent workshop proceedings a6,37.

Gamma-ray bursts are generally observed in the photon energy range from a few tens of
keV to several MeV with event durations ranging from about 0.1 to 100 see. The observed
burst energy fluences (> 30 keV) range from about 10°7 to 1003 erg/cm 2, and the frequency of
occurrence of detector bursts range from about ten per year with fluences > 1004 erg/cm 2 to
several thousand per year with fluences > 10.-7 erg/cm 2. At fluences less than 10-5 erg/cm 2,
the frequency of bursts falls below that which might be expected from an unbounded, isotropic
and homogeneous distribution of sources 3s,39. Although it has been suggested that this results
from the finite galactic distribution of sources and is thus evidence for a galactic origin, recent
studies4°,41have shown that this deviation can be explained entirely by temporal and spectral
selection biases in the detectors.

The distribution of gamma-ray burst source directions on the sky is essentially isotropic,
which suggests that if they are galactic the sources typically lie within a scale height of the disk
(_<1 kpc) and release energies of _<1039ergs.

The determination 42of several very precise source positions, however, has not lead to the
identification of any burst sources with known objects, except for one case. That exception is
the source of the 5 March 1979 burst, GBS 0526-66, whose positional error box43of size 0.1 arc
min2, lies within the supernova remnant N49 in the Large Magellanie Cloud which is at a dis-
tance of 55 kpc. If the burst source is at this distance, the total radiated energy is --10 _ ergs,
which is about five orders of magnitude larger than that inferred for a typical galactic gamma-
ray burst. But the 5 March burst exhibited a number of remarkable and possibly unique obser-
vational characteristics, including '_,45 the extremely rapid rise time (< 2x10-4 see) of the impul-
sive emission spike, the relatively short duration (--0.15 see) and high luminosity of this spike,
the 8-see pulsed emission following the impulsive spike, and 15 subsequent '_, apparently
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nonrandom 47, outbursts of lower intensity from the same source direction over the last several
years. Thus it appears_,48 to belong to a separate class of less frequent but more energetic tran-
sients than do the typical galactic bursts.

Although searches (e.g. Ref. 49) of other positional error boxes have not produced any
likely source objects, a search5°,5t of archival optical plates has revealed evidence of possible
optical flashes from a couple of the burst sources in the past. Very recently optical flashes have
also been detected 52 from the direction of the repeating, 5 March 1979 source direction. This
appears to open a new window for monitoring such bursts, but simultaneous optical and
gamma-ray observations are still needed before it can be established that gamma-ray bursts are
in fact accompanied by the detectable optical flashes.

The best insight into the nature of gamma-ray burst sources has come from the
discovery s3of absorption and emission features in the energy spectra of the bursts.

The absorption features have been observed 53,54in a number of spectra, generally in the
energy range from about 30 to 60 keV, as can be seen in the spectra of the 25 March 1978
burst s4shown in Figure 4. These features, like those in the spectra of X-ray binaries, appear to
be the result of cyclotron absorption in intense magnetic fields of a few times 10t2 gauss, which
strongly suggests that magnetic neutron stars are the source of many, if not all, gamma-ray
bursts. Moreover the narrowness of the observed absorption features, implying a small range
of effective magnetic field strengths, further suggest that the soft burst emission (< 0.1 MeV)
comes from a relatively small region close to the polar cap of a neutron star and is observed at
a large angle to the axis of the field. The soft continuum spectra are in fact quite consistent 5s
with gyrosynchrotron emission in such fields.

As can be seen in the spectrum of the 25 March 1978, however, this soft component
accounts for only a fraction (--20%) of the observed burst emission. Most of the emission in
this burst is seen in a spectrally distinct hard component between --0.25 and 6 MeV. Similar
hard components, with energies extending as high as 20 MeV, have been observed 56in many
other bursts. The photon-photon e± pair production opacity of these hard photons imposes a
strong constraint 57,58on the minimum size of the emission region. This size greatly exceeds
that of a neutron star polar cap, unless the star is uncomfortably close or the emission is highly
beamed.

To reconcile these features it has been suggested 57,ssthat the bulk of the observed burst
energy was initially ejected from the polar cap of a neutron star in a highly collimated jet of e±
pairs which disrupted and isotropized far above the star to form a fireball59 that expanded until
it became transparent to photon-photon pair production and the observed photons escaped. In
such a model the emission time-scale is determined by the size at which the fireball becomes
transparent. Thus the observed duration can give a measure of the total energy, and hence the
distance, of the burst5s.

There is also evidence for possible redshifted e± annihilation line emission in the spectra
of some gamma-ray bursts. !The most commonly observed emission line in burst spectra falls
in the energy range from 0.40 to 0.46 MeV, as seen53 by low resolution NaI detectors in the
spectra of a third of the most intense gamma-ray bursts. Such line emission may be optically
thin e± annihilation radiation redshifted by the strong gravitational field of a neutron star. But
in an optically thick region, stimulated annihilation radiation_ could also produce a line at
about 0.43 MeV without a gravitational redshift. A well resolved line at --0.43 MeV (Figure 5)
was also seen 61,62in the spectrum of the 5 March, 1979 burst, suggesting that the source of this
burst was also a neutron star.

Current theoretical ideas on gamma-ray bursts generally involve strongly magnetized neu-
tron stars. These ideas have developed, in part, as a result of the detailed observations and
modelling 63,_ of the 5 March 1979 burst even though it is quite likely that the underlying
energy source of this burst in not typical of all gamma-ray bursts. The most probable energy
source of gamma-ray bursts is either gravitational or nuclear. Magnetic field annihilation,
responsible for rapid energy generation in solar flares, is insufficient energetically.
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Fig. 4. Observeds4gamma-rayspectrumof the 25 March, 1978burst.

Gravitationalenergy canbe releasedin a burstfrom a neutronstar whena largeamount
of matter is impulsivelyaccretedonto itssurface,in an asteroidor cometimpact6s,_or sporadic
dumpingof an accretiondisk by magnetosphericinstabilities67. Suchaccretionreleasesabout
100MeV/nucleon, the potentialenergyat the neutronstarsurface. Gravitationalenergycould
alsobe releasedin a corequakeof a neutron star63,6s.Suchquakescouldresult69from a col-
lapse followinga phasetransitionfrom ordinarynuclearmatter to a new statecontaininga
Bose-Einsteincondensateof pions7°. Pion condensatesare believedto exist abovea critical
density, about twice the nuclear density, and to have lower energies per baryon and a
significantly softer equation of state than ordinary nuclear matter. As a result of accretion or
reduced centrifugal forces due to a slowing rate of rotation, the core density of a neutron star
may increase beyond the critical density resulting in a supercompressed metastable state which
could eventually collapse to the pion condensed state. Such a collapse could release 71about
1048erg in a time no longer than the free fall time (10 -4 see). As much as 10% of this energy
could go into neutron star vibrations if the oscillation amplitude is on the order of the radius
change (_ 10m). Neutron star quakes can set up neutron star vibrations which dissipate mainly
by gravitational radiation (e.g. Ref. 72). A fraction of the vibrational energy, however, can be
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Fig. 5. The spectrum 62of the impulsive emission spike of the 5 March, 1979 gamma-ray burst.

converted 63,69into magnetoacousti¢ waves which dissipate by accelerating particles in the mag-
netosphere. Radiation from these particles would then be responsible for the observed
gamma-ray emission.

Alternatively, impulsive energy release from neutron stars could result from a nuclear
detonation of degenerate matter accumulated over a relatively long period of time by slow
accretion of gas73,74. Such detonations release several MeV per nucleon from the burning of
helium to the iron peak nuclei. All three of these processes, impulsive accretion, corequakes,
or nuclear detonations, appear to be quite capable of providing the 1037to 104°ergs required for
typical galactic gamma-ray bursts. But to account for the _lff u ergs of the 5 March 1979
burst, such large amounts of accreted matter are required that accretion and nuclear detonation
appear to be ruled out, so that only corequakes appear to be capable of providing the energy
needed for this burst.
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GALACTIC CENTER

Intense positron annihilation radiation at 0.511 MeV has been observed from the direction
of the Galactic Center for over a decade. This emission was first reported in a series of balloon
observations with low-resolution Nal detectors, starting in 197075"77. But it was not until 1977
that the annihilation line energy of 0.511 MeV was clearly identified with high-resolution Ge
detectors 7s. The latter observation also revealed that the line is very narrow (FWHM
< 3.2 keV) and that it shows evidence for three-photon positronium continuum emission below
0.511 MeV, implying that _90% of the positrons annihilate via positronium. Thus, the
observed intensity of _10 "3 photons/cm 2 sec implies an annihilation rate of _2x1043
positrons/see or an annihilation radiation luminosity of _3x1037 ergs/sec at the 10 kpc distance
of the Galactic Center.

Subsequent Ge detector observations 79-s° on HEAO-3 have confirmed the narrowness
(FWHM < 2.5 keV) of the line and have provided more precise information on the line center
energy (510.90+0.25 keV, see Figure 6). These measurements also showed that the direction
of the source is coincident with that of the Galactic Center (within the ±4* observational
uncertainty). Most important, the HEAO-3 observations revealed that the line intensity varies
with time, decreasing by a factor of three in six months from (1.85±0.21)x10 -3 photons/cm 2
sec in the fall of 1979 to (0.65±0.27)x10 -3 photons/cm 2 see in the spring of 1980. This
decrease, confirmed by later observations sl-s3 implies that the sizes of both the annihilation
region and the positron source are less than the light-travel distance of l0 ta cm. The reported
annihilation line fluxes from the Galactic Center as a function of time during the last 15 years
are shown in Figure 7.
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The nature of the positron annihilation region is further constrained by the observed line
width and intensity variations, The line width (FWHM < 2.5 keV) requires s4 a gas temperature
in the annihilation region less than 5x104 K and the intensity variation requires that the density
of gas at this site be high enough (> 105 cm-3) that the positrons can slow down and annihilate
in less than half a year. Such regions appear to exist in both the peculiar warm cloudsa5 and the
compact non-thermal source a6 within the central parsec of the Galaxy. While previous theoreti-
cal studies s4 suggested that the line width also constrains the ionization fraction of the ambient
gas to values greater than _ 10%, it has recently been pointed outa7 that, when the results of
new laboratory measurements a8 of positron annihilation in neutral H are taken into account,
this constraint is no longer valid.

The nature of the positron source is strongly constrained a9by the observed variation of
the 0.511 MeV intensity and by observations at other wavelengths. The decrease of a factor of
three in the line intensity in six months clearly excludes any of the multiple, extended sources,
such as cosmic rays, pulsars9°, supernovae 91 or primordial black holes92 previously proposed.
Instead, it essentially requires 93 a single, compact (< 10Is cm) source which is apparently
located either at or close to the Galactic Center and which is inherently variable on time scales
of six months or less. However, because the observed line-center energy shows no evidence
for any gravitational redshift, the annihilation site must be removed by at least 103
Schwartzschiid radii from this compact objec L

The strongest constraints on the positron production processes are sets9 by observa-
tions a°,94of the accompanying continuum emission at energies > rnec2. These require a high
positron production efficiency, such that more than 10% of the total radiated energy >rnec 2
goes into electron-positron pairs. Under the conditions of positron production on time scales
comparable to that of the observed variation and in an optically thin, isotropically emitting
region, only photon-photon pair production among _MeV photons can provide the required
high efficiency. Moreover, the absolute luminosity of the annihilation line requires that the
photon-photon collisions take place in a very compact source (d < 5x10s cm). Pair production
in an intense radiation field around an accreting black hole of _<103Mo appears to be a possible
source 89,95. However, if the gamma-ray continuum is beamed, the observed continuum cannot
be used to determine the photon density at the source. In this case, a photon density high
enough to produce pairs at the observed rate may be present in a much larger source region
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than that estimated for isotropic gamma-ray emission. Such pair sources may be associated with
jets in massive, million-solar mass black holes89,93,96"-99.But the total gamma-ray luminosity in
these models is much higher (_ 1040erg/sec) than that of the isotropic model (_ 1_ 8 erR/see).
Another important difference between the _ losMo and the _ 106Mo black hole models is that
while dynamical considerations imply that the more massive hole should reside at the nucleus
of the Galaxy, the currently determined positional uncertainty of the line source(+ 4*) would
allow a variety of locations for the less massive object. Future imaging experiments with much
better angular resolution could therefore differentiate between the models.

GALACTIC NUCLEOSYNTHESIS

The search for gamma-ray lines from nucleosynthetic radionuclei in our galaxy has been
carried on for over a decade to test current theories of the explosive nucleosynthetic origin of
most nuclei heavier than helium. This search has at last resulted in the first observation 7,100of
such a line from 26AI, made with the high resolution Ge spectrometer on HEAO-3. That this
line should be detectable was pointed out earlier 101,102but the observed intensity is nearly an
order of magnitude greater than was predicted.

A rich variety of explosive nucleosynthetic lines have been proposed from both superno-
vae and novae. The most abundant radionucleus expected 1o3from explosive nucleosynthesis in
supernovae is 56Ni, which decays with a 8.8 day mean-life to 56Co, which, in turn, decays with a
mean-life of 114 days to 56Fe; 20% of the 56Co decays are via positron emission. Nucleosyn-
thesis of 56Niin supernovae is thought 1°4to be the primary source of galactic 56Fe.

The bulk of the gamma rays1°5and positrons t°6 from the 56Nidecay chain, however, are
absorbed in the expanding nebula and their energy emerges only as lower energy radiation.
The characteristic light curves of Type I supernovae, in fact, appear to follow-the 56Ni and 56Co
decay and optical lines from both 56Co and the resulting 56Fe have recently been detected 1°7in
the spectrum of an extragalactic supernova, SN 1972e. Any such direct gamma-ray line emis-
sion escaping from the nebula would be detectable for only a few years after the supernova
explosion.

Gamma-ray lines from other longer-lived radionuclei, such as 1.1 yr 57Co, 3.8 yr 22Na and
68 yr 44Ti from supernovae, have also been suggested 1°3,1°8,t°9.But these too could only be
detectable for at most about 100 years after the explosion.

There are, however, three much longer lived (> lOs yr) sources of nucleosynthetic
gamma-ray lines, namely/3 + decay positrons, 26AIand 6°Fe, which could give a direct measure
of the overall galactic average rate of explosive nucleosynthesis. Since a fraction of the posi-
trons from 56C0 decay are egpected 1°5,1°6to escape into the interstellar medium and since in the
tenuous interstellar gas the positron lifetime against annihilation is quite long (---105 yr in a
density of 1H cm3), positrons should accumulate from several thousand supernovae, assuming
that galactic supernovae occur about once every 30 years. Their annihilation should thus pro-
duce91,H°diffuse galactic gamma-ray line emission at 0.511 MeV. Furthermore, estimates (e.g.
Ref. 93) of the rate of positron production by other types of sources suggest that the principal
source of galactic positrons should in fact be those escaping from 56Co decay produced in Type
I supernovae.

Recent observations Hl,m of galactic 0.511 MeV emission with wide (> 50*) field-of-view
detectors reveal considerably higher line intensities than would be expected from the Galactic
Center source alone, which suggests that there may be a spatially diffuse source of 0.511 MeV
line emission in the Galaxy. Conclusive measurements of such diffuse line emission can thus
provide information on the average rate of galactic nucleosynthesis of 56Fe during the last 105
years.

Similarly, the long-lived radionuclei 6°Fe (mean-life _4xlos yr) and 26A1 (mean-life
_lxl06 yr), which are also expected from explosive nucleosynthesis, should accumulate from

104 or more supernovae and be well distributed through the interstellar medium before they
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Fig. 8. Observed t°° gamma-ray spectrum near 1.809 MeV from the galactic plane in the direc-
tion of the Galactic Center.

decay. Diffuse galactic line emission is thus expected at 1.809 MeV from 26A1decay to 26Mg
(Refs. 101,102) and at 1.332 MeV, 1.173 MeV, and 0.059 MeV from 6°Fe decay to 6°Co and its
subsequent decay to 6°Ni (Ref. 113).

Diffuse galactic line emission at 1.809 MeV from 26AI has now been measured 7a°° and
confirmed TM. The measured line, shown in Figure 8, has a width (FWHM) _<3.0 keV which is
quite consistent with that expected solely from galactic rotation. The intensity varies with
galactic longitude from (4.85:1.0)xl0 -4 photons/cm 2 sec rad in the direction of the galactic
center I°° to less than 40% of that in the direction of the anti-center TM. This intensity is roughly
an order of magnitude greater than that predicted t°lA°2 from supernova production.

The observed flux corresponds to a total mass of about 3Mo of Z6AI in the interstellar
medium. Assuming steady state, this implies a present galactic production of_3xl0-6Mo/yr of
26A1. By comparison the estimated present production rate of 27A1is of the order of 10-4Mo/yr
which thus requires that the production ratio of 26AI/27AIin the 26A1source must be > 3x10"2.
Otherwise too much 27A1would be produced. The calculated 115yields of Type II supernovae,
however, give a 26AI/ZTAIratio of only (1 to 2)xlO -3 which, like the predicted intensity, is an
order of magnitude too low.

There are however other possible sources of 26A1:Novae 116'117,red giantsus and 0 and
Wolf-Rayet stars llg. For novae the calculated 116,117production ratio of Z6AI/ZTAlis of the order
of unity which is more than sufficient. Moreover estimates 7,1°°,12°of the current galactic rate of
26A1production by novae come quite close to the required rate inferred from the observations.
Calculations of the 26AI/27AIratio from pulsating red giants Hs is also of the order of unity and
that in the winds of 0 and Wolf-Rayet stars is about 4x10-2 which would be just sufficient. But
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the estimated total galactic production rate from these sources appears to be less than that of
novae. Thus it seems at the present that the bulk of the 26A1in the interstellar medium is most
likely produced by novae while the bulk of the 27A1may come from Type II supernovae with
only about 10%of it coming from novae. The recent discovery TM of a new low lying resonance
for 26A1production in the 25Mg (p, T) reaction suggest, however, that new theoretical calcula-
tions of the yields for the various sources are needed.

SS433

Intense, time-variable and very narrow gamma-ray line emission has recently been
observed sA22 from SS433 with the high resolution Ge spectrometer flown on HEAd-3. This
instrument is particularly sensitive to very narrow lines (widths less than a few keV). The line
with the strongest intensity and highest statistical significance was seens at 1.497 MeV (see Fig-
ure 9). In addition, spectral features at _1.2 MeV8 and--6.695 MeV 122were also reported.
All of these lines have very narrow widths (FWHM < 10 keV). Searches for these very narrow
lines were carried out also with a Ge spectrometer flown on a balloon123and the NaI spectrome-
ter on SMM TM whose energy resolution is much lower than that of the Ge spectrometers.
Although no lines were detected in either of these searches, this negative result could be due to
the time variability of the SS433 gamma-ray source.

Two different identifications of the 1.497 MeV line have been proposed, both of which
assume that this line is blueshifted emission from the approaching jet. The first suggestion s
identifies the line with the 1.369 MeV line from 24Mg*excited by inelastic collisions, while the
other 125associates it with a line at 1.380 MeV from the fusion reaction 14N(p,7)150* in a very
narrow resonance at a proton energy of 0.278 keV. The optically determined 126Doppler shifts
of the approaching jet of SS433 at the epoch of the gamma-ray observations are consistent with
both of these identifications, as is the possible association of the 1.2 MeV feature with the red-
shifted counterpart of the 1.497 MeV line from the receding jet. Moreover, the inelastic excita-
tions and fusion models, based on these identifications, each predict another line at either
6.129 MeV from 160* deexcitations 127or 6.175 MeV from 150* deexcitations t25. The observed
feature at _6.695 MeV could be identified with either of these lines. The two models also
predict other lines which have not yet been observed.

If the observed 1.497 MeV line is due to 24Mg deexcitations, then the fact that the
gamma-ray and optical Doppler shifts are similar implies that the Mg nuclei are moving essen-
tially at the flow speed (0.26c) of the jets. This corresponds to a kinetic energy of _33
MeV/nucleon. At this energy, the 1.369 MeV line can be produced in nuclear reactions with
either ambient protons or moving protons, provided that the proton velocity in the Mg rest
frame exceeds _0.07c, corresponding to the effective threshold energy (---2 MeV) for exciting
the 1.369 MeV level. But unless the relative proton velocity is less than _0.09c, corresponding
to a rest frame energy less than --4 MeV, the recoil of the excited Mg nuclei in a gas would
broaden the line to a width which is larger than that observed s. Therefore, for inelastic excita-
tions in a gas12s, the velocity differential between the protons and the Mg nuclei must lie in a
very narrow range, so that the protons have sufi_cient energy to excite the line, but not too
much energy to broaden it excessively. Moreover, if the 6.695 MeV line is confirmed with a
very narrow width, excitations in a gas can be ruled out because at proton velocities <0.09c
required by the line width z60 cannot be excited.

These constraints, however, can be eliminated 127by a line-narrowing effect 129,13°involving
deexcitations of nuclei embedded in dust grains. The grains also offer a simple explanation 127
to the fact that the strongest very narrow line is at 1.369 MeV from 24Mg. For local galactic
abundances and deexcitations in a gas, the strongest lines are generally at other energies,
depending on the proton energy in the Mg rest frame. Since at _4 MeV the strongest line is at
1.634 MeV from 2°Ne deexcitations, a very strong depletion of Ne relative to Mg is required if
the 1.497 MeV line is due to Mg deexcitations in a gas. In grains, on the other hand, Ne and
other volatiles are naturally depleted.
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tion of SS433.

Very narrow gamma-ray lines can be produced from the deexcitation of nuclei embedded
in dust grains if the sizes of the grains are large enough (>I 10-4 cm) and the lifetimes of the
nuclear levels are long enough (>i 10-12 sec). If these two conditions are met, an excited
nucleus produced in a grain loses its recoil energy by Coulomb collisions and stops in the grain
before it deexcites. Thus, the line is not broadened by the recoil following deexcitation. A
variety of very narrow grain lines are expected 129,13°with relative intensities depending on the
elemental abundances in the grains, as well on the details of the interaction model.

In the jet-grain interaction model 127refractory grains were assumed in which the abun-
dances of Mg, Si and Fe were the same as the local galactic abundances 34,while the more vola-
tile elements were depleted, such that the C, N and O abundances were reduced relative to the
local galactic abundances by a factor f and the H, He, Ne and S abundances were set to zero. It
was also assumed that the grains, moving with the jet velocity, interact with a stationary
ambient medium. This corresponds to a thin-target interaction model in which the bombarding
proton energy in the grain rest frame has the fixed value of 33 MeV. Alternatively, the
gamma-ray lines may be produced while the grains, moving at the speed of the jet flow, sweep
up the ambient protons. This would occur if the bulk of the heavy elements were in the grains
and the radiation pressure which accelerates the jets couples primarily to these elements and not
to the hydrogen. This corresponds to thick-target interactions where the bombarding protons in
the jet rest frame have initially 33 MeV, but produce the gamma rays as they slow down and
eventually stop in this frame.
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The relative intensities of very narrow lines for these abundances in the thin- and thick-
target cases are shown in Table 3. The line at 4.438 MeV from 12Cis not shown because even
in grains this line is broad owing to the very short (0.06 psec) lifetime of the 4.439 MeV level.
Also shown are relative intensities for MgO, a very refractory compound with a very high melt-
ing temperature, a feature that is important for the survival of the grains127.

Table 3
RELATIVE VERY NARROW LINE INTENSITIES FROM GRAINS

Photon Excitation (O:Mg:Si:Fe) (O:Mg:Si:Fe)
Energy Process (22f:1:1.1:1) (1:1:0:0)
(MeV) Thin Target Thick Target Thick Target

(Ref. 127)
0.847 S6Fe(p,p')56Fe* 0.5 0.7 0.0
0.931 56Fe(p,pn)SSFe* 0.6 0.4 0.0
1.317 56Fe(p,pn)SSFe* 0.5 0.3 0.0
1.369 24Mg(p,p')24Mg* 1.0 1.0 1.0

28Si(p,x)24Mg*
1.634 24Mg(p,x )2°Ne* 0.5 0.3 0.3
1.779 28Si(p,p')28Si* 0.4 0.6 0.0
6.129 160 (p,p') 160* 4.0f 4.4f 0.2

As can be seen, in all cases the strongest very narrow line is at 1.369 MeV, provided that
the depletion factor f is small enough. As already pointed out, the 6.129 MeV line can be asso-
ciated with the reported feature at --6.7 MeV. The confirmation of this feature and the meas-
urement of its relative intensity would determine the depletion factor. An upper limit on the
1.634 MeV line, reported TM at this conference, appears to be in conflict with the thin-target
ratio given in Table 3, but not with the thick-target ratios. The thin-target ratio for this line in
Table 3 is lower than that suggested 132previously, where the contribution of Si spallation to the
1.369 MeV line was ignored. There is as yet no data on the other lines shown in Table 3. As
can be seen, such data would provide important information on the composition of the grains.

In the absence of grains, the 1.497 MeV line could still be identified 128 with the
1.369 MeV line from inelastically excited 24Mg, provided that the excitations were due to pro-
tons with velocities relative to the 24Mgnuclei less than 0.09c. At higher relative velocities, the
line width would be larger than observed. But the composition of the gas in which these
interactions take place must be quite different from the local galactic composition 34. For such a
composition, the intensity of the 1.634 MeV line produced by protons of a few MeV is larger
by about an order of magnitude than that of the 1.369 MeV line in conflict with the fact that
the upper limit on the 2°Ne line intensity is considerably lower than the observed intensity of
the 1.369 MeV line.

In the fusion model 125for gamma-ray production in SS433, the line at 1.380 MeV results
from the deexcitation of the 7.556 MeV level of 150 to the ground state via a state at
6.176 MeV. The 7.556 MeV level is populated by p-14N reactions through a narrow resonance
at a proton energy of 0.278 MeV 133,134.The low energy and narrow width of this resonance
lead to a very narrow width for the 1.380 MeV line, provided that the temperature of the 14N
nuclei in the jets is sufficiently low (< 108K). This implies that the protons and the 14Nnuclei
must have different temperatures or that the particle distributions are nonthermal. This has
profound implications on the energetics of the system, as discussed below. The deexcitation of
the 7.556 MeV level produces additional lines at 6.176, 0.764, 6.793, 2.374 and 5.183 MeV with
intensities relative to that the 1.380 MeV line of 1, 0.40, 0.40, 0.28 and 0.28, respectively.
Although as mentioned above, the 6.176 MeV line could be identified with the 6.695 MeV line,
the fact that this line is observed 122to be much weaker than the 1.497 MeV line, argues
strongly against the fusion model. Searches for the other predicted lines have not yet been car-
ried out.
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Gamma-ray line production by inelastic excitations is accompanied by energy loss to
Coulomb collisions. If the gamma-ray lines were due to fusion, the line production would also
be accompanied by Coulomb losses, because of the nonthermal nature of the particle distribu-
tions implied by the observed line widths. But the rate of Coulomb energy loss for a given rate
of gamma-ray line production is much larger for fusion than for inelastic excitation because the
line production cross section for fusion in the resonance (--0.1 mb) is much smaller than that
for inelastic excitation (---200 mb). The observed gamma-ray line luminosity of SS433 of
_1037 erg/sec implies a Coulomb energy loss > 1047erg/sec for the fusion model. The
Coulomb energy loss in the inelastic excitation models can be as low as _4x104 ° erg/sec, in the
thick-target jet-grain model. Since even this value is highly super-Eddingtonian for a stellar
size object, the bulk of the Coulomb energy loss should go into mass motion in the jets. This
Coulomb energy loss will also heat the grains, but the estimated temperature, <3000K, is
below the melting point of MgO. The survival of grains in the environment of the jets of
SS433 has not yet been studied in detail. However, it has been suggested 13sthat the presence
of clumps of dense matter (e.g. grains) may be a prerequisite for the acceleration of the jets by
line locking. Crucial tests of the proposed models for gamma-ray line production in SS433 will
come from the confirmation of the already reported lines and from further observations of the
relative intensities and widths of the predicted lines.

SUMMARY

We have highlighted some of the important recent advances in gamma-ray line astrophy-
sics. The solar flare observations, including a remarkably detailed gamma-ray line spectrum,
provide insights into problems of particle acceleration and confinement and allow the determi-
nation of elemental abundances by a powerful new technique. Recent gamma-ray bursts studies
have provided much new insight into the nature of their sources, with magnetized neutron stars
emerging as the best candidates. Continuing observations of the Galactic Center provided only
upper limits on the 0.511 MeV line flux, but a variety of theoretical and laboratory studies have
elaborated considerably the physical processes that govern the production of pairs and the
annihilation of the positrons. The gamma-ray line from recently synthesized 26A1has been
observed and confirmed by independent observations, providing evidence for ongoing
nucleosynthesis in the galaxy, and requiring some modification of current ideas. Gamma-ray
lines have been observed from the compact galactic object SS433, which have very exciting
theoretical implications. Further progress in these and other areas is expected from future
observations with the Gamma Ray Observatory, to be launched in 1988.
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Abstract

The present theories of galaxy formation are reviewed. The relation between peculiar

velocities, temperature fluctuations of the microwave background and the correlation

function of galaxies point to the possibility that galaxies do not form uniformly

everywhere. The velocity data provide strong constraints on the theories even in the

case when light does not follow mass of the universe.

1. Initial Conditions

The universe contains a wide dynamic range of objects : from stars (1 M®)

all the way to superclusters (1016 M®). A major question that we are unable to

answer yet is whether the formation of structure has started with smaller masses

clustering on ever larger scales 1), or whether extremely large structures formed first,

then subsequently fragmented into smaller ones 2). If we knew the precise initial

conditions then the present structure of the universe could be derived by applying

the laws of physics. Let us summarize, what has to be known about the initial

conditions for this ambitious project.

The fluctuations are likely to be adiabatic, since the specific entropy of the

universe, nB/n,_ is tied to microscopic parameters of particle physics. Entropy fluc-

tuations, once popular, can be generated by huge amounts of shear, e.g. In the infla-

tionary theories quantum fluctuations arise in a natural way. However, the necessary

amplitude seems to require rather special prescriptions for the effective potential 3).
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The initial perturbations are expected to be scale free, therefore their Fourier

amplitude depending on the wavenumber k can be well described by a power law,

ISkl2 o¢ k n. If the spectral index is n = 1, the amplitude of the different pertur-

bations is the same when their wavelength equals the horizon size. This 'double

scale-invariant' is called the Zeldovich spectrum, and is known to arise in inflation-

ary scenarios 4}.

There are severe constraints on the fluctuation amplitudes. If the fluctua-

tions were adiabatic, the perturbations of the metrics generate fluctuations in the

temperature of the microwave background. On small angular scales (4.5 arc rains)

these limits are extremely smallS):AT/T < 2.9 × 10-5. The H-He plasma becomes

gravitationally unstable only after recombination, at Z -_ 1000. At this point the

density and temperature fluctuations are similar, 3 AT/T -_ ,,xp/p. Since the stan-

dard growth of fluctuations in a flat universe is (1 + Z) -_, this does not leave enough

margin for fluctuation growth, the fluctuations cannot reach the nonlinear stage our

universe seems to be in today. Present calculations confirm s ) that if the universe is

baryon dominated, only prohibitively high initial fluctuation amplitudes can result

in the formation of galaxies. If the universe' is dominated by some form of collision-

less dark matter, the dark matter fluctuations are unaffected by pressure, therefore

grow even before recombination. After recombination these curvature perturbations

caused by the dark matter will accelerate fluctuation growth in the baryons, so the

AT/T constraints are less stringent.

Though the initial spectrum is a power law, by the time it becomes nonlinear

it will be considerably modified. When the universe is radiation-dominated, fluctu-

ations within the horizon have a minimal increase7), whereas the ones outside the

horizon grow. This effect will bend the slope of the spectrum from n to n - 4 for
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wavenumbers higher than keq, corresponding to the size of the horizon when the mat-

ter and radiation energy densities were equal. The presence of the collisionless dark

matter results in distortions of a different kind: the free motion of particles erases

structures smaller than the free streaming scale 8,9,1°,11). The mass scale of this col-

lisionless damping process can be expressed in terms of the mass and entropy of the

particles the dark matter consists of. Mx _ 2.2 m_m_ 2. In the case of neutrinos this

mass takes the value of Mum = 3.2 × 1015m302 Mo, corresponding to the comoving

length scale Av,_ = 41 rn_ l Mpc. Depending on what the 'temperature' of the dark

matter is, this damping scale can change from the above 41 Mpc to extremely small

values. The neutrinos are hot particles, since their average momentum is close to

tha'c of the background radiation photons. Most other candidates for the dark mat-

ter like axions and photinos - yet undiscovered - would have decoupled much before

the neutrinos, having a lower entropy or temperature, so they are called cold. They

hardly move at all, their damping scale is negligible. Intermediate candidates, like a

gravitino of 1 keV mass would be warm.

A major underlying assumption in calculating most consequences of a given

fluctuation spectrum is that the phases of the individual Fourier components are

random, ie. the perturbations are a random Gaussian process. One can envisage sce-

narios, where this will not be the case, like perturbations originating from strings 12).

For a given spectrum combined with the assumption of random phases one can cal-

culate the distribution of mass fluctuations, density of local peaks, density profiles

around local peaks, the distribution of peaks of a given size, etc.

The expansion of the universe is characterized by three quantities: 12= p/Petit,

the density parameter, H0, the Hubble constant, k0, the cosmological constant. If

A0 = 0 and fl = 1 the universe is flat, which appears to be necessary for inflation.

A0 is generally assumed to be negligable. Calculations of the primordial 4He and
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D+3He abundance indicate TM,that the baryon density of the universe at the time of

primordial nucleosynthesis lies in the range of 0.01 < _B < 0.1. This suggests that

if baryons dominate the mass density then the universe is open by a large margin.

Fluctuation growth also depends on the density of the universe. If _3 < 1,

the growth of perturbations effectively stops at the redshift Z = fl-l. The detailed

predictions of AT/T are just below the current limits if the dark matter consists

of neutrinos with about 30 eV mass, and restrict _ if the cold particles dominate

the universe 6): _ >_ 0.2 × h -4/3 where Ho = 100h km /s Mpc. In deriving this

limit it was assumed that galaxies follow the mass distribution: the amplitude of the

fluctuations today was normalized to J3, the integral of the galaxy-galaxy correlation

function _g(r).

2. Nonlinear structure

Here we would like discuss the expected structure of the universe if the dark

matter is either hot, warm or cold. Once the first mass scale in a spectrum with a

large damping cutoff (hot) reaches nonlinearity, particle trajectories cease expanding

away from each other and converge, resulting in the temporary formation of caustics.

The density becomes very high and a fiat 'pancake' is formed 2). At first they arise at

isolated spots where the initial velocity perturbations had the largest gradient. Soon

these regions grow, turning into huge surfaces which intersect, forming the walls of

a cell-structure which is itself gravitationally unstable. The methods of catastrophe

theory were applied 14) to analyze structure that develops in such potential motion. It

was found that the two dimensional pancakes are only the lowest order singularities;

other singular topological structures should also appear. String-like features are one

example, and they can be seen in the N-body simulations.
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When the intersection of trajectories takes place, gas pressure builds up, the

velocity of the collapsing gas exceeds the sound speed and a shock wave is formed 2).

The gas is shock-heated up to keV temperatures and cools by emitting radiation over

a broad spectrum. The UV and soft X-ray emission can photoionize the intergalactic

medium, making galaxy formation in regions that have not yet formed pancakes more

difficult, which would accentuate the contrast in galaxy density between the strings

and pancakes vs. voids, even though the density contrast may be only 3-10.

If the dark matter is cold, then the mass autocorrelations are logarithmically

divergent towards the smallest scales. These objects will collapse first, the scales

determined by the baryon Jeans mass at around recombination. Collapse of larger

scale systems follows subsequently. It is believed that the statistical properties on a

given mass scale can be reasonably well understood by studying the Gaussian ran-

dom fluctuations obtained by filtering out all the smaller scale contributions from the

power spectrum. Recently as major effort has been undertaken 15), where galaxies

were associated with peaks of a given height of the random fluctuation field and var-

ious properties like correlation functions, mean shapes, densities etc were calculated

in a manner similar to previous work on pancakes 16). If the dark matter is warm,

it will still form pancakes, though of galactic size. There the cooling is much more

efficient 17), those timescales will determine the fate of each object.

In either of the above scenarios it seems to be very hard to avoid strong initial

explosions and rapidly cooling shocks, which compress the gas and provide seeds

for the next generation of explosions, as suggested by Ostriker and Cowie is). The

complicated nature of such calculations has yet prevented a very detailed discussion,

but the importance of these processes is unquestionable.
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3. Peculiar velocities

If we knew all the parameters listed above, it would be relatively easy to

follow the evolution of the universe. Only gravitational forces act on collisonless dark

matter so one can numerically solve the transport equations, even in the nonlinear

regime. This has indeed been done, as we discuss here. Given the initial conditions,

these numerical experiments can tell us the mass distribution in the universe. One

can hope, that the structure obtained this way will resemble the real universe, ie.

galaxies trace the mass distribution.

Starting from the above mentioned initial conditions extensive N-body simu-

lations 19,_0) were made. The free parameters of the calculations are _l, H0 and the

initial amplitude of the fluctuations.For a given _ one can use conservative limits

for the age of the universe to obtain a value of rio. If _ -= 1, then to > 12 Gy

requires H0 < 54 km/s Mpc. The initial amplitude can be defined in various ways.

For simulations with hot dark matter the epoch of galaxy formation ZGF was the

redshift when 1 percent of all particles have gone through a 'caustic'. For cold dark

matter, due to the growth of nonlinearity, _(r) is rapidly increasing both in slope and

amplitude, just like for hot dark matter. One can define today when the correlation

function of the particles most resembles that of the galaxies, ie. a power law with a

slope -1.8.

_(r) = (r/r0) -l's

The simulations have encountered a major difficulty : the random velocity dispersion

of galaxies is well known21):

< v_2 >1/2_.. 300 - 400km/s.
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Both in the neutrino and cold dark matter simulations, when the density correlations

are just about right, velocity dispersions are in the 1200 km/s range, clearly too high.

< v_ 2 >1/2_ (1200 km/s) n°'6_o

where _o is the value of the mass autocorrelations at 5 Mpc radius. Comparing this to

the data, this suggest that f_ << 1, forbidden by the &TIT constraints. Since a low

model is ruled out, the only remaining possibility is to have _0 = ]_a/p]2 fairly small.

Then we are in a sharp contradiction with the observed galaxy autocorrelation.

Here one should note, though, that all calculations so far have assumed, that

the distribution of galaxies follows the mass distribution, ie. _g(r) = _m(r). It is

_m (r), which determines both the AT/T fluctuations and the peculiar velocities, and

it is _g(r) that we can observe. Since _g(r) seems to be too large to be in agreement

with either AT/T or (v_2), and changing fl does not resolve the problem, the next

possible solution may be that the mass fluctuations are relatively small, whereas

_g(r) >> _m(r). This means, that galaxies do not form with uniform probability

everywhere, the formation rate is 'biased' towards some regions.

This can be quite natural, though, since galaxies consist mostly of baryonic gas

capable of emitting and absorbing radiation. These dissipative processes, strongly

density and temperature dependent, occur at a different rate at different places 17}.

All these effects, combined with possible shock waves due to the finite pressure in

the H-He gas, may have an important role in determining where galaxies form. As a

result, the galaxies may not follow the light at all, so the mass autocorrelation should

not be compared to the galaxy autocorrelation. Galaxy formation, as long as it is a

random process, initiated by gravitational infall will be likely to start at the regions

of highest densities. One can therefore associate the particles in these regions with

galaxies. This 'biasing' of galaxy formation towards these high densities is a heuristic
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procedure, but probably a fair approximation to what really happens. The physical

explanation of what the threshold of the selection should be is much less clear, it can,

only be adjusted to the observed number density of galaxies. This 'biasing' process

enhances the correlations, without invoking large peculiar velocities.

If we consider the large scale velocity fields, they provide strong upper limits

to the 'biasing' factor22). The dispersion of the center-of-mass velocity of a sphere

with radius R is given by

(V 2) = (Hof) 2 dkl,Sk[_W2(kR)

where f = 1-10.6and W(kR) is the window function, the Fourier transform of the

spherical distribution 23). The window function effectively eliminates contributions

from scales smaller than R, so /V 2) is a genuine measure of the large scale fluctua-

tions, which are believed to be still close to linear. During the last few years there

were several attempts to determine the peculiar velocities of spheres of galaxies cen-

tered around us, although the errors are considerable24). The results are not yet

conclusive, but potentially they are an important test of the fluctuation amplitude.

Another measure of the large scale structure of the universe is the cluster -

cluster correlation function _cc(r). It has the same functional form as the galaxy

autocorrelation, but the amplitude is considerably larger 2s):

r -1.8

Furthermore, the amplitude is dependent upon the richness class. It has been shown

recently, that this richness dependence can be nicely explained, if we assume that the

universe has a scale invariant property over the volume of the Abell catalogue. For

each cluster sample one can derive the mean distance between clusters (D = n-1/3),
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which would uniquely characterize the richness. If we measure the length in these

units, the richness dependence disappears_6):

_cc (r) = 0.35(r/D)- 1.8

Originally Mandelbrot 27) has suggested such a 'fractal' structure for the universe.

The physical meaning of this scale invariance is not absolutely clear. It is unlikely that

it could be generated via nonlinear gravitational dynamics, since the corresponding

velocities on 40 Mpc scales would be enormous. There are suggestions, that cosmic

strings may have such an effect 28), but other explanations attribute the difference in

the clustering amplitude to the fraction of galaxies associated with clusters 29).

Recent calculations indicate, that for certain kinds of fluctuation spectra the

correlation function of 'biased' regions may be a power law over a wide dynamic

range, and the slope of the power law would depend on the threshold set for galaxy

formation 30) contrary to previous work, claiming that _(r) would be amplified by

a constant factor 31).

5. Conclusion

All the present theories of galaxy formation fail to explain the observed uni-

verse in its full complication. The recent observations of the microwave background

fluctuations provide the strongest constraints on present theories. The details of

galaxy correlation properties are a new challenge, indicating that galaxies are un-

likely to be tracers of the mass distribution. The peculiar velocity field of galaxies

and clusters may provide a way to probe the fluctuations even in this case.

I would like acknowledge useful discussions with Simon White, Dick Bond,

Jim Bardeen and Lars Jensen.
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ELEMENTARYPARTICLEPHYSICS

Professor D.H. Perkins

Department of Nuclear Physics
University of Oxford, Keble Road,

Oxford
ENGLAND

I shall cover the following topics, from the experimentalists'

viewpoint

I. Status of the Standard Model (of electroweak and strong inter-

actions)

2. Phenomena beyond the Standard Model (Higgs, GUTS, SUSY etc.)

5. New Accelerator projects

4. Outstanding problems, mnd the possible contributions from non-

accelerator experiments.

I. THE STANDARD MODEL

I.I Electroweak Interactions I - Neutral Currents

In the Weinberg-Salammodel, the electroweak interactions are

specified by a single parameter, sin20w (in addition to G, a etc).

All experiments to date are consistent with the W-S model and a

unique value sin2ew _0.22. Table 1 gives a list (incomplete) of

experimental results. The studies of the purely leptonic processes

of v e and v--eelastic scattering at CERN and Fermilab are now

reaching the precision to provide strong constraints on the world

average value of sin2ew. The other important leptonic reaction is
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Table 1 Values of sin2e
w

Process Experiment sin20 w

e-,-_ e CERN 0.22 ± .03

_e . v e _AL

vN _ vX CERN 0.22 ± .01

_N . vX FNAL

eL, R + d_e + X SLAC 0.22 ± .02

+ _±
_L,R + C. + X CERN 0.23 ± .02

Parity violation Various 0.21 ± .05
in atomic transitions

1-_/.2z spas 0.2s± .03
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1 I I

_,_e_e

- 0.5 _ + -

-1 ! I
-' -O.S 0 0.5 1

,tv .-._

Fig.1 Values of CA and CV, the axial and vector coupling

coefficients of the Z° to charged leptons. The

cross-sections for _ and _ scattering on electrons
IJ + _ it+ _

and the asymmetry in e e ,+_ IJ each constrain

solutions ¢o two shaded areas. The common solution

has CA = -0.5, Cv = 0 (i.e. sin2ew= 0.25).

(After Wu 1984)
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e e _ _+_-j where Z° as well as 7 exchange gives a F/B asymmetry in

the muon angular distribution. The asymmetry measures the axial

vector coupling CA of the charged leptons to the Z° and confirms that

CA=_ ; the quantity sin2e w is not measured since the vector coupling

of the charged leptons to the Z°, cV = _ - 2sin2e w vanishes for

sin2e w =0.25. The result of a recent survey is given in Fig.l.

The experiment on deep inelastic neutrino-nucleon scattering

measure the following cross-section ratios, which are predicted to

have the values

R = aVN(Nc_ = _ - x +__20 x2 (la)
o_N(cc) 27

= 0VN
R (NC) = i - x +__20x2 (lb)

o_N(cc) 9

where x=sin2ew. Fig.2 shows a plot of Rv versus R_ for recent experi-

ments. The agreement of R_ with the Salam-Weinberg curve shows that

the neutral/charged coupling factor 0 = 1.00-+ .02 (0 = I in the Salam-

Weinberg model). The value of Rv largely determines the value of

sin2e (= 0.23).W

A third class of experiment deals with the deep-inelastic scat-

tering of longitudinally polarised electrons or muons by nucleons.

The SLAC experiment (Prescott et al 1979) measured the difference in

cross-sections of LH and Rll electrons on deuterons, resulting from the

Z°¥ - interference. The tERN experiment (Argento et al 1.982)

evaluated the scattering of both LH and RH _+ and _- on carbon,

Finally, atomic physics experiments measure the small parity-

violation effect associated with Z° exchange. For example, it results

in a rotation of the plane Qf polarisation of plane-polarised light

exciting energy levels in traversing bismuth vapour. The value of

sin2ew in Table 1 is the average of several experiments (Fortson

Lewis 1984).
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0._ _

0.3O ! I
0.25 0.30 0.|5

Rv

Fig.2 Values of ratio of neutral to charged current cross-

sections of neutrinos and antineutrinos on nucleons.

The data are consistent with the Weinberg-Salam model

(full curve) with sin2ew _ 0.23.

1.2 Electroweak Interactions II - the W and Z bosons

CERN pp collider experiments have measured the W and Z masses_

with recent results given in Table 2. Through the relations

= (w_//2 G) t 1 37.28sine = si--_ GeV
w w

(2)
Mz = Mw/cosew

it is possible to calculate sin2e w from the masses: the values are

included in Table 1 for completeness.
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We see from Table 1 that wldely different experiments are con-

sistent with a unique value of sin2e w. In fact the numbers shown need

corrections if they are to be compared, since each experiment has

cuts or kinematic selections, and the results should be "evolved" to

the same value of q2 (conventionally taken as q2 = M2). When these

radiative corrections are taken into account the world average

becomes

sin2O w (MW) = 0.21S _+ .OlS (5)

The great triumph of the electroweak theory was of course the

successful prediction of the W and Z particles, observed in UAI and

UA2 experiments (Arnison et al 1985, Bagnaia et al 1985_ Banner

et al 1983) at the CERN p_ colliderD via the reactions pp-_ W+..... ,

or in terms of quarks

W. e.u + a . . + v (4)e
4-

-_ ._
P

u+_ Z °

-_ _ e.e -

d+d .-
.IJIJ

The cross-section for W or Z production in p_ collisions leading

to decay W-+ e +. + _e can be calculated from the quark momentmn

distributions in the nucleon (measured in vN scattering), and the W

mass, partial width r(ev) = GMw3/6_/2 and total width

r =12 r(eu). For 310 GeV p on 510 GeV p, one expects

o(W -+-_e-+) =5pb, that is about 10-8 o£ the total pp cross-section

(60mb). The value of o(Z _ ee) is one order of magnitude smaller.

The detection of such a rare signal is made possible because of the

high PT of the charged lepton(s) "---PT up to MW/2 _ 40 GeV. Events

are selected by requiring an isolated electron track of high PT in

the vertex detector pointing to the beam intersection region, and to

a narrow electromagnetic shower without hadronic component.
e

Fig. 3(a) shows a plot of transverse momentum PT of the single

electron versus the missing transverse momentum in the whole event,
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measured in the electron-beam plane. The fact that the two are

roughly equal is clear evidence that an unseen particle (neutrino)

was emitted to balance PT' consistent with the decay W e_Jo Fig.3(b)

shows the angular distributions of the decay electrons relative to the

beam, evaluated in the W rest-frame. This has the (1 + cose) 2 distri-

bution predicted from the V-A theory. As expected from helicity

arguments (LH u quark and RH a quark in (4), leading to JZ= -1 for W.
if Z defines the proton beam direction), the e + from W+ decay favours

the same direction as the incident antiproton.

ta) (b!
60

| UA I

.r g

z /
/

/ t

" [/ I .1/
-1 0

Pl of electron(G_llc| cosIt

Fig.3 (a) Plot of missing PT in electron-beam plane, against

PT of electron, i_ candidates for W e + _, from

UA1 experiment.

(b) Angular distribution of electrons relative to beam

axis in W * e + v events,(Arnison et al 1985)
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. .
The identification of Z° . e'e decays proceeds by demanding two

isolated high PT electrons of large invariant mass. The muonic decays

in UA1 (W . _v or Z . _+_-) are identified by the penetration of the

muons through many interactions lengths of steel of the magnet yoke,

as well as the usual requirements of isolation, matching with a muon

track in the inner detector and high PT"

A recent compilation of results is given in Table 2. The pre-

dicted masses are from the relations (2), but with upward radiative

corrections to the masses of order 4% (equivalent to renormalization

o£ a in (2)). There is good agreement between observed and predicted

Table 2 Recent data on W, Z events

UA1 UA2

W . ev 172 122 Prediction

. _ 44 - (with radia-
tive correc-

Z _ ee 22 16 tions)

. _ 9 -

MW 80.9 ± 1.5 ± 2.4 81.2 ± 0.9 ± 1.2 85.0 ± 2.7 GeV

I

MZ 95.6± 1.4± 2.9 92.4± 1.1± 1.4 95.8± 2.2 GeV

masses.

The width F of the Z° boson, which depends on the number of

neutrino generations, cannot be accurately measured at this time.

However FZ can be deduced by making some (fairly safe) assumptions.
From the standard model one knows that

Fw(e_ ) = G_/6_42 (5)

rz(_) = G_/12_¢2
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Then the observed cross-section ratio

R = o(Z°.e _) = o(Z°.all) F_(ee) Fw = 0.116 ± .027 (6)

oCW. ev) oCW. all) rz rwe_ )

The first term on the P_S, the (total cross-section ratio o(Z°_all)/

oCW.all) can be calculated from the quark distribution function in

the nucleon (measured in lepton-nucleon scattering) and from QCD (to

evolve these distributions to the appropriate value of q2). "Also, the

ratio FW/FW(ev ) _12, assuming 5 generations of quarks and leptons of

mass <_. Fz(ee ) is also known from the standard model. The above
equation yields

Fz = 2.54 -+ 0.61GeV (7)

compared with 2.75 ± .07 GeV expected for 3 lepton (and quark)

generations. However, i£ there are further massive charged leptons of

mass • MZ/2 and corresponding neutrinos of small mass, the result

would be an increase in Z° width through the decay Z° . v L VL

(AF = 180 MeV for each neutrino type). These considerations set a

< 7 at 90% CL for the total number of lepton generations.limit of Nv

This constraint will obviously be greatly improved at LEP or SLC.

1.5 Electroweak Interactions III- the Higgs particles

A very important component o£ the electroweak theory is the

Higgs scalar boson and it has not yet been found. Recall that in the

Weinberg-Salammodel, the Higgs is postulated to account for sponta-

neous symmetry - breaking, through the generation of mass by self-

interaction. The massless _ and Z° particles of the exact SU(2)

and U(1) symmetry "eat" three of the four Higgs components (which

appear as a doublet of complex fields), and so acquire mass. This

leaves one massive neutralKiggs scalar as a physical particle.

The properties of the Higgs are ordained by the job it was

invented to do. It cancels divergences in the process e+e'. W+W",

requiring a coupling proportional to fermion mass; and in
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W.W- . W+W-, requiring a coupling proportional to boson mass, squared.

These features determine the width of the Higgs and its decay branching

ratios.

One method proposed to observe the Higgs (for MH < MZ) is via the

decays

Z° . Hy (8)
. -

.H_

resulting in a photon or lepton pair of unique energy. The branching

ratio (on account of the small lepton masses) is small, varying from

10-5 for MH = 20 GeV to 10-7 for _ = 60 GeV. This might be

detectable if, as expected, the annual Z° production at LEP is 5.106

events. If MH < Mv where V = t{ is the massive toponium state, then
the decay

V .+ Hy (9)

has a much larger (2-5%) branching ratio.

For MH > 0.2 TeV, the decay H -_W+W- will be dominant. On

dimensional grounds, we expect the total width

rH = G_ (I0)

and an exact calculation shows rH _ _ for MH _ 1.2 TeV. This result

implies that the Higgs (HWW) coupling is strong and the perturbation

approach is wrong anyhow. One must then be entering a regime of

fundamentally new physics: for example, the Higgs might be a com-

posite rather than elementary particle, with new types of constituents

and new types of coupling. If the Higgs i.ssmassive (MH > 2 MW),

detection is bound to be difficult, firstly because the resonance will

be broad and secondly because non-resonant background processes

e+e-.W+W - + X or pp . W+W- + X will be important and of comparable

cross-section to the signal process, e+e-(pp) . H + X, H . W+W-.

1.4 Strong Interactions Between Quarks - QCD

The basis for our belief in the gauge theory (quantum

chromodynamics - QCD) of the colour interactions between quarks via
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gluon exchange rested, until recently, on analysis of deep inelastic

lepton-nucleon scattering experiments and of the bound states of

heavy quarkonium C$,T spectroscopy) and in the observation of multi-
-

jet events in e e annihilation at high energy. During the last 2

years, strong and even more convincing support for QCD has been found

from CERN pp collider experiment measuring directly the scattering of

quarks and gluons at high momentum transfers.

The analysis is based on observation of events in which 2 jets

of hadrons are produced at large angle to the colliding beams.

Fig.4 shows an example of such an event in the UAI detector

CArnison et al 1984) The 2 jets emerge at 180 ° in the azimuth, as

expected if they result from fragmentation of quark/gluon constituents

of the incident beams after a two-body scattering. The polar angles

are not equal and opposite, since in general the colliding consti-

tuents can carry different fractions of the momenta of the p and p.

[a! {b) {c!

Fig.4 Example of 2-jet event in CERN SPS p_ collider

Ca) reconstruction of event Cb) projection in

azimuthal plane normal to beam Cc) energy

deposition in calorimeter as a function of azimuth

and rapidity y.
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From the energies and angles, the events are first transformed into

the CMSof the colliding constituents, and the scattering angle in

this frame and q2 are evaluated. When due account is taken of

experimental cuts (on transverse energy_ ET • 15 GeV), the angular
distribution is found to have the Rutherford form

da _ sin -_ e (ll)
d_ 2

for small _ - see Fig.5. Since it is impossible to know which jet

originates from which beam particle, the smaller of the two possible

scattering angles (§ or _ - _) is taken. This fact, and the

Geiger and Marsden

a- particles on Au
q_ - 0.1 GeVz

,o' \

-
\

• CERN p_ coliider -+-
fiG scattering __

q,-2000e,v'1- t I
0.001 0.01 0.1

sin4 012

Fig.S Differential cross-sectlon for 2-jet events in terns of

CMSscattering angle e. Rutherford scattering predicts

a sin-_(e/2) dependence. The Geiger-Marsden results

(1911) on a-particle scattering by gold and silver

nuclei is shown for reference.
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existence of spin terms leads to deviations from the Rutherford

formula _or non-relatlvistic spinless scatterin_ near _ = _/2.

The form of the angular distribution (11) is exactly that expected

(for small e) if the quark-quark, quark-gluon or gluon-gluon inter-

action is mediated by single massless vector boson (i.e. gluon)

exchange.

The beam particles (p,p] contain Q, Q and G constituents. There

are colour coupling factors which are 9 for GG scattering, 16/9 for

QQ or QQ scattering and 4 for GQ or GQ scattering. Thus, GG

scattering dominates. Although there are small differences in the

angular distribution near _ = w/2 for the different processes, to a

good approximation they can be described by the GG distribution over

the angular range covered. In this case, the scattering cross-section

is described by an effective structure function

4
FCx) = GCx) + # CqCx) + QCx)) C12)

where GCx), QCx), QCx) are the moments distributions of gluons,

quarks and antiquarks in the proton Cantiproton) and x is the

fractional beam momentmn carried by a constituent.

Fig.6 shows the UAI and UA2 results on F(x), in comparison with

the same quantity deduced at q2 _ 50 GeV2 from deep-inelastic neutrino-

nucleon scattering at CERN and Fermilab. The latter results were

evolved according to QCD to the region q2 _ 2000 GeV of the collider

data. There is remarkably close agreement between the two quite

different types of experiment. Note that the gluon contribution is

vital to account for the collider data, especially at small x. So

this is a direct proof of GG scatteri,g by G exchange, that is of the

existence of the triple gluon vertex.
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Fig. 6 Effective structure function F(x) = G(x)
4

F(x) = G(x) + _- (Q(x) + _(x)) measured in

pp collider experiment. The full line is the

prediction from neutrino-nucleon scattering

data_ evolved to q2 = 2000 GeV2. Note that

the gluon contribution (shaded) dominates at

small x. UA1 data from Arnison et al (1984);

UA2 data from Bagnaia et al (1984)
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2. BEYONDTHE STANDARDHODEL

We have already said that the perturbative approach of the

standard model breaks down for Higgs masses MH_ I TeV. This is not

the only potential problem associated with the Higgs. One is dealing

with different mass scales for the various gauge interactions: the

scale parameter A _ 0.2 GeV for QCD, the scale _, Z _ I00 GeV for

electroweak interactions, and MX _ 1015 GeV for the masses of the

bosons X, Z mediating quark-lepton transitions in grand unified

theories (GUTS). The GUTsymmetry breaking (the difference in photon,

W/Z and X/Y boson masses) is described in terms of massive GUT Higgs

of mass _ MX. The theoretical values of MW and MZ will receive

radiative contributions from the massive Higgs and lead to uncontrol-

lable quadratic divergencesunless one can arrange some clever cancel-

lations (to the level of Mw/MX_ lO-131). So theorists have invented

mechanisms to cure this so-called '%ierarchy problem". One such is

supersymmetry (SUSY) in which all fundamental fermions (bosons) have

boson (fermion)partners. The radiative corrections to Mw,z,Hfrom
boson and fermion loops have opposite signs and one can get the

desired cancellation. 6MH _ aIMB2 - MF2_ and thus

[MB2 - MF21 < 1 TeV2. Table 3 gives a list of SUSY particles. Most

models involve R symmetry: particles are produced in pairs with

R = ±1. Thus one gets associated production of squarks by quarks

q_ . q q

As a consequence of R conservation, the lightest SUSY particle

(Photino?)must be stable. Decay of a squark

would be manifest in the large missing PT of the photino, so the sig-
nature would be dramatic.

So far, no SUSY particles have been observed. Limits to the mass

are more than 20 GeV for Q, _ and W and more than 4 GeV for G. At new

colliders with sufficient CMS energy (several TeV) to be sure of

producing SUSY particles (if they exist), these new phenomena should
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Table 5. Supersymmetric particles

Particle Spin Sparticle Spin

Quark Q _ Squark Q 0

Lepton £ _ Slepton _ 0

Photon V 1 Photino V

Gluon G 1 Gluino G

W± I W±

be very easy to find.

5. NEWACCELERATORPROJECTS

A list of present and future colliders is given in Table 4. The

e.e - colliders SLC at Stanford and LEP at CERNare designed to study

the electroweak interactlonsm in particular to serve as Z° factories.

VLEPP (Novosibirsk) is just a super linear collider (LC) proposal.

The pp and pp colliders UNK (Serpukhov), LHC (CERN) and SSC (USA) are

intended to attack the multi-TeV energy region mentioned above, and

none of them is likely to be ready before the late 1990's.

HERAis so far the only ep collider, and provides a logical

extension to q2 _ 20,000 GeV of lepton-nucleon scattering experiments

at fixed target machines (SPS and Fermiiab). The actual direction

taken by colliders in the future will depend on the success or

otherwise of the linear e.e - collider project at Stanford, physics

results from the existing SPS and TeV I hadron colliders, and on

developments of radically new methods of particle acceleration with

high accelerating fields.
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Table 4. Colliders

a) _e+e- _Year _#I'R' E(GeV_ L cm'2sec-I

SLC (LC) 1987 1 50 + 50 1029 = 6.1030

LEP I 1989 4 50 . 50 1031

LEP II 1992? 4 95 + 95 1031

TRISTAN 1987 4 30 + 50 -

VLEPP (LC) - 1 150 + 150 - (project)

b) _ Year #I.R. E(TeV)

SppS 1982-1987 2 0.3 + 0.5 1029 - 1030

TeVI(pp) 1987 2 0.8 + 0.8 1029 - 1030

UNK (pp) - - 5 + 0.4 started
or S + 5

LHC (LEP - 5 * 5 under study
tunnel)

SSC (pp) - 20 + 20 1032; R and D

c) ep Year #I.R. E(TeV)

HERA 1990 2 0.82p 1031 - 1092

(+2) + 0.03e_, R

4. ROLE OF NON-ACCELERATOREXPERIHENTS

Of the urgent problems in high energy physics that confront us

now, many - such as the existence of Higgs scalars, supersy_netric

particles or other new phenomena in the TeV energy range - are

exclusively the province o£ the giant colliding beam machines.

There are many other problems which these accelerators will

not address - for examplej proton decay, GUTmonopoles, neutrino

masses and mixing. Then there is potentially new physics of which

hints have come from cosmic ray studies, for example underground muons

possibly related to point stellar sources (Cygnus X3_ Hercules XI etc).
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It is clear that non-accelerator experiments have a big role to play

for very many years to come.
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COSMOGENIC NUCLEI

G.M. RAISBECK

Laboratoire Ren_ Bernas, 91406 ORSAY, FRANCE

i. INTRODUCTION

Cosmogenic nuclei are, by definition, nuclides formed by nuclear

interactions of galactic and solar cosmic rays with extraterrestrial

(meteorites, moon, interplanetary dust, etc.) or terrestrial

(atmosphere, lithosphere, etc.) matter. The nuclides produced in these

reactions range from short lived radioactive species to stable isotopes.

In this paper we will, for two reasons, concentrate on the long lived

(_ 102-107 years) radioactive cosmogenlc isotopes. First, it is these

isotopes which remain in various geological reservoirs today, as a llnk

with cosmic ray activity in the past. Unlike stable cosmogenic nuclei

(with some important exceptions) these long lived isotopes can readily

been distinguished from "ordinary" terrestrial matter, and thus are

unamblgous evidence of cosmogenic production. The second reason is that

the study of these long lived species has been revolutionized (and the

word is not too strong) by the development in the past few years of a

technique known as accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS). It is in fact

the participation of our group at Orsay in the development of this

technique, together with our previous interest in cosmic rays, which has

led to our involvement in the study of cosmogenlc nuclei.

We will not here go into any details about the technique of AMS,

but rather refer the interested reader to the proceedings of the last

symposium on this subject (I). Basically AMS is mass spectrometry at an

energy where nuclear as well as atomic forces can be exploited in the
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separation and detection steps. The result is a technique which can

sensitively, and unlquely, identify a very small quantity (~ 106 atoms)

of a given isotope in a much larger matrix of other nuclei. It is this

property which makes it particularly valuable for measuring the small

concentration of cosmogenlc nuclei often available in geological

samples.

AMS was originally developed at accelerators built for, and largely

devoted to, nuclear physics. Much current work continues to be done at

such accelerators. However, the potential of the technique has also led

to the design and installation of five so-called "dedicated"

accelerators, at Oxford University, University of Arizona, University of

Toronto, Nagoya (Japan) and Gif-sur-Yvette (France). These relatively

small (_ 2 million volt terminal voltage) tandem accelerators are used

full time for AMS. Although originally conceived for 14C measurements,

we have shown that these Tandetron accelerators are also capable of

measuring 10Be and 26AI with sensitivity and background levels

comparable to the higher energy machines (2) (3). Except where noted,

the results mentioned in the present paper have been obtained using the

Tandetron accelerator at Gif-sur-Yvette.

The range of applications of cosmogenlc isotopes is much too large

to cover in any detail here. Once again, a simple perusal of ref (i)

will give the interested reader some idea of the breadth of these

applications. Thus, after briefly categorizing the types of these

applications, I choose to describe several recent studies undertaken by

our own group, which I feel might interest the attendees of this

meeting. This paper is thus in no way intended to be a comprehensive or

general review. The choice of subject matter is one of convenience and

topicality and does not reflect any value Judgement on similar or

different studies being carried out by other groups.
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2. GENERAL APPLICATIONS

We like to classify the applications of cosmogenlc nuclei into

three broad categories :

a) Datln_ : thls Is perhaps the first application that comes to mind

when thinking of radioactive isotopes. With the exception of the already

well developed procedure of 14C dating, however, it is the application

which wlll probably require the most extensive and detailed preliminary

studies before it can be fully exploited. The reason Is that, unlike

14C, most of the other cosmogenlc isotopes are not homogenized with

their stable isotopes in the atmosphere. Their application in dating

thus necessitates, at the very least, a detailed and comprehensive

knowledge of the geochemistry of the isotope in question. In some cases

application may require such llmltatlng conditions as to be impractical.

b) Tracers : as mentioned above, cosmogenlc nuclei are unambiguous

witnesses of the interaction of cosmic rays with matter. As such they

can be thought of as "tracers" of these interactions, and be used in two

general ways :

- First, they can glve information on the duration, place and conditions

of the irradiation

- Second, once formed, they can give information on the movement of the

medium (air, water, soil, ice, etc) in whlch they are transported.

c) Production variations, and their implications : there are basically

three parameters which control cosmogenlc production rates

i) Primary galactic cosmic ray intensity

ii) Solar activity (through modulation and production of solar

flare particles)

Iii) Geomagnetic field Intenslty (for terrestrial production)

The study of cosmogenlc isotopes as a function of stratlgraphlc position

in various geological reservoirs (marine and lacrustlne sediments, polar

ice) can thus potentially glve us information on the variation of the

above three parameters in the past.
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3. SOME RECENT EXAMPLES

a) Primary cosmic rays : the application which probably most directly

interests attendees at this meeting is the possibility of obtaining

information on the variation of primary galactic cosmic ray flux in the

past. Many theories of cosmic ray formation and acceleration allow, or

even predict, a variable flux at the earth on a geological time scale.

For example, at the Paris Cosmic Ray Conference, Axford discussed the

type of variability that might be expected from the acceleration of

cosmic rays by shock waves associated with supernova remnants (4).

Streitmatter et al. (5) have recently described the type of variations

that could result from the acceleration of cosmic rays in a

"superbubble" in which the solar system is presently imbedded. At the

present meeting Wolfendale et al. (OG 3.1-11) have given their

predictions on the expected variability of intensity of cosmic rays

associated with supernova remnants. In each of these cases, the

variability is expected to be quite significant over periods of the

order of _ 104-107 years. This is Just the period which is amenable to

study using the nuclide lOBe (half-life 1.5 My) which, conveniently, is

also the second most abundant cosmogenic nuclide, after 14C, produced in

the earth's atmosphere.

Already studies on meteorites, and a few limited measurements in

marine sediments, using classical counting techniques, have permitted

tentative limits on cosmic ray variability (see, for example, Foreman

and Schaeffer (6), and Reedy et al. (7) and references therein).

However, the technique of AMS offers the promise of much more extensive

and detailed limitations in the near future. At Orsay we are working on

such an investigation by measuring lOBe concentrations in several marine

sediment cores. We have previously reported a few results from marine

core RC12-65, which suggested a possible increase in production _ 10 My

ago (8). We have since measured a substantially larger number of samples

from this core. In addition, the chronology of the magnetic stratigraphy

used to date the core has recently been subject to revision (9). This

has had the effect of significantly modifying the age of the samples in
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the _ 5-9 My time range, and thus the earlier conclusions. We show in

Fig. I some new results, expressed as 10Be/9Be ratio. In fact, one of

the most difficult aspects in using lOBe to deduce production

variations, is the problem of how to normalize the results. Although we

do not believe that 10Be and 9Be are completely homogenized in the

ocean, we have evidence that, in some cases at least, 9Be can partially

compensate for varying sediment composition (in particular, the blogenlc

component). Thus 9Be can serve as a useful, although imperfect,

normalizing species.

Each sample in Fig. I represents _ 1 cm depth in the core. However,

bloturbatlon (mixing by organisms at the sediment surface) typically

mixes deep sea sediments over a depth of _ i0 cm. Using the

sedimentation rates determined in the core by magnetic stratigraphy, a

10 cm depth interval corresponds to _ 80,000 years in the upper part of

the core, and ~ 20,000 years toward the bottom. This then determines the

time resolution of the 10Be measurements.

For the moment we have not included in Fig. I the earlier data of

Ref (8). The reason is that the 9Be measurements in that work were made

under sllghtly different conditions, and we have not yet confirmed the

reproducibility of the two techniques. The errors in Fig. 1 have been

calculated using, in addition to the uncertainty in the lOBe

measurements, a 7 % relative uncertainty for the 9Be. This is the

average 9Be variability observed in a series of duplicate measurements

in another core (10). However it is possible that additional

measurements in the present core may lead to revisions outside this

range. Ironically enough, we presently have more confidence in the

precision of our 10Be measurements than t_ose of the 9Be.

For a perfectly constant cosmogenlc production rate, and uniform

sedimentation conditions, the 10Be/gBe ratio in Fig. I should decrease

with age in the sediment with the 1.5 My half-llfe of lOBe. Although

there are some minor deviations, the most notable aspect of the data is

the degree to which they follow such a trend. In addition to possible

production variations, the deviations which do exist could be due to

experimental error, rapid changes in sedimentation conditions, or
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residual uncertainties in the chronology of the core. In order to check

for such possibilities it will be necessary to make similar measurements

in other cores covering the same time period.

Even if production variations are established it will be necessary,

before concluding that these are due to primary cosmic ray intensity

changes, to consider two other potential sources of variation mentioned

above, namely solar modulation and geomagnetic field variation. The

maximum expected variation due to these causes is a factor of _ 2, and

they are expected to be significantly attenuated over time periods of

104-105 years (ie the time resolution of the samples in Fig. I). Thus

the type of variations which would most strongly suggest a primary

cosmic ray origin would be those of large (> _ 2) amplitude, or long

(> _ i My) duration.

Within the uncertainties and time resolution of the data, the

measurements shown in Fig. 1 provide no compelling evidence for changes

in cosmic ray flux during the past _ 9 My (although there is a hint of a

brief increase at _ 8 My). This conclusion is similar to that arrived at

by Tanaka and Inoue (II) over a shorter time period (2.5 My) or Ku et

al. (12) over approximately the same time period, but with poorer time

resolution. However, I wish to emphasize that the results of Fig. 1 are

still preliminary, and incomplete. In addition to making more detailed

measurements in RC12-65, we are extending this study back to _ 20 My by

making similar measurements in other cores. The purpose in presenting

the results of Fig. i is thus not to give here any definitive limits to

possible cosmic ray variations, but rather to illustrate the type of

data that can be expected in the quite near future. Such data may then

provide important constraints to theories of the origin and acceleration

of cosmic rays. I would thus urge those working on such theories to try

to calculate and report the time variations to be expected from their

models.
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b) Variation at a 8eomagnetlc reversa] : The intensity of the

geomagnetic field varies on time scales of hundreds to tens of thousands

of years (13) (at the present rate of change, the field would become

zero in about 2000 years ). The most dramatic of these changes occurs

during a geomagnetic reversal. During such an event it is believed that

the dipole field intensity decreases to < 20 % of its "normal" value,

for a period of the order of 104 years. During such a time, we would

thus predict that the production rate of cosmogenic nuclides in the

atmosphere should increase. In order to test this idea, and obtain

additional information on the details and length of the intensity

changes, we have measured a lOBe profile in a marine sediment core

during the most recent of these reversals (Brunhes-Matuyama), which

occurred 730,000 years ago. The results, shown in Fig. 2, do indeed show

a significant increase in 10Be at the time of the reversal (10). This

increase in production occurs over a period estimated as _ 12,000-24,000

years, and is considerably longer than the change in direction itself.

Further studies along these lines should help those working on models of

the reversal process itself, and on the way the magnetic signal is

acquired in marine sediments.

c) lOBe in polar ice cores : Some of our first measurements of 10Be by

AMS were made on samples from an Antarctic ice core. One of the

principle motivations for that work was to look for variations caused by

variable solar modulation. We did indeed find increased 10Be during the

period 1645-1715 AD, known as the Maunder Minimum (14). Somewhat more

surprising, we also found increased 10Be concentrations in ice deposited

during the last ice age. More recent work by a Swiss collaboration,

using ice cores from Greenland, has confirmed and extended these

observations (15) (]6). Nevertheless, the interpretation of the increase

during the ice age has remained uncertain. We have recently had the

opportunity to measure 10Be in a 2083 m core taken in Antarctica by a

Russian group. This core goes back in time over the entire last climatic

cycle (_ 125,000 years). We once again found increased 10Be concen-

tratlon during the glacial stages, with concentrations similar to the
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present during the last interglacial (17). Our present interpretation of

this phenomena is that the changes are not due to 10Be production

variations, but rather changes in the past precipitation rate in the

Antarctic. Knowledge of such past precipitation rates is not only of

interest for climatic studies, it is essential for determining the

chronology of the ice cores themselves.

d) lOBe and 26AI in cosmic spherules : Cosmic spherules are small

(_ 50-500 micron diameter), magnetic objects originally found in slowly

accumulating deep sea sediments (18). An origin as ablation products

from extraterrestrial material during atmospheric entry was first

suggested by their discoverers, more than I00 years ago (19). The exact

nature of the parent bodies has, however, remained uncertain. Several

years ago, Nishilzuml, on the basis of cosmogenlc 53Mn data, suggested

ablation from "normal" sized meteorites (20). An alternate possibility

is that the parent objects could be the much more numerous small

(_ I mg) objects that bombard the atmosphere (often observed as

"shooting stars"), and that are believed to represent cometary debris.

The possibility of measuring cosmogenic 10Be and 26AI in the

spherules suggested to us a way of distinguishing between these two

possibilities. If the parent bodies were irradiated as small objects in

interplanetary space, they should have a much larger 26AI/IOBe ratio

than that found in larger meteorites. The reason is that, in addition to

formation by galactic cosmic rays, 26AI can also be formed from the more

numerous lower energy solar flare particles. 10Be, on the other hand,

being formed most efficiently by higher energy reactions, will have only

a modest contribution from solar flare particles. Since the lower energy

solar flare particles have a relatively short range (few millimeters) in

matter, their influence will be significant for only small parent

bodies. Using the University of Pennsylvania tandem accelerator, we

measured the 26AI/IOBe ratio in groups of (21), and individual (22)

cosmic spherules. The ratios we found were in general much larger than

found in meteorites, suggesting to us that these spherules are, in fact,

in large part, cometary debris. Among our most recent measurements, made
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with the Tandetron, we have found a 10Be concentration in one spherule

which is much larger than the "saturation" value for irradiation in near

earth interplanetary space (23). We have suggested that this spherule

may have been irradiated in part outside the solar modulation region,

where the galactic cosmic ray flux is believed to be much larger than

observed in the interplanetary space explored so far.

We are looking foreward to extending these studies to similar

spherules recently discovered in "blue lakes" on Greenland ice (24). The

collection procedure in this case does not depend on the spherules being

magnetic, and they may include better preserved, and even new forms, of

extraterretrial matter.

4. Conclusion

The technique of AMS opens up whole new areas of application for

long lived cosmogenlc nuclei. In addition to creating new links between

cosmic ray physics and other domains, the possibility now exits for

adding a virtually new dimension to cosmic ray studies themselves,

namely that of detailed time variability over the past _ 20 My. Such

information may well provide important implications for theories of

cosmic ray origin and acceleration.
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EXTRAGALACTIC ASTRONOMY

E. Margaret Burbidge

Center for Astrophysics and Space Sciences
University of California, San Diego

I. INTRODUCTION

Most of the observational data and theoretical studies of cosmic rays

concern processes at work in the Galaxy--solar activity and solar system
interactions, particles produced and/or accelerated in active stellar systems
and the interstellar medium, and particles ejected by nova and supernova
explosions, or accelerated in the shock waves of supernova shells.

In discussing the relevance of extragalactic astronomy to cosmic ray
physics, it is therefore necessary to consider what extragalactic objects
exhibit physical processes of the same kind as those thought to be important
within the Galaxy. In this paper, therefore, I shall describe some components

of the active extragalactic universe where comparisons may be drawn with
galactic cosmic ray sources.

For cosmic rays to be produced, there needs to be a source of hlgh-energy

particles (either baryons or leptons), magnetic fields which can interact with
the particles, and, concomitantly, high-energy photons.

The obvious feature of galactic objects that may be sources of cosmic rays
is that they must have a mechanism for ejecting high.energy particles. Since
supernovae and supernova remnants, where ejection is known to occur, are seen
as sources of synchrotron radiation, i.e. they produce high-energy particles
in the presence of a magnetic field, we need to look at extragalactic sources
of synchrotron radiation, that is, radio galaxies and quasars. Since these
sometimes exhibit bulk relativistic motion, it is interesting to make a

comparison between what we can only see at low resolution in extragalactic
objects, because of the large distances involved, and what maybe analogous
processes seen relatively nearby, where a detailed model can be constructed.

The X-ray binary star SS433 is very interesting in this respect. This

system consists of a primary component orbiting about a collapsed component;
infall of matter into the gravitational potential well of the latter produces
sufficient heating for X-ray emission, and, most remarkable of all, the
collapsed component must be rotating, have a strong magnetic field, and have an
axis inclined to the axis of the orbital plane of the binary. By
little-understood mechanisms, bulk matter is accelerated outward and ejected in

two opposite, precessing, highly collimated beams, at the near-relatlvistlc
velocity of ~c/3. The binary is surrounded by a radio source presumably
originating from particles accelerated by the inner activity.
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Collimated beams of relativistic electrons are the hallmark of radio

galaxies and quasars, and jets are common features in these and in Seyfert
galaxies, so in this paper we will discuss some recent data on radio galaxies,
active galactic nuclei (AGNs), and quasars (QSOs).

II. RADIO GALAXIES, ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI, AND QUASARS

There are several points to discuss from the observational standpoint.
What do these categories of objects have in common, what are the differences

between them, what measurements can be made and with what limitations, and what
physically meaningful correlations can be found?

In searching for correlations, there is the ever-present caveat to beware
of selection effects, and therefore to attempt to find samples that are
complete in one respect or another. Regarding radio sources, a tractably small
yet sufficiently diverse sample is the 3CR catalog (Bennett 1962), consisting
of sources with radio power > 9 Jy. Optical observations of the QSOs in this

sample have been complete for some time; the radio galaxies are so much
fainter that it has taken decades to achieve an almost complete set of optical
identifications of those not in very low galactic latitudes (cf. Smith et al.,
1976). Spectroscopic observations of these very faint objects are necessary
before one can do any work on analyzing their physics--attempts to assign
redshifts to optically unexamined objects result in misleading theoretical

analyses. After many years of painstaking and careful work, Spinrad and
collaborators (Spinrad et al., 1985) have recently produced an almost complete
set of spectroscopic observations, which will be a goldmine for theoretical
analyses, interpretations, and cosmological studies.

Limited areas of the sky have been searched for optical identifications of

QSO's, and at radio wavelengths, to faint limiting powers. The HEAO catalog
provides a catalog of X-ray emitters from which the attempt to separate high
galactic latitude sources into extragalactic and galactic objects is feasible.

The search for correlations in the properties of QSOs is difficult and
often frustrating. The lack of a general correlation between apparent

magnitude and log (redshift) is only too well known (of. Hewitt and Burbidge
1980; Barbieri et al. 1982, figure 4). Correlations between X-ray and radio
luminosities of _Os--have been shown to exist (Zamorani et al. 1981), but
correlations between line strengths and X-ray luminositie-s _-n a sample chosen
to have a large spread in X-ray luminosities and to contain both radio-loud and
radio-qulet QSOs have not been found (Bradley 1985).

a) Physical Properties Common to RGs, AGNs, QSOs

Common properties are that all these classes have an energy source (the
most likely being ultimately gravitational in origin) in a very small volume.
The central "engine" produces accelerated particles, and the relativistic

leptons can be recognized by the non-thermal synchrotron emission they produce.

Surrounding the central energy source there is usually ionized gas,

recognized by thermal radiation This gas is distributed n_-uni_ormly;
usually clouds of relatively high electron density (Ne ~ i0 cm- ) with a
small filling factor are surrounded by a lower-density, higher-temperature
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medium in which forbidden lines are produced. Seyfert galaxies exhibit the

highest ionization in forbidden lines--up to [Fe X] in NGC 4151.
Outward-directed beams of relativistic leptons produce radio emission in lobes

which may be symmetrically placed either side of the central object, or which
may be one-sided jets, or which may be bent or curved as though interaction
with an intergalactic medium has occurred. Examples of these radio structures
were described at this conference by Martin Rees.

Physical quantities which can be measured, besides morphological
structure, are: optical apparent magnitudes at a selected wavelength,
redshifts from optical or UV spectral emission lines, properties of the
emission lines including their intensities and profiles, X-ray luminosities,
radio fluxes.

The coexistence of electron beams (from collimated radio emission), X-ray

beams, and "streaks" of thermal emission from hot gas or young stars can be
well seen in the nearest strong radio galaxy NGC 5128 (Centarus A), as was
shown by Martin Rees earlier in this conference (cf. Burns et al. 1983).

The recent work by Spinrad et al. (1985), in which 3CR radio galaxies
with redshifts up to z = 1.8 have been measured, shows there are clearcut
spectral differences between these and QSOs. First, the spectral lines are
much narrower in RGs than in 0SOs (smaller velocity dispension in the emitting

gas). Second, [OII]k 3727, which is quenched by electron collisional
de-excitation at fairly low electron densities, is strong in radio galaxies but
generally weak or absent in QSOs (e.g. 1641+399 and NRAO 140, Bradley 1985).
HelI X1640 is strong and sharp in the radio galaxy 3C256, and is not always
seen in QSOs.

Spinrad et al. (1985) show in their Figure 1 a comparison between the
histogram of r-eds-_iftdistribution between QSOs and RGs in the 3CR catalog.
Both terminate at z ~ 2; this may be observational limitation in the case of
the RGs because of their extremely faint optical emission, but is clearly an

inherent property of the 3CR strong-source radio QS0s, since other radio
catalogs have produced QSOs with z ~ 3.8 (Peterson et al. 1982).

QSOs themselves exhibit a wide range of properties. As an example, I

describe a search using an objective-grating-prism (grism) at the prime focus
of the Kitt Peak National Observatory Mayall telescope for QSOs with z ~ 2.

Two areas of sky were searched, each about 1 square degree, one centered on a
rich cluster of galaxies, A2151, in the Hercules supercluster, and one off the
field of the cluster (Burbidge et al. 1985). Searches for radio-quiet QSOs

are especially successful in finding objects with 2 < z < 3.3, for which the
Lyman-_ hydrogen line, usually the strongest emission line seen in QSOs, falls
in the observable region. Of 20 objects in the Hercules region, five with
redshifts z ~ 3 had such strikingly different line profiles and relative
strengths that they will provide challenging material for study of a set of
QSOs in a small area of sky and a small range of redshift.

If we turn to the Seyfert nuclei, we see further striking differences
between these objects and QSOs. Line profiles of permitted lines (H=) can
reach a Doppler width corresponding to _v = 18,000 km/sec, and one such object
shows strong narrow [Fe X]X6374 and [Fe VII]X6087 (Cohen 1985). Rapid
continuum variability is found in both Seyferts and some QSOs, but, while
short-time scale variations in permitted lines in Seyferts are well known,
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results on possible line variability in QSOs are still inconclusive.

b) Bulk Ejection from QSOs

Evidence for bulk ejection of matter at high velocities from active
extragalactic objects is important when we make comparisons with ejection from
galactic objects, novae, supernovae, and SS433 and possibly other such evolved
binaries.

There is a class of QSOs in which the normal emission lines are

accompanied by broad absorption troughs on the short wavelength side. The

longest-known and best-studied object of this class of broad absorption-line
QSOs (BAL QSOs) is PHL 5200 (Junkkarinen et al. 1983). Widths of the
absorption troughs indicate outflow veloc_-tie-sof 30,000 km/sec, even in some
extreme cases 66,000 km/sec, or more than 0.2c (Foltz et al. 1983). Such
Velocities may be compared with the typical 5000-10,000-_Tsec ejections seen
in supernovae.

Models of optically-thick outflow (Junkkarinen 1983) have shown from the
observed line profiles that the outflow cannot be spherically symmetric. It
could be in jets, conical outflow, a break up of dlsk-llke structure. The
absorbing material must have a small covering factor as seen from the inner
clouds that produce the fairly normal emission lines, and the inner source of
continuum radiation.

Until recently, it was thought that this phenomenon occurs only in rather
high-redshlft QSOs, with a frequency still imperfectly determined of between lX
and 10Z. However, a case of outflow at 14,500 km/sec in a 0S0 with the

relatively low z of 1.2 has recently been found (Wilkes 1985). Since this
observation was made from the ground, with the University of Arizona 90-inch
telescope, only CIV k1549 was detected. In higher-redshift objects all the

resonance lines display broad troughs - CIV X1549, SiIV ),1397, NV X1240, Lye,
and OVI XI035.

c) Bulk Ejection from Other Active Galactic Nuclei

Small jets, usually seen as "blue jets" close in to the nuclei of radio

galaxies, have been detected in a number of cases. An interesting case of a
possible jet detected spectroscopically in the UV spectrum of the active

Seyfert galaxy NGC 4151 has been described by Ulrich et al. (1985). Spectra
taken with the International Ultraviolet Explorer showed two unidentified
emission features, variable on a time scale of several days, flanking CIV
A1549. If they represent a jet seen in CIV ).1549with an approaching component
and, on the far side, a receding component (as in SS433), the line-of-slght
outflow velocities would be -6100 and +8500 km/sec.

d) Do OSOs Have a Limitin G Redshift?

Studies of the distribution of redshifts of OSOs have long displayed a
peak around z = 2, mainly caused by the optically-discovered radlo-qulet QSOs
because of the easy visibility of Lya _1216 between z = 2 and 2.5 (Osmer 1982),
see also histograms by Hewitt and Burbidge (1980)). Beyond z = 2.5, a

precipitous decline in numbers of OS0s is seen. It took 10 years for the
"record" redshift of z = 3.5 for 00172 to be overtaken by two southern
hemisphere QS0s, the largest redshift now known being 3.8 (Peterson et al.
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1982). New histograms by Hewitt and Burbidge, to be presented at I.A.U.
Symposium No. 119 in December 1985, in Bangalore, display these features very
clearly.

There have been several speculations as to the cause of the precipitous
decline. These include: this redshift corresponds to the epoch of galaxy
formation; there is luminosity evolution in QSOs; regions at higher redshift
are obscured by dust. The answers are not in, nor are likely to be until we
have a better understanding of the relationship between galaxies and OSOs.

e) Are there Non-CosmoloGical Redshifts?

It is not fashionable to accept the existence of non-cosmologlcal
redshifts and the association of high-redshift active objects with
low-redshlft-galaxies. However, Arp and co-workers have gathered a significant
amount of data on this controversial topic. The best-studied case is NGC 4319
and Markarian 205; in the presentation I showed slides taken from the work of
Arp (1985), Wehinger and Wyckoff (1981), and Sulentic (1983); unfortunately
these cannot be reproduced here. It seems, however, clear that there is a
faint luminous bridge extending from Mrk 205 (z = 0.07) toward the nucleus of
NGC 4319 (z = 0.006). What the nature of this luminous material is, and
whether it really links the two objects, has not been resolved.

Other interesting cases are the aligned set of some 8 QSOs around NGC 3379
(Arp et al. 1979) and three QS0s within the arms of NGC 1073 (Arp and Sulentic
1979;--Bu-rbidgeet al. 1979). A review of these apparent associations has
been given by Bur-'_i_e(1981).

III. CONCLUSION

A thorny question in cosmic-ray physics is that of whether there is an
extragalactic component of cosmic rays. The preceding sections have shown that
components of the active extragalactic universe undoubtedly eject hlgh-energy
(relativistic) particles and bulk matter at high velocities approaching
relativistic speeds, and these ejections must affect their extragalactic
environment. There are distinct differences between Seyfert galaxies, quasars,
and radio galaxies, but nevertheless they have in common an interior energy
source which powers these phenomena. Of the radio galaxies, as Martin Rees
pointed out in his introductory paper, NGC 5128 (CenA) is the nearest very
active source, and it may be capable of emitting hlgh-speed particles that
reach the environment of our galaxy. I have not discussed the results of Very
Long Baseline radio interferometry, since Rees showed examples, but the
remarkable "superluminal" effects seen in e.g. 3C273 (cf. popular review by
Field 1984) provide yet another indication of relativistic ejection at high
Lorentz factors.

Itseems not unlikely that the hlghest-energy cosmic rays may have an
extragalactic origin, and further study of Centarus A could throw light on this
controverslal question.
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GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY FROM SATELLITES AND BALLOONS

V, Schgnfelder
Max=Planck=Institut fiJr Physik und Astrophysik

Institut fiJr extraterrestrische Physik
80/_6 Garching) F.R,G,

I. Introduction. This rapporteur talk deals with the field of gamma ray
astronomy from satellites and balloons and therefore is restricted to energies

below about I0 GeV. Ground based gamma ray observations (El > [ TeV)
will be covered by the rapporteur talk of Dr. Watson.

Gamma ray astronomy provides the opportunity to study high energy
phenomena in space. Many of these phenomena are directly related to ques-
tions of cosmic ray research, so gamma ray astronomy plays a central role
for cosmic ray research.

Gamma ray astronomy has become a rather broad field. The different
topics can be grouped under the following headings:
- gamma ray bursts
- gamma ray line spectroscopy
- galactic gamma ray sources
- broad scale distribution of galactic gamma ray emission
- extragalactic gamma ray astronomy (extragalactic sources and diffuse

cosmic gamma ray background)
All these topics were covered during the conference (by in total

62 papers), and in my presentation I shall follow this subdivision.

2. Gamma Ray Bursts. During the time of their bursts cosmic gamma
ray bursters are the by far brightest gamma ray sources in the sky. Our
entire knowledge on bursters is essentially based on the measurement of four
different properties of their bursts. These are
- their light curves
- their energy spectra
- the location of the burster in the sky
- recently) for very few gamma ray burst sources) a correlated observation

in the optical range
Additional information on each of these four observational aspects

was provided at the conference:
The durations of gamma ray bursts typically range from a few tenths

of a second to tens of seconds. Some are as short as 10-2 sec) others as
long as 100 sec. It seems that there is no uniform structure in the light-
curves of different bursts. Some bursts show single spikes only) others very
complex structures. Cline (OG 1.2-6) has speculated that all complex long
duration bursts might be characterised as superposition of single spikes) which
are similar for all bursts.

The energy spectra of gamma ray bursts in many cases show a ther-
mal bremsstrahlung spectrum N(E)dE ~ E-1 exp (E/kT) with kt = 300 keV.
Recently, however SMM-measurements (Matz et al., 1985) have shown that
high energy gamma ray emission above I MeV is a common feature of
bursts. This conclusion was confirmed by HEAO-i observations (Hueter and
Matteson) OG l.l-l). Many bursts show power law spectra at least up to
6 MeV and are in conflict with the normal thermal model burst spectra.

Our knowledge on burster positions in the sky is mainly - with the
exception of a very few\measurements with position sensitive burst detectors
- based on triangulation from different spacecraft locations. An overview on
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Fig. I Distribution of 86 bursters on the _ (from Atteia et
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our present state of knowledge was given at the conference (/ktteia et al.
(OG 1.2-1). Fig. 1 displays the distribution of 36 bursters in the sky. Fig. 2
shows the latitude distribution of these locations as well as that expected, if
the distribution is isotropic. It is clear: the observed burster distribution is
consistent with isotropy.

Extensive efforts to find out whether optical phenomena are asso-
ciated with gamma ray bursters were finally successful. At the positions of 3
different gamma ray bursts optical flashes could be found on archival photo-
graphs. The optical flashes occurred in 190[, 1928 and 194/+ and are corre-
lated with the gamma ray bursts of Nov. 59 1979, Nov. 19, 1979, and 3anu-
ary l, 1979, respectively (Schaefer et al., 1984). The optical flashes had
durations of typically 1 sec. From statistical considerations it was estimated
that the recurrence time scale of the optical flashes of a burster is about
I year. The energy emitted in gamma-rays was estimated to be about 1000-
times larger than in the optical flashes. We do not yet know, whether optical
and gamma-ray bursts occur simultaneously. A detailed analysis of the bursts
of the Second Interplanetary Network (Atteia et al., OG 1.2-5) came to the
important conclusion that the best lower limit to the repetition rate of
gamma ray bursts from one and the same source is 100 months. So far only
two examples of repetition are known at all (one of which is the burster
with .the lamest outburst on March 5, 1979). Further searches for counter-
parts of gamma ray bursters in the optical and infrared region so far re-
mained unsuccessful (Gehrels et al., OG 1.1.-7, Seetha et al., OG 1.l-8, and
Schaefer and Cline OG l.I-9). Such counterpart searches will definitely play
an important role in gamma ray burst astronomy of the near future.

More observational "facts" on cosmic gamma ray bursters are now
urgently needed in order to come to an understanding about their nature. So
far, more than #0 models have been suggested to explain the origin of the
bursts. During the last few years a certain consensus about the nature of the
burst sources has been achieved. First, it is now generally agreed that the
burst sources are contained within the Milky Way and second, there is strong
evidence that a neutron star is somehow involved in the sources. Both these
conclusions have to be discussed in more detail:

The galactic origin of most of the gamma ray bursts so far was
mainly derived from the log N (> S) - log S diagram, which shows a -1.5-
slope at high fluences (time integrated gamma ray flux) S and a flattening at
lower fluences. This shape has been generally interpreted as evidence for the
galactic origin of bursts: it is expected from an isotropic burster distribution
up to about 300 pc distance and a disk like distribution for larger distances,
if all bursts are assumed to have the same intrinsic gamma ray luminosity.
Such an interpretation, however_ is inconsistent with the distribution of
measured burst positions on the sky (see Fig. I and 2)_ which show complete
isotropy. Many people have worked on this problem. It has been shown that a
halo-distribution of bursts can also reproduce the observed log N (> S)
log S curve, if a proper luminosity distribution is assumed (for a review see
3ennings, 19g#). In case of an extragalactic origin the log N (> S) - log S
curve should have the -l.5-slope over the entire range and should show much
more structure, because the bursters would be expected to be clustered in
certain galaxies. In addltioq,, it is difficult to explain the resulting very high
luminosities of typically lOq6 erg instead of typically lO35 erg for a galactic
origin.

During the conference strong arguments were put forward that the
flattening of the fluence distribution at low fluences actually is only an
observational selection effect due to variations in durations and energy spec-
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tra of different bursts (Higdon and Lingenfelter, OG 1,2-3 and Nishimura and
Yamagami90G 1.2-10). The selection effect on duration is due to the fact

that burst detectors do not trigger on a minimum fluence, but on a minimum

flux increase within a fixed time. Similarly, different energy spectra of
bursts lead to a selection effect, because a given burst detector samples only
a limited energy band and not the entire energy range of the burst. The
result of the energy selection effect is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here the _eak
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Fig. 3 Burst size-frequency distribution of peak energy flux, N (> P) as
function of P. Measuring points are from Venera-data. Solid line is
derived from an isotropic burst distribution with a certain assumed
intrinsic energy distribution. The flattening of the solid curve at low
P-values is caused by spectral selection biases of the burst-detectors
(from Higdon and Lingenfelter, OG 1.2-3).

energy flux P is used instead of the fluence 59 because P is more directly
related to the burst detector response than the fluence and because the

influence of variations in burst duration is minimised, if P is used. In Fig. 3
the size frequency distribution for bursts observed by Venera is compared
with that expected from an isotropic distribution of sources, which have a

certain assumed distribution of energy spectra. As can be seen, spectral
selection biases can indeed account for the observed deviation from the
simple -1.5 power law distribution. The flattening of the size frequency
distribution therefore no longer seems to be an argument for the galactic
origin. The strongest arguments for the galactic origin at present are the
luminosity argument and the neutron star hypothesis.

Why do we believe that a neutron star is somehow involved in the

burst sources? First, there is some observational evidence= namely the exis-
tence of absorption lines between 30 to 70 keV, which are interpreted as
cyclotron lines and, therefore, require magnetic field strengthes which are
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available only on the surface of a neutron star. Furthermore_ about 796 of all
bursts show an emission line at about 420 keV, which is iDterpreted as red-
shifted annihilation line in the gravitational field of a neutron star. In addi-
tion to these (and a few other) observational evidences there are also some
good theoretical reasons, why neutron stars should be involved_ it is easy to
account for the observed energy release by means of their gravitational
and/or magnetic field energy, and the high magnetic field density provides a
means to confine the source region against the radiation pressure of the
gamma-rays.

Essentially four different classes of models exist, in which a neutron
star is the main cause of the gamma ray bursts: The four causes are"
- accretion of matter onto the surface of a neutron star (either from

interstellar space or from a companion star).The material is heated and
may lead to an explosion after some reservoir of accreted matter has
reached a critical mass (nuclear flash model).

- star quakes, which generate shocks
- magnetic instabilities near the surface of the neutron star
- impact of a comet or asteroid onto the neutron star surface.
It is quite clear that further observations are needed to confirm the neutron
star hypothesis and to distinguish between these models. The future aspects
of gamma ray burst astronomy are quite promising: once, due to the burst
capabilities of GRO and then due to efforts which are presently undertaken
to observe large numbers of correlated optical flashes.

3. Gamma Ray Line Astronomy. Gamma ray line astronomy is no longer
a field for theoreticians only. Gamma ray lines by now have been detected
from solar flares, from gamma-ray bursts and transient sources, and from
some steady sources. In the following I shall restrict myself to line-emission
from steady sources only (solar flare gamma ray line emission will be discus-
sed in the SH-session). Three such sources are listed in Table I:

Table I- Sources of Gamma Ray Line Emission

galactic center 511 keY-annihilation line

interstellar space I.$ MeV-line from radioactive A126

SS t/.33 lines at 1.5 MeV and 1.2 MeV

New results on each of the sources were presented at the conference:
The 51! keV-iine from the galactic center region has first been detected in
the 1970's and since then has turned out to be variable in intensity on a
time scale of about half a year. A new attempt of the joint Bell/Sandia
gamma-ray astronomy group to detect the line in a balloon flight in Novem-
ber last year was not successful. The source was still in the "off"-state
(MacCallum and Leventhal, OG 2.5-5). Considering the large flux of the line,
the rapid variability, the line width (< 2.5 keV FWHM), and the absence of
other nuclear gamma ray lines from the center region a black hole model
provides the easiest and most natural explanation for the origin of the line.

The 1.809 MeV line from A126 in interstellar space is the first line
from a radioactive nucleosynthesis product. The line was first detected by
HEAO-3 (Mahoney et al. 195t_) and now also by SMM (Share et al.,
OG 3.2-1). The HEAO-3 line profile is shown in Fig. t_ (from Mahoney et al.,
OG 3.2-3). A126 is a long lived isotope of half-life l.t_.106 years. Therefore
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the presently observed line intensity is the sum emission over more than' a
million years. The observed abundance ratio A126/A127 is a factor of I0 too
high to be explained by supernovae alone. It therefore is concluded that most
of the A126 is produced in novae (Clayton, 1984). Other possible contributors
are massive stars and red giants (Prantzos et al., OG 3.2-5). In order to
better understand the origin of the line it would be necessary to measure the
angular distribution of the line: whereas the novae-distribution is strongly
peaked towards the galactic center, supernovae and massive stars have a
much broader distribution.
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Fig.4 The 1.809 MeV-line in the diffusegalacticgamma ray emission from
the center regionas observed by HEAO-3 (from Mahoney et al.,OG 3.2-3).

Gamma ray lineemissionat 1.5 and 1.2 MeV from the binarysystem
SS /+33 was reported by HEAO-3 (Lamb et al., 1983 and Wheaton et al.
OG 2./+-9).These two lineswere interpretedas Doppler shiftedlinesfrom
ME2# (1.369 MeV) or from N 14 (1380 MeV). The SMM-investigators (Geld-
zahler et al. OG 2.4-11) have analysed 468 days of their data, during which
SS _33 was within the field-of-view. The line is not seen! The upper limits
derived by SMM are at least an order of magnitude below the fluxes of
HEAO-3. Either 5S 433 shows unusual variability at gamma ray energies or
statistical/systematic fluctuations were misinterpreted by the HEAO-3 group.
The HEAO-3 group believes the latter possibility to be very unlikely, at least
for the 1.5 MeV line.

In addition to the three lines discussed so far, other line observations
are reported in the literature. However, most of them are at the limit of
statistical significance. We therefore have to wait for more sensitive obser-
vations. The intensities of so far detected lines are in the range of
10-3/cm 2 sec or somewhat lower. GRO will be able to detect line intensities
down to 10-5/cm 2 sec. A next generation of high resolution gamma ray
spectroscopy instruments with senstivities down to 10-6/cm 2 sec will be
needed, however, to open the full potential of gamma ray line spectroscopy.

4. Galactic Gamma Ray Sources. Most of the known galactic gamma ray
sources are contained in the second COS-B catalog. So far only 3 sources of



this catalog are identified, namely the quasar 3C 273; the only extragalactic
object in this catalog, and the two radio pulsars Crab and Vela. A fourth
source 2CG 353+16 which was tentatively identified with the _-Ophiuchi
cloud has been resolved in the meantime (Hermsen, 1983). Not contained in
this catalog is the Orion nebula which covers a field of the sky of a few
hundred square degrees and which was resolved by COS-B.

The remaining 2I sources of the catalog are still unidentified in spite
of tremendous efforts to find counterparts in other spectral ranges. Because
nearly all sources are located along the galactic plane, it is obvious that
most of them are galactic. The attempt to identify some of the sources by
observation of correlated time variability in different spectral ranges so far
was not successful (Caraveo et al. OG 2.5-9). A third issue of the COS-B
catalog is in preparation. Pollock et al. (OG 3.1-9) presented results from a
new point source search along about half of the galactic plane. So far this
analysis was restricted to high energies only (> 300 MeV). An extension to all
energies and to the rest of the galactic plane is in preparation.

During the conference new results were presented on some of the
COS-B sources and on a few others as well.
These are
- Crab pulsar
- Cyg X-3
- Geminga
- __-Ophiuchi
- Loop I remnant
- the unidentified COS-B sources in general
Each of these objects will now be discussed separately.

Crab-pulsar. The Riverside group (White et al. OG 2.3-8) presented final
results from a balloon flight which was carried out already in 1978 with
their Corn,ton telescope. The derived pulsar spectrum in the l to 30 MeV
range follows the single power law spectrum ~ F-2.2 which is generally
observed between about 50 keV and 2 GeV. The new fluxes agree well with
previous values obtained by Graser and SchSnfelder 0952) in the same energy
range. The final analysis of the balloon flight did not confirm the results of
a preliminary analysis on the existence of MeV-lines in the pulsar spectrum,
which were presented at the Bangalore conference (Long et al., 1983).

Cy_ X-3. Cyg X-3 is a binary X-ray source with a periodicity of 4.8
hours. The situation of Cyg X-3 in the gamma ray range around 100 MeV is
controversial. The SAS-2 experimenters had claimed the detection of this
source above 35 MeV (Lamb et al., 1977). They identified the total excess
observed in the Cyg-region with Cyg X-3 and found the total excess to be
pulsed with the #.8 hour period. COS-B has looked at the Cygnus region
seven-times from 1975 to 1982. No evidence for pulsed emission with the /_.R
hour period was found. The 2 o upper limits are an order of magnitude below
the flux reported by SAS-2. The COS-B analysis has shown that the emission
in the Cygnus-region is structured and that it can be explained as being the
sum of a diffuse emission in interstellar space plus a contribution from two
point-like gamma ray sources as illustrated in Figure 5 (from Hermsen et al._
OG 2.2-2). There is no excess emission at the position of Cyg X-3 which is
indicated by the cross at the time of the COS-B observations. To resolve the
contraversy it is recommended to the SAS-2 experimenters to repeat their
analysis of the Cygnus region using all the information on molecular hydrogen
which is now available - more than 10 years after the first analysis. Gamma



ray observations of Cyg X-3 a t  ultrahigh energies a r e  discussed in t h e  rap- 
porteur talk of Dr. Watson. 

Geminga (2CG-195+04). The Geminga gamma ray source was discovered 
by SAS-2 (Thompson et al., 1977); i t  is  one of t h e  strongest  gamma ray 
sources in the  sky. Based on 121 de tec t ed  gamma-ray photons t h e  SAS-2 
observers had claimed t h e  exis tence  of a 59 sec-period emphasizing, however, 
t h a t  this  periodicity would have  t o  be  confirmed with be t t e r  stat ist ics.  

Fig. 5 Gamma ray intensity distributions in t h e  Cygnus-region above 500 
MeV a s  observed by COS-B (from Hermsen et al ,  OG 2.2-2). Upper 
half: contours a s  measured by COS-B. Lower half: e s t ima ted  from to- 
t a l  gas  distribution (HI and CO-data). Position of Cyg X-3 is  indi- 
ca t ed  by X. The positions of 3 y-ray sources a r e  also indicated (m) .  

Recently,  Bignami, Ca raveo  and Paul (1985) reported t h a t  they  have 
identif ied t h e  gamma-ray source  with t h e  X-ray source  1E 0630+178. They 
found t h e  X-ray source, which was observed by t h e  EINSTEIN- and EXOSAT- 
satel l i tes.  ' t o  show a 50% periodic emission a t  a period of about  59 sec. The 
coincidence of t h e  temporal  signature was used for t h e  identif icat ion of 
Ceminga with t h e  X-ray source. Buccheri et al. (1985) have reviewed t h e  
s ta t i s t ica l  significances of a l l  repor ted  detec t ions  and conclude t h a t  t he  
identif icat ion cannot  b e  made. The COS-B collaboration ((Buccheri et al., 
O C  2.4-3) has  now performed a comprehensive analysis of a l l  the i r  Gerninga 
d a t a  (214 days  of observation). The  analysis does not  confirm t h e  presence  of 
a 59 sec pulsation with t h e  charac ter i s t ics  reported by SAS-2. A sinusoidal 
signal at th is  period, however, at present  cannot  b e  excluded. The identif ica-  
t ion of Ceminga is  st i l l  open. 
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(_-Ophiuchi. Whereas the analysis of the gamma ray data from the Orion
complex has shown that the nebula is penetrated by a cosmic ray density

equal to that observed near the Sun_ the conclusion is different for the r_ -
Oph complex: if the observed gamma-ray emission from the direction of _-
Oph is linked to the gas in the cloud, then an increase of the cosmic ray
density inside the cloud by a factor of about 2 is needed. Montmerle and
Feigelson (OG 2.5-l) have looked for possible X- and radio objects, which are
not correlated with _-Oph_ but could explain the observed excess in gamma-
ray intensity from this direction. They do not find such a source and there-
fore conclude that the most probable explanation of the excess remains the
interaction of cosmic rats of enhanced density with the cloud.
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Fig, 6 Excess gamma ray intensity (using SAS-2 data) associated

with Loop I as function of galactic latitude, For details see
text, From Bhat et al._ (OG 3.1-10).

Loop I Supernova Remnant. The Loop I SNR, which is clearly visible in
radio synchrotron radiation and known as North Polar Spur, is only ~ 130 pc
away; its radius is about 115 pc. Evidence for enhanced gamma-ray emission
from the remnant was found by three different groups independently (Bhat et
al.p OG 3.1-10_ Lebrun and Paul OG 3.1-I and Strong et ai. OG 3.1-3). Fig. 6
shows the excess gamma-ray intensity from the direction of Loop I as a

function of b If= AIy is the difference between observed and expected inten-
sity for the Loop region minus the same quantity outside the Loop. The
dashed curve corresponds to the /_0g MHz radio intensity, which shows the
same behaviour. There is clear indication of enhanced gamma-ray emission
along the Loop. It is most interesting to note that the cosmic ray density

within the remnant which is required to explain the observed _[y is consis-
tent with the one needed_ if the bulk of cosmic rays with energies below
I00 GeV is produced in galactic supernova remnants.

Unidentified COS-B sources. The understanding of the unidentified COS-B
sources remains an unsolved puzzle. The low luminosity of the sources in all
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other spectral ranges in comparison to the gamma-ray luminosity is a con-
straint for the object behind these sources. Fast radio pulsars, SNR's, giant
Hll-regions and giant molecular clouds (very often in combination with SNR's)
are possible candidates. Theoreticians nowadays concentrate on molecular
clouds in combination with SN's. In most cases the mass of molecular clouds
is not large enough to produce the required gamma-ray emission in the en-
vironment of a cosmic ray density equal to the one near the Sun. Indeed9
recently Pollock et al. (1985) reported that only 3 out of the 8 COS-B
sources in the first quadrant (2CG 036+01, 2CG 065+00, 2CG 095+04) may
simply reflect the clumpiness of the interstellar gas. For the other 5 sources,
either a large enhancement of the cosmic ray density within the cloud is
needed or these sources are independent of the gas. Since shock waves
appear to be an efficient means to accelerate cosmic rays, the combination
of interstellar clouds with shocks is of special interest. The shock may come
from SN's either inside or outside the cloud. Stephens (OG 2.5-2 and OG 2.5-
3) has investigated a scenario, in which SN envelopes explode into dense
clouds, and Montmerle (OG 2.5-4) has looked for correlations between
gamma-ray sources and giant Hll-regions which contain SNR's or stars with
strong stellar winds. He proposes that 10 of the unidentified COS-B sources
in the second and third quadrant may be of this tpye.

5. Large Scale Galactic Gamma Ray Distribution. The large scale distri-
bution of high energy gamma ray emission - say above 50 MeV - within the
Milky Way is of fundamental importance for cosmic ray research. It is ex-
pected to give an answer to the important question, how cosmic rays are
distributed within the Galaxy.

It is now generally agreed that the diffuse galactic gamma-ray emis-
sion at high energies mainly results from interactions of cosmic ray nuclei
and electrons with interstellar matter via nO-decay and via bremsstrahlung,
respectively. The production of gamma-rays by inverse Compton scattering of
cosmic ray electrons with the ambient photon field is believed to play a
minor role - however cannot be neglected totally (Bloemen, OG 3.1-2).

The gamma-ray emission from interactions of cosmic ray nuclei and
electrons with interstellar matter is determined by

(I) Aiy,iSM f __r) (r) dr= nH, tot

where q(r)/4_ is the gamma-ray emissivity at distance r in units of gamma-
rays produced per H-atom sec ster and f nil,to t (r) dr is the column density
of interstellar hydrogen. The production rate at distance r is proportional to
the cosmic ray density at this distance:

(2) q(r) qo nCR (r)= nCR (r = o)

Therefore, by measuring the gamma-ray intensity A Iy.ISM, the distribution
of cosmic rays within the galaxy can be inferred, if _the local gamma-ray
production rate qo and the total interstellar hydrogen density is known.

The determination of Aly ,ISM has some problems. First, the contri-
bution of discrete sources has to be subtracted from the measured overall
gamma-ray intensity. Second, the instrumental and cosmic background has to
be known accurately in order to be subtracted, too. Indeed, small errors in
the background may introduce significant errors in the broad scale distribu-
tion of AI y ,ISM. A better understanding of the total COS-B background was
achieved only recently. Third, the inverse Compton component has to be
estimated and then to be subtracted, too.
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The local gamma-ray emissivity qo is normally determined by inter-
pretation of the diffuse galactic gamma-ray emission at medium galactic
latitudes II0OI < b < 120oI. The total hydrogen column density is determined
from galaxy count data. Because gamma-rays from this medium latitude
range are produced within the next - say 0.5 kpc - it is justified to take a
constant value of q, which then by definition is the local one. Strong et al.
(OG 3.1-3) applied this method in a more elaborated way to derive local qo-
values for atomic and molecular hydrogen separately. Lebrun and Paul
(OG 3.1-I) question the usefulness of this method. They found that the de-
tectability of galaxies - and hence the galaxy count rate - strongly depends
on the field star density in the corresponding part of the sky. When correct-
ing for this effect, they find significant variations in the emissivity from one
direction to the other and therefore conclude that the definition of an aver-
age emissivity in the solar neighbourhood appears rather meaningless.

The largest uncertainty in the interpretation of the gamma-ray data
is caused by our poor knowledge on the total interstellar hydrogen column
density. Whereas the distribution of neutral hydrogen (HI) is known reasonably
well from observations of the 21 cm line, the situation of molecular hydro-
gen (H 2) is controversial. The H2 column density cannot be measured direct-
ly, but is normally obtained indirectly by observation of interstellar CO
which is excited by collisions with H2-molecules.

201 /H 2

o 12

(Hope-2) H

2 6 10 I/,
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Fig. 7 Radial distribution of neutral and molecular hy-
drogen in the Milky Way (from Bhat et al., 1985).

Fig. 7 shows two rather extreme cases of the molecular hydrogen
content within the Milky Way. The high H2-curve is from Sanders, Solomon
and Scoville (198/*)9 and the lower dotted one from the Durham group. At
6 kpc from the galactic center both H2-distributions differ by a factor of
about 6. The neutral hydrogen density is also indicated.

It is quite clear that such differences in the gas distributions must
have a significant effect on the interpretation of the gamma-ray data. The
standard way to determine the gamma-ray volume emissivity within the
galaxy so far was based on an unfolding of the gamma-ray longitude distribu-
tion under the simplifying assumption of cylindrical symmetry. Stecker and
Harding (OG 3.l-t_) again followed this approach using the complete set of
SAS-2 and COS-B data and new CO-data. They found a maximum of the
cosmic ray density - for both electrons and nuclei - at about 5 kpc from the
center, where the density of supernovae remnants and pulsars is greatest.
Goned and Wahdan (OG 3.1-5) came to a similar conclusion.
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The Durham group (Bhat et al, OG 3.J-8) took a different approach:
They used the distribution of supernova remnants as probable distribution of
the cosmic ray density in the galaxy and then determined the gas distribution
from the gamma-ray data. Due to the assumed high cosmic ray density in
the inner part of the galaxy (a factor of 2.5 higher at 6 kpc than at 10 kpc)
they derive the low H2-density shown in Fig. 7. The factor of 6 difference
in their H2-density compared to that of Sanders, Solomon and Scoville (1994)
is explained by them by different conversion factors between the measured
CO-intensity and the derived H2-column density. With their new and very low
mass estimate of the interstellar gas in the Milky Way the Durham group
found wide attention, It is one of the rare astronomical results which was

reported in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ from April 25, ]995),
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indicate the v-decay contributmn from cosmic
ray nuclei only (from BJoemen et a]. (OG 3.1-6).

Again a different approach was taken by the CO5-B collaboration
(BJoemen et al._ OG 3.l-6). They made a maximum likelihood fit of the
gamma-ray intensity (observed in 1°xl o bins) to the entire data of HI and
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CO. The emissivity parameter o[ HI, the conversion factor between CO-
intensity and H2-column density, and the total instrumental and cosmic back-
ground were free parameters. The total line o[ sight was subdivided into
galactocentric distance intervals. The velocity information o[ the HI- and
CO-lines was used as distance indicator. The result o[ this analysis is shown
in Fig. g, where the emissivity per H-atom is plotted as a function of galac-
tocentric distance. At 10 kpc the q-values are consistent with the ones
derived by Strong et al. (OG 3.l-3) from medium galactic latitudes. In each
energy interval the emissivity increases towards the inner part of the galaxy.
The gradient is stronger at lower than at higher energies. Because the con-
tribution of electron bremsstrahlung to the total gamma-ray emission domi-
nates at lower energies (as we know from the gamma-ray energy spectrum),
it is concluded (and derived quantitatively) that the observed overall gradient
in the low energy interval is mainly due to electrons. The lower energy
gradient is consistent with the electron gradient derived from non-thermal
radio measurements. The density of cosmic ray nuclei, however, is found to
be practically constant throughout the entire galaxy (dashed line). The same
conclusion was already earlier derived by the COS-B collaboration, when
analysing gamma-ray data from the anticenter region alone in a similar way.
The analysis of the anticenter is in so far easier, as the uncertainty in the
contribution of H2 does not exist, because of its relatively low contribution
in this part of the galaxy.

With this conclusion the old question, whether the bulk of cosmic
rays is galactic or extragalactic is open again. Though the gradient in the
distribution of cosmic ray electrons confirms their galactic origin, the con-
stancy of the cosmic ray nuclei component either requires a large galactic
halo distribution or cosmic ray nuclei of predominantly extragalactic origin.
In case of a galactic origin the cosmic ray nuclei density does not follow the
distribution of supernovae in the Galaxy.

I think the battle on the interpretation of the broad scale galactic
gamma ray distribution will continue for quite a while. New data on H2, and
also future gamma-ray data will definitely stimulate further discussions. GRO
will not only provide more precise gamma-ray data from our own galaxy, it
will also provide information on the interstellar gamma-ray emission in our
neighbouring galaxies (see also Berezinsky et al., OG 2.7-I.5).

6. Extragalactic Gamma Ray Astronomy° Extragalactic gamma ray astro-
nomy may - at some time in the near future - turn out to be the astronomy
of active galactic nuclei and quasars. These two classes of objects at present
belong to the most interesting objects in astronomy and astrophysics. Due to
their high luminosity and their extreme compactness it is supposed that an
accreting black hole is the powering engine in the center of these galaxies.

Although COS-B has devoted nearly one third of its observation time
to extragalactic pointings (Ibl > i.5o),only one source, the quasar 3C 273,
could be detected. For other potential sources like normal galaxies in the
local group, Seyfert galaxies, BL-lac objects, and other quasars only upper
limits to the gamma ray flux could be derived.

The quasar 3C 275 has its maximum of luminosity at energies of a
few MeV, as can be derived from an interpolation of its X-ray and high
energy gamma ray spectrum. Many other galaxies, especially Seyferts should
also have their maximum of luminosity in the range between several I00 keV
and a few MeV, as can be concluded from their hard X-ray spectra in com,
bination with the existing upper limits at gamma ray energies above 3.5 MeV.
Hard X-ray and low energy gamma ray observations are therefore expected
to provide special insight into the source mechanism of these objects.



Fig. 9 Observation of Cen A with t h e  Compton-telescope of MPI-Garching 
between 1 t o  20 MeV (from v. Ballmoos et al., OG 2.7-7). 

Fig. 10 The energy spectrum of 
Cen A from X-ray t o  

a m m a  ray energies 
from v. Ballmoos et al., t 

OG 2.7-7). 
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During this conference my own group (v. Ballmoos et al., OG 2.7-7)
reported on an observation of Centaurus A at MeV-energies. Cen A is the
nearest active galaxy in the sky. Fig. 9 shows a reconstructed image of the
part of the sky which we observed during a balloon flight with our Compton-
telescope. The contour lines are a measure of the likelihood for the exis-
tence of a source. The likelihood is greatest near Cen A. A detailed analysis
showed that the statistical significance of the source detection at the posi-
tion of Cen A was 4.10. The derived energy spectrum is shown in Fig. I0.
It is seen that the spectrum at MeV-energies well connects to the X-ray
spectrum with practically constant slope. This fact, together with the posi-
tion of the excess in the previous figure seems to indicate that the observed
gamma ray emission is related to Cen A.

Assuming the validity of the upper limits above 35 MeV from SAS-2
and COS-B also for the time of the balloon flight, it has to be concluded
that the Cen A spectrum must steepen rapidly somewhere beyond 8 or
20 MeV in order to meet the upper limits. This spectral shape, which again
places the maximum of luminosity of Cen A in the MeV-range, allows inter-
esting discussions on the source size and the radiation mechanism involved.

Damle et al. (OG 2.7-8) reported on a balloon observation of another
active galaxy, namely the Seyfert galaxy 3C 120 at gamma ray energies
above. 5 MeV. The detection of the source had a statistical significance of
2.75 _ only, and therefore definitely needs confirmation.

Let me finally turn to the topic of the diffuse cosmic gamma ray
background, which has been of special interest since the very early beginning
of gamma ray astronomy. It is now generally agreed that unresolved active
galaxies to some extend contribute to the cosmic gamma ray background.
The degree of this contribution, however, still contains considerable uncer-
tainties.

Gruber et al. (OG 3.1-12) presented new results on the diffuse cosmic
X- and gamma-ray energy spectrum between 15 keV to 4 MeV from HEAO-I
observations. Their new results agree with the compilation of experimental
data between 2 keV and 200 MeV, as shown in Fig. I I. Whereas the X-ray
background below I keV is mostly galactic, the galactic contribution above
2 keV is only a few percent of the measured flux. The high degree of iso-
tropy, especially in the 2 to I0 keV range, is evidence for its extragalactic
origin.

As can be seen from Fig. 11, there is much structure in the spec-
trum. Between 3 to 50 keY a thermal bremsstrahlung spectrum of kT = 40
keV fits the data quite well. Though the spectrum between 40 keV and
400 keV gives a smooth connection to the lower energy range, it does not
follow the thermal bremsstrahlung shape. In the MeV-range all the existing
measurements (including the new HEAO-I results of OG 3.1-12) show the
existence of a bump above the extrapolation from X-ray energies. Above
about 5 MeV the spectrum becomes very steep.

Unresolved normal galaxies make only a minor contribution to the
background flux (see Lichti et al., 1978). A significant contribution of unre=
solved active galaxies, however, especially Seyferts, is generally accepted
around I00 keY (Rothschild et al., 1983).

The contribution of unresolved quasars to the high energy gamma ray
background (> 35 MeV) was estimated from SAS=2 data by Lau and Young
(OG 2.7=10) to be about 2596 of the total observed flux. After more than
I00 quasars have been observed at X-ray energies by the EINSTEIN observa=
tory) estimates of the quasar contribution to the I to 3 keV X-ray back=
ground range from 2596 to 10098. If all quasars would have the same spectral
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shape as 3C 273 between I keV and 800 MeV, then their summed contribu-
tion at 100 MeV would supersede the observed gamma-ray flux by more than
a factor of 10. It must therefore be concluded that the spectrum of 3C 273
cannot be typical for most o1 the other quasars. The typical quasar spectrum
should break Off already below 100 keV, otherwise it would be in conflict
with the well established contribution of Seyferts at I00 keV.
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Fig. 11 The energy spectrum of the diffuse cosmic X- and
gamma-ray background. The X-ray measurements
are from HEAO A-2 and A-% the low energy
gamma ray measurements are from Apollo, the two
Compton-telescopes at Riverside and MPI-Garching
and a shutter type telescope at Nagoya. The high
energy gamma-ray spectrum is from SAS-2.

In view of this discussion it is perhaps not surprising that no single
power law dependence is observed over the entire X- and gamma-ray range,
since different types of galaxies may contribute and dominate at different
energies. The question of a remaining really diffuse component like the one
from matter-antimatter annihilation in a baryon symmetric universe can only
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be answered if much more information on the X- and gamma-ray emission of
active galaxies and quasars is available. Only then will it be possible to
derive that part of the background spectrum that cannot be explained by
unresolved sources.

7. Conclusions. The major conclusions at the Cosmic Ray Conference in
the field of gamma ray astronomy were:
- MeV-emission of gamma-ray bursts is a common feature. Variations in

duration and energy spectra from burst to burst may explain the discre-
pancy between the measured log N - log S dependence and the observed
isotropy of bursts,

- The gamma-ray line at 1.809 MeV from A126 is the first detected line
from a radioactive nucleosynthesis product. In order to understand its
origin it will be necessary to measure its longitude distribution in the
Milky Way.

- The indications of a gamma-ray excess found from the direction of
Loop I is consistent with the picture that the bulk of cosmic rays below
I00 GeV is produced in galactic supernova remnants.

- The interpretation ol the large scale distribution ol gamma rays in the
Milky Way is controversial. At present an extragalactic origin of the
cosmic ray nuclei in the GeV-range cannot be excluded from the gamma
ray data.

- The detection of MeV-emission from Cen A is a promising step towards
the interesting field of extragalactic gamma ray astronomy.

It is obvious: each new result raises new questions. The future of
gamma-ray astronomy will be very exciting!
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COSMIC y-RAYS AND COSMIC NUCLEI ABOVE 1 TeV 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper i s  based on a rapporteur  t a l k  given a t  the  19th In te r -  
na t i ona l  Cosmic Ray Conference i n  August 1985. I n  it the  most 
exc i t i ng  and cont rovers ia l  aspec ts  of work on cosmic y-rays and 
cosmic nuc l e i  above 1 TeV a r e  descr ibed and evaluated. The prospect 
t h a t  y-ray astronomy above lTeV w i l l  give new in s igh t s  i n t o  high 
energy cosmic ray o r i g i p  within our  galaxy i s  pa r t i cu l a r l y  br igh t .  

1. Introduct ion.  The search f o r  t he  o r i g i n  of cosmic rays has been a 
long and conspicuously unsuccessful one. A t  high energies  (> lo' ' eV) it 
had been an t i c ipa t ed  t h a t  c a r e fu l  s tudy of the small an iso t rop ies  which 
a r e  presen t ,  a l l i e d  with a sound knowledge of t he  mass composition and 
energy spectrum, would y i e l d  i n d i r e c t  information about the sources. A t  
t he  very h ighes t  energies  (> 10'' eV), where the Larmor r a d i i  of protons 
i n  g a l a c t i c  magnetic f i e l d s  exceed 3kpc ,  s t r ong  d i r ec t i ona l  an iso t rop ies  
had been expected i f  the  sources of these multi-joule p a r t i c l e s  were 
g a l a c t i c ,  while a sharp cut-off i n  t he  spectrum above about 4 x 10'' eV has 
been pred ic ted  i f  the  sources were a t  cosmological dis tances.  Of t he  
t h r ee  measureable parameters, spectrum, anisotropy and mass composition, 
only t h e  f i r s t  can even now be s a i d  t o  be well-known (although the  ques- 
t i o n  of t he  Greisen-Zatsepin cut-off remains under debate) and our  under- 
s tanding  of t he  da t a  ava i l ab l e  on a r r i v a l  d i r ec t i ons  continues t o  be 
hampered by very l imi ted  knowledge about t he  primary mass composition. 

A t  t he  Bangalore conference i t  was recognized t h a t  perhaps a fou r th  
channel of information about cosmic ray o r i g i n  was opening t o  us. A t  
t h a t  meeting evidence of y-ray emission a t  %1TeV from severa l  sources,  
inc lud ing  t h e  Crab pulsar  and Cygnus X-3, was reported. I n  addi t ion  the  
p o s s i b i l i t y  t h a t  po in t  sources of  y-rays up t o  1016 eV might e x i s t  had 
been s i g n a l l e d  through the  claim by t he  Kie l  group (Samorski and S t a m  
1983a) of emission from Cygnus X-3 of 10'' eV y-rays modulated with the  
1i.8~ o r b i t a l  per iod of the binary X-ray source. The s ign i f icance  of t h i s  
l a t t e r  r e s u l t ,  confirmed by Lloyd-Evans e t  a 1  (1983) by the  time of the  
Bangalore meeting, is t h a t  i t  seems impossible t o  expla in  t he  y-rays a s  
a r i s i n g  from o t h e r  than TO-decay. Thus f o r  t he  f i r s t  time a source of 
cosmic ray nuc l e i  may have been i den t i f i ed .  Not su rp r i s i ng ly  t h i s  meet- 
i n g  has seen the  f r u i t s  of the burgeoning i n t e r e s t  i n  y-rays above 1TeV 
while work on cosmic ray nuc l e i  has continued with a l l  i t s  former vigour. 
I have thus had t o  be very s e l e c t i v e  i n  choosing t he  top ics  discussed 
below but  they a r e ,  I bel ieve,  the  most s t imula t ing  and cont rovers ia l  
c u l l e d  from a p a r t i c u l a r l y  vigorous a r ea  of t he  cosmic ray f i e l d .  

2. Gamma-ray emission above 1 TeV. The idea t h a t  t he r e  should be de tec t -  
ab l e  sources of y-ray emission above lTeV i s  an o ld  one. A t  t he  Moscow 
conference Cocconi (1959) proposed t h a t  p a r t i c l e  a r r ays  of adequate 
angular  r e so lu t i on  should be b u i l t  a t  high a l t i t u d e ,  with t he  aim of 
search ing  f o r  po in t  sources of y-rays. I n  p a r t i c u l a r  he estimated t h a t  a 
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flux of _ iO-? photons cm-2 s-I above ITeV was expected from the Crab

Nebula. To workers at that time the idea seemed beyond the limits of

technical feasibility, but it prompted Chudakov and ZatSepin in the
Soviet Union to develop searchlight mirror/photomultiplier combinations

to search for cosmic ray point sources using the atmospheric Cerenkov

light produced by y-ray initiated air showers. This technique had been
pioneered in Britain by Galbraith and Jelley (1953) for the study of more
energetic cosmic rays. These searches were not immediately rewarded but

in 1972 Stepanyan and colleagues at the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory
(CAO), using the Cerenkov method, reported the detection of Cygnus X-3 in
a flaring state following the 1972 radio outburst and, on many subsequent

occasions, with the 4.8h modulation of intensity known since the 1968

Uhuru observations at X-ray energies. At this conference y-ray emission
from many objects has been claimed and I have space to review details

about only a few of them; results on others will merely be stated.

2.1. Cygnus X-3. By far the most attention has been given to observa-
tions of Cygnus X-3 - partly because it is a strong source and visible

from the Northern hemisphere - but also because details of its binary
nature are reasonably well understood. Above 500 GeV measurements have

been reported by 14 independent groups and in addition it has received
much theoretical attention. It is believed to be the site of nucleonic

acceleration (up to lOlTeV/nucleon) and possibly the major cosmic ray
source active in our galaxy at the present time. Furthermore, in one of

the most exciting announcements made at a cosmic ray conference for many
years, the Durham group reported evidence of a pulsar within the source
of period 12.5908 ± 0.0003 ms (Chadwick et al, submitted to Nature,
July 1985).

Cygnus X-3 has been extensively studied at X-ray energies since its
discovery by the Uhuru satellite in 1968. The X-ray emission is mod-

ulated in an approximately sinusoidal manner with a period close to 4.8
hours. This period is believed to be associated with the co-rotation of

a neutron star and a star of several solar masses. The peak of X-ray
emission occurs at a phase _ = 0.65 with respect to the time of X-ray

minimum (_ = O) at which the X-ray intensity is % 40% that at maximum.
A detailed analysis of the X-ray behaviour, as deduced from EXOSAT
observations, has been given by Willingale et al (1985) and the long term
behaviour, as observed by the Vela 5B satellite, has been reported by

Priedhorsky and Terrell (1986).

Observations above 500 GeV are made using the air-Cerenkov technique

(500 GeV - 30 TeV) and with conventional air-shower arrays (3OTeV -
IOPeV; IPeV EIOIseV). Typical light curves over the 4.8h period are
shown in Figure I for some of the experiments described at this meeting.

The light curves show much sharper peaks than the near-sinusoidal emis-
sion pattern seen at X-ray energies. In all the data there are peaks

close to _ = 0.65, the peak of the X-ray emission. The results at
3 x iO13 eV from the group at the Whipple Observatory, Mt. Hopkins, are

of particular interest as they were taken with ultra violet filters
during a period close to full moon. The technique has yet to be cali-
brated so that the energy estimate is only approximate but if it can be

further developed it will provide a very useful overlap with the EAS
method which com_s in at a similar energy. All these data have been
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Figure I: Cygnus X-3 light curves as determined from recent observations
at different energies.

analysed using an ephemeris derived by van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud
(1981) from a number of satellite observations and it is recommended that

this ephemeris (or revised versions of it) be used in all data reduction
on this source to restrict confusion when comparing results fromd{fferent
experiments.

The integral spectrum of Cygnus X-3 above hard X-ray energies (> 20 keV)
to beyond IO PeV is shown in Figure 2. The X-ray data (Reppin et al 1979,
Meegan et al 1979) from balloon flights in October 1977 are represented

by integral spectra derived from the published differential spectra. The
measurements of Reppin et al are time-averaged over the phase interval

O.18 to O.60 observed during one 2 hour period of the balloon flight
while measurements of Meegan et al, covering the interval 0.45 to O.91,
have been averaged over the 4.8h cycle to conform with the practice above

5OO GeV. The difference in slope and intensity between the two hard X-ray
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Figure 2: The integral spectrum of Cygnus X-3 above hard X-ray energies.
R (Reppin et al 1979); M (Meegan et al (1979); SAS II (Lamb
et al 1977), COSB (OG2.2-2); points near lOl2eV (see

caption of Figure 5); C: Baksan (0G2.1-12); H: Haverah Park
(OG 2.I-6).

measurements made at different phases in the orbital period is regarded
as real (Meegan et al 1979) and, coupled with the known flux variability

at lower X-ray energies, complicates the question of what should be the
extrapolated flux in the region of the COS B and SAS II experiments.

The possibility that the SASII observations are genuine and conform to a
high y-ray state for Cygnus X-3 during 1973 (R.C. Lamb, private communica-
tion) is not excluded from examination of these data although a contrary
view has been stressed forcefully by the COS B collaboration (OG 2.2-2)
at this conference. All measurements shown above 500 GeV were made post-

1979; the 6 points at around i TeV are from independent observations (see

caption of Figure 5 for details). Above IOl_eV the measurements shown
are from the Baksan (C) (OC 2.1-12) and Haverah Park (H) (OG2.1-6)

experiments which were nearly contemporaneous _: July '84 to Feb '85;
H: 1984) and for which the energy calibration is reasonably firm. Above

500 GeV the source spectrum is likely to be quite different from the
spectrum at the top of the atmosphere as there is the complication of

y-ray absorption (y + y _ e+ + e-). At TeV energies optical photons close
to the source may suppress the signal (Apparao 1984) while near iOIs eV
the mean free path for absorption by the 2.7K background (_ _ 7kpc) is

less than the lower limit of llkpc set to the source distance (Dickey
1984). At intermediate energies we may have to worry about the presence

of a significant flux of far-infrared photons in the waveband not
explored by the IRAS survey. The energy output of the source is difficult
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to assess in view of these uncertainties. However, the slope of the

spectra is very flat above i TeV and the flux above i PeV is
1037 erg s-I

It is difficult to summarise all of the data above 500 GeV succinctly
as one possibility which has emerged at this meeting is that Cygnus X-3

may be time-varlable both in the nature of its light curve and its amp-

litude. It is, of course, disappointing (and powerful material for the
sceptics) to discover that this remarkable object is time-variable but

I believe this to be an experimental fact (and one which sets severe
demands on the type of experiment which we should be thinking of doing

in the future).

Before addressing the time-variability evidence I will attempt to
summarise data on the light curve in broad terms. Near I TeV recent

measurements (post-1980) have tended to show a strong, relatively broad,

peak (A_ _ O.I) near _ = 0.6 although there have been reports of signi-
ficant effects at _ = 0.2, particularly in the pre-1980 data of
Stepanyan's group. There is some evidence that when a signal is seen

near _ = 0.2 the initiating y-rays are of higher energy than those seen

at _ = 0.6. Above 1015 eV emission has been seen near both _ = 0.2
(1976 - 1983) and at _ = 0.6 (1984) and the peak of emission appears to

be narrower (A_ < 0.I and sometimes _ 0.03) than at lower energies. The
phase information is likely to be of major importance in modelling of

the source and the available data are summarised in Figure 3. The
evidence for emission near _ = 0.25 and _ = 0.65 is compelling. The

significance of each signal (in sigma) has been taken directly, or

estimated, from the published light curves. In the case of the Kiel
experiment (K) (Samorski and Stamm (1983a)) account has been taken of
their 4.40 detection of the source before phase analysis. All data have

been analysedusing the van der Klis/Bonnet-Bidaud ephemeris except for
the Akeno (A) and Kashmiri data (B) for which the probable phase adjust-

ments are indicated by arrows.

I have also marked on the diagram the phase band in which the Soudan

group (Marshak et al 1985) and the NUSEX group (Battisoni et al 0G2.1-3)

have reported a peak in a time-modulated signal seen in their underground
muon detectors. Clearly whatever is the cause of this signal it cannot
be some anomaly in y-nucleon cross-sections or there would be phase
coincidence. However if the mechanism suggested by Stecker et al (1985)

works, and the signal is enhanced beyond straightforward expectation, it

might be worth looking for the neutrino events expected at large zenith
angles in the underground data in narrow phase windows centred on the
y-ray phases.

The most exciting result reported during the sessions on Cygnus X-3
was that of the Durham group (Chadwick et al 1985) who claim to have
detected within the T eV emission the long-sought pulsar in the O/gnus

X-3 system. Figure 4 is from their discovery preprint and shows the

probability of agreement with a uniform distribution as a function of
period for a 7 minute stretch of data near _ = 0.65 taken on 12 Sept
1983. The evidence for a pulsar of period 12.5908 ms looks strong and

is supported by similar data taken on 2 October 1983. Both observations

were made close To the time of maximum of the 18.7 day period claimed
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for the source (Bonnet-Bidaud and van der Klis 1981). This result,

stated to have a probability of <3.10-7ofarislng by chance, obviously

supplies a major constraint to models of particle acceleration within
the source.

The phase picture (Figure 3) is reasonably tidy but the same cannot

be said of the situation with regard to flux. The experiments used for

Figure 3 have all (with the exception of the Whipple Observatory result

at 3xlO 13 eV) provided intensity estimates (so far only in integral

form because of the limited statistics) and these are shown in Figure 5.

Clearly there is considerable scatter between the results reported by

different groups at a particular energy. Two major reasons for the

scatter are poor statistics and uncertain energy calibration; these

difficulties will surely disappear in time.

An extreme explanation for the scatter in Figure 5 has been advanced

by Bhat et al (OG2.10-10) who suggest - largely on the basis of their

own measurements with an uncollimated light collection system - that the

flux above 1013 eV is decaying exponentially with a time constant of

1.7 ± 4 years. Most models of Cygnus X-3 couple the presence of TeV

y-rays to the production of IO Is eV y-rays, through what Hillas (1984)

has described as an extensive stellar shower, and it is hard to reconcile

the decay proposed by Bhat et al with the relative constancy of the TeV

signal between 1972 and 1985. Factors of 2 or 3 variations have been

seen but a change of the magnitude proposed (> 450) over this period is

not credible. Furthermore above I0 Is eV the Haverah Park group (OG 2.1-6)

have Observed essentially the same flux between 1979 and 1982 as in 1984

(but at a different phase).

There is, however, convincing evidence of a less dramatic nature for

amplitude and phase variations on a time-scale of months. The Mt.

Hopkins group observed a 4.40 effect at _ = 0.6 in the Oct/Nov 1983 dark

period but no signal was detectable with identical equipment and similar

observing conditions during the Nov/Dec 1983 dark period (Cawley et al

1985). This group reported a similar effect in 1981 (Weekes et al 1981).

The Fly's Eye group, working at 1015 eV, found a 3.50 effect during

9-13 July 1983 at _ = 0.25 but observing nothing during the dark periods

of August and September 1984. The Haverah Park group observed a change

of the preferred phase of emission between 1979-1982 (_ = 0.25) and 1984

(# = 0.66, with weak emission at _ = 0.29). It is interesting to note

that the Mr. Hopkins result was obtained just after the 1983 Sept/Oct
radio flare and that similar enhancements of TeV emission have been

reported previously after other flares (Vladimirsky et al 1973 (follow-

ing the famous 1972 flare) and Fomin et al 1981 (after the 1980 flareD.

Preliminary analysis of an observation of a flare from Cyg X-3 in
which a flux level of 6 x iO -II cm-2s -I was measured above 3x iO Is eV was

reported at this meeting by the Fly's Eye group. This event was seen on

16 June 1985 during one of 13 nights of observation. Even at this level

of intensity existing air shower arrays would have great difficulty in

detecting such a signal: an array of 30 m radius and angular resolution

10 -2 sr, sensitive above 3OOTeV would expect to record only about 3
Cygnus events above a general cosmic ray background of about I event_

The Fly's Eye event did not show pulsed emission and may be of the
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genre of the shorter flare transients observed by Nesphor et al (1979),
Weekes (1982) and the Durham group (Gibson et al 1982).

Figure5: Timeaveragedintegral _, ray spectrum
above5x1011eVfrom EygnusX-3.
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I know of no group who have observed Cygnus X-3 and reported a null

result at an intensity level which contradicts those shown in Figure 2
and conclude that this source is indeed a y-ray emitter above 500 GeV

and probably up to I0 PeV. There remain, however, some questions to be
answered about data from the PeV region before the matter can be

regarded as being finally settled; these are:-
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(a) Muon content of y-ray showers:- The Kiel group (Samorski and
Stam_ 1983b) reported that their Cygnus X-3 events had a muon content

80% that of 'normal' showers, a result which was in sharp contradic-
tion with theoretical expectation and is now questioned further by data

from the Akeno group (OG2.1-5) who were able to detect Cygnus X-3 only
after selection of events having a muon/electron ratio less than 1/30

of that found in the bulk of showers. The Nottingham group (0G2.1-4),
hampered by poor statistics, a poor signal/noise ratio, and the small

area (lOm 2) of muon detector presently available at Haverah Park, have
been unable to make a statement about the muon-content in the small

number of Haverah Park events for which there is coincident data. It

is not clear how to resolve this question but the possibility that some
of the signal seen in the Kiel detector (which is not a tracking detec-

tor) may be due to 'punch-through' of very low energy photons (_lOkeV)
does not yet seem to have been eliminated. Some relevant experimental

data have been discussed (HE 4.5-1) by the Nottingham group but more
are needed.

(b) Age selection of y-ray showers:- The Kiel group adopted the
selection requirement that the shower age, s, should be greater than
I.I in the expectation of enhancing the y-ray content of their sample.

A similar cut was used by the Adelaide group in their detection of
Vela X-I (Protheroe et al 1984). The justification for this approach

is not clear and indeed the Ooty group (0G2.6-8) find their most sig-
nificant signal (_ 1.50 at _ = 0.675) when showers of all ages are

used. However the Ooty array is at a depth of 800 gem -2 and it may he
that the age restriction is effective for data taken at sea-level.

Further theoretical study of this problem would be helpful.

(c) The source ephemeris:- For their discovery paper the Kiel group
used the ephemeris of Parsignault et al (1976) and had not corrected

their data to the heliocentre. Subsequent reanalysis after helio-
centric correction and with the van der Klis/Bonnet-Bidaud ephemeris

broadens the peak in phase and shifts it to the interval 0.I to 0.3.

However, the 4.40 detection before phase analysis is unaffected and
overall the Kiel result remains significant.

An overview of the Cygnus X-3 situation,with particular emphasis on

what can be inferred about the production of y-rays within the source, is
available in the written version of the 'Highlight Talk' of A.M. Hillas
elsewhere in this volume. Theoretical studies of the object are re-

viewed by V.S. Ptuskin in his rapporteur paper.

2.2. The Crab Nebula and Pulsar (PSR O523+21). As usual in y-ray astronomy

the Crab Nebula and pulsar have attracted considerable attention. Prior

to this conference the Durham group (Dowthwaite et al 1984a) had reported
strong evidence of a pulsar signal from the Crab above I TeV with a light
curve which peaked in coincidence with the main pulse of the radio
emission. In a further report (OG 2.3-9) they lay particular stress on

the extreme narrowness (< 0.4 ms) of the emission peak. This result is
shown in Figure 6 together with the light curve at I00 MeV from COS B
(Wills et al 1982) and the new result from the Riverside/JPL/lowa State

group (OG 2.3-3) a_ 200GeV. The latter light curve also exhibits a
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single peak although a broader one than found by the Durham group. The

fluxes reported by both groups (RJI (>200GeV) = (2.5±0.8) x i0-11 em-2s-I

and Durham (> ITeV) = (7.9 +-1.8) xlO -II cm-2s -I) are compatible.

Fisure 6: The light curve of PSR0523+21 as I

measured at iOO MeV (COS B), 200 GeV (River- (a_
side/JPL/lowa State) and ITeV (Durham). For 100 COS8
references, see text.

The Crab pulsar has also been studied by 60
the Tata group (OG 2.3-4) at _ITeV. Results _j

were reported orally. During an extended 20
series of observations in 1984-85 they were

able to detect no pulsed signal within the o_ { I

sum of their data. However between 1711 and _ _ (b|1726 UT on 23 Jan 1985 they detected pulsed V_IJPtl
emission at the level of 5.1o with the emis-

sion peak coincident with the radio peak. _ 4300
This group have also reported (OG 2.3-4/5)
the continued detection of 'microbursts'

from the Crab first discussed at the

Bangalore conference. A microburst is _ 1200 .....defined to be the occurrence of 4 consecutive

events with less than 1.5 ms between

successive events. Over IOO such microbursts z I ,'
have been detected in 57 hours at a rate more n _ .

than twice the background rate. These detec- 6500
tions have not been replicated at Mt. Hopkins.

The Tata group are continuing observations

with two similar detector systems separated 6_00
by Ii km.

Above 400 GeV the Mr. Hopkins group _00 -
(OG 2.3-1), using a new algorithm to reject . I I
non y-ray events, have reported a convincing 0 0_
(5.60) DC signal at a flux level of Phase
6xlO -11 cm-2s -I. Above 3xlO1_eV
Morello et al (OG 2.2-12), using conventional

air shower techniques, have obtained a DC upper limit of iO-II cm-2s -I.
At higher energies the Tien Shan group (OG 2.3-2) have used the muon-poor

technique to optimise a y-ray signal from the Crab direction (_,_i 7.5°)
above 3.5xlO I_ eV and 5.5xlO l_ eV. These results, based on 12 events,

are plotted in Figure 7 together with the flux reported above iO16 eV by

the Lodz group (Dzikowski et al 1981) and upper limits obtained in other

experiments. Also included is a typical pair of data from the earlier
Fly's Eye experiment (Boone et al 1984) in which emission was observed
(3.1o) on 9 December 1980 but not during February 1981. Even the very
hard (y = 0.8) spectrum inferred from the Tien Shan/Mt. Hopkins result
cannot be reconciled with the Lodz claim which is also strongly contra-

dicted (factor of 200) by Haverah Park work (OG 2.6-9). Future studies

with the improved Haverah Park y-ray array (OG 9.4-7) in which a pulsed

detection will besought may clarify this situation before the next
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conference. Note, that the angular resolution in the Tien Shan, Lodz and

Fly's Eye experiments are much poorer than that at the Mt. Hopkins so that

there is no convincing evidence that the signals claimed by these groups
are associated with the nebula.

.I__ "I"

Figure 7: The integral energy 10 - _I -spectrum of y-rays from the Crab W CrabNebulaFtux(DC)
nebula. The solid llne is an

eyeball fit to W and T and has

y : -O.8. ldll _ PT
2.3. Observations on other I

sources. Many other source.,
¥

have been observed using the
techniques of very high energy
(%lTeV) and ultra high energy 1042-
y-ray astronomy. A number of

upper limits have been set (for _ TF eLexample the Durham group _
(OG 2.3-9) have reported upper _E

limits at about 2xlO-11 cm-2s-l _I Tl ton 7 radio pulsars) but there 013-

!are 8 objects (in addition to
Cygnus X-3 and the Crab) from

which positive effects have been W: Whipple{0G2-3-I)
claimed; two of these (both in D: Durham(0G2"3"9)
the Southern hemisphere) have I__ -P: Plateau R0sa(052-2-12)
been examined only above i Per. T: Tien Shan (OG2-3.2)
Details of the observations are F: Booneetal (198_)
given in Table i. L: Dzikowskiet at (1981) H

Lamb and Weekes (1985) have H: Haverah Park(05 2"6-9) T
suggested that 4UO115+63 (a 1(_15
transient X-ray source) is to be

identified with Cas y-l, a TeV

source reported previously by 1'011 1012 1_3 1101t. 1101S 11016 117>the CAD group (Stepanyan et al 10

1972). This proposal further eV
emphasises Stepanyan's role in

founding very high energy y-ray astronomy. The Vela pulsar (PSR 0833-45)
appears to be variable at TeV energies but its detection is probably
secure. Of the sources in this list which have been detected above I PeV
there is need for confirmations in all cases. Her X-I was not observed

by the Durham group in an observing period contemporaneous with the Fly's
Eye detection. There is some evidence in the Chacaltaya data (OG 5.3-2)

to support the Vela X-I detection by the Adelaide group; II events are
seen in a box (As = 30°, A6 ffi20°) centred on the source when 5.2 are

expected. A phase analysis is not supportive but the ephemeris cannot
be extrapolated to 1967 (the time of the Chacaltaya observations) with
confidence. LMC X-4 is reported above IO16 eV; the significance is
claimed at 1% and the source would be 20 times as powerful as Cygnus X-3.
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Table I

Summary of detections of sources other than Cyg X-3 and Crab NebuIa

Object Reference Signlficance/chance probability Comments
at _ TeD at _PeV and Periodicity

4UO115+63 Durham (OG 2.6-11) 2.5x10 -6 - Pulsar: 3.6s

CAO

(Stepanyan et al (1972)) 3.90 - DC
on Cas y-I Cas y-I = 4U0115+63

(Lamb & Neekes 1985)

PSR 1953 Durham (OG 2.6-11) 5.40 - Pulsar: 6.lms
Binary: 117.3 days

PSR 0833-45 SAO/Sydoey Variable - Pulsar : 89 ms
(Grindlay et al 19750)

Tara group (OG 2.3-10) 99.3Z CL

H31 Durham Ig - DC

(Do_chwaiCeet al 1984b) 2.2 +-0.7 xlO-l°cm'2_1 not confirmed by

at I TeV Hr. Hopkins

Hr. Hopkins (0G2.7-3) < 1.6x10 -t_ cm-2s -_
at 400 GeV

Her X-I Durham (OG 2.6-11) 7 x IO-S

(Dovchwalte et al 1984c) (17 April 1983) Short bursts at

Hr. Hopkins (OG 2.2-9) 2 x 10 -_ pulsar period:1.24s
(4 April, 5 Hay 1984)

Fly's Eye (OG 2.2-7) 2.10 -_ Durham observation
(Baltrusaltls eC al 1985) (II July 1983) contemporaneous

wlth Fly's Eye saw

n._oosignal

Vela X-I Adelaide - 10 -_ Binary: 8.96d

(Protheroe et al 1984)

LHC X-4 Adelaide (OG 2.6-10) - I% Binary: 1.4 d
(Protheroe & Clay 1985)

ten A SAO Sydney 4.30 De
(Grindlay et al 1975b) (> lolleD)

Adelaide - 2.70 DC, bu_..._Cultra high

(Clay eC al 1984) (IO 16 eV) l_inosity unless
IGmagneClc field
is low (<< lO-_C)

I have not listed Geminga (2CG195+4), the brightest unidentified source

in the COS B catalogue, in Table i. The detections reported near ITeV

(OG 2.4-2, OG 2.4-5) are inconsistent and unconvincing and no DC or

pulsed signal has been detected by the Mt. Hopkins group at 400GeV

(OG 2.4-4). _ecently Buccheri et al (1985) have pointed out some of the

statistical pitfalls that await the unwary who study this source and at

the moment there appears to be no firm evidence at low energy of periodi-

city near 59.5 sec with which to support the sta_stlcallyweak TeV claims.

2.4. Summar,/ of sources above ITeV. There are at least 6 sources (Cyg
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X-3, Crab nebula and pulsar, Her X-l, 4U0115+63, PSR 1953 and the Vela

pulsar) for which the claimed detections near ITeV can be said to be

quite firm. At _IPeV and above confirmatory detections have been made

only for Cyg X-3 (and there remain some unanswered questions, see
section 2.1). Of the 6 strongest candidates two are pulsars and four are

X-ray binaries. In the case of the X-ray binaries the similarity of their

light curves (Figure 8) has led to the suggestion that all such objects
are TeV y-ray emitters (see, for example, A.M. Hillas, Highlight Talk).

The light curve observed at higher energy by the Fly's Eye group is quite
different with a peak at _ = 0.75 in the 1.24s period.

Models of proton 'beam dumps' in precessing accretion disks are being

developed by many authors to explain the complex features of these sources
(Brecher and Chanmugan, OG 2.2-5; Eichler and Vestrand, OG 2.2-8).
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Fi6ure 8: The light curves of TeV y-rays from 4 binary X-ray pulsars. The
period of each pulsar and the date of each observation is shown
in the diagram. All observations (except Her X-I on 4 April

1984) are by the Durham group. See Table I for references.

2.5. The future of y-ray astronomy above ITeV. The future success of

y-ray astronomy at _ ITeV seems assured. New experiments are funded for
the Durham group (in Australia) and the Potchefstroom group (South Africa)

to survey the Southern Hemisphere sources and there are many plans to
extend existing facilities and build new ones in the Northern Hemisphere.
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While TeV astronomy is a healthy youngster, by contrast PeV astronomy is

only in its infant stages. Above IOOTeV a few air shower arrays, having
angular resolution approaching I° and of area > IO_m 2, are operating, or

soon will be, but it is important to recognize that IO_ m 2 is only about
the area monitored by existing TeV telescopes where the flux is at least

IOO times higher. Thus, with the exception of the Fly's Eye instrument,
these arrays are too small for serious study of short time-scale

phenomena which have proved such a rich field of work in astrophysics
since the discovery of pulsars in 1968. By 1987 (the Moscow Conference)
I predict that Cygnus X-3 will be clearly established as a PeV source

but the rest of the sky will he strewn with doubtful '3 sigma' detec-
tions where confirmation has been difficult to get because of the

limited sky region (± 40° in declination) available to any detector,
poor statistics, and time variability. Lest such a situation continue

(and the whole subject became faintly disreputable) there should be a

concerted effort, probably requiring international collaboration, to
build a number of large y-ray facilities at different latitudes. By

large I mean about I km 2 (with > 10 3 detectors); such an array would

detect about IO y-rays above 3xlO I_ eV from Cygnus X-3 per 4.8 hour
c_ycle. (The present world total of y-rays above this energy is
probably less than 200.) Hillas pointed out to me (and I know others

have realized it too) that the South Pole is an ideal place for seeing
X-ray binaries: there are plenty to see, they are 'up' all day and the

altitude (_ 2500 m) is about right_ With such areas we may even antici-

pate detecting sources which have not been seen at other wavelengths
(as did COS B).

Why is PeV y-ray astronomy of more importance to cosmic ray physics
than TeV astronomy? The answer is simple. I suspect that many clever
theorists can explain TeV emission through electron synchrotron or

curvature radiation but none (yet) has suggested that PeV y-rays can
arise from other than wO-decay. We thus have the prospect of taking a
major step in solving the cosmic ray origin problem while at the same

time linking our subject very securely to the mainstream of astro-
physics: I hope this is a chance we will not miss.

3. Can y-rays explain cosmic ray anisotropy? Soon after the early
reports of ultra high energy y-ray emission from Cygnus X-3 and other
objects Wdowczyk and Wolfendale (1983) pointed out that as the y-ray
spectra from various sources appeared to be flatter than the cosmic

nuclei spectra then the y/p ratio would increase with energy so that
much of the anisotrop_ hitherto attributed to the nucleonic component,

might be due to y-rays. At this meeting (OG 5.4-11) they have extended
and quantified their discussion. Below % lO:3eV it seems probable that
the observed anisotropy (_ O.1%) is due to the nucleonic component

because the majority of measurements have been made using underground
detector systems. Between IOz3 and iOIs eV observations have usually

been made at mountain altitude so that the nature of the primaries caus-
ing the observed anisotropy is open and y-rays might contribute.

Alexeenko and Navarra (1985) have obtained a remarkably good fit to the
anisotropy observed between IO_3 and IOI_ eV by extrapolating the diffuse

y-ray flux measured by the COS B satellite. The best experimental data
in this energy range are those from the Baksan experiment (Alexeenko
et al 1984) from which the following ist and 2rid harmonics in right
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ascension have been reported:-

al = (5.8±0.3) x 10-4 01 = 1.2 ±0.2h
with maxima at in sidereal

a2 = (1.6±0.3) xlO -_ e2 = 6.1i0.5h time.

The fit achieved is shown inFigure 9; there is no normalisation so that

the agreement between prediction and observation is particularly strik-
ing. However, until more is known about the spectrum of the ultra high

energy y-ray sources, this interpretation of the observed anisotropy can
only be considered as tentative.

Indeed it is not entirely clear what the characteristics of a y-ray

anisotropy above 1013 eV should be. Very recently Bhat, Kifune and
Wolfendale (1985) have suggested that the latitude dependence may be a

complex function of y-ray energy. For example at 7 x i0Is eV severe
synchrotron losses suffered by electrons in the magnetic field of the

galactic disk lead to the prediction that the y-ray flux at b = 0° will
be nearly an order of magnitude lower than at b = 30o; these statements

apply to longitudes near O°. Better data are needed to test these
predictions.

Fisure 9: (after c- __

AIexeenko1985)and Navarra 2_ -' I[-_ I
The cosmic ray side- _f-
real daily variation, _

shown as departures _ [ Ix -2-
from the mean, is _l-- Ycompared with the __
extrapolated COS B

measurement of the .6
diffuse flux from the

galactic plane.

_calside_a[ time(hi

To determine y-ray anisotropies with certainty requires experiments

which are sufficiently sensitive to isolate those 10-3 or so of events
which are y-ray initiated from the general cosmic ray background. The

approach which has usually been adopted - but about which there must now
be some doubt in view of the _-poor/Soudan-effect controversy with regard

to Cygnus X-3 - makes use of the expectation that y-ray initiated showers
are deficient in muons by comparison with those initiated by nuclei. Some

success with this technique has been achieved in the case of Cygnus X-3

by the Akeno group (OG 2.1-5) as mentioned above. At this meeting the
Lodz group (OG 2.6-7) (using 14m 2 of muon detector with a O.SGeV thres-
hold and 40 m 2 with 5 GeV threshold) have claimed an excess of events

above expectation in the latitude range Ib < 17.5°[ when showers are
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selected with 0-3 muons. The effect is an excess of 234 events over

about 2300 expected in this latitude strip. Formally this is a 5_ signal
but the latitude strip was not picked 'a priori' and appears to have been
chosen to maximise the effect. Also it is not clear that normalisation

of the experimental histograms, made in the latitude interval 17.5- 77.5°,
is justified. These data are shown in Figure iO; the effect is confined

to showers with electron number > 106 (E _ 5.10 IS eV).

Figure iO: (from OG 2.6-7)

Galactic latitude distribution _ E_ >0-6_of showers with Ne > 106 and n Ne >106
various numbers of muons >O.6GeV.

The excess claimed as due to 300
y-rays is shaded on the O, i muon

histogram.

A similar '_-poor' approach 200

was developed many years ago at
Chacaltaya using the 60 m 2 muon

detector located there. Updated
results have been reported here
(OG 5.3-2) for E _ IOIs eV. A 100

peak, based on 269 low-mu showers,
is noted at RA = 210° when data

are summed over the 70 degrees of
declination scanned in the experi-

ment. It is not totally compell- -40" "20" 0" 20" 40_ 60" 80e

ing (confidence level = 91%) in _a{actictatitude
the absence of any 'a priori'
expectation that it should be seen
in that direction. The authors note that the preferred direction is
close to the direction of the maximum of the ist harmonic for all

showers recorded with 3x 1016 <E < IOle eV. The Yakutsk group (OG 5.1-

14) using 108 m 2 of muon detector (threshold I GeV) have begun a study of
the muon content of showers produced by primaries > 1017 eV. So far from

103 events they have identified one in which the muon content is 12
times less than normal. The galactic co-ordinates of the primary are
(153°, -8°) and, if really a y-ray, the intensity is about
3 x iO-14m -2 s-I sr-I

An alternative explanation to the y-ray proposal for explaining
anisotropies close to the 'knee' in the energy spectrum has been for-

warded by Clay (OG 5.4-10). He shows that for data near IOIseV the
peaks in the distribution lie close to the 'spiral-in' direction on the

galactic plane while the two measurements in the Southern Hemisphere
exhibit troughs in the 'spiral-out' direction. He interprets this
observation as implying that cosmic ray flow at these energies is
diffusive with its source in the inward spiral arm direction.

4. Primary mass composition > ITeV. Below about IOO TeV/nucleus the
primary mass composition can be measured rather directly using balloon

or satellite exRosures. A_ higher energies inferences ebout the
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composition have to be drawn from the properties of air showers observed
at ground level or from muons observed underground. The information
from direct measurements is summarised in Table 2 where a measure of the

mean mass, < InA>, which is appropriate for discussions of shower data

about IOOTeV (Linsley 1983; Linsley and Fichtel OG 5.4-41, has been
adopted.

Table 2

Mass composition above Energy (TeV) < in A>
i TeV from direct
measurement i 1.50

I0 1.68

i00 1.57 ± 0.3

The first two data are from the summary of Juliusson (1975); the IOOTeV

estimate is from the direct but limited statistics exposures of the

JACEE project (Burnett et al 1982). There is no evidence for any enrich-
ment of the primaries by heavy nuclei between i0 and i00 TeV and the en-
richment between i TeV and > IOTeV can be understood either in terms of

a diminished path length at higher energies, resulting in reduced frag-
mentation of the heavier nuclei, or in terms of a change in the source

spectrum. The experimental situation between I and IOOTeV has changed
little since the last conference.

As a basis for discussion of the mass composition above IOOTeV I
have reproduced in Figure II part of a figure from OG 5.4-4 (Linsley and

Fichtel). Here < inA > is shown as decreasing above 2 x lOs GeV, where

the value is about 1.7, to a value near 0 (pure protons) above 107 GeV.
Although the bulk of the data come from an interpretation of one experi-

ment (Acharya et al 1983 and OG 5.2-10) the conclusion is supported by
reviews of the variation of depth of shower maximum (Xm) with energy
(e.g. Kvashnin et al 19831 made before this meeting which showed that

the elongation rate, the rate of increase of Xm with energy, changed

from about 120 gcm- 2/decade below 1017 eV to about 60 gcm-2/decade above
i0*? eV. Such a change requires a decrease in < in A > of about 1.5
between I0 Is and i01_eV.

Further support for a mass composition lighter above iO IseV than
below comes from an analysis made by Hillas (1984a) of the integral

spectrum of shower size (N) observed at different atmospheric depths. He
has shown that an explanation of the absolute rates and the shape of the
shower size spectrum can be given in terms of a bimodal mass model in
which the Fe-spectrum steepens from y = 2.7 to 3.3 at 1.8xi0 IseV/

nucleus and the proton spectrum steepens from 2.7 to 3.1 at 5xlO IseV.
Above I0 Is eV these spectra, with 40% protons, fit the data on size

spectra from depths in the range 540- 1030 gcm -2 Note that the Fe-
spectrum steepens before the proton spectrum on this mode_ counter to

the frequently discussed rigidity model in which the Fe and proton

spectra steepen at the same rigidity. On the Hillas model the knee at
5xlO IseV reflects a feature of the proton spectrum, not the Fe-
spectrum. If the proton knee,is due to rigidity dependent-galactlc

leakage then the break in the Fe-spectrum must be explained some other
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Figure II: (from OG 5.4-4)
The energy dependence of
< InA>closed circles, _4

balloon experiments;

diamond, JACEE; open 3
circles, Acharya et al

(1983); square, Linsley and

Watson (1981). __='_<2 - • • _'_)_ tt

way. Hillas proposes that v I_

the Fe-knee may be intrin- _
sic to the source. One p_0 ! J , i , |

possibility which has been 10' 10_ 105 106ll,l] 108
explored in OG 5.2-10 is E{GeV)
that the break in the iron-

spectrum (and in the spec-

tra of nuclei down to He) _
arises from photo-disinte-
gration. In this paper

Acharya et al confirm
Hillas's analysis of the number spectra data and supplement their inter-

pretation with their measurements of the number of 220 GeV muons in

showers of size IO" < N < iO?. The variation of N_ (> 220GeV) with N is
believed to be nearly twice as sensitive to changes in mass composition

as the variation of N_ (< IOGeV) with N, which is more often measured
(Grieder 1983). Acharya et al find a discontinuity in their N_-N plot
which is explicable in terms of a break in the Fe-spectrum at about
3xlO 15eV. Other support for a lighter composition above 1026 eV come

from work at Yakutsk: Dyakonov et al (OG 5.1-13) claim >85% protons
above iO 2e eV while Glushkov et al (OG 5.1-14) have evidence for >40%

protons beyond IO27eV. Similarly from an analysis of N_-N data
Muraki (OG 5.1-12) has concluded that Fe does not dominate between
2°1026 and 2.10 i?eV.

The discussion of the last two paragraphs might be taken to imply

that there is a consensus that the mass composition is lighter above

1025 eV than below it. While that is my own view I must point out that
there are several papers in these proceedings which argue the counter

view, namely that Fe-nuclei begin to dominate beyond IO IseV, i.e. it
is an iron-knee rather than a proton-knee. For example the Adelaide

group (OG 5.2-11) have measured the lateral distribution of Cerenkov
light produced by showers in the energy range iOIs to 5 x 1026 eV and
derived the distribution of Xm. They have explored the triggering
biases of their experiment using Monte Carlo calculations and claim,
assuming a bimodal composition, that a mixture of 95% Fe and 5% protons

produces a distribution consistent with the data. The Maryland group

have been arguing for some years that Fe-nuclei become more dominant
above the knee in the energy spectrum. In the latest discussion of

their experiment on delayed hadrons in showers (OG 5.2-2) the Maryland
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group use Monte Carlo calculations to predict the shower rate and the
'delayed event' rate. Very satisfactory agreement is found with an in-
put composition in which there are rigidity spectral breaks for all

components (p, _, CNO, Si, Fe) at 200TeV; The proton spectrum is

steeper than the Fe-spectrum both before and beyond the break (y(p):
-2.75 to -3.33; y(Fe): -2.55 to -3.1). Additionally they claim that such

input spectra propagate to produce number spectra in agreement with
mountain altitude and sea-level measurements. This latter result is in

direct contradiction to that of Hillas (1984a)just discussed. The Mt.

Fu'i group, from an analysis of y-ray families having

IO_ < E Ey < 5 x 103 TeV, argue that the proton spectra must steepen at
around 1014 eV. There is also controversy over the experimental data on

N_ (> 200GeV) vs N. While the Tara group (OG 5.2-10)finda flattening of
the N_ vs N plot near N = 3 x 10s no such feature is evident in magnetic
spectrograph data reported by the Moscow group (OG 5.2-10).

It should be clear from the above discussion that the answer to the

mass composition question above IOIseV is still uncertain. Not all of

the experimental data can be correct and there must be large systematic
effects in several experiments. There is no agreement about a common
shower model to use when analysing data and it is certainly naive to
assume that a bimodal composition is the appropriate model to explore

above IOIs eV. However it is perhaps worth emphaslsing that no-one is

advocating the view that above 1018 eV the primaries are all iron. The

Fly's Eye group (OG 5.1-2) (_ 40% protons) and the Yakutsk group
(OG 5.1-13) (_ 85% protons) support earlier claims by the Haverah Park

group (Walker and Watson 1983) for at least 40% protons at 1019 eV.
Above iOl_ eV progress could perhaps best be made by a long exposure

(LDEF?) of a JACEE module.

Further discussions of mass composition above iOI_ eV are contained

in the rapporteur papers of R.W. Clay and T. Stanev in these proceedings.
Work relevant to the problem is to be found in the OG and HE volumes.

4. Can anisotropy measurements tell us anything about mass composition?
It has been recognized since the early sixties that studies of muon-poor
and muon-rich showers might reveal anisotropies associated with y-rays

and heavy nuclei (A > 12) respectively. The latter measurements make use

of the galactic magnetic field as a sort of magnetic spectrometer, t One
of the design aims of the Akeno array (Kamata 1977) was to exploit this

possibility through the construction of 9 x25 m 2 muon detectors with
threshold energy i GeV. The success of this enterprise in the context

of y-ray astronomy has already been referred to and at this meeting new
results on the anisotropy of _-rich showers have been reported

(OG 5.3-3). These extend, and partially confirm, results on this topic

reported at the Bangalore conference (Hara et al 1983a) and recently
submitted for publication (Kifune et al 1985a). The work is continuing
and an interpretation of the data so far presented (Kifune et al 1985b

and orally at this conference) can doubtless be further refined but I

* The possibility of _ing the solar magnetic field in this context has
been examined quantitatively at this meeting independe_ by Lloyd-
Evans (OG 5. I-9) and by Li_ley (OG 9.5-7).
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wish to discuss it in some detail as it appears to offer a different

approach to the study of mass composition which may eventually relieve

the somewhat pessimistic picture of this subject just painted.

In the first of two experiments the Akeno group (1981 - 82) used an
electron trigger sensitive to showers with N >3xlO s. For 2.4xlO s

events having 3x105 < N < 6.8x106 they found the mean N_/N e to be
0.03. Of these 2.2xlO 4 having N_/N e > 0.06 were defined to be _-rich
and assumed to have been initiateH by primaries enriched in heavy

nuclei. These events (9.1% of the total) exhibit a large and very sig-

nificant anisotropy in right ascension: ai = 4.O± 1.0%, eI = 226± 14°RA
with chance probability of 2xlO -_. This amplitude is for showers of

median energy = 5.5 xlO Is eV and is larger by a factor of about iO than

that for all showers of this energy (see Watson 1984 for a su_nary).
Furthermore, as Kifune et al (1985b) have emphasised, the phase is quite

different from the best estimate of the phase at an energy E/Z lower in
energy. Taking Z = I0 the phase at 5.5 x I0:_ eV of about 300 ± 20°

(Linsley and Watson 1977) is to be compared with 226 ± 14° found in the
Akeno experiment. Anisotropies measured at 5.5 x iOI_ eV probably refer

to the proton component so that Kifune et al suggest that the phase
difference indicates a different origin for the two components.

Kifune et al go on to estimate the fraction of heavy nuclei (A > 12)

in the primary beam. The fraction of heavies (FH) is related to the
fraction of _-rich showers selected (N), the relative proton and heavy

nucleus shower sizes at fixed energy (E) and the efficiency of selection

of heavy primaries (g) through the equation FH = ncg. Adopting values
appropriate to the range of experimental data available from Akeno,
Tokyo and Haverah Park, estimates of the fraction of heavies as a func-

tion of energy have been derived as shown in Figure 12. A lower limit

to the heavy fraction comes from the assumption that the heavy nuclei
have the maximum possible (point-source) anisotropy.

Fisure 12: (from Y(Fe+LH) /Y(Fe)

Kifune, Wdowczyk _ /and Wolfendale 1985) 100 __.___, , ,

Y: Yodh et al (1984) H/Tot

Stanev (1983) 10 __--__'_....

n T ITW: Wdowczyk (1985). 1%1 W (Fe)
Data points are
derived as outlined I

in the text; the
last two use measure-

ments by Hasegawa 04 ! ! !

et al (1961) and 1_1; 1_5 1_6 1__Blakeet al (1975).
Energyper nucleus(eV)
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In a second experiment (1983-84) described in OG 5.3-3 the Akeno group

used a trigger in which 4 muons were required in each of 4 x9 m 2 detec-

tors. This selection was chosen to determine the primary energy more

exactly and to reduce the effects of shower development fluctuations. A
D-rich sample, of similar median energy, was again defined by requiring

N_/Ne >2 <N_/N e >: for this trigger 33% of the initial 6xlO _ events
were thus selected. Although the phase of the sample was similar

(216 ± 34°RA) the amplitude was smaller and less significant
(1.7 ± 1.O%, p = 0.25). Because of the effects of shower fluctuations

in the first experiment it is not clear that a cut which retains 33% of
the events was appropriate and perhaps a deeper cut (< 10%) should have

been used. The result of the second experiment does not weaken the
major conclusion of the first experiment which is that muon-rich events

produced by primaries of E _ 5xlO zs eV have a stronger anisotropy than

the bulk of cosmic rays of this energy and also have a different phase
from protons of similar rigidity. Although the composition estimates of
Figure 12 may require revision, the technique offers real hope that

anisotropy measurements can yield valuable information on mass composi-
tion.

5. The primary energy spectrum. Measurements of the primary spectrum
continue to attract attention. The main points of interest are its

detailed shape near the 'knee' and above i019 eV.

5.1. The spectrum from iOl_- 1018 eV. The Adelaide (OG 5.1-6) and
Samarkand (HE 4.4-14) groups have carried out measurements near the knee

in the spectrum at about 5xlO Is eV. Both of these determinations are
based on the Cerenkov light technique and although dependent on assump-

tions about mass composition and particle physics they are in reasonable
accord with previous work. The Samarkand measurement (y = -2.6) supports
the view that the spectrum before the knee is somewhat flatter than the

spectrum at energies less than iO1_eV. The differential spectrum, from
i0 I_- 102o eV, is shown in Figure 13. The absolute intensity of the all-

particle spectrum is probably known to within 20% in the region of the
knee. Also shown are 6 points derived by Linsley (OG 5.1-4) from a

calorimetric analysis. These data are in excellent agreement with
previous estimates of intensities between 5.10 Is and 1018 eV. The Akeno

result (Nagano et al 1985) lies about 10% below these estimates; this
must be regarded as excellent agreement considering the difficulties of

these measurements. Overall a reasonable description of the spectrum
from i016 eV (beyond the knee) to about iO19 eV is given by

J = 2.1x107 E-_'°e m-2s -I sr-IGeV-1, where E is measured
in GeV.

5.2. The enersy spectrum above I0_8 eV. At this meeting four groups have
reported spectra which contain relatively large amounts of data beyond
1019 eV. These results are relevant to the shape of the spectra and in

particular to the question of the Greisen/Zatsepin cut-off. The
exposures achieved at the various arrays are given in Table 3.

A particular feature of this conference has been the wide range of

results reported by the Fly's Eye group. They are to be congratulated

on bringing into, successful operation a unique instrument which images
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Figure 13: The differential energy spectrum from I0l_ - 1020 eV. No

attempt has been made to normalise data from different experi-
ments. A systematic change in the energy assignment of 20%

would shift each point as shown by the arrow; such a systema-
tic effect could well be present in any data set and probably
accounts for much of the scatter.

Table 3

Array Exposure (km2 y sr) Events > 10_° eV

Volcano Ranch _ 100 1

Haverah Park (OG 5.1-3) 320 (8 < 45°) 4

660 (used for ani- 8
sotropy)

Yakutsk (OG 5.1-17) 200 0

Sydney (Horton et al 1985a) I000 8

Fly's Eye (Baltrusaitis et al 145 0

1985a) Total 17
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the development of air-showers in the atmosphere through the fluorescence

light which they produce. For the first time individual cascade curves

of reasonable precision are available. A typical cascade curve (HE 4.4-1),

reconstructed with data from two 'Eyes' separated by 3.3km, is shown in

Figure 14. This curve is for a 2xlO 18 eV2primary at 27o; the depth of
maximum is estimated to be (740 ± 40) gcm-.

Fisure 14:
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The effective aperture of the Fly's Eye device varies with energy and

must be evaluated by detailed Monte Carlo calculations. The spectrum

reported just prior to the meeting (Baltrusaitis et al 1985a) and in

OG 5.1-2 is reproduced in Figure 15 except that the error bars, which

corresponded to ± /-n (n = event number) in these papers, have been re-

placed by lines which indicate" 68% confidence bands, following the

recommendation of Regener (1951). The 95% and 84% upper limits have

also been added for the differential bin above that which contains a

single event. In my view there is insufficient evidence to justify a

claim for observation of a'cut-off' or bump in the spectrum(Baltrusaitis

et al 1985) and in his highlight talk Cassiday described a slightly

revised version of the Fly's Eye spectrum in terms of a power law between

10 I?<E < 5xlO 19 eV with slope = -3.02 ± 0.02, the error estimate being

statistical only. This spectral slope is somewhat flatter than that

found by the Sydney group (Winn, Highlight Talk and Horton et al 1985a).

A comparison of the two measurements is made in Figure 16; for this

figure (unlike Figure 13) the Sydney energies have been re-estimated us-

ing Yakutsk data (Diminstein et al 1983) on N_ vs E (Linsley 1983).

In Figure 17 the Fly's Eye spectrum is compared with that from Haverah

Park (OG 5.1-3) and in Figure 18 the Haverah Park and Yakutsk spectra are

shown. The Yakutsk spectrum is taken from Vaselev et al (1983) in which
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Fisure 15: Differential energy spectrum measured by the Fly's Eye group
(Baltrusaitis et al 1985a). The 68% confidence bands are

calculated following Regener (1951).
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Fisure 18: Comparison of Haverah Park and Yakutsk spectra. The arrows on
the extreme Yakutsk points indicate the shift caused by their

revised energy calibration (OG 5.1-7).
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the scintillator density at 600m, S(600), from the shower axis was

related to the primary energy by calorimetric methods via the relation

E = (4.1 ± 1.5) xlOlT.S(6OO) °'96 eV.

At this meeting (OG 5.1-7) the Yakutsk group did not present a differen-
tial energy spectrum but note that a reassessment of the atmospheric
transparency requires the E/S(600) relation to be revised to

E = (5.0 ± 1.4).10 ;7 S(600) 0.9_ thus increasing the primary energy calcu-
lated for each event by about 22%. The magnitude of this shift is shown
in Figure 18; the discrepancy between the two measurements is increased
near 1018 eV.

It is clear from examination of Figures 15-18 that it may be a long

time before the shape of the spectrum above i019 eV is agreed and it is
certainly premature to discuss the existence or otherwise of the 'bump'

discussed by Hill and Schramm (1985). The present position can be
summarised as follows:-

I. The Haverah Park, Sydney and Volcano Ranch groups claim that the

spectrum is flatter above I or 2 xlO ;9 eV than below. The joint
total of events believed to be 1020 eV is now 17.

2. The Yakutsk group, who have performed a careful calorimetric calibra-
tion of their experiment, find some evidence for a steepening of the

spectrum above % 4 x 1019 eV. They point out that their calibration
has only been checked to about 2 x 1019 eV. However, it appears to
agree well with the Haverah Park and Volcano Ranch conversions at

least to 5 xlO 19 eV (Bower et al 1983).

3. The Fly's Eye measurements are consistent with a flat spectrum from
10 ;7 to 5xlO ;9 eV.

4. There are events in Haverah Park, Sydney and Volcano Ranch data

which are claimed to have energies well beyond the Greisen/Zatsepin
cut-off. Extensive details of the Volcano Ranch and Haverah Park

events have been published (Wada 1980) and their energy assignments
are thought to be secure. Independent assessment of these claims -
perhaps by a non-EAS person? - is highly desirable.

5. The best estimate of the integral intensity at 1020 eV is

[3 +21 16 m-2
I(> 1020 eV) = [ -I_ x i0- s-lsr -I

or = Ikm-2sr -I century -l

6. Anisotropy of cosmic rays >IO *9eV. Apart from the '_-rich anisotropy
discussed above there has been no important change in our knowledge of
cosmic ray arrival directions since the last conference, with one major

exception. The Sydney group (Horton et al 1985b) have finalised their

arrival direction study of cosmic rays above 5.10 I? eV as seen in the
Southern Hemisphere. This important work awaits detailed examination
but there is one immediate and striking fact within their paper which
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relates to the question of anisotropy of cosmic rays > 4x1019 eV as seen

from the Northern Hemisphere. Data from Haverah Park and Volcano Ranch,

when combined, yield a first harmonic amplitude above 4 x1019 eV, based

on 43 events, of (54 ± 22)% at e = (190 ± 23)°RA (chance probability
= 0.043). Because the direction of the excess lies close to the centre

of the local supercluster, which may well provide an enhancement of the

cosmic ray intensity above this energy (e.g. Strong et al 1974), there
has been speculation that this anisotropy is real. There are 19 Sydney

events with E >4x1019 eV and _ >0°; for these the Ist harmonic in right

ascension is represented by aI = (45 ±32)% and 01 = (134 ±40)°RA. The
joint Haverah Park, Sydney, Volcano Ranch harmonic is a] = (47 ± 18)%,

01 = 175±22 ° and p = 0.033. The three largest Sydney events which have
6 >O ° all arrive from close to the North Galactic Pole and the very

largest event in Sydney listing has _ = 188° , _ = 32°. These 3 events
are plotted in Figure 19 together with the 43 events from Haverah Park

and Volcano Ranch. This is a tantalising result but as the Volcano Ranch
and Sydney experiments are now closed down, and little increase in the

Haverah Park data set is to be expected, confirmation or otherwise must

come from the Fly's Eye experiment and from the new giant array being
developed at Akeno (OG 9.4-8).

180"

Figure 19: Events
from Haverah Park

(0), Volcano Ranch

(X) and Sydney (S)
above 4xlO 19 eV
and with declination

>0 °. Only the 3

largest Sydney 2?0
events in this cate- _"

gory have been
plotted.

0'

6

96"-" ' 6b" '_" _"

There is no evidence from the Northern or Southern Hemisphere for any
clustering near the Galactic Plane. If the 4xlO 19 eV anisotropy is

strengthened through future studies and if the particles at the highest
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energy really are protons then the accelerators of these partfcles must
surely lie in some of the more unusual objects within the local super-
cluster.
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GALACTICCOSMICRAYCOMPOSITION

Jean-Paul Meyer
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France

The plan of this report on our knowledge of

galactic cosmic-ray composition as it stands after the La

Jolla Conference (August 1985) may seem somewhat odd to
the reader. This is why I felt it prudent to give an

explicit table of contents, which might help him to find
his way in this maze.

In Part I, I Just highlight various key new ob-
servations brought up at the conference. In Part II, I

specify what I think we know on the cosmic-ray elemental

composition at the sources, and on its correlation with
first ionization potential (FIP). In P_rt III, the most

important in my view, I discuss the various areas where
the correlation with FIP is, really or apparently, insuf-

ficient to explain the data as they stand. The isotopic
anomalies will be discussed in this context. It might
also sound a bit bizarre to the reader to find the entire

problem of cosmic ray propagation (compositional aspects)

treated as kind of a long parenthesis in the discussion
of the source abundance _f Nitrogen i In Part IV, I summa-
rize the situation and make recommendations on key points
for future work.
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PARTI

HIGHLIGHTOF KEYNEWOBSERVATIONS

I-1. ABUNDANCEOF SUB-IRONNUCLEIUP TO 200 GeV/n

It has been known since Juliusson's (1974) first study that

the abundance ratios of secondary to primary nuclei decrease with energy
between % 2 and at least % 30 GeV/n. But there was as yet no unambi-

guous evidence that this trend was continued beyond _ 30 GeV/n (e.g.
Webber 1983a; Garcla-Munoz et al., 1984; Juliusson et al., 1983). Taking
advantage of the relativistic rise of ionization chambers to resolve high

energies, the HEAO 3 Heavy Nuclei Experiment (HEAO-C3) team has shown
that the purely secondary/prlmary ratios in the Fe region definitely con-
tinue to decrease, at roughly the same rate, up to at least 200 GeV/n

(Jones et al. _, 28; fig. i) i.

The approximate constancy of the primary/primary Ni/Fe ratio in

fig. I shows that the data are not affected by any large systematic bias.
As regards Ar and Ca, both the secondary and the primary component are

significant. Accordingly, the Ar/Fe and Ca/Fe ratios decrease with
energy, but less steeply than the purely secondary/prlmary ratios.

Beyond % 200 GeV/n the observed ratios are however strange, with an appa-
rent trend to rise again. The authors are very prudent as regards these
highest energy points, which Just represent the present state of their
data analysis. It must however be noted that a preliminary analysis of

balloon gas Cerenkov data by the Goddard group also suggests an increase
of sub-Fe/Fe ratios somewhere beyond % I00 GeV/n (Balasubrahmanyan et

al. 2, 44). But here also the authors are prudent (and their Cr does
not fit well into the picture) l

In principle, composition observations reaching energies where
the secondary component is much reduced can yield most accurate values

for the source abundances. Based on the data up to % 200 GeV/n, Jones et

al. (_, 28) have indeed derived estimates of the primary Ar/Fe and Ca/Fe
ratios, corresponding to source ratios Ar/Fe _ 0.023 ± 0.003 and Ca/Fe

0.085 ± 0.004 (fig. I) (these source ratios are % 12 and 10% lower than

the surviving primary ratios given by the authors). I feel however that
these estimates cannot be considered really solid as long as the highest
energy points puzzle is not solved, one way or another.

1 Throughout this report, the papers presented at the La Jolla Conference will be
quoted directly by their volume and page number in the proceedings. They are not
listed at the end of the paper.
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I-2. ISOTOPICCOHPOSITIONOFHEAVYNUCLEI

The mass resolution now achieved by Webber et al. ([, 88) in the

400 to 700 MeV/n range for elements between N and Ca is very impressive

(fig. 2). Of particular significance are the well resolved N, Mg and Ca
isotopes, and especially the low 29,30Si fluxes (§ 11-1.2.2., 111-2. and

4.).

Wledenbeck (2, 84) and Krombel and Wiedenbeck (_, 92) also ob-

tained quite good mass resolution on CI, Sc and Ca around 250 MeV/n
(fig. 3). They found radloactlve _vCl depleted, as expected, and contri-
buted to tightening up the source Ca abundance, based on the primary 40Ca

isotope, which is well resolved from the heavier, secondary isotopes

(fig. 3). Webber et al. (2, 88)'s data can be used for the same purpose
(§ 11-1.2.2.; fig. 14).

At high energy, the HEAO 3 French-Danlsh experiment (ffEAO-C2)
team has provided new geomagnetic mean mass estimates at 3 GeV/n for

_ements between N and Fe (Ferrando et al. _, 96, and prlv. comm. of
N/N - 0.49 ± 0.06), whose significance, combined with the earlier

HEAO-C2 data, will be discussed later (§ 111-2. and 4.). HerrstrBm and

Lund (_, i00) have also shown that the 22Ne enhancement at source does
not vary with energy between 0.I and 6 GeV/n.
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I-3. SPALLATIONCROSS-SECTIONS

In response to a crucial need, and taking advantage of the faci-

lities offered by the Berkeley Bevalac, a very massive effort is now
being invested on spallation cross-sectlon measurements. Lee me inslst

on the materlallty of the need : with the high accuracy now achieved in
the cosmlc-ray measurements, especially with the HEAO-C2 data, the check
of the self-conslstency and the refinement of the propagation models
(truncation of the path length distribution ? distributed reaccelera-

elon ?), and a fortiorl the determination of the _u_e abundances^of key
largely secondary elements and isotopes (N, Na, "_,_ME, AI, z_,_Usi, P,

At, Ca) are essentially limited by our knowledge of spallation cross-
sections (§ II-1.2., III-2. and 4.1.). I_ is important to measure cross-

sections for a great variety of energies and incident nuclei. In the
interpretation of secondary nuclei abundances, it is indeed not worth

having their production cross-sections from a few dominant parents deter-
mined with utmost accuracy, as long as the cross-sections for a large

number of other contributing parents remain entirely unmeasured (Table 2).
Measurement of spallatlon cross-sectlons on He are also becoming neces-

sary now (Ferrando et al. _, 61 ; § III-2.3.1.).
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I-3.1. }/essuremenCs of spsZZatlon cross-sectlons on B

Following the early work of the 0rsay group (e.g. Raisbeck and
Yiou 1976) and the first studies on the Bevalac (Lindstrom etal. 1975 ;

Olson et al 1983), in recent years the New Hampshire group has been

leading the way as regards cross-sectlon measurements (Webber and Brauti-

gam 1982 ; Webber etal. 1983a,b ; Webber 1984 ; Webber and Kish _, 87).
Other groups are now Joining the effort : Louisiana State U. - Berkeley

collaboration (Guzlk etal. _, 80), Col Tech (Lau etal. 1983 ; _, 91),
and the HEAO-C3 team in the Ultra-Heavy range (Brewster etal. 1983 ;

Kertzman etal. _, 95).

In the Be, B, C, N, 0 Kange,. @bsolutely essential new data on

the reactions 12C + Be, B and IbO * I_'IDN have been provided by Webber

and Kish 13, 87) and Guzik etal. 2, 80). They are summarized in fi£.4.
When thes--edata are combined with those for 160 . B and 2ONe . 14,15N

(Webber etal. 1983b), respectively % 81%, 74% and 91% of the production
of B, 14N, 15N between _ 0.3 and 2 GeV/n results from reactions whose

cross-sections are measured (§ 111-2.1. ; Table 2). While the very small
errors quoted by the New-Hampshire group are sometimes questioned in view

of the importance of their thick target correction, the agreement between
the various data sets in fig. 4 shows that no large systematic error
affects the data.

140F-- , ' ' ..... I ...... I0_ .... ', .... '_,, , , ,

,z C _ B,Be i Decoyed90 160--'N

i
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circles : Webber and Kish (3_ 87) (see also Webber 1984), and Webber etal.
(I983b). Triangles : Ouzik et aT. (_, 80). Open oiPcles : Lindstrom et a_. (2975)
(or Ol8on etal. I983) and Eontes (1977). Curves : semi-empiricaZ estimates by
Tsao and Silberberg (1979)a_d Guzlk (1981).

As regards the spallation of 56Fe specifically, some of the dis-

crepancles between the recent New-Hampshlre data (Webber and Brautigam
1982 ; Webber et al. 1983a ; Webber 1984) and earlier studies (e.g.

Perron 1976 ; Orth et al. 1976) are being removed by refined analysis
of the recent data. Anyway, there is excellent agreement on the sum of
the cross-section for formation of Sc+Ti+V+Cr. The new data on the

energy dependence of the Fe cross-sectlons at low energy (down to

300 MeV/n ; Webber 1984 ; Lau etal. 3, 91) is of particular interest,
and should allow a broad revision of _he seml-empirlcal formulae for low
energies.
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Spallatlon cross-sections for 28Si and 4OAr between 500 and

1300 MeV/n have been measured by Webber and Kish (3, 87), wh_ should also

_ovlde us soon with new cross-sectlons for spal_atlon of J_S, "UCa and
Ni. The.s_ measurements compl_ment the above mention_ New-Hampshire

data on )_Fe spallatlon. For _UAr, and to some point Z_Si spallatlon,
the new data imply that, at 650 MeV/n, the semi-empirical estimates (Tsao

and Silberberg 1979) underestimate the cross-section, by factors of up to
% 1.9 for products with Z = 12 to 14 (fig. 5). If the same trend is pre-

_nt s._or other, neighbou£1ng parent nuclei (which will be checked soon,
S.."VCa), it is of extreme importance, _in_ it wil_d_rease the

estimate of the source abundances of Na, AI, z_'z°Hg and z_'_Vsi, which

are at present critical issues (§ I1-1.2.1. and 1.4., III-4.; figs. 14
and 29). The effect of such a correction on the determination of the
source abundance of A1 is illustrated in fig. 6 (from Webber et el. 3, 42).
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Relatlve cross-sectlons for spallation of 4OAr and 56Fe measured

around 300 MeV/n by Lau et el. (1983; 3, 91) also give useful information
to refine seml-emplrlcal estimates. In particular, these authors note
the effect of closed neutron shells: the cross-sectlons for formation of

products with 1 neutron less than a magic number are found very small,
probably because neutron emission out of a closed shell is difficult.
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In the Ultra-Heavy (UH) range, beautiful new data on the spalla-

tlon of 54Xe, 67Ho and 79Au around I GeV/n have been provided by Brewster
et al. (1983) and Kertzman et al. (_, 95). Their measured total cross-

sections Oto t show that extrapolation of Westfall et al.'s (1979) formu-
la for projectiles beyond Fe leads to slight overestimates for Ors t (by

15% for 67Ho on H). Figure 7 displays the measured charge yields on H.
It shows that, when normalized to Otot, the charge yield is approximate-
ly a universal function of the charge change AZ, independent of the

charge of the incident UH nucleus. Comparison with the semi-empirical
estimates by Silberberg and Tsao (1979) (fig. 8) shows that the estimates
are fairly good (generally to within a factor of 1.5) for the more impor-
tant nearby products (AZ _ I0), but can underestimate by factors of up to
2 the smaller cross-sectlons for more distant products. Figure 8 also

shows that the departures of the estimated cross-sectlons from the measu-

red ones cannot be described by a unique pattern valid for all b_ parent
nuclei.
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1-S.2. Semi-empirical estimates of spallation cross-sections on H

As regards seml-emplrlcal estimates of unmeasured cross-sectlons

(Silberberg and Tsao 1973a,b ; Silberberg et al. 1985 ; Tsao et al. 3,
103), it is clear that they will remain necessary. Estimating theTr

accuracy is however still not easy: on the one hand, Letaw et al. (_,
46) give evidence that the errors on the semi-empirical cross-sections

are uncorrelated and generally less than 35% below Fe at 4 GeV/n; on the

other hand, recent cross-section observations show that the semi-empi-

rical estimates for some major cross-sections are off by factors of up to
2 around 0.6 GeV/n (fig. 5; § 1-3.1.; Webber et al. 1983b ; Webber

and Kish 3, 87). With the large body of recent and forthcomin_ measure-

ments of _ross-sectlons for the spallation of 12C, 160, 2ONe, 2_Mg, 28Si,

32S, 40Ar, 40Ca, 56Fe, 58Ni in the 0.3 to 1.7 GeV/n range by the New-
Hampshire group, time will soon be ripe for a deep revision of the para-

metrization of the cross-section systematlcs, possibly including new

physical effects (e.g., closure of neutron shells ; Lau et al. 3, _§ 1-3.1.). In particular, comparison Of the data for 40At a_d C
spallation will shed light on the effect of the neutron-richness of the
parent nucleus. The detailed measurement of the behaviour of the Fe

spallation cross-sections down to % 300 MeV/n (Webber 1984) is also an

invaluable source of information (but one pending problem is to within

which accuracy the cross-sections measured at Bevalac up to at most
1.7 GeV/n are constant beyond that energy ; see, e.g., Perron 1976). In
the UH range, the new data by Kertzman et al. (3, 95) should also allow

improved estimates. As a general rule, adjustment factors for individual
cross-sections should, of course, be avoided, since they do not permit
improved predictions for unmeasured cross-sections.

1-3.3. Nucleus-nucleus cross-sections

Since all the Bevalac measurements of spallation on H (§ 1-3.1.)

have actually been performed by comparing data for spallation on CH2 and
on C, they have also given information on nucleus-nucleus interactions.

In addition Helnrich et al. (3, 99) have specifically addressed this pro-

blem, by performing measurements of 4OAr and 5bFe spallation on C12H1807
and Ag and discussing the scaling of the cross-sections as compared to
cross-sections on H (see also their list of references). They are at

present developing analytical expressions for nucleus-nucleus cross-

sections. I shall not discuss this topic here, which is however impor-
tant as regards nuclear physics, for atmospheric and instrumental
corrections, and as giving hints on spallation cross-sectlons on He,

which may become crucial for refined studies of interstellar propagation

(truncation ; Ferrando et al. _, 61; § 111-2.3.1.).
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I-4. OBSERVATIONSOFULTRA-HEAVY(UH) NUCLEI

I-4.1. The BK&O-C3 and ArlelVI data

Improved data on UH nuclei (Z > 30) from the HEAO-C3 and Ariel
VI spacecraft experiments have been presented at this conference by

Newport etal. (_, 123), Klarman et al. (_, 127) and Waddington etal.

(9,...), and by Fowler etal. (_, 115, 119).

The Ariel VI team has provided an improved analysis of their

data for both Z $ 48 (where only high geomagnetic cut-off portions of the
orbit can be used, to avoid pollution by low-energy Fe nuclei) and Z _ 48

(where the entire orbit can be used) (Fowler et al. 2, 115, 119). Their

"apparent charge" histogram for Z _ 48 is shown in f_gure 9; the median
energy of these particles is fairly low, _ 2 GeV/n. From such histo-

grams, elemental abundances are derived by deconvolution with an instru-
mental resolution function extrapolated from that of Fe. Corrections for

interactions within the (rather thin) instrument are not large. The

corrected abundances are plotted in figure i0 (for Z _ 62, grouped into

broad ranges of elements, see also Table I).

In the higher Z range Z _ 50, the HEAO-C3 team has also provided

improved data for higher energy nuclei (recorded when the geomagnetic
cut-off was > 5 GV;median energy _ 6 GeV/n) (Klarman et al. _, 127;

Waddington etal. 9,...). Their brutto "apparent charge" histogram is
also shown in figure 9. Exploiting these data for Z _ 62, the authors
felt it more realistic to give only abundances for broad ranges of ele-

ments, in view of the limited charge resolution and statistics. They are

given in Table i and plotted in figure I0. These values have been appro-
ximately corrected for the interactions within the ffEAO-C3 instrument,
which is much thicker than Ariel VI (see caption of fig. i0).
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At lower Z = 34 to 64, the HEAO-C3 group is now developing a new

technique of analysis in order to take advantage of their full statis-

tics, by using the particles from the entire energy range covered by
their detectors (Newport etal. _, 123). Medium energy particles were

previously excluded from the analysis, because their individual charge
and velocity cannot be unambiguously determined from their ionization
chamber and Cerenkov signals. The authors now perform a maximum like-

lihood adjustment of the elemental abundances, that accounts best for the
entire ionization chamber-Cerenkov two-dimensional histogram. The useful
statistics is thus almost doubled. But, of course, the method is dell-

cate, and no conventional "charge histograms" can be produced.

Very preliminary elemental abundances obtained by this method
are shown in figure i0, together with the "classical" earlier data pre-

sented at the Bangalore conference (Binns etal. 1983; Stone etal.

1983). These data have been presented at the Conference, but are not in

the proceedings. The stated errors are only statistical ones within a
given fitting model, and the final uncertainties will certainly be larger

(E.C. Stone, private comm.; see caption of fig. I0).

Abundanoesof ar_vtng oosmic-_s _th Z >._1, deoonvolvedfrom the o_ginaZ
"apparentcharge"histogremsormatrices(e.g.fig.9). Forz .<45bothevenand
odd-Z elementabundancesare given, but (exoeptfor alga measured by the HEAO-C2
instr_nent with adequate resolution)none of the giv_ odd-Z abun_anoesshould be
considered really significant; they are rather o_er of rno_nitudeestimates that
improve the estimate of the even-Z element abundcuaoes.For Z >_46, onlH even-Z
element abundances are given ; they includethose of adjacent odd-E eZements (the
systematic bias thus introduoed is generallysmall with respeotto the unosrtain-
ties). The HEAO-C8 points for Ga and _e are from B_rnak etal. (1883b). The

_I _2rom et (1983)and etHRAO-_3 Bangalore Conferenoe_nts are Binns al. 5%one al.
(1983). They are deriw_lfrom charge histogrconsof a fraction of the data (see §
I-4.I.). The new HEAO-C3points up to Z = 64 are ve_ prelimina_ results of a n_
tv_o--dimensionalanalysis of the entire set of data (He_portet al. 2, 123). The
stated errors are only statistioalones, within a particular fittingmodel ; /;he
final errors will be larger (_.C. Stone, private comm.), which ! have recalled By
plotting an arbitrar_dashed prolongationto the statisticalerror bars. This is
in particular true for the odd-Z elements, whose abundancesare highly dependent
upon the fitting procedure; some of them were implausiblylow in the authors'
original graph. I have taken the liberty to raise them to a plausible level; the
resulting oo_eotions on the adjacent even-Z element abundancesare not large
(<IO_). But I stress that the intrinsiccharge resolution of the instrumentis
quite adequate to resolveeven-Z elements (see Binns et al. 1983, 1984 ; _tons st
al. 1983). The deoonvolvedAriel VI dataj with poore_ intrinsiocharge resolution
below Z --48, give comparableabundancesfor even-Z elements up to Z = 60 (Fowler
etal. 2, 115, 119). For Z >, 82, where charge resolution and statistics are
becomin_ poor in both ezperiments(fig. 9), I have followed the choiceof the HEAO-
C3 teem and plotted only average abundances (per even-Z element) over broad,
physically significant, ranges of elements (Table 1 ; Klarman et al. 8_,127;
Waddington et al, 9,...; Fowler etal. 8, 119). The no*_nalisationto Fe of the
HEAO-C3 data for Z >_-'88is not perfectly_etermined (oorreotionafor interactions
within the defeater). Based on disoussions,I have applied a global oor_eation
factor of I.20 + 0.15 to the HEAO-C$figures relative to Fe (Table 1). For the
sake of clarity, all error bars eztendingover a factor of >,4 have been replaced
by upper limits. The higher "seoondar_element"fluzes observed by Ariel between
Z = 62 and 7_ i8 probably an energy dependent effect (see § I-4._. and fig. 11).
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T-A.2. gli data, overview

The general picture apparent from fig. iO can be described as
follows. Up to Z _ 45, the intrinsic resolution of the HEAO-C3 instru-

ment is significantly superior to that of Ariel VI (Blnns et al. 1983,
1984 ; Fowler et al. 2, 115). The new two-dlmenslonal analysis of the

entire set of HEAO-C3 data (Newport et al. 2, 123) yields quite small
statistical errors and is very promising, aTthough the additional non-
statistical errors have not yet been assessed. For even Z-elements,

these new values are generally in good agreement with both the earlier

HEAO-C3 analysis and the Ariel VI data, except for 40Zr, for which the
earlier errors were very large. Tentative odd-Z-element abundances have

been plotted in figure i0, but the instrument resolutions are such that

none of them can be considered significant (except for 31Ga, observed
wlth adequate resolution, though low statistics, by the HEAO-C2 experi-
ment ; Byrnak et al. 1983b). Rough odd-Z-element abundance estimates are

however useful to improve the fit of the even-Z-element abundances (which
are not much affected by the associated uncertainties, except perhaps for

40Zr) •

In the range Z = 46 to 60, where only even-Z-elements are given

In figure I0, the resolution of the two experiments is becoming almost
comparable (fig. 9). There is a very good agreement between the two
experiments on the main s- and r-process peak elements from Z = 50 to 56

(in particular 52Te is no longer low in the HEAO-C3 analysis).

Beyond Z = 62, figure 9 clearly shows that in both experiments,
neighbouring even-Z-elements are no longer well resolved (see, e.g., near
Z = 75 and Z = 80), and that the statistics is low. There may, in addi-

tion, be small systematic shifts of the charge scale (see, e.g. 82Pb)
(e.g., Newport et al. _, 287). Accordingly, only abundances for the wide,

Table 1 - The data on UH nUClei with Z _ 62

HEA0-C3 b hRIEL ¥I c
a

Zapp Denollfnstton brutto relattve nom,1 .to Fe brutte relative normal ,to Fe
counts corrected corrected counts corrected corrected

26 re _9.6 _ o.s).;# _ lo6 _ to_ g.60.1o6 -.-10_ _ 1o6

62-69 "L_ght Sec," 34 0.33 ± 0.06 4.0 ± 1,0 63 0.44 ± 0.06 7.4 ± 1.0
54 * I.I 9.3 ± 1.0

70-73 "Heavy See." 10 0.09 _ 0.03 1.1 :_0.4 18 0.1). ± 0.04 1.9 J: 0.6

74-80 apt group" 42 0.46 * 0.07 5.B ± 1.2 46 0.34 ± 0.05 9.7 * 0,9
6.9 ± 1.5 7.7 ± 1.0

01-86 "Pb group" 10 0.12 -+0.04 1.4 ± 0.5 22 0.12 ± 0.04 2.0 ± 0.5

62-86 SumZ >,62 96 ---1,00 12.0 ± 2.3 12.0 ± 2.3 149 =- 1.00 17.0 * 1.4 17.0 ± 1.4

(62-73)/[74-86) Sec/"PtPb" 0.73 ± O.IB - 1.21 * 0.20

(8|-86)/(74-80) "Pb"/*Pt" 0.25 ± 0,09 0.35 ± 0.10

d
>. 87 J_ctln_des 0.5 _0._ 3 0,4 i 0.2

_Zann • "apparent charge', not Including possible non-Z2 effects fn the real charge scale (e.g., Newport et al. 3, 287).
Kl_an et al. 2 , 127; _a4d_ngton et sl. g, .... The authors have applled a correction for the effect of nut'(ear tntorecttons tn t_e_r,
comparatively t_tck, detector on the relatITe abundancesof Z ) 62 nuclei. The effect of the Interactions on the abundances wtth respect
to Fe ts not straightforward. Based on discussions, I have applied an additional global correction factor of 1.20 ± 0,15.

c Fowler et al. 2, 119. The corrections Include deconvolutton of the "apparent charge" histogram, and corrections for nuclear Interectfons
In the, comparatively thin, detector.

d Ftxsen et al. {1983) have observed I ectlntde nucleus for 17.4.106 Fe nuclel.
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physically significant charge ranges defined by the HEAO-C3 team have

been plotted in figure i0. They are defined in Table i, which gives also

key abundance ratios.

Figures 9 and I0 show that both experiments agree well on the

"Pt-group" element abundances, and that Pb is better defined and somewhat

higher in the Ariel Vl data.

As regards secondaries, in the Z = 62-73 region, they are also

higher in the Ariel Vl data. Now, recall that the HEAO-C3 data are taken

when the rigidity cut-off R c is > 5 GV (median energy of the recorded
particles % 6 GeV/n), while the Ariel VI data include locations with much

lower cut-off (median energy of the particles % 2 GeV/n). When only

location where Rc> 5 GV are selected in the Ariel VI data, the difference
with respect to HEAO-C3 seems to disappear (fig. Ii; P.H. Fowler, pri-

vate comm.). So, the data simply seem to indicate an increase of the

secondary/primary ratios towards lower energies. (See discussion in

terms of a low energy increase of the grammage and especially cross-

sections in § 111-2.3.2.).
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t-,--_ HEA( Re _ 5 GV _ _mpa_son between the A_eZ Vr

data obtained at low _t-off rigidi-
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charge ranges, are _ed. _rmal ized

to the Pt-Pb region (Z _ = 76 tO

Z_ ..... _ 86), Based on P.H. _wl_peivate
< communication. _e H_O-C3 and Arie_

°1 . _ _ data obtained at equal, high Ro
agree.

_L..._I I

50 60 76 86

APPARENT CHARGE Zapp

The total abundance of nuclei with Z : 62-83, both primary and

secondary, Is marginally higher in Ariel VI (17.0 + 2.6) than in HEAO-C3

(12.0 + 2.0, relative to Fe : 106). These figures give a rough indica-

tion of (strictly, a lower limit to) the abundance of primary nuclei
emitted at the sources). The small difference between Ariel Vl and HEAO-

C3 cannot be simply accounted for in terms of more spallatlon at low

energy, which would produce the opposite effect. It might, however, have

to do with the energy dependence of the shape of the mass yield (Kaufman

and Steinberg 1980), on which the data of Kertzman et al. (3, 95) give
information at I GeV/n only (§I-3.1. ; fig. 7).

As regards Actlnldes, the Ariel Vl team has 3 candidates (Fowler

et al. 2, 119). The HEAO-C3 team reported i candidate in Bangalore
(Fixsen et al. 1983). See Table I. The HEAO-C3 value for the ratio

(Th+U)/(Pt+Pb group) is close to the LG value % 10-2 , the Ariel value is
% 4 times higher.
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I-5. DEUTERII_, HELIUM-3ANDAWl'I-PROTONS

Beatty (2, 56), Evenson et al. _2, 60) and Mewaldt (2, 64) have

provided new dat_ on low energy D and _e, which are purel_ secondary

isotopes. The conclusion of the three studies is that most of the exist-
ing low energy D and _He data are readily accounted for by standard pro-

pagation and modulation models that account for the heavier nuclei

abundances (escape length %e _ 6 to 8 g.cm-2). 2

The high _e/_e ratio _ 0.24 ± 0.05 at 6 GeV/n (Rigidity

13 GV) recently reported by Jordan and Meyer (1984) and Jordan (1985) is

most probably an overestimate. The authors have41ndeed stressed that
this result is highly sensitive to the value of the He rigidity spectral

index YR near Earth at the time of the observation (with d_/dR= R-VR ),
_he sense of a positive correlation be_wee_the derived value of

e/_He and YR" To get the above value of the aHe/_He ratio, the authors

have assumed that YR = 2.65 around 13 GV, near Earth, in April 1981.

Now, Golden et al. (2, I)_ have measured YR = 2.58 ± 0.05 between i0 and

25 GV, in September i_76. _ The value of YR near 13 GV in April 1981 can
be only lower, because the spectrum is bent within the above rigidity

range, and because of the much higher degree of solar modulation in 1981

(e.g. Lockwood and Webber 1984). Earlier measurements, as summarized by

Smith et al. (1973) or Webber and Lezniak (1974), also clearly point

towards lower values of YR _ 2.40 to 2.50 at 13 GV, near Earth.

The standard leakyrbox.models fitting the B/C ratio with rigidi-
+ty dependent escape yield 3He/4He 0.17 - 0.05 at 6 GeV/n (scaled from

Meyer 1974 ; Lagage add Cesarsky 1985). 4 Jordan (1985)'s observations

lead to values of 3He/_e in this range for values of 7R between 2.52 and

2.62, a perfectly plauslble range for YR at the time of his observations.
There is therefore no hint whatsoever for an anomaly.

Jordan (1985)'s data, together with the low energy data on D and

_e, can be used to set lower limit to the intrinsic thickness of the

thick sources invoked to explain a possible cosmlc-ray antl-proton excess

(Cowslk and Galsser 1981 ; Cesarsky and Montmerle 1981 ; Tan and Ng 1983;

Lagage and Cesarsky 1985 ; Tan _, 346).

2 There Is, however, a problem for the high deuterium fluxes observed by Webber and
Yushak (1983), which, llke the earlier data of Hsleh et al. (1971), remain a
mystery. Such data could be understood only If,at the time of the data taking,

the Interplanetar_ deceleration was so weak that the bulk of the deuterons due to
the p + p . d + _ process, with energies below _ 200 MeV/n in the interstellar
medium, were still observable near Earth (Meyer 1975; Webber and Yushak 1983).
This would be extremely dlfflcult to accept, considering all evidences on solar
modulation. In addition_ Evenson et al. (2,60) noted the constancy of their
observed D/_e and 3He/4He ratios between 1978 and 1983 (a period which, however
does not include extreme solar minimum conditions, e.g. Lockwood and Webber 1984).

3 The larger value publlshed by Golden et al. (_,I) in the proceedings is not that
measured near Earth, but refers to the derived demodulated He spectrum. These
results replace those publlshed by Badhwar et al. (1979).

4 Wlth the assumption of rigidity dependent escape, the equilibrium 3Me/_e ratio at

a given energy/nucleon is 20% hlg_er than predicted based on the formation rates
only, because the residence time of _He in the galaxy is longer than that of _e at
the same energy/nucleon. (Therefore, if the bulk of the grammage Is spent near the

sources, where _he _igldlty dependent escape takes place, the predicted ratio near
Solar System is JHe/'He - 0.14 only.)
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1.-6_____:.ENERGYSPECTRAOFPRIMARYNUCLEI

At this conference, a number of studies have been devoted to

this subject : Golden etal. (_, 1) ; Engelmann etal. (_, 4) ; Webber et

al. (_, 16) ; Derrtckson etal. (_, 20) ; Burnett etal. (_, 32, 48) ;
Sato etal. (_, 36); Strettmatter etal. (_, 40); Vernov etal. (_, 52).

Although I regard this subject as important, I will not discuss
it here. 5

I-7. ELECTRONSANDPOSITRONS

Nlshlmura etal. (9, ...) have provided improved e- spectra up

to 2000 GeV (fig. 12). Th_ presence of e- fluxes at such high energies,
where the e- lifetime against synchrotron loss is <_I0 years, implies
that their sources are close by, within a few i00 pc. These data, con-

fronted with the constraints from CR nuclei, also favour a nested leaky-

box model for propagation, a standpoint already advocated by Nishlmura et

al. 1981), Tang and MUller 41983), MUller and Tang (1983), Mauger and

Ormes 1983), and Tang 41984).
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Golden etal. (2, :7_ and MUller and Tang (2, 378)have provi-
ded new measurements of tie _/(e++e-) ratio between--5 and 20 GeV (fig.

13). The high values observed for Chls ratio are probably due to a rapid
decrease of the e- flux above a few GeV.
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5 This is the shortest paragraph in my reportl
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PART IX

ASSESSING ]HE GALACTIC COSMIC-RAY SOURCE (GCRS) ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION

CORRELATION NllH FIRST IONIZATION POTENTIAL (FIP)

II-1. GCRS ELE]4EMI"AL COMPOSITION UP TO Z = 30

Up to Z = 30 the cosmic ray data are very reliable and a compa-
rison is possible with Solar Energetic Particles (SEP) abundances. After
having specified the Local Galactic (LG) abundances I shall use as a

reference (§ II-i.I.), I am going to discuss the various available deter-

minations of the elemental composition (flg.14) as to obtain an "adopted"
GCRS composition (fig. 15 ; § 11-1.2.). I shall then compare the GCRS,

SEP and Solar Coronal compositions (fig. 17 ; § 11-1.3.) and discuss
their common properties (§ 11-1.4.).

II-l.1. The Local Galactic (KG) reference abundances used

The LG abundances used for reference are mostly those of Meyer
(1979a,b ; 1985a,b), generally in good agreement with recent analysis of

Anders and Eblhara (1982) and Grevesse (1984a,b). For S, Cu and Zn, the
improved agreement between the recent type I carbonaceous chondrlte

(hereafter Cl) and photospheric determinations have led me to slightly
modify the values and considerably reduce the error bars : S = 45

(1.15) 6, Cu = 0.047 (I.i0), Zn = 0.124 (I.08) on the scale Si = i00.
Note, however, that there is an apparently significant difference

between Cl's and photosphere for Fe, which seems higher by a factor of
1.45 ± 0.II in the Photosphere than in Cl'sIIl. This is all the more

a puzzle since the slderophile elements Cr, Co, Ni, Pd definitely
do not show the same trend, and are found equally abundant in Cl's and
Photosphere (Grevesse 1984a). By contrast, there seems to be another

significant discrepancy for Ti, a refractory, not siderophile element.

As regards the C1 and photospheric abundances of volatile Ge and Pb, see
Grevesse and Meyer (_, 5) and § III-3.5. •

In figures 14 and 15, I have kept the traditional Cl value to LG

Fe, but have also indicated where Fe would lle if the photospheric value
would be adopted as a reference instead.

II-1.2. GCES compoalzlonup to Z m 30: the data and the adopted
composition

Figure 14 gives up to date information on the GCRS/LG abundance

ratios for elements up to Zn, versus First Ionization Potential (FIP). I

have avoided, as much as possible, determinations based on low energy

data ( _ 500 MeV/n), whose interpretation may pose specific problems rela-
ted to strongly energy dependent low energy cross-sectlons and possible

distributed reacceleratlon (_iberberg et al. 1983). As will be shown in
the discussion of the B vs. _JN problem (§ Ill-2.1.), this hypothesis may
have to be taken very seriously.

6 Throughout this paper such figures betweenparenthesesdenote error factors:
"withina factor of...".
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II-1.2.1. Source abundances derived from elemental data

The basic determinations used are those from the HEA0-C2 experi-

ment, derived from high energy observations between 1 and 25 GeV/n

(Engelmann 1984 ; Lund 1984). At this conference, Webber et el. (!, 42)
have reestlmated the source abundances, based on the HEAO-C2 data speci-

fically at 1.5 GeV/n, taking into account their new cross-sectlon measu-

rements up to _ 0.8 to 1.3 GeV/n (Webber and Kish _, 87 ; see § I-3.1.).

They have assumed that the trend for an enhanced production of seconda-

ries with Z - 12 to 14 observed in the spallatlon of 28Si and 4OAr was

also valid for other neighbouring parent nuclei. This leads, in parti-

cular, to a decrease of the estimated source AI abundance (fig. 6).

Whenever different from the previous values, these new estimates of the

GCRS/LG ratios have been given in fig. 14. HEAO-C3 data have also been

used for Zn (Binns et el. 1984), as well as for Ar and Ca, for which the

data of Jones et el. (_, 28) up to %200 GeV/n, i.e. at highest energies
where the secondary component is much reduced, should in principle yield

very accurate source abundances. However, for the reasons discussed in

§ I-l., I think these latter determinations should be considered prelimi-

nary at the present stage.

II-1.2.2. Source abundances derived for isotopic data

For N, Ar and Ca, we have also source abundance determinations

based on low energy (% 200 to 600 MeV/n) isotopic observations of 14N,

36At and 40Ca, which are the predominant isotopes in the sources. These

source abundance determinations should, in principle, be much more accu-

rate than those based on elemental observations only, since the secondary

component to be subtracted is comparatively much smaller.

As regards Ca, the cross-sectlons for secondary formation of

40Ca are extremely small so that, while surviving primaries make up only

30 to 55% of arriving e_gmental Ca for energies from _0to 25 GeV/n, they
make up 95% of arriving Ca at 0.6 GeV/n (fig. 16). Ca is thus es_n-

tlally a pure primary, and the Ca source abundances derived from "vCa

isotopic data are therefore extremely clean (e.g., Krombel and Wiedeubeck

2, 92). They are essentially limited by the statistics of the isotopic

_bservatlons (the.mass resolution is generally adequate to separate mass
40 from _ 42, "ICe being very scarce; figs. 2 and 3). Following the

summary by Krombel and Wiedeubeck (_, 92), I have plotted in fig. 14 the
Ca GCRS/LG ratios resulting from the five available isotope measurements

(Tarl_ et al_n1979 ; Young et el. 1981 ; Webber 1981 ; Webber et el. _,
88, source WUCa/Fe : 0.I13 ± 0.027 derived by myself ; Krombel and Wie-

denbeck _, 92).

As regards Ar, the situation is less favourable: while survi-

ving primaries make up _ 25 to 55% of arriving elemental Ar for e_rgles
from I to 25 GeV/n, they still make up only 50% of arriving Ar at

0.6 GeV/n36(flg. 16). So, the secondary contribution remains important,
even for At. The two available determinations (Webber 1981; Webber et

el. 2, 88, source 36Ar/Fe - 0.062 ± 0.024 derived by myself) thus give
source Ar values which are sensitive to the conditions of propagation and

secondary formation at low energy. I shall show in § III-2.1. that these

conditions pose very serious problems.
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GCRS/LG abundanae ratios vs. PIP, for Z < 30 : the various determinations.
Normalized to Si. The errors are the quadratic sum of the GCRS and the LG errors
(§ II-1.1.). For ee, I have also plotted its GCRS/LG ratio if the photospheric

value is taken _ LG standard (marked by "Ph" ; § II-1.1. ). For Ne, for which the
minor isotope Re is greatly in ezcess ( § III-4. I. ; fig. 29), the plotted ratio
refers to the dominant isotope 2ONe only. [As regards Mg and Sij possibly also

slightly isotopicallg anomalous (fig. 29), considering only the dominant isotopes
24Mg and 6oSi would yield a negligible correction]. As regards H and He, they are
given at a given energynucleon for three different energies (3, 10 and 60 GeV/n),
based on the data compiled and propagated back to the sources b_ Engelmann et al.
(1885) (see § II-1.2.$.). The various determinations of the GCRS abundances : for

each element, the first bar -on'-t_i'l-ef't-_s"t_i HEAO-C2 "d_t-e_i'ff_i-on-"_a_e_ -on ob-
sermations over the range from _ 1 to 25 GeV/n (Engelmann 1984 ; Lund 1984). Nezt
comes, as a left-oriented braoketj the new estimate b_ Webber et el. (3j 42)j based
on the HEAO-C2 data at I.5 aeV/n and on ne_ cross-sections, especiall_ from Webber

and Kish (3, B?) (see § _-3.1. and XI-l.2.1.). It is given only when the ne_ esti-
mate differs significantly from the original one. Next come, marked by a dot below
the error barj source abundances derived from low energy (_ 200 to 600 MeV/n) iso-
tope obaermations (see § IX-1.2.2.). For Ca, they are, from left to rightj due to
_arl4 et aI.(1979)_ Young et el. (1961)j Webber (1961), Webber et el. (2, 68), and
Krombel and Wiedenbeck (2j 92), and for Ar to Webber (1981) and W-ibber ¢t el.

(2j 80) (see discussion _n §If-1.2.2. and III-2. I.). For N, the isotope bar sum-
marines a number of low energy isotope studies (see § II$-2. 1. and 2.2.). Finally,

the bars marked "C3n result from the H_AO-_3 data_ at GeV/n energies for Zn (Binns
et el. 1904)_ and at _ 200 aeV/n for Ca and Ar (Jones et el. 2, 20) ; the latter
t_o values, with dashed error bars, are still preliminar_ (see § I-I. and IX-1.2.1).
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The situation is even worse for N: surviving primaries make up
20 to 35% of arriving elemental N for energies from I to 25 GeV/n, but

still make up only _35% of arriving 14N at 0.6 GeV/n (fig. 16). Actually,
the lower source N/O ratios (_ 3%) found from low energy isotopic

14,15N data, and their contrast to higher values (_ 6%) derived from high
energy elemental measurements have been discussed at length in recent
years. I shall discuss that point in detail in § 111-2., from a new

standpoint.

II-1.2.3. H.ydr_og_en and Helituaat sources

Now consider H and He. According to current shock wave accele-

ration theories, the relevant parameter for acceleration is momentum per

nucleon (or, equivalently, energy per nucleon), not rigidity (e.g.
Krimsky 1977 ; Axford et al. 1977 ; Bell 1978a,b ; Blandford and Ostrlker
1978 ; Axford 1981). It is therefore preferable not to discuss the
source H/He ratio at a given rigidity, and I shall consider this ratio at

a given energy/nucleon. But rigidity dependent escape from the galaxy

(which acts differently on H and He at a given energy/nucleon) is essen-
tial in properly deriving the source H and He spectra from the observed
ones. The study of Engelmann et al. (1985 ; see their fig. 12) shows

that, when this is done, the H and He source spectra, in the range in
which they are both precisely determined (_ 3 to 60 GeV/n), are such

that : (i) The H/He ratio is remarkably constant and normal (_I0); (ll)
the abundance ratios of H and He to CNO are energy dependent; they in-

crease by a factor of _ 2 (1.5) between 3 and 60 GeV/n (based on all
existing data for the CNO spectrum, not merely those of HEAO-C2, which
tend to be steeper than the other ones; Engelmann et al. 1985, and 2,4).

Note that no significant energy dependence of any heavy element/_eavy
element source abundance ratio could ever be noticed between % 0.5 and

25 GeV/n. This energy dependence of the H,He to heavier nuclei ratios

has been shown in figs. 14 and 15.

II-1.2.4. "Adopted CCRScomposttion for Z _ 30

Based on the detailed data on GCRS composition presented in
fig. 14, 1 derive an "adopted" set of elemental GCRS/LG ratios for Z _ 30,
which is shown versus FIP in fig. 15. In these adopted abundances I have
taken into account, though with some prudence, the trends associated with
the new cross-section estimates by Webber and Kish (3, 87) and Webber et

al. (_, 42), in particular as regards the lower A1 a_undance. For Ca, 1
have kept an error bar which is consistent with all elemental and espe-

cially isotopic determinations. For the more difficult cases of N and At,
for which the interpretation of the isotopic data depends strongly on low

energy propagation (§ 111-2.1.), I have kept very large error bars,
encompassing essentially the entire range of existing estimates. In fig.

15, I have also marked the position of Fe if the photospheric value is
taken as a standard, instead of the CI meteoritic value ( §II-I.I.;

Grevesse 1984a) : Fe would then be deficient by a factor of _ 1.40 in
C.CRS, relative to AI, Dig, Si, Ca, Co, Ni, Cu.
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II-1.3. Compartson vlth Solar Rner_etie Particles (SEP) and Solar
Coronal compositions

Before discussing the properties of the obtained GCR$/LG corre-

latlon with FIP (§ II-1.4.), I want to compare the GCRS and the SEP
abundances. It is now well established that the GCRS composltlon pattern

versus FIP is remarkably similar to the basic pattern of SEP, as well as

to the solar coronal composition, which differs from that of the photo-

sphere and C1's ("Local Galactic") (Webber 1975, 1982b; Cook et al.

1979, 1980, 1984 ; Mc Gulre et al. 1979, 1986; Mewaldt 1980 ; Meyer

1981a,b,c, 1985a,b ; Breneman and Stone _, 213, 217). Using T-ray llne

spectroscopy data, Murphy et al. (_, 249, 253) have, at this conference,

found once again the same pattern of abundances in the upper chromosphere

or lower transition region material (except for Ne, which is a probleml).

These similarities in composition, together with other arguments,

led to the suggestion that SEP and GCRS compositions are, to first order,

a reflectlon of the composition of solar-stellar coronae (F to M stars),

out of which they have first been extracted (Meyer 1985b ; see also Mont-

merle, 1984). As regards the reason why the solar coronal composition is

biased according to FIP, it is not known. Two scenarios are at present

attempting to understand it, one in terms of a dynamical ionization model

in spicules (Geiss and Bochsler 1984), the other in terms of gravitation-

al settling of neutrals In the presence of the magnetic field within the

chromospheric plateau (Vauclair and Meyer _, 233).

Figure 17 compares the GCRS abundances to SEP abundances for

Z _ 30. Two sets of SEP abundances are taken: (i) the "mass-unblased"
basellne composition of Meyer (1981a, 1985a), which represents the

composition of these events in which the abundances are least perturbed

by rigidity (and hence, roughly Z -) dependent acceleration and propaga-

tion effects, as Judged from their Fe/Mg,Si ratio 7 ; in these events the

correlation of abundances with FIP, presumably an image of their coronal

source material, is cleanest. (ii) the new 10-flare average presented at

this conference by Brenaman and Stone (_, 213, 217), who suggest that, on
the average, rigidity dependent acceleration-propagation effects do not

entirely cancel out in SEP's, so that the average SEP composition is

slightly biased as a function of A/Q (or, roughly, Z) with respect to the i

original coronal composition (where Q = mean effective charge). (This

conclusion however depends somewhat upon the adopting of the photospheric,

rather than CI, value as a standard for Fe; the properties of this

average over 10 flares will also have to be confirmed by a much broader

averaging).

I now discuss the GCRS/SEP ratios plotted in fig. 17:

(i) Fig. 17 confirms that the two compositions are very similar. The

strong dependence of the GCRS/LG ratio upon FIP (fig. 15) has to first

order disappeared in the GCRS/SEP plot.

7 Using the photospheric instead of the C1 value as a standard for Fe would only
slightly modify the derived "mass-unblased" baseline SEP composition (Meyer 1985a).
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GCRS/SBP abu_anoe ra_ios, vs. FIF, for Z <_30 ( § II-X. 3). The GORS values
are those azlop_ed in fig. 15 (uith _he errors on the LG der_mina_or ta&_m ou_). The
s_P vaEues are (i) the '_nc_8--ur_i_ed bcaveline" defined by Meyer (1985a)_ and (ii)

the lO-fZ_e ave_e reported at this oonfer_oe by Br6m6_nc_ and Stone (4_,213,
217). To zeroth order, the FIP-dependen# bias has disappeomed here. Ho_ever #he
Zinc, dralon #o guide #ha eyej euggee#8 #hat #he depZe#ion of high-FIP eZemen#s re-
la#ive to Zov_eIP ones 44 sEigh#ly more pronounoed in GCRS #hat in SEV's (by a

fee#or of _ 1._ ; Meter 1985b ; Webber e# aZ. _, 42). O, and probably O, are above
#he so.tEa#ion,i.e. oa,e dis#ino#Zy in exoess _n GORS rela#ive to SEP.

(li) Fig. 17 shows that C (and, to a lesser extent, possibly O) is

much above neighbouring "high-FIP" elements (FIP > 9 eV). In particu-

lar, the C/O ratio itself, extremely well determined in both GCRS and

SEP's, is about twice as high in GCRS as in SEP's. See discussion in

terms of the GCRS excess of 22Ne and 25,26Mg in § 111-4.

(iii) Based on the other "high_FIP" elements 2ONe, Ar, N and S, fig. 17

suggests that the depletion of "high-FIP" elements relative to "low-

FIP" elements (FIP < 9 eV) is somewhat higher (a factor of % 6 instead

of % 4) in GCRS than in SEP. This point, already noted by Meyer

(1985b) is confirmed by the analysis of the new SEP data by Webber et

al. (_, 42).

(iv) In this context the GCRS N abundance is very critical : if the

correlation of GCRS/LG with FIP (fig. 15) and the similarity with SEP

(fig. 17) are to hold, the GCRS/LG and GCRS/SEP ratios for N may not be

lower than those for Ar and especlally 2ONe. This condition requires

that N/O _ 6% at GCRS. It requires that the actual GCRS N abundance

lles in the upper part of the adopted error bar_ in agreement with the

abundances derived from the high energy elemental observations

(1-15 GeV/n), but in conflict with those derived from low energy (30 to

600 MeV/n) isotopic data (see discussion in § 111-2.).
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11-1.4. Shape of the GCeSlU: correlation with ¥IP for Z 6 30

At this conference, many papers have discussed the shape of the
correlation between the GCRS/LG abundance ratio and FIP, based on data

for Z _< 30 (Jones et al. 2, 28 ; Krombel and Wiedenbeck 2, 92 ; Webber et
al. 3, 42) or for Z > 30 (Fowler et al. 2, 115 and 119 ; g/arman et al.

2, 12--7; Waddlngton etal. 9,... and 3, T; Binus etal. 3, 13 ; Letaw
etal. 1984).

As regards elements with Z _<30, figs. 14 and 15 show that the
AI and Ca abundances seriously tie down (to a factor of <_1.4) any pos-

sible systematic excess of elements with lower FIP relative to elements
with FIP _ 8 eV. In SEP's, in which no correction is required for

spallatlon, there is not either any indication for such an excess (Meyer

1985a,b; Breneman and Stone 4, 213, 217; Mc Guire et al. 1986).

All exponential fits of the GCRS/LG pattern versus FIP are in-

adequate, as illustrated in fig. 18. They are totally unable to repro-
duce the steep drop in the Si, Zn, S, C, O, N region, together with the
flat behaviour of GCRS/LG at lower and higher FIP's. Relative to ME, Si,
Fe (FIP _ 8 eV), exponential fits, either (i) fit more or less Zn, S, C,
O, N and are much too low for Ar and Ne and too high for Na, A1, Ca, or
(il) fit Ar and Ne and are much too high over the entire region from Zn
to N (fig. 18). The fit proposed by Letaw et al. (1984) is more adequate,
but also somewhat high in this region.
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It seems to me that the obvious shape of the pattern of the
GCRS/LG ratio versus FIP is that indicated as f(FIP) in fig. 15 : two

plateaus at low and high FIP, with a narrow intermediate region (Zn, S).

C and O, the two elements that are overabundant with respect to SEP's

(fig. 17 ; § ll-l.3.).have be_9 left above the correlation curve f(FIP) ;
such an excess of tZC and °O i_ actually quantitatively predicted in

connection with the 22Ne and 25,26ME excesses, if the latter are due to

the presence of a small fraction of He-burnlng material in GCRS, possibly
originating in Wolf-Rayet stars (§ III-4. ; Meyer 1981c, 1985b ; Cass8
and Paul 1982 ; Maeder 1983 ; Prantzos 1984a,b ; Prantzos etal. 1983 and

_, 167 ; Arnould 1984). The N abundance problem, mentioned in § II-1.3.,
wlll be discussed in § III-2., H and He, whose abundances relative to
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heavier elements vary with energy (§ II-1.2.3.) and which do not behave

like heavier elements in SEP's (e.g.,SMason et al. 1983 ; Meyer 1985a),are also left out of the correlation.

This two-plateau structure of f(FIP) resembles that found in

SEP's and solar corona (e.g. Cook et al. 1984 ; Meyer 1985b ; Breneman

and Stone _, 213, 217). Physically, it cannot be easily understood as
representing simply the ionized fraction in a gas at a single temperature

or with a monotonic distribution of temperatures (Arnaud and Cass_ 1985 ;
Meyer 1985b). It rather suggests a situation where ions and neutrals are

selected with different efflciencies out of a plasma at _ 6000 K (Meyer

1985b ; Geiss and Bochsler 1984 ; Vauclalr and Meyer _, 233) (see
§ II-i. 3.) •

II-2. GCRSELEHEMTALCOMPOSITIONFORZ > 30 ("ULTRA-HEAVY"NUCLEI, UH)

I1--2.1. The Local Calactlc (KC) reference abundances used for rm nuclei

The LG abundances used for Z _ 30 have been discussed in
§ II-l.l. For Z > 30, the CI meteoritic values of Anders and Ebihara

(1982) have been adopted; their error is usually much smaller than the

GCRS error. Photospheric abundances, which are certainly a more undlspu-

table image of the abundances in the protosolar nebula, are often lacking

or still very inaccurate for UH nuclei; but, whenever they are accurate-

ly determined, they generally agree well with the C1 values (Grevesse

1984a,b). This may, however, not be always true, especially for volatile

elements, and Grevesse and Meyer (3, 5), at this conference, have found

possibly significant differences between CI and photospheric abundances

for Ge and Ph (§ III-3.5.).

As regards C2 meteorites, which are a mixture of 50% Cl-llke

material, plausibly unfractlonated, and of 50% highly fractlonated

"pebbles", there is no reason whatsoever to believe that their bulk

composition might have any relevance as a standard (Anders 1971 ; Meyer

1979a,b ; Ebihara et al. 1982 ; Anders and Ebihara 1982). And C2 abun-

dances indeed yield strange discontinuities at 46Pd-47Ag refractory-

volatile Junction (Meyer 1979a). As regards the noble gases 36Kr and

54Xe, their abundances are interpolated, and the associated error diffi-
cult to assess.

11-2.2. The _ composition of 111 nuclei

In fig. I0 (§ I-4.), I have summarized the recent observations

of arriving UH nuclei. From these data, I have derived rough values of

the source abundances of selected elements in the range Z = 31 to 58. The

resulting GCRS/LG ratios have been plotted versus FIP in fig. 19, to-

gether with the data for Z @ 30 and with the correlation f(FIP) adopted
for these lighter elements (fig. 15). The case of Pt and Pb, for which,

llke most authors, I dare not derive some abundances relative to Fe or

Si, will be discussed later (§ 111-3.1.).

8
In § 111-4. and 5. and in the Appendix, f(FIP) will be expressed as fik(FIP), deno-
ting the value of f(FIP) for species i normalized to that for a reference species k.
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GCRS/bG abundanoe ,,atlosvs. riP, for UZtra-geavy (Ug) el_ents v4th Z > 30
(thick bars), and for clients with Z ,< 30 (thin bars, from fig. 15). The corre-
lation f(FIP) definedin fig. 16 baaed on the data for g ,<30(§ II-1.4.) has also
been _eprodueed. See caption of fig. 14. For _ elements, the thick, solid bare
indicate the more probable ranges,baaed on the ne_, preliminaryanalysis of the
HEAO-_3 data by Newport etal. (8, 123) and on conservative estimates of the
8paZlation oor_eation (of. Israel-'etal. 1983). The dashed, white prolongations
give ranges that cannot yet be strictly ezoluded,consideringall the data in
fig. 10 (Ariel VI data, Fowler et al. 8, 116,119;earlier analysis of the g_AO-
C8 data ; see §I-4.) and broader assumptionsfor the spallationcorrection (§li-
B.8.). For Ge and Fe, the values of the C_RS/LGratio is also given if the photo-
8pheric measurement ("Ph") is adopted as LG standard, insteadof the more
usual meteoriticvalue ("CI"); see footnote _ 10 (§ II-1.1., 8.1. ; III-3.$.).

The solid error bars for UH elements in fig. 19 correspond to

what I believe to be the more probable range for their source abundances,

based on the new, preliminary _analysls the HEAO-C3 data by Newport et al.

(_, 123) 9, and on conventional corrections for spallatlon adapted from
those of Israel etal. (1983). For many elements the results of Newport
et al. (2, 123) are actually in good agreement both with the earller ana-

lysis of the HEAO-C3 data and with the Ariel VI data (fig. I0 ; § I-4.).
For many elements too, the spallatlon corrections are not very large, so

that they cannot be a major source of uncertainty.

For a few elements, however, there are large differences between

sets of data (especially 40Zr, 52Te, 58Ce) and/or large spallation cor-
rectlons which could be very significantly altered by slightly different

9 To account for possible systematicerrors in the fitting procedure,a standard 20%
error has been quadraticallyadded to the purely statisticalerrors of Newport et
al. (!,123) (§ I-4.1.).
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propagation models or cross-sectlons (36Kr, 54Xe, possibly 52Te). Taking
into account all data in fig. I0 and allowing for more extreme spallation

corrections, the solid error bars in fig. 19 (giving the moreprobable

range of source abundances) have been prolongated by dashed white bars

representing ranges that, though much less likely, cannot yet be entirely
excluded.

For Ge, I have plotted two values in fig. 19, one relative to

the usual CI value, one relative to the photospheric _lue as a LG stan-
dard (Grevesse and Meyer, _, 5 ; § 111-3.1. and 3.5.) .

II-2.3. DXseusslom -IEnuclel, correlated with FIP ?

This discussion will be based on the more probable GCRS abun-

dances indicated by the solid bars in fig. 19, the dashed bars giving

only indications as to what is really definite and what might possibly
still change.

When compared to the quite orderly pattern of GCRS/LG ratios

versus FIP for elements with Z_ 30 (fig. 15), the points for UH nuclei

in fig. 19 give an impression of disorder. Clearly, the same simple

correlation with FIP found for Z _ 30 does not entirely account for the

UH nuclei data. But the general pattern with FIP nevertheless seems to

some extent present : hlgher-FIP 34Se, 54Xe, 36Kr do seem depleted rela-
tlve to lower-FIP elements.

The general picture is that, while a few OH elements lle on the

correlation established for Z _ 30, many of them lie above (with only

32Ge being perhaps below, depending upon whether one uses the CI or the

photospheric value as a standard; § 111-3.5.). It is particularly clear

that four low-FIP elements are overabundant (certainly 58Ce and 42Mo,

seemingly by factors of % 3 to 4 ; and most probably 56Ba and 4 Zr). The
striking point is that these excesses are not at all correlated with

FIP. 11,12

I0
One should not mechanically couple the choices of a Cl or of a photospheric value
as LG standard for Ge (and Pb) and for Fe (figs. 19 and 20). The problems involved
in the photospheric and C1 determinations are totally different and uncoupled for
Fe and Ge (and Pb). Both problems are, independently, open.

II The case of 42Mo is especially compelllng. Its FIP (7.1 eY) is close to those of
Mg, Si, Fe; when the earller data from both HEAO-C3 and Ariel VI repeatedly indi-
cated a hlgh abundance for Mo, we (or at least, I) did not pay too much attention
to them, surmising that with improved statistics and data treatment, its abundance
would gently fall off and get normal. The improved data from both HEAO-C3 and
Ariel VI (fig. I0 ; § I-4.) now confirm and even slightly increase the apparent Mo
excess. Note also that Mo is a refractgry element for which there exists both good
Cl data [Mo - 2.52 (I.05), for Si - 10b ] and reliable photospheric data [Mo - 2.32
(1.12)J, which agree perfectly (Anders and Ebihara 1982; Grevesse 1984a,b). So,
the LG abundance of Mo cannot be questioned. The spallatton correction, taken into
account in the Mo value plotted in fig. 19, is not either very important (e.g.,
Israel etal. 1983). Similarly, the 40Zr LG abundance cannot be questioned [Zr -
10.7 (1.12) in Cl's and 10.1 (1.12) in the Photosphere], and its spallation correc-
tion is small.

12 Only the slightly high 56Ba could be interpreted as an indication of a slight slope
of the low-FIP elements plateau. But aside from A1 and Ca, tnt 38Sr and 31Ga would
not confirm this view.
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Actually, the U_ elements that are clearly above the correlation

with FIP valid for Z _ 30 tend to be the heavier ones (Z _ 40), while

lighter 31Ga, 32Ge (?), 34Se, 36Kr, 38Sr, both low-FIP and hlgh-FIP ele-
ments, are roughly conistent wlth the correlation f(FIP).

To try to separate FIP-dependent from other, e.g. Z-dependent

effects, I am going to correct the GCRS/LG ratios of all elements for the

bias with FIP, i.e. plot the ratio [GCRS/LG]/f(FIP) versus Z. 13 This

procedure yields fig. 20 (in which Pt and Pb are still lacking, see
§ III-3.1.). Fig. 20 represents enhancement factors for each element in

GCRS, relative to a "normal", or "main" CR component assumed to obey the

For completeness the GCRS

correlation f(FIP) (cf. § 111-4. and 5.)_4,25Mgexcesses of the minor isotopes 22Ne, and 29,30Si relative to

standard LG isotope ratios have also been plotted (fig. 29; § 111-4.1.).
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_v _Ofr[C,CRSlr_Slf(Fn,)ratio us. z for eT.eme,.,t_obet,,,eenZ - z andz = 58 (asderi-om fig. 19 ; § IE-2.3.). Normalised to _asi (see _i;. 14 caption). It repre-
sents the GCRS/LG ratios corrected for the bias _ith PIP, as deso_ibed bg f(FIP)
which characterizes the data _p to Z = 30 (figs. 16, 19 ; § II-1.4.). It a_so re-

presents the ezcess for each species in GCRS, relative to a "norma_" or '_,ain"CR
component ass_qned to obeg the correlation f(FIP) [i.e. the quantity Ei_ CR in the
notations of the Appendiz ; § III-4. and 5.]. Eo_ No, Mgj Si. the elemental olJun-
dances are replaced by those of the dominant isotopes 2ONe, _iMg, _Ssi. The

ezcesses of the minor isotopes ratios have Been plotted as dashed bars (fig. 8g
§ III-4. 1. ; see footnote # _?). For H and He, the ezcess is energy-dependent, and

given at 3, I0 and 60 _eV/n (§ II-1.2. 3. ; figs. 1_, 15). Foz,ge and Go, two ran-
ges are given, corresponding to the adoption of _he more usual meteoritic ("C1") or
to the photospheric ('q_h") value as LG reference ; see footnote _ 10 (§ II-1.1.,
8. 1. ; III-3. 5. ). PO_"Z > 34, the e_.or borne Itwlude a more pz,obable z,ange (so_,'_d},
and a broader range which, though m_oh le,s likelH, oannot be entirelH excluded
(dashed) (fig. 18 ; § II-2. _.). The Pt-Pb region is absen_ from this plo_, and
will be treated separateEy ( § III-3.1., _._.).

13 I recall that f(FIP) Is the function describing the correlation of C_RS/LG wlth FIP
for Z _< 30 (figs. 15,19 ; § II-1.4.).
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PARTIII

"IHEPROBLEMSNlllll ME GALACTICCOSMICRAYSOURCECOMPOSITIONAND

PROPAGATION- BEYOND"IHECORRELATIONWHH FIRST IONIZATIONPOTENTIAL-

To first order, the GCRS composition is characterized by its
correlation with FIP. The question I am going to ask now is : what is

beyond ? Where does the correlation with FIP not work ? Or, at least,
where is it insufficient to account for the data ?

In fig. 20, the deviations of the ratio [GCRS/LG]/f(FIP) from

the value I, when really significant, indicate the nuclel for which the

FIP-dependent filtering is insufficient to account for the data (for the

Pt-Pb region, see §111-3.1.). I see five areas of problems in fig. 20,

which I classify in three types:

a - The Hydrogen and Helium deficiency, which is a very specific problem
(§ IZI-I.).

b - Excesses of heavy nuclei. They can in principle be accounted for by

the presence of minor components highly enriched in specific nuclel,
highly diluted in a dominant component that obeys the FIP correlatlon.

(The abundances of the other nuclel may thus remain unaffected by the

presence of the minor components). Z see two areas of this kind:

the C, O, 22Ne, 25,26Mg, 29,3OSI area ( § III'4.) and the Z _ 40 area

(_ ZZI-5.) • 14

c - Depletions of heavy nuclei, They cannot be accounted for in the same

way. The depletion of a single, isolated heavy species, if really

proven, would imply that the bulk of GCR's originate in a medium

specifically depleted in that species. Such an evidence would be

sufficient to question the relevance of the entire apparent correla-

tion with FIP and of the similarity with SEP and Solar Coronal compo-

sitions. I see three possible areas of this kind: Nitrogen (which

will lead me to discuss the problems of CR propagation; § III-2.).

and Germanium and Lead, which will be discussed together (§III-3.). 15

I am now going to discuss these various areas of problems in
turn.

1_ Ar and Kr, with their large error bars, are also Just consistent with the value 1
in fig. 20. I do not think we have to worry there. The errors are large, both on
the spallation correction and on the LG value.

15 1 shall not discuss here the problems that arise if the photospheric value is
adopted for LG Fe (figs. 15,20). Note Chat a deficiency of a group of neighbouring
elements might be accounted for by (A/Q) dependent effects at high temperatures,
superimposed on the correlation with FIP (as present in daily SEP composition, e.g.

Meyer 1985a, and possibly in the average SEP composition, Breneman and Stone _,
213,217). But, relatlve Co a photospheric standard, GCRS Fe would be underabundant
relaclve to its neighbours Co, Ni, Cu as well as to MS, SI (figs. 15, 20), so that
the above type of explanation would not work.
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III-1. ]HE HYDROGENANDHELIUMDEFICIENCYPROBLEI_

III-1.1. H and He source spectrap and behaviour in SEP's

As shown in § II-1.2.3., the GCR observations, propagated back

to the sources using a rigidity dependent escape length %e' imply:

- that the He/H-ratlo at the sources is remarkly constant and normal

(% 10%), at least between % 3 and % 60 GeV/n, when taken at a given

energy/nucleon (the relevant parameter according to current shock wave
acceleration theory ; e.g., Krimsky 1977 ; Axford et al. 1977 ; Bell

1978a,b ; Blandford and Ostrlker 1978 ; Axford 1981);

- chat the roughly common spectral shape of H and He differs from that
of heavier nuclei (CNO), which is steeper in this range (3 to 60 GeV/n).

Meanwhile, no significant difference in source spectral shape between

any two heavy nuclei has ever been found, over the range % 0.5 to
25 GeV/n.

These facts are expressed in our plot of the abundances of H and

He relative to heavies at three different energies (3, i0 and 60 GeV/n)

in figs. 14,15,19,20,21,22.

In SEP's, H and He do not follow the orderly dependence on FIP
and (A/Q) of all heavier species. This is in particular true for the
variations of their abundances with time, a crucial parameter we have

access to in SEP's, not in GCR's ! (e.g. Mason et al. 1983 ; Meyer

1985a).

So, H and He, the dominant elements, behave distinctly diffe-

rently from the trace heavy elements we are studying, both in SEP's where
their variations do not correlate with those of heavies, and in GCRS

where they have a different spectrum. I therefore do not worry if they

do not fit in the abundance pattern for the trace elements. Clearly,
other phenomena are going on.

III-1.2. Deficiency of H and He : direct injection out of the Hot
Interstellar 14edi_a (HIM) ?

Attempts have been made to account for the low H and He abundan-

ces, assuming direct rigidity dependent injection of GCR's out of the HIM

(Eichler 1979 ; Elllson 1981, 1985 ; Elllson et al. 1981 ; Eichler and
Hainebach 1981). At this conference Binns et al. (3, 13) have tried to
test this hypothesis by plotting the GCRS/LG ratios versus the ratio

(A/QI20) for all available elements wa_ up to Z ffi58, where QI20 is the
approximate charge of the ions in a % i0 K plasma (QI20 is estimated by
assuming that all electrons with ionization potential < 120 eV have been
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removed). Their plot, shown in flg. 21 (updated), shows that the heavy

element abundances are not at all organized in terms of (A/Q120). This
confirms earlier studies based on more accurate calculations of the

charge Q In hot plasmas, but limited to Z _<30, by Cesarsky et al. (1981;
1985, quoted by Cass_ 198_), which showed (fig. 22) that, for temperatu-

res between 105 and 10v K, the GCRS/LG ratios plotted versus A/Q are
characterized by discontinuities which cannot be accounted for by the

smooth A/Q dependence of the composition predicted by the models assuming
direct injection out of the ISM. These models would also have trouble in
accounting for a normal He/H ratio (fig. 22).
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o_der the data. This is a diffiou_t_ for _ _ _ _ d _a§_o _b
models assuming direct injection of the parti-
cles out of the hot ISblplasma (_ III-l._.). A/_

GCRS/LG ratio for elements between g = 1 and 30, versus mass to charge ratioin 10_, _..10_ $.10_and 10° K plasmas, after Cesarsk_ et al. (1981 ; 198_,
quoted b_ Cased 1985). I have updated ¢he g_aph for H and He, plotted at $, 10 and
60 GeF/n. _e charges Q are mean charges resulting from refinedmodels of ioni_a-
tion equilibrium by Arnaud and RothemfZug (1985). The curves, normalised to H at

10 GeV/n are the enhancements predicted b_ Eiohler and Bainebash (1981)., ver_
e_aiZar to those of E_ieon (1981), assuming direct injection of the particles out
of the hot IS_ pZasma. As can be seen, #heg do no_ account for the "obsewed" dis-
continuities of C_TR_/LGvs. A/Q (§ III-1.2. ).
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IlI-2. THENITROGENDEFICIENCYPROBLEM- COSHICRAYPROPAGATION-
THE B - 15N CONTRADICTION - DISTRIBUTED REACCELERATION ?

TRUNCATIONOF'IHEPLD?

Is N depleted in GCRS relative to other hlgh-FIP species, as

compared to LG and/or to SEP abundances ? The best hlgh-FIP species to

which N can be compared is 20Ne, since Ar is poorly determined and C and
0 are enhanced in SEP's relative to GCRS's, most probably because they

are synthesized in large quantities together with the excess 22Ne and

25,26Mg (§ III-4.). The most stringent condition comes from the compari-

son with SEP (in which N/2ONe is better determined and a bit higher than

in LG matter, see figs. 15 and 17). The condition that N be not deficient

relative to 2ONe in GCRS, as compared to SEP, is equivalent to the condi-

tion that N/O _ 6% in GCRS.

As noted in § II-1.2.2., most of the low energy studies based on

isotopic observations of 14N yield source N/O ratios % 3%, which would

imply that the correlation with FIP and the similarity with SEP's are not
relevant, while high energy elemental studies yield N/O _ 6%, and thus

make no problem (low energy_isotope data : Pretzler etal. 1975; Wieden-
beck et al. 1979 ; Guzik 1981 ; Mewaldt etal. 1981 ; Webber 1982a,1983b;

Webber etal. 2, 88 ; high energy elemental data : Gofer etal. 1981 ;

Webber 19825 ;--Engelmann 1984 ; Lund 1984 ; Dwyer and Meyer 1985 ; Webber

etal. 2,16; further discussions : Mewaldt 1981; Silberberg etal., 1983;

Wiedenbeck 1984 ; Meyer 1985b ; Guzik et al. _, 80 ; Webber etal. _,42).

The sg_viving primary fraction is _ 34% among arriving low ener-

gy isotopic i_N, and ranges from _ 19 to _ 31% (average _ 23%) for the

high energy elemental N observed between _ i and _ 15 GeV/n by the HEAO-
C2 instrument (fig. 16 ; assuming N/O TM 6% at sources). So, the supe-

riority of the low energy isotopic data as regards surviving primary
fraction is not overwhelming. But the relevant cross-sections are most

precisely measured at low energy, up to % 1GeV/n (fig. 4 ; § I-3.1.), so

that the high energy estimates of the source N/O ratio require an extra-

polation of the cross-sections to higher energies. Although the cross-
sections are known not to vary much in the GeV range for such light

nuclei (which is confirmed by the existing higher energy measurements,

fig. 4), we do not know to within which accuracy this is true.

The HEAO-C2 isotopic data points for 14N/O at high energy (E =

2.5 to 6 GeV/n; fig. 25), obtained from different subsets of events with

various methods of geomagnetic isotope analysis, are at present too

scattered to be decisive (Gofer et ai.1983 ; Byrnak etal. 1983a; Ferran-

do etal. 2, 96 and prlv. comm. 15N/N - 0.49 ± 0.06). Let me Just note

that the r--eglon of marginal agreement of all HEAO-C2 error bars on 14N/O

in fig. 25 (10 errors are plotted) corresponds to N/O - 6% at the

source; [while the corresponding data range for 15N/O, fig. 24, agrees

with the 15N/O ratios predicted from the high energy B/C ratios].

I am now going to discuss cosmic ray propagation at low energy.
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III-2.1. Low energy cosmic ray propasatlon -The B-15N contradiction -
Distributed reacceleratlon T

Figs. 23 and 24 compare observed data to the result of propaga-
tlon calculations for two (presumably) pure secondary to primary ratios:
B/C and 15N/O. The species considered are close in mass, so that the

compared predictions for the two ratios are not sensitive to the exact

shape of the Path Length Distribution (PLD; which may be truncated or
not).

The PLD's used throughout figs. 23,24,25,26 are the pure expo-

nential distributions with rigidity dependent escape length %e used by
Soutoul et al. (_, 8). They are adjusted to best fit the observed B/C
ratio, with the most up to date cross-sectlons. At high energy, they fit
the HEAO-C2 data of Engelmann etal. (1983), with the relevant modulation
parameter _ = 600 MV. [To fit the B/C ratios Just obtained by Webber et

al. (_, 16), slightly lower grammages would be required]. At lower ener-

gles, below R = 5.5 GV or E _ 2 GeV/n,7two behaviours of %e are consider-ed : %e = cst = 7.7 gcm-2, and le = .9 _ gcm -2 (pure H). Two levels

of modulation are also considered, _ = 350 and 490 MV. Actually le " cst
and _ ffi350 MV on the one hand, and le _ _ and _ = 490 MV yield about the
same results. 16 The value _ = 490 MV is probably more adequate for the

Chicago IMP-8 data, so that their data on B/C tend to favour _ _
(fig. 23). But the important point here is that the dispersion o_ the
curves that encompass the plausible fits to the low energy B/C data
points is not large, neither in fig. 23, nor in figs. 24,25 and 26.

I have also included in figs. 23,24,25,26 an estimate of the
uncertainty on the calculated curves due to the cross-section uncertain-
ties around 600 MeV, based on the figures given in Table 2. I have dis-
tinguished the errors associated with measured cross-sections, for which
I have used the published uncertainties, from those associated with un-
measured cross-sectlons for which I have attributed a standard 35% error

to the seml-empirlcal estimates. 17 I have simply llnearily summed the
two contributions.

Comparison of figs. 23 and 24 shows that the propagation models

(values of %e) that fit the purely secondary B/C ratio do not at all fit
the nearby purely secondary I)N/O ratio at low energles. 18 This is
another way of expressing the problem earlier addressed by Guzlk (1981)

and Guzlk etal. (_, 80).

16 For a higher degree of interplanetarydeceleration_, the low energy particles
observed near Earth had originally higher energies in interstellar space. In the
few 100 MeV/u % 1C.eV/n range in interstellar space, higher energy particles have
higher B/C ratios. Therefore a higher value of the modulation parameCer _ yields
higher B/C ratio near Earth.

17 This 35% error may seem large since the sum of a large number of unmeasured cross-
sections is involved, whose errors should largely compensate each other on the
average (e.g., Letaw etal. _, 46). On the other hand, recently measured cross-
sections often deviate much more than expected from the semi-empirical estimates
(e.g.,Webber and Kish _, 87) (fig. 5 ; § I-3.).

18 The lower B/C ratios Just obtained by Webber etal. (2, 16), plotted in fig. 23,
would requlrestill lower values of _e' thus amplifying_he contradiction.
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Table 2 - Contribution of various parents (fraction f) end associated cross-section errors (when unmeesured! adopted error - 35t)

to the formation of secondar_ Bf 14Nt ISN! Sc-Cr around 600 14eV/n

r B 14N 15N Sc-Cr •f S error Product f 1;error Product f 1;error Product f % error Product

C 0.554 2.5t 1.41;

N 0,111 35.0t 3.9% 0.179 35.0% 5.35

0 0.25Z 8.2t Z.1% 0.548 4.91; 3.2Z 0,810 3.5S 2.81; -

0,095 10.3% 1.0% 0.103 8.41; 0.gt -

F,Ne 0.084 35.01; 2.9t
:j Na 0.078 35.0"., 2.71; 0.087 35.01; 3.01; -

lea154, 55,57,68Fe,Co, Nt - 0.260 35.01; 9.11;

S6Fe . 0.740 3.01; 2.21;

Fract/on yielded by
measured a 0.806 - 0.743 0.913 0,740

_'. errors measured a 3.51; 4.21; 3.71; 2.21;

_'_.Errors Total 10.31; - 13.2t 5.71; 11.31;

The contradiction is cleanest in the % 300 to 500 MeV/p_range,
where we have in fig. 24 four independent solid points for I_N/O by
Webber and coworkers, obtained with good to excellent instrumental iso-
tope resolution (fig. 2; § I-2.), which lie _ 30% above the predictions
that fit B/C. The interpretation of the data in terms of solar modula-
tion in this energy range is also less critical than for the lowest ener-
gy points (_ 100 MeV/n), which, however, point toward the same problem
(Guzik 1981; Guzik et al. 2,80). This energy range is also the one
where the cross-sections _ave been best measured recently (§ I-3.1. ;

fig. 4). It is clear from figs. 23 and 24 (Table 2) that the discrepancy
is far beyond those permitted by reasonably estimated combined cross-
section errors (± 13%).

Again, changes in the exact shape of the PLD (truncation) will
not remove the contradiction for such nearby nuclei. So, unless there

are gross, unknown errors i5 either in the ca data, or in the measured
cross-sections for B and/or N - which seems improbable -, I ca_5imagine
no way of understanding simultaneously the low energy B/C and N/O ob-
servations within the classical propagation framework.

At this state, I can think of only two ways out 19 :

(i) A _p_ec_ia_l £r_pag_at_ion histor Z for C (and 0?) nuclei ?

The first one is very speculative, certainly difficult to check,
but should still be kept in mind as a possibility. According to our

_urrent knowledge, % 50% of the GCR C nuclei originate, together with the
"ZNe excess, in special environments, plausibly Wolf-Rayet stars
(§ II-1.3. and III-4. ; figs. 17, 20 and 30). It is not impossible -
although there is no particular astrophysical Justification for this

19 Here I exclude the hypothesis that a significant fraction of the 15H be primary.
This would imply an excess of 15N by a factor of % 100 in GCRS, as compared to
excesses by factors of % 2 to 2.5 for 12C and % 3.2 for 22Ne. A strong dilution of
the l_N-rlchmaterial with normalmaterial would then be difficult to accept. Most
CR's probably ought to originate In the 15N-rich material.
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The B/C ratio, vs. energy. Errors o' _- _- R ]-O.(*S
OBservations are from : Garcia- B Heasured-_-._ "_ _,=2l,.0. p . S.SJ
Munoz et al. Z979 (IMP-8) ; Webber 1 Notmeasured--{
et el. 2, 18 ; and Engelma_n et C (3s%) .-_'_ x,=23J, R ]-o6s
al. 1983--(HEAO-C2). _he calculated 0.40 s.sJ
curves are adjusted as to Best fit
the observed ratios. They refer to
pure ezponential PLD's with _. =
f(R) or f(RjS) as indicated on _he 600MV_- -JL

figure, Based on Soutoul et al. (_, 1,,>h._6__a ' _'

8) [lm in g cm-2 of pure H ; R _n 0.30 . _ _
GV ; the Bracket with R and .5.5
indicates that for R < 5.5 GV, the .._1"1"

R dependence ceases, and R is to Be .t490MVJ __--'L_Y_ \_

replaced by 5.5]. The full curves (3soMv)l
include a B-dependence, the dashed z.9OHVtcurves do not. Three values of the 020 L
modulation parameter _ are conside- 3SOMV

, red ; 600 _fV is believed to be ade-

quate for the HEAO-Cg data, and
490 MV for the low energy IMP-8
data, thus favourin.q a 6-dependence

of _e" An estimate of the uncer- 010
tainty on the curves due to cross- |
section (o) errors is given around
600 MeV/n ; I have indicated sepa- • GARCIA-MUNOZef at 1979 (IMP 8)
ratel_ the errors associated with • WEBBERef al,this conf.
the measured cross-sections and • ENGELHANNe_ ai 1983 (HEAO-CZI

those due to the unmeasured ones, O/ I I I I 11111 I I I t IIII[ I I I I IIj

taken as 35_ (§ III-2. l. , Table 2). 001 01 1 10

E [GeV/n]
I I i i,t11[ _ , J IllI, I I _ _ i1,,,

1_N- _o_,or -- R]'o."
Heasured--::_, ,'_ ,_,=24.0 . O • S.S.I
Not measured -,-].

(35%) --''" X.=23.4 R I-O.8S
0.20 " 5.5J

I1!

The15_/0ratio,vs.energy. I IJ,
Observatione are from : Mewaldt et [!

al. 1981 (ISEE 3) .; Gusik 1981 (IMP 0.15- _T 600MV / -

?-8) ; Wiedenbeck et el. 1979 (ISEE _-__

$) ; Pretaler et al. 1975 ; Webber
1982a_ 1983b ; Webber et al. 2j 88;
Gofer et el. 198,3 (HEAO_C2) ; (490MY)
Byrnak et el. 198&z (HEAO-C2) i (350HV)

Ferrando et al. __, 95 and priv. 0.10- 490MV t_-
con_n. (H_AO-C_). New data presented ]S0MV
at this conference are marked By an
arrow. Calculated curves, adjusted
as to best fit the B/C ratio : see

caption of fig. 23.

0.05 -
• HEWALDT et at 1981
• GUZlK 1981
• WlEDENBECKet at 1979
• WEBBERand co. 1975, 1982, 1983, this conf.
• HEAO-C2 1983, this conf.

0.01 0.1 I 10

E [GeV/n]
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I_N Err°rs°T J" _RI I
Heasured .... _ k.:Z_.O. [_. _._.-o6,

Noi"measured--T_

0 "".' .j L]0.20

T (14N/O)s

.__ =6.%

0.15 (_9onv)--_i__/i_,+_2-'" ' '[_ _ Re 14N/0_¢Cio,vs.energy.

13so_v) \ Refe2,e_e8 for the obsePvatio,_ :

3soMv cu_)es, _ueted aa to best fit the
B/C ratio : see o_tion of fig. 83,
The ou_)q8, ol, e give, for 8ou_e

0.10- 2,atio8 (I_N/O), = OZ and 6Z and
t,_uZd aoaZe Zin_a2Zy in between.

0.0S - • HEWALOTel" a! 1981
• GUZIK 1981
• WlEDENBECKel" a! 1979
• WEBBERand co. 1975, 1902, 1983, this conf.
• HEAO-C2 1983. this conf.

i i I lli,il t , i ISlllJ I I i ( 1111

0.01 0.1 1 10

E tGeV/nl

, ' ' I''"I ' ' ' '''"I , i i i i,,i

Errors o _ _" R ]-0.II$$c-fir ,,,,,ro,---:p--
Not measured--4_

- r 1o--
o.7 Fe m./.) -- x.:n._ •s.sj

0.6 \Batt°°n I -

0.5 _ qy. ObsePvationo _e from Gam_ia-
Munoa and Simpson 1879 (IMP-8) and

Engelraann et aZ. 1988 (HEAO-C2).
An _velo#e i8 give. for various

0.4- e_teP baZZoon data, wh_h often

(/*90"VI yield ratios above those oaZouZated&90MV

1350MV) ffO_ _6t ---- oo • C<zZOu_z@._ Ot4Z"t)e8.,

_j_tad _ to best fit _he B/C
03- 350HV Patio : see caption of fig. 25. [LG

abundances have been ass_ned for
the 8ouPoe @u_4a_ee of So, Ti, V
o_d _P, ale low-riP elem_to, PeZa-

0.2- tire _O Fe].

0,1 --

• GARCIA-MUNOZel, at 1979 (IMP B)
• ENGELMANNel' at 1903 (HEAO-C2)

0 i i I ililll [ I ,li,,,l I I , I_I

0.01 0.1 I 10

E [GeV/n]
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hypothesis - that these nuclei have a propagation history different from

that of the bulk of the CR nuclei and traverse on the average signifi-
cantly less matter, thus yielding comparatively low B/C ratios. The B/C
ratio would then not be a good cornerstone to discuss propagation in

general. An immediate argument against this hypothesis would be that, in
the same framework, it is expected that _ 30% of the O also originates

in Wolf-Rayet stars (fig. 301, so that the difference in propagation
history is not so large for the daughters of C and of O. [This figure of

% 30% of 0 from Wolf-Rayet stars is, however, probably more model depen-

dent than the 50% for C]. When good cross-sectlons become available,
study of almost purely secondary Fluorine may be very instructive in this
context.

(ii) Distributed reacceleration ?

The second way-out I can think of at the moment is less specula-
tive, and certainly more liable to check : it is the hypothesis of dis-
tributed reacceleratlon. In this hypothesis, the CR's we observe in the

few i00 MeV/n range have earlier been propagating a long time at lower
energy (say,_ i00 MeV/n), before they got boosted up in energy by factors
of a few units by passing weak supernova shocks (Silberberg etal. 1983,
and 3,238 ; Letaw et al. 1984 ; Simon etal. 3,2301. The relevant cross-

sectTons for secondary formation are then largely thecross-sections below

I00 MeV/n, which sometimes show strong peaks followed by a steep decrease

down to threshold. Silberberg et al. (1983) have noted several problems

with CR composition, specifically at low energy, which might be solved if
distributed reacceleration is at work.

At high energy, distributed acceleration has less effect on

composition, because the cross-sectlons are much more constant with

energy. Note that, at this conference, Simon etal. (_, 230) have shown
that distributed reacceleration is not in conflict with the observed

decrease of the secondary/primary ratios at high energies ( % 2 to
200 GeV/n).

A serious difficulty with the hypothesis that the particles have
traversed a lot of matter at E _ I00 MeV/n before we observe them at a

few i00 MeV/n, arises from the strong energy loss and its Z2 dependence
at low energy, which may well kill selectively heavier nuclei such as Fe

and especially UH elements. [This is the problem first posed by Eichler

(1980) and Epstein (1980a) regarding the injection problem; at very low
energies _ 3 MeV/n, however, the plck-up of electrons by heavier nuclei

is sufficient to cancel the Z2 dependence of the energy loss (Meyer
1985b) ; but this is no longer true in the i0-i00 MeV/n range where the

nuclear interactions involving the low energy cross-sections are supposed
to take place]. Small reaccelerations must be frequent enough that Fe

and UH nuclei do not get preferentially thermalized. This is a problem.

Anyway, I think that the lower energy B-15N contradiction is

perhaps a clear case for distributed reacceleration. To check this hypo-
thesis, I recommend: (i) measurement of key unmeasured spallation cross-
sections below % i00 MeV/n, down to threshold ; (ii) detailed analysis

of the consistency of our data on secondary 6Li, 7Li, 7Be, 9Be, lOB, liB,

15N, 170, 19F at low energy, with and wlthout distributed reacceleratlon;
(iii) studies of the energy loss problem for heavier nuclei: can it be
overcome ?
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Ill-2.2. The 1_ source abundance from low and high energy data

Fig. 25 is the twin-figure to fig. 24, for 14N/O. Here, of

cour_, a significant source component is expected, and I have p_otted

the=_N/O ratios expected from th_ purely secondary production, (_N/O)=
= 0%, and for source (I_N/O)s = 6%. In between, calculated curves woul_

roughly linearly with (14N/O) S.scale

As well known, the bulk of the low energy points indicate

(14N/O)s _ 3%, if th? values _ %e that fit the B/C ratio (fig. 23) are
adopted. Of course, ir one we_ to increase the low energy le'S _o as to
fit the 15N/O ratio instead, the predicted secondary yields for 14N would

increase accordingly and the 14N source values derived from the 10w ener-
gy points correspondingly decrease down to values close to zero.

I think that, as long as the low energy. B-15N contradiction is

not solved, we cannot say anything serious on the 14N source abundance as
derived from low energy data. Assuming that the CR data are correct,

some cross-sections ought to be wrong : those for B formation ? for 15N
formation ? and then, how about those for 14N formation ? As mentioned

above, I do not think the recent cross-sectlon measurements for product-
ion of these very species from their principal progenitors can be that

wrong. Errors on estimates of other, not measured cross-sectlons are not
either likely to make the difference (Table 2 ; figs. 23 and 24). That

is why I think some other ingredient must interfere. The most likely one
I can think of at the moment is distributed reacceleration. The relevant

cross-sectlons could then largely be those below _ i00 MeV/n, and we
would indeed be using wrong cross-sections at present ! And before the

very low energy cross-sectlons are known (those for Li, Be, B formation
have been largely investigated, e.g. Read and Viola 1984, but not those

for 14,15N) and propagation with distributed acceleration has been model-
led, only God knows whether this hypothesis solves the B-15N contradic-
tion (while being consistent with the data on 7Be, 9Be, lOB, liB, 15N, F),
and which source 14N abundance it yields.

At high energies (where, anyway, distributed reacceleration
would not significantly affect the composition), the marginal consensus
of the various HEAO-C2 isotope analysis around 3 GeV/n and the point at

6 GeV/n yield 15N/O ratios which are consistent with the predictions from

the B/C ratio, and converge on (14N/O) S _ 6% (figs. 24 and 25; plotted
are 10 errors).

6% is also the value for (14N/O) S derived from the N/O elemental
data between _ i and 15 GeV/n (HEAO-C2 data, Engelmann 1984, Lund 1984;

in excellent agreement with the new data of Webber et el. _, 16 and of
Dwyer and Meyer 1985).
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II1-2.3. Truncation of the exponential Path Length Distribution (PLD) ?

A truncation at low pathlengths of the roughly exponential PLD

of CR's in the galaxy means a dearth of particles having traversed a

small amount of matter, say _ I gcm -2, between source and earth. The

simplest interpretation of such a dearth is that many sources are sur-

rounded by dense matter, in which newly accelerated CR's are trapped

before escaping into the general galactic medium: this is the nested

leaky-box model (Cowsik and Wilson 1973).

Whether the PLD is truncated or not can be decided by comparing

observed secondary to primary ratios, for groups of nuclei with widely

different nuclear destruction lengths %nucl (some with %nucl _ %e* others

with %nucl << %e, where h e is the escape length from the Galaxy; e.g.,
Webber et el. 1972). The PLD may actually be truncated for some ener-

gies, and not for others. At this conference, a number of investigators

have addressed this problem, at both high and low energy, based either on

data for Z _ 30 (Soutoul etal. _,8 ; Margolls _,38 ; Webber et el. _,42;

Letaw et el. _, 46 ; Ferrando et el. _, 61 ; see also Garcla-Munoz et el.

1984), or on data for UH nuclei (Fowler et al. _, 119 ; Klarman et al. _,

127 ; Waddingtou et el. _,i ; Giler and Wibig 3,17 ; see also Brewster et
al. 1983 and Letaw et al. 1984). In view o_ the very small value of

lnucl for UH nuclei, the latter studies should in principle be the most
powerful tool to investigate a possible dearth of short pathlengths.

I shall discuss in turn the evidence for and against truncation

(i) at high energy ( _ I GeV/n) based on elements with Z _ 30; (ii) at

high energy, based on OH elements; and (ill) at low energy ( < i GeV/n),

based on elements with Z _ 30.

XII-2.3.1. Truncation of the PLD in the GeV/n ranle-Data for Z _ 30 -
The role of interstellar He

From the comparison of the B/C and Sc-Cr/Fe ratios, there is a

general agreement that no significant truncation is required beyond i or

a few GeV/n. This is, in particular, illustrated in the comparison of

figs. 23 and 26, based on Soutoul et al. (_, 8). The purely exponential
PLD that best fits B/C also fits almost perfectly Sc-Cr/Fe at high energy

(and certainly within the cross-sectlon errors). The fit is, however,

slightly low, and a limited amount of truncation cannot be excluded
either.

Ferrando etal. (3, 61) have suggested that the need for trunca-

tlon may be reenforced when interstellar He is included in the propaga-

tion calculations in a physical way (i.e. using as much as possible real

cross-sectlons on He; not Just scaling the cross-sections on H, which is

merely equivalent to a change of "units" for %e). Referred to the total
cross-sectlon, the spallation of Fe on He yields less nearby products

(Sc-Cr) than its spallatlon on H, while the 8pallation of C yields about

as much Be on Ue as on H. When interstellar He gets properly taken into

account, one may therefore expect a decrease of the calculated yield for

Sc-Cr as compared to that for Li Be B. Then more truncation of the PLD

will be required. I think that this idea must be studied more precisely,

based on all available data on spallation on He (or, for lack of such
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data, on spallatton on heavier targets such as Be and C). Also, product-
ion of B, for which we have much better CR data, should be considered,

rather than of Be. [B wlll probably be comparatively less produced than
Be in the spallatlon of C on heavier targets, more llke Sc-Cr; the above

effect should therefore be smaller for B than for Be; on the other hand,
as much as % 45% of B is produced out of parents heavier than C (Table 2),

for which B 18 not a nearby product]. Anyway, thls problem requires mea-
surements of spallatlon cross-sectlons on He.

1XX-2.3.2. Truncation of the PLD in the _eV/n ranle_-DU nuclei data

As regards L_{ nuclei, Klarman et al. (_, 127) have in particular
compared the observations to the predictions for purely exponential PLD's
for two mainly secondary/prlmary ratios : (Z = 62 to 69)/"Pt Pb" and (Z =

70 to 73)/"Pt Pb", where "Pt Pb" stands for (Z = 74 to 83) (fig. 27).
The predictions are obtained using a cross-sectlon systematlcs derived

from the latest cross-sectlon measurements by Kertzman et el. (_, 95) at
I GeV/n (fig. 7 ; § I-3.1.). Fig. 27 shows that the agreement between

the HEAO-C3 measurement and the predictions is excellent. It may, how-
ever, be coincidental. The HEAO-C3 data indeed refer to a median

energy of % 6 GeV/n, while the new cross-sectlons measurements have been

performed at % i GeV/n. Nowj the study of Au spallatlon by Kaufman and

Steinberg (1980) shows that, for AA _ 40, spallatlon cross-sectlons p_k
around i GeV/n and decrease by factors of % 2 between I and 6 GeV/n •
So, the secondary yields at 6 GeV/n predicted for a pure exponential
PLD could well be twice lower than apparent in fig. 27, which would be a

case for truncation. In addition, the Ariel VI group finds higher
fluxes of secondary nuclel (figs. 27 and 9, I0). They refer to lower

energies than the HEAO-C3 data, and the difference is belleved to be

real (fig. 11). Their median energy, % 2 GeV/n, is actually much closer

A'R,EL1.21 , , , , _ Cross plot of the two mainly secondar_• to primary Patios (Z = 62 to 69)/'rPt Pb" vs.I--

: L ZGeV/,_-.. z= 70-z_/'_Pb".uhe_e"PCPb"standsfo,(Z_= 10
0. _ _///_ = 74 to 8_), adapted from Klummun etal. (2_

_- 08_ HEAO _////J 127) [see also Banns et el. 1985]. The source= I 65eV/n "v-,/-// ratios assume LG abundances biased according

- _ to f(FIP) (fig. 15). The propagated ratios

i0.6 ,,,--Propagated have been obtained assuming a _re ezponential

k\\_b
|_at15eVln} PLD, and using o_oss-seatione derived from the

O.l_ y Zatestmeasumements by Eerie,an etal. (3, 95)
at I GeV/n (fig. ? ; §I-3.1.). The obs-'e_oed
_at_os ape those of the emperiments HEAO-C3

0.2 _Source (FIP) ea_u,d 8 GeV/n und Art, el VI mainZg ul'ound
- 2 GeV/n (figs. 9, 10 ; § I-4.). I_ iS impor-

, I I I I , I runt to note tha_; a subset of the Ariel FI
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0./_ 0.5 0.6 data a_ou.d 8 GeV/n agrees well wi_h the IIEAO-

C3 point at the sums energy (fig. 11). See
(Z=70to 73)/"P, Pb" d_s_ussio,in § III-2.Z.2..

20 This behaviour is not simple. Both the energy at which the cross-section peaks (it
falls again at lower energy) and the relative amplitude of the peak depend on AA
(Kaufman and Steinberg 1980).
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to the energy at which the cross-sections have been measured, so t_t
these Ariel VI data, together with the above mentioned calculation ,

could provide further support for truncation (fig. 27).

The above arguments are valid, unless distributed reaccelera-

tion, working at higher energy as well, makes the cross-sections at

I GeV/n relevant for'6 GeV/n ! (we might then also have problems in

explaining the high secondary fluxes in the Ariel data at lower energy I).

III-2.3.3. Truncation of the PLD in the few 100MeV/n rante

Below i GeV/n, comparison of the data for B/C and Sc-Cr/Fe 22 In

figs. 23 and 26, shows that the purely exponential PLD's that fit B/C

indeed do not produce as much Sc-Cr as observed at low energy. However,

the discrepancy is only marginal, when considering the uncertainty on the

prediction associated with the unmeasured cross-sectlons (taken to be

good to within 35%, perhaps somewhat pessimistically; fig.26, Table 2). 23

Much more important, the low energy discrepancy between B/C and

$c-Cr/Fe (figs. 23 and 26), which we tend to interpret in terms of a

truncation of the PLD, is much smaller than that between B/C and 15N/O

(figs. 23 and 24),__hich Is totally not understood (and certainly not due

to truncation)!l! Z4 So, I think that, as long as the B-15N contradiction

is not understood, It would be very imprudent to draw any conclusion

regarding truncation of the PLD at low energy.

III-2.3.4. Summar_on the truncation of the PLD

At high energy (E _ i GeV/n) there _s a consensus that the data

up to Fe do not suggest any significant truncation of the PLD. They

should actually allow to place strict limits to acceptable truncations.

However, a realistic introduction of spallation in interstellar He might

increase the need for truncation. The UH data, which are extremely

sensitive to truncation, are difficult to interpret because of probable

energy dependence of the cross-section. They might well favour some

truncation. Distributed reacceleratlon, if present, may further compli-

cate the picture.

At low energy, (E _ I GeV/n) no conclusion can be drawn before

the B-15N contradiction is solved (§ III-2.1.).

21 These UH secondary/prlmary ratios, while very senslclve to a truncation of the PLD,

are very insensitive to the exact value of he (which is anyway >> %hUrl), and to
its _ 50% increase between 6 and 2 GeV/n.

22 At low energy, I shall consider essentially the IMP 8 data from the U. of Chicago.
There exists a large body of diverging balloon data, most of which are above the

saturated $c-Cr/Fe ratio (corresponding to no escape at all) (Soutoul et el. _,8).
23

The discrepancy between B/C and Sc-Cr/Fe may appear larger when expressed in terms

of the Ae'S for pure exponential PLD's required to flt both ratios (Soutoul et el.
2,g). But this he is not a good parameter since a small increase of Sc-Cr/Fe, ob-
_alned by a small amount of truncation of the short pathleugths, would require a

large increase of he in a purely exponential framework (since he >> Aunt1 ).

24 Actually, a larger he at lower energy that would flt I_/o would roughly fit
Sc-Cr/Fe.
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11I-3. THEGERMANIUM-LEADDEFICIENCYPROBLEM

1 shall discuss together the Ge and Pb deficiency problems,

because both may be volabillty indicators, and because for both the CI
meteoritic abundance standard might have to be questioned (see below

§ III-3.4. and 3.5.).

III-3.1. Deflnl_ the Ge and Pb/rt anomalies

It is immediately apparent in figs. 19 and 20 that Ge is low in

GCRS as compared with elements with similar FIP (Fe, big, Si), when refer-
red to the standard CI meteoritic value as LG abundance (§ II.I.I. and

2.1.).

Pt and Pb have not been plotted in the above figures, because
their source abundances relative to Fe or Si cannot yet be reliably
determined. Even the even-Z elements are not individually resolved in

this range, neither on HEAO-C3, nor on Ariel VI (fig. 9), so that charge

groups have had to be defined "Pt-group" - (Z = 74 to 80) and "Pb-group"
- (g - 81 to 86) (§ I-4 ; fig. i0 ; Table i). Second, extrapolation to
the sources of the observed abundances relative to Fe or Si is still very

uncertain, model dependent (truncation of PLD, § III-2.3. ; cross-

sections, § I-3.1.) (e.g. Giler and Wiblg 3, 17). I shall therefore dis-
cuss only the "Pb-group"/"Pt-group" ratio, without reference to Fe or Si.

And, rather than deriving Chls ratio at the sources from the observa-
tlons, I shall follow most authors and more prudently investigate which
source abundances may, or may not, be consistent with the observed ratio.

I recall that the observed "Pb-group"/"Pt-group" ratios are 0.25 ± 0.09
and 0.35 + 0.I0 from the HEAO-C3 and Ariel VI experiments respectively

(Table 1 ; Waddington et al. 9,. Fowler et al. 2, 119). These ob-
served ratios have been plotted on ;-- fig. 28. Posslble-non-Z 2 effects in

the HEAO-C3 instrument might further slightly reduce the ratio (fig. 28 ;

Waddlngton et al. 9,... ; Newport et al. 3, 287).

I shall now ask the question : are the observed "Pb-group"/Pt-

group" ratios consistent with what would be predicted by the simplest
model : source abundances following standard meteoritic C1 values biased

according to FIP, and later modified by standard pure leaky-box propaga-
tion in the galaxy ?

Fig. 28 addresses this question. Based on standard CI values,

the LG ratio "Pb-group"/"Pt-group" = 1.00 (I.II) (Grevesse and Meyer, 3,
5). Correction for FIP bias according to the pattern f(FIP) adopted _n
fig. 15 increases this ratio by a factor of % 1.55 (1.15), since FIP(Pb)

- 7.4 eV and FIP(Os, It, Pt) _ 8.9 + 0.2 eV. We thus get "Pb-group"/"Ft-

group" = 1.55 (1.19) at the sources, after bias with FIP. The modifica-
tion of this ratio during propagation is not small, because a large
fraction of the interacting "Pb-group" elements is transformed into one

of the numerous "Pt-group" elements. With the best-available scalings of

cross-sectlons (§ 1-3. I.) ; Kertzman et al. 3, 95 and prlv. comm.) and
a simple leaky-box model, propagation reduces the "Pb-group"/"Pt-group"
ratio by a factor of % 0.48 (1.20) (my estimate of the error, perhaps
quite optimistic ; § I-3.1. and III-2.3.2. and 3.2.). The clear conclu-

slon of fig. 28 is that the "Pb-group"/"Pt-group" ratio is indeed anoma-
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lously low, based on the most standard assumptions, and in partlcular
starting from standard C1 values as LG abundances.

Of course, since we are unable to provide a reliable link with

the abundances of much lighter elements, we cannot tell whether Pb is
underabundant or Pt overabundant !

// l I = I I I I I I
Ph (1

LG -- --SOURCE+FIP Ph C1

. PROPAG. Ph Cl

HEAD-C3DATA ARIEL Vl n°n-Z2 _' = :', _. t

_, I i J I i i Ill
0.1 0.2 0.5 1 2

"Pb-group"/"Pt-group"
The "Pb-group"/'_-group"abundance ratio (see Table 1 for def.)j studied in

f_.euork of the standard cosmic-rag mode_. Based on Waddington et a_.
(9_s...)and Grevesse and Meyer ($_s5). Peom top to bottom : LG abundance ratio,
equal to 1.00 (1.11) bused on CI meteoriticdata (CI)j and equal to 0.59 (1.14)
based on solar photospherie data (Ph) (_ III-3.5.). If the usual bias _th FIP
applies, the presumable GCRS ratio is increased by a factor of 1.65 (1.15)
relative to its LG value (_ III-3.I. $ fig. ]5). Pure leukpboz propagation
between sources and Earth in turn decreases the ratio by a factor of 0.48 (1.80)
(§ III-.3.1. ; on the figures these various uncertaintieshave been swnmed quudra-
t_allg). The t_ bottom lines give the data obse_ed b_ the HEAO_3 and A_el VI

eo_erDnen_s (Hc_ding_on e_ a_. 9_ ... ; Fouler etal. 2j 119 ; § I-4. ; _able g ;
figs. 9, 10). Vossible non-Z e_feots on the BEAO-C3_ho_e soale m_ht displo_e
the HEAO_3 point to the posit_n of the trio_le (e.g._ Neuport e_ al. 3j 287).
The oleo_ oonoluaion of this f_ure is that the obse_ed '_b-g_upV/'_-g_up "
ratios are definitely inoonsisten__ith the most standard CR model if CI meteor_io
obundunoes are adopted as a LG basisj but are not inoonsistentif the solar photo-
sphe_i_ values are adopted instead.

111-3.2. The low Pb/Pt ratio : probabl_ not explainable in terms of a
truncation of the PLD

It is clear from § 111-2.3.2. that the question of a limited
truncation of the PLD, to which UH elements would be extremely sensitive,

is still open. The main p_oblem is here the energy dependence of the
relevant cross-sectlons, which are measured at I GeV/n (§ I-3.1.) and are

used at 6 and 2 GeV/n, a range in which they are llkely to slgniflcantly
decrease with energy (Kaufman and Steinberg _980). If too large cross-

sections are actually used, truncation is actually needed.

But this trade-off between cross-sectlons and truncation is

about the same when considering the (Z = 62-73)/"Pt Pb" ratio and the
effect of secondaries on the "Pt-group"/"Pb-group" ratio. Fig. 27 shows

that, with the cross-sectlons used as they are and no truncation, the

(Z = 62-73)/"Pt Pb" data of HEAO-C3 and Ariel VI (high energy part of
the data, identical to those of HEAO-C3 ; see fig. 11) are well fitted.

Therefore not much can be changed by some trade-off between cross-
sections and truncation as regards the calculated "Pt-group"/"Pb-group"
ratio.
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III-3.3. The low Pb/Pt ratio - Interpretations in terms of
nucleosynthests ....

It is well known that in ordinary matter Pb is primarily a

s-process element while elements of the Pt group are mainly formed by the

r-process. On this llne Oiler and Wibig (_, 17) have proposed a model in
which the parameters governing nucleosynthesis of OH elements in GCR

material differ from those for ordinary, "solar-mix", material : for GCR

material, neutron fluences and densities, temperatures and time scales

are adjusted in such a way that the s-process does not reach beyond g =

58, and the shape of the GCR Pt-Pb peak is reproduced by a specific type
of r-process.

On the other hand, Margolis and Blake (3, 21) note that, in

"solar-mlx" material, the standard s-process that f_ts s-nuclides up to

204pb (1.5% of Pb) underproduces the dominant, heavier Pb isotopes. It

is generally believed (Clayton and Rassbach 1967 ; Beer and Macklin 1985)

that most of the missing Pb is produced in specific sites with particula-

rity intense neutron exposures ("recycling s-process"), which are identi-

fied as low mass stars (M < i M_ ). The sites for production of most Pb

being different from those for lighter s-nuclides, a deficiency of Pb in

GCR's would be explained if the nucleosynthetic yield of these sites,

i.e. stars with M < i MQ, was underrepresented in GCR's as compared to
"solar mix". 26

The difficulty with such explanations of the deficiency of a

specific element in terms of nucleosynthesls is always the same : they

imply that the vast majority of GCR's must originate in specific sites of

current nucleosynthesls, while their bulk composition resembles so much

the "solar-mix" modified by slmple atomic selection effects (the same

selectlon effects found present in the solar Corona and SEP), and corre-

lates so poorly with the outcome of the major cycles of nucleosynthesls

and with the calculated pre-supernova and supernova compositions (Arnould

1984 ; Meyer 1985b).

Of course, there remains the possibility that Pb be not low, but

that "Pt-group" elements be high, as a specific excess of r-nuclldes (see

§ III-5.3. ) •

25 This adjustment is also tuned as to reproduce other features of the UH source
abundances for lower Z (some of which are, however, in my opinion, very unreliably
derived from the abundances observed near Earth). Selection according to FIP is
assumed to apply for s-process elemente_ not for r-process species.

25 F_ppeler etal. (1982) had erroneously attributed to r-process the entire differ-

ence between the observed Pb abundance and that estlmated for conventional s-pro-
cess, thus forgetting about the important contribution of the "recycling s-process"
(F._ppeler etal., private circular ; Beer and Macklln 1985). On this erroneous
track, Fixsen (1985) has reevaluated a r-process Pb abundance, which is also much
too high (as noted by Fixsen himself, by comparison with the neighbouring r-process
components of Tl and Bi). This. high r-process Pb abundance is however the one

adopted by Binns et el. (1985) and Waddington etal. (_,...) ; I shall not consider
it further in my di_cusslon, These authors, however, note that the CR data may be
consistent with a "Pb-poor r-process" (similar to the more standard one considered

by Oiler and Wlblg _, 17).
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111-3.4. Ge and Pb as volatilit 7 indicators

It is now well known that, for most elements, the degree of vo-
latility is (positively) correlated with the value of the FIP so that the
apparent correlation of abundances with FIP might as well be interpreted
as a correlation with volatility (Cesarsky and Bibring 1980 ; Epstein
1980a ; Bibrlng and Cesarsky 1981). Only a few low-FIP, though volatile,

elements that are exceptions to the general rule permit to distinguish
between the two types of correlation. Two indicators, Cu and Zn, though
not entirely clear-cut, tend to favour FIP. But the best available indi-

cators are at present Ge and Pb (Meyer 1981d ; Grevesse and Meyer _, 5).

The fact that Ge and Pb are simultaneously found underabundant

is striking I At face value, it implies in this context that volatility,
not FIP, is the relevant ordering parameter, and that GCR's are primarily

interstellar grain destruction products. This is an interesting possibi-
lity, but not an easy one to live with ] The models of grain destruction

and preferential injection in shock waves, while accounting fairly easily
for the relative abundances of the refractory and volatile reactive heavy
elements and for the low abundances of H and He, have a hard time in

accounting for the roughly normal abundances of heavier noble gases (Ne,
At, Kr, Xe) relative to O. Note also that, if GCR's are grain destruc-
tion products, their similarity in composition with SEP and Solar Corona

is purely fortuitous.

111-3.5. _estlonln_ the l_ reference abundances forge and Pb

LG reference abundances have been discussed in § 11-1.1. and

2.1.. As mentioned there, I think that C2 meteoritic abundances are
irrelevant as a standard, which does not mean that Clfs are necessarily

perfectly representative of the protosolar nebula for all elements.

The study of Grevesse and Meyer (_, 5) shows that the CI meteo-
ritic abundances are well deflned for both Ge and Pb.

As regards the solar Photosphere, this study shows that the Ge

abundance can be rellably determined from 2 llnes, and that of Pb from 1
line. This represents very few llnes indeed ! However, with the quality

presently reached by the solar atmospheric models, it is no longer un-
reasonable to determine the abundance of an element based on 1 or 2 llnes

only. A critical treatment of the errors in the photospheric abundance
determinations, especlally on the log gf values, leads to the conclusion
that, to the best of our present knowledge, there is a significant dis-

crepancy between the C1 and the photospheric abundances of Ge and Pb,
both being found lower by a factor of % 1.6 in the Photosphere. If the

photospheric values are adopted, there is no longer any significant
underabundance of Ge relative to Fe, big, Si (figs. 19 and 20) and of Pb

relatlve to Pt (fig. 28).
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Can one meanlngfully plck-up speclflcally two elements and adopt

for them photospheric rather than C1 meteoritic values ? Once again, C1
values are better measured, but their relevance as representative of the
abundances of the protosolar nebula is not straightforward, especially
for volatile .elements (§ II-2.1.). And we are specifically considering
two volatile elements (especially Pb, which is extremely volatile) I
Consideration of fig. 2 in the review by Grevesse (1984a) shows that

there is still some leeway for limited differences between photospheric
and C1 abundances among volatile and highly volatile elements (not to

speak of the problems with siderophile Fe and refractory Ti ; § 11-1.1.).

III-3.6. Sumlary on the@4-Pb deficienc_ problem

The low Ge and Pb abundances in GCRS seem at first to indicate

that volatility, rather than FIP, is the parameter governing GCR abun-
dances, and that GCR's are primarily grain destruction products. (How-
ever other, less clear-cut indicators, Cu and Zn, do not confirm this

view). This hypothesis is not easy to 1lye with : it has dlfficultles in

explaining the noble gas abundances in CR's ; in addition, it would imply
that the similarity between GCRS_ SEP and solar coronal abundances is
fortuitous.

On the other hand, models based on specific nucleosynthetlc

processes have been proposed to account for the low Pb. These are, in my
view, not appeallng. They would, indeed, require the entire cosmic ra-
diation to originate in sites of specific uucleosynthetic processes.

This seems highly improbable, in vlew of the similarity of the main

features of GCRS composition to LG, SEP and solar coronal composition,
and of its dissimilarity to predicted outcome of the main nucleosynthetlc
cycles and to calculated global pre-supernova and supernova compositions.

A more acceptable possibility, to be kept in mind, would be a

specific excess of the r-nucllde8 around Pt, with respect to which a

normal Pb abundance would appear low (see § 111-5.3.).

One possible way-out is to question the CI meteoritic standard
used for reference. If the - apparently slgnlflcantly - lower photo-

spheric values were used as a_standard, Ge and Pb would no longer appear
depleted in GCRtso The question is open.
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III-4_._..._,THE.C,..o, 2..2Ne,25,26N9, 29,30S| EXCESSES

The C, and to a lesser extent, O excesses in GCRS are most cons-

picuous when the GCRS composition is compared to that of SEP's, the two
compositions being otherwise quite similar (fig. 17 ; § II.I.3.). In

particular the C/O ratio itself, extremely well determined in both popu-
lations, is about twice as high in GCRS as in SEP's. I surmise that

these excesses relative to SEP's are highly meaningful ; and the shape of

f(FIP), the basic FIP-dependent pattern of GCRS relative to LG composi-
tion defined in fig. 15, has been chosen accordingly : f(FIP) does not
try to fit the GCRS/LG values for C and O, which are in excess, like in

fig. 17 ( § II-1.4.). In addition suc_.C^ond O excesses are known to be
expected, associated with the 4_Ne and "D'ZbMg excesses, if these are due
to a small fraction of He-burnlng material appearing in GCR's.

But let me first review the evidences for or against the exlst-

ence of 22Ne, 25'26Mg and 29,30Si excesses is GCRS.

III-4.1. EstimattaJ_ the 2211eo 25,261_ 29,30SI t_CCe|Ssl in GG_ 8ouzcem

Fig. 29 summarizes our knowledge on the Ne, Fig and SI isotopic

composition. I have plotted the estimated composition from Wiedenbeck's
(1984) summary at Graz, which is mainly based on low energy data (< 600

MeV/n), the new data brought at this conference by Webber etal. (_, 88)
around 500 MeV/n, and a summary of the high energy HEAO-C2 data between

2.5 and 6 GeV/n, includlng those presented at this conference (Ferrando

et el. _, 96 ; Herrstr_m etal. _, iOO) (§ 1-2.).

In this figure, I have given both the isotope ratios measured

near Earth and those derived for the sources, thus evidencing the crucial

importance of the correction for secondaries in estimating the 25,26Mg
and 29,30Si excesses (or absence of excess [[I) at the sources. These
corrections differ somewhat from calculation to calculation. An impor-

tant new point is that the cross-sectlons for secondary production of big

and Si isotopes out of 28Si and 4OAr Just measured by Webber and Kish (_,
87) are higher than was expected (§ I-5.1. ; fig. 5). These higher
cross-sectlons, when extrapolated to other neighbouring parent nuclei

(the question is of course : how to extrapolate ?), yield slgnlfi_ag_ly
hlghgr .secondary production, hence lower source abundances, for z_,zDMg

and z_'JUSi (as for AI, illustrated in fig. 6). In fig. 29, these higher

cross-sectlons are applied to the data of Webber at al. (_, 88), but I
have not modified the other corrections accordingly.

Extreme prudence is in addition required since, except for the

HEAO-C2 data (which are conclusive, neither for Mg, nor for Si), all
estimates are based on low energy studies. But we have shown in
§ III-2.1. that the B-15N contradiction suggests Chat we understand poor-

ly propagation at these energies, and that distributed reacceleratlon

I t s _e_ase, thepOSsibly completely blurts the picture the_. _5,_ were
corrections for secondary formation of _Ne, blg and _-,_Si might
have to be based on the cross-sections below i00 MeV/n, which are unknown.
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Exoesaes in _he C_R 22He/20He,25,26Mg/24MGand 29,30Si/26Siratios, reZative
to sta, da_d LG (see footnote H 27). For each set of data, I give the e=osss as
obse_._edaC Earth (dash_ ; error bar omitted for oZoJ*iC¥)and tha_ dez,_u_ at,
souroe after oo_eotion for seoortdo_._pr(_uotiono_ de_ved by the calibers(soE_).
_om left to _ght in seth p_ot : (i) Hiedm_beo_'s(1984)s_v_z,_'_of the data ec_st-
ir_ in 1964, based mainEy on Eo_ energy data (E < 600 _s_/n) ; (ii) the new data by
_ebber et aZ. (2_,88) (Lround 500 MeV/n, the oorreotion for seoo_ prod,_tion
being bc_ed on ne_ Ear_er o_oss-seot_ns, reoently measur_ or estimated
(§ I-3.I. ; figs. 5, 6) ; (iii) a 8uvvno_ of the BEAO-C2 data at high enemy,
mainZH near 2.5 GeV/n bu_ up Co 6 GeV/n, ba_ed on Ryr,a]<eC aZ. (1983a)_Gofer ¢_
aE. (1983); F_z_eoJ_do_t aE. (2__96) and Herrstrb'mst aE. (2, I00) ; (iv) an
"canopied"source exoess. For Mg and Si, the vo._io_sratios plotted o_e i_iaated
at the bottom of the figure.

An important point in fig. 29 is the low abundance of 29'30SI

observed near Earth by Webber etal. (2, 88), with an excellent resolu-
tion and a decent statistics (fig. 2 _ § I-2.). Together wt_h the In-
creased correction for spallation, it yields very low 29'30Si/28Si source

ratios. _m dering all the data for St together, there may be a slight
excess of _.,i Si at the sources, but the data are also perfectly consis-
tent with a totally normal source 29,30Si/28St ratio.

As regards 25'26Hg, the da_a do suggest on excess in GCRS, but
are not really compelling in view of all the uncertainties on the secon-
dary correc_ion. And, even if real, the excess could be very small.

Only the 22Ne exce_s is established beyond any doubt and is
rather precisely determined, z/

The adopted GCRS excesses of 22Ne/20Ne, 25,26Mg/24ME and
29,3081128Si have been plotted in flg. 20.

27 No error has been aesoclaced wlch the LG 22Ne/20Ne isotope taCio, taken on the
bas_s of SEP's (Meyer 1985b). _f the Solar Wind value _urnedouC to be more
representative(e.g., Gelss 1985), the GCRSexcess would be slightly larger.
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1II-4.2. The common and newwlsdoaon He-burni._ and weak s-process in
Wolf-Ra_et stare

It is now common wisdom that the simultaneous conspicuous 22Ne

and C excesses in GCRS (relative to LG and especially SEP abundances) are
an indication that a small fraction GCR's originates in He-burnlng mate-
rial. The smaller excesses of 25,26Mg and O, if confirmed, indicate a

more limited contribution from the subsequent staxe of nucleosynthesis
where 22Ne is turned into 25,26Mg and 12C into 160. It is also well

known that Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars, in which the nucleosynthetlcally active

core has been bared by huge stellar winds which disperse the newly
"cooked" material, are a very plausible site for providing this processed
component without further alteration.

More precisely, it has been shown that the 22Ne-C and possible

25,26Mg-0 excesses are explained if materlal from WC-WO type stars (the
WO stage is very rapid) is diluted in GCR's in _ 50 times as much nucleo-

synthetically standard, solar-mix material (to be precise, this dilutlon
factor applies to hlgh-FIP species that are unaffected by the local

nucleosynthesls, such as 20Ne ; see § 111-4.3. and footnote # 29). If
one considers material from the entire WR stars sequence, which includes

40% of WN stars (which are not enriched in 12C, 22Ne), one GCR 20Ne

nucleus out of _ 30 should originate in a WR star of any type (Meyer
1981c, 1985b ; Cass_ and Paul 1981, 1982 ; Maeder 1983 ; Blake and

Dearborn 1984 ; Arnould 1984 ; Prantzos 1984a,b ; Prantzos et el. 1983 ;

l, 167).

Note that a high abundance of Ne (presumably 22Ne) has indeed
been recently observed by IRAS in the atmosphere of a WC star (Van der
Nucht and Olnon 1985).

One strong conclusion from the abo_ studies is that, while
25'26Mg can be produced in the destruction of Ne, there is no way of

29,30 in e x 29,30producing Si th same context. To explain e cesses of Si,

addltional, extrinsic hypothesis would have to be invoked, such as super-
metallicity (i.e. CR's coming from far away in the inner galaxy), or
galactic evolution, which are not straightforward (Woosley and Weaver

1981 ; Cass_ 1981, 1983). The new observations by Webber et al. (_, 88)
_§ 1-2 and III-4.1. ; fig. 2 and 29) indicating that there may well be no
9'30Si excess at all, if confirmed, would greatly simplify the situation.

In addition, liberatlon of neutrons at the time of the 22Ne des-
25

tructlon by the 22Ne(_, n) M_ process leads to the predicted formation
of other n-rlch species (weak s-process), which have been estimated quan-

titatively in the framework of a consistent WR evolution scheme by

Prantzos et el. (1983), Prantzos (1984a,b) and at this conference by
Prantzos at al. (3, 167) who have integrated over the contribution of WR

stars with initia_masses > 50 M®. The predicted excess of these other

n-rlch species in GCRS can be related to the 22Ne excess through the _ime
scales of the WR star evolution and the dilution factor required for _ZNe.

These results will be discussed in the next § 111-4.3. (figs. 30 and 31).

Note that a possible N excess originating in WN-stars (largely

lower mass stars, < 50 MQ ) has not been studied quantitatively in the
same framework. Recall, however, that, even at the end of CNO cycle, N
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s overabundant by a factor of at most _ 17 (to be compared to 120 for
2Ne in the He-burning phase) (Prantzos 1984a ; Meyer 1985b). Quite small

dilution factors for the _ star material would be required to produce an
observable N excess in GCRS, while only _ 40% of WR stars are of type _,
60% of them being of type WC-WO.

III-A.3. Relatin_ the excesses tnGCRS to those in the (WK) processed
component materlal. FIP effects in the dllutlon

This is all nice, but there is a problem.

In order to characterize the sources of the processed material,

we have to correctly relate the excesses in that processed component to
those in GCRS as derived from the observations. The key point here is to

properly take into account the dilution of the processed component in the
main component, for each particular element.

The studies performed up to now have, in my view, not dealt with

th_s point correctly. As pointed out in Meyer (1985b), it has been for-

gotten that, in the main component In which the processed material is
belleved to be diluted, low-FIP elements such as Mg are overabundant by

factors of % 6 relative to hlgh-FIP Cj O, Ne. Then, while we do not know
what atomic selection effects might affect the processed component, two

slmple cases should be considered (see formallsm in the Appendix) :

(i) _he_rocessed component is affected _y_.the same bias with PIP as the
maincom£one_t

Then, of course, all elements are diluted by the same factor ;
and the existlng studies, that simply ignore differences in dilution
factor between elements, give correct results (Meyer 1981c, 1985b ; Cass_

and Paul 1981, 1982 ; Maeder 1983 ; Blake and Dearborn 1984 ; Arnould

1984 ; Prantzoe 1984a,b ; Prantzos et al. 1983 ; _, 167). Then, as
shown in the Appendix, the classical formula applies :

Eik,C R = I + Pk,Eik,proc,nucl (A3)

where (see Appendix)

*
Eik,C R = enhancement in GCRS relative to LG after correction for

bias with FIP, i.e. [GCRB/LG]/f(FIP)_ the quantity plot-
ted in fig. 20, for species i relative to a reference

species k which is not affected by the nuclear processing.

Eik,proc,nucl = enhancement in the processed component material relative
to LG, due to nuclear effects only, for species i rela-

tlve to the same3 unaffected, reference species k.

Pk = fraction of the unaffected species k originating in the

processed component (I/Pk - dilutlon factor for species k).

I regard this situation as astrophyslcally implausible. It

would indeed be quite odd to have the same filtering according to FIP
occur independently in the main component and in the processed component,
which certalnly originates in a cahotlc environment ; the proposed
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favourable objects, Wolf-Rayet (WR) stare, are very hot, so that all ele-

ments are ionized on their surface and FIP does not have a chance to play
a role.

The only way-out would then be : the filtering according to FIP

should occur after mixing of the main and the processed components (i.e.

at a common injection or acceleratlon phase).

But the presence of the refractory, condensable elements in the

main GCR component and its bias with FIP seem to reflect the composition

of coronae of solar-like F-M stars (as well as that of SEP's), which are

llkely to be the injection sites of this main component (Meyer 1985b).

The cause for the bias with FIP of the main component therefore probably

lles in the composition of the medium they have been extracted from, not

in later, distant injection or acceleration processes. 28

Note however that the above formula ignoring any differences in

dilution between elements gives, anyway, correct results when applled

only to elements on the same FIP-plateau, e.g. 20,22Ne, C, O, for which

it has actually been first used (see Appendix).

In the top graph of fig. 30, the data on the GCRS excesses (from

figs. 20,29 and Wiedenbeck 1984) are compared to the excesses predicted

for GCRS, based on Prantzos et el. (_, 167)'s He-burnlng and weak s-pro-
cess calculatlons in 50-100 M O WO-WC star atmospheres, and on the above

eq.(A3) to describe the dilutlon of this processed component. The dilu-

tlon factor (P20Ne _ 1/50 for the WC-WO material) 29 is adjusted as
22

to fit the GCRS Ne excess of _ 3.2 (figs. 20,29). The depicted spe-

cies are those produced in WC-WO stars_ whose excess in GCRS is, or may

become observable (as a reminder 29'30Si, which is not produced in this

context, has also been plotted).

In the top graph of fig. 31, the enhancement factors in the

source medium of the processed component, as derived from the GCRS data

using eq.(A3), are compared with those dlrectly predicted by the stellar

evolutlon codes for WC-WO atmospheres. The same value P20Ne _ 1/50 is
used to adjust the excesses derived from the GCRS data to the 2Ne en-

hancement calculated for time averaged WC-WO atmospheres.

28 1 believe that we definitely have two completely different injection sites for the

main and the processed component. The final, high energy accelerations may take
place, either (1) prior to mixing of the two components, in different environments;
for instance, the WR component might be speclflcally accelerated by the WR's own
stellar wind terminal shock, or (li) after mixing of the two injected suprathermal
populations, by a common agent. The lack of detectable difference between the
source spectral shapes of C, O, 22Ne and other heavy nuclei between % I and

20 GeV/n (Engelmann et al. 1985 ; Herrstr_m and Lund _, i00) is consistent with
the second hypothesis, but not necessarily inconsistent with the first one. Of
course, search for such differences in spectral shapes should continue, especlally
at higher energies.

29 Choosing 2ONe as the reference species k unaffected by the local nucleosynthesls is
not strictly adequate, since a small amount of 2ONe is produced at the end of the
WO stage (Prantzos et el. 1983 ; Prantzos 1984b ; time integrated excesses : 2ONe :
1.6 ; 22Ne : 108). But after dllutlon, the 2ONe excess is completely negllglble,
and we can forget about it.
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(ii) _he_rocessed component is not affected by atomlc selection effects,

We now consider the situation in which the processed component

is not affected by the same bias with PIP as the main component. As Just

discussed, this is the more plausible situation. Other atomic selection

effect, unrelated to PIP, may of course be present in the processed com-

ponent ; but in the absence of any information on them, we can only

ignore them and take for the processed component the composition given
directly by the local nucleosynthesis.

Then we have, as shown in the Appendix :

* = Pk

EikcR i + fik(FIP) / Eik,proc,nucl (Ad)

with the notations defined above for eq.(A3) and fik(FIP) being the value

of f(FIP) for species i normalized to that for species : fik(FIP)
fi(FIP)/fk(FIP).

Here fik(FIP) = 1 for high-FIP species (reference species k =

20Ne), and fik(FIP) _ 6 for low-FIP species (fig. 15). Equation (Ad)

thus simply expresses the 6-fold higher degree of dilution of "processed"

low-FIP species as compared to high-FIP species (Meyer 19855). The

dilution factor P20N e = 1/50 relevant for high-FIP species becomes 1/300
for low-PIP species.

When eq.(Ad) is used to describe the dilution, the new connec-

tions between the excesses in GCRS and those in the WC-WO processed com-
ponent are depicted in the bottom graphs of figs. 30 and 31.

I11-4.4, Discusslon : t_e8 of dilution, observed and predicted
excesses

Pigs. 30 and 31 include only three high-FIP species, C, O and

22Ne, all heavier species being low-FIP elements. Comparison of the top
and bottom graphs shows that :

- as regards the high-FIP species, the top and bottom graphs are, of

course, identical (since the dilution is adjusted as to fit the high-

PIP 22Ne/20Ne ratio) As has been known for a while now, the same

degree of dilution of the WC-WO material fits simultaneously the 22Ne,
C and O excesses.

- For all other, low-FIP, species, the 6-fold higher degree of dilution

in the bottom graphs (in which the processed component is no longer

assumed to be affected by the bias with PIP) decreases the expected

excesses at GCRS by that same factor of 6 (fig. 30). [Conversely, it

increases the excesses in the processed material, required to fit the

observed GCRS excesses (fig. 31)].

- As regards specifically 25,26Mg, produced together with O, the pre-

dicted GCRS excess drops from _ 1.48 If the WR component is biased with

PIP (as usually implicitely assumed up to now), down to _ 1.08, i.e. a

minute enhancement, in the much more probable opposite case. The pre-

sent data (fig. 29) do not really exclude either of the possibilities.

We really need higher statistics observations and safe, accurate secon-

dary corrections.
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- As regards the other low-FIP species, produced by the weak s-process

(Prantzos et al. _, 167), their predicted enhancements are also very
small if the WR component is not biased with FIP (fig. 30, bottom).
Even in the unlikely case that this component were FIP-btased_ the
predicted excesses would still be below all present upper limits to the
GCRS excess (fig. 30, top). The most promising species that might set
limits in _is case are, first, Ca, and then Na, Co, Ga. Present upper
limits on _OFe are still very far up.

- Note finally that, if the processed component is not FIP-biased, the

existing da_ on _g n_ St isotoves in GCR$ do not exclude equal ex-cesses of "'Ne, 2_,2 -_ and 29'3Osi in the material of the processed

component (fig. 31, bottom). This leaves the door slightly ope_^for

z_ - z___e2Pr°p°n_t_0°f the supermetallicity hypothesis to explain the "ZNe,
, _Mg, , Si excesses (Woosley and Weaver 1981). It would remain

to see how the C and 0 excesses would then fit into the picture.

III-4.5. Excess 22me : preferentt81 Injection at the dec87 of 22Na, T

A shrewd, totally new mechanism to explain the 22Ne excess has

been proposed at this conference by Yanagita (_, 175). Although I am not
too convinced that it will flnally work out as a very plausible scenario
for 22Ne I think it deserves attention becauses it contains a lot of new

ideas which may be fruitful in this, or other occasions.

The idea is that, at the moment of _-decay, the daughter nucleus

gets both ionized and selectively heated, hence "injected", by the recoil

energy of the electron emission. The mechanism therefore concerns
nuclear species which originate from the _-decay of some other, directly

syntheslze_o progenitor. Now, it is well _own from Ne-E in meteorites
that some _Ne is produced via _-decay of 4_Na, which is itself largely
synthesized by explosive H-burnlng in novae and possibly massive super-

nova envelopes (e.g., Arnould and Norgaard 1978,1981 ; Arnould et al.
1980 ; Hillebrandt and Thielemann 1982). This 22Ne could be preferen-
tially injected, hence be in excess in GCRS.

Now, among the various species thus formed vi_^_-decay from some
other directly synthesized nuclide, why should only "ZNe be enhanced in

GCRS ? Yanagita (3, 175) remarks _at the mechanism does not work for
radioactive progenitors other than Na (T22N_ - 2.6 yr) because, either
they are too short-llved so that the dec_y occurs within a stellar

medium, inapp_prlate for acceleratlon, or they are rapidly locked in
grains. Only _Na both has a long enough period and remains volatile in

30
space.

Many^^questlons remain to be solved with this scenario : (I) the
zz rsuprathermal Ne must be picked up by an accele atlng shock wave before

it gets thermallzed, which takes about i year ; (ll) the total production

of 22Ne via 22Na in novae can be estimated through the observed ZbA1

T-ray llne emission, provided most of the 26AI is indeed produced by

30 There might however be another possibility with fission products (Xe) formed in
supernovae.
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explosive H-burning in novae (Arnou_ etal. 1980 ; Hillebrandt and
Thielemann 1982), which is not obvious ; even then, the process requi-

res that as much as 6% of all2_he 22Na nuclei ejected by novae get
accelerated and become cosmic-ray Ne ; this would be a very high effi-
ciency indeed ! (ill) the energetics remains to be precisely worked out.

Of course, this interesting mechanism, when applied to CR 22Ne
suffers from an addltlonal weak point : it takes care only of the 22Ne

excess, so that an l_e_ndent c_s_0 must be found for the C excess, as
well as for the weak , Mg and ' Si excesses, if they exist (flgs.29
and 20 ; § III-4.1.). 32

III-5. IHE EXCESSOF ELEMENTSWI_ Z _ 40

The conspicuous really new event in fig. 20 is the probable
excess of all of the six nuclei with Z >/40 for which GCRS abundances

have been estimated (see also fig. 19). As discussed in § II.2.2., the
solid error bars in fig. 20 indicate the more probable ranges for the
excesses of UH nuclei, while their dashed prolongations indicate ranges

which cannot yet be entirely excluded, but are by far less likely. As

can be seen, the excesses seem certain for 42Mo and 58Ce, and probable
for 40Zr, 52Te, 54Xe, 56Ba. The discussion that follows is based essen-
tlally on the solid bars, and thus assumes that all six excesses are

real. The dashed bars however tell us where there is still a sllghC
degree of doubt.

The excesses appear roughly comparable in magnitude for elements

in the ranges Z = 40-42 and Z = 52-58, and also for predomlnantly s

(40Zr, 42Mo, 56Ba, 58Ce) and for predomlnantly r (52Te, 54Xe) elements
But this point will have to be discussed more seriously in § III-5.2..

A very striking feature is that there is no trend for an excess
up to Z - 38 : the excess starts abruptly at Z - 40. It is true that

348e and 36Kr, with their large error bars on fig. 20, could apparently
be also in excess ; but further analysis will show that thls possibility

is only apparent (§ III-5.1.2.). As regards 38Sr, a refractory element
for which good C1 meteoritic data agree with the photospheric value
(Anders and Eblhara 1982 ; Grevesse 1984a), which is well measured in

CR's (fig. 10), and for which the spallatlon correction is negllglble
(e.g., Binns etal. 1983), it is deflnitely not in excess (see also

fig. 19). By contrast, most probably 40Zr, and deflnltely 42Mo are in
excess. For these two elements the LG values and the _allation correc-
tions cannot either be questioned (see footnote # 11). oo

31 There are other, competingprocesses for 26AI formation, in red giants (Norgaard
1980) and In Wolf-Rayetstars (Dearbornand Blake 1985 ; Prantzos and Cass6 1985).

32 For these weak excesses,galactic evolution effects or the supermetalllcltyhypo-
thesismight do the Job (Casst 1981, 1983 ; Woosley and Weaver 1981).

33 Atomic selection effects are not good candidates to explain the Jump. As regards

F[P-dependent effects (actually taken out in flg. 20), 38St, Zr and 42Mo have
very slmllar low values of FIP (fig. 19). In a 10u K plasma, _g. 21 shows that
they also behave quite alike. 0nly In a very specific temperature range between

15000 and _ 80000 K would 38Sr (in its Kr-ltke state) behave differently from
40Zr and 42Mo.
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IX1-5.1. Ksttumttno the excesses in the processed component material -
FIP effects in the dilution

Before discussing the possible significance of the excesses in

flg. 20, we must make sure that we understand them correctly. We are
indeed faced with the same problem as in the study of the 22Ne and its

associated excesses in § 111-4.3.. Most likely, we have again a pro-

cessed component, hlghly enriched in specific species, which is highly
diluted in the FIP-blased main CR component. We need to derive the
nuclear anomalies in the source material of this processed component from
the GCRS excesses in fig. 20. This requires to properly take into

account the differences in degree of dilutlon of the various elements of

the processed component, due to the FIP-blas in the composition of the
main component itself (cfo§ 111-4.3.).

We shall, again, start from the fundamental eq.(A2) of the

Appendix, explicited for Eik,proc,nucl:

Eik_C R - I flk(FIP) (A2')

Eik'pr°c'nucl " Pk " flk,proc (at°m)

with the notations of § III-4.3. and of the Appendix [f_k -roc (at°m) des-

cribes any atomic selectlon effects in the processed_component] • This

equation is valid for Pk << i (high degree of dilution) and Eik,proc,nucl
>> i.

The situation however differs from the one we had when studying

the 22Ne anomaly : here we have no model at hand to theoretically estl-

ate Eik,proc.nucl and therefore have no way to know the dilution
actor i/pk (which I just assume to be large). Eik.proc.nucl can there-

fore be derived only to within an unknown factor. This is why fig. 32,

otherwise similar to fig. 31, is labelled in arbitrary units (actually

normalized to the 42Mo excess H I0n, where n is an unknown, non integer,
number).

Like in § 111-4.3., we have two choices :

(1) the processed componentchas gone through the same FIP-filterlng as
the main component ; then all differential effects on dilution cancel

out ; fik _roc (at°m) = fik (FIP)' and the second factor in eq.(A2')
vanishes _ig. 32 ; top) ; for the reasons developed in § II-4.3., I
consider this situation as implausible ;

(ll) the processed component did not go through the same FIP filtering ;
other atomic selection effects may of course be at work, probably not

related with FIP ; in the absence of any information on them, we can only

ignore them and set f;u _nc(atom) " I ; we are thus left with a factor

flk(FIP) in eq. (A2), w_[ch Just describes the lower degree of dilution
of the processed species belonging to elements which are underabundant in
the main component (fig. 32, bottom) ; this should be a better approxima-

tion to reality.
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Plotted are excesses gik.,prqq.,nuo_ in the s andor r-processed component.
material, relative to LG compos_v_on (_ Ill-5.I. ; Appendix). This figure is
8_#nilarto fig. 31. The excesses in the processed componentare those derived from
the C_TRScomposition(figs. 19, 80 ; § IX-2.2.) ; they are known only to within an
unknown dilution factor for the processed component (1/pk, assu_nedlarge),so that
only relative values of the e¢cesse8are given (normalizedto the 4_Mo ezcess-
1on). For each element, the thick, solid error bar gives the more pro_able range,
and its thin, dashed continuationa range that is much less likelg,bwt cannot get
be entirely e_cluded (figs. 19, 20 ; § ZZ-2.8.). Of course, bars reaching the
bottom lines are only upper limits,consistentv_ithno enhancementat all. Also
given are the main processes responsiblefor the s_nthesis of the various elements
in the "solarmix" : e, s, r, p processes, and s' = s due to the _eak componentof
the neutron irradiation (seefootnote _ 36). One sbenbolplotted : ) 80Z one pro-
oess $ Cv_osb#rd_oZs: tyroprocesses contribute c_bout equally ; seoo_ s_ols in
parenthesis : contributes odooutI/3 of total. _o_ _r_h : the processed component
is assumed to be tiP-biased like the main component, so that all species are dilu-
ted by ¢he scnneracer ; this assumptionis quite implausible. Bottom_r_a_ : the
processed component is not YIP-bio_d, so that in C-CRSits _ou--F_-P;l_n;nta have
been more di_wted than its high-FIP elements ; it is the more plausible hypothesis.
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111-5.1.2. Consequences of dlfferen_lal diluClon

Introducing the differential effects of dilution changes the
picture in some respects, which are apparent when comparing figs. 20 and
32, top and bottom. In fig. 32, I have marked the predominant nucleo-

synthetic processes responsible for the formation of the various elements

in the usual "solar mix" (K_ppeler et al. 1982 ; Fixsen 1985 ; Binns et
al. 1985).

Elements 34Se, 36Kr and 38Sr are all three consistent with no
enhancement at all (fig. 20). Figs. 20 and 32 (top), however, do not ex-

clude the possibility that 34Se and 36Kr, with their large upward error
bars be in excess, while 38Sr is definitely not. Since about half the

34Se and 36Kr are formed by r-process while 38Sr is almot pure s, one
could have considered a specific enhancement of r-nuclides in this range

[however the enhancement of 40Zr, also almost pure s, would have poorly
fitted into the picture]. When differential dilution is included (fig.32,

bottom), this possibility of an enhancement of 34Se and 36Kr relative to

38Sr in the source material of the processed component disappears.

In the Te 4Xe 56Be 58Ce quartet, introduction of differential52 5
dilution specifically reduces the excesses of the two r-elements 52Te and

especially 54Xe (which happen to be high- or intermediate-FIP elements,
fig. 19) in the processed component materlal (fig. 32).

III-$.2. Evidences for 8 and/or r-process excesses

I am now going to discuss the excesses in the processed compo-
nent material, under the most plausible assumption that this component
has not gone through the FIP-dependent filter of the main component
(§ III-4.3. and 5.1.). Fig. 32 (bottom) will therefore serve as the main
basis for the discussion.

111-5.2.1. What ha_p_en8 aZ g - 40 ?

As noted earlierl and obvious from figs. 20 and 32 (top as well
as bottom), the most striking feature in the data is the sharp onset of
the excesses, specifically between Z = 38 (no excess) and Z - 40 (provi-

ded the 40Zr excess is confirmed, § 11-2.2.).

At Z - 38 to 40, we are right at the neutron magic number N - 50

(fig. 33) I This fact very strongly suggests an s-process anomaly. 38Sr

and 40Zr are almost pure s elements, while _o for which the excess isbest established, is about 44% s, 32% r and ___ p (K_ppeler et al. 1982 ;
Fixsen 1985 ; Binns et al. 1985).

As shown in fig. 33_ all isotopes of Sr have N < 50 neutrons ;
but one isotope dominates by far, 88Sr (82%), which has N - 50 neutrons.

As regard_ Zr, all its isotopes have N > 50 neutrons ; the most abundant
isotope, °Zr, which makes up 52% of Zr, has also N = 50 neutrons. Both
88Sr and 90Zr lie right near the bottom of the first precipice of the ON_

curve (e.g., Ward and Newman 1978 ; KMp_ler et el. 1982). So, 8°Sr i_
definitely not enhanced in GCRS, while "uZr, with the same magic number
of neutrons N - 50, may be enhanced, or not. The responsibility for the

enhancement of elemental Zr might indeed rest only with its isotopes with
N _ 51, which make up 48% of elemental Zr.
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The cz_tical part, of the ch_t of the nuc_es around Z = 40_ i.e, _ound

m_7_ N = ,50 neutrons ( § III-5.2. 1.). Onl_ stable nucl_es are given. The pe_
contribution of each isotope to the elemental abunda,ce in the "solarmiz" is
indicated. For the contribution of the variousprocesses to each nuclidej see
K_ppeler et al. 1982, Fizsen 1985, Binns et al. 1985 (see also fig. 3_). The CR
da_a indicate that 40Zr and 4_Mo are probably enhanced in CR sourees_ while 36K_
and $8Sr are not (figs. 10, 19, 80, $8 ; § II-2.$. and Ill-5.). _is may suggest
that nuclides with N >,61 neutrons are specificallyin ezcess in C_R8.

So the enhancement of s-specles precisely from Z : 40 upwards

might mean that only s_cles with N > 51 neutrons, beyond the magic N-50,
are enhanced in GCRS. _" This would imply that products of comparatively

strong s neutron irradiations, with average number of neutrons captured

per Fe nucleus nc _ 54, are overrepresented in GCR's (e.g., Clayton 1968,
Fig. 7-22). Some material having undergone specifically such strong
irradiations should be injected in the CR accelerating machine l A very
important conclusion indeed i [which however depends on the confirmation

of the5 40Zr excess ; 42Mo lles beyond N = 50, and is almost as much r
as S] *

ZZT-5.2.2. _The 52T__e_54Xe_.56_Ba 58_Ce_q_uar_te_.t

In the r- and s-peaks region between Z = 52 and 58, we have evi-
dence for enhancement of all four studied elements, by comparable amounts

for predominantly r 52Te and 54Xe and for predominantly s 56Ba and
58Ce (figs. 20 and 32, bottom).

The best established enhancement Is that of 58Ce, which is 65% s

and 35% r in "solar mix" material. Almost pure s 56Ba is probably also
enhanced.

34 In this context, a reliable determination of the CR abundance of the single isotope
pure-s element _Y, which has also 50 neutrons, would be worth a very specific
effort, if feasible at all.

35 For A _ 86 (i.e. from 36Kr downwards) an additional frequent weak neutron irradia-
tion is required to account for the s-species abundances, which are higher than
predicted by the main irradiation law which make up all s-species up to 20_pb (Ward
and Newman 1978 ; K_ppeler et al. 1982). Elements largely produced by this extra
irradiation, i.e. 31Ga, 32C,e, 345e, 36Kr, denoted by s' in fig. 32, are clearly not
enhanced in CR's. One could imagine that the enhancement starts right beyond this
zone, when the main irradiation law sets in. But the limit would then lie between
36Kr and 38$r, not between 38Sr and 40Zr as it does.
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The data as they stand tell us that r-nuclides in this range are
enhanced by comparable factors (fig. 32, bottom). But the two predomi-

nantly r elements we have, 52Te and 54Xe are not among the nuclides whose
excesses are best establlshed (flg.-i9). The HEAO-C3 data for 52Te have
changed a lot between the earlier and the new analysis, which-however

agrees with the Arlel VI data (fig. 101 . 54Xe is poorly resolved between
more abundant elements in both HEAO-C3 and Ariel VI experiments (fig. 9)

[not to speak of the question of the 54Xe LG abundance]. For both ele-
ments, secondary formation by spallatlon is not negllgible, so that a
limited downward revision of the observed abundance can result in a large

revision of the source abundance. Finally, both excesses are sensitive
to the exact choice of f(FlPl, which is of course also subject to an

uncertainty, especially in the relevant intermediate- and high-FIP region
(fig. 191.

For these reasons, the r-process excess in the Z ffi52-54 peak,

while suggested by the data, should still be taken with caution.

III-5.3. UB element excesses -Summary and overvlew

There is no enhancement of, either s, or r nuclldes for Z _ 38

(fig. 32, bottom).

There is quite convincing evidence for s-process enhancements

beyond Z = 38, from (fig. 32, bottom I : (1) the Jump between the almost

pure s elements 38Sr, not enhanced, and 40Zr, probably enhanced, right at
the limit N = 50 (magic) ; (ii) the well established excesses of largely

s 42Mo and 58Ce (which have, however, also very significant r components

in the "solar mix") ; (lii) the probable excess of almost pure s 56Be.
This implies that some specific material having undergone strong s neu-

tron irradiations (average number of neutrons captured/Fe nucleus nc _ 54,
Clayton 1968) is probably present in CR's.

There is evidence for comparable excesses of r-nuclldes in the
Z ffi52-54 r peak (fig. 32, bottom), but it is weaker : it rests on two

elements, 52Te and 54Xe whose excesses are probable, but not very strong-"
ly established.

It must be stressed that the real strength of the evidence for a

s-process excess rests on the sharp Jump right at N = 50 (fig. 33), i.e.

on the reality of the 40Zr excess, which becomes our cornerstone. Its LG
abundance is very rellable. But as can be seen in fig. I0, its excess is
observed only in the new analysis of the HEAO-C3 data. It needs confirm-
ation.

If this 40Zr excess happened not to be confirmed, the entire
picture would be much more ambiguous : all elements 42Mo, 52Te, 54Xe,

58Ce have significant r contr_utlons, and a predominant excess of rJO
nuclldes could not be excluded . Only 56Be, whose excess is not very
strongly established, would definitely not flt in. Recall, too, that the
low "Pb-group"/"Pt-group" ratio ( § III-3wl, usually discussed in terms of

a low Pb abundance, can also be interpreted in terms of an excess of the
r elements forming the "Pt-group".

36 Although it would then seem odd to have the almost pure r elements 52Te and 54Xe
apparentlyless enhanced than the mixed elements 42Mo and 58Ce (fig. 32_ bottom).
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PARTIV

SUMMARYANDRECOMMENDATIONS

IV-1. SUMMARY

A few key new observations have been brought at the La Jolla
Conference : observation of sub-Fe nuclei up to 200 GeV/n ( § I-1. ;
fig. 1) ; improved isotopic data, which are especially important for Si
(§ I-2. ; figs. 2, 3) ; a whole bunch of results from continuing efforts
on systematic spallation cross-section measurements (§ I-3. ; figs. 4 to
8) ; a breakthrough in the accuracy of the Ultra-Heavy (UH) nuclei
abundance measurements up to Z _ 60 (_§1-4. ; figs. 9 to 11) ; improved
data on low energy deuterium and _e, and evldence (related to new

spectral measurements) that the recently claimed high _e fluxes at high

energy is probably an overestimate (§ I-5.) ; energy spectra of primary
nuclei (§ 1-6. ; not discussed) ; improved observations of e- fluxes up
to 2000 GeV and of e+ around i0 GeV (§ 1-7. ; figs. 12, 13).

From these and earlier data, the Galactic Cosmic Ray composi-
tions at Sources (GCRS) can be inferred. This implies correcting for the
effects of interstellar propagation, which I discuss now.

As regards CR propagation, we have two strong facts :

(1) At very high energies, observations of sub-Fe nuclei have shown

beyond doubt that the escape length %e continues to decrease, at roughly
the same rate, up to at least 200 GeV/n (§ I-i ; fig. i).

(il) While in the GeV/n range, the observations of secondary nuclei yield
a reasonably consistent picture of CR propagation, at low energies

(_ 600 MeV/n) we have a flat contradiction between two presumably pure

secondary to primary ratios : B/C and 15N/O. They cannot be fitted

simultaneously with classical propagation models (§ 111-2.1. ; figs. 23
and 24). The contradiction is well beyond reasonable errors on both the

CR data and the cross-sectlons, which happen to be particularly well
measured for the relevant nuclei and at these energies (§ 1-3.1.; f18.4 ;
Table 2). The nuclei concerned are also too close in mass for refine-

ments of the propagation model (truncation of the PLD) to have any chance
to solve the problem.

One way out would be to have 15N enhanced by a factor of _ I00

in CR sources, but it does not sound plausible to me (footnote # 19). I

therefore think that some really new ingredient must be introduced in our
understanding of low energy CR propagation.

One may note that a large fraction of _^(and a smaller one of O)
is believed to orlginate, together with the ZNe excess, in a specific
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environment, plausibly Wolf-Rayet stars (§ III-4.2.). One cannot exclude
that these nuclei might have a propagation history different from that of

the bulk of other CR's, and traverse on the average less matter. This

hypothesis cannot be strictly ruled out, but it is completely specula-
tive, ad hoc, and difficult to check (§ 111-2.1.).

The only other way-out I can think of at this point is the
hypothesis of distributed reacceleration, in which CR's still increase
their energy by a factor of a few units while propagating, as they meet
extended weak SN shock waves. This idea, which is much less far-fetched

and more liable to check, was first advocated by Silberberg et al. (1983)

to ease various problems in cosmic ray composition, especially below a
few i00 MeV/n (§ 111-2.1.). The relevant cross-sectlons for secondary

formation could then be largely those below % i00 MeV/n, which are often
unmeasured, but known to be far from constant ; for nearby secondaries,

they tend to sharply peak at low energy before decreasing towards thres-

hold. I think the low energy B-15N contradiction may be a good case for
distributed reacceleration, and Justifies a serious effort to investigate

the point (see next § IV-2. for recommendations).

Anyway, as long as the low energy B-15N contradiction is not

understood, I think the determination of source abundances of 14N and

other largely secondary nuclei (Na, 25'26Mg, Al, 29'30Si, P, At, Ca) from

low energy data (E _ 600 MeV/n) cannot give reliable results. At higher

energies, the cross-sectlons are much more constant, at least for compa-
ratively light nuclei, so that distributed reacceleratlon, if present,
has much less effect on the interpretation of the data.

As regards specifically the 14N source abundance (§ 111-2.2.),
we are left with the high energy studies based on elemental data, which

lead to (N/O)source _ 6%, and with the high energy isotopic values,
which, though scattered, are all consistent with that same value

(fig. 25). The ratio (N/O)source _. 6% implies no deficiency of N rela-
tive to other hlgh-FIP elements (at least those not affected by the Wolf-

Rayet nucleosynthesls ; § 111-4.) (figs. 14, 15, 17).

The B-15N contradiction also precludes any conclusion on a trun-

cation of the exponential pathlength distribution (PLD) at low energy

(§ 111-2.3.3. ; figs. 23, 24 and 26). At higher energies, the situation

is open : studies of elements up to Fe do not request a truncation, but
could allow a limited one (fig. 26) ; properly taking into account
spallatlon on interstellar He could possibly increase the need for trun-
cation (§ 111-2.3.1.). Interpretation of the data on UH nuclei, which
are most sensitive to truncation, is complicated due to an energy depen-
dence of the cross-sectlons that extends up to very high energies [where

distributed reacceleratlon_ if present, would further change the picture]

(§ 111-2.3.2. ; fig. 27).

After these remarks on CR propagation, we can get back to the

source composition. Let me first discuss the elemental GCRS composition
up to Z = 30 as derived, for safety's sake, mainly from observations in
the GeV/n range (§ II-I. ; figs. 14, 15). Up to Z = 30, there is no

great novelty : the GCRS/LG (LG : "Local Galactic" abundance standard)
ratios follow the well known correlation with First Ionization Potential
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(FIP) ; it is clear that this correlation does not follow an exponential
law (fig. 18), but has rather a two-plateau structure (fig. 15) ; it is

very similar to that found in Solar Energetic Particles (SEP) and, more
important, in coronal composition [except for a distinct excess of C and
a probable one of 0 in GCRS] (fig. 17). This structure is not too

consistent with an ionized fraction In a gas at any simple temperature or

with a monotonic distribution of temperatures. It rather suggests a
picking out, with different efficiencles, of both ions and neutrals out

of a gas at _ 6000 K, such as the gas in the chromospheres underlying the

coronas of the Sun and of most main sequence F to M stars (§ 11-1.3. and
1.4.),

It should be stressed that H and He, which have a unique, odd
temporal behaviour in SEP's, have a GCR source spectrum that is distinct-

ly flatter than the common source spectrum of heavier species (between 3
and 60 GeV/n) (§ 11-1.2.3. and III-I.i. ; e.g. fig. 15). H and He are
both deficient relative to heavier nuclei, but the He/H ratio itself is

remarkably normal and energy-independent. The attempts to explain the H,
He deficiency by a rigldity-dependent injection of GCR's directly out of
the hot ISM gas face very serious difficulties : they do not account for

the normal He/H ratio, nor for the discontinuities of the heavy element
GCRS/LG ratios versus Z ( § 111-1.2. ; figs. 21, 22).

Back to the C and O excesses in GCRS as compared to SEP, they
are probably related to the 22Ne and associated isotopic anomalies.

sta o 22 25,26 29,30Where do we nd as regards our kn wledge of the Ne, Mg, Si
excesses at GCR sources ( § 111-4.1.) ?

The 22Ne excess is, of course, confirmed. As regards the heavy
Mg and Si isotopes, observed mainly at low energy, new data do not find
any more evidence at all for a 29,30SI excess ( § 1-2. and 111-4.1. ;

figs. 2 and 29). In addition, new cross-sectlon measurements (§ 1-3.1. ;

fig. 5) suggest a larger than expected secondary contribution to the
observed 25,26Mg and 29,30Si. This, together with the unknown effects of
a possible distributed reacceleration, leads me to very prudent about the

magnitude of the 25,26Mg excess itself, which has, however, still a good
chance to be real (§ 111-4.1. ; fig. 29).

A lack of 29,30Si excess, if confirmed, could fit well into the

hellum-burning (Wolf-Rayet) scenario for the excess 12C, 160, 22Ne,
25,26Mg, in which heavy Si isotopes are not produced.

But atomic selection effects interfere with this interpretation
of 12C, 160, 22Ne, 25,26Mg and correlated weak s-process excesses in
terms of a small fraction of CR's originating in He-burnlng material,

plausibly at the surface of WC-WO Wolf-Rayet stars (§111-4.2.). A ques-
tion should indeed be posed : did the processed component go through the
same FIP-filtering as the main CR component ? As regards the main compo-

nent, we now have good reasons to believe that the cause for its bias

with FIP lles in the composition of the cool star coronal medlum they
have been extracted from, rather than in the injection or acceleration

process ( §11-1.3. , 111-4.3.). There is no reason whatsoever for the
source material of the 22Ne rich component to have been affected by the
same FIP-filtering, especially if it originates in hot WC-WO stars. So,
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the processed component, in all likelihood not FIP-biased, is diluted in
a main CR component in which Iow-FIP elements are comparatively _ 6 times
as abundant as hlgh-FIP elements. Therefore the processed low-FIP
25,26M_ and weak s-process species are _ 6 times as diluted as the high-

FIP I_C, 160 and 22Ne. Their predicted excesses at GCRS thus become

minute, essentially impossible to evidence (§ 111-4.3. and 4.4. ; fig.30,
bottom). The large uncertainty on the presently determined 25,26Mg
source abundance does not conflict with these views (fig. 30, bottom).

Conversely, if the GCRS 25,26Mg and/or 29,30Si excesses even-

tually turned out to be significant (say. a factor of _ 1.5), it would

probably imply roughly equal excesses of 22Ne, 25,26Mg and/or 29,30SI in
the source material of the processed component (fig. 31, bottom), which

could no longer be explained in terms of He-burning in WC-WO stars.

Other hypothesis, such as supermetalllclty, should then be considered.

Now, let us turn to "Ultra-Heavy" (UH) elements, beyond Z = 30.
There, we have real new stuff ! The most important point brought up at
this conference is serious evidence for excesses of all elements for
which we have source abundance determinations between Z = 40 and 58,

relative to the FIP pattern f(FIP) describing the composition for ele-

ments with Z < 30 [excesses of 40Zr, 42Mo and of the r-s-peaks elements

52Te, 54Xe, 56Be, 58Ce ; the excesses of 42Mo and 58Ce are certain, the
others are probable] (§ 11-2. ; figs. i0, 19, 20). Once again, I tend to
interpret these excesses in terms of a specific processed component,

highly diluted in the main, solar coronal-like, CR component. In deri-
ving the excesses in the processed component material itself from the
"observed" GCRS excesses, we again have to take into account the fact

that, in all likelihood, the processed component itself is not FIP-blased

(§ 111-5.1. ; fig. 32, bottom).

A key point here is that elements in the range Z = 30 to 38, and

in particular definitely _Sr, are not enhanced : they Just nicely follow
the correlation f(FIP) (rlgs. 19, 20, 32 bottom). So, the enhancements

seem to start abruptly at Z = 40. Actually, the enhancement of 42Mo is

established beyond any doubt, while that of 40Zr is probable, but not yet

certain (fig. i0). This 40Zr excess (or lack of excess) is the corner-
stone of the interpretation of all these LR_excesses, and is worth any
effort to be confirmed (or not).

If 40Zr is indeed in excess, the sharp onset of the excesses

between 38Sr and 40Zr, right after the neutron magic number N = 50
(fig. 33) is almost a signature of a s-process contribution, implying
that a specific component having undergone strong neutron irradiation

(average number of neutrons captured per seed Fe nucleus nc _ 54, see
Clayton 1968) is present in the cosmic radiation. It is then very

tempting to interpret the excesses of predominantly s 42Mo, 56Be and 58Ce
in terms of this same intense neutron irradiation. There seems to be

also an r-process exces s , as judged from 52Te and 54Xe. But the excesses
for these two elements are not very strongly established from the data

(fig. 19 ; § 111-5.2.2.).

If, by contrast, the 40Zr excess is not confirmed, the interpre-
tation of the various excesses in terms of s and/or r-process excesses is
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much more confused, since the elements for which we have best evidence

for an excess, 42Mo and 58Ce, (figs. 19, 20, 32 bottom) have both signi-
ficant s and r components in "solar mix" material. If r-process excesses

are present, the may be related to a possible excess of Pt-group elements

(see below).

Finally, we have still the old puzzles of the low Ge and low

Pb/Pt ratio, unusually interpreted in terms of an underabundance of Pb.

Contrary to excesses, deficiencies cannot be explained by admixture of a

specific extra-component ! Thus explaining a low Pb in terms of a special

nucleosynthesis requires the bulk of the cosmic radiation to originate in

a spot of active nucleosynthesls, while we have so much evidence Chat

most CR's are made of nucleosynthetlcally "solar mix" material, just

fractlonated llke solar coronal gas. An excess of r-process Pt would be

more plausible (§ III-3.3. and 5.3.). On the other hand, a coupled defi-

ciency of Ge and Pb could indicate a fractlonation of "solar mix" mate-

rial according, not to FIP, but to volatility ; thls would indicate that

CR's are interstellar grain destruction products, another hypothesis not

easy to llve with [similarity with solar corona and SEP's ; noble gas

abundances] (§ III-3.4.). Finally, the standard abundances to which we

refer the CR abundances of Ge and Pb may be inadequate, in which case

they could be not deficient at all ! For these two elements, the photo-

spheric value indeed seems to differ significantly from the usually

adopted Cl meteoritic value (§ III-3.5. ; figs. 19, 20, 28). This would

be the easiest explanation. But the question is open.

IV-2. RECOMMENDATIONSFORFUTUREWORK

(1) Distributed reacceleratlon

The hypothesis of distributed reacceleratlon should be throroughly inves-

tigated (§ III-2.1.). Only its modelling (in the presence of solar modu-

lation) will allow to tell whether it can, not only solve the low energy
B-15N contradiction, but consistently account for the fluxes of D, _He,

7,9Be I0,ii 15 17 r r6,7Li, , B, N, O, F and sub-Fe nuclei obse ved at low ene -

gy. Also, will it yield low energy source abundances for 14N,Na,Ai,P,Ar,

Ca consistent with the higher energy determinations ? Will it have an ef-
29,50 r sfect on the 22Ne, 25'26Mg and Si sou ce abundance , which are mainly

determined from low energy data ? One must also investigate the problem

posed by the differences in energy loss rates between nuclei, if they are

kept a long time at low energy, say below I00 MeV/n. Last but not least,

such a study requires a program of very low energy cross-sectlon measure-

ments (all the way down to thresholds) which I shall evoke below.

ii±) Fluorine

I insist on the possibility to get independent info_atlon on propagation
from F, a purely secondary element, close to B and _N, but not made from

C and 0 [in recent CR experiments, F is well resolved from O]. It might

help to understand what is going on in the Li, Be, B, 15N region

(§III-2.1.). But, first, we need cross-sectlons.
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(iii) EnerKy_ra_nKe for source abundance determinations

In order to get safest source abundances of comparatively light nuclei,
CR observations and propagation studies should concentrate in the range

1 to 2 GeV/n. At higher energies, we cannot get any more cross-
section measurements at the Bevalac, and have to use extrapolated cross-

sections (which, however, usually remain quite constant with energy for

lighter nuclei). At lower energies, the combined effect of the strong
cross-sectlon variations below % i00 MeV/n and of possible distributed

reacceleratlon (plus modulation l) casts doubt on any results one may

obtain [for heavier nuclei, such as Fe or UH nuclei, the cross-sectlons
become energy-lndependent only at significantly higher energies ; e.g.
Webber 1984 ; Kaufman and Steinberg 1980].

(iv) Zr abundance and s-proces_s

In the UH range, make all efforts to confirm (or not) the high abundance

of 40Zr, which is essential in the interpretation of the UH element
excesses in terms of a CR component having undergone a specific s-process

(fig. i0 ; § III-5.2.1. and 5.3.). If feasible at all, an estimate of
the abundance of the neighbouring odd-Z single isotope element _¥ (N=50)
would also be valuable.

(v) Cross-sections

Although much effort has been invested in recent years on cross-sectlon
measurements and seml-empirlcal estimates (§ I-3.), insufficient know-

ledge of spallatlon cross-sections is still the weak point of many a CR

problem :

- A major specific effort must be undertaken to measure __allrelevant
cross-sectlons at lowest energies, down to thresholds (below the

% 300 MeV/n lower bound of the Bevalac range). Such a program is
essential to investigate the reality of distributed reacceleratlon

and to assess its consequences (§III-2.1.).

- Measurements of cross-sectlons on a He target are necessary to pro-

gress on the question of the truncation of the PLD (§ II[-2.3.1.).

- Measurement of cross-sectlons for the formation of F can give an
essential new tool to untangle the low energy propagation puzzle

(isotopic cross-sectlons ; undecayed elemental cross-sectlous are
always much less useful) (§ III-2.1.).

- Be conscious that, once the cross-sectlons for the major contributors
to the formation of a daughter product have been accurately measured,

the much larger errors on the unmeasured cross-sectlons for the nume-
rous minor contributors can become dominant (see, e.g., Table 2 and

figs. 23 to 26). Therefore, measurements on a large number of parent
nuclei are useful and, for lack of it, a significant improvement of

the semi-empirlcal estimates is essential. This remark applies in

particular to crucial nuclei whose formation cross-sectlons from
dominant parents have been intensively measured recently :

- B, 14'lbN : (Table 2). Note the importance of 14'15N parents in
the formation of B and even 14N !
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- Se-Cr : (Table 2). Note the importance of parents other than 56Fe
(mainly Mn, 54,55Fe, Ni).

- 25,26Mg, 29,30Si : to the secondary production of 25,26Mg, while Si

contributes _ 63 %, AI makes _19 %, S _ 9 % and heavier nuclei
9 % ; to that of 29,30Si, while S contributes _ 52 %, Ar makes
12 %, Ca _13 %, Sc-Mn _15 % and Fe _8 %.

- As regards UH nuclei, where cross-sections remain energy dependent up
to very high energies, try to semi-empirically combine the recent

Bevalac data on u = f(Zparent ) at _ i GeV/n (§ 1-3.1. ; fig. 7) with
the comprehensive data on U = f(E) for a Au target over the wide
range of energies from 0.2 to 6 GeV/n by Kaufman and Steinberg (1980).

[If possible, of course, complement the Bevalac measurements at
i GeV/n by other ones at other (including lower) energies within

the _ 0.3 to 2 GeV/n Bevalac range]. To master the energy-dependence
of the cross-sections is obviously essential to interpret the UH data
in terms of propagation (truncation problem ; § 111-2.3.2. ; fig.27).

- Try to diversify the groups performing cross-sectlon measurements, to

permit inter-laboratory check of the results. In particular check
thick target against thin target data.

- With the large body of rec_nt and forthcoming measurements of spalla-

tlon cross-sectlons for IZC, 160, 2ONe, 24Mg, 28Si, 32S, 4OAr, 40Ca,

56Fe, 58Ni and of the low energy dependence of the cross-section for
56Fe, time should be ripe for real improvement of the parametrization

of the (still essential) semi-empirical formulae. These should be
based, as much as possible, on a better physical understanding of

what is going on (see detailed discussion in § 1-3.2.).
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APPENDIX

FORMALISMFOR ]HE DILUTION OF "IHE 22He-RICH OR O'nIER PROCESSEDCOMPONENTS

With Xi being the mass fraction of the nuclear species.i,31et me
define various excesses Eik of species i relative to species k .

(i) As regards elemental composition, I define the GCRS "main compo-

nent", biased according to FIP, as following strictly the correla-

tion f(FIP) defined in fig. 15. As regards isotopic ratios, they
are assumed to have standard LG values. Thus, the excesses relati-

ve to LG for the main component are :

= Xi,main / Xk'main fi (FIP)
Elk,main

Xi,LG Xk,LG = fk(FIP) -- fik(FIP)

where fi(FIP) and fk(FIP) are the values of f(FIP) for species i

and k, and fik(FIP) is its value for species i normalized to its
value for species k. An uncertainty should be associated with

f(FIP) ; for simplicity, I shall ignore it here.

(il) In the "processed component", we have :

Xi proc / Xk,proc
Elk,pro c = ,

Xi, I_ J Xk, LG

El" roc describes abundance anomalies of any origin in the proces-
se_'Pcomponent : local nucleosynthesls and, if any, atomic selection

effects on this component. To separate the two possible effects,

atomic and nuclear, let me define :

Elk,pro c - fik,proc(atom) • Eik,proc,nucl •

I choose as a reference species k a species _ose mass fraction is
not affected by the nuclear processing (e.g. _VNe, 28SI). Since in

addition, f-- (atom) is normalized to species k, we have
. , . iK,p_oc

Ak,prociAk,LG = L.

(ill)In the C_RS composition, obtained after mixing of the two components
(for brevity, I use the symbol CR), we have :

XicR/EIk,C R = Xi,L G Xk,LG

Eik, CR is essentially a "measured" quantity, which will later have
to De confronted with the model-related excesses Eik,mai n and

Elk, proc"

37 Workln 8 directly on the excess of mass fraction of a sinsle species (withouc refer-

ence to a comparison species, e.8- E i CR - Xi CR/XI LG is very inconvenient because
P t

Xi CR depends on the behaviour of H and _e in _CR s, which is irrelevanC here
(e_smlc rays are not a closed system with fixed mass).
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It wlll often be more significant to consider the GCRS excess rela-

tive to the FIP pattern f(FIP) describing the main component (i.e.

the quantity plotted in fig. 20) ; let :

, Eik,CR Eik,CR Xi,cR / Xk,CR
Eik,C R -= =, = /Elk,realn f(FIP) Xi ,maln Xk,maln

Now let Pk be the fraction of the species k (unaffected by the
nuclear processing) in GCRS that originates from the processed component.

So I/pk is the dilution factor for species k. I shall work in the appro-

ximation Pk << I, implying that the processed component is a minor one,
highly diluted in the maln component (for a more general treatment -

though not entirely adequate, as we shall see below - see Maeder 1983).

When Pk << I, it is readily shown that :

Eik,CR " E1k,maln + Pk " Elk,proc (AI)38

Eik,CR " flk (FIP) + Pk " fik,proc (at°m) " Elk,proc,nucl

Or, dividing by fik(FIP) :

, flk,proc (at°m)
Eik,C R - i + Pk " • Eik,proc,nucl (A2)

flk(FIP)

This is the general expression (for p << i) we need. It relates the ob-

served excess at GCRS EIk,C R (corrected for the bias with FIP), the
excess in the processed component material Elk -roc nucl, and the dllu-,P

tlon factor I/pk ; and it includes possible atomic selection effects In
the processed component. It can be used either way to derive one of three

quantities from the other two.

The traditional treatment (Meyer 1981c, 1985b ; Cass_ and Paul

1981, 1982 ; Maeder 1983 ; Blake and Dearborn 1984 ; Arnould 1984 ;

Prantzos 1984a,b ; Prantzos et al. 1983 ; _, 167) assumes flk,proc(atom)
- flk(FIP) and gets hence :

E * (A3)39ik,CR " I + Pk " Eik,proc,nucl

As discussed in the text (§ III-4.3. ; Meyer 1985b), I think this assump-
tion is not a plauslble one.

38 In eq.(Al) the reference to LG composition has merely introduced a constant factor

K_ LG/Xk LG on both sides of the equation, which is superfluous. SoD the relatlon-
s_p between Eib CR, Eib m-4n, E_k _roc and Pk is unaffectedby changesof, and
hence uncertalnt_a on t_ _ stanaa_. Uncertaintieson the LG compositionof a

large n,--betof elements (not specificallyspecies I and k) intervenewhen Elk ma4n
- fik(FIP) is being defined ; I ignore this uncertainty here. On the other _an_,
Eik CR is an observational quantity, and, when this excess has to be determined,
unc_rtainties on the LG abundances of species i and k fully play their role.

39 It is also equivalent to forget about any atomic selection effect whatsoever in
both the main and the processed component, as Maeder (1983) did.
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In our ignorance of possible other atomic selection effects in the

processed component, we can also simply not consider any, and set

fik,proc!?t?m) = I. Then we get the more plausible, though possibly
overslmp_ea expression :

• * Pk (A4)
Eik,C R - I + fik(Fip) Eik,proc,nucl

which expresses simply the effect of the higher degree of dilution of the
"processed" species belonging to elements more abundant in the main com-

ponent (low-FIP elements).

Of course, expressions (A3) and (A4) do not differ when dealing
with elements in the same FIPTplateau as the reference element k, since

then fik(_P) = i. With k - ZONe, the two formulae yield identical re-
sults for Ne, C, O (see footnote 29).

As regards the 22Ne excess (§ III_,.), pk - p2o_:l_ _ _ete_:_:dfrom (A3) or (A4), from the 'observed' Elk _R and the b e t -

tlcal estimates of Elk _roc nucl for ZZNe = i'_Meyer 1981c, 1985b ; Cass_
and Paul 1981, 1982 ;'VMae_er 1983 ; Blake and Dearborn 1984 ; Arnould

1984 ; Prantzos 1984a,b ; Prantzos et al. 1983 ; _, 167).

To build up fig. 30, eqs. (A3) and (A4) have been used, while

these same formulae, expllclted for Elk _roc nucl have been used for

fig. 31. In both f_ures, the top plot _sul_s from eq.(A3) and the
bottom one from (A4).

As regards the excesses of UH nuclei (§ 111-5.), we do not have

any theoretical estimate of Eik,proc,nuel , so that Pk cannot be derived
from eq. (A3) or (A4). E_ ....... i can only be related to the

oDservea 51k CR to wltnln an unknown factor Pk' corresponding to the
unknown degree' of dilution (of whatever species k). Fig. 32, otherwise
similar to fig. 31, has been built up in this way, and gives only rela-

tive enhancements Elk -roc nucl" [Since there is no calculation to com-
pare the data with, th_e i_ no point in drawing an analog to fig. 30].

40 On the r.h.s, of eq. (A2) through (A4), should strlctly appear the term

[Eik.vroq,nucl - 1]. Since it is assumed that Eik.vroc.nucl >> 1, the I has been
negle_teo. _n figs. 31 and 32, where the e_attOne are expllclted for

E1_,proc,npcl, it must be clear that, In case of a small excess,Eik,proc,nucl. I,and _ot . O.
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COSmiC RAY SOURCES, ACCELERATION,
AND PROPAGATION

V.S .Ptuskin

Institute of Terrestrial _agnetism, Ionosphere and Radio
Wave Propagation, USSR Academy of Sciences, 142092 Moscow

Review of selected papers on the theor# of CR propagati-
on and acceleration, presented in divisions 0G, ?, 5, _, 7,
8, and related problems.

I. CR propagation In the Galaxy

I.I. CR transfer in a turbulent medium.

The high isotropy and a comparatively large age of galac-
tic CR are explalaed by the effective interaction of relati-
vistic particles with ramdom and regular electromagnetic
fields in interstellar medium. The kinetic theory of CR pro-
pagation in the Galaxy is formulated similarly to the elabora-
te theory of CR propagation in heliosphere (see the review by
Quenby, 1984). The substantial difference between these theo-
ries is explained by the necessity to take into account in
some cases the collective effects due to a rather hi@h density
of relativistic particles. In particular, the kinetic CR stream
instability and the hydrodynamic Parker instak[lity is studied
(see Cesarky, 1980).

The interaction of relativistic particles with an ensem-
ble of given weak random magnetic fields is calculated by
perturbation theory. The theory of CR transfer is considered
to be basically completed for this case. (A new field of ac-
tivities is suggested by Webb (8.3 - 8) in his paper on CR
diffusion in relatlvistically moving plasma.) The main problem
consists in poor information about the structure of the regu-
lar _nd the random galactic magnetic fields.

To calculate the diffusion coefficient of a particle
with a gyroradius F_ it is ssary to know the spectrum
of a random field _B _' nece(k) in the resonant region of wave
vectors k_e_ I_r,. The CR diffusion coefficient along a
magnetic field _@ is equal to

(I.I)
_lJ. _m-o
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Remember that the gyroradius is

( (a ,o .2)
The diffusion of CR with energies 10s - 10l_ eV is therefore
determine_ by ran_Qm fields with a size of inhomogeneties
from 3 10''- 3 I0z_ cm (for E > 3 I0_ eV, the gyroradius
of particles exceeds the main turbulence scale in interstel-
lar medium, L_ 100 and the scattering becomes not very
effective,o. EL

The existence of the random magnetic field spectrum ne-
cessary for CR diffusion has not been reliably established
although it is not excl_ded by the available observations
(Armstrong et al., $981). At the same time, the simplest vers-
ion of realization of a unique spectrum as an ensemble of li-
near mhd waves seems rather doubtful because of the presence
of a strong wave damping.

In their papers Highdon (7.2 - 13) and Bykov and Toptygin
(7.2 - 14) give a thorough theoretical analysis of turbulence
formation processes in interstellar medium. The first-mention-
ed paper deals with a small,scale turbulence due to evolution
of isobaric entropy structures in interstellar plasma. Turbu-
lence is shown to appear even on scales substantially smaller
than the Coulomb mean free path. But the two-dimensional per-
turbations (I_@= O) arising in this case are inefficient for
CR scattering. The second paper considers generation of secon-
dary 9hocks appearing in the interaction of a primary shock,
which is due to a supernova explosion, with interstellar
clouds. The interstellar turbulence spectrum is determined.
The corresponding value of the CR diffusion coefficient turn-
ed out to be equal to D, _ 5 1028 cm_/So

The problem of transverse d_iffusion of strongly magneti-
zed particles in a stochastic large-scale magnetic field, which
has not yet been strictly solved, is discussed in the paper by
Ptuskin (7.2 - 16)

Ginzburg and Ptuskin (7.2 - 15) present a ,_icroscopic
calculation of the force acting on the CR gas on the side of
background plasma and discuss the applicability limits of
standard hydrodynamic equations, including the CR action.

The relatively high CR pressure provides an important
role played by relativistic particles in the formation of
equilibrium distributions of gas and magnetic field in the
galactic halo. This classical problem is considered anew by
Dougherty et el. (7.2 - 18). The new elemen_ is an acco,mlt
of a finite pressure of mhd waves generated due to the stream
instability of CR escaping from the Galaxy. The formation of
an extended "tail" in the spatial distribution of gas over
the galactic plane is confirmed.
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1.2. Semiempirical galactic models (E < 1015eV)

Kinetic theory F_ves serious ground for using the diffu-
sion approximation in t_he description of propagation of CR
with energies up to 10'_- 10'_ eV in the Galaxy. Using the
"microscopic" theory only, one cannot however strictly prove
the diffusion character of motion and unambiguously determine
the diffusion tensor and the velocity of CR convective trans-
fer. Semiempirical models are of particular importance in this
situation. They make it possible to classify and correlate nu-
merous observational data, to explain the specificities of the
composition, energy spectra, and anisotropy of different CR
components, to find the CR composition in the sources.

The diffusion galactic model is the most thoroughly deve-
loped and on the whole explains well the relative observations.
Its first basic version was proposed by Ginzburg and Syrovat-
sky (1964) (for the modern version see, for instance, the re-
view by Ginzburg and Ptuskin (1985). To simplify calculations,
this model can in some cases (but not always!) be replaced by
the leaky-box model. Many important problems remain, however,
insufficiently investigated.

At the Conference particular attention was given to the
analysis of the role of particle acceleration in interstellar
medium, to the study of stream instability of low-energy CR
(Bretthorst and Margolis 7.2 - 9), to the clarification of
consequences of strong interstellar gas density variations
for CR transfer and fragmentation (M0rfill et al. 7.2 - 4).

The interest in acceleration in interstellar medium is
connected with e great popularity of the scheme of diffusive
shock acceleration by extended SN remnants. The decisive argu-
ment against the substantial CR acceleration in the course of
their propagation and fragmentation in interstellar gas is the
observed decrease with energy of the amount of secondary nuclei
in the CR composition.

The argument which was considered doubtless is objected
in the papers by Lerche and Schlikeise_ (8.3 - 2, 7.2 - 8,
8.3 - I). According to formal calculations of these authors,
in a continuous Fermi acceleration of CR in the entire Galaxy,
the ratio of number densities of secondary to primary nuclei
may decrease with energy. The crucial point of the model pro-
posed by Lerche and Sch_ikeiser is the introduction of two
different leakage times T_s _ T_p in the equations for concen-
trations of secondary ana prlmary nuclei on the basis that the
spatial distributions of interstellar gas end CR sources do
not coincide. This procedure does not seem to be correct.
(Under some simplifying assumptions applied to this case the
whole information on propagation of stsble nuclei, both pri-
mary and secondary, is contained in the particle distribution
function with respect to pathlength x, G (x,_), here _" is
the point of observation, see Ginzburg and Syrovatsky (1964).
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For the leaky-box model to be applicable, it is necessary and
sufficient that the distribution function have the form

G(x,_) = exp (-x/x,(_)). In this case at each observation
point r there exists only one value of xp (= HcT ), com_on for
ell nuclei, which should be used in tran§fer equations for CR
concen tration. )

Using different methods, Giler et el. (8.3 - 4) and Cow-
eik (8.3 - 7) have shown that a simultaneous OR acceleration
and propagation in interstellar medium lead to sec/prim ratio
increasing with energy (in some cases s/p --_ const for E-_c_ ).

Thus, acceleration in interstellar gas, which is accompa-
nied by nuclear fragmentation, is excluded as the main process
of CR acceleration. This does not mean, of course, that parti-
cles accelerated in compact sources cannot undergo any additi-
onal reacceleration. Such a scheme seems fairly probable (Sil-
berberg et el. 1983, 8.3- 5).

Simon et el. _8.3 - 3) have studied a leaky-box model in
which CR accelerated in their sources are then moderately re-
accelerated during propagation. A model with reacceleration
time approximately equal to leakage time from the Galaxy has
been revealed to agree well with the data on the amount of se-

condar_ boron nuclei in the interval of I _ 100 GeV/n. In this
case x_ = 4g/cm _ (R < 6 GV) and gtcO R -v" (R > 6 GV),
wherea_ in the standard model withbut reacceleration _g =
= 8g/cm _ and _ u_ R O.S (R > 6 GV). Thus, the real energy
dependence of CR leakage time may be substantially weaker then
in the standard leaky-box model (see Fig. I). This makes easier
the interp_tation of observations of CR anisotropy which point
to a weak energy dependence of the leakage time for E < IO_eV.

10

,<_ 1 disfribufed ceocceteroiion

standord Leoky 8o'x _,//_

0.1 ._
1() 1()0 1000

Eki n [GeV/nuc[.]

Fig. I. Schematic drawing of the energy
dependence of X_ (E) as predicted
by the standard Leaky Box and the
distributed reacceleration model.
OG 8.3- 3.
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Note that reacceleration should not necesserily be asso-
ciated with diffusive shock acceleration. If CR diffusion in
interstellar medium is due to particle scattering by an iso-
tropic mhd turbulence, the same scattering inevitably leads
to statistical particle acceleration. It can be easily shown
that the ratio of the particle leakage time from the Galaxy
to the characteristic time of their acceleration is

Here _f& is the Alfven velocity, _ (z) is the gas thick-
ness across the galactic disk. With-a standard choice of para-
meters, we obtain T_ _ T s for GeV-energy particles. As the
energy increases, _e (E) decreases, and acceleration becomes
ins ssential.

1.3. Radioastronomical evidence

Radioastronomical obse'_vations make it possible, in
principle, to establish the dimension of the OR confinement
region in a Galaxy (the halo dimension) and also to find the
diffusion coefficient and the speed of convective OR outflbw
(the galactic wind speed). It is difficult to interpret the
radio-maps of our Galaxy since we are inside the radiating vo_
fume. When observing other normal galaxies "from outside", it
is often easier to distinguish the region of their halo.
Examples are on-edge galaxies NGC 4631 and NGC
891 in which clearly pronounced radio halos were revealed.

Lerche and Schlikeiser (6.2 - I) and Cowsik and Sukumar
(6.2 - 3) have constructed CR propagation models for NGC 4631
on the basis of radio continuum observations _or frequencies
from 327 MHz to 10.7 GHz. In the former paper it is stated
that the observed dependences of the effective radio halo di-
mension on the frequency and of the spectral radiation index
on the height over the galactic plane are an unambiguous evi-
dence of the existence of a large-scale galactic wind and a
convective CR transfer in the galaxy NGC 4631. The latter pa-
per shows, on the contrary, that a simple diffusion model
without convection explains well the available radio data.

1.4. Ultra high-energy CR

As has all{_ady been mentioned, for particles with ener_gies E _ 3 10 _ eV, scattering on inhomogeneities of the

galactic magnetic field becomes inefficient and th_ diffusion
coefficient increases rapidly with energy (_D,_r_Bo /Lt (_B) _
for r a > Lt ). Diffusion gives turn to particle drift in
an inhomogeneous regular magnetic field. At still higher
energies, when the Larmor radius is comparable with the di-
mension of the region occupied by the regular field, the
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particle motion becomes simpler, and as the energy increases,
it differs smaller and s_aller from the free motion. For the
field strength B = 2 10-'_ G and for the dimension of the halo

with an ordered field h = 5 Kpc, the condition r_ ._ h holds
for the energies E _ 10_ _ eV_

An informative concise presentation of the origin of
ultra high-energy CR is given by Hillas (1984).

Most of the _tuthors believe at present that particles
with _ergies 10 t_ - 10 le eV are of galactic origin, and for
_>10 = eV there dominates the extragalactic component. The
arguments in favour of this assertion are given in the paper
by Efimov and Mikhailov (5.4 - 15) (this paper is a continuat-
ion of the paper by Berezinsky and Mikhailov, 1983). The main
attention is given to the weakest point of the galactic model -
- to the explanation of high CR isotropy. It is assumed that

CR sources are distributed in the galactic disk, the 6regular
azimuthal magneti_ field in the disk B_ = 2 - 3 10- G, in
the halo Bvz_10-_ G. The corresponding trajectory calculat-
ions yield a good agreement with the observed values for the
amplitude and phase of the I-st harmonic of CR anisotropy and
fo the southern excess of particles in the energy range from
10_w to 10 tg eV. The apparent S/N asymmetry is probably connec-
ted in this case with the enhancement of particles from the
general direction of the galactic plane (like in the model
of galactic plane excess proposed by WdowczNk and Wolfenda-
le, 1984, 5.4 - II).

For the energies E > 3 10tgeV the observed picture chan-
ges drastically and there appears a particle flux from high
northern galactic latitudes - roughly speaking, from the di-
rection to the supercluster Virgo. This can be explained only
by the action of extragalactic sources.

The observed southern excess of particles with energies
below I0 Is eV can be explained, in principle, by a non-symmet-
ric CR outflow across the galactic plane. In this case, the
particle concentration in the region P in Fig. 2 must be lower
than in the external region Q. The Hillas interpretation

Fig. 2. Trajectories of positively charged particles in
azimuthal galactic magnetic field. OG 5.4 - 9.

(1984) suggests the presence of a local CR gradient in this
energy range (_ 15 % Kpc ) increasing toward the Orion regi-
on. Sommers and Elbert (5.4 - 9) believe that in the region P,
at a distance of several Kpc from the solar system there oc-
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curs a reverse of the azimuthal field which is accompanied by

a rapid evacuation of CR and a local decrease of their inten-
si ty •

Karakula and Tkaczyk (5.4 - 8) have calculated the tra-

Jectories of ultra high-energy particles and determined tran-
sparency of the Galaxy for extragalactic protons. The regular
galactic magnetic field is assumed to be contained in the disk
IllL. 0.4 Kpc. In constructing a concrete model of CR origin,

the authors assume the isotropic flux from galactic sources
to be summed up with the directed flux from the source to ..
Virgo Cluster _these fluxes are equal to each other for I0 l°
eV).

2. Antiprot ons

An understanding of the large flux of antiprotone found
in CR remains an intriguing problem. The available observat-
ions (unfortunately, they have been little enriched during
this Conference) can be _iefly resumed as follows. The ob-
served integrated antiproton flux was found to exceed signi-
ficantly the flux of secondary antiprotons calculated from
the standard model of CR propagation in interstellar medium.
(See, for example, Stephena 1981). For energies 0.1 - 10 GeV,
the observed total flux of antiprotons 4-10 times exceeds the

•I m

flux expected in the leaky-box model for Xg= 5 g/cm . _he
observed energy spectrum of antiprotons is also unexpectedly
different from the production spectrum of secondary antipro-
tons generated in p-p collisions. It is greatly enriched with
low-energy particles and on the whole is similar to the OR
proton component spectrum (in contrast with the production
spectrum of secondary antiprotons which falls sharply for the
energies E<2 GeV).

The explanations proposed may conditionally be divided
into "exotic" and "non-exotic".

Here is the list of "exotic" explanations exploiting the
new physical principles: quantum evaporation of mini black
holes Kiraly et al. (1984}, n-_ oscillations Sawada et al.
(1981), Sivaram and Krishnan (1.982), primary extragalactic
origin Stecker st al. (198_), Stecker and Wolfendale (6.1 -

8), photino annihilation in the galactic halo Silk and Sred-nicki (1985), Stecker et al. (6.1 97.
The photino hypothesis is based on the assumption that

in the Nature there exist stable massive photinos. These
particles originate in the early Big-Bang. Photino is assumed
to make up the missing mass in the galactic halo and to pro-
bide the matter density in the Universe which is close to the
critical one _ = I. In the paper submitted to the Conference
Stecker etal. investigate photino annihilation in the gal_c-
tic halo and calculate the spectrum of antiprotons appearing
in this process. An intriguing fit is obtained to all the
existing data on antiprotons for a photino mass vn_=15 GeV.
The cut-off of the spectrum for E @ _, is predicted. (One
should remember that it is still unknown-in what concrete
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form, if at all, the very supersymmetry principle is realized
in the real world).

Non-exotic hypotheses do not require new physical mecha-
nisms for explanation of a high _ flux. However, they require
reconsideration or specification of the old habitual galactic
models of CR propagation (see the Discussion in the papers by
Ginzburg and Ptuskin, 1984; Lagage and Cesarsky, 1985).

It is possible, in particular, that part of CR sources
(or all the sources vat a certain stage of their evolution)
are surrounded by a thick layer of matter in which secondary

are produced. Heavy nuclei either do not escape from such
objects due to a strong fragmentation or are not accelerated
in them at all. One of the possible realizations of such a
model has been considered by Mauger and Stephens (1983).
Primary CR are assumed to accelerate in SN explosions in den-
se clouds and to be confined there for several thousand years,
traversing the thickness of about 50 g/cm z. If _ 30 % of nucle-
ons observed in CR come from such sources, one can satisfacto-
rily explain the observations of _. Now Stephens shows (6.1 -
7, 6.2 - 9, 2.5 - 3) that the fluxes of secondary positrons
and gamma-quanta expected in this model do not contradict the
observational data. Nora favourable here is the version in
which the time of CR leakage from the Galaxy is almost inde-
pendent of the _@rgy. If the dependence is strong (Tp_oE'°'6),
the flat CR spectrum in the sources leads to s too rl_id spec-
trum of gamma-rays and to a too large flux of secondary posi-
trons.

Dermer and Ramaty (6.1 - 4) have presented a model in
which low-energy antiprotons appear as secondary in p - p in-
teraction in a relativistic plasma with a temperature kT-_
0,2 mp cA . It is assumed that the appropriate conditions may
exist in the vicinity of a neutron star or s black hole.

Various versions of secondary antiproton generation in
dense gas clouds in models with a nonuniform CR propagation
are developed by Tan (5.4 - 13, 6.1 - 6. 6.2 - 7), Dogiel et
al. (8.2 - 17;, Morfill etal. (7.2 - 4).

The model which would explain the high antiproton flux
in the CR composition has not yet been finally chosen.

The correctness of calculations of the expected fluxes
of secondary _ has been verified by Bowen and Moats (6.1 - 3).
The parameters c4 = 0.333 - the probability of np charge ex-
change, and 6/2 = 0.45 - the average elasticity, have been
determined by measuring the proton spectrum at mountain alti-
tude. The calculated spectrum of secondary _ in the atmosphe-
re satisfactorily agrees with the measurements by Bowenet al.
(1983). The contribution of atmospheric _ in balloon measure-
ments by Golden et al. (1979) and Buffington etal. (1981)
has been shown not to exceed about 10 %.

3. Shock acceleration: theory and application to the
CR origin problem

The diffusive shock acceleration mechanism remains the
most popular with theoreticians engaged _n the problem of
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CR acceleration (see the reviews by Axford, 1981, Drury, 1983,
Volk, 1984).

3.1. Test particle approximation

An acceleration of a fast test particle diffusing near a
shock front is a version of a first-order Fermi acceleration.
It is due to a repeated crossing of the shock front in a ran-
dom particle walk and to an energy gain in front collisions
with scattering centres embedded to the background plasma. A
formal solution of the problem can be obtained using the equa-
tions for the test particle distribution function which desc-
ribes spatial diffusion, convective transfer, and a regular
alteration of particle energy in a nonuniform flux:

The particle density is equ_l to N(p) dp = #_p_f(p) dp.
For a plane front the velocity profile u(x) is approxi-

mated by a step function (see Pig. 3). If particle distributi-
on in a nonperturbed medium in an upstream region has the form
fL cn _ (P - Pc), the stationary spectrum of accelerated par-
t_cles in a downstream region has a power-law form:

5r

f (O 0 (1"poS,p- (3.2)
where r = u_/u_ is a compression ratio: in a shock.

o x

Pig. 3. Spatial distribution of accelerated test
particles in the shock frame

For an extremely strong shock wave without radiation,
which propagates in a gas with the adiabatic index _= 5/3,
the quantity r = 4 and, therefore, the spectrum of accelerat-
ed particles is N(p)co p-A.This is close to the expected CR
spectrum in the sources.

The characteristic time of particle acceleration (i.e.
the time of its energy variation by a factor of _ ) under
shock acceleration is equal to

Note that the estimate of the characteristic accelerat-
ion time t_-D/u_is valid both for the diffusive shock acce-
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leration and for the statistical Fermi acceleration. In the
latter case u has the meaning of the turbulent motion velo-
city.

If a particle bears additional energy losses in a medium
(with a characteristic time t_ ), then for acceleration it is
necessary that the condition t_ t_ should be fulfilled. In
particular, for a spherical shSck wave with a radius R, the
role of Iosses,_is played by a diffusion particle escape for
the time t d_ R_/D, and therefore particles are accelerated
only under the condition (the numerical factor is omitted

here and it is assumed that D_ D&)

/ > t, (3.4)
These assumptions are confirmed, in particular, by the nume-
rical calculations made by Ko and Jokipii (8.2 - 2).

By the terminology accepted in the theory of particle
propagation in a solar _[nd, the inequality (3.4) implies a
strong CR modulation.

Since the diffusion coefficient usually increases with
energy, the condition (3.4) imposes limitation on the maximum
possible accelerated particle energy E_ax . Under scattering
in a magnetic field Dll> ra v , accordfngly,

C

An impressive example of a possible realization of the
mechanism of CR shock acceleration in the Galaxy is given by

Jokipii and Morrill I_.I - 8). They suggest that CR particles
with energies E _ 10 eV are accelerated at a termination
shock of galactic wind. If the wind in the Galaxy does actual-
ly exist (which can be strongly doubted, see, for instance,
Habe, Ikeuchi, 1980) and if the large-scale magnetic galactic
field has a structure similar to the Parker spiral in inter-
planetary space, then B _ Bo (Ro/R) for R > Re, where B o =
3 10" G is a field at a distance Re = 10 Kpc. It is assumed
that the distance to the shock is R _. 100 - 200 I{pc, the wind
velocity u_. = 300 - 500_ km/s.

Formula (3.5) does not work in this case since in an or-
dered, strongly twisted spiral magnetic field, the diffusion
coefficient in the radial direction is smaller

where & =£oI_ (_,_A_'AZ_ (14_ : 250 km/s is the speed of
Galaxy rotation), D___ r_cZ/D_ is the diffusion coefficient
across a regular megnetic field.

The minimum value of De44 is reached for D r c/&
20 r_c. In this case, insteaa'of (3.5) we have _ _

c \_ooI<_cI
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The maximum energy density of accelerated particles can

be estimated by a_uming that the whole power of the g&lac-
tic wind (Q._5 10 erg/s, according to Jokipii and _Iorfill)
goes to accelerated particles

•3QTe (3.8)
"l*r'_r_= "" kTr R"-'-'-_"" I1::) I_ R /

Here the time of OR escape from the galactic wind region is

Te= ,,. to't(R/ Ioo years.
The OR intensity modulation effects lead, in fact, to a

substantial loweri_ of the _f_r value. In this case, par-ticles with E _ 10 eV do not reach the observer at all. We
should recall that the v_lues observed near the Earth are

_cr ( >lOs eV) -_ I0"z er_cm _ and "l,Gcr(_ 10 I6" eV)
5 10 16 erg/cm _ "

Thus, CR acceleration on the galactic wind boundaries

could, in principle, isbea noticeable source of particles
with energies E _ 10 eV. It remains unclear how the m_n
energy output can be provided Just in the .region E > 10'=eV
(with the oarticle spectrum N(E)dE ceE dE) and how for
E < 10|_ eV a smooth conjugation with the CR spectrum (N(E)_
E -2"¥) generated, according to Jokipii and _orTill, in galac-
tic SN remnants can be obtained, Note that reacceleration of

CR supplied by SN is inessential in this case because.dueotO _the geometrical factor it gives not more than (Re /R)_ 1 "
of the CR concentration in the galactic disk. It is necessary
to consider particle acceleration directly from the thermal
plasma on the galactic wind boundaries.

SN remnants are regarded as "classical" astronomical
objects, in which the action of diffusive shock acceleration
is possible. A direct interpretation of radio data from SN
remnants with an age exceeding 100 years is ambiguous. The
hypothesis concerning diffusive shock acceleration is consi-
stent with observations, but is no_ rigorously proved (Beck
et al. 8.1 - 10, Bogdan st al. 8.1 - II, Lawson et el. 6.P -
4).

Old remnants of the SN Loop I and III are @tudied in the
paper by Lawson etal. Diffusive shock acceleration of elect _-
rons up to energies E_IO GeV has been revealed. The CR diffu-
sion coefficient in the galactic disk has been determined to
be D _ 10 Ar cm&/s.

Of importance is finding the fraction of SN explosion
energy which can be transferred to CR. This problem has been
solved numerically in the test particle approximation in the
papera_y Dorfi and Drury (8.1 - 9). With the explosion energy

of lO _ erg and with the diffusion coefficient equal to 10 &ecm /s, the effective acceleration of background relativistic
particles starts at the moment t = 6 10 _ sec after the
explosion, and by the moment t = 2 10£_ sec about 12 % of the
initial SN energy is transferred to high-energy particles.
Such an efficiency is, in principle, sufficient to replenish
the observed CR energy density.
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3.2. Nonlinear CR shocks

The high efficiency of shock acceleration and a compara-
tively large energy density of relativistic particles in cos-
mic plasma lead to the necessity to study the back reaction
of accelerated particles to thermal plasma. (In this case the
quantities _ and _ in equation (3.1) cannot be regarded as ex-
ternally given parameters). This nonlinear problem turns out
to be very complicated.

If C_ are asm_med to be a separate relativistic gas com-
ponent with a pressure Per , an internal energy density %r_r,
and an effective average diffusion coefficient D

o ' (3.9)

c l: (l,p
then in the double-fluid hydrodynamic approximation the equa-
tions of one-dimensional motion of a medium, with an account
of CR action, have the form

2(,_,,)=o _,,_._,q,,, _± _ ( -_Po) (3._o)
..f

In the study of self-consistent shock structure, one
seeks for steady solutions which would describe the transition
from the state given for x =-oo (upstream) to the state uni-
form for x :+oo (downstream), see the reviews cited at the
beginning of Sec. 3.

A more complicated problem, which takes into account the
finite energy of CR-scattering mhd waves, has beam considered
in the papers by Volk and Mc Kenzie (1982), Volk et al. (1984).
These w_ves are assumed to be generated due to stream insta-
bility of relativistic particles before the shock front. The
set of equations (3.10) must then be modified in the respecti-
ve way.

An account of CR pressure changes the profile of a hydro-
dynamic flow near the shock front, see Fig. 4. There appears a
region of smooth vari&tion of upstream velocity (precursor),
and in the general case there remains a step-like jump of ve-
locity (subshock) determined by gas viscosity. This situation
is similar to isothermal Jumps for strong shocks in media
with a thermal conductivity coefficient substantially exceed-
ing the viscosity coefficient in the usual hydrodynamics
(Landau and Lifshitz, 1959).
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Fig. 4. A stationary modified shock

Unfortunately, one had not yet succeeded in obtaining a
slngle-valued steady-state solution to the problem (more pre-
cisely, in obtaining generalized Rankine-Hu_oniot conditions
for arbitrary values of N = P-r (-oo)/(Per (-0o) + P_(-c_))
and the Mach number of the incoming flow M_=_ u_z .(_ P_. +
+ Y _ )'_.It is shown, in particular, that for _ _/3,
_cr _ 4/3 in the _eneral case there may exist three soluti-
0 cr _J 0one in the downstream region for certain upstream conditi ns.

Such an unambi uit is caused by divergency of the quantSty

see (3.9). Then the definition (3.9) al . n
D (if D(p) increases with p). Indeed, let the diffusion coef-
ficient increase with ener_ and the transition region from
u(-oo ) to u(+c_ ) have the finite dimension a× . For partic-
les with momenta p >> p, , where the value p, is determin-
ed from the condition u_.& x/D(p_) = I, acceleration proceeds
in the same way as on a step-like profile Of the velocity
u(x) = uL_(-x) + u_(x), and the spectrum of high-ener_
particles has the form (3.2). The degree of compression for
a strong shock exceeds here r --4 since the presence of rela-
tivistic particles in the downstream region _oftens the equat-
ion of state ( _cr< _). In this case the spectrum f(p)c_p -_*£
and Per = oo . This implies that a steady-state solution _th
a limited total width of the transition region is impossible.
Additional difficulties are caused by the functlona! dependen-
ce

It has become clear that in general either the maximum par-
ticle ener_ must be restricted by introducing additional loss
proccesses into the problem or the acceleration must be treated
as a time-dependent problem (Drury, I984),

The time-dependent structure of a nonlinear CR shock is
n_merically investigsted in the paper by Dorfi (8.I - 3). For
not too large a value _,[_= 4.4 and for N = O_5, the transit-
ion from a gas dominated shock tQ a shock modified by CR ta-
kes up the time of (30 - 40) D/u_. For a high _ach number

_[.= 10 and for a small value N - 0.05, there appears no back
e_fect of the CR pressure on _he motion of background plasma
up to a time t -_10_ D/u _.

Beck and DrLury (8.I - 4) _alytically investigate the
time-dependent problem. They construct a selfsimilar solution
which depends on the similarity variable _ = x/_. Selfsimilar
shock structures are shown to contain always a subshock. The
solution to the problem for shocks _th a large Mach number
has not been obtained.
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The problem of seeking for an unambiguous solution,
which has not yet been finally solved t is in a sense only of
academic Interes_ . Volk etal. (1984) have shown that in the

framework of three-fluid hydrodynamics in the strong wave
damping approximation the solution Is unique in a wide range
of reasonable astrophysical parameters.

The study of the dynamics of SN remnants with an account

of the action of accelerated CR, which is of great importance
for astrophysics, has been started in the paper by Volk _t al.
(8.1 - 12), First results have been obtained Qn the time evo-

lution of the kinetic remnant energy, the thermal energy of
a heated gas, and the total CR energy. It has been shown that
I0 - 50% of the initial energy of an explosion can be trans-
ferred into the CR energy.

Another, not hydrodynamic approach to nonlinear 0R shocks
is developed in the 2apers by Eichler and Elllson (8.1 - 6)

and Berexhko et al. (8.1 - 13) (see also Eichler (1979, 1984),
Krymsky (1981), (1983), Ellison and Eichler (1984)). This
approach consists in a unified description of thermal and ac-
celerated particles, i.e. along with acceleration one consi-
ders thermal particle injection. Particle acceleration is an

inherent part of the very process of _hock formation in plas-
ma. It is assumed that there exists a maximum particle energy
E ,_ above which they cannot be confined near the shock.

Therefore, there exists a continuous energy flux from a sy-
stem x

(j = 2 for nonrelativistic particles and J = I for ultra re-
lativistic particles). The diffusion coefficient D(p) is as-
sumed _o increase with momentum.

For fast particles the distribution function obeys equa-
tion (3.I). Using the mass and momentum flux conservation con-

ditions for given upstream values, one finds a stationary
solution of equation (3.I). The final solution is obtained by
matching the low-energy spectrum region to the thermal back-
ground distribution.

An alternative procedure consists in the numerical solu-
tion of the kinetic equation with a simplified collision in-
tegral in the entire particle momentum region and in the defi-
nition in this way of the complete dlstribut_on function.

In the paper by Eichler and Ellison (8.I - 6) in the des-

cribed s_heme, the final velocity of waves generated by an ac-
celerated particle stream is taken into account for the first

time. Figures 5,6 present the obtained spectrum of accelerat-

ed particles for the case of accelerationl_Y SN remnants_n
interstellar medium. The values E_.A_ = 10 _eV, B = 3 10- G,
n = 10"Zcm -S, u i = 10 3 km/s were used.

It is remarkable that for a wide range of reasonable as-

trophysical parameters the spectrum turned out to be hlose to

N(EK) _ ]_. Ty_pical is also the presence of two marling in
the function E N(E K ) - for thermal energies and for E,,a_ .
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For the spectra shown in Fig 5 the kinetic energy flux going
into relativistic particles makes up 72 - 26 %.

Such a calculation is in a good agreement with observa-
tions for shocks in interplanetary medium (Ellison and Eich-
ler, _!1984), but the problem as a whole cannot yet evidently
be considered as finally solved. Suffice it to s_y that the
indicated scheme must include, in particular, the theory of
colllslonless shocks in a usual plasma. This theory has been
intensively developed for already about 30 years.
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It is of importance to note, however, that the difficul-
ties in the theory of nonlinear CR shocks are due to the high
efficiency of the diffusive shock acceleration and, in fact,
we try to understand what it is limited to. In any case, the
efficiency of the conversion of the energy of an ordered hyd-
rodynamic stream into the energy of relativistic particles
typical for the galactic model of CR origin ( _ 10 %) does
not seem to bs excessive.

There are no essential difficulties with explanation of
the observed power-law energy CR spectrum. The problem con-
sists in obtaining a sufficiently large E_ 10_ -10 l_ for
galactic CR souces. So, for instance, the value Em_x* I0 I_ eV
presented in ]wig. 5 has been not calculated, but postulated.
For the walues B = 3 10-_ G, n = 10-2 cm-3 use_,by the auth-
ors, an SN explosion with a total energy W = 10_ e;g may,
in accordance with (3.5), actually give E _x= 3 10 '" eV. In
the standard model of CR propagation in interstellar medium,
the value of D, _ r,%_ entering (3.5) seems to be strongly
underestimated. The value of E ,m_ should rather be lowered by
several orders of magnitu_Se (for more details see Volk, 1981).

The effect somewhat increasing E _ is generation of a
strong random magnetic field near the remnant due to the stre-
am instability of accelerated particles. This process cannot
be investigated within the theory of weak turbulence, and its
analysis remains a challenge for theoreticisns (see Drury
1983, Vo_ 1984). The possibility of hightening E ,_ (may be
up to 10_b eV) under CR acceleration in the reverse'shock
inside an SNR is pointed out by Volk et al. (8.I - I_).

3.3. New problems

In their paper (8.I - 5) Dorfi and Drury have revealed a
new interesting effect which accompanies CR diffusive shock
acceleration. It has been shown that in the region of precur-
sor there develops an instability of compressional disturban-
ces of the medium, due to the CR gradient, for the wavelengths
1 z< I << L (i = 3D/v is the mean free path of a particle,
L = D/u is the dimension of the precursor). The instability
arises for L _ I I + _(ln D)/ _hn_) )[- D/v_ and develops
during the time T~L/vslM _ . For _> I, the time _r is
small as compared with the tlme of convectional outflow of
disturbances from the prcursor region L/v_ _ A. Slight densi-
ty disturbances in the upstream medium mus_ be substantially
amplified in the precursor region.

Zank and Mc Kenzie (8.I - ?) confirm the existence of
such an instability. They also investigate instability 6f a
CR shock with respect to long-wave disturbances ( _>> L). In
the presence of a relativistic CR gas, strong shocks always
prove to be unstable.

The effect of these instabilitie_ on the shock structure
has not yet been investigated. One may expect a strong sto-
chastization of the motion of the medium before a shock, the
appearance of secondary shocks, _n additional wi_ening of the
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front and even destruction of its plane structure.
Webb (8.I -I) was the first to study the structure of

relativistic CR shocks. He points Cut that the effective CR
acceleration proceeds for u_ _ c J_-L_ _ o.58c. In high-
velocity streams (uk> c_)CR 6bol down.

4. High-energy particles in various astronomical
objects

4.I. Active galactic nuclei

AGN and quasars are possibly the most powerful CR sour-

ces, It is beliel_ed now that the particles of ultra high
energies E _ 10 eV observed near the Earth have been acce-
lerated Just in AGN. To the presence of relativistic partic-
les there testifies nonthermal AGN radiation (see Rees 1984),
but concrete mechanisms of particle acceleration remain un-
clear.

Kazanas qnd Ellison (8.I - 7) consider diffusive shock
acceleration of protons in accreting matter near s black hole
of mass _9 = r'_/(10S ?_e)" Accelerated relativistic protons
provide the pressure to support the standing shock. They un-
dergo inelastic nuclear collisions and generate secondary
e2 , _ , y , which are responsible for the observed radia-
tion. For a nearly 100 _ conversion of the hydrodynamic mo-
tion energy into relativistic particles, Kazanas and Ellison

hav_ calculated the expected nonthermal lu_inoci_ L = 1.5
1_i_xK _ erg/s = 1.2 L_ x_ , where L _ = 1.3 10 M s erg/s
is th_ Eddington luminocity, x L = R/R s is the radius of a
spherical shock in Schwarzschild radii. The model provi4es a
natural explanation of the observed L _ l_ correlation for qua-

sars and galactic nuclei. In t}T11Scase I0_ x_%200. For the10_3 rg/s) L = _.case NGC 4151 (M = 3 10T Ng), _ = e .5 IO-3LE,
xt. = 140.

4.9. Neutron stars in close binary systems

Ultra high-energy (_ 10t_eV) _- rays (or/and unidentifi-
ed neutral particles)have been observed from Cyg X - 3 and
possibly from the X-ray binary sources LMC X-4, Vela X-I.
Taking the measurements at face value, we have indication of
a striking efficiency of CR acceleration in the compact bina-
ry systems containing n-stars. It is sufficient to have CygX-

3 .a.lone to maintain the present flu_.,of the galact_p CR above
10 le eV. The extragalactic source _NC X-4 (E_ > 10"b eV) has

(?) a luminosity more than 9_0 times the one 6f Cyg X-3. I_
Takin,z the Haverah Park flux for Cyg X-3 F¢ (> 2 10 eV)=

= I.I IO'l_er_Jcm2s, Hillas (5.4- 7) obtains the following
estimate for proton luminosity of the source

io i,7.10e.r
Here we have the factors taking into account the appearance
of particles in a solid angle _ , the efficiency of energy
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conversion p ._ , absorption in rout due to e"e_ pair crea-
tion on relic radiation, pulse du_y ratio of the 4.8 h period
of the system. The distance to Cyg X-3 is taken to be _qual
to r = 12 Kpm.

The proton luminosity being so high, Cyg X-3 must also
be a source of secondary neutrinos (see Beresinsky 2.I - 7,
Brecher and Chanmugam 2.2 - 5, Gaisser and Stanev 1985).

The hypothesis on propagation of neutral radiation from
Cyg X-3 in the form of photino (V.J.Stenger) requires sn im-
probably high proton luminosity Lp = 2 10_" (_ /10 -_) erg/s
(Berssinsky 2.I - 7).

As the energy source of accelerated particles in a bi-
nary system consisting of a normal star and a magnetized ne-
utron star, one considers two main possibilities: I) accre-
tion from a normal star onto an n-star; 2) pulsar sction of
the n-star itself.

In any case, proton acceleration proceeds in the vicini-
ty of an n-star. The primary proton spectrum has a power-l_w
form or is a monoenergetic beam with an energy F,_ 10 t_ eV.
In the latter case, the power-law spectrum of radiation and of
secondary particles is caused by a c_scsde in the target re-
gion (Hillas 1984, 5.4 - 7).

Secondary UHE _-rays appear as a result of pp collisions
in an accreting gas outside the acceleration region or in the
atmosphere of the companion star. (Aharanian et el. (_.6 - 13)
notice that at a rather high density of background low-fre-
quency radiation in the source, _ substantial contribution
is made also by photomeson _ -ray generation).

In the source Cyg X-3 in different periods of observa-
tions in the UHE range, _ -pulses had two different values
for the phase of the 4.8-hour binary orbit: _ = 0.25 and

= 0.63. According to Hillas (5.4 7), in the- p_riods of
_0.6 the target for the production of secondary _ -photons

is a wake which occurs if accretion appears from a stellar
wind, see Fig.7 (a similar scheme is discussed by Protheroe
and Clay (1985) for LNC X-4).

The dynamics of the interaction between an accelerated
particle beam and the atmosphere of a companion star is con-
sidered by Beresinsky (2.I - 7). He proposes a heating model
in which radiation in the phase _0.2 is not accompanied by
the appearance of a symmetric pulse _ = 0.8.

.-_. " _',_/_ Figure _. Supposed geometry

_ • _ 7_" _ "_ for Cygnus X-3.0_5._- _.
""+_u..-e _- ""

_ _pro_oDs
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To choose a c o n c r e t e  model of CR a c c e l e r a t i o n  i n  b i n a r y  
s y s t e m s ,  i t  i s  impor t an t  t o  e s t a b l i s h  whe the r  o r  not  Cyg X-3 
i s  a unique UHE - r ay  s o u r c e .  

So ,  f o r  a pulsar  model ( E i c h l e x  m d  V e s t r a n d  1984, 1.3e~e- 
s i n s k y  1379 ?.I - 7) s v e r y  young p u l s a r  w i t h  a  r o t ~ t i o n  
speed  of  10) - l o 3  tinlrs p e r  s e c .  i s  needed. Such o v e r s i o n  
i s  exc luded  f o r  the  s o u r c e s  LllC X-4 (I? = 13.5 s ) ,  Rer  X-I  
(P  J 1.24 s ) ,  4U 0115 + 63 (P  = 3.61 s ) ,  but  i s  n o t  exc luded  
f o r  Cyg X-3 ( t h e  v a l u e  of P i n  unknown). 

I n  a c c r e t i o n  trlodela of C R  a c c e l e r a t i o n  two schemes a r e  
c o n s i d e r e d  - t h e  dynamo model i n  an a c c r e t i o n  d i s k  and shock 
a c c e l e r a t i o n  i n  an  a c c r e t i o n  f low.  

B r e c h e r  snd Chanmugam (1385; 7.2 - 5)  proposed a unfpo- 
l a r  i n d u c t i o n  model f o r  CX a c c e l e r a t i o n  i n  a c c r e t i o n  b i n a r y  
s y s t e ~ s ,  such as Cyg X-3, Her X-I, V e l a  X-I, LLC X-4. 

D e t a i l s  of the e l e c t r o d y n a m i c s  of such sys tems a r e  n o t  
y e t  c l e a r .  P a r t i c l e  a c c e l e r a t i o n  i s  assumed t o  be caused  i n  
t h e  end by a v e r y  h i g h  p o t e n t i a l  d r o p  a c r o s s  the  a c c r e t i o n  
d i s k  between the l l l f v e n  r a d i u s  and t* e x t e r n a l  ,edge o f  the 
d i s k .  The s c a l i n g  law E , ~ B ' ~ / ?  L I3  (I, = GhOM/R i s  the  
t o t a l .  a c c r e t i o n  lurninosi  t y  of an n - s t a r  of mass L'J and r a d i u s  
R ,  R i s  u magne t i c  f i e l d  on i t s  s u r f a c e )  i s  o b t a i n e d  f o r  the  
max imum p o s s i b l e  ene rgy  of an  a c c e l e r a t e d  p a r t i c l e .  The 
maximum lwn inos i  t y  i n  r e l a t i v i s t i c  p a r t i c l e s  i s  e s t i m a t e d  t o  
be L ~ ~ - z ~ E ~ - ~  /e2 ( e  i s  the p a r t i c l e  cha rge ) .  Thus, f o r  a 
g i v e n  magnetic f i e l d  s t r e n g t h  the  h i g h e r  t h e  a c c r e t i o n  r a t e ,  
t h e  l a r g e r  t h e  maximian CR p a r t i c l e  en  rgy and t h e  higher t h e  
t o&al p a r t i c l e  l u m i n o s i t y .  F o r  8 = loei G the ene rgy  E6,,,LI.w 
1 0  eV is r e a c h e d  f a r  n very high a c c r e t i o n  r a t e  fl=10' - loe5 
~ ~ ~ r - ~  , i d e a  L l o40  - 10 4i e r g / s .  31$1 t h i s  c a s e  t o  r e l a t i -  
v i a t i c  p a r t i c l e s  t h e r e  goesLpMaS- lO erg/s. Vost  of the 
ene rgy  must be r e l e a s e d  i n  t h a  form of a je  t. I n  the  un ipo l a r  
i n d u c t i o n  model compara t ive ly  tvea f i e l d s  B 5 lo9 G a r e  - e r g / s  - L. p r e f e r a b l e .  I n  t h i s  c a s e  B M,,= 10A eB, Lp ,,,, - 
The v a l u e  B = 5 10 G is n o t  exc luded  f o r  Cyg X-3,$the Iie1.d 
i s  unknown), but is  exc luded  f o r  IIer X-I (I3 = 4 10 G) and 
4U0015 + 63 (B = I O ' ~ G ) .  

The model of shock n c c e l e r a t i o n  of p a ~ t i c l e s  i n  a p p l i c a -  
t i o n  t o  t he  sou rce  Rer X - I  i s  c o n s i d e r e d  by F i c h l e r  and Ves t -  
rand (2 .2  - 8 ) .  For  an e x p l a n  t i o n  of % - ~ a d i  t i o n  o u t b u r s t s  
o b s e r v e d  f o r  e n e r g i e s  F % 10" eV and 1 > 10 eV, t hey  sue- 
g e s t  a d i f f u s i v e  shock a c c e l e r a t i o n  i n  an  a c c r e t i  on column at  
a d i s t a n c e  ii N 30 r a d i i  o f  the n - s t a r  ( a t  s m a l l e r  d i a t a n c e s  
a c c e l e r a  i o n  i s  hampered by ynchrotron losses). In t h i s  case 
~ m m  - 10) mc2 ( ~ / 1 0 ~  crn)-'76 . The observed  8 - r a y s  a r e  
f o m e d  i n  the l n f e r a c t i o n  between p r o t o n s  and the  s u r r o u n d i n g  
a c c r e t i o n  d i s k .  The model p r e d i c t s  d - ray  o u t b u r s t s  a t  the 
o n s e t  and d e c l i n e  of t h e  h i g h - i n t e n s i t y  X- ray  s t a t e .  A t  t h i s  
t ime our l i n e  of s i g h t  i s  g r a z i n g  the r c r e t i o n  d i s k .  RaAi3- 
t i o n  of  )[ - r%ya  vi i th  aa ene rgy  B z 10Pd eV i s  f m p o s s i b l e  i n  
t h i s  model ( s e e ,  however, Xazanas and  E i l i  son ,  1985). 

The e x i s t e n c e  of s u c h  UFlE l( - r a y  s o u r c e s  as Cyg X-3, 
o s a i b l y  l e a d s  t o  the f o r m a t i o n  of R g a l a c t i c  X-ray 11al0 

f ~ a n a  e t  a l .  2.2 - 6 ) .  Under y) 'ool l is ions w i t h  r e l i c  photons ,  
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URE _ -rays produce e" e+ pairs, and these will in turn ge-
nerate hard X-rays by synchrotron radiation in the galgctic
magnetic field.

4.3. Stars

Normal stars may be injectors of fast particles which
are further acceLe_rated up to high energies. Bogdan and
Schlickeiser (8.3 - 9) consider resonan_ statistical acce-
leration of electrons in flaring stars. The maximum particle
momentum is limited in this case to the energy losses due t_
synchrotron radiation and in this model makes up p _ 1.5 108
eV/c for the m_znetic field of a star B = 100 G.

4.4. SN remnants

Most of the papers on CR accel_ration in S_ have alrea-
dy been discussed in Sen. 3.

In some _NR (Crab), relativistic particles are supplied
by a central source - a pulsar. The remnant G 29.7 - 0.3 (the
distance - 19 Epc, the dimension - 1.8 pc) may also appear to
be an object of this type. High resolution maps obtained with
the VLA show two spectrally distinct components - a flat-spec-
%fLu, core surrounded by a shell. Koch-Miramond et al. (6.2 -
10) have presented the data of Exosat observations of X-ray
radiation of the remnant in the 2-10 KeV range. The search
for pulsations with a period between 32 ms and 10 s in the
radiation of the object has not yielded a positive result.

Assuming radio and X-ray radiation to be_synchrotron, they ob-tained the values of the field B- 2 I0 G and of the total
electron energy W = 1.6 10_erg. A continuous energy inject-
ion from the central source follows from the small synchro-
tron electron lifetime as compared with the S_[R age.

¢.5. Molecular clouds.

In the paper by Dogiel st al. (8.2 - 17) giant molecular
clouds are interpreted not as passive targets for relativis-
tic particles, bursas active objects which accelerate CR up
to _ 10 GeV. The energy sources are hydrodynamic motions of
a neutral gas which generate a chaotic magnetic field. The
galactic CR that penetrate from without undergo a statistic-
al acceleration, as a result of which the CR energy density
increases by abou_ an order of magnitude. Th_s explains a
hightened _ -luminosity of somqmclecular clouds (the expect-
ed _ -ray spectrum PM (E) _ E "_ for E > 100 MeV). An inten-
sified production of secondary particles in clouds could
explain also an anomalous amount of _, d, 3 He, e* in CR.

I most sincerely thank the organisers for their risk to
invite me as a rapporteur at 19 ICRC. Very useful discussions
with many colleagues are gratefully acknowledged. I am thank-
ful to Marianna Tsaplina for her assistance in preparing this
paper.
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PARTICLE ACCELEP_TION BY THE SUN

Rapporteur paper for the 19th International Cosmic Ray Conference

R. P. Lin

Space Sciences Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, CA 9,_7Z0

I. Introduction

Large solar flares are the most energetic natural particle accelerators in the
solar system, occasionally accelerating ions to many GeV and electrons to _102 MeV
energies. Radio, X-ray and gamma-ray, and energetic particle observations obtained
before the 1980 solar maximum suggest that there are at least two acceleration
processes associated with solar flares. During the impulsive or flash phase electrons
are often accelerated to N10-100 keV energies, even in small flares or subflares. For
some flares, the energy contained in these electrons may be a substantial fraction of
the total flare energy. Thus the primary energy release mechanism for flares may ini-
tially convert stored magnetic energy into energetic electrons. These electrons can
produce most of the observed impulsive phase ilare phenomena through their interac-
tions with the solar atmosphere. In large flares a second acceleration sometimes
occurs which accelerates both ions and electrons to MeV energies and above. This
second acceleration appears to have a close association with shock waves in the solar
atmosphere as observed by type II radio bursts. Based on observations of escaping
particles and hard X-ray and gamma ray bursts, the impulsive phase acceleration
events occur on the order of N102 time a month near solar maximum while large
solar energetic particle (LSEP} events where >10 MeV ions and relativistic electrons
are accelerated to observable levels occur a few times a month.

Gamma-ray observations from the SMM spacecraft in this solar maximum,
however, indicate that the delays between electron and ion acceleration can some-
times be very short, --,1 s, so the separation into two types of acceleration may not be
meaningful. Furthermore, the relationship between the solar energetic particles
observed in interplanetary space and those which produce gamma-ray and neutrons at
the Sun is unclear. Often intense gamma-ray events are observed to be associated
with small energetic particle events in the interplanetary medium and vice versa.

Solar 3He-rich events may represent a different type of particle injection
and/or acceleration process from those discussed above. Such events have 3He/4He
ratios of order unity while the typical ratios for the solar atmosphere or solar wind are
a few times 10-4 or less. Because the particle fluxes in 3He-rich events are generally
quite low, these events are usually detected only by averaging over from several
hours to a day. Thus the flares or other solar phenomena associated with 3He-rich
events have been difficult to identify. Recently, however, Reames et al. (1985) have
found that virtually all 3He-rich events are associated with impulsive _2 to 102 keV
electron events.

Most of the papers presented at this conference dealt with the analyses of
new observations of energetic particles and energetic secondary emissions obtained
over this solar maximum (_1980) by the SMM, Hinotori, ISEE, IMP, Helios and
Voyager spacecraft. In this rapporteur paper I have divided the subject into the fol-
lowing categories: i) solar energetic particle events observed in space; 2) 3He-rich
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events; 3) solar gamma-rays and neutrons; 4) theoretical work; 5) solar neutrinos;
and 6) summary. In addition the reader is referred to the invited talk by Dr. E.
Chupp on gamma-ray and neutron observations from the SMM spacecraft, and a
highlight talk by Dr. Stone summarizing the new developments in solar energetic par-
ticle composition.

II. Large Solar Energetic Particle Events

Information on the acceleration process for LSEP events is provided by
measurements of the energy spectrum, elemental and isotopic composition, and
charge states of the accelerated particles, and by observations of the solar phenomena
associated with the acceleration.

Kahler et al. (SH 1.3-7) showed an unambiguous ease of a LSEP with >50
MeV protons and relativistic electrons which was not accompanied by a solar flare or
active region or any impulsive phase phenomena (Figure 1). Only a disappearing
filament and classic Ha double ribbon emission was observed on the solar disk, while
a coronal mass ejection and weak interplanetary type II radio emission was observed.
These phenomena suggest that the LSEP acceleration process occurred high in the
corona, presumably associated with the passage of the shock wave which produced
the type II radio emission. No strong complex surface magnetic fields or impulsive
phase acceleration of electrons to _10-10 _ keV was necessary.

Measurements of the charge states, q, for _1 MeV nucleon ions (Luhn et
al., SH 2.1-11) in 12 LSEP events indicate that the ions come from regions with
equilibrium temperatures of typically _2 X 10S°K, although for a couple of elements,
Ne and Mg, the inferred equilibrium temperatures are higher (Figure 2). Thus the
charge state measurements indicate LSEP acceleration generally occurs in the quiet
corona rather than the _107°K flare plasma, consistent with the picture of acceleration
by shock waves passing through the high corona. Also consistent with this picture is
the complete absence of deuterium and tritium in LSEP events; 2H and 3H would be
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Figure 1. Flux-time plots of energetic particles {or the SEF of 1981December 5 (I(ahler et al.,
SH 1.3-7).
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Figure 2. Equilibrium temperatures (95% confidence intez'vals or lower limits) for 12 LSEP '
periods ( Luhn et al., SH 2.1-11).

produced by spallation if the accelerated particles had passed through significant
amounts (_0.1 g/cm 2) of matter.

The papers by Breneman and Stone, (SH 2.1-4, 2.1-5) show that the
observed elemental abundances and their variation from one LSEP event to another

can be understood if the charge state of each element is taken into account. Using

Luhn et al.'s (SH 2.1-11) average charge state measurements for each element, they
show that the elemental abundances for a given LSEP event differ from the elemental
abundances averaged over all LSEP events in a way which depends systematically on
q/m (Figure 3). The interpretation of this result is that the combined effects of parti-
cle acceleration and propagation gives rise to a rigidity dependence which varies from
one LSEP event to another, while the underlying source elemental abundances
remain essentially invariant. It is well known from previous studies (see Meyer,

1984a, b) that when LSEP elemental abundances are plotted versus the first ionization
potential (FIP) there is a depletion compared with solar photospheric abundances for
elements with a FIP above _10 eV. Breneman and Stone normalize the average ele-

mental abundances for low FIP elements to photospheric abundances to remove the

average q/m dependence. The resulting normalized LSEP abundances for elements
with both high and low FIP are consistent with known coronal abundances, again

= J
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't : !
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Figure 3. Abundances relative to the mean SEP abundance for two typical flares, plotted vs.
q/m ( Breneman and Stone, SH 2.1-4).
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consistent with the idea of LSEP being accelerated out of normal coronal material.

The coronal structure of flares has been studied by soft X-ray (SXR) imag-
ing telescopes aboard the Skylab (Pallavicini et al., 1977). They find that two classes
of flares can be distinguished in the soft X-ray images: (1) impulsive, compact, low-
lying (_104 kin) flares with small volume (_1026- 1027 cm3), high energy density
(_102- 103 ergs/cm3), and durations of ,_tens of minutes in soft X-rays; and (2)
long duration (Nhours) flares with larger volumes (1028- 1029 cm3), lower energy
density (N10- 102 ergs/cm 3) located high in the corona (_5 ×104 km). These long
duration SXR flares are known to accompany coronal mass ejections. Cane et al. (SH
1.2-12) find that all the LSEPs with 9-23 MeV proton fluxes greater than _1 (cm 2 sec
ster MeV)-1 come from long duration SXR's. On the other hand the distributions of
relativistic electron fluxes for the impulsive and long duration SXR types were almost
the same. The LSEP's with impulsive SXR have previously been termed "electron
rich" but a better label would be proton poor. A number of the LSEP's with impul-
sive SXR are associated with gamma-ray flares. It was noted that LSEP events with
either impulsive and long duration SXR were generally (_80%) accompanied by type
II radio emission indicating the presence of a shock wave. Many of the long duration
SXR events were not accompanied by normal impulsive phenomena, i.e. type III or V
radio bursts, while the impulsive SXR events usually had accompanying type III/V
emission.

Evenson et al. (SH 1.2-14) found that the shape of the energy spectrum of
relativistic electrons (_0.1- 102 MeV) in LSEP events also depended on whether the
_ccompanying SXR event w_ impulsive or long duration. Following the method of
Linet al. (1982), the electron spectrum was constructed by taking the electron flux at
the time of maximum (TOM) for each energy interval. For diffusive propagation
with negligible energy loss the TOM spectrum reflects the injection spectrum at the
Sun if the spatial dependence of the diffusion coefficient is approximately the same at
all energies. Long duration SXR events produced power laws in momentum in the
relativistic electron spectrum, while impulsive SXR produced power laws in energy
(Figure 4). Thus there appear to be clear differences in the energetic particle emis-
sion depending on the spatial structure of the associated flare phenomena at the Sun.

The energy spectrum of LSEP protons has previously been studied by
McGuire and yon Rosenvinge (1984) who find that the characteristic Bessel function
shape which is expected from stochastic acceleration general!y fits the TOM spectra
from _1 MeV to _80 MeV (Figure 5). They note, however, strong shocks can give
a similar shape at those energies. The power law in momentum observed for elec-
trons is also consistent with shock acceleration.

III. _He-rieh Events

Solar 3He-rich events represent one of the most striking composition
anomalies among the observed populations of solar and interplanetary energetic parti-
cles, with ratios of the neighboring isotopes 3He/4He of order unity. Since the last
cosmic ray conference, Reames et al. (1985) have found that virtually all solar _1.3
MeV per nucleon 3He-rich events observed by the ISEE 3 spacecraft are associated
with impulsive _2 to 102 keV electron events, although many electron events were
not accompanied by detectable 3He increases (Figure 6). Both the 3He and the elec-
trons exhibit nearly scatter-free propagation in the interp]anetary medium, and the
timcs of onset and maximum for the 3He and electron increases are closely related by
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velocity dispersion. The electron events and their related type III solar radio bursts
provide, for the first time, identification of the flares which produce 3He-rich events.
Thus aHe appears to be accelerated at the impulsive phase of solar flares along with
nonrelativistic electrons.

Reames and Lin (SH 2.2-5) systematically studied 187 solar electron events
and found 3He present in over half of the events. They suggest that 3He would be
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ticle per 15 minute averaging period. The rapidly varying bursts (at _1200 UT) observed in the
higher, 19 keV, energy electron channels are due to particles from Earth's bow shock. The 53-

104 key channel also responds to solar X-rays (_0130, 1630-2030, and 2330 UT). The dashed
vertical line indicates the time of the Type III solar burst. Intensity scale factors are shown to

the right of the energies (Reame_ et al., 1085).

found in _ll electron events if the aHe detection sensitivity were better. Reames and
Stone (SH 2.2,3) showed that in the absence of electron data, the kilometric
wavelength type III bursts could be used to identify the associated flare event at the
Sun. One of the events so identified is also a gamma-ray flare event. Kahler et al.
(SH 2.2-4) studied the solar source of the _He-rich events identified by Reames et aL
(1985) and suggest that the particle acceleration may be occurring high in the corona
above the Ha flare,

Luhn et al. (SH 2.2-8) measured the mean ionic charge of silicon measured
over 22 _He-rich periods in 1978-79 to be _-_ 14, i.e. essentially fully ionized. The
ionic charge state of iron for 3He-rich flares had been previously reported to be
_-_20.5. These values are inconsistent with resonant heating by harmonics of He-
cyclotron waves (Fisk, 1978), but are consistent with the source region for 3He-rich
flares h_ving u temperature of _107°K, well above the _2 ×10_°K temperature
inferred for normal LSEP flares.

Mason et al. (SH 2.2:7) surveyed the elemental abundances for 66 3He-rich
flares observed by ISEE 3 in 1978-82 (Figure 7). It is known that He-rich fl_res
show a tendency to be enriched in heavy ions. The enhancements over normal LSEP
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Figure 7. From Macon et al. (SH 2.2-7).

abundances increase with A or Z from He to Fe. Mason et al. show that the heavy
ion abundances do not vary very much from flare to flare compared with the variation
in the SHe/4He abundance. Furthermore the heavy ion abundances do not vary

much with energy over the measured range of _1 to 15 MeV/nucleon. This lack of
significant variation in heavy ion abundances suggests that heavy ion enrichments are
present in the ambient source plasma where SHe-rich flares occur.

When SHe-rich events are compared with normal LSEP events in, a con-
sistent picture seems to emerge. SHe-rich events occur in hot plasmas, >..107*K,

where most heavy elements will be fully ionized. Because q/m would then be _1/2
for essentially all the measured heavy ions, the acceleration mechanism, which
appears from LSEP events to be rigidity dependent and highly variable from flare to
flare, does not alter the source composition. The high temperature, _10r*K, and

consistent pattern of heavy ion enrichment (which must include a significant 4He/H
enrichment so the SHe can be preferentially heated via Fisk's cyclotron resonance

mechanism) are clues to the region of the solar atmosphere where the acceleration
takes place. The fact that these SHe-rich events appear to be closely associated with
impulsive phase electron events suggests that the 3He acceleration process is the same
as that which accelerates the _1-10 = keV electrons in the impulsive phase of solar
flares. It may be significant that very few SHe-rich events are accompanied by shock
waves.

IV. Gamma-rays and neutJrons

Accelerated protons, alphas, and heavier nuclei with energies above _10

MeV produce gamma-ray lines and neutrons via interactions with the solar atmo-
sphere. Energetic electrons produce hard X-ray and gamma-ray continuum via
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bremsstrahlung. Measurements of gamma-rays and neutrons provide unique informa-
tion on the nuclear acceleration and interaction processes at the Sun. Since 1980 the

SMM and Hinotori spacecraft have provided a wealth of new data on solar gamma-
rays, neutrons, and other high energy neutral emissions. The results have been sum-
marized by Dr. Chupp in his invited talk. The main points pertaining to the accelera-
tion of particles at the Sun are:

1) Both electrons and ions are often accelerated together in the impulsive
phaseof the flare:

2) The acceleration can occur in seconds for both electrons and ions.

3) The maximum energies reached by the acceleration is in the GeV range for
ions and _102 MeV for electrons.

4) The relativistic electrons appear to exhibit evidence for directivity.

5) The spectrum of the accelerated ions at the Sun appears to show a
steepening with energy which is consistent with a Bessel function shape comparable to
those observed for LSEP events (Figure 5). The proton fluxes at the Sun inferred from
the gamma-ray and neutron observations, however, are poorly correlated to the escap-
ing LSEP fluxes observed in interplanetary space.

6) There is approximate proportionality between the 4-7 MeV continuum
flux, which is primarily nuclear in origin, and the >0.27 MeV electron bremsstrahlung
continuum flux. Chupp interprets this correlation to mean that ions may be accelerated
to _,10 MeV in every flare. Only relatively intense flare events, however, are detectable
by the nuclear gamma-ray measurements and to a lesser extent, by the >0.27 MeV
bremsstrahlung continuum measurements. Bai and Dennis (1985), using had X-ray
(>30 keV) data, argue that the gamma-ray line flares have characteristics which distin-
guish them from normal flares.

Neutrons with energies --_1 GeV have been detected by the Jungfraujoch
ground-based neutron monitors from the 3 June 1982 flare, while protons from the
decay of solar neutrons have been detected for three separate flares by the ISEE 3
spacecraft (Evenson et al., SH 1.2=4). This latter type of measurement gives the most
accurate neutron energy spectrum since essentially all of the neutron energy is carried
by the decay proton.

McDonald et al. (SH 1.3-8), Van Hollebeke et al. (SH 2.1-3), and Neustock et
al. (SH 1.3-9) used data from the Helios I spacecraft to examine the energetic solar par-
ticles associated with the gamma-ray flares. The Helios I spacecraft was located close
to the Sun, _0.5 AU, and close in heliolongitude to the flare site for the gamma-ray
flares of 7 and 21 June 1980 and 3 June 1982, so any escaping particles should be easily
detectable. McDonald et al. and previously McDonald and Van Hollebeke (1985) note
that small precursor energetic particle events were observed several hours prior to all
three of these gamma-ray flares (these precursor events would not be detectable at 1
AU), and thus the acceleration of an existing reservoir of stored energetic (up to 60
MeV) particles could be involved in these gamma-ray flares. In support of models of
re -acceleration it should be noted that the spectrum of the ions in those LSEP events is
unusually hard (Figure 8). For the 3 June 1082 event, the spectrum of the escaping
protons (power law exponent _1.2 up to 200 MeV) appears to be inconsistent
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data set is for the precursor event (McDonald and Van HoUebeke, 1985).

with the spectrum inferred from the gamma-ray and neutron observations of the
impulsive phase and may require extended acceleration (Ramaty and Murphy, 1985).

Chupp et al. (SH 1.4-I) and Forrest et al. (SH 1.4-7) show evidence from SD¢_ for the
extended production of both neutrons and picas for _.5 minutes beyond the impulsive

phase for the flare of 3 June 1982 while electron bremsstrahlung at energies above _10
MeV was observed only during the impulsive phase (Figure g). The additional accelera-
tion after the impulsive phase may have produced the hard proton spectrum observed
at Helios I; Forrest et al. point out that _80% of the neutral pion decay photons were
observed after the impulsive phase.

McDonald et al. also point out that significant amounts of 3He are observed

for 3 June 1082 and 21 June 1080 as well as unusually high abundz_nces of Fe relative to

oxygen. This Fe/O enhancement is comparable to that observed for 3He-rich events.

IVeustock ct al. (SH 1.3-9) studied the time of injection of electrons and ions
on 7 June 1980. The particle fluxes were highly anisotropic, streaming along the m_g-
netic field _way from the Sun. The travel time for each particle species was subtracted
to obtain a solar release time (SAT): For each of the three major flares (0117, 0302,

0725 UT) the -_0.5 MeV electron injection began promptly (within one minute) at the
impulsive flare hard X-ray burst time but lasted at least several minutes longer. The
3-20 MeV protons were injected promptly at the time of the third flare, but
showed three separate delayed "injections" (0345, 0440, 0635 $12.T) for the second
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flare (Figure 10). These delayed "injections" showed no velocity dispersion, i.e. pro-
tons of all energies were seen at Helios at the same time. One possible interpretation

is that the second flare probably filled only certain channels of interplanetary field
lines with energetic protons, which were then crossed by Helios. Similar channels

iNJECTIONOF PROTONSAND ELECTRONS

te rLA_ IN FAR_NI lw_z NIZ_w?s

LIbelI _A _'__t.-,,_:___
SOLARRELEXS£vlwtL JUNE1. tglo

Figure 10. Solar injection of electrons and protons for the 7 June 1980 event, after correction
for interplanetary travel time along the smooth interplanetary magnetic field. Solar release Time

(SRT) = - sly (Neustock et al., SH 1.3-9).
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have been identified in ISEE 3 solar electron measurements at 1 AU (Anderson and
Dougherty, SH 3.2-3). Finally, only the first two flares had detectable >0.3 MeV
gamma-ray emission, and only the second emitted nuclear lines, but the third flare
gave rise to the most intense particle event at Helios I. These fairly direct measure-
ments of the energetic particles escaping from gamma-ray flares suggest that if the
escaping and gamma-ray producing particle populations are produced by the same
acceleration, then the height of the acceleration region must vary from flare to flare.

Gamma-ray line measurements provide a new method to obtain solar ele-
mental abundances. Narrow lines are produced by the interactions of energetic pro-
tons and alphas with ambient heavy nuclei. Since the nuclear processes which pro-
duce gamma-ray lines are essentially unaffected by ambient conditions, and the
theory and cross-sections for these processes are well-known, measurements with
high spectral resolution (zXE/E_ 10-a) could provide accurate abundance determina-
tions for the solar atmosphere. Even with the relatively poor spectral resolution
(AE/E_7%) of the SMM GRS instrument, Murphy et al. (SH 2.1-13 and -14) were
able to determine the abundances of C, O, Ne, Mg, Si, Fe and O to -t- 10-30%, and
to show that they are significantly different from local galactic (solar) abundances, but
consistent with coronal abundances.

V. Theoretical work

Since the gamma-ray measurements by SMM showed that ions are often
accelerated to energies of well above _100 MeV nearly simultaneous (within seconds)
with the impulsive phase electrons, one of the key questions has been whether sto-
chastic shock acceleration models are rapid enough. The theoretical contributions
reported here suggest that shock acceleration can accelerate ions to >10 MeV ener-
gies in times _1 s. Decker and Vlahos (SH 1.1-6) show by numerical simulations of
their turbulent oblique shock model that protons can be accelerated from a 100 keV
injection energy to _10 MeV in as short a time as _6 msec when the shock is quasi-
perpendicular. Ellison and Ramaty (SH 1.1-5) find that their first order Fermi shock
acceleration model can reproduce the observed LSEP energy spectra for electrons,
alphas, and protons for a given flare with a single shock compression ratio. They also
find that the acceleration time up to _100 MeV can be as short as _1 s from an
assumed injection energy of _100 keV. Droge and Schlickeiser (SH 1.1-4) propose a
combination of first and s_cond order Fermi acceleration in shock waves. They are
able to reproduce the observed correlation (Lin et al., 1984) between the high and low
energy spectral indices in the double power law spectrum of electrons, and the corre-
lation between electron low energy spectral indices and proton spectral indices. As in
the other models an initial injection energy is assumed; here it is 50 keV.

The question of the injection of low energy ions may be important for flare
energetics as well. Low energy _10-100 keV electrons can be observed at the Sun
via the bremsstrahlung :(-rays they produce. Ions below _10 MeV, however, are
essentially invisible at the Sun. Simnett (SH 1.2-13) argues that protons of _10-1000
keV rather than electrons may in fact contain most of the flare energy. Computations
by Canfield and Chang (SH 1.3-5) indicate that it may be possible to detect _10-103
keV protons which are beamed downward into the solar atmosphere, via the Doppler
shifted Lyman alpha radiation they produce in the process of electron pickup and loss.
Clearly information on this component would be very useful.
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_v_. Solar Neutrinos

The solar neutrino experiment of Davis et al. (1983) has now been taking
data for more than fifteen years with the well known result that the observed average
flux of solar SB-neutrinos is only about 1/3 of that expected from standard solar
models. The measurements are taken over periods of several months at a time and
although the uncertainties in the data points are very large, it is remarkable that the
three intervals with the largest production rates include the largest solar energetic par-
ticle events observed over that period (Figure 11). The expected production of neu-
trinos by the observed solar energetic particles themselves, either at the Sun or at the
earth, falls many orders of magnitude below the observed increases. There remains a
possibility that some process associated with very large energetic particle flares occurs
beneath the photosphere to produce an increase in the neutrino flux. It would be
highly desirable to determine if the association of high neutrino count rates with the
largest LSEP's is in fact statistically significant.

VII. Summary

It is highly likely that the acceleration of LSEP particles is due to the pas-
sage of shock waves through the quiet corona. For a significant number of LSEP
events no impulsive phase is observed. This suggests that injection of particles at
suprathermal energies (50-100 keV) is not required. The acceleration process might
thus be similar (but scaled up from) that observed at the earth's bow shock, where
reflection of a small fraction of the solar wind thermal particles by the jump in the
magnetic field at the shock apparently provides the seed population for further
acceleration, which may occur via a Fermi process (see J. Geophys. Res., volume 86,
number A6). The spatial structure of the related solar flare or transient appears to
play an important role in the acceleration process, both in determining the energetic
particle fluxes which escape to the interplanetary medium and, for electrons, their
energy spectrum.

The acceleration process in 3He-rich events appear to be distinctly different.
It occurs in regions of high, _107°K, temperatures with a characteristic pattern of
enhancement of the abundances of heavy elements from He to Fe. The acceleration
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process also accelerates electrons to non-relativistic 10-102 keV energies, and occurs

during the impulsive phase of flares. This acceleration appears not to be shock related.

Solar gamma-ray events are generally associated with flares having intense
impulsive phase phenomena, and often with impulsive, compact soft X-ray flare
sources. Shock waves (i.e., type II radio emission) generally are observed as well. Often
some 3He and heavy element enrichments are observed from gamma-ray flares. It
seems plausible that shock waves passing through low-lying compact flare structures
result in an intense, rapid second-step acceleration which leads to the highly energetic

ions and electrons required for the gamma-ray production. Such second step accelera-

tion is suggested by the short delays (_1 s) that are commonly observed in the _100
keV hard o_ -ray emission for gamma -ray flares (Bai and Dennis, 1985).

Gamma-ray and neutron observations from SMM and Hinotori have proved
to be a powerful complement to detailed energetic particle measurements in interplane-

tary space for probing solar particle acceleration mechanisms. Furthermore, both types
of measurements show great potential for providing highly accurate elemental and iso-
tropic abundance measurements for the Sun. Powerful new observational techniques for

measurement of both particles and photon emissions are now available to provide the
next leap forward, and it is my hope that the opportunity to make that leap will come
in the next solar maximum.
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CORONAL AND INTERPLANETARY PRI]PAGATION, INTERPLANETARY ACCELERATION,
COSMIC-RAY OBSERVATIONS BY DEEP SPACE NETWORK, AND ANOMALOUS COMPONENT

C. K. Ng

Dept. of Mathematics, University of Malaya
Kuala Lumpur 22-11, Malaysia

1. Introduction

The purpose of this rapporteur paper is to provide an overview of

the contributions presented in sessions SH3, SH1.5, SH4.6 and SH4.7 of
the 19th International Cosmic Ray Conference. These contributed papers

indicate that steady progress continues to be made in both the

observational and the theoretical aspects of the transport and

acceleration of energetic charged particles in the heliosphere.
Studies of solar and interplanetary particles have placed emphasis

on particle directional distributions in relation to pitch-angle

scattering and magnetic focusing, on the rigidity and spatial dependence
of the mean free path, and on new propagation regimes in the inner and

outer heliosphere. Coronal propagation appears in need of correlative
multi-spacecraft studies in association with detailed observation of the

flare process and coronal magnetic structures. Interplanetary
acceleration has now gone into a consolidation phase, with theories being
worked out in detail and checked against observation.

With the approach of the solar minimum, and with the Pioneers and

the Voyagers spacecraft advancing steadily towards the heliospheric

boundary, observation of the galactic cosmic rays and the anomalous
component will soon, we hope, help to unravel the mystery of solar

modulation (see Kota, 1985).

2. Coronal And Interplanetary Propagation
Flare-associated solar energetic particles (SEP) are usually assumed

to have been accelerated at the sun, and to have subsequently propagated

through the corona and interplanetary space before being detected.
Theories tend to treat these three processes separately, using the result

of the preceding stage as input to the subsequent stage.
It is however a complicated task to isolate the effects of the three

processes from the observations because of the uncertainty and great
variability from event to event in the flare process, and in the
conditions of the corona and interplanetary space. In some cases, a

large-scale shock is observed to propagate through the corona and
interplanetary space. If particles are continuously accelerated by the

shock on open field lines, coronal acceleration and propagation may be
intrinsically inseparable, and one must also take account of the shock as
a moving particle source and reflector in interplanetary space.

2.1 Coronal Propagation
Since the mid-sixties, coronal propagation has been studied by

finding the dependence of the observed onset times, rise times, energy

spectra and abundance ratios of SEP events on heliographic angular

separation from the flare site. The angle dependence is deduced by (a)
statistical analysis of single-spacecraft data from many events, or (b)
concurrent multi-spacecraft data of individual events. In addition, the
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coronal diffusion coefficient K= and coronal escape rate _ have been
determined for many events, using single-spacecraft data on concurrent
intensity and anisotropy time histories.

The statistical studies have established the east-west asymmetry of
the onset time and rise time, the existence of the fast propagation

region (FPR) at O°W - IO0°W, the variation of event size with angular
separation, and the correlation of p/_ ratio with event size (see Van

Hollebeke, 1979, and references therein). However, conflicting
observations of the longitudinal variation of the proton spectra have

been reported in both statistical and multi-spacecraft studies, and

different conclusions regarding the rigidity and energy
dependence/independence of the coronal propagation parameters have been
made (see e.g. Mason et al., 1984, and references therein).

Nevertheless, it seems clear that the dependence of K= and _ on energy
and rigidity, if any, is weak. Some evidence seems to itldicate that

outside the FPR these parameters increase only with particle velocity.
The intensities and p/_ ratios of solar particle events observed by

the geostationary satellites GMS-I and 2 from Feb 1978 to Sept 1984 are
analysed in papers SH3.1-I and 2 (unfortunately not presented). Using
statistics from 50 events, Takenaka et al. (SH3.1-I) confirm the east-

west effect in the rise-time and the existence of the FPR. Finding a
possible correlation between short-rise time events andthe occurrence of

an SSC < 8 days before the events, they suggest the folowing
interesting scenario. Particles from a western flare propagate rapidly
in relatively smooth magnetic fields established behind an
interplanetary shock, caused by a preceding eastern flare in the same

active region. If confirmed, this would be relevant in interpreting the
FPR and the east-west effect.

Kohno et al. (SH3.1-2) find that, in 14 out of 16 fast-rise events

in the FPR, after adjustment for the Sun-Earth travel times, the protons

in 5 energy channels between S to 500 MeV have almost identical intensity
time profiles (Fig I). Assuming that these reflect essentially the
injection time profiles, the

authors infer rigidity and energy Aug.21,1979
independent coronal propagation in

the FPR. We note that this appears I _--"-'_'*__
contrary to the conclusion of _ 8-16MeV

Baz i I evskaya & Uashenyuk (1979) for _ i i f __ __._.._,_
> 1OO MeV protons. These onset _ |6-34MeVdelay times in the FPR bear no

relation to angular separations III/-_----"--_-'-_--_-from the flare site and appear 34-80MeV

oositontt.thooa0notcbottomodel and the large-scale shock 80-200MeV
acceleration (LSSA) model (see 3

below). 2.1. 11_In paper SH3.1-3, Schellert et 0

al. report on a statistical study _A
of 36 events observed by Helios 1

and 2. From their plot of the
time-to-maximum vs angular
separation (Fig 2), they deduce
that outside the FPR, for ~0.5 MeV

electrons, tmt= = 55 h=, where t= Fig 1
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and t= are the coronal escape time and

diffusion time respectively. The
difference between this value and ,_
t=tD = 800 h= for N10 MeV I ..... "

I _. 78. e=26"
protons (e.g. McGuire et al., 1983; Ng _,..-==.3_,,,26. /

and Gleeson, 1976), as well as the 3_ I _//.
difference between concurrent proton and 2= ,/

• • z

electron intensities observed on |_ _//Helios 1 and 2 (their Fig. 3), show that :_

the electrons propagate faster than the J= .

protons in the corona, leading Schellert _--_ _" " + o_..,L -=

et al. to reject species-independent '
models like the bird-cage model and the

large-scale shock model (see below). _I +f" _c,,o,

From the wide range of the observed °o[ _,o 3_ _ ,_ _0 _ ,_ _ _ ,_
angular gradients of the maximum ..0_.,=,,,.,,0,0,,
intensity of _0.5 MeV electrons,
apparently unrelated to the FPR (their Fig 2

Fig 2), Schellert et al. conclude that

there is no universal process for coronal diffusion.
For the 4 Nov 1978 and 20 Nov 1978 events, when Prognoz-7 and

Venera-11 were connected to neighbouring points in different unipolar
magnetic field regions (UMRs) of the sun, these spacecraft observed an

order of magnitude decrease in the fluxes and a large increase (_10 hr)
in the rise time of _5 MeV protons across the UMR boundary (Fig 3 from

Morozova et al., paper SH3.1-6, not presented). These authors deduce
that the coronal propagation speed is _--

140°/h in a UMR but drops to only 2 -5°/h _,,_¢._ m_ ,_°_°"
across the boundary. We note that the _

observation may also be qualitatively --_--'=-_'_ ____.___.
consistent with the decreased efficiency of _ ....._ __

particle acceleration by a coronal shock _x__._.
after it has crossed a neutral sheet .\_. 0 _ _
(Steinolfson and Mullan, 1980). It would be ....__ ..... ,L.• . ' ";_ i

worthwhile to know if the UMR boundary has a _._ .) .,,__._
similar effect on the electrons. _.__. ._ -

In summary then, the above conference .-_ o.pr._.._,_'-'_"_"
papers have reported general observational

confirmation of previous findings on the

east-west effect and FPR, a possible 01wo0.
correlation between fast-rise particle events _ ) P_OGNOZ_

and preceding SSC's, strong evidence for l_pui_rigidity and energy independent injection of _' ,_v .

B - 500 MeV protons from the FPR, the species __ _=_ _dependence of large scale coronal transport _ I ,

outside the FPR, and large attenuation in _ _J . _s_v g
proton intensity time history across UMR _ . V[N(_II

boundar ies. _I)_-_-_-_ -_J I

To understand the observations, we shall _)II_-_-- _ l_s,0_vdiscuss a few theoretical models. The

angular dependence of the rise time and the _ 5 G
event size outside the FPR can be explained NOVEMB(R.I_/8
by Reid's (1964) phenomeological model
(called CODE model below). It assumes 2-D Fig 3
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particle diffusion in a thin spherical shell of radius a over the sun,

with random escape into interplanetary space. The particle differential

number density N(X,T,t), at kinetic energy T and heliographic angular
separation X from the axis of a symmetric particle source, is governed by

st - Q2s_nX aX a-X - _ (i)
(Ng and 61eeson, 1976). Here Kn(T) is the coronal diffusion coefficient

and _(T) the escape rate. It is customary to define the diffusion time

tD = a2/K., and the escape time t_ = 1/_. The solution may be written in
the form N(X,T,t) = No(T) Q(X,z;g), where No(T) is the source
spectrum, and Q is a function which depends on the angle X, the

dimensionless time _ = t/tD, and the dimensionless parameter g = t=/tz.
For given X and T, Q and hence N attain maximum at _ =T...(X;g), and

N_..(X,T) = No(T)Q[X,_...(X;g);g] .
The maximum injection rate into interplanetary space is

I... = _N..., and its spectrum is given by

_nlmax _ d_j_N_ + d_ _ _ ( __d_ _2)

This equation is relevant for the interpretation of observations in terms

of the CODE model. First, the injection spectrum at maximum may be

modified from the source spectrum by an energy-dependent escape rate

TL(T). Secondly, since _c...(X;g) clearly increases with X, the spectrum
softens with increasing X if and only if dg/dT > O, i.e. t=/tK increases
with increasing energy. This also means that the independence of the

spectral index and p/_ ratio on X do not in themselves imply rigidity-
independent tD and t=. The conclusion only follows if one further

establishes by i_depe_de_t mea_s the rigidity independence of either t=
or t=. For planar approximation and a point source,

Q(X,_ ;g) = (I/4_) exp (-X=/4_ - g_) (3)

(Reid, 1964). A spherical solution for a spatially extended source is

given in Ng and Gleeson (1976).
The CODE model leaves the mechanism of coronal diffusion and escape

unspecified. In Newkirk and Wentzel's (1978) 'bird-cage' model,

particles are transported from magnetic loops to magnetic loops via
field-line reconnection produced by the rearrangement of the field in

the supergranulation network, resulting in rigidity and energy-

independent K= and _ for < 40 MeV protons and < 80 MeV electrons.
In Mullah and Schatten's (1979) two-component model, (a) rigidity

and energy independent transport in the FPR is due to the breaking of an
expanding magnetic bottle _ 15 min after a flare and (b) outside the FPR
(X > 60°), the particles are scattered by magnetic inhomogeneities with
scale sizes > 500 km, resulting in a coronal diffusion coefficient

dependent on particle velocity but independent of particle mass. The

particles also experience mainly east-west gradient and curvature drifts
in the mainly north-south oriented large scale coronal loops.

In yet another model (LSSA model), suggested by Lin and Hudson
(1976) and favored in a number of recent works ( e.g. Mason et al.,

1984 , and references therein), a rapidly expanding ( _ 1000 km/s) large-
scale coronal shock accelerates particle on open field lines which lead

directly into interplanetary space, thus obliterating the distinction
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between coronal acceleration, propagation and escape.
As concluded in paper SH3.1-2, the magnetic bottle and LSSA models

both appear consistent with the observed rigidity and energy independent
particle injection from the FPR. It is possible that after breaking the
bottle, the shock continues to accelerate particles on open field lines.
However, according to Mason et al. (1984), the magnetic bottle model is
inconsistent with the observed independence of abundance ratios (at

I MeV/nuc) on ionization loss in the corona.

Outside the FPR, the difference between the coronal transport of
protons and electrons appears to support the two-component model (i.e.
the CODE model). However, an a_gle dependent LSSA model may yet be
consistent with this observation.

We must also point out here the important implication of the
existence of two classes of flares demonstrated by Cane et al. in a
different session (SHI.2-12). Class I flares are compact and occur low
in the corona. Class II flares are diffuse, occur higher in the corona,
and tend to be associated with coronal mass ejections. Whilst both
classes of flares produce comparable electron events, Class I flares tend
to produce far smaller proton events than Class II flares.

This suggests that coronal acceleration and transport depend on the
altitude and the nature of the flare, and that more than one model of
coronal acceleration/transportmay be necessary. If sot the SEP data of
Class I and Class II flares should be analysed separately for the effects
of coronal accelerationstoragetransport.

From the above discussion, we see that progress has been made and it
is hoped that a consistent picture of coronal transport will emerge in
the near future. To this end, we need good angular and temporal
resolution, that is, as complete as possible a set of concurrent _Iti-
spacecraft data, including SEP directional intensities, spectra and
composition, plasma flow (for mapping back to the corona), interplanetary
and coronal magnetic fields, solar optical, radio, X and ¥ -ray
emissions.

More theoretical work is also required. A clear quantitative
difference between the predictions of the CODE model and the LSSA model
is important for deciding between diffusive transport or shock
acceleration outside the FPR. As the shock parameters (e.g. field-normal
angle) should depend on heliographic angular separation, this fact should
be taken into account in a quantitative LSSA model.

2.2 Interplanetary Propagation
After escaping from the corona to the solar-wind medium, solar

energetic charged particles are guided and focused by the large-scale
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and scattered by small-scale
magnetic irregularities. Because of the large and small-scale electric
fields induced by the motion of the IMF and magnetic irregularities, the
particles also experience the Ex_ drift, adiabatic deceleration and
second order Fermi acceleration. The particles may also be reflected or
transmitted at interplanetary shocks and experience energy changes during
shock encounter.

In this section, we shall group the conference papers around the
following headings and discuss them in that order: (a) interplanetary
mean free path, (b) directional particle distributions, and (c) new
propagation regimes.
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2,2.1 Interplanetary Mean Free Path

In papers SH3.2-5, 3.1-8A and 3.2-9, the model of diffusion,
convection and adiabatic deceleration (DCA model) is used to find the

spatial and rigidity dependence of the radial mean free path _ from
SEP events.

During the much studied 22 Nov 1977 event, Voyagers 1 and 2 at
1.5 AU and the earth are all well-connected to the flare site.

Assuming an injection oc exp(-t/¢) and a radial diffusion coefficient

K=Kor =, Mason et al. (SH3.2-5) fit simultaneously the 0.6 -i MeV/nuc

helium intensities measured on ISEE 1 and Voyager 2, with the parameters

= 12 • 3 hrs, b = 1.3 • 0.1 and _ = 0.10 * 0.02 AU at 1AU. Assuming
rigidity-dependent Ko oc (A/Z)°-"m, the intensity histories of 0.6 -

1MeV/nuc H, C, O, and Fe are calculated (Fig 4). Except for proton

(lowest rigidity) at both spacecraft and Fe (highest rigidity) at
Voyager 2, all intensity fits are satisfactory. Mason et al. suggest
rigidity-dependent interplanetary acceleration as the cause of the
discrepancy.

For the same event, Hamilton et al. (SH3.1-8) consider not only the

intensities of 1 and 25 MeV/nuc protons and helium at 1AU and 1.6 AU,
but also their anisotropies at 1.6 AU. They find_ N 0.1AU at I AU
also, but have to abandon the simple power-law radial dependence of K_ in
an attempt to fit all the observations.

In paper SH3.2-9 (not presented), Chebakova et al. fit the

intensities of protons, helium and electrons of various energies in the
28 May 1967 and 2 Nov 1969 events. Assuming impulsive solar injection
and K_oC rb<_>R_ , they find

[SEE-I ULEWAT 0.60-1.00 MeV/n_leon
: 0.27 and 0.6 for the two t04_o

r H S

events and b increasing with _ _. _ _'_. ___ !
rigidity R, thus concluding _ o_" o / M _%-_

I0 "_xrE _/ J - _'_7:., I

thatinandK_(r,R)isnotR. separable _> i ___. "°%_--'-'-"'_]

This conclusion, based on , o [ ,_ _ "_°°_

the assumption of impulsive _ * * _.

injection, should be contrasted 5 I**t__with the approach in paper _ I6=

SH3.2-5, in which b is assumed _ _IF _I'_t_c_
constant, but the injection is _ F

non-impulsive. The three a_ 23 24 25 26 27 28 29

papers above illustrate the November1977
difficulty of separating the
effects of solar injection, _y0ger-2LECP 0.60-0.95MeV/n_leon
interplanetary acceleration and o_ ._M ++++--_+__

interplanetary propagation. _=_o -'°"" _+._/_-_'/_--_.___..
They underscore the importance > _. _of multi-spacecraft data and _i0

anistropymeasurements, which___+_-_.7++_.together require fewer -
assumptions in the model. J _ - "

In paper SH3"2-6, C°ckw°°d !_ffz _
and Debrunner extend previous _ _+ -_
analysis of the May 7, 1978

event at I AU to the _ _ 24 2_ 26 27 _8 2_
observation of 70 - 500 MeV

protons of the same event Fig 4
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observed at Voyagers ! and 2 at _ 3 AU. They adopt (a) the Reid-Axford

injection with K=tcm=/s] = 4.4 x 10I= (E [MeV_) _= and

= (2.9 + 0.5) hr-I, and (b) scatter-free propagation at r < 1.6 AU and

diffusive propagation beyond. They deduce that _ = 0.04 AU beyond

1.6 AU. However, the model of coronal injection appears inconsistent
with the observation at Helios A, and further studies with a more

refined interplanetary transport model would be worthwhile.
In paper SH3.2-11, Lumme et al. fit the intensity and anisotropy of

the May 7, 1978 ground level event (GLE) by a Monte Carlo simulation

which takes into account adiabatic focusing, isotropic pitch-angle
scattering and an injection ccexp (-t/P). They obtain _ = 1AU and

= 11 min, in contrast to 2_ = 3 - 5 AU reported in Lockwood et ale
(1982).

The cause of the big difference is not completely clear. We note

however the following. (a) The anisotropy observed by Lumme et al.
decays somewhat faster than that observed by Lockwood et al. (b) The

injection functions are not very different. (c) For _ = I AU, the

theoretical anisotropy profile of Lockwood et al. (their Fig 5) decays
significantly faster than that of Lumme et al. (their Fig 4). (d) Both

groups simulate the distance between

collisions with an exponential _ ISEE-3-OFH/SHH

probability distribution: (I/X) _ _02 o I I 620-_oookevexp(-As/_). However, whereas _s u 0 _ ,

is the distance projected along the _ I00 _--_.: _ 1_°
field line in Lumme et al., it is E " I I___ _ '

the actual distance in Lockwood et _ , _ r._
al

• _ I_ 4 _l _l -

Factors (a) and (d) both tend o _;_, BI-OIRECTIONAL

to yield a smaller value of _ for _ _ ANISOTROPY

Lumme et al. Note that the adopted _A20'.I_I0
exponential distribution is very A O' _1- 40-I I

broad with 39% and 13.5% probability I ! _r_._ _
that _s < _/2 and _s > 2_ +90

respectively. A probability _ o__l ' , _
distribution of a much smaller range -90 _" t _ I 360

I r I _270would be more realistic. Since a _ ,
particle travelling sunward will _ .... ,t_. : I I _%._eo
mirror even in the absence of _ _' ' _90

28 29 30

scattering, the effective mean free SER1978
path would be smaller than the value
of _ used in the simulation. Fig 5

2.2.2 Directional Particle Distributions

With improving instrumental resolution and theoretical advance,
there has been increasing interest in the directional distribution of

solar energetic particles. In paper SH3.1-9, Marsden et al. report on a
most comprehensive survey of 66 periods (> 3 hr each) of bidirectional

anisotropies observed on ISEE-3 during Aug 1978 - May 1982. Fig 5 shows
the bidirectional flow (BDF) event of 29 Sept 1978. They have classified
and analysed the events according to magnetic field signatures and

association with interplanetary shocks. They conclude that the simple

model of a large-scale magnetic loop anchored on the sun cannot explain

all the BDF events, and that localised effects cannot be ruled out. They
also emphasise the qualitative correlation between the quietness in the
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magnetic field magnitude and BDF event occurrence.

The description of a directional distribution depends on the choice

of a reference frame. Transformation from the spacecraft frame to a
chosen comoving frame is almost always necessary for the interpretation

of the directional distribution of low-energy ions. For > 10 KeV

protons, the hitherto complicated transformation procedures are rendered
unnecessary by a set of second-order correct explicit transformation

formulae presented by Ng in paper SH3.1-10. These are of the form

An, (p) = function { A_K(p), _A_K/_p, 3=A_K/3p =} + O(W/v) =,

where A_, and A_k are the spherical harmonic coefficients in the comoving
frame and the spacecraft frame respectively, W the transformation
velocity, v the particle velocity, and p the momentum.

In SH3.1-11, Ng describes a method to determine the particle

directional distribution (in terms of pitch-angle and gyrophase), the
harmonic anisotropies and associated Poisson errors from sectored

particle data and concurrent field and plasma flow direction.

A concise and effective format is used to present directional solar
particle data in Fig. 2 of SH3.1-11, for the 1.4 - 2.5 MeV protons of

the Day 118, 1978 event observed on IMP-8. In this event, as the IMF
direction varies, the variation in the transverse anisotropy in the ExB
drift direction is in phase with but far larger than the variations in

the Compton-Getting anisotropy. Magnetic connection to the bow shock
does not appear to explain all the variations. Further work is

necessary to find out the cause of this behavior.

Attempts to determine and interpret the pitch-angle distribution of
the 16 Feb 1984 GLE event are reported in papers SH3.1-7, 8H3.2-1 and
8H3.2-2. Analysing the first two five-minute data from various

stations, Fenton et al. (SH3.2-2) find no satisfactory mean arrival
direction consistent with the asymptotic directions of the stations. On
the other hand, Debrunner et al. (SH3.1-2)

40 .... I''''1 .... l''''l
deduce the mean direction at 5°S, 5°E

geographic coordinates. IMF data from ICE (o)

(ISEE-3) would be helpful in this regard. 20
Using the CODE model, Debrunner et al.

calculate the intensity time profiles _ o

assuming two possible flare sites at 95°W ® 0
and 130°W, and decide for 95°W upon o

comparison with the observation. The u

pitch-angle distribution observed at the _ 4O i:::l::::l::::l:::
time of maximum intensity (their Fig 3) is
much narrower than the hourly average _ (b) /
distribution (Fig. 6) deduced in paper _ 20 /

SH3.2-I. This suggests that the _ /

distribution did broaden significantly in I

the first hour. 0
In paper SH3.2-13, Niskovskikh and

Filipov analyse 5 GLEs associated with
preceding propagating interplanetary shocks ,. I....I...._..,
and 4 GLEs associated with preceding CIRs. -_.0 -0.5 0 +0.5 +I.0

They conclude that the onset delay between
different stations and the ocassional

second hump in the intensity are caused by Fig 6
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scatter-free propagation, partial reflection at the shock and particle
mirroring near the sun.

The new idea of determining local interplanetary scattering
parameters directly from the observation of particle pitch-angle
distribution underlies the studies reported in three papers, SH3.1-13A,
SH3.2-SA and SH3.2-1. This approach simplifies the hitherto involved
procedure used in the fitting of the pitch-angle distributions of SEP
events (e.g. Ng et al., 1983). Beeck and Wibberenz (SH3.1-13A) exploit
the properties of an approximate solution of the focused transport
equation to deduce the pitch diffusion coefficient k(_) directly for a
number of events with _ ranging from 0.1 to 1AU. Using a code from Ng
to solve numerically the focused transport equation, Green and Schl_ter
(SH3.2-8A) show that the normalised anisotropic part of the pitch-angle
distribution approaches quickly a characteristic function determined only
by the local k(_ ) and L. They also show from observations some examples
that exhibit the above behaviour. In paper SH3.2-I, Bieber et a2. assume
a pitch-angle distribution of the steady-state form

f = Co + C:B exp _ (4-q)_ IF}=-q/3L_ ,

where _ = pitch cosine, B = magnetic field, L = magnetic scale length,
= mean free path, and Co, C=, and q are constant parameters. Fitting

this to the observed distributions in the 16 Feb 1984 event yields
/L = 2 - 10 AU for > 400 MeV protons detected by neutron monitors

(Fig 6), and X/L = 2.8 and q = 1.2 for 35 -145 MeV protons observed on
ISEE-3.

A number of papers are concerned with accurate solution of the
transport equation in either the DCA model or the focused transport
model. In paper 8H3.2-10, Yang and Zhang present a method to obtain
numerically accurate solution to the DCA model with _ = constant. In
paper 8H4.1-2, Earl derives a general expression of the dispersion
coefficient in the theory of focused transport, for X and L constant.
This expression is relevant to an accurate numerical solution of the
focused transport equation, as discussed in detail by Earl and Jokipii
(SH4.1-3) and Earl (SH4.1-4).

'' ..... I'''''"I'""''I'""::,I''","I''""

2.2.3 New Propagation Regimes _ _vE_R_
I0 5

The highly structured nature of the _,0_
interplanetary medium and its influence _ _ • i = i = ,+ =
on solar particle propagation are _II"l I=I I_II =I

investigated in papers SH3.2-3 for the __._inner heliosphere and SH3.2-4 for the
outer heliosphere. Anderson and

Dougherty (SH3.2-3) identify about 50 y._.T@ x_ _ .4@

interplanetary filaments in 1978 and 1979
mainly on the basis of 2 - 10 KeV
electron intensities measured on ISEE 3, Y. r

and further characterise them using o_ i__

concurrent plasma and field data. They =
find that the filaments have width of J_e"

•025 ± .015 AU at 1AU, come in clusters
separated by a few hours, trace back to y.3
distinctly different regions in the solar
corona than surrounding field lines, and Fig 7
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may exhibit decreases or increases in particle intensity relative to the
surroundings. The 2 KeV electron angular distribution inside a filament
often differs greatly from those outside it (Fig 7). Clearly, the
existence of these filamentary channels has important implications fo_

interplanetary propagation.

In paper SH3.2-4A, McDonald and Burlaga report on six SEP events
observed between 5 and 12 AU by Pioneer 11, Voyager 1 and Voyager 2.
These events are characterised by long time scales (_1 month), flat

energy spectra extending to > 100 MeV and steepening with distance, and
association with enhancements of MeV electrons. The authors stress that

the outer heliosphere is dominated by systems of interplanetary flows,

and the compressive merged interaction regions would have lower diffusion
coefficient and lower adiabatic deceleration (Burlaga et al., 1983).

3. Interplanetary Acceleration

Particles may be accelerated in interplanetary space by turbulent
magnetic fields (second-order Fermi or statistical acceleration) and also

by shocks. In an oblique fast mode shock, particles gain energy in two

ways, as seen in the shock frame. (a) Shock drift acceleration (SDA) -
particles gain energy by drifting in the direction of the electric field

whilst gyrating back and forth across the shock. (b) Diffusive shock
acceleration - particles gain energy between scatterings by the

converging upstream and downstream magnetic irregularities, and also
between scattering upstream and reflection at the shock front (first-
order Fermi acceleration).

3.1 Numerical Simulation

There are five papers in which numerical particle trajectory-tracing
technique is used to simulate second-order Fermi acceleration and shock

acceleration in the presence or absence of waves.
In paper SHI.5-2 (not in the proceedings) Moussas, Valdes-Galicia

and Quenby first construct a 'layer model' of the interplanetary magnetic
and electric fields, using high resolution plasma and field data from

Pioneer 11 at 2.5 AU, during the passage of a CIR on Day 284, 1973.

Then, by following test particles in the layer model in the solar wind
frame, they find, for 10 - 50 MeV protons, energy loss ahead of the
forward shock where grad B is negative, and energy gain in the trailing

edge of the CIR where grad B is positive. They also find a statistical
energy diffusion coefficient DTT ten times smaller than required to
accelerate locally the anomalous component.

Using the same technique, Valdes-Galicia et al. (SH1.5-1) find, for

a perpendicular shock observed by Helios at 0.45 AU, that there is a
three-fold increase in the average energy gain of 100 MeV protons for
shock plus statistical acceleration as opposed to shock acceleration

only.

By using observed directional particle and field data, and following
the particles backward in time, both Kessel et al. (SHI.5-5) and Balogh

and Erd_s (SHI.5-6) carry out consistency checks on the adiabatic theory
of single-shock encounter. They find general qualitative agreement

between theory and observation. Balogh and Erd_s suggest that the model
should include fluctuations in _ON.

Decker and Vlahos (SHI.5-3) superpose wave fluctuations in an

otherwise 60° oblique shock and find that in _1 hour, 10 KeV protons can
be accelerated to yield a spectrum extending to I MeV (Fig 8). They also
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conclude that the particles gain most of

their energy through drift, with scattering ,_E'_wI'V)
IO_i101 ;,_ I1|IOemerely returning the particles to the shock '"'"I ....! i ; i il

for more acceleration. E._
_ectrl

In this context, we note that in the -.,_oo._...me,._

diffusive shock acceleration theory, drift ,0_2_x..~__2_ E0-,0_,v
effects are included by Jokipii (1982) and

reflection effects are further included by "_
Webb (1983 ). Never theless, for near iy '0__

perpendicular shock and/or highly anisotropic
particle distributions, diffusion theory may

not apply and numerical simulation remains I0_ u_....

the only available tool.

3.2 Obser vat ions Io_

The pitch-angle distributions upstream '_"_o, ] I

and downstream of five quasi-perpendicular

interplanetary shock events (Fig 9) are 1_o° , .......I ........ I ,,,,,.101 102 103

presented by Balogh and Erd_s (5H1.5-6). As E..,.I/E0
stated earlier, they find qualitative

agreement with SDA theory but suggest Fig B
inclusion of fluctuations of g=N in the

model. They also suggest that the double loss cones observed at the

higher energies in some events are due to short-lived magnetic bottles

intersecting the shocks.

In paper SH1.5-4, Krimigis and Sarris present the ion spectra and
the highest time resolution (-_ 1.2s) counting rates of proton and

electrons observed by Voyager 2 in the Jan 6, 1978 shock event, with
g.N = 87.5 ° and Ma = 3.4

(Fig I0). The enhancements and 25"DEC'78 9"MAR-?9 30-NOV-?9

fine structures down to the _:88o _:63°I _=7_o _:_8o _:8_o
scale of a proton gyroradius in 6 35 - 56 keY

the near absence of field _ I .
fluctuation fit the SDA theory

Ifor a quasi-perpendicular shock. =_2 1

A comparison between this shock __ .,..,,,...,.,.:,......._..
event and the classic Nov 12, 00 ; ; ; J ; _ ; i I
1978 quasi-parallel shock event _ 6 91-14_key

shows that in both events, the _<

particle energy density exceeds = :. ...
the field energy density by a 2 .: ... ,.

factor of 3 to 5 and ,is a ,'.._:'",-,_,:: "':.,.:.,'.'......"'
0 • "i*"""%:*;"

substantial fraction of the -_ 0 _ -i 0 i -_ 0

shock energy. -i 0 i -I 0 i;i:COS (PITCH ANGLE)

Krimigis and Sarris argue 25-DEC-?B 9-MAR-79 26-JUL-79 18-NOV-?9 30-NOV-?9

perpendicular shock events _ _s-s6wev
indicate that SDA at quasi-

perpendicular shocks is _ """ ...'.'.,...,..._.,:.'..:'.-'.'....._....':....responsible for accelerating 0!-_": !F" I _ I
-1 O 1 -I O 1 -I 0 1

particles to high energies in -_ 0 _ -_ 0
the interplanetary medium and in ;I:CO5(PITCHANGLE)
the astrophysical context. We
refer the reader to Scholer's Fig 9
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highlight talk at this conference for another view.
With respect to the observation, we note the following. In a single

shock encounter, SDA can at most raise the particle energy by a factor of

14 (Decker, 1983). Hence it appears that either the seed particles are
of relatively high energies, which raises the question of their origin,

or the particles must have encountered the shock many times, which

implies scattering. We also note that in this case, the spacecraft is
unable to measure field fluctuation in a

direction parallel to the field. 4._o"

In paper SH1.5-12, Gloeckler et a]o _- x, for ' 'I' 50 keV PROTONS

use a novel technique to determine the _ _L+_T_dr+]_I-ll'+

parallel diffusion coefficient KI upstream
of an interplanetary shock. By filnding the
frame in which the particle distribution is

isotropic and thereby the diffusive flux in _ _.. r

the spacecraft frame, they find KII as in _ IT
Fig 11 for the 12 Nov 1978 event. The T
exponential rise with increasing distance

is in accord with Lee's (1983) theory. 4_o" _ ,o
However, the cause of the slower DISTANCEFROMSHOCK [xlOJ°crn]
exponential decrease beyond 5 x 10 =0 cm
is at present unknown.

We now turn to shock acceleration Fig 11
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associated with CIRs. Gold et al. (SHI.5-14), taking advantage of the
latitudinal separation between Voyagers 1 and 2, and picking a period
free from solar particle events, show that both the number and the
intensity of low energy ion enhancements associated with CIRs in the

outer heliosphere (> 12 AU) are smaller at 20ON than at 0° latitude, in
agreement with Christon and Stone (1985). However from the similar
spectra observed, they conclude that the same acceleration process is at
work at both latitudes.

One way to determine the source or the origin of the accelerated
particles is to examine their composition. By carefully identifying on
ISEE-3 eight CIR-associated events (including the requirement of an
easterly anisotropy) in 1984/85, von Rosenvinge and McGuire (SH1.5-15)
find H/He = 20 • 8 at 4.5 - 6.5 MeV/nuc and C/O = .8 i .2 at 1.8 -

2.8 MeV/nuc, similar to the ratios obtained in 1973/74. These ratios
suggest that these particles are accelerated out of the solar wind.
However they also find H/He = 67 • 4 in the I Aug 1979 corotating event,
and this is consistent with flare particle composition instead. They
suggest that for this event, the associated high speed stream was
enriched with flare particles injected by known large flares in the
previous two solar rotations.

A similar idea is reached independently by Armstrong et al. (SH1.5-
16). They select a solar active period and a solar minimum period during
1974 - 1981, and classify each day as a flare day, a quiet day, or a non-
flare non-quiet day. For the solar minimum period, they find the H/He
and He/CNO ratios at 2 - 4 MeV/nuc are distinctly different for the three
categories of days. In contrast, in the solar active period, the
composition ratios for non-flare non-quiet days are almost identical to
the ratios for flare days. They suggest the latter to be due to
particles of flare origin.

In paper SHI.5-17 (not presented), Petukhov et alo fit the quiet-
time spectrum and radial gradients of < 10 MeV proton observed at 1AU
with a model of particle acceleration at the Solar wind termination
shock. Assuming the shock at 50 AU and reasonable parameter Values, they
obtain radial gradients of ~10 %/AU at 10 KeV and 5 %/AU at 1 - 10 MeV
and a spectrum cut off at N10 MeV in fair agreement with the
observation.

4. Jovian Electrons

Observations of Jovian electron spectrum near Jupiter and at I AU
are reported by Christon et al. (SH1.5-18) and Evenson et alo (SHI.5-19)
respectively. Fig 12, from 8H1.5-19 shows the daily rate of 10 MeV
electrons observed by ISEE-3 during 1978 -1984. Apart from the ups and
downs associated with the Jovian electron seasons, there is no obvious
sign of solar modulation. This and the constancy of the spectrum over 6
years, indicate that solar modulation of electrons at these energies
must occur well beyond the orbit of Jupiter. This is consistent with the
conclusion that the bulk of the cosmic-ray modulation occur in the
distant heliosphere (see below).

A comparison between the 1AU spectrum and the spectrum measured
near Jupiter by Voyagers shows that the I AU spectrum bends over below
10 MeV. If real, this may be an effect of rigidity-dependent propagation
and adiabatic deceleration.
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5. Outer Heliosphere, Radial Gradients And Anomalous Component
The network of deep space probes formed by Pioneers 10, 11 and

Voyagers I, 2 together with other spacecraft in the inner heliosphere
represents a continuing i_-situ experiment of the largest (and still

expanding) distance scale ever attempted by mankind. Observation by this
vast network on the spatial and time dependence of cosmic rays is
important for an understanding of the solar modulation process (see Kota,

1985). For this reason, reports of the latest measurements made by this
network have been looked forward to at this international cosmic ray

conference, just as previous reports had been at past ICRCs. However,

the reported gradients are not all in agreement.

Figure 13 (from paper SH4.7-3) shows the heliocentric distances and
latitudes of the deep space probes. The wide radial and latitudinal

separation between these spacecraft should
be kept in mind when one compares their
observations and interpretes gradient GO r , , i . , , , ,

measurements 40I

5.1 Cosmic-Ray Intensity in the _ol _'f'?_Outer Heliosphere _ ....

Time histories of the cosmic-ray I /_p._/ .......
intensities measured by various detectors ,0_ /"_v_ ,

a IT"

_ .... ,on the deep space probes over many years I / A_"
6 I_" "

are presented in papers SH4.7-I, 2, 3, 5,

/IX// ',:','__--___-6, 7, and 9. An example is given in Fig 14 " _ P"--

(from SH4.7-3), which shows the normalised _/ - /, _22_.:.22._.
26-day average proton and helium 2_I,'_ "

intensities/rates measured at five _IIl _

spacecraft.

the intensities at 4°aBy comparing

various energies < 500 MeV/nuc measured by _ v-,___
Pioneer 10 at 24 - 28 AU in 1981 - 1982 _ /" ,-,,

with those measured at I AU during the _

solar minimum in 1977, McDonald et al. ._---_-_0
(SH4.7-3) conclude that the bulk of the ,i,_ ,_ ,9_ _9_ _mY_aR
modulation of these particles must occur in
the distant heliosphere at that time.
McKibben et al. (SH4.7-5), by comparing the Fig 13
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30 - 70 MeV/nuc proton and helium
intensities at Pioneer 10 with 2_ _ I15_=i_i_,7'5_5_ 2_5_ 3'2_!°

_V-I
the estimated interstellar _ 5 _5 m,,
intensities of Evensen et a] " _---_-_v-2• IO 12.5 15A.u,

(1983), conclude that 957. of the
ua f _. _..j"*-"_-a*s.*._ * --

modulation of these particles _ ..i.:-...'.._...__:_. . f-.-
occurred beyond 34 AU in 1984. =_ : ..._. _ f : .; •

Similarly, Webber and Lockwood _ _/_.(SH4.7-I) conclude that during _OHEER_) _ ._. .;_,
VOYAGERI " • *."r" °,,,e " "1981 - 1982 about 85% of the _ _'' • ';- _AGERZ m.S.70Ue_ "_._'.': .':._ '
HELIOSI _ --: "* '

modulation of > 60 MeV/nuc cosmic _ _SEE3 l=¢

rays must occur beyond 30 AU. (260AYAVO_
By the end of 1984, the UCSD 7'3 i5 7'7 7_s _/= _3 65YEAR

C1 counting rate of > 500 MeV/nuc _= 06 ............

ions on Pioneer 10 (SH4.7-2) had ,_ o4I .._ _'J_-_._'_i, _,_o_ ,._'.," , 'x_J"_, ' '_, . • .":

recovered to _80% of its high % 0z_ _u_ _x_.,...'.._,_:_._
level in 1978. In contrast, the _ I _ON_ m-mu_u,uc,." -_'_ -1
121 - 227 MeV proton flux in _ 01_ VOYA_EeZm_ :_:.e,_/:.:"..'_

_- HELIOSI i_3-443 _ • **'_"
Fig 14 and the 30 - 57 MeV proton [ _ ,s_E_ m_,_ "k_/.- _;
flux (Fig 3 of SH4•7-3) had =_ L , ,(_s,°_Y,*VG).... " , , , ]
recovered only to _40% and _15% 7_ 75 77 79 81 83 85YEAR

.... _..,.,- ' .....
of their 1978 levels. This 4 ..../_decreasing level of recovery with =_ _ ....._ ..'._,

, ,.,./ • / '_,

lower energy or rigidity (i.e. '= _ "7 "; "':._',_, :"', _,_
the hysteresis effect) is true of " ee0_0_ux %_-,_,\ /. ,:'

helium as well• However, in % _ ._ _-_z _L-_ '_' .
paper SH4.7-4A, Christon et al _ 0.e .e_E_ iz_.z_,v _ .,_-_ _',_

• ,_ o,_ . w_= _.z_ ._;_ /,_,report that by early 1985, the 04 .'HEL_OSI]sEE3 i27-220135"252 " 'o._*f_" _'_f"

> 50 MeV electron intensities 0_ _ OA_V_) _L'' _/"

measured on Voyagers I and 2 at _'_ _ _'_ 7_ _ e_ e5YEAR

16 AU and 22 AU respectively had
recovered to the solar minimum Fig 14

value in 1977, even though the

b> 75 MeV proton intensity had only recovered by _80%.

The outward propagation at 400-500 km/s of the step-like decreases
of the particle fluxes since 1978 to the minimum level has been

previously reported in the literature. In paper SH4.7-7, McKibben et al.
use the observations of relativistic protons and 30-70 MeV/nuc ions from
IMP-8 and Pioneer 10 during 1980-1984 to show that individual inc_ea_e_

propagated outward at _ 400 km/s too. However, near the time of the
cosmic-ray minimum in 1982 - 1983, the intensity changes, which were not

dominated by single events, propagated at ~800 km/s.
Forman et al. in paper SH4.1-12 (of a different session), show

heuristically with a quasi-steady force-field model and numerically with

a 3-D time-dependent model, that the phase of solar modulation propagates
outward at twice and 1.85 times the solar wind speed respectively.

This is caused by the solar cycle variation in the number of scattering
barriers between the observer and the modulation boundary, as a result of

a change in the frequency of solar emission of such barriers.
The large scale modulation and recovery associated with the huge

Forbush decreases observed by Pioneers 10 and 11 in mid-1982 are analysed

in paper SH4.7-9 by Pyle and Simpson, using 200-1000 MeV/nuc CNO-Fe
counting rates to minimise hysteresis effect. They conclude that these

intensity increases and decreases propagated radially outward at
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500 km/s and that azimuthal effect is small compared with radial
effects.

5.2 Spatial Gradients

Measurements of radial gradients G_ are reported in papers SH4.7-]

to 6 and SH4.6-4 from various experiments aboard the spacecraft. All
these (average) gradients have been calculated after time-shifting the

data between the two spacecraft at a speed of 400 - 500 km/s, in order to
minimise the effect of the outward propagation of modulation.

T_ 7_ Ta ?K ?s 77 Tit _a an il ll_ II_ 04

i I ii ; ! I I , , , , l , I
?.0.15 _._A,.= PIO __

I
4 UCSDCHANNELMI PII _ 0,64

0 i _" I I I I I I I I I I I

Fig 15

5.2.1 Relativistic Cosmic Rays

Figure 15, from paper SH4.7-2 by Fillius et al., shows the time
history of the radial gradient G_ between Pioneers 10 and 11 as measured

in the Hl channels (> 80 MeV/nuc) of the UCSD detectors. It shows that

since 1982, whilst the intensity has been rising, G_ between the two

outermost spacecraft has been decreasing with time. This decreasing
trend since 1982 is also reported for G_ measured at smaller distances by

Venkatesan et al. (SH4.7-6) and Webber and Lockwood (SH4.7-1), but not by
McKibben et al. (SH4.7-5). Webber and Lockwood report that G_ between

IMP 8 and Pioneer 10 decreased from _2.8%/AU in early 1982 to _1.8%/AU
in late 1984 (see also Fig 16). In contrast, McKibben et al. find that
G_ between the same spacecraft remained nearly constant at _ 2.5%/AU
during 1978-1984.

Figure 16 shows the radial dependence ,o Possible
E_ndory

of > 60 MeV/nuc ions measured on IMP-8, L_,_
To'O._ GeV/nuc Iin197711?

Voya,ers. I and 2 and Pioneer 10 at six ____
selected epochs, as reported in SH4.7-1. >

Note that in Fig 16, G_ remained _ '7_Ty_.. _independent of distance through intensity _ ,9
changes and even after 8. decreased in _ ._17%_9. _

that G. was generally larger between IMP-8 _ __oi-_=

and Voyager 2 than between Voyager 1 and _ _Voyager 2.
Figure 17 summarises the various z

measurements reported in early 1981 and

late 1984. In early 1981, the data would
be consistent if the lines join to form a

polygon, since Voyager 1 and Pioneer 11 0 ,o _o _o 40 s0 _o 7o
were then close in radius. In late 1984, R(AU)

Pioneer 11 was between Voyager I and Fig 16
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Voyager 2 in both latitude and radius, so the data would be consistent if
the line IMPB -PIO - P11 puts Pli close to the segment V2 - VI on the
line IMP8 -V2 - V1. The data appear consistent for early 1981 but they

are inconsistent for late 1984. A (non-unique) way to remove the
inconsistency is to adopt G_ somewhat less than 1.8 %/AU between IMP8 and
Pioneer 10. One might infer that G. between I AU and 20 AU decreased
from -_ 2.5 %/AU to _ 2 %/AU between early 1981 and late 1984, and that

for both epochs, G. decreased with heliocentric distance. However, these
inferences must be regarded as controversial at the present time.

The resolution of the discrepancies in the reported spatial and time

dependence of G_ probably must await the difficult task of the
intercalibration of the various instruments aboard these spacecraft by
the various experimental groups. Considering the immense value of the
data from the deep space network, such a task may well be worthwhile.

5.2.2 Non-Relativistic Cosmic Rays
Radial gradients of proton and helium of energies < 500 MeV/nuc are

reportd by McDonald et al. and Mckibben et al. Figure 18 from McKibben

io ol , , t_, , , , .... ii • , , , ,

PROTONS30-7G MeV HELIUIdI t-20 WeV/N HELIUId30-70 MeV/H

le': ...... " ....

or CHICAGO ANOkIALOU$He

la-i • p-1o .......... . .........

"?,, ,,,.
_,---':.;,,.,I...--"r___ i;0.s ......o,.

_,,., ,...-j.- ....,,,G., ,,..,

io,._

(A) (B) (c)
'° ,'o' ='o'_,'_,:_' ,'o';o' _ ' 'o::6' ,_' _'o' _ ';o

H_UOCEWTNICIIADIU5(AU) _m_

Fig 18
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et al. gives yearly snapshots of the

intensity versus radius for 30 -70 MeV/nuc ,,,N,,-,,_.-_
protons and helium and 11 - 20 MeV/nuc _ _

helium. The radial gradients of these _ _ _ OIST_N_E IN AU

particles were much smaller at and after v0_0E_.,_-T_ o_
maximum modulation (1981) than at solar _0,_R._ _3_

minimum (1977) [

Figure 19 from McDonald et al. shows, ..... ,,...... o._.....
at selected epochs, the radial gradients " . "',0_"_"0.....-_,

I0 _ " t a VUTA_[_ I Is[I,)

of proton and helium at various energies _ II ,
in the 'inner' and 'outer' heliosphere, f '°_..........
The < 500 MeV protons generally had larger ,L_.............L__

radial gradients than relativistic protons ,0_'--_-__-_.° ° "_-_ -I

(cf. Fig 15). At solar minimum (1977), _°"....
all these gradients were significantly ° °' _t _

larger inside than outside 5 AU. With the _ , .......L _
onset of solar activity, however, the _ -_-.-F_

spatial dependence of G, changed in a _ ,0. ._" _.............
complex manner depending on particle _ ° 0 _ Ispecies and energy. --_......!

5.2.3 Latitudinal Gradient _'-_ .... _ ,,0.,0.,,.

The latitudinal gradient of galactic '!" "° ""

Icosmic rays is considered in only one ° ,

paper, SH4.7-6. Venkatesan et a]. show
that the upper limit on the latitudinal I
gradient of > 70 MeV protons between the .........___

Voyagers decreased from _ 0.42 %Ideg, to _o-_-_T-_-_--_ ...............
0.13 %/deg from early 1981 till late : : ,,..

1984. They also hold the view that no 0" °

significant latitudinal gradient existed '-_-_®__-_-=_-_"_
(Decker et al., 1984). _ _ _ _ _

5.2.4 Implications Fig 19
A simple-minded interpretation of the

gradient measurements does not seem possible. For example, Venkatesan
interpret the decreasing trend of G, to mean the approach of the
modulation boundary (which would be reached when G_ = 0 %/AU).

In contrast, Fillius eta]. estimate the location of the boundary by
extrapolating the measured radially dependent intensity to intersect the

estimated interstellar intensity• In this approach, a decreasing G_
implies that the modulation boundary is receding instead.

For more sophisticated considerations, the reader is referred to
Kota (1985).

5.3 The Anomalous Component
Anomalously high quiet-time fluxes of He, N, 0 and Ne were first

discovered in 1972 at < 30 MeV/nuc. They were observed in the solar
minimum period 1972 - 1978 but have not been observed at I AU since 1979.

Fisk et al. (1974) suggest that they are interstellar neutrals that,
after entering the heliosphere, become singly ionised by solar UV or
charge exchange and are subsequently accelerated in the interplanetary

medium. Pesses et_]. (1981) put forward a model in which these singly
ionised particles are accelerated instead in the polar regions of the
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solar wind termination shock, and then drift into the equatorial region

of the heliosphere. This latter model predicts a 22-year modulation

cycle dependent on the sign of the solar magnetic field, and that the
anomalous component will not return in the coming solar minimum.

Recent observations of the intensities, radial and latitudinal

gradients of the anomalous components have been closely monitored to see
what light they may shed on their origin, acceleration and modulation.

5.3.1 Changes in the Intensity Spectrum of Anomalous 0 and He

Observations at 1AU.

Various experimental data on anomalous 0 and/or He from IMP-8, ISEE-

3/ICE and ISEE-I have bee carefully analysed by Mewaldt and Stone (SH4.6-
2), Mason et al. (SH4.6-3) and McKibben e¢ al. (SH4.7-5). Their

unanimous conclusion is that by end 19B4/early 1985 anomalous 0 and He
had shown no sign of recovery. However, Mewaldt and Stone as well as
Mason et alo point out that since neutron-monitor rates had not returned

to levels that imply observable anomalous 0 flux based on an 11-yr cycle,
we probably have to wait for the next ICRC to know e.g. if Pesses et

al.'s model applies.

10° _p _,,-_,'_._,'" , __._.__'.... ,

 1o" | Is
0 ,

iff 2

10.3o

,E

i__ .....

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Time

Fig 20

Observations in the Outer Heliosphere
By late 1984/early 1985, the intensity of anomalous He had not

recovered at Voyagers I, 2 and Pioneer 10 at N16 AU, _ 22 AU and

N32 AU respectively_ as reported by Cummings etal. (SH4.G-1), McDonald
et al. (SH4.7-3) and McKibben et aI.(SH4.7-5). In contrast, anomalous 0

at Voyager I rose by a factor N 100 from its low level in 1981 (Fig 20,
from paper SH4.6-4 by Webber etal.) This is consistent with anomalous 0

being singly ionised with rigidity _2 GV.
Cummings et al. show that the anomalous 0 spectrum changed

dramatically soon after solar field reversal in 1980 (Fig 21). They
report that this is similar to the predicted spectral changes in a recent

model of Jokipii (1985), which includes acceleration at solar wind
termination shock and drifts.
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Fig 21

They also note that the observed absence of anomalous He below

30 MeV/nuc and the reduced intensity of anomalous 0 below 8 MeV/nuc in

late 1984 are consistent if both species were singly ionised (see their
Fig 4).

5.3.2 Radial and Latitudinal Gradients of the Anomalous 0 and He

Figure 22 from Webber et al. (SH4.6-4) show that the radial gradient
of anomalous 0 as measured on Voyagers 1, 2 and Pioneer 10 in 1977 -1985

remains essentially constant at 10 - 15 %/AU although the intensity has
varied by a factor of 100. They also report a latitudinal gradient of

3 • 1%/deg for anomalous 0 in the 7.1 - 10.6 MeV/nuc interval only,
between Voyagers I and 2 at 15 - 20 AU from late 1983 to early 1985. In

contrast, the radial gradient of 11 - 20 MeV/nuc He experienced a
dramatic decrease in both the inner and outer heliosphere from ~10 %/AU
before to 0 - 2 %/AU after the solar field reversl in 1980 (SH4.7-3 and
5, see also Figs 18 and 19).
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In terms of tlie conventional model of modulation, Webber eta]. show
that the intensity modulation between periods A and D in Fig 20 can be

produced by a shift of 46 • 4 AU in the modulation boundary. They
further show that, if 0 is singly ionised, this boundary change also
implies intensity modulation of a factor _2 and G_ N 1.5 %/AU for

relativistic particle of _ 1.8 GV in rough agreement with other
observations.

However, it is not clear that the conventional model can produce the

spectral change of anomalous 0 discussed earlier. On the other hand,
Pesses et al.'s model may have difficulty fitting the observed G. (see
section 5.3.4).

5.3.3 Origin AMP_/IRM 84-11-11
Observation of singly ionised He _0:s0:00- _1.2_:_9

suggested to be ex-interstellar neutrals is AZIuUTH:00- O0
reported for the first time by Hovestadt et ,.o_,oe i

al. (SH4.6-6). Figure 23 shows the energy i_
spectrum of particles of MIQ = 4 measured by ,_E_s l

La time-of-flight spectrometer aboard the IRM
spacecraft at 1 AU. The spectrum has a sharp

cut-o ff at 23 KeV/Q, which for He. _,0E_
o:_rresponds to a top speed of 2W, where

W = solar wind speed. Freshly ionised helium N
_ t.O['l'03

should have a top speed of 2W sino<, where c< _ j\\

is the angle between the solar wind flow and _ ( I \\"

the magnetic field. Thus the observed cut- -,0E_zI'"_ _ _

off energy, shown to correlate strongly with I

(1/2)M(2W) = rather than with I
(1/2)M(2W sin o()= in their Fig 3 and 4, "°E%c+oo.....;.oc,o, :;:_I,o_
indicate the particles have suffered

substat_tial pitch-angle scattering since ENERG_[k_V/e]
ionisation. Hovestadt et al. also use their

observation to estimate an interstellar Fig 23

neutral helium density of _O.Ol/cm =,

compatible with other reported values. They suggest the observed

particles to be neutral interstellar helium ionised by solar UV and that
these represent the source of anomalous He as suggested by Fisk et al.
(1974).

5.3.4 Theories

In paper SH4.6-7A, Biswas et al. propose that the anomolous

component originates in the stellar winds of O-type stars located in a

region a few Kpc around the solar system. They suggest that 10 -
100 KeV/nuc heavy ions of He.=, 0"4, etc. in these hot stellar winds
are further accelerated to 5 - 100 MeV/nuc at the shock fronts of

supernova remnants, and then enter the solar system via interstellar
magnetic field lines connected to the solar field. If this is correct,

the anomalous component should suffer the same solar modulation as other
galactic cosmic rays of comparable rigidities.

In paper SH4.6-6 Potgieter et al. study a model that includes
gradient and curvature drifts, a diffusion coefficient appropriate for

solar minimum, and a source located at various latitudes on a boundary at
50 AU. They show that for a source over the solar pole, irrespective of
the IMF polarity, the radial gradient decreases very rapidly with radius
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in the equatorial plane, from_tO %/AU to negative values beyond _ 5 AU
(Fig 24), inconsistent with observed gradients of the anomalous 0 (see

above). With a source located on the equator, acceptable positive
gradients are produced but the predicted intensity dependence on the IMF

polarity is inconsistent with observation at Earth. They conclude that
models assuming termination-shock acceleration and drifts as in Pesses et

al. (1981) cannot fit the observation. However, Jokipii claims that the
predictions of his recent model with these features agree with both the
spectral and gradient observations.

6. Concluding Remarks

The reports at the conference underscore the importance of

(a) analysing particle directional anisotropies in both GLEs
and spacecraft observed events, in understanding pitch-

angle scattering by magnetic turbulence and the focusing
effect of the IMF

(b) having many observation posts ,i.e. spacecraft, to study
coronal and interplanetary propagation

(c) correlative studies of multi-spacecraft particle data with

solar electromagnetic emissions and synoptic maps of
the coronal magnetic field, in deciding e.g. whether

coronal diffusion or shock acceleration is operative far
from the flare site

(d) drifts in particle acceleration by quasi-perpendicular

shocks, and the inclusion of scattering in the SDA model

(e) the deep space network for studying long-term solar
modulation and short-term modulation by shocks

(f) the future Ulysses mission in providing the much needed
3-D view of solar modulation.

The experimental determination of the rigidity dependence of the
interplanetary mean free path below _200 MeV is still controversial and

more work needs to be done. In particular, the effect of the flare

shock as a continuous moving particle source and a reflector should be
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modelled.

The exact mechanism of solar modulation and the origin of the

anomalous component remain controversial, although both drifts and
cumulative shock modulation are recognised to be important. However,

this is the subject of another rapporteur paper of this conference (Kota,
1985).

It is hoped that by the next ICRC, much progress would have been
made and many of these controversies would be resolved.
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MODULATION AND ANISOTROPY OF GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS

IN THE HELIOSPHERE

J. Kota

Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary
and

University of Arizona, Tucson, U.S.A.

This rapporteur paper is intended to review sessions SH-4. which

were devoted to the study of solar modulation of galactic cosmic rays.

Two of the seven sessions, SH-4.6 (anomalous component) and SH-4.7
(radial gradients based on multi-spacecraft measurements) were covered by

Dr. Ng in the preceding rapporteur talk. Though these sessions constitute
a most important part of the recent developments in modulation studies,
they will not be repeatedly reviewed here. The five sessions to be

reported on contained 82 contributed papers, among which about 50 were
presented at the Conference. Due to the limited scope of this paper, many

excellent contributions cannot be quoted here. This report is inevitably
biased, reflecting my personal views and approach. The main line of the

review shall follow the classification used by the Program Committee.
First, modulation models will be discussed with more time spent on two

current ideas: episodic modulation and drift models, then the various

types of anisotropies will be addressed. Finally, other time variations
and correlation studies will briefly be reviewed.

i. INTRODUCTION

Having entered the heliosphere cosmic rays are subject to solar
modulation. Charged particles are convected outward by the magnetic

fields frozen in the radially expanding solar wind and also undergo
adiabatic deceleration due to the expansion of the solar wind plasma. The

intensity reduction and energy loss of cosmic rays are very closely

connected. At a given energy, an observer inside the heliosphere sees the
unmodulated galactic spectrum at higher energies, a falling spectrum
should thus result in a decrease of flux. In fact, most of the modulation

can be related to energy loss. In a lesser extent, an absorbing boundary
near the sun may also give rise to an intensity reduction of cosmic rays

without any change of energy.
By now. it is well established that, as long as the diffusion

approximation applies, the transport of charged particies in the
heliosphere is governed by the equation:

f/_t - div(_ grad f) - _V.gradf + (divV/3)._f/_e_p (I)

where f(r,p) stands for the isotropic part of the cosmic ray distribution

in the 6-dlmensional (/j_) phase-space; the momentum-spectrum, Un(_,P)
2 - rcan be expressed as Un=4_ p f. V is the solar wind speed. The diffusion-

tensor,_ has different valuesalong and across the magnetic field,
respectively, while its antisymmetric component accounts for the effects

of the regular magnetic field. The anisotropy-vector_ _s is the sum of
the diffusive and convective components.
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2. MODULATION MODELS

The multi-spacecraft measurements of cosmic ray intensity pose a
serious challenge to modulation theories. The 2-4 %/AU value of the
radial gradient of >60 MeV particles remained surprisingly stable from
solar minimum to solar maximum, while the level of modulation changed

considerably (Webber and Lockwood SH 4.7-I). At lower energies, there was
virtually no observable gradient between 1 AU and 30 AU during solar
activity maximum (McKibben, Pyle, and Simpson 1985; SH 4.7-5). For a

detailed review of the radial gradients the reader is referred to the
report of Ng in this volume. All these results imply that a very large

part of modulation should take place at heliographic distances beyond 30
AU. It seems that either the region of modulation should be larger than
believed, or modulation should be fairly effective at large hellographic
distances.

There may be several possibilities to resolve this problem. In a
pair of papers Gold and Venkatesan (SH 4.1-14) and Roelof (SH 4.1-24)

suggested that the shocked plasma may form a buffer at large distances

(>I0 AU) from the sun. By reaching the distance of I0 AU, practically all
the plasma must have gone through a shock: the shocked plasma is expected
to be turbulent with a small diffusion coefficient. The unshocked plasma,

on the other hand, is assumed to be virtually scatterfree. The authors
presented an indication in favour of this hypothesis: at I AU a higher
cosmic ray intensity was found when the connecting field line reached the

shocked region at larger distances, and intensity minima were observed

when this assumed shocked region happened to be near the earth,
Another possibility is the presence of a boundary effect as it was

proposed by Kralnev, Stozhkov,and Charakchyan (SH 4.2-19). So far, very
little is known about the transition between the interstellar space and

the heliospheric magnetic field. One cannot even rule Out that the
location of the outer boundary changes during a solar cycle. The study of

the outer boundary, which has been a largely neglected subject so far, is
one of the topics which should be addressed to in the next years. St

would not be too surprising if the region of s01ar wind termination
turned out to have profound effects in the transport of cosmic rays.

In the paper SH 4.1-6, Garcia- _Iv_p,._,..Qetlau eq_Ot..sle.
Munoz, Pyle, and Simpson
demonstrated that the observed I_ ..... [ . .......

modulation of proton, helium, and I " --_/
carbon spectra can be explained in _'- I :JJterms of a simple l-dimensional _ 1e7

force-field model. They used the _ lem

helium spectrum as an input to I0'estimate the radial diffusion _ /'///_/'_"t

co fioient, rr' whio..,allow.d;
to vary fro,. year to year: Then the ///jj 4IS1
thus adjusted diffusion coefficients
(Figure l) gave a good fit for the
other species, too. The force-field
solution (Gleeson and Axford 1968) _@ ..........

,e " ""_ie
represents the moat widely usable P(uv)
analytlcal approximation to the
time-independent form of the FIG. 1. - Inferred diffusion co-
transport-equation (I). St does, ,ffici,nts at t kU (SH 4.t-16)
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however, rely upon the assumption of _rr>>r.V which is violated at
larger distances if, as assumed, _rr changes slowly between 1 AU and 30
AU. It remains to be determined whether the force-field solution still

gives a reasonable approximation for the case of _rr _ rV. One may expect
a certain breakdown of the force-field theory, and a dramatic increase of

modulation if rV/_rr>>l. Most probably_ employing a numerical method
instead of the force-field approximation would result in somewhat
modified diffusion coefficients at low energies but would not alter the
overall picture. The results of SH 4.1-6, however, do not necessarily
prove that cosmic ray transport is indeed l-dimensional_ they may show

only that, at the present stage, we have still too much freedom in
adjusting the values of diffusion coefficient.

2.1. Episodic _odulation

It has been noted by McDonald et.al. (1981) that cosmic ray
intensity shows sudden Step-like decreases followed by slow, but not
full, recoveries. These events, in most cases_ can be associated with

disturbances travelllng outward in the solar system. The step-like
decreases can be identified in the records of various spacecraft, the

time lags correspond to a propagation speed of roughly the solar wind

velocity. This led to the hypothesis that the long-term modulation is a

cumulative effect of many episodic decreases. The immediate cause of the

sudden decreases has not yet been clearly established, it may be, for
instance, either the shock itself or the enhanced scattering in the

disturbed region. Perko and Fisk (1983) assume narrow shells of enhanced

scattering propagating together with the solar wind. The emission of
these shells is supposed to be more frequent at high solar activity. This

treatment calls for the solution of the time dependent transport equation
(I). In return for the more numerical computation required, this method

is also able to account for time lag between the variation of the cosmic
ray intensity and the solar activity.

Venkatesan et. al. (1984) found that the phase of solar modulation

propagated considerably faster than the speed of the solar wind. This

seemingly surprising finding was explained by Forman. Jones, and Perko

(SH 4.1-12) in an elegant way. As these authors pointed out, modulation
is sensitive to the integrated effects between the observer and the outer

boundary. Crudely, the integral is maximum, and intensity is at minimum,
when the maximum of disturbances is halfway between the observer and the

boundary. As a result, the phase of modulation may travel about twice as
fast as the solar wind. The more accurate numerical work gave a value of

1.85 times the speed of the individual decraeses. It should be borne in

mind, as the authors emphasized, that this derivation applies 0nly if
modulation is indeed a cumulative effect of many events. In the case of

one single event or decaying disturbanceswhich do not travel to large
distances, the phase of modulation should obviously propagate with the
velocity of individual decreases.

There have been arguments brought forward indicating that "merged
interaction regions" are responsible for the sudden intensity decreases.
Burlaga, Coldsteinp and McDonald (SH 4.1-11) found a most impressive
agreement between the occurence of decreases in the intensity of >75

MeV/n nuclei and the passage of regions of enhanced magnetic field at the
Voyager spacecraft (Figure 2). The regions of strong magnetic field are
interpreted as "merged interaction regions" with turbulent fields which

are formed as a result of interaction of shocks and streams. Now it is
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the turn of theory to provide a solid basis to the originally

phenomenological description: a yet unpublished paper of Chic and Lee
(1985) claims to give this theoretical support. Thus. research in this
field seems to be vigorous and progress is rapid. The theoretical model
permits an estimation of the diffusion tensor, the thus inferred value
turns out close to the value of Perko and Fisk (1983).

At higher rigidities (1-2 GV), the effect of a sequence of shocks was
investigated by Gall, Thomas. and Durand (SH 4.1-7) who applied a method
based on calculating the intensity reduction from the spectrum of energy
loss. The remarkable feature of this work is that it permits acceleration
and decelaration at the same time. One single shock will give rise to a
sharp Forbush-like decrease. If, however, there is a sequence of shocks
then particles trapped between two shocks may also gain energy, and this
may give rise to a slower variation of intensity. In this context it is
important that shocks are assumed to widen while traveling outward

otherwise divV_ which is responsible for energy gain or loss, could not
be negative. In the overall balance deceleration is the dominant process
leading to a net decrease of particle flux. The most important parameter
of modulation appears to be the frequency of the shocks emitted. This
work also included drift-effects which can be important at the energies
considered. Indeed, a marked difference was found between the results

obtained for the two opposite magnetic configurations.
In recent years, there has been a great deal of misunderstanding

concerning calculations relating the modulation of cosmic ray /ntensity

to the spectrum of energy loss. The subject of controversy is the
applicability of the Liouville's theorem for diffusive processes like
cosmic ray transport in the heliosphere. It can be shown, however, that

the "method of energy loss" is mathematically equivalent to the use of
the adjoint Green-function developed by Webb and Gleeson (1977) (see K_ta

1984). Intensity modulation and energy loss stem from the same basic
physical process and there is • close and deep relation between them.
Energy loss is not •n extra process, but, in a sense, is rather
tantamount to intensity change.

Obviously. the study of Forbush-decreases may allow • better insight
into the process of modulation, An extensive statistical study of the
recovery time was presented by Lockwood, Webber. and JokJ.pli (Sll 4,1-9).
They conclude that the average recovery time is fairly stable throughout
the solar cycle, including the polarity reversal of the sun. It also
turns out independent of particle energy, but it does depend on, the
heliographic distance. The longer recovery time at large radii may lead
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to a more effective modulation in the outer heliosphere. By analyzing the

rigidity spectra of long-term modulation and Forbush-decreases at neutron
monitor energies, Fenton, Fenton, and Humble (SH 4.4-10), on the other

hand, arrived at different spectral exponents, which might be considered
as an indication against interpreting long term modulation as super-
imposed Forbush-decreases, at least at these energies.

Earl (SH 4.1-3) and Earl and Jokipii (SH 4.1-3) presented a couple of

works on numerical techniques for solving time-dependent transport
equations. These papers are more relevant to the propagation of solar

particles where time variations are faster and numerical subtleties are

more delicate. Nevertheless, they have a message to the modulation
workers, too. First, the grids should be chosen carefully. One should add

that in a realistic case the coefficients of the transport equation are
not constant, thus the construction of an appropriate grid is not at all
trivial. The main lesson, in my judgement, is that one should first

understand the qualitative behaviour of the solutio_ and then employ the
numerical code.

2.2. Drift models

Drift still remained a most controversial subject, there were

numerous arguments both pro and contra drift. Drift models seem to have
been attracting critics ever since the pioneering work of Jokipii, Levy
and Hubbard (1977). This stems from the fact that drift theories come up

with very specific predictions. Curvature and gradient drifts are the

only known process in cosmic ray transport which is sensitive to the
electric charge. Thus, a charge dependence in the modulation should be a

unique signature of drift. A charge asymmetry may appear in two obvious
indirect forms. First, two consecutive ll-year cycles may be different

or, in other words, the two halves of the 22-year magnetic cycle are
different. Second_ the location of the interplanetray neutral sheet can
be important. My classification in this section (i.e. 22-year cycle,

charge-asymmetry, neutral sheet effects) is largely artificial, all these

result from a common origin, namely charge-dependence.

Concevtual developments

For a near isotropic distribution the particle drift velocity in a

magnetic field, B, is Xd "(pc/3q).VX(B-/B2)' which is also the divergence
of the antisymmetric part of the diffusion tensor, provided the

scattering mean free path, _ , is sufficiently larger than the Larmour

radius, _ . Positively charged particles drift (Figure 3) from the poles
toward the neutral sheet in the magnetic configuration prevailing in the
years 1970-1980, when field lines point away from the sun above the
neutral sheet and sunward below the sheet (A>0). For the opposite

configuration CA<0) the sense of drift reverses. The I-like singularity
of the drift appearing at the neutral sheet may cause some concern. The

velocity of the guiding center is indeed infinite at the crossing of the
neutral sheet, the average drift of a particle during a gyro-period,
however, obviously remains less than the particle speed, Burger, Moraal,

and Webb (SH 4.2-3) refined the concept of drift by evaluating the

average (and finite, of Course) drifts near the neutral sheet. Since

drift velocity is divergence-free, it immediately follows that the two

approaches must give the same net drift in the ('2_p+2_) vicinity of the
neutral sheet. The _-singularity can also be avoided in the original
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The p re sence  of a  22-year c y c l e  f i r s t  appeared  i n  t h e  ea r th -based  
a n i s o t r o p y  measurements :  i n  t h e  p e r i o d s  of A>O,  t h e  phase of t h e  s o l a r  
d a i l y  v a r i a t i o n  was observed t o  s h i f t  toward e a r l i e r  hours wi th  respec t  
t o  t h e  1 8  h r  phase of c o r o t a t i o n .  T h i s  e f f e c t  can be accoun ted  f o r  i n  a  
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s t a r t e d  when Levy (1976) invoked d r i f t  t o  e x p l a i n  t h i s  phase s h i f t  i n  
t he  s o l a r  d a i l y  wave of cosmic ray i n t e n s i t y  variat ion.  Anisotropies  w i l l  
be discussed i n  more d e t a i l  i n  a  l a t e r  paragraph. 

I n  a n  e x t e n s i v e  n u m e r i c a l  work P o t g i e t e r  (SH 4.2-4, SH 4.2-5, s e e  
a l s o  P o t g i e t e r  a n d  Moraa l  1985) was a b l e  t o  d e s c r i b e  t h e  p r o t o n  and 
e l e c t r o n  spec t r a  f o r  two consecutive s o l a r  minima (1965 and 1977) wi th  
one s ing l e  s e t  of parameters. Figure 4 shows the  good agreement between 
t h e  observed and ca lcu la ted  proton and e l ec t ron  r a t i o s  (1977 r e l a t i v e  t o  
1965) i n  t h e  50 MeV - 1 GeV range. The p r e d i c t e d  r a d i a l  g r a d i e n t  of 
protons tu rn8  out  considerably sma l l e r  f o r  t he  magnetic cpuf igura t ion  of 
1977 (A>O), i n  accord wi th  o the r  d r i f t  c a l cu l a t i ons  ( see  Kota and J o k i p i i  
1983, and r e f  e r e n c e s  t h e r e i n ) .  Obse rva t i ons .  on t h e  o t h e r  hand, seem t o  
i n d i c a t e  a  s t a b l e  g r a d i e n t  o r  a  d e c r e a e e  of g r a d i e n t  f o r  A<O,  ( s e e  t h e  
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review of Ng, this volume), The radial gradient is certainly an exciting

and controversial subject. The smaller radial gradient for A>O seems to

be essential in explaining the observed phase-shift of the anisotropy at
GeV energies. Conversely, the smaller azimuthal streaming obtained by
anisotropy measurements in the seventies implies a smaller radial
gradient, at least for the GeV energies, where direct data on the
gradient are scarce. The small radial gradient in the case of A>0 is a
common feature of drift models. K_ta (1981) has derived a 3-V force-field
solution including drift which gives a charge independent radial

gradient, this model, however, relies upon specific assumptions. At low
energies, the nature and extent of drift effects are not fully understood
yet, the exploration of these is an important and urgent task.

Neutron monitor intensities exhibit different time evolution in the

two ll-year cycles. Shea and Smart (SH 4.2-24) presented an updated
statistical analysis of the correlation between cosmic ray intensity and
the geomagnetic aa index. ,It is apparent from Figure 5 that, in the

sixties, cosmic ray intensity was peaked at solar minimum, while the
period of the seventies was characterized by a long plateau. This is just
what one would expect from a drift model incorporating a wavy neutral
sheet, with the tilt angle varying from small to larger angles as solar
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activity increases (K_ta and Jokipii 1983). The correlation between the
cosmic ray intensity and the geomagnetic aa index was found to be good

for A<0 and poor for A>0. This, again, is in accord with the predictions

of drift models. In this context, it is not crucially important that the

modulation is ascribed to the wavy neutral sheet, it could be substituted
by any other phenomenon which affects cosmic rays primarily in the
helioequatorial region. In contrast to these results, Otaola, Perez-
Enriquez, and Valdes-Galicia (SH 4.2-22) and Chirkov (SH 4.2-21) find a

good correlation between the aa index and cosmic ray intensity for A>0,

too. According to these authors, the aa index itself has a 22-year cycle
and this is solely responsible for the asymmetry in cosmic ray counts.
Similar conclusion is reached by Krivoshapkin et.al. (SH 4.4-22) at high

rigidities. More studies are required to resolve the discrepancy between
these works.

I also would like to mention two works here, which were presented in

other sessions but bear importance in the topic Of my report, too. Moraal
and Mulder (SH 5.1-2) presented a statistical analysis of Forbush-

decreases in the two different magnetic cycles. They find an evidence

indicating that, at neutron monitor energies, the recovery is faster in
the A>0 configuration. This may be interpreted as a result of drift:
particles drifting down from higher latitudes (A>0) can refill the

earth's vicinity more rapidly than particles coming through the

equatorial region (A<O). It would be interesting to see if there is a
difference between the anisotropies during the time of recovery.

One of the most interesting developments at the Conference was the

reappearence of the anomalous component. The spectrum of the anomalous
component has been found to shift toward higher energies with respect to
the last cycle (Cummings, Stone, and Webber SH 4.6-I). This can be
interpreted in terms of drift (Jokipii 1985). The anomalous component has

very important implications, these will not be discussed here (for
details on the anomalous component, see the report of Ng, this volume).

Charge-asymmetry

Recently Evenson and Meyer (1984) found that after the last solar
maximum electron intensity recovered faster than protons while the

opposite happened following the previous (1970) maximum. This is in

agreement with the prediction of K_ta and Jokipii (1983), and can be
interpreted as strong indication of drift effect. At this conference,

Garcia-Munoz et. al. (SH 4.2-23) presented a thorough study of the helium
to electron ratio from 1965 to 1985. The investigated energy ranges

correspond to roughly the same rigidities, the difference in velocities
is not expected to introduce a significant effect. The relative content
of 70-95 MeV/n helium increased by about a factor of 2 around the
polarity reversal of the sun in 1970, and decreased to its earlier (1968)
level around 1980 (Figure 6). Since observations refer to the same time
period, there can be little doubt that this finding should be interpreted
as a clear sign of a charge dependence in the modulation of cosmic rays.
It would be , however, too early to celebrate for those who believe in
drift. Electrons fail to show the peaked ll-year cycle in the years of
seventies, which would be a major prediction of the model of K_ta and
Jokipii (1983). Instead, the time evolution of electron and helium
intensities turn out rather similar (Figure 7). Certainly, further
theoretical and experimental efforts are need_to clarify this subtle
problem. Unfortunately, simultaneous electron and helium data are avail-
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able for one cycle only, the status of experiments will improve as the
present cycle proceeds. From t_ theoretical side, the implicat_ns of
drift should be studied more C_roughly at lower energies. Furthermore,

it should be kept in mi_ Chat C_ model of _C• and Jokipi£ (1983) _es
not claim to describe the period of solar maximum. The present model is
certainly too 8implifled for that case. Unfortunately, a more
sophiaticat_ model will encounter new numerical, and also conceptual,
difficulties.

Neutral sheet @fleets

me structure •nd location of the neutral sheet may affect cosmic r_
transport in either a direct w_via drift or an indirect way via the
increase of the solar wind s_ed aw_ from the neutral sheet.

A drift-model incorp_atlng a wa_ neutral _eet obv_usly needs a 3-
dfmens£o_l calculatlo_ me n_er£cal studies of K_ta and Jokipii (1983,
see also SH 4.2-I0) represent the only full 3-D treatment available so
far. Figure 8 shows the intensi_ coat,re obtained on • I _ sphere for
both A>0 and A<0. The 3-dimensional character of the solutions is
spirant, me intensity cont_re are beat organized by the neutral sheet.
It s_uld also be kept in mind, however, that t_re is no obvious sidle
par_eter to fully organize the _ntours.

As a rule, cosmic r_tensi_ is _edicted to rise toward the poles
for A_, a_ fall •v•y from the neutral sheet for A_. The difference in
t_ latitudinal sradlents, if obee_ed, would .be an evidence in favour of
drift. Earth-based meas_ements s_e •zimuthal sections in • _rrow ba_
around the heliographic equator. The 7.5 ° excursion of the earth about
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FIG. #. - Computed contours of equil cosmic ray intensity at ! AU, for
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the neutrll sheet is 30 degree (Koti tnd Jokiptt 1983).

the helloequatorial plane permits the stud_ of the latitudinal gradient.
By exploiting thisj K6ta, Mer_nyi, and Erd_s (1985) arrived at a polarity
dependent gradient of high rigidity (mT0 GV) cosmic rays rising away
from the neutral sheet in the period of 1974-79, in accord with the
predict ions.

When the earth-based intensities are organized according to the
'"aeliomagnetic latitude" of the earth (i.e. distance from the neutral
sheet), a negative correlation is obtained between cosmic ray intensity
and heliomagnetic latitude (Figure 9) for both configurations (Newkirk
and Fisk 1985; Newkirk et.al. SX 4.2-16). This result is seemingly
surprising for A>0. With a numerical simulation of the experimental

situation. Jokipii and K_ta (SH 4.2-10) demonstrated that a 3-D model
does predict such a negative correlation (Figure I0) thus experimental
results do not disprove drift. Newkirk et.alo (SH 4.2-16) have also
pointed out that the model calculations of K_ta and Jokipii (1983) would

give a much larger gradient for A<0, while the measurements do not show
any significant difference (Figure 11). This challenge has not been

answered yet. The A<0 solutions are sensitive to perpendicular diffusion,

thus it is conceivable Chat adjusting the parameters could cure the
discrepancy. Another, perhaps more probable, possibility is that
calculations employed a too simplified, and too regular model
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Christon et.al. (SH 4.2-9) used the data of Voyagers to derive the
latitudinal gradient of >75 MeV protons from two-point measurements in
the period of 1981-83 (A<0). They found that a negative gradient became
significant when a selecting restriction was employed. Crudely. this
restriction selected the configurations when both spacecraft were on the
same side of the sheet (say above) and. furthermore, the one at higher
latitude (Voyage r 1) was also more distant from the sheet. This selection
enabled the authors to filter out real latitudinal effects and suppress
the noise from azimuthal effects. The result is in good agreement with
the predictions of drift.

Saito •nd Swinson (SH 4.2-8) pointed out that, in the period of 1971-
74, two remarkable decreases in the counts of the Mr. Washington Neutron
Monitor coincided with high inclinations of the tilt angle of the neutral
sheet, just as expected £rom drift models. Badruddin and Yadav (SH 4.2-

12) also find • negative correlation between the tilt angle and the
intensity of cosmic rays. which, however, they attribute to the increase
of the solar wind speed.

In • numerical study including a wavy neutral sheet. Alanly• et.•l.
(SH 4.2-18) confirm that cosmic ray intensity decreases as the tilt angle
of the sheet is increased. This work. however, employs • 2-D code
assuming azimuthal symmetry. Conceptually. the neutral sheet cannot be
• zimuthally Symmetric. it would violate the div_=O condition. The
azimuthal •symmetry. in my judgement, is essential in the case of • wavy
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sheet. These authors also make an ambitious attempt to derive some

interesting quantities from the anisotropies obtained in different
magnetic sectors. In doing so, however, they seem to assume a constant

latitudinal gradient, which appears to be unjustified: the latitudinal

gradient is bound to change at sector crossings.

2.3. Concluding Remarks

It seems that progress has been made since the last Conference. The

field of episodic modulation is flourishing. Drift still remained a
controversial subject and attracted much attention: there were new

experimental and theoretical works presented both in favour of drift and

challenging it. Being personally biased I would be inclined to giving
more credit to the pro arguments. Drift models were successful in
explaining some basic phenomena, the difficulties encountered may be

connected with the simple, overly regular field models employed _n the

calculations. Often, the _uestion is set in the form: is modulation
caused by drift or something else? It should be remembered, that drift

does not exclude other effects superimposed on it. In particular, drift
models in their present form do not claim to describe the period of solar

maximum when the heliospheric field should be more complex.
Spacecraft measurements in the outer heliosphere brought puzzling

results which will certainly inspire theoretical research. By the time of
the next Conference we reach solar minimum which then can be compared

with the last minimum. We will be ahead of the exploration of high

latitudes by the Ulysses mission, which makes 3-D predictions to become
increasingly important. To promote the credit of model-calculations we

need a better understanding of the scattering-process. Unfortunately,
theory has advanced little in'this field in the lastyears. At the

Conference, there was only one theoretical paper addressing this problem:
Dorman et.al. (SH 4.1-20) attempted to separate the scattering effects of
"small-scale" and "large-scale" magnetic inhomogenities.

3. ANISOTROPIES

Anisotropies will be divided into three convenient groups. First, I

discuss the so-called B x_n anisotropy which is closely related to the
local gradients. Then sidereal anisotropies Will be reviewed, which aim
to the search of a galactic signal. Finally, the term of solar

anisotropies will include all solar induced anisotropies which do not
fail into either of the first two categories.

3.1. B_Vn anisotrov_, local Rradients

The _x_n anisotropy arises as a result of the antisymmetric term
of the diffusion tensor. This streaming is connected with the regular
spiralling motion in the magnetic field. It is not directly connected to
particle drift: without density gradient, drift will not produce any

anisotropy, while a density gradient does lead to a streaming in a
homogeneous magnetic field, too. The magnitude of the resulting aniso-

tropy is _.V_n/n , where V_n is the density gradient in the direction
normal to the field. Being polarity-dependent this anisotropy can be
disentangled from other terms of the anisotropy, and then, knowing the

Larmour radius, _, the gradient can be determined (Bercovitch 1970).
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Fillius et.al. (SH 4.3-7) employed this method to estimate the radial
gradient from the >500 MeV/n channel of Pioneer10 (median rigidity_5

GV) in the period of 1973-75, during-which the spacecraft traveled from
3 AU to _7 AU. The analysis gave a fairly stable gradient between I - 2

%/AU which is also comparable with the values of the global gradient
between the earth and the spacecraft derived from the total counts,
Unfortunately. the global gradient is not available for the same channel
(see SH 4.7-2) during this period.

At higher rigidities (_I0 GV), Bieber and Pomerantz (SK 4.2-6)

convincingly demonstrate the presence of a B_x_n anisotropy, which
produces a North-Shouth asymmetry in the counting rates of the neutron
monitors at Thule and McMurdo_ respectively (Figure 12). The inferred

g N N.S

(_') +0.05 tropy, as obtained
• f_on the Thule and

0 ................. NcMurdo NN records

-0.05 . , .... : (SH 4.2-6)
62 64 66 68 70 72 74 76 78 80 82

Year

radial gradient seems to show an ll-year cycle around a mean of '1.7 per
cent/AU_ and fails to show any noticeable dependence on the polarity of
the solar field. The mean value of gradient agrees with that of Filling
et.al. It is intriguing that the radial gradient appears fair!y stable
over a vide range of energy: the values are barely larger for the >60 MeW
particles (see Webber and Lockwood SH 4.7-1), despite the anticipated

change of _¢rr in this range (c.f. Figure l). At the lowest energies, the
decrease of the Compton-Getting factor may explain the low value of the
gradient, but it is hard to see a similar effect above 200 MeW.

The presence of the BXEa streaming wasalso demonstrated in the
work of Takahashl, Yahagi, and Chiba (SH 4.3-13) who deduced the first
zonal harmonic from the data of the worldwide neutron monitor network,

and showed that it undergoes sudden jumps at sector-crossings. A good
correlation was found between the auisotropy and the components of the
magnetic field by Xue, Zhang, and Xao (SH 4.3-15). .

In a theoretical work g_ta and Jokipii (SH 4.2-11) argue that the
BxVn anisotropy may not appear in its fall form. The latitudinal
gradient may depend on magnetic polarity and. in this Case, diffusion
across the field llnes will also give a polarity-dependent itream_ngo

which may reduce the net N-S anisotropy. This effect can be important in
the drift-models where latitudinal gradients are not negligible. In this
case, the commonly used quantitative relation between the polarity
dependent N-8 anisotropy and the radial gradient may be .inaccurate (the
value of perpendicular diffusion coefficient should be crucial). It is

, also pointed out in this work that. in contrast to 2-D models, a 3-D
model is able to reproduce the co_rect sense of this anLJotropy.

The B_n anisotropy can also be applied to detect a steady North:
South gradient as it ham been shown by 8winaon. 8heai and Humble (gH 4.2
7). The _n streaming, in this case, adds a polarity-dependent
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component to the daily variation in solar time. This study yielded a
significant gradient rising toward the south for A<0, while a

symmetrically rising gradient was obtained for the opposite polarity

state (A>0, i.e. 1970-80). The authors attribute the asymmetric gradient
to the N-S asymmetry of the sun: the northern hemisphere was observed to

be more active during 1960-70, then this asymmetry disappeared after
1970. The symmetric gradient may be interpreted in terms of drift.

Significant N-S gradient has been found by other workers, too. By
making use of the 7.5° inclination of the earth's orbit, Pathak et.al.

(SH 4.3-14) infer an about 0.2 %/degree gradient pointing toward the
south and no observable symmetric gradient during 1978-83. Since this
study gives a mean variation averaged over polarities, the lack of a

symmetric gradient does not deny the predictions of drift models. From
the analysis of isotropic intensity waves_Duldig, Jacklyn and Pomerantz
(SH 4.3-8) arrived at the conclusion that these may have resulted from a

higher intensity of cosmic rays below the sheet. This is only one

possible interpretation, the origin of the observed intensity waves is
not yet well understood.

The presence of a small asymmetry of the heliosphere would bear some

implications. For sake of simplicity, most of the theoretical works
adopt simple symmetric models. One would anticipate small changes in the

intensity distribution due to small asymmetries. The impact, however,
would he more severe on the anisotropies which depend on a delicate
balance.

3.2. Siderea_ yariations, zalactic anisotropy

A major objective of studying sidereal daily variations is the search
for a genuine galactic anisotropy. Beside a true galactic signal, there
are other known effects which may also give rise to an intensity

variation in sidereal time. An asymmetric heliosphere could easily
produce a net stream of particles which could not be distinguished from a
galactic signal. Even a symmetric heliosphere may, and does, produce

'spurious signal': the second spherical harmonics of the heliospheric

anisotropy can also contribute to the sidereal daily variatio_ This was
discussed in detail in the Highlight Talk of Mori (this volume). To

eliminate this effect, most of the presented works employed the
'Nagashima-correction' (Nagashima et.al. 1983) inferring the spurious
sidereal daily wave from the observed antisidereal wave. I shall return
to this correction in the next paragraph.

Another difficulty in detecting a galactic anisotropy is posed by the
'magnetic optics' of the interplanetary field: the deflection of particle

trajectories will distort and attenuate the original signal, random
scattering will further impair the conditions of observation. An
extensive study of these effects (Nagashima, Morishita, and Yasue, 1982)
predicted a large dependence on the polarity of the heliospheric field.

Bercovitch (1984, and also SH 4.4-1) compared these predictions with the
experimental results of the Ottawa Horizontal MuonArray, and found that
the expected displacements of the sidereal vectors failed to show up at
the last polarity reversal. The discrepancy could not be resolved by
changing the rate of scattering. This finding might imply that our model
of the heliospheric magnetic field is inaccurate. It is an attractive
feature cf the several hundred GV particles that they may prove to be
quite powerful in exploring the large-scale.interplanetary field. Of
course, the way of exploration is not straightforward, and these hopes
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may be excessively optimistic.

Galactic anisotropy was searched for in a wide range of energies.
Some of the reported first harmonics are summarized in Table I. The
lowest energies were represented in the work of Ishida et.al. (SH $.4-2)
who analyzed an impressive amount of data from the worldwide network of

neutron monitors, and obtained somewhat different phases for the two
polarity states. The 30 year record of the Yakutsk ionization chamber

gave very small amplitude (Kuzmin et.al. SR 4.4-8). Ueno et.al. (SH 4.4-

3) presented a comprehensive study of Nagoya, Misato, and Sakashita muon
telescopes. Table 1 shows the results of the vertical telescopes, and

also a high-energy point from the Sakashita South 60° inclined telescope

is added. A similar analysis has been carried out by Swinson and
Nagashima (SH 4.4-7) including the Bolivia, Embudo, and Soccoro stations.
The deep-underground results of Matsushiro (Yasue, Mori, and Sagisaka SH

4.4-9) are already barely influenced by solar effects. All the quoted
results are corrected for solar effects with Nagashima's method.

Paper Station Pm(GV) amp A 104 phase

SH 4.4-2 NM network 2.0 ! 0.2 6.1 hr A<0

2.1_ 0.2 8.6 hr A>0
SH 4.4-8 ion ch. Yakutsk < 0.5

SH 4.4-3 muon Nagoya (V) 60 2.1 ± I.I 4.4 hr
Misato (V) 145 1.2± 0.8 0.9 hr

Sakash.(V) 331 2.8 _ 0.4 4.2 hr
--- (as) 540 7.2_ 0.6 2.4 hr

SH 4.4-7 muon Bolivia(V) 125 1.7_ 0.5 9 hr
Embudo (V) 132 0.9± 0.3 1 hr

Soccoro(V) 305 2.7 ± 0.4 4 hr
SH 4.4-9 muon Matsushiro 700 3.1± 0.5 2.3 hr
SH 4.4-4 muon Poatina 1200 8.1± 2.5 2.4 hr

Table I.

Finally, the highest energy point is given by the Poatina measure-
ment reported by Humble, Fenton, and Fenton (SH 4.4-4). The lack of
significant variation in solar and anti-sidereal time confirms that the

observed sidereal variation is due to a true galactic signal, and solar

contamination is indeed negligible. Their first harmonic is in a good
agreement with the well established galactic anisotropy obtained at

somewhat still higher energies by the Musala, Norikura, and Baksan
experiments, which, in a consensus, agree in a first harmonic of 0.057
percent and phase around 1.4 hr (c.f. Gombosi et.al. 1975, Sakakibara st.
al. 1984, Alexeenko et.al. 1981). There is no compelling reason to expect

the same anisotropy at the Northern and Southern hemispheres,

respectively. The close agreement of the first harmonics is reassuring,
as it implies that the structure of the anisotropy is reasonably smooth

and relatively simple.
Inspection of Table I shows that the high-energy points tend to have

a phase close to the 'expected' 1-2 hr. Measurements of median
rigidities above 500 GV (Matsushiro, Sakashita SS) yield phases of 2-3
hr, the 300-500 GV range tends to shift toward later hours (around 4 hr).

I would feel tempted to draw the conclusion that going down below 300 GV
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it is increasingly difficult to eliminate solar effects. In particular,, I
would like to call attention to the possible asymmetries of the helio-

sphere (see previous paragraph) which are largely unkown. Experimental
accuracy has vastly improved in the last decade. Our knowledge of the

heliospheric field, however, may not live up to this accuracy. Now, we
are able to see tiny effects which cannot be accounted for on the basis

of our present knowledge. The traditional way of approach may need to be

reversed: instead of taking the field model granted, we may use the
anisotropy measurements to extract more information on the large scale
structure of the heliosphere.

The second harmonic of the sidereal variation remains an intriguing
problem. All of the Norikura, Baksan and Musala measurements show a

significant second harmonic with phases around 5-6 hr, Norikura even
claims a third harmonic around 7 hr (Sakakibara et.al. 1984), implying

that the galactic anisotropy cannot be ascribed to a simple streaming.
The Poatina results, on the other hand, do not show any noticeable second

harmonic. This might be due to the limited statistics, but may as well
indicate a true North-South difference. The discussion of the nature of a

galactic anisotropy falls beyond the scope of this review. Yet, I feel

tempted to make a remark, which stems from heliospheric background. It
was proposed by K_ta (1979) that anisotropic pitch-angle scattering might
be responsible for the rise of higher harmonics in the galactic

anisotropy. Recently, Bieber and Pomerantz (1983) has worked out a

similar, more advanced, theory including adiabatic focusing, to explain
the higher harmonics of solar anisotropies. It would be interesting to

see if the observed sidereal harmonics could be interpreted within the
frame of the unified theory of Bieber and Pomerantz (1983).

A puzzling observation was presented by Jacklyn and Duldig (S_l 4.4-
6). During the years of sixties, a significant sidereal semi-diurnal wave
was seen by both the Hobart and Mawson experiments. This wave dis-

appeared after 1970 and failed to reappear after 1980. It seems hard to
think of a plausible interpretation of this finding.

3.3. _ anisotropies, hi_her harmonics

This paragraph is divided into two major parts. First , results on the

solar daily wave will be reviewed then the higher harmonics and their
effects will be considered. Among the various components of the

anisotropy, the solar daily vector is the most robust, and also has the
longest and most extensive history. Recently, higher harmonics seem to
attract more and more attention, this can be attributed to developments
in both theoretical and experimental research.

_ variation

As for the very first approximation, the solar diurnal wave of
intensity variation of cosmic rays was believed to be a result of a pure
corotation with the sun. Corotation could be simply interpreted in the

classic diffusion-convection theory if diffusion was permitted in the
field's direction only. Forbush (1969) was the first to notice that the

solar diurnal vector shows a 22-year wave, a phase shift occurs in
association with the polarity reversal of the sun. The effect has been
proved beyond doubt by numerous subsequent works: during the periods of

seventies, fifties, etc.i the daily vector moves toward earlier hours
from the 18hr phase of corotation. This phase shift was first explained
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by Levy (1976) invoking drift.
The conventional vlsdom of phase shift is also apparent in the works

presented at this Conference (Ahluvalla and Riker SH 4.5-7, Takahashi

et.al. SH 4.5-13; Chuang, Kusunosep and Wads $H 4.5-1A). Now, the main
objective of the research is to find the rigidity 8pectrump and find the
solar parameters responsible for the year-to-year changes of the solar
daily vector. Figure 13 shows the long-term variations of the amplitudes
and phases as obtained by neutron monitors and muss telescopes during
1962-1979. Neutron monitor amplitudes tend to remain relatively stable
while rouen results undergo drastic variations. This is usualiy
interpreted as a result of a changing cut-off rigidity.
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FIG. 12. -The annum! mein a.,plttudes ([eft) ind phi/s/ (right) of the
moist dilly waves, as obttlned from neutron monitor tad muss measurements.

The dsshed line shows the Zurich sunspot number (SH 4 3-7)

From the side of theory, the diffusive trannport-equatioa (1) is
applicable for neutron monitor energies. The major effect i.e. phase-
shift has been reproduced by many independent numerical works
incorporating drift (2otgieter and Normal 1985; Potgleter S11 4.2-4; K_ta
and Jokipii SH 4.2-11; Nunakata and 14agashima SH 4.5-1; Kadokura and
Nishida 1984). This consensus o£ the numerical results, and also our
understanding of the physics involved should convince one that drift
indeed gives rise to a phase shift. The quantitative features, on the
other hand, are not yet all understood. Figure 14 shove the predictions
o£ Persister (SH 4.2-A) together with experimental results. The agreement
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is fairly close if we consider that model calculations are bound to be
overly simplified. One might try to achieve a better fit by adjusting the
input parameters. This, however, may not be very meaningful. The real
solution would be the inclusion of a more realistic model of the helio-
sphere, which, if available, would require enormous amount of computing.
At present, however, the full complexity of the heliosphere is not yet
well modelled. Further studies may help to explore which features of the
interplanetary field are primarily responsible for the long-term changes
of the solar daily vector.

An important but conceptually obscure quantity is the upper the cut-
off rigidity where solar effects cease. The upper cut-off undergoes a
large variation during a 22-year cycle. It had a very low value in 1976
when virtually no anisotropy was detected by the muon telescopes (see
Figure 13). On the other hand, Ueno et.al. (SH 4.5-18) reported on
obtaining an anomalous large value during 1982, when the amplitude

doubled at high rigidities (Sakashita, Pro-330 CV) while it remained the
same at lower rigidities (Misato, Nagoya). The authors estimate a cut-off
around 270 GV.

Ahluwalia (SH 4.5-4, SH 4.5-7) questioned the principle of cut-off.

It is indeed a crude approximation expressing the common wisdom that
solar effects should diminish at high rigidities. The Japanese groups use

a epower-exponentiale formula which permits a power law at low rigidities
and an exponential decrease above the cut-off. This should be s better
approximation than the use of a flat spectrum with a sharp cut-off.
However, both approaches are phenomenological and have little theoretical
support. Admittedly, theory has been offering little help so far. At high
rigidities (just around the cut-off), the whole concept of diffusive
propagation breaks down, and the transport equation (I) is no more
applicable. This is not only a matter of knowing the relevant parameters
and solving the equation numerically. The cause of breakdown can be

formulated in different ways. Physically, diffusion picture assumes the
scattering mean free path to be areal! with respect to other distances
involved. Taking a mathematical approach, one neglects higher harmonics

in deriving the transport equation (I). At h_gh rigidities, however, the

spatial variation of the second harmonic becomes comparable to that of
the density.

The method of Erd_s and K_ta (SH 4.5-5, and references therein) may

provide one part of the solution. These authors calculate energy losses
along regular trajectories, disregarding scattering and retaining only
the large-scale structure of the heliospheric field, including a wavy
neutral sheet. This model can successfully reproduce many major aspects
of the anisotropies observed at high rigidities. The predictions are
similar to those of the drift models at lower energies. This is not at
all surprising, since both models emphasize the effect of the regular
field. The trajectory model could easily accommodate other large-scale
structures, too, The inclusion of scattering would be a major step toward
understanding the nature of cut-off. •

In the paper SH 4.5-5. Erd_e. K_ta, and Merenyx predict rather
gradual declines in the rigidity-spectra of solar and sidereal daily
variations. For the 22-year cycle of the solar diurnal vector, they
obtain a horstshas shape, fairly similar to the loop inferred from
experimental observations by Chuang, Kusunose, and _/ada (SB 4.5-14)
(Figure 15).

An alternative explanation of the phase shift of anisotropy was put
forward by Kravtsov et.al. (SH4.5-20) suggesting that this phase shift
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originates in the different connections of the heliospheric and inter-
stellar magnetic fields. These 'open' and 'closed' configurations pro-
posed by Ahluwalia (1979) deserve further study. At the present stage,
however, this model is rather speculative. Drift models, on the other
hand, firmly predict the observed phase shift and offer a more plausible
explanation.

harmonics

In general, the directional distribution of cosmic rays cannot be
described with a single vector but i£ also contains higher spherical
harmonics. As a rule. the n-th spherical harmonic may produce various
daily harmonics (from n-th down to let, together with sidebands) in
earth-based measurements. These indirect, sometimes so-called spurious,
effects are still fairly tractable for the second harmonic and become
increasingly complicated for the higher order terms.

The second order anisotropy has five independent components
corresponding to the five spherical harmonics or, in an equivalent
description, to the components of a symmetric and traceless tensor (Kota
1975). Assuming an azimuthal symmetry around the rotational axis of the

sun, the resulting daily variations can be evaluated in a straightforward

way. The following major terms will emerge:

: solar 2nd solar+sidereal sidereal 2nd
diurnal : antisidereal solar sidereal

zonal harmonic: semiannual annual constant

Table 2

The classification is intended to express the geometrical relations. The
variations in the same row have the same dependence on geographical
latitude. Variations in one column arise from the same component(s) of
the anisotropy, therefore there is a purely geometrical relation between.
them (K_ta 1975). At this Conference, Tatsuoka and Nagashima (SH .4.5-2)

presented an extensive geometrical study giving all the coupling
coefficients of the transformer/on of the second order anisotropy into
earth-based intensity variations.

The direct geometrical relation between the solar semidiurnal and the
ancisidereal diurnal waves has been convincingly demonstrated by Swinson
and Nagashima (SH 4._-7). If the 2nd order anisotropy results from a pure
pltch-angle distribution around the direction of the magnetic field, then
it can be described with one single parameter, and a strict relation viii
hold between the sidereal and aatisidereal daily waves. This constitutes
the basis of the Nagashima-correction (see in paragraph 3.2.). It should
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be borne in mind that the Nagashima correction involves the physical
assumption of a pitch-angle distribution, while the relation between the
solar semidiurnal and the antisidereal waves is purely geometrical. Of

course, there are physical grounds to expect a pitch-angle distributio_
The Nagashima correction has been successful in organizing the woridwide

observations of the sidereal daily variations into a coherent and
transparent pattern (Nagashima, Tatsuoka, and Matsuzaki 1983). The

results of the Hobart underground telescope could best be interpreted by
employing this correction (Humble and Fenton SH 4.4-5), giving further
credit to this method.

There may also be deviations from the pitch-angle picture, at high
rigidities in particular. Several works at the conference were devoted to

the study of the structure of the 2nd order anisotropy. Takahashi and

Yahagi (SH 4.3-12) investigated the 2rid order zonal harmonic (bottom row
in Table 2) on the basis of data from the worldwide network of neutron

monitors. From a pitch-angle distribution, one would expect a constant
value with a semiannual wave superimposed. It would deserve a more
detailed study to see if observations are in agreement with the

predictions of the pitch-angle concept. The magnitude of the observed

semiannual wave seems surprisingly large (about 5%) at the cut-off
energy, unless the upper cut-off is overestimated. Similarly large,

puzzling diurnal effect was reported by Asatryan, Babayan, and Stozhkov
(SH 4.5-8) on the basis of stratospheric measurements. At present, it

seems hard to think of any process leading to such huge anisotropies.

On the grounds of symmetry, Nagashima, Munakata, and Tatsuoka (SH
4.3-9) pointed out that the two components responsible for the second

column of Table 2 should be polarity dependent. Analyzing the data of the
multi-directional muon telescope at Nagoya, they could extricate the
expected effects: a semidiurnal wave with the frequency between the solar

and sidereal semidiurnal frequencies, and also a polarity-dependent
contribution to the solar daily wave. This result implies that the
anisotropy is not entirely axially symmetric.

Munakata and Nagashima (SH 4.5-I) endeavoured to compute the first

three harmonics of the cosmic ray anisotropy. It is reassuring to see the
self-consistency of the calculation, they start with computing the

density distribution and then continue to proceed step by step upward in
the hierarchy of the harmonics. The resulting free-space 2nd and 3rd

harmonics are shown in Figure 16, together with their dependence on
rigidity. A remarkable feature of the calculated 2rid harmonic is the

marked deviation from the 'conventional' phase of 3 hr for the case of
A<0. This seems somewhat surprising, and the underlying physics is not

yet clear. The deviation from the 3hr phase, again, would indicate that
the pitch-angle distribution is violated, and the Nagashima-correction
may not perfectly eliminate the sidereal wave of heliospheric origi_

The 3rd harmonics also show different phases for A>0 and A<0,
respectively. The consistently 7 hr phase for A>0 is not compatible
with a pitch angle distribution which would predict either 1 hr or 5 hr.

Recently, Bieber and Pomerantz (1983) proposed a unified theory of
the higher harmonics. The model includes adiabatic focusing and also
anisotropfc pith-angle scattering. The former, is primarily responsible
for the second harmonic, the basic process being the same as that in the
loss-cone model of Fujii et.al (1971). The aniaotropic scattering has
more effect on the third harmonic_ earlier this _rocess was suggested to

account for the higher harmonics of the galactic anisotropy (K6ta 1979)o
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The unified theory of Bieber and Pomerantz should yield a pltch-augle
distribution from the diffusive streaming, which ultimately predicts that

all the higher harmonics must have either maximum or minimum at 9 hr (and
21 hr); for the first harmonic the contribution of convection should
first be removed.

The unified theory predicts the relative magnitude of the second
harmonic to be roughly proportional to the scattering mean free path.
Bieber and Pomerantz (SH 4.5-21) used this principle tO check their
model. In Figure 17, the amplitudes and phases of the first three
harmonics observed at Swarthmore are plotted as a function of the
relative variance of the interplanetary magnetic field. The second
harmonic tends to decrease with increasing field fluctuation, which also
should mean increasing scattering i.e. smaller mean free pat_ However,
this decrease seems slower than that expected from the theory.

The predictions of the unified model of Bieber and Pomerant= seem to
be irreconcilable vlth the results of Munakata and Nagashima (SH 4.5-I).
Yet, we may not need to ask which of them is correct. The model of Bieber

and Pomerantz is particularly attractive to a theoretician. It is based
on a firm prediction of the theory of scattering, and one would most
welcome to see that the expected effect is indeed there. On the other
hand, the unified model of anisotropy strongly relies on the assumption
of 1-dimensional propagatio_ Any perpendicular diffusion or drift should
modify the picture. This seems to be a plausible reason why the the model
of Bieber and Pomerant= works well at lower rigidities, and may become
incorrect at high rlgiditieswhere cross-fleld transport is much easier.
This would also be in accord with the rigidity spectra shown in Figure
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16, which predict the relative magnitude of the 'non pitch-angle' higher
harmonics to increase rapidly toward higher rigidities.

The solar tri-diurnal variation was SOLARTRI-DIURNAL VARIATION
experimentally investigated by Mori
et.al. (SH 4.5-3) on the basis of the (Vertical COOl.neat) O_
Nagoya, Misato, and Sakashita muon !

telescopes. The results are shown in " n"2
Figure 18. The authors conclude that the

best value of the phase is near 7 hr, in oh
fair agreement with the results of _--2

Munakata and Nagashima (SH 4.5-I). ,ts,,o _"
Inspection of Figure 18 may also suggest
the occurence of a phase shift from 1981

to 1982. It is also my impression that, __ /.
in the period of 1970-80 (A>0). all the
high-rigidity harmonics tend tO have a _.lv, /

phase close to 15 hr; Speaking in terms Ju
of regular motion, the ecliptic 15 hr

direction represents the trajectory which _*

has a maximum access to the neutral FIG. II. -Solar trl-dlurnal
sheer. It is not inconceivable that this

waves observed at _akaohlta,
may prove to he a preferential direction. Nleato, and Na0oya (SH 4.5-3)

4. OTHER TIME VARIATIONS, COREELkTIONS

In this last, loosely organized, section, I would like to report on
some interesting new development s which did not fit into the line of the
previous two sections. The toplcs to be covered here can be summarized as

time variations other than ll-year cycle or periodic variations due to
the motion of the earth. For most of these variations, there is no firm

theoretical prediction available. In cases such as this. when the
underlying physlcal processes are largely unknown, the study of
correlations might give an insight with helping to explore possible
connections between various quantities. When doi_ correlation analyses,
one should exercise caution, a correlatlon does not necessarily imply •
close physical connection.
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Attolini, Cecchini, and Gall£ (SH 4.4-14) endeavoured to discover

correlations between the sunspot number, cosmic ray flux, aa index, and
solar flares in narrow frequency bands. They worked out a method

specifically designed for the study of narrow frequency bands. Several

periodicities were found, among these the most significant is the 154 day
period found in the cross-correlation of cosmic rays vs. solar flares.

The method is promising even if the results are not always easy to
interpret. One may hope that this new technique will be added to the
already existing arsenal of the matemathical tools of correlation
studies.

Analyzing variations close the 27-day rotational period of the sun,

Shatashvili et.al. (SH 4.4-20) found that the period of cosmic ray
recurrency increased to about 30 days between 1973 and 1975. The authors

interpret this as an effect of drift. During this period, particles

reached the earth through the polar regions, thus they experienced a
longer period because of the differential rotation of the sun. No similar
finding is apparent in the power spectrum analysis of Agrawal (SH 4.4-
16).

On the basis of a large amount of observational data from 1958 to

1975. Bazilevskaya, Tya8o, and Vernova (SH 4.4-19) attempted to establish
a relation between the cosmic ray flux at the earth and the longitudinal
distribution of solar activity on the sun. This latter was found to

undergo profoundly larger variations during the periods of solar polarity

reversals. The study of correlation led to a puzzling result, which the
authors find difficult to accept. The maximum correlation was obtained

with a time shift of about 80 days, in the 'unexpected', implausible
direction: the variation in cosmic ray flux seemed to preceed that in the

distribution of solar activity. It seems incomprehensible that cosmic ray
should affect solar activity in any way. An indirect effect through the

solar wind is highly improbable, too. This example shows that the
interpretation of a correlation is not always straightforward. The other

possibilities are either an unlikely coincidence or a subtle artifact.

An interesting finding was reported by Kavlakov and Georgiev (Sll

4.5-16): days of magnetic storms were observed to be preceded by enhanced
daily waves in the cosmic ray counts at the Musala multi-directional
telescope. This kind of 'forecast' is not inconceiveble since cosmic ray

particles may experience interplanetary disturbances between the earth
and the sun.

A warning came from Pandley et.al (SH 4.4-I) to those who use the
solar flare index (SFI), provXded by different publications. A simple
correlation study gave significantly different results for the SFT-s from
different sources. To avoid unwanted artifacts, correlation studies are

strongly recommended to use the same source, at least within one work.

This acute problem calls for an clarification of the discrepancies since
the SFI is a widely used parameter of modulation research (see Agrawal,
Mishra, and Jain SH 4.1-I0).

Finally, the subject of biannual variation deserves attention. At this

Conference, Charakchyan et.al. (SH 4.4-21) demonstrated that the 2-year
variation seen earlier in stratospheric measurements is not a geophysical
effect but it can clearly be observed in satellite data, too. Cosmic ray
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fluxes were shown to be in a quite sharp anti-phase with the geomagnetic
Ap index, suggesting that a relatively local effect is responsible for
the biannual variation of cosmic rays. Though the magnitude of this
variation undergoes considerable changes, a closer look seems to rule out

a close connection with solar activity. The interpretation of this
phenomenon is still an open question.
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XIX ICRC
RAPPORTEUR PAPER FOR SESSIONS SH5, SH6, AND SH7

FORBUSH DECREASES
GEOMAGNETIC AND ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS

COSMOGENIC NUCLIDES

Erwin O. Fl_ckiger
Physikalisches Institut

University of Bern
CH-3012 Bern
Switzerland

This report is an attempt to give an overview and synthesis of
recent developments that have occurred in the areas of Forbush
decreases, Geomagnetic and Atmospheric Effects, and Cosmogenic
Nuclides. Emphasis is laid on those new results and ideas which were
presented in sessions SH5, SH6, and SH7 (and, if related to the
abovemantioned areas, also in sessions SH9 and SHIO) at this
conference, but some other relevant developments are discussed as well.

The complexity of the three Table 1 Number of Contributed
areas and the large number of Papers in Sessions
contributed papers (see Table 1) SH5, 6, ?, 9, and 10
quite necessarily lead to a very
personal selection of the high- in presented
lights. And although this report is Conference at
more comprehensive in some points Papers Conference
compared to my oral presentation at
the conference it is not a summary SH 5 20 9
of the contributed papers in the SH 6 18 8
abovementioned fields. My enthusiasm SH 7 14 13
about new results and ideas may in SH 9 18 11
addition cover some of the SHIO 8 3

associated important problems. I
would like to apologize for this
bias. I also make my apologies to all the colleagues whose work is not
mentioned explicitly in this report.

1. Forbush decreases (Fds) have been a topic on each Cosmic Ray
Conference since their discovery - and there is no evidence that this
situation will change in the near future. They play a major - if not
the dominant - role in the 11-year modulation of the galactic cosmic
rays (see e.g. McKibben, 1981), they are associated with significant
perturbations in the interplanetary medium and of the earth's
magnetosphere, but the explanation of the physical processes involved
has been an open question for debate for many years.
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The first comprehensive review about Forbush decreases was

published by Lockwood (1971). A summary of the pre-conference knowledge
about Fds can be found e.g. in Iucci et el. (1984), and many of the
most recent results have been published in the Proceedings of the
International Symposium on Cosmic Ray Modulation in the Heliosphere,
held in Morioka, Japan, August 21-25, 1984. An updated review paper on
Fds including the latest developments is at present in preparation by
Agrawal (1985).

Forbush decreases apparently occur at random, with a tendency to
be more frequent and to have a larger amplitude during the increasing
and maximum phase of the sunspot cycle. In the morphology of Fds
different classifications have been proposed in the past. At present
two types of Forbush decrease events with different characteristics are

distinguished according to their origin (Shah et el., 1979): sporadic
(non-recurrent) and recurrent (27-day period) decreases. Sporadic
Forbush decreases have their origin in solar flares accompanied by type
IV radioemission, occurring either on the visible or invisible
hemisphere of the Sun (SH5.1-4), whereas recurrent decreases are
generally related to long-lived corotating high speed solar wind
streams associated with coronal holes (Venkatesanet el., 1982).

The classical Fd as recorded e.g. by a mid-latitude neutron
monitor (NM) has a cosmic ray intensity-time profile as shown
schematically in Figure 1. Starting immediately after a storm sudden
commencement (the geomagnetic signature of the arrival of an
interplanetary shock) the cosmic ray intensity decreases rapidly,
typically about _5% (but up to several 10%) within a few hours. This
decrease is then followed by a slow recovery lasting in the order of
one week. Several hours prior to the fast decrease, some Fds show a
distinct pre-increase
with an amplitude of
about 0.4 % (SH5.1- possible

" pre-increose
22). In many cases

the descending phase I' geomogn_ic _fects
of a Fd exhibits a I _ m • • I I III

clear two-step struc- |\SSC
I

ture (Barnden, 1973; >- _ 2_ep decreose

SH5.1-5) with two _ T _ S

consecutive decreases u_Z
in the cosmic ray W

intensity of approx- Z
imately the same --

amplitude. The time n_ _I _o._//'r possible
period of depressed _j post-increase
cosmic ray intensity
is usually charac-

I
terized by a fine _ =_
structure in the in- _ Idoy _I week

tensity-time profile, _--
including an occa-
sional short-time TIME
(post-)increase
during the minimum Fig. 1 Theclassical Forbush decrease
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intensity phase (SH5.1-3). The entire event is associated with
anisotropies, and for the analysis of Fds using cosmic ray data sampled
on or near the earth it is also important to note that in particular
the initial phase is subject to more or less pronounced geomagnetic

effects. RTb__ymodulation function of Fds, F(R), is often approximated byF(R) _ (with an upper limiting rigidity of 100 GV or more) where
the spectral index y has an average value of _ 0.8 for sporadic and of
0.4 for recurrent Fds (Nachkebiaand Shatashvili, 1983). Another

representation of the modulation function is given by F(R) _ exp(-K/RY)
with 0.2 _ K _ 1.0 and 0.5 _ y _ 0.9 (e.g. Fenton et al., 1984). It
was suggested at this conference by Sakakibara et alt (SH5.1-6),
however, that a spectral form of fractional power type (R-YI(R+Rr)-Y2 )
yields actually a more suitable representation of the rigidity
dependence of Fds than power type or power-exponential type
descriptions. For "hard" Fds during 1978-1982, i.e. for Fds with a
relative change in the vertical muon intensity of more than 0.05% at
the Sakashita underground telescopes (median primary rigidity R_ =330-

567 GV), they found YI = 0.37, yp = 0.89, and Rc = 10 GV. Fo_ "soft"
Fds the corresponding" values -

are y1 = 0.77, Y2 = 1.02, and
R = 14 GV.
C

One of the most

significant features of the
flare-associatedFds is the so-
called East-West asymmetry:
Fds related to solar flares in

the eastern or central region
of the solar disk exhibit

larger amplitudes and longer , _ ,,._24_

recovery times than Fds ,_
related to solar flares on the

western part of the solar
disk. The present knowledge
about the interplanetary
perturbations associated with
sporadic Fds within helio-
centric distances of a few AU
has been summarized by Iucci
et el. (1984) and is shown in ,_ ,._' _

Figure 2. The front perturba- __ J

tion is a driven shock with a

heliolongitudinal extent of
about 100°. This shock is

followed by a magnetic blob _
and a high-speed plasma cloud ,_.... _....... _i:.... ,
of about 0.5 AU average radial
dimension at the orbit of the rio. 2 _e_ on_, _llptic _la.eIn• ,tatlo_ryfra_ of referenceof t_ s_oe-t_ evolutionof a F0-

earth, emitted in a short time pro_c_n_ln_lane_ry pertur_tlo,atthreedifferent
ti_s after t_ time t of the type IV solar flare (SF).

interval of usually less than Theflarereo_on,_leetedbythearr_,waslocatedon
15 hours immediately after the the,trei_t1_,eett_ t . ,eol_s or e,h_ed I_ ereindlcat_ by _e shad_ e_eas _ • fret pertur_tlon,

beginning of the type IV _ coro_tinglateral _rturbetl_s).Theflareejects
burst. The Fd-modulated region ple_ i_1_t_ bathes,th.ah_kendthe_ehedlloe.e) 2.5 days b) 4.5 days c) 6,S days after the SF (fr_

is included between two Iuccietal.,1984)
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corotating boundary streams. Significant progress has been made during
the last years in the understanding of the propagation of shocks in the
interplanetary medium. Using either MHD theory (e.g. Wu et al., 1983)
or by modelling the shock simply as a blast wave in the reference frame
of the moving solar wind (Smart and Shea, 1985) it became possible to
predict the arrival of a shock at the earth after a solar flare with an
accuracy of I-2 hours. Many of the associated problems were discussed
recently at the _STIP Symposium on Retrospective Analyses and Future
Coordinated Intervals held in Les Diablerets, Switzerland, June 10-12,
1985, and will be published in the proceedings of that meeting (Shea
and Smart, 1985).

In order to understand the physical processes responsible for the
transient modulation of the cosmic ray intensity correlation studies
with parameters describing the interplanetary medium are of crucial
importance, and corresponding results can be found in several
contributions to this conference (SH5.1-5, SH5.1-9, SH5.1-11, SH5.1-12,
and SH5.1-13). Figure 3 taken from paper SH5.1-5 is an example for the
Fd on September 29, 1978. As can be seen this Fd shows a distinct two-
step decrease. The interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) data and the
solar wind plasma parameters indicate that the first step begins with
the shock passage at the earth. The second step is connected to the
entry of the earth into a region with an enhanced magnitude of the
interplanetary magnetic field and with a loop-like field configuration.
This conclusion is in agreement with results obtained by Badruddin et
al. for other shock-associated Fds (SH5.1-12). In a statistical
analysis of the flare-associated Fds in the period 1964-1982 Iucci et
al. (SH5.1-5) determined the separate contributions of the shock front
and of the following magnetic perturbation to the amplitude of the
first and second step of Fds as a function of the associated solar
flare longitude. The corresponding result is shown in Figure 4. The
polar diagram in this Figure represents (for 1 AU) the hello-
longitudinal dependence, relative to the flare longitude, of the total
amplitude of Fds (normalized to a maximum value of 1) together with the
corresponding amplitudes of the first and second step. It can be seen
that only the second step exhibits a pronounced east-west asymmetry,
probably due to the longitudinal asymmetry of the magnetic perturbation
following the shock.

Thomas and Gall (1984) recently showed in a theoretical study that
a radially propagating perturbation similar to the one existing at the
front edge of the Fd-modulated region is able to prolong the
containment of cosmic ray particles behind it, leading to an additional
adiabatic cooling of these particles and, therefore, to Fds in the
sunward region of interplanetary space connected magnetically with the
perturbation front. On the other hand, continuing previous work (and
beyond a similar attempt by Badruddin et al. (SH5.1-12)) Iucci et al.
(SH5.1-5) succeeded in relating empirically the total amplitude and the
amplitudes of the two individual steps of Fds quantitatively to a
perturbation parameter describing the strength of the front edge
perturbation in the interplanetary medium made up by the shock and the
magnetic blob effect, whereas the strength of the perturbation at the
western boundary was found to be not correlated with the amplitude Of
Fds (not associated with type IV flares). These results are considered
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to be important clues for the understanding of the mechanisms
responsible for the cosmic ray density depression inside the Fd-
modulated region.

In several papers the effect of "magnetic clouds", "magnetic cloud-
like structures", and different types of high-speed solar plasma
streams on cosmic ray intensity and anisotropies was discussed.
Badruddin et al. (SH5.1-12) investigated the influence of three classes
of magnetic clouds - shock associated clouds, stream interfaces and
cold magnetic enhancements - on cosmic ray intensity. In paper SH5.1-4
Iucci et al. identified 31 short-term increases (with time duration
less than 24 hours and amplitudes up to 5%) in the galactic cosmic ray
intensity during Fd events of the period 1966-1977. All these increases
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occurred after the passage of the compression region following the
shock. They were associated with a magnetically perturbed, high
velocity, low density and low temperature region in space for which in
7 cases the "magnetic cloud structure" according to the classification
proposed by 8urlaga (1984) could be determined. No satisfactory
explanation for these observational results is, however, available yet.

The significance of periodic short-time cosmic ray intensity
fluctuations for the analysis and the understanding of modulation
processes has long been recognized (Dhanju and Sarabhai, 1967). A
review of different techniques and applications in this field was
recently published by Dorman andLibin (1984). Corresponding results
were presented at this conference in papers SH5.1-7, 14, 17, and 18. By
using the maximum entropy method Vainikka et al. (SH5.1-7) performed a
spectral analysis of the cosmic ray intensity recorded at 9 neutron
monitor stations during the large Fd of July 13-14, 1982, which was
already discussed to some extent at the 18th ICRC in Bangalore
(Agrawal, 1983). During the decrease phase of this Forbush event the
analysis confirms the existence of a persistent oscillation with a time
period of about 2 hours and an amplitude of I-3%. This oscillation can
be associated with a similar periodicity observed at the same time in
the magnetospheric magnetic field. During the recovery phase the cosmic
ray intensity showed a 3% variation with a time period of about 10
hours. Unfortunately, no correlation of these two periodic cosmic ray
intensity variations with characteristic parameters of the
interplanetary medium has yet been done and, therefore, their real
origin is still unclear. Another very interesting result is discussed
by Gulinsky et al. in paper SH5.1-1B. Using 5-minute, 1- and 2-hour
values of a large number of ground-based detectors, these authors
investigated the cosmic ray power density spectrum for quiet time
periods, periods with solar flares, and Fds during the years 1977-1982.
Beside the known application of relating the cosmic ray power spectral
density to the power density spectrum of IMF fluctuations, Gulinsky et
al. demonstrate that the short-time cosmic ray variations in the GeV
range also reflect the presence of large-scale perturbations in the
interplanetary medium. As illustrated in Figure 5 which is based on the
NM-registrations at Utrecht and Kerguelen for the time period September

_2_, 1977, _he authors show that the spectral index y in the ran_@f _ 10- Hz of the cosmic ray power density spectrum P(f) = 8"f--
starts to increase significantly at least 18 hours prior to the onset
of the Fd which occurred on September 21, 1977, whereas the quantity B
decreases. In another study Sakai and Kato (SH5.1-14) found a
pronounced periodicity in the cosmic ray intensity observed at Akeno
with a time period of about 37 minutes during 1300-1900 UT on April 25,
1984, just one day prior to the Fd of April 26. It seems, therefore,
that short-time cosmic ray fluctuations as observed by ground-based
detectors are a suitable tool to probe the large-scale perturbations in
the interplanetary medium and their approach to the earth.

There were some arguments in the past whether or not the
characteristic properties of Fds such as the rigidity dependence (i.e.
the modulation function) or the average recovery time are affected by
the reversal of the solar magnetic field (as it occurred e.g. in 1980
for the last time). In this respect it was' pointed out at this
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Fig. 5 Time dependence of the power s_ectrum of cosmic
ray scintillations, P(f) = B-f-Y (f _ 10- Hz) as determined
by Gulinsky et al. (5H5.1-18) for the time period 7-23
September, 1977. The spectral index y (top curve) starts to
increase at least 18 hours before the arrival of a

perturbation in the interplanetary medium at the earth and
the beginning of the Fd on September 21, 1977, whereas B
(bottom curve) decreases.

conference by Jain et al. (SH5.1-15) that during 1980 both the number
and the magnitude of Fds was anomalously small compared to the high
level of sunspot and solar flare activity. Fenton et al. (1984)
performed an analysis of several shock-associatedFds during 1976-1983.
Although their analysis was based on a rather limited number of
comparable events, it appeared to these authors that the functional
form of the Forbush-type decrease process is essentially the same now
as it was during solar cycle 20. It was possible for them to conclude,
however, that the rigidity dependence of the Fd is different from that
of the long-term solar cycle changes during cycle 21 as it was earlier.
Lockwood et al. (SH4.1-9) in a study of the intensity recovery of
Forbush-type decreases as a function of heliocentric distance and its
relationship to the 11-year variation arrived at the conclusions that
the average recovery time t from transient decreases at 1 AU is energy
independent and t_ is _ 5 _ays, that t is essentially the same before
and after the so_ar magnetic field reversal in 1980, and that t is
constant through the solar modulation cycle. Apparently in contras_ to
these conclusions a remarkable result was presented by Moraal and
Mulder (SH5.1-2). These authors compared the "average Fd", as observed
by a specific NM during the years 1971-1980 with the corresponding
"average Fd" of the years 1959-1969. The results which are consistent
for different NM stations are illustrated in Figure 6 for Hermanus.
They show a clear difference in the recovery phase. During 1971-1980
the cosmic ray intensity recovers to the pre-Fd level within 7 days
after the onset of the decrease whereas during 1959-1969 even after 10
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days it is still significantly below this level. Although additional
tests have to be performed to support their explanation the authors
consider this effect as due to "drift", i.e. to the differences in the

drift velocity field in the 1970 to 1980 IMF configuration with respect

to the 1959-1969 configuration. It will certainly be most interesting
to see the further development of this study.

2. Geomaqnetic effects The geomagnetic field acts as a natural
spectrometer for cosmic ray particles and it is, therefore, a "key
instrument" in cosmic ray research. In order to relate the cosmic ray
observations near or on earth to the cosmic ray flux in space, however,

the transport of cosmic rays through the geomagnetic field must be
understood in detail. Cutoff rigidities, asymptotic directions and/or

entry points of cosmic ray particles to the magnetosphere have to be

known accurately. The early work on cosmic ray motion in axially
symmetric representations of the earth's magnetic field was limited to
analytic considerations (Stormer, 1930; Lemaitre and Vallarta, 1936).

Today, cutoff rigidities and asymptotic directions are determined
almost exclusively by computer simulation of cosmic ray particle

trajectories using elaborate mathematical representations of the
magnetic field within the magnetospheric cavity. As a consequence of

this evolution, and in order to avoid possible misinterpretations, the
cosmic ray cutoff terminology needed a re-evaluation. At this
conference, a final set of new definitions for use in theoretical and

experimental cosmic ray studies was suggested by the experts in the
field (Cooke et al., SH6.1-11).

Due to the secular changes in the geomagnetic field the trajectory
calculations yielding cosmic ray cutoff rigidities and asymptotic

directions have to be repeated periodically. For the Epoch 1955, 1960,
and 1965 geomagnetic field models tables including the results of these

calculations for the worldwide network of cosmic ray stations and/or a

five degree by fifteen degree world grid have been published in the
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past (e.g. Shea and Smart, 1975a, b). At present, calculations for
Epoch 1980 by Shea, Smart, and co-workers are about to be completed.
First results were already presented at the 18th ICRC (Shea et al.,
1983a,b; Shea and Smart, 1983), and a comprehensive set of tables will
again be published as an AFGL-report in the near future (Shea and
Smart, 1985).

If uncertainties of the order of 5% can be accepted simple
estimating procedures can be used to evaluate cosmic ray cutoff
rigidities and asymptotic directions. In paper SH6.1-12 Shea et al.
present useful relationships employing the McIlwain L-parameter to
estimate the vertical cutoff rigidities for the twenty-five year period

1955-1980. For the effective vertical _ _ff rigidity, RE thecorresponding relation is R = 16.237 L-_..... GV. Fl_ckiger _ al.
(1983, and SH6.1-13) discussCa method of estimating the change in the
asymptotic directions of approach for vertically incident cosmic ray
particles due to storm-time as well as secular variations in the
geomagnetic field from a reference set of directions at a specific
epoch by considering the corresponding change in the geomagnetic cutoff
rigidity.

It is of considerable interest to evaluate the primary cosmic ray
flux which is able to reach a satellite in earth orbit. The evaluation

requires the knowledge of the geomagnetic cutoffs for all four pi
steradians of possible arrival directions at every point along the
spacecraft orbit. It involves in general a large number of trajectory
calculations, and special computer techniques have been devised to scan
the rlgidity/zenith-angle space efficiently for allowed arrival
directions (Cooke, 1981; Humble et al., 1983). It is possible to
summarize the results of such calculations on a unit sphere of access
which graphically describes the access of primary cosmic ray particles
to the satellite. In the upper hemisphere of the allowed portion of
this sphere the cosmic ray cutoffs can be ordered by application of
St_rmer theory in offset dipole coordinates (Smart and Shea, 1977). In
paper SH6.1-14 of this conference Humble et al. present an empirical
method to model the occluded portion of the downward hemisphere
representing arrival directions which are forbidden due to the earth's
cosmic ray shadow effect. Figure 7 illustrates some of their results
for a satellite at an altitude of 400 km and at three locations.

Although theoretically the earth's cosmic ray shadow prohibits the
arrival of all primary cosmic ray particles from directions represented
by the occluded part of the downward hemisphere, reality can be
different. An example for this was also given at this conference by
8eaujean et al. (SH10.1-6,7) who .reported on heavy cosmic ray
measurements made aboard Spacelab-1. A stack of CR-39 plastic track
detectors was exposed to the cosmic radiation at 250 km altitude during
10 days. As a part of the stack was rotated one revolution within 7
days the impact time of most of the particles could be correlated with
the orbit position and thus with geomagnetic field parameters. In their
analysis of heavy particles with charge Z_ 6 in the energy range 50-150
MeV per nucleon the authors find 36 geomagnetically forbidden particles
among a total of 365. Six of these particles arrived from below the
horizon. It is interesting to note that these forbidden particles
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Fig. 7 Projections of the downward hemisphere of access for a
satellite orbiting at 400 km altitude, at the locations 40°S/OOE,
OoS/120°E, and 40°N/240oE (Humble et al., SH6.1-14). The concentric
rings represent 15° projections from the spacecraft equator to the
nadir direction. Arrival directions which are completely forbidden to
galactic cosmic radiation of any energy are represented by the area
enclosed by the large dots in each projection. Open dots indicate where
the maximum accessible zenith directions were determined by the cosmic
ray trajectory-tracing method. The lines connecting the small solid
squares indicate the results obtained according to the empirical model.

appeared between _49 ° and _57 ° geomagnetic latitude, with a
concentration in the southern hemisphere between the geographic
longitudes _30°E and _200°E.

The appearance of forbidden particles could be due to a temporary
change in the geomagnetic field. The variation of cosmic ray cutoff
rigidities during magnetic storms is well established . The maximum
absolute effect occurs at mid-latitudes. Local time asymmetries were
found to be correlated with longitudinally asymmetric changes in the
low latitude magnetic field which are generally attributed to the
presence of a partial ring current (e.g. Dorman, 1974; Debrunner and
Fluckiger, 1977; Arens, 1978; and references therein). In a recent
study based on data of the worldwide network of neutron monitors Kudo
et al. conclusively demonstrate that the amplitude of the transient
cosmic ray increase associated with the depression of the cutoff
rigidity during severe geomagnetic storms strongly depends on local
time, and that its maximum phase is found in the evening sector (Kudo
et al., 1984; SH5.1-8). According to Fluckiger et al. (1985) it appears
that at any time, t, during geomagnetically active periods the changes

in the cosmic ray cutoff rigidity,ARc, at low and mid-latitudes can be
related to the weighted sum of the changes in the horizontal component
of the equatorial surface magnetic field, A H , sampled at intervals

of one hour in local time, tL, from 0 to 7 h_rs to the east of the
specified location:
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7

ARc(R c, tL, t) _ _ gn(Rc)- AHeq(t L + n, t)n=O

with g (R) denoting weighting factors in dependence of the cutoff

rigiditY, CR , derived from trajectory calculations. But cosmic ray
cutoff rigid_tes not only change during magnetic storms. In paper SH5.1-

14 Sakai and Kato show that in general the power4spec_ral density of
cosmic rays in the frequency range of 10- -10- Hz correlates

positively with the fluctuations of t_e geomagnetic field (represented
by the Dst parameter) around 1.2 10-4 Hz, indicating a rather dynamic
character of the geomagnetic effects on cosmic rays. The diurnal

variation of cutoff rigidities was established a long time ago, and in
several publications the cutoff rigidities at high latitudes were

evaluated theoretically as a function of local time using a magnetic
field model including the tail of the magnetosphere (e.g. Smart et al.,

1969). In paper SH6.1-I0 Tyasto and Danilova describe a new theoretical
study on the daily variation of cutoff rigidities at mid-latitudes.

Based on trajectory calculations using a model of the magnetospheric

Fig. 8 Variations of the cutoff rigidity, AR , during June 1972, as
determined by Dvornikov et al. (SH6.1-21) for fi_e groups of cosmic ray
stations (Kiel and Utrecht, R = 2.5 GV; Dourbes and Lindau, R = 3.1

GV; the Sayan spectrograph complex, R = 3.9 GV; Hafelekar, Zu_spitze,
Jungfraujoch, R = 4.3 GV; Rome and P_c-du-Midi, R = 5.8 GV), and Dst

parameter (botto_ curve).
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magnetic field worked out recently by Tsyganenko and Usmanov (1982)
they arrive at the conclusion that even during magnetically quiet time
periods the magnetospheric effects lead to daily variations in the
vertical cutoff rigidities of 0.15 GV at Moscow (cutoff rigidity R =
2.48 GV) and 0.02 GV at Mt. Norikura (Rr = 12.0 GV). It is interesting
to compare these values with results given in paper 8H.6.1-21. In this

paper Dvornikov et al. discuss an experimental study in which they
determined for the first time the cutoff rigidity variations at five
middle and lower latitudes for the time period I May - 30 June, 1972,
i.e. for two entire months! The analysis was based on data of 34 world
network stations and a newly developed method of "spectrographic global
survey". Figure 8 shows the results obtained for June 1972. Although
some caution may be appropriate in accepting the absolute values of
these results it is quite certain that this study provides new insight
in the diurnal behaviour of cosmic ray cutoff rigidities.

In recent years, considerable progress has been made in the
development of quantitative magnetospheric magnetic field models. A
review discussing the state of the art with a critical comparison of
different field models is found e.g. in Walker (1979) and Walker
(1983). Most of the models include the major magnetospheric current
systems illustrated in Figure 9 (taken from Potemra, 1984), with the
restriction that the effect of field-aligned currents is not yet taken
into account adequately. All the models include the dipole tilt angle
as an input parameter. The magnetospheric effects constitute an
important extension of the theory of geomagnetic effects on cosmic
rays, and they are of significance especially for polar latitudes. A

review on cosmic ray cutoff calculations utilizing magnetospheric
magnetic field models is found in Pfitzer (1979), where it is shown

that the cutoff values using the most sophisticated field models agree
with the measurements within the experimental uncertainties. Within the
extended geomagnetic theory the points of entry, i.e. the locations
where cosmic ray particles enter the magnetosphere with respect to
their point of detection, as well as the pitch angle of approach, i.e.
the angle between the direction of approach and the neighbouring IMF,
became new useful theoretical tools. Recently, Gall et al. (1984)
published an extensive catalogue (free copies were available during the
conference) including approach directions and points of entry of cosmic
rays for 67 higher latitude cosmic ray stations. Pfitzer (1979)
summarized earlier calculations on entry points with the map given in
Figure 10a indicating the regions through which protons enter the
magnetosphere before they are observed at the polar cap. Experimental
data concerning the access of solar flare particles to the high
latitude regions of the earth are Qiscussed e.g. by Engelmann et el.
(1971), Mineev et el. (1983), Ilyin et el. (1983) and Biryukov et el.
(1984). Figure 10b taken from Biryukov et al. (1984) shows the
structure of the solar cosmic ray proton flux in the north polar cap
for energies E _ 1MeV according to the "Intercosmos-17"and "Cosmos-
900" data for _ovember 22-25, 1977. It is obvious from Figure lOb that
a distinct structure is present, but despite the somehow restricted
geographical resolution it can also be seen that this structure does
not well represent the patterns given in Figure lOa. It is quite
probable that the real situation is strongly marked by the field
aligned currents flowing into and away from the ionosphere at these



Fig. 9 The major magnetospheric current systems ( ~ i ~ u r e  taken from 
Potemra, 1 984) 

Fig. I0 Map of the polar cap showing the various regions 
corresponding to different entry points (to the magnetosphere) of 
protons observed at the polar cap 

a) theoretical result according to Pfitter (1979). The entry 
locations are 1 ) daylit dawn, 2) direct access via cusps, 
3) neutral sheet, and 4) lobes of tail 

b)  experimental result given by Biryukov et al. (1984) 
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polar latitudes (see e.g. the reviews by Potemra, 1979, and Stern,
1983). New results on the access of solar cosmic ray particles to high

latitude regions during quiescent and perturbed geomagnetic conditions'
are given in papers SH6.1-15 and SH6.1-16 (none of these two papers was
actually presented at the conference). An illustration of these results

is given in Figure 11, taken from Gorchakov et al. (SH6.1-15). The
Figure shows the data from 3 channels of the Cerenkov detector on the
low polar-orbiting satellite Cosmos-900 for the time interval 0845-1150

UT on November 22, 1977, which includes the abovementioned solar
particle event starting at 1010 UT. Panel a refers to the quiet time

period while panel b shows the measurements made during the solar
particle event. It is important to realize that the comparisons of e.g.
the equatorial penetration boundaries obtained from this kind of
measurements (and as discussed in SH6.1-16) with theoretical results

are a powerful tool to test the magnetospheric magnetic field models
used in the calculations of cosmic ray particle transport at high
latitudes.

I I I I I I I I

Q I ,o.mu!

0 ' _" ": "

I EI>'4OO_eV;Ee>_eV
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Fig. 11 The cosmic ray count _ 8"I0_ ',i"o { Irate as measured on November 22, o @
1972, with a Cerenkov counter :! :

aboard Cosmos-900 (Gorchakov et _ :; ,I ,,, I,
al•, SH6.1-15)" I' _ '_• ( _ _

Y { _ J, ,a) in the quiet time period 2 _ ' '

prior to the solar particle .,_t. _.: '_,event 0 "_'_" ".....

b) during the solar particle ,O_ ,._ ,I._ UT
event I , I i , I ,,

t73_ _ t_ ¢.3_ _@

3. Atmospheric effects It is quite obvious that the field of
meteorological effects, cosmic ray secondaries in the atmosphere, and

response functions of cosmic ray detectors is no longer the focal point
of interest in cosmic ray research: only four papers out of nine were
actually presented at the conference in this field (SH6.1-5, 7, 8, 18).
And no reference to atmospheric effects was made, after all, in the

oral version of this report. Here, however, I would like to mention at
least three new developments•

The flux and energy spectrum of electron and proton albedo in the

energy range between 20 MeV and 1000 MeV were measured systematically
a long time ago by Verma (1967) over Palestine, Texas. The measurements

of proton albedos were then extended to higher energies over the same
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location by Pennypacker et al. (1973). Now for the first time the flux
and the energy spectrum of low energy (30 - 100 MeV) albedo protons
have been measured in a low latitude region, at 4 mb altitude, over

Hyderabad, India (Verma and Kothari, SH8.1-8). Preliminary results of
the balloon experiment which took place in December 1984 show that the
spectrum of re-entrant albedo protons agrees well with the theoretical
values evaluated previously (Kothari and Verma, 1983). However, the
measured flux and spectrum of splash albedo protons seem to be somewhat

higher than expected. Further data analysis including also the low (5 -
24 MeV) energy splash and re-entrant electron albedo spectrum will be
done.

A comparative study of cosmic ray coupling coefficients for
neutron monitor stations has been made recently by Mori and Nagashima

(1984) in order to obtain the most appropriate response function and
also "finally the most reliable information of cosmic ray solar
modulation phenomena in space from the ground-based observations". The
comparison covered the three response functions derived by Lockwood and
Webber (1967), Nagashima (1971) and Aleksanyan et al. (1981). The
conclusions obtained are not quite unambiguous, but Sakakibara et al.
(Sakakibara et al., 1984; SH5.1-8) find that the response function
derived by Nagashima is the most appropriate for the analysis of the
rigidity dependence of Forbush decreases.

New results were presented, finally, in paper SH6.I-18 by
Alexeyenko et al. concerning short-time (10 - 20 minutes time scale)
perturbations of typically 1% in the ground-level cosmic ray intensity
associated with meteorological phenomena, and which cannot be explained

by pressure and temperature effects (at the level of observation).
These perturbations have a long history, and they were already
discussed at the 14th ICRC by Alexeyev et al. (1975). In the meantime,
data from an experiment carried out with the Baksan E.A.S. array and an
electric field meter added to the system allow a much more detailed

analysis. The authors arrive at the conclusion that the correlation
between these short perturbations observed in the ground-level cosmic

ray intensity and the appearance of strong ( >20 kVTm) electric fields
in the atmosphere is established beyond doubt. They also suggest that
the effect could be due to a mechanism based on the positive excess of

muons if during the time periods of perturbed cosmic ray intensity the
strength of the electric field at high altitudes is much larger than
the one measured at the surface of the earth.

4. Cosmo_enic Nuclides New experimental techniques such as the
accelerator mass spectrometry, new methods of analysis as e.g. the

cyclo@_am method of time series analysis, and "new isotopes" such as
the " Be are in the process of revolutionizing this field. New
possibilities for research are open now which up to some years ago one
could only dream of, and the interdisciplinary character of the field,
which was not small anyway, has been increasing enormously.

A comprehensive review paper on "Cosmic-Ray Record in Solar System
Matter" including some of the new developments was published by Reedy
et al. (1983). Raisbeck in his invited talk presented at this
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conference gave an excellent overview of the history of the field, the
main techniques and isotopes used today, and he discussed a few of the
most interesting applications and ongoing activities. Reference is

made, therefore, to the written version of his presentation included in
this volume of the Conference Papers.

New techniques and new isotopes have also been proposed at this
conference: Ninagawa et al. (SH9.1-16) described the application of a
spatial distribution read-out system for thermoluminescence sheets

(Yamamoto et al., HE7.1-7) in dating the terrestrial a@@oof meteorites.
Nishiizumi et el. (SH7.1-4) presented a new "_I - "_°Xe method to

ra exposure ages and to study the average cosmic rayobtain cosmic
flux on a 10" - 10 year time scale.

New theoretical studies on cosmogenic nuclide production by solar
and galactic cosmic rays were discussed by Reedy (SH7.1-6, 7), Englert
(8H7.1-9), and zanda and Audouze (SH7.1-I0), whereas the results of

accelerator experiments on the contribution of secondary particles to
the production of cosmogenic nuclides in meteorites were presented by
Dragovitch and Englert (SH7.1-8). Because of the more fundamental
character of these contributions, however, reference is made to the
original papers for details.

stricte _to problem of
The following discussion will be _C and _ thevariations in the production rate of UBe in the earth's

atmosphere and their relation to solar modulation. In a recent paper
Sonett (1984) showed that the 200-year periodicity in the time
variations of atmospheric radiocarbon extends over the entire 8500-year
La Jolla record and appears to be associated with a longer period

between about 1500 and 2000 years. Beer et al. (1985a) findl_odulat_ns
with time periods of _200, % 500 and _ 2000 years in both C and Be
records between 3000 B.C. and 1100 A.D. As far as these long period
variations are concerned they seem to be confirmed although their exact
origin is still a matter of debate. Recent interest has focussed on the
11-year solar cycle in terrestrial records. Several studies (e.g. Damon

et el., 1973; Baxter and Farmer, 1973; Burch_¼adze et al., 1980; Fan et
el., 1983) on _-year modulation effects in C indicated a correlation
between _'_C values and sunspot numbers, but in all the results

cannot be considered conclusive. In recent papers it has be_R shown

t_ the solar eleven year cycle is present in the series of --Be and_0 in ice cores as well as of thermoluminescence in sea sediments

during the last milleoia (Cini Castagnol_4et al., 1984; Attolini et
al., 1984; Beer et el., 1985b). As far as C is concerned, Fan et al.
(SH7.1-2) reported at this conference that from measurements in dated

tree rings from 1824 - 1865 A.D. they find that, with the ex_ption of
the 1922 cycle, and with a delay of about five years, the _'_C values

are anticorrelated with the sunspotl_umbers. The most interesting (and
maybe also the most controversial) C data, however, were presented at
this conference by Kocharov et al. (SH7.1-14,15). Using scintillation
equipment the radiocarbon content in dated tree ring samples from all
over the Soviet Union was measured with an accuracy of 0.2 - 0.3% and
with a time resolution of 1 year for the.time period 1593 - 1981. They]q
find a distinct 11-year periodicity in C abundance before1_nd after
the Maunder Minimum. A correlation analysis between the _ C values
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Fig. 12 _14C data as obtained by Kocharov et al. (SH7.1-15) for the
time period 1600-1730 A.D. (including the Maunder Minimum between 1645-
1715 A.D.) from measurements of the radiocarbon abundance in dated tree
rings.

and the Wolf sunspot number W yields a negative correlation with a time
shift of about 4 - 5 years. This phase lag is in agreement with results

obtained14from calculations based on CO_-models if a 11-year periodicity
in the C production rate is assumed _e.g. Siegenthaler et al., 1980).
The absolute amplitude of the effect, however, appears to be somewhat
large compared to the results of the model calculations.

Of special interest are the results shown in Figure 12 concerning

the time period of the Maund_ Minimum. It is quite obvious that be-
tween 1645-1715 A.D. the _ C level is enhanced and that its time

profile does exhibit distinct variations. In comparison with data pub-

lished by Stuiver _d Quay (1980) it seems that between 1670-1710 A.O.
the maximum A C values obtained by Kocharov et al. are about 40%

larger, although the 3-year running means presente_aat the conference
appeared to be quite consistent with an average &-_C-value of about

1.6% as given by Stuiver and Quay for this time _riod. Kocharov et al.
translated the results shown in Figure 12 into C production varia-
tions, sunspot numbers and intensity variations of the galactic cosmic
rays within the rigidity range 0.5 GV _ R _ 50 GV. It is emphasized
that in general extreme care must be taken in interpreting this kind of
data. The authors conclude that during the Maunder Minimum the 11-year
solar cycle was very weak (if present at all) but that nevertheless the
cosmic ray intensity was modulated, with good indications of a 20-22-
year period. It is very interesting to compare this conclusion with the
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results obtained by Beer et @_. (1985b) who during the Maunder Minimum
find periodicities in the "_Be concentrations in polar ice cores
varying from 9 to 11 years.

Mechanisms for further modulation of cosmic rays also in the
absence of solar flares, as e.g. the effects of polar high speed
recurrent solar wind streams have been discussed by several authors

(e.g. Forman, 1978; Hund usen, 1980; Fisk 1979). Based on a
statistical analysis of _Be, sunspot, geomagnetic, and auro_ data
Attolini et al. (SH7.1-1, 3) suggest that the modulation of "_Be in
polar ice is probably due to at least two main contributions: to one

which is negative and in phase with the solar flare activity modulating
the cosmic ray flux in Forbush-type decreases, and to one which is
positive and in phase with the appearance of large wind streams
originating at both polar coronal holes. From the analysis of Aurorae
the authors furthermoreconclude that the high latitude solar activity
is related to a stable periodicity of 11.1 years whereas the low
heliolatitude activity contributes to an oscillation of the solar cycle
period between 10.8 and 11.4 years on a time scale of about 200 years.

5. ConcludinG Comments In conclusion the progress achieved in the
areas of Forbush decreases, Geomagnetic Effects and Cosmogenic
Nuclides, and possible directions of related research in the near
future are summarized in the following (again very personal) comments:

In the field of transient variations correlation studies between
cosmic ray measurements at 1 AU and other heliocentric distances and
characteristic parameters of the interplanetary medium (e.g. solar wind
speed, intensity and direction of the IMF, etc.) and especially with
specific types of interplanetary perturbations (e.g. shock-associated
clouds, stream interfaces, cold magnetic enhancements, etc.) have been
very successful in yielding new knowledge about the structure of these
modulating perturbations as well as their evolution in space and time.
Experimental evidence has been found for substantial differences in the
effects of the various types of interplanetary perturbations on cosmic
rays, and for a dependence of these effects on the three-dimensional
configuration of the interplanetary medium. More of these studies are
needed especially in order to explain the physical processes involved.
To a larger extent, these studies should also include anisotropy
effects, they should definitely include the rigidity range above 10 GV,
and they should be extended to all three dimensions of interplanetary
space. It is expected that the ULYSSES out-of-ecllptic mission, a joint
ESA-NASA project, will contribute substantially to these analyses, but
unfortunately not before _1988. The new experimental data also require
an adaption of existing or the creation of new theoretical models - a

comprehensive model for Forbush decreases explaining quantitatively all
observational facts is still missing.

The area of geomagnetic effects has become the area of

magnetospheric effects. Due to recent research great progress has been
made especially in the experimental determination, the understanding
and the theoretical modelling of changes in cosmic ray cutoff
rigidities at low and mid-latitudes. Much work remains to be done as
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far as high latitudes are concerned. In order to fully understand and
to be able to simulate the (solar) cosmic ray particle access to the
polar regions of the earth we need accurate models of the
magnetospheric magnetic field. These models must include all major
magnetospheric current systems (in particular the field aligned
currents), and they should represent magnetically quiet time periods as
well as different levels of geomagnetic activity. In the evolution of
magnetospheric magnetic field models cosmic ray and magnetospheric
physicists should work closely together since cosmic ray measurements
are a powerful additional tool in the study of the perturbed
magnetosphere.

In the field of cosmogenic nuclides, finally, exciting new results
and developments follow in rapid succession. Thanks to new techniques
and new isotopes the analysis of cosmic ray history has entered into a
new dimension. Although many problems connected with experimental
procedures, with data analysis, and in particular with the

identification of climatic, meteorologic, transport a_ accumulation
effects are still unsolved, the "_C and especially the "_Be isotopes in
terrestrial records as well as the thermoluminescence in sediments are

about ready to reveal the cosmic ray intensity-time profile at the
earth for a time period of several thousand years back from now. And
all those interested in larger time scales can expect a similar
evolutionary progress in the near future from the analysis of
meteorites, lunar samples, cosmic spherules and cosmic dust.
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HIGH ENERGY INTERACTIONS OF COSMIC RAY PARTICLES t

Lawrence W. Jones

Department of Physics

University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

INTRODUCTION

This report focuses on the highlights of seven sessions of the
Conference dealing with high energy interactions of co_m_ic rays. The
session titles were HE i.i: High Energy Cross Section Measurements,

HE 1.2: Particle Production-Models and Experiments HE 1.3: Nuclei and

Nuclear Matter, HE 1.4: Nucleus-Nucleus Collision, HE 6.1: Searches for

Magnetic Monopoles, HE 6.2a: Studies of Nucleon Decay, and HE 6.2b: New

Particle Searches. My task is made easier by three other related talks

at this meeting; the stmm_ry of the current state of elementary particle

physics in an invited lecture by Professor Perkins, the rapporteur
lecture on emulsion chamber observations by Professor Shibata, and the

highlight lecture on nucleus-nucleus interactions by Dr. Wosiek.

Let me begin by recalling the familiar integral flux of cosmic rays

versus energy in Figure i, where noted on the graph are the energies
available and to become available with various of the proton-proton or

proton-antiproton colliders. It is against this backdrop of available ac-
celerator energies at high energy laboratories that we must temper our

studies of particle interactions from cosmic rays. Let me recall
Perkins' lecture and repeat his summary perspectives on the outstanding

classes of problems in particle physics and the extent to which cosmic

ray experiments might be useful in shedding light on these problems.

Outstanding Problems in Particle Physics and the Relevance of Cosmic

Ray Data to their Solutions.*

PROBLEMS COSMIC RAY
RELEVANCE

o Massive Scalar Particles No

(Higgs Sector)
o Technicolor, Supersymmetry No

(New Particles, TeV Masses)
• Tests of GUTs Yes

(Magnetic Monopoles, Proton decay, etc)
• Neutrino Mass, Mixing; Yes

Majorana Neutrinos
a CP Violation No
• New Interactions ?

(Centauros, etc. )

• Unexpected Phenomena Yes, if done well

•taken from D. Perkins lecture at this meeting.

%Supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation.
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Note that the dominantproblemsin particlephysics,the search for the
H!ggs particlesand the search for evidenceof Supersymmetry,
Technicolor,or other departuresfrom our current standardmodel are
apparentlynot accessibleto study by.cosmicra_ interactions. Looking
down this list, it.appearsthat our Cosmic ray effortshave been
primarilydirectedtoward the last two items; the searchfor evidenceof
new interactions,such as Centauroevents, Chirons;.etc.,and-thesearch
for unexpectedphenomena.

I .believethat Perkins'summaryis a bit narrow in the contextof
the overallmission of our study of elementaryparticlephysicsusing
cosmic rays. Let me illustratewhat i mean with Figure2. In this
simple sketch I attemptto indicatethat the four areas: cosmicray
physics, phys$cS of elementaryparticles,astrophysics,and cosmologyare
all interrelated. I will not in this discussion_4elaborateon the
.relationshipsbetweenastrophysicsand cosmology,astrophysicsand
particle physicsor cosmologyand elementaryparticlephysics. I should
note howeverthat the relationship,between cosmic rays and elementary
particle physics is a two-way street. Perkin_remarkedspecificallyon
the informationthat cosmic ray physicscan provideto help us in
understandingelementaryparticlephysics. Equally,or perhapsmore
important,is the informationthat we gain from studiesof elementary
particle physicswith acceleratorswhich helps us to interpretcosmic ray
data, often at higherenergiesthan availablein the laboratory,in order
to provide insightsand importantinformat'ionwhich in turn bear on
questions in cosmologyand astrophysics.

. I I FELEMENTARYl
CC  OLOGY PARTICLES]

ASTROPWYSICS

Figure 2.
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I would like to propose the following list of areas where cosmic ray
studies of high energy interactions are valuable.

(I) Cosmic rays can be useto exlore the fundamental nature of

particle interactions at energies greater than those available with

colliders, currently about 1015 eV. Here cosmic rays may indeed only be
able to study gross features of the interactions such as total cross

sections, average transverse m(x_nta, average particle multiciplities,

and so forth. Nevertheless, even this guidance to the nature of strong
interactions well beyond energies accessible with accelerators is
valuable.

(2) The study of proton-nucleus interaction properties at energies

greater than one TeV, the highest proton beam energy currently
available.

(3) The study of nucleus-nucleus reactions at energies greater than

those provided by the Berkeley Bevalac or the Dubna heavy ion

accelerator, which correspond to about 1010eV per nucleon.

(4)The exploration of the cosmic ray energy spectrum and composition
for energies greater than about 1014eV. The indirect data from extensive

air showers is interpretable in terms of spectrum and composition only

through the use of data from accelerators.

(5) The search for new particles in cosmic rays such as magnetic

monopoles, tachyons, quarks, and so forth will continue to be a domain of
cosmic rays study. These particles might either be produced in very high

energy interactions or, more probably, they may be relics of the early
universe and primordial in nature.

CROSS SECTIONS

Let me first address the subject of proton-air cross sections and
their interpretation in terms of proton-proton total cross sections.

There were several papers presented here which bear on this question.

Linsley (HE I.i-i) reviewed and analyzed a large body of existing data.

The Utah Fly's Eye group reported (HE 1.1-2) a relatively clean
measurement of interaction mean free path of proton primaries in air and

Yodh and his collaborators analyzed the proton-air data in terms of
proton-proton cross sections. There were also contributions by Carlson

(post_-deadline paper) reporting on the UA5 collaboration results from the
CERN p-p collider operated at up to 900 GeV total center-of-mass energy.

The Fly's Eye result on the distribution of the height of shower
maxim_n is reproduced in Figure 3. The data show a rise to a maximum
nLmaber of events at a depth in atmosphere of about g/cm 2700 and then an

exponential decay over the range from 800 to 1100 g/cm 2. The Fly's Eye
group interprets these data as evidence for the contribution of heavier
nuclei interacting at shallower depths in the atmosphere, where maximum

occurs closer to the top of the atmosphere, and for proton-air
interactions in the exponential tail of the interaction distribution
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Figure 3. The Fly's Eye data on height of Showermaximum
showing the exponentialcomponentidentifiedas
due to proton-airevents.

beyond 800 g/cm2. From these data the Fly's Eye group interpretsthe
interactionmean free path of protons in air as 70 ± 6 g/cm2 at an
average energy of 5x1017eV.Ellsworth,Gaisser,Stanev,and Yodh
(Phys. Rev. D 26, 336 (1982)have parameterizedthe interactionmean free
path as determTEedfrom this experimentin terms of a proton-air
inelasticcross sectionsand concludethat the proton-aircross section
is 540 mb.

The interpretationof this cross sectionin terms of a fundamental
proton-protontotal cross sectionis indirect.The proton-aircross"
sectionmay be expressedas a sum"ofthe dominantinelasticcross section
(which is that observed in the Fly's Eye and most other experiments),
plus an elastic scatteringcontribution,plus a quasi-elastic
contribution(whereinthe proton scattersoff a nucleonin the air
nucleus leadingto disruptionof a nucleuswithoutmeson production),and
plus a singlediffractioncontribution_whereinthe incidentproton
excites a nucleon in a nucleusto a nucleonisobar,again leadingto soft
particle productionbut notcontributing to an air shower). The
proton-airinelasticcross sectioncan be relatedto the proton-proton
total cross sectionthrough Glaubertheorywith two added inputs;one an
estimateof the quasi-elasticand single diffractivecross sectionsand
two, the proton-protonelastic scatteringslope parameter. In fact, Yodh
and his collaborators(HE 1.1-3)have embphasizedthat theremay be
significantuncertaintyin choosingthe slope parameterand that
differentvalues lead to differentvalues of proton-protontotal cross
section for the same proton-airinelasticcross section.They have been
guided in their choice of the slope parameterfrom work of Block and
Cahh. The.colliderdata best fit a model which leads to a slope parameter
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of 12 (GeV/c)-2 at the energy of the Fly's Eye data. Yodh's analysis of
the Fly's Eye proton-air inelastic measurement leads to a proton-proton
total cross section at 5xl017eV of 122 mb.

NEW COLLIDER DATA

Gaisser and Halzen (HE 1.2-2) spoke on the interpretation of the

rising proton-proton cross section in terms of quark-quark, quark-gluon
and gluon-gluon hard scattering, or jet production. Cline reported on
the recent CERN 900 GeV data observed in the UAI detector which suggested
that jet production might account for as much as 20% of the total

proton-proton inelastic cross section at that energy (post-deadline
paper). The recent data reported by UAI also indicate that the average
tranverse momentum continues to increase in proportion to the particle
multiplicity per unit rapidity. There had been an earlier suggestion that
the average transverse momemtum plateaued at greater than about i0
particles per unit rapidity suggesting that there was evidence for the

onset of quark-gluon plasma phemonena, however the recent data do not
support that suggestion.

Data from the CERN Collider reported by Carlson and by Geich-Gimbel
of the UA-5 group also included recent measurements of average particle
multiciplity, multiciplity distributions and rapidity density. One
interesting result was the nature of the multiciplity distributions at
these higher energies. They do not follow KNO scaling, which had become
a favorite model from ISR data. In fact the suggestion here is that the

better fit is to a negative binomial distribution. They also reported
their best understanding at this time of the proton anti-proton total and
elastic cross sections. Table I is a s_nary of ISR results and the CERN
Collider results on cross sections.

Table I. CERNCollider Results on Nucleon-Nucleon Cross Sections

ISR (pp) SPS (pp)

_a(GeV) 53, 64 200 540 900
O(total )mb 44 52.31 61.9 66.5
O(elastic)/°(total) 0.175 0.1871 0.215 0.2352
_(elastic)mb 7.7 9.8 13.3 15.6
o(i nel ast i c)mb 36 42.5 48.6 50.9

_(single diff.)3mb 7 I 4.7 1"5.24 7.1
I [8.15

_(non single diff.)mb 29 I 37.8 42 43.8

°(sd)/_(el ) 0.9 1 0.48 0.5 0.46

I. Interpolated 3. M2/s < 0.05 5. UA4
2. Extrapolated 4. UA5
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One interesting feature apparent here is the rise in the ratio of the

elastic to the total proton anti-proton cross section with energy.

Rapidity density fluctuatious are seen in the UA5 data which are not

associated with jet production and raise interesting questions. Other
results from these studies include the observation that no evidence for

Centauro events is found. The rapidity distributions almost scale in

the rest frame of one of the particles as one goes from the ISR energies

through 900 GeV. There are some departures from scaling as suggested by

Gaisser and Halzen which can be understood by the depletion of the
forward particles through the increased contribution to the cross

sections of large-angle jet production_ The central rapidity density

rises as ins through 900 GeV. At 900 GeV the average charged

multiplicity is <nch>=34.6+_0.7, not including single diffraction.

Its energy dependence may be fit by either <nch>= a + b s_ or

<nch> =a + b ins + c (ins)2.

PROIY)N-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS

One session at this meeting was taken up with reports on

nucleon-nucleus interactions. Proton-nucleus interaction systematics are

necessary to understand and to calculate the cascading of cosmic ray

nucleous in the atmosphere or in thick detectors, such as emulsion

stacks. Thus the character of the interactions of primary protons in
complex nuclei, such as the distributions in number and momentum of the

secondary particles produced in the interactions, and the dependence of
the distributions on the mass number of the nuclear target are all

essential inputs to the modeling of extensive of air showers or the

interactions of cosmic rays in thick detectors such as the nuclear
emulsion chambers of high altitude experiments. However, it is less

clear that there is a fundamental interest, in the understanding of

proton-nucleus interactions in terms of elementary particle physics.

Given the availability of proton anti-proton collider data over the same
range of center-of-mass energies, most of what is observed can be

understood as a super-position of proton-proton interactions sumed over

the nuclear targets. The uncertainty of the superposition models is
greater than the differences between models of primary interactions or
the statistical uncertainties in the data. In contrast, nucleus-nucleus

interactions hold the promise of observing quark gluon plasma effects and

with them the possible phase transition to a new state of matter.

Nevertheless, some proton nucleus data are noteworthy. At this

conference there were new data presented from the Armenian group (HE
1.1-5) on pion and nucleoncross sections at anaverage energy at 1300
GeV, as indicated in Table II. The transverse momentum distribution of

proton-iron interactions has been observed (HE 1.2-11) to follow an

exponential distribution with an average transverse momemtum of gammas of
0.19 GeV/c for ganm_ rays greater than or equal to 30 GeV/c from events

of 2 1/2 to 8 1/2 TeV. Among the most interesting results reported was

an observed anomalous fluctuation in rapidity density reported by

Capdeville in emulsion events with incident protons and _Ey>200 TeV (HE
5.1-5).
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Table II. Data on Inelastic Cross Sections at <E> = 1300 GeV

Projectile Target Inelastic Cross

particle element Section (mb)

n C 238 ± 13

p C 236 ± 13
C 181 ± 12

n Pb 1885 _ 70

p Pb 1793 ± 90
Pb 1646 ± 76

NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS

Nucleus-nucleus physics was s_m_arized at this meeting in an

excellent highlight lecture by Dr. Wosiek. Several contributed papers
were presented from the JACEE collaboration as well as accelerator data

from the Dubna and Berkeley heavy ion accelerators. From Dr. _bsiek's
highlight talk, I may repeat the essential conclusions. First, at

energies below i00 GeV per nucleon the nucleus-nucleus data can be

Understood as a superposition of nucleon-nucleon physics together with

Glauber screening, etc. Model uncertainties are at least as great as
the uncertainties in the data, as remarked in the case of proton nucleus

interactions. In contrast, at energies greater than 1 TeV per nucleon,
the inclusive data as well as multiciplities are consistant with

conventional superposition models, but there are characteristics which

are not explained by superposition models. The average transverse
mcmentum is anomalously high, there are fluctiations in rapidity density

greater than one _uld expect from statistical argt_nents and super

position models, and there is evidence of an increase of average
transverse momentum with an increase in the energy density of the

nucleus-nucleus collision system.

MAGNETIC MONOPOLES

At this conference there was a discussion of searches for magnetic

monopoles. Three classes of new results were presented. Searches using
gas filled proportional counters incorporating helium, where a
prediction by Drell and collaborators suggests that the sensitivity to

magnetic monopoles extends to lower velocities than is the case of other
ionization detectors; scintillation counter detectors and ordinary gas

proportional counters; and a report on searches for monopoles in

geological samples of mica using track etch techniques. Let me review
briefly the magnetic monopole situation. We expect monopoles to have a

mass in a range predicted by grand unification theories of about 1016

GeV or 0.02 micrograms. The monopole velocity may be expected to fall
within the range of 10-2 to i0-_ of the velocity of light. This
corresponds to the range of 8 of our galaxy with the respect to the

local super cluster, the 8 of the solar system through our local galaxy,
or the observed 8 of the earth through the 3K black body radiation

field. Magnetic monopoles may become attached to nuclear particles
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possessing a large magnetic dipole moment, so that a magnetic monopole

may arrive at the earth bound to a proton, or, in passing through the
earth if not already bound to a nucleon, it might capture a heavier

nucleus such as aluminum 27. Magnetic monopoles have been predicted to

catalyze proton decay (the so-called Rubakov effect).

Limits to the flux of magnetic monopoles may be set by at least
two effects. The Parker bound is a limit based on the observed

magnitude of the galactic magnetic field and the rate at which it

would be neutralized by monopoles and built up by galactic dynamo
effects. The other limit comes from ascribing the missing mass of the

Universe to monopoles. Second, one may argue that there is a limit on

the magnetic monopole density for a given mass if monopoles accounted

for the missing mass required for closure of the Universe. New limits

on the flux of magnetic monopoles as a function of monopole velocity
are indicated in Figure 4 where the Parker bound and missing mass
limits for M=I016 GeV are both indicated.

Experiments using helium filled proportional counters at the

University of California, San Diego (HE 6.1-12) and by the Tokyo group
(HE 6.1-1, 6.1-2) are indicated as well as underground measurements of

the KGF group and the Baksan groups (HE 6.1-6, HE 6.1-11). The most

stringent limit presented comes from the track etch technique in mica

where the assumption made and the limit presented (HE 6.1-8), is that a
significant fraction of the monopoles that penetrate the minerals

containing the mica are bound to aluminum 27 nuclei. Without this

assumption, the treshold for the mica track etch technique is not
sufficient to detect single magnetic monopoles. Other monopole limits

based on the lack of observation of nucleon decay cascades (the Rubakov

effect) have been discussed but were not presented at this meeting.

New detectors coming into operation or planned at the Homestake mine by
the University of Pennsylvania group (HE 6.1-9), by the MACRO

collaboration planning an experiment in the Italian Gran Sasso of
tunnel (HE 6.1-4, 6.15), by upgrades of Kolar Goldfield dectectors HE

6.2-4), and by the University of California San Diego group were
discussed.

I may conclude this discussion of magnetic monopoles by stating
that, as of this conference, there is no evidence for magnetic

monopoles.

NUCLEON DECAY

At this conference there was one session devoted to nucleon decay.
One may legitimately question whether nucleon decay is an appropriate
topic for a cosmic ray conference. In fact if nucleon decay were
observed it w_uld have profound cosmological as well as particle

physics ramifications. However in principle there is no more reason to
dicuss nucleon decay before a cosmic ray audience than the searches for
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neutrino mass, double beta decay, or parity violation in atomic

hygrogen. Perhaps the reason that nucleon decay is discussed at a
cosmic ray conference is simply the fact that many of the large nucleon

decay experiments have been undertaken by cosmic ray groups.

Results _¢ere presented at this meeting by the Frejus group,
(HE 6.2-2), the Nusex experiment (HE 6.2-6), the KGF group,(HE 6.2-3),

and in a post deadline contribution by the IMB group. No report was

presented here from the Kamioka experiment. Upgrades and new

experiments were reported by the KGF collaboration (HE 6.2-4), and by
the Minnesota Soudan group describing Soudan II (HE 6.2-5). A post

deadline contribution describing the proposed MACRO experiment was

presented, although information on the upgrades of the IMB detector and
the Kamioka detector was not in the program. Table III reports the

current limits on proton decay partial lifetimes corresponding to

different decay channels as reported by the most sensitive detector

operating, the IMB detector. Listed here are only proton decay limits.
Comparable limits exist for the decay of bound neutrons.

The conclusions of the session can be stated at follows: Each

experiment sees proton decay candidates among contained neutrino events.
However there are no unambiguous candidates for proton decay, nor are

there observed any statistically significant departures from the

expected spectrtnn of neutrino interactions. The limits to proton decay
can be stm_narized as follows: back-to-back decay modes such as _°e+

final states have a partial lifetime lower limit, $/B )i032 years (90%

confidence level). Other modes involving K or _ final state particles
have a partial lifetime limit, _/B >i031 years (90% confidence level).

Recall that the prediction of minimal SU5 is that the proton lifetime
should be about 1030 years with the decay going to H°e_ about 60% of the
time.

MISCELLANEOUS

Several reports were presented which I would group into a

miscellaneous category. There was a report on massive hadrons in

airshowers by the Maryland group (HE 6.2-7); the conclusion was that
there is at this time no evidence for such particles in airshowers, in

contrast with earlier reports. In another paper from Akeno negative

evidence for tachyons was presented (HE 6.2-8) and tachyons seem now to

be definitely gone. Wada claimed some evident for charge (4/3)e quarks
in cosmic rays (HE 6.2-14), however I did not find the evidence

compelling. Heinreich reported on a search for ancmalons using CR-39
plastic etch detector (HE 6.2-12) with strong negative results. Finally,
Yakovlev presented an argument for the explanation of the "long flying

component" which he has previously reported frcm the Tien Shan experiment
(HE 6.2-17). He argues that a cross section for charm production of

serveral mb could explain that observation. It seems to me, however, that

such a cross section is unrealistically large in the light of current
accelerator data on charm production.
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Table 111. Proton Decay Partial Lifetime Limits
IBM 417 Day Results*

Decay Visible Detection Candidatest Estimated Partial Lifetime

Mode therenkov Efficiency observed background Limit
Energy Including _/B (1031vr.)

Corrections 90% C.L.

e+y 750-1100 0.66 0 0.2 36
e'x" 750-1100 0.46 0 0.2 25

e+K° _00-650 0.12 7 8 _ 7.7

750-1100 0.14 0 0._

e+_ ° _400-650 0.07 5 6 _ 20
\750-1100 O.37 0 0.5/

e+p ° 200-500 0.16 6 6 1.7

e+_° _00-600 0.19 6 7 3.7
V50-1100 0.05 0 0.5>

_+x 550-900 0.52 0 0.2 28
_+_° 550-900 0.32 0 0.2 10

.+K"_50-500 0.19 7 7> 40_00-900 0.14 4 6

.+_°_200-400012 4 s_ 46
_550-900 0.23 2 1(

_Fp° 150-400 0.10 4 5 1.6

p _° /200-550 0.18 8 8 2.3
650-900 0.03 1 0.7

vF 150-_75 0.08 6 11 0.96

vp 300-600 0.07 6 7 0.84
vK 250-500 0.08 7 ii 0.96
e+, _e- 750-1100 0.93 0 0.5 51

_+p+p" 200-425 0.58 1 0.7 19

*G. Bleuitt, et al., Phys. Rev. Letters 55, 2114 (1985).

%Many observed events are candidates for more than one decay mode.
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DISCUSSION

By way of conclusion, I would like to make a few remarks on this
area of cosmic ray physics. I _uld observed that the results of cosmic

ray experiments as they pertain to high energy or elementary particle
physics are not always taken seriously by high energy physicists working

with particle accelerators, and it is appropriate to ask why.

In the first place, since about 1960 cosmic rays physicists have

made several significant discoveries. The cross section of protons On
air nuclei as interpreted from airshower data was first observed to rise

as a function of energy by cosmic ray physicists and this was later

confirmed at particle accelerators. The systematics of the

nucleon-nucleon reaction were first studied extensively with cosmic

rays, well before particle accelerators provided the same class of data

with much greater precision. Thus the behavior of average multiciplicity
versus energy, average momentum as a function of energy, the distribution

of secondary particles vs. rapidity, the observation of scaling in the

forward region, the behavior of average multiciplicity vs. atomic number,
multiciplicity distributions of NN reactions and so forth were all first

studied with cosmic rays. Charm mesons were first observed in cosmic ray
emulsion chambers and I believe that Dr. Niu properly deserves credit for
their first observation, although with uncertainty of the final state

particle identities he was unable to unambiguously determine the D-meson

mass. The Brazil-Japan group at Chacaltaya first observed jets which are

now seen so impressively in the CERN data from the proton-antiproton
collider.

Nevertheless, there are ambiguous and unresolved phenomena, many of
long standing, reported by our cosmic ray colleagues. These include the

Centauro phenomenon, the Chiron events, the long_flying component, and

many other single event and single experiment ancmalies. Particularly
disturbing is the fact that these puzzles remain year after year,
conference after conference without definitive resolution.

However, even worse, cosmic ray physicists have made significant

mistakes. Let me simply list a number of the cosmic ray mistakes

reported over the last twenty years, the period over which I have been in
attendance at the international cosmic ray conferences.

Table IV. Cosmic Ray Mistakes reported over the period 1965-1985

Anc_alous muon production
Aleph particles

Free quarks

Proton-carbon cross sections rising rapidly with energy
Average multiplicity proportional to ins

Mandela particles

Tachyons
Magnetic monopoles

Super heavy quanta
Massive hadrons in air showers
Min icentauros

Ancmalons
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To be sure, many of these errors were corrected later within the

cosmic ray community, and I agree that accelerator physicists and others
have their own undistinguished catalogues of mistakes. Nevertheless, the

listing above should be sufficient to remind us why our discovery claims
are not always accepted at face value.

CONCLUS IONS

The conclusions I draw from the sessions reviewed here may be briefly
stated:

• The proton-air inelastic cross section is becoming better
determined, especially with Fly's Eye data, and is reported to be

540 mb at a mean energy of 5xl017eV. This corresp(/n_ds to a pp
total cross section, _pp=122 mb, compatible with _pp_inZs.

• New CERN data at 900 GeV c.m. has expanded our knowledge of cross

sections, multiplicity distributions, and other inclusive
properties of nucleon-nucleon collisons. Of particular interest

is the continuing increase in 2-jet events with energy,

corresponding to hard scattering of nucleon constituents.

• New p-nucleus data over energies from 30 GeV to 40 TeV largely
agree with superposition models.

• Nucleus-nucleus data, especially from the JACEE collaboration at
energies above 1 TeV/nucleon, show unual effects and may provide

the first evidence of quark-gluon plasma effects.

• There is no current evidence for physical magnetic monopoles.

• Proton decay has not been observed. There are some ambiguous

events, but in any event the proton lifetime must be considerably
longer than minimal SU5 predictions.

• Some effects and putative particles, previously reported, are now

dead. Other enigmatic effects remain unexplained and ambiguous.
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Emulsion Chamber Observations and Interpretation (HE 3)

M. Shibata

Yokohama National University, Yokohama, 240, Japan

i. Introduction

The contributions to High Energy 3 session consist of 66 papers,

which mainly deal with Emulsion Chamber experiments, related methods and
theories. Hereafter emulsion chamber will be abbreviated as EC. The

physical interest in this field is concentrated on the strong
interaction at the very high energy region (>101_eV) exceeding the

accelerator energy, also on the primary cosmic ray intensity and its
chemical composition.

The majority of the papers concern the experimental results from EC
experiments at mountain altitudes or at higher levels using flying
carriers. There are also some papers from hybrid experiment consisting

of EA$ arrays or calorimeters in addition to EC.
Those experiments observe cosmic ray secondaries and give us the

informations on high energy interaction characteristics through the
analyses of secondary spectra, gamma-hadron families and C-jets (direct

observation of the particle production occuring at carbon target). The
discussions are devoted to problems of scaling violation in

fragmentation region, interaction cross section, transverse momentum of
produced secondaries and some peculiar features of exotic events.

Already a lot of discussions for these problems have been made in
Kyoto, Paris and Bangalore ICRC, however, the statistics of

experimental dataare steadily increasing and the quality of simulation
works are also progressing, reflecting the details of new accelerator
results.

The following is the classification of papers for this talk.

Secondary spectra
Primary spectra
Gamma-hadron families

Halo events ( Super high energy families )

Exotic phenomena
New technics

Cascade calculations, propagations
Hybrid experiments

Some important results are described below from each section.

2. Secondary spectra

The most basic data in EC experiments are gamma and hadron spectra,
which reflect the interaction characteristics of hadrons in the

atmosphere as well as the primary cosmic ray intensities. It is well
known that the intensity of gamma rays at mountain altitudes is quite

lower than the expected value from calculationsl) based on the scaling
(or quasi-scaling) interaction model and energy-independent primary
chemical composition with about 40 % of protons, as it is known at
energies around 10 12 eV.

Mt.Fuji collaboration (HE 3.1-3) presented those spectra from their
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Fig.i The energy spectr_ of gamma-rays (a) and hadrons (b) at Mt.Fuji.

last exposure (Fig.i). The power

indices of both components are the

same within statistical errors,

being 2.0. Both gamma and hadron I " _LL " _rJ_orov e_I_.

, ._fluxes are consistent with a .o- _JACEE

calculation based on quasi-scaling i I.._E'_u._ _-_ _
model with hea_-enriched primary _ __=,__..,,_.

total intensity is taken from .- ..... _-.___ "-__ _Fe

Grigorov's 2) spectrum and the _ -_'_'_"....... __'_ _ "'_2::.. "_.chemical composition is ,o-, :-_:-.._.
extrapolated from low energy data

of i0 z2 eV range with an . _

assumption that proton component ,_ I "_f.... Ihas a knee around i0 z4 eV as .0, .o, .a.

suggested by the magnetic rigidity _vmo=__

cut-off model of the cosmic ray

propagation in the galas. Other Fig.2 The heavy-enriched primary
components are assumed to have the chemical composition assumed in
knee at energies Z times greater, calculations.

where Z is the atomic number. Such primary model gives proton-poor and

hea_-enriched composition at energies greater than i0 I_ eV.

China-Japan collaboration also presented those spectra as shown in

Fig.3 (HE 3.1-2). In a part of this experiment, iron is used instead of
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Fig.3 The energy spectrum of gamma-rays (a) Fig.4 Altitude variation of

and hadrons (b) at Mt.Kanbala. gamma-rays and hadrons.

lead and the result is consistent with that from lead chamber. Open

circles and closed circles present the result from lead chamber and

iron chamber, respectively. The slope and the intensity of gamma and

hadron spectra are quite consistent with Mt.Fuji collaboration. The
same Monte Carlo calculation as mentioned before can explain the

attenuation of the secondaries in the atmosphere for world data,

Qomolangma, Mr. Kanbala, Mr. Chacaltaya, Pamir plateau and Mt. Fuji.

(Fig. 4)

Cananov S.D. et al. presented hadron spectrum from Pamir experiment

(HE 3.1-7). This new result (Table l) is in a good agreement with other

experiments.

Table i. Hadron intensity by Cananov. S.D. et al.

(Normalized to Pamir level)

Experiment 10(E >5 TeV)/cm2s sr The Slope

Mt. Fuji 3) (3.2 + 0.2) 10 -1° 2.0 + 0.i
Mt. Kanbala _ .(2.9 + 0.i) i0 -l° 1.85 + 0.i

Pamir Pb chamberS_(l.9 + 0.4) i0 -IU 1.96 + 0.i

This work (2.7 + 0.i) 10 -1° 1.9 + 0.i

Summarizing the results of secondary spectra, all experiments are in

a good agreement. The spectral indices of gamma and hadron component
are about 2.0 in observed energy range of 10 12 -i0 I_ eV. The absolute

intensity and the attenuation in the atmosphere for mountain altitudes

are well explained by a calculations with quasi-scallng model and

heavy-enriched primary composition.

Quasi-scaling model assumed in these works means that the scaling

law in the fragmentation region is not violated strongly, while the

increase of the rapidity density in pionization region is taken into
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quasi-scaling model.

account extrapolating ISR-SPS 6) results as illustrated in Fig.5 (HE

3.4-9) for rapidity and x distributions. The increase of proton-air
cross section is assumed as o=E0 °'°6.

However, this is not a unique interpretation of the secondary

spectra because it is also possible to explain experimental data

assuming stronger violation of scaling in the fragmentation region and

energy-independent primary composition. This ambiguity cannot be solved
when one treats only the uncorrelated

secondaries. This , problem will be fl_O[]

discussed again in family phenomena.. I :::_:_

P

3. Primary speotra 00
The observation of primary particles i "_''" I

in the stratosphere is made by

Mandritskaya K.V. et al. (HE 3.1-10). 4001 ",
Results for 1-100 TeV range are shown 2_ "°° A_

in Fig.6 and compared with a mixed I ",'_',_
composition with following parameters, _ _0

which are derived from the lower energy _4°°
data by Ryan M.G. et al. 7) Simon M. 8) ,

Ormes J.P. et al. 9) and Smith L.H. et _ 100 __--_-_'-"IC
al. i0) Helium and heavier components

show good agreement with expected _o. "
intensity. However, the proton spectrum _ L_Z_._
shows steepening in i-i00 TeV range. Zm

Another paper on the existence of

the bump at i0 15 eV in primary total Z _ _ zo _o E,T_v
spectrum was presented by Capdevielle

J.N.,Iwai J. and Ogata T. (HE 3.7-9) Fig.6 The primary spectra
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from a compilation of Concordel t), JACEE 12_ and Japan Air Line

experiments £3_as sho_ in Fig.7.

S_arizing the primary spectrum obtained by means of EC at energies

greater than i0 I_ eV, still the situation is not clear, especially for

proton intensity. A discrepancy is seen between the works by

_ndritskaya et al. and the _ JACEE collaboration (Fig.8). One may

question the statistical and/or methodical accuracy in these

e_eriments. Therefore, at present, one cannot say definitely about the

energy dependence of the chemical composition at energies greater than
101 _ eV.

E_ "bI(m-2s'lsr-_eFl'_) 0 _ncorde

f JAL

-- 1019 @ JACEE
Nikolski
EAS

Fig. 7 Primary total spectr_ by Capdevielle J.N. et al.

'j to He+ ......q

'.11

"_ t10t O/ 1 10 z _ ,r,,/(-,¢.

Flg.8 Comparison of proton spectrum between

l:Mandristkaya K.V. et al. and 2:JACEE collaboration.
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4. Gamma-hadron families

Gamma-hadron families are generated by successive interactions of

primary particles and their secondaries in the atmosphere. There has

been a lot of works to account for nuclear-electromagnetic cascading
effects in order to extract the characteristics of hadronic

interactions from observed feature of gamma-hadron families. One of

those approach is to compare experimental data with results of Monte

Carlo calculations under various interaction models. Another is to try
to eliminate those effects for individual events and trace back to the

original interaction features. Such procedure was developed by many

authors among EC experimentalists 14) and called 'clustering' or
'decascading'.

The paper presented by Mt.Fuji collaboration is using the first

approach (HE 3.5-1). The intensity of gamma families is compared with

results of calculations under various assumptions as shown in Fig.9,

where M denotes Mixed composition, P - Proton primary, S - Scaling

model, F - Fireball model of CKP type, which corresponds to the strong

scaling violation in the fragmentation region, Q - that QCD jet effect

is accounted, I - Increasing cross section and inside of the

parenthesis is the knee energy of proton spectrum. The data are

compatible with MSQI(100) model.

The energy weighted lateral spread of gamma families which reflect

the transverse momentum of produced particles is compared in Fig.10,

where T denotes the increase of mean Pt as <Pt> =E0 °'°_, which does not

seem to explain the data. Since family phenomena are very sensitive to

the fragmentation region, ittis suggested from this figure that the

increase of mean Pt in fragmentation region is not remarkable.

!

L.

"E _. Era= 4 TeV

_, I0_
'_ _ 30 -

M,rl:ll (IOQO)

10 - J MSQI (1000)10-" V _ MSQI (100)

, , lo" lo'. lo"
io' Io' EET (TeV)

'rET (TeV)

Fig.9 Fig.10
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MSQI(100) model can also

explain the binocular type
events (with large lateral Fig. 3

spread) as shown in Fig.ll. IO" Sxx ZET_IOOTeV
The fraction of events with

X12>I00 TeV cm is about 7 %.

High multiplicity model does
_ot explain these

_xperimental data. _ "\__^_"_
China-Japan collaboration _ x __

(HE 3.4-2) presented a \__:_6_
detailed analysis of an event \__:_ MSO,T

KOEI9 of the total visible \PFI
energy 1537 TeV. The I 1 I I MS°I
production height of this 200 40o 600 800
event is estimated from ............

triangulation method to be XI2=RIe EI/_2 TeV cm
less than 70 m. The Fig.ll

clustering procedure lead to an interpretation of this event, in terms

of QCD-jet, as 5-jets event with quite small sphericity (0.0074).
Navia O. and Sawayanagi K. made a cluster analysis on gamma families

for Chacaltaya EC data (HE 3.2-1). From B-ER correlation, where B is
the asymmetry parameter defined by A.Kry_ et al. TM, they pointed out

the existence of multi-jet with symmetrical structure. When the lateral

structure of family is symmetrical, B J . i
is close to i while it is close to 0 if

the showers are grouped along a _0 20_<50(T_¢m)
straight line. Gamma families are
classified by energy weighted lateral

spread, then B distribution is shown in .20
Fig.12. In the widest class of _'_---_
families, one can see a peak close to
B=0, which can be understood as 0

binocular type events. However, there _ 40 _<80are non-zero distribution in symmetric _ 50.

region too. The authors conclude that _ r
for those events the <ER> values are as _ 20_

large as for binocular events but the _ _ ._ ( _--
number of jets is much greater, which
makes the structure more symmetrical. 0

Azimov et al. presented a similar
analysis for Pamir EC data using a 80 _

symmetry parameter, _, instead of B.
The definition is just opposite than of I
B, _ is 0 for symmetric case and is
unity for asymmetry (HE 3.7-1). They
also showed the existence of wide and 2C

symmetrical families. Their explanation _ r
of these families as generated by heavy _ I _ p--
primary nuclei is based on the C t0 '0_ 0

comparison of experimental data with
calculations using a quasi-scaling
model and mixed primary chemical Fig.12
composition.
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Therefore, the events with large lateral spread cannot be directly

connected with QCD-jet or large Pt phenomena but most of them are

probably generated by heavy primary nuclei. The event KOEI9 reported by

China-Japan collaboration does not belong to such cases because of
small lateral spread corresponding to the low interaction height.

• However, we need more statistics to draw a picture of multi-jet

production process at very high energies.

In a paper presented by Pamir collaboration, an investigation was
made for the ratio of energetic hadrons with no visible hadron

accompaniment to the total hadron intensity (HE 3.1-ii). It is shown

that this ratio is much higher than the predictions of scaling models
as shown in Fig.13. The considerations on the increasing interaction
cross section or the primary chemical composition are not successful in

explaining the experimental data. The violation of scaling in

fragmentation region is required to explain this discrepancy, according
to the authors.

0,6 gxp

g-rood . "

' ' ' 50"0
20 50 20O . E¢h

Fig.13 Single hadron ratio to total hadron intensity,
T.K. Gaisser ,T.Stanev and J.A.Wrotniak made a Monte Carlo simulation

on this problem and showed the sensitivity of single hadron intensity

and gamma-hadron ratio to the different interaction models (HE 3.4-7).
Their results show that single hadron ratio to the total hadron

intesity by Pamir experiment seems to be explained within a statistical
error. However, Gamma-hadron ratio of Pamir experiment cannot be

reproduced by quasi-scaling model. Possible explanations by authors are,
i. breakdown of scaling in fragmentation region,
2. there are more hadrons produced than they assume,
3. the underestimation of gamma ray energy or more probably

the overestimation of hadron energy.

Summarizing the papers on gamma-hadron families, there is still an
ambiguity in interpretation of the experimental data in 1014 -1015 eV

range. The global features, like family intensity and lateral spread ,
may be explained by the interaction mechanisms extrapolated from the
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accelerator results with only very slight scaling violation in

fragmentation region with an assumption of heavy-enriched primary
composition. The events with large lateral spread and their symmetry
structures are also explained within those framework, as it is shown in

clustering analysis. If the above explanations are valid, then the
transverse momentum in fragmentation region seems to remain almost
constant.

On the other hand, another result reported by Pamir collaboration on

'the high ratio of the energetic hadrons with no hadron accompaniment

to the total hadron intesity' is not explained by above mentioned point
of view. This can be explained by nuclear interactions, where no
secondary particles have sufficiently high energy to be detected. Then,

only survival hadron is detected with no visible accompanying particles°

Such situation would be explained by strong breakdown of scaling in
fragmentation region and/or the change in inelasticity with energy.

Mt.Fuji experiment also found the excess of single hadrons, but less one

compared to the results of Pamir experiment, being about I0 %z6). They
claim this excess would be attributed to a scanning inefficiency for

low multiplicity events. On the other" hand, the result, which Pamir
experiment concludes to be in contradiction with scaling model, is

successfully explained by the work of T.K.Gaisser et al. According to
their calculations based on quasi-scaling model, also taking into
account of the design of the Pamir chamber, the result does not

contradict with experimental data within the statistical accuracy. This
problem needs more investigations both in experiment and calculations

to clarify the sensitivity to the interaction mechanism and also to the

experimental bias like energy determination, scanning efficiency for
accompanied particles and so

on o I
5. Halo events o_

Some of the most energetic
families show a remarkable

character of extremely high A •.. "\ 3,
optical density on the X-ray -- _,
films, and it is called halo. I0! _"
Joint paper from Mt. FuJi and

China-Japan collaboration I_
presented the intensities of
the halo events (HE 3.4-9).
The comparison with a Monte

Carlo simulation including
the halo development inside

suggests more I_2v
the chamber

than 3 times lower proton
abundance in 10 16 -10 17 eV

range than that of i0z2-i013
eV within the framework of IO

quasi-scaling model as shown -3
in Fig.14. Here the 10

geometrical size of the halo 0.1 I Sm_X Cm 210
defined as an area with

optical density greater than Fig.14
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0.7 on N-type X-ray film is shown on horizontal axis. High multiplicity
model (n= E0_) cannot reproduce the observed intensity of the halo

events when the increase of the cross section and the primary chemical
composition are adequately accounted for. Therefore, halo itself is not

an exotic phenomenon but its low intensity is the largest problem.
Since most of the halo events are induced by protons, such low intensity
requires proton-poor primary chemical composition in 1016 -i017 eV

range, say less than i0 %. Both results from Mt.Fuji and Mt.Kanbala
experiment are consistent within statistical errors with the

calculation based on those assumptions.

Some examples of optical density map are shown in Fig.15 for

experimental data by Mt.Fuji collaboration and artificial ones by the
simulation (HE 3.4-9), though the structure of those events is not
fully discussed yet.

I)

J'_. _ ..:._.<:_"_>!_.i!!._?_J_i_}__ _._.,._r_,,_:_:_,.:._._,,_-,_._-.._.-,_-•,_- _'.":_'>.'_.':",.,',_.,.._:,.:_.,_:,_.,._,.,,............._ _,._!_...._,._'.,_,'--

(a) Experimental:FH-89 (b) Simulation:Proton primary

Ehalo=2300 TeV Ehalo =2300 TeV

:1_ _,{_t'[_!_a:_-_J'_'_'_' __"_*"_"l!i ';_._'_' "__-,_"__"!i!..... '..a *_'::"'>:__}!__"':'f_ '_'_,
,+.,.,, :._ ....fli] _, ,_,_=

' _7.1-.5-.....
O

(c) Experimental:FC-104 (d) Simulation:CNO primary
Ehalo=3000 TeV Ehalo=2480 TeV

Fig.15 Optical density map of halo.
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N.M.Amato, N.Arata and R.H.C.Maldonado (HE 3.4-5) presented an

analysis of a halo event named P06 of the total visible energy 1300

TeV. According to their interpretation, central part of this event is

formed by 'Giant-Mini-Cluster' with extremely small Pt of 30 MeV, whose

characteristics are discussed by papers of Brazil-Japan collaboration

(HE 3.5-4).

Another extremely exotic nature of the high energy interactions is

re_orted by Pamir collaboration (HE 1.4-12). Some energetic events over
i0 _s eV show a coplanar emission of high energy photons as shown in

Fig.16. The strong correlation among high energy photons were shown from

the asymmetry analysis including the accompanied photons outside of the

halo, though its interpretation is still open.

2127 I :3.................. .. "
.... • -_ ._^" , ,-',.. r -8 " ,

.' "".;_._":. _=/:) " -:,V_' L t ._....... -"-'.':" ""
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Fig.16 Coplanar events observed by Pamir experiments.

Summarizing the papers on halo phenomena, which correspond to the

primary cosmic ray energy of 1016 -1017 eV, the intensity and energy

flow properties are also explained by the same Monte Carlo calculations

based on quasi-scaling model and heavy-enriched primary composition. In

this energy range, the proton abundance was assumed as less than i0 % of

the total primary intensity. If we assume more primary protons, then we

need to introduce violation of scaling in fragmentation region stronger

than one assumed in this calculation, though not as strong as CKP-type,

because halo is created by very high energy electromagnetic particles,

which are most probably produced in fragmentation region. It is

reported by Pamir collaboration (HE 3.4-10, HE 3.4-11) that some of the
halo events may be attributed to only few energetic photons. Sometimes

only one photon produced high in the atmosphere is enough to construct

observed characteristics of the halo spot. From those considerations,

the fragmentation secondaries seem not to be disappearing in very high
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energy interactions.

The coplanar events detected by Pamir experiment seem to indicate an

existence of strikingly unknown features of very high energy
interactions.

6. Exotic phenomena

Since the observation of the event 'Centauro 1 '17) by Brasil-Japan

collaboration, extensive searches of peculiar events were made on

gamma-hadron families and C-jets by the same authors. Though no

Centauro-like events were reported, a scheme of the interpretations on
those interaction mechanisms was discussed in this conference. The new

mechanisms are named by those authors as 'Centauro' - pinaught-less

particle production, 'Mini-Centauro' - hadron-rich events, 'Chiron' -

Pt = 2-3 GeV/c, 'Geminion' - binocular events, 'Mini-Cluster' - Pt =
10-20 MeV/c and 'Giant-Mini-Cluster' - ensemble of mini-clusters.

A search was carried out by H.Kumano for the anomalous events among

C-jets at total visible energy greater than 5 TeV (HE 3.2-5). Among 150
C-jets, the author assigns 9 events as anomalous ones because of non

pinaught character and/or the large transverse momenta.

Another paper by Brasil-Japan collaboration also reported exotic

interactions among C-jets and Pb-jets from the systematic analysis of

Charaltaya CH-19 (HE 3.2-6). The decisive characteristics common to all

these exotic interactions stated by authors are : (%) - unusually large

Pt and (2) - no neutral pions produced in an interaction. The origin of

cascades registered in the chamber were understood to be hadrons if the

shower spot was visib%e only in depths greater than 6 c.u., or if their

cascade curves were obviously not like electromagnetic ones, or if they

were showing a clearly multi-core structure. Eightevents with 2 showers

and another eight with 3 showers are reported hecause of the invariant

mass greater than 200 MeV/c 2 or the association of hadrons. The

resemblance of these events to Mini-Centauro interactions is shown in

the Pt and fractional energy distributions (Fig.17), which may be
characterized by <Pt(gamma)> = 0.35 ± 0.05 GeV/c and initial

N

I(X) I_

(a) (b)

I0 _ 1(....... , I |

0 '_3.5_) _0 I_ 0 _I _ O_ O_ 0.5 _ 02 O_
P.- f

Fig.17 (a) Pt distribution and (b) fractional energy distribution
for exotic C-jet events.
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multiplicity <m0> = 18 ± 3. The parent interaction energies which give
rise to these exotic events is estimated as i00 to 400 TeV.

M.Tamada showed the mini-cluster structure from the study of the

correlations between hadrons and electromagnetic particles of the

gamma-hadron families of Chacaltaya experiment (HE 3.3-6). There exist
a number of hadrons which accompany electromagnetic showers very closely
as shown in the distribution of relative distances between a hadron and

its nearest neighbouring shower (Fig.18). Another feature is that the

hadron carries a large portion of the cluster energy. They form a
mini-cluster whose members carry transverse momentum about i0 times

smaller than in normal production process.
Another paper by Brasil-Japan collaboration presented detailed

characteristics of the mini-clusters (HE 3.5-3). The authors select the

gamma-hadron families penetrating through bothupper and lower chambers

and having <ER> > 180 GeV m after the decascading with Kc=6 GeV m.
Single-cored and mini-clustered high energy showers _ i0 TeV),

spreading from 0.i to a few mm of radius, are investigated in detail.
The multiplicity distribution of mini-cluster constituents is shown in
Fig.19. The lateral structure of those families is interpreted as the
result of Chiron interactions with Pt = 2-3 GeV/c and mini-cluster

formation with Pt _i0-20 MeV/c by the secondary interactions.

Is -r],.j [] pcnet rative

0 5 ]0 15 _ Z5 30 _

Fig. _9 Histogram of shower core number
in a mini-cluster.
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The mini-clusters with high multiplicity (m >30) are called

'Giant-Mini-Cluster' (HE 3. 5-4). They show small spread corresponding

to extremely high rapidity density and strong penetrative power. The

inner lateral distribution of giant mini-clusters shows high similarity

of exponential type among different events as shown in Fig.20.

Giant-mini-cluster is interpreted as an ensemble of mini-clusters and

it is suggested as a possible cause of halo in large families.

The characteristics of hadron families are investigated on Charaltaya

carbon chambers by H.Aoki (HE 3.3-4). The hadron multiplicity

distribution is compared with current model calculations with primary

protons in Fig.21. The excess of the hadron-rich events (Nh> 9) to

proton-initiated artificial families is shown, though there is a

possibility of explaining it with heavy primaries .. In the correlation

between Nh and <ERh>, the

majority of experimental data |

are explained as fluctuations t00
of ordinary interactions, but
Centauro I and its candidates

(Centauro II,III,IV) are not

explained by this argument. _*"

Summarizing the papers on _ 10
exotic phenomena, Brazil-Japan _

collaboration concludes that

5-i0 % of observed events _

cannot be attributed to z

ordinary interactions.

Japan-USSR collaboration t

(HE 3.4-8, HE 3.5-2)also H _ Hreported observing
mini-clusters in Pamir carbon 23456789 13 1617 27

chambers. HUttiPlicLtYjNh

The energy threshold for

those exotic phenomena is Fig.21
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estimated to be around I00 TeV, though searches by present accelerator

data showed negative results. This situation is explained by the

authors: either the threshold energy is a little higher than SPS-energy

or there is a genetic relation between the exotic phenomena, namely,

the secondaries from a Chiron interaction at very high energies

maintain the exotic characters and produce mini-Centauro, Geminion and

mini-clusters in successive interactions in the atmosphere. These

exotic phenomena reported by Brazil-Japan collaboration are derived by

focusing their attention on events of unusually large lateral spread or

of hadron-rich nature. This is, however, fully related to the problem

of the fluctuations in 5-10 % tail. Therefore a comparison with

detailed Monte Carlo simulation is needed to exclude the possibility of

explaining these events as just fluctuations in ordinary interaction

process. As mensioned before, the large lateral spread of 7 % of

gamma-hadron families can be attributed to the heavy primary nuclei. In
the discussion of hadron-rich events or the mini-clusters containing

hadrons, the reliability of hadron identification is the most essential

point, because mini-clusters showing transverse momentum of 10-20 MeV/c

can be interpreted as trivial electromagnetic cascades if they lack

hadrons inside. Those procedures of hadron identification are also

related to the problem of the fluctuations in the development of

electromagnetic cascades.

7, New technics

Taira T. et al. (HE 3.1-133 presented a paper on a high sensitive

screen type X-ray film (_Fuji G8-RXO) and luminescence sheets (Fuji

'Imaging Plate'). Those films are irradiated to the electron beam to

obtain the characteristic curves. They show quite high sensitivity

compared to the currently used films like N type and other similar ones.

The detection threshold energy for the cascade shower observation is

also tested by baloon experiment and found to be around 200 GeV.

A new clustering procedure is proposed by Nanjo H. (HE 3.7-4) based

on the idea of a variable cut off value for decascading instead of the I

constant ER in other methods. The new method is applied to simulated

data and the validity of the procedure is examined on initial number of

gamma rays, initial photon energy of a cascade and the sensitivity to

the transverse momentum. The results seem to be encouraging.

8. Cascade calculations, propaKations

There were ii papers on cascade studies or cosmic ray propagations

in the atmosphere. A.Wasilewski and E.Kry_ (HE3.6-10,HE 3.6-11) made a

detailed Monte Carlo simulation both in lead and air including every

possible electromagnetic processes. They gave a new approximation

formula for electron lateral distribution, which shows some deviations

from NKG formula. This formula explains the discrepancies between

experimental data and NKG formula, for instance the change of age

parameter with the distance from the shower axis.

Ivanenko I.P. et al. (HE 3.5-12, HE 3.5-13) made calculations of

electromagnetic cascades for higher moment characteristics, i.e.,

variations, asymmetry and excess.

Other papers in this field also show some useful results, however,
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due to the limited space, I would like to suggest to look at papers by

A.Liland (HE 3.1-9), A.V.Plyasheshinikov (HE 3.5-9), Yu.P.Kratenko and
S,A. Charishnikov (HE 3.5-10), R.M.Golynskaya et al. (HE 3.5-11),

T.Yanagita (HE 3.6-7) and A.Tomaszewski and Z.Wlodarezyk (HE 3.7-3).

9. Hybrid experiments

There are several stations where hybrid experiments are under

operation. They are Tien-Shan station (K.V.Cherdyntseva et al.
HE 3.2-7), Chikovani station (Yu.G.Verbetski et al. HE 3.2-8, HE 3.2-9),

Mt. Chacaltaya station (Matano T. et al. HE 3.3-8, HE 3.3-9) and
Mt.Norikura station (Shima M. et al. HE 3.3-10, HE 3.3-11).

Matano T. et al. (HE 3.3-8, HE 3.3-9) reported a detection of very

high energy gamma-hadron family in an air shower core, whose age

parameter is estimated to be 0.17. The association of such a young air
shower to the high energy gamma-hadron family suggests that the primary

particle of this event is a proton.
The installation reported by Shima M. et al. consists of EAS array,

EC and burst detector below EC. EAS size spectrum is obtained in two

trigger conditions. One is a usual air shower trigger and another is a
burst trigger below EC. EAS size spectrum accompanied by gamma-family
of total energy greater than i0 TeV is presented in Fig.22. The result

agrees with the simulated data for proton poor primary composition of
less than 15 % better than the proton-rich one of more than 30 %.

This kind of the experiment is a promising one because of the high

sensitivity to the chemical composition of primary particles. Though
the available data are limited at present, the possibility to extend

the experiment is not limited compared with storatospheric experiment.

cm-1sec-lsr-1 )
10-10 , ,

\
> ----_.. '_tgeneral EAS
I'- -,._,.

Z

f
_Z expe -rich
uJ

_.j p-poor T_

=1o < , !t\. t10-13
10 8 107 108
SHOWER SIZE

Fig.22
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i0. Conclusions and prospects for future

One can explain emulsion chamber data by so called quasi-scaling

interaction models if primary proton spectum becomes steeper around

i0 I_ eV. Already a lot of works have shown the mutual consistency among
various features of the EC data. One can say, that at least no serious

difficulty is known up to now in this framework.

One may argue, however, that the proton percentage at these energies

is larger, and thus a more serious scaling violation in fragmentation

region has to be assumed. There has been also a number of papers

discussing about such possibilities 18) . In high multiplicity model,

however, difficulties arise in reproducing the frequency of the

binocular events and halo events, which are effectively produced in

case of low multiplicity with high secondary energies. Therefore, the

high multiplicity model can survive when the multiplicity distribution

has a great fluctuation as discussed by J. Wdowczyk 19).

As to the exotic events, we need stronger evidence in order to

confirm that they are really new phenomena. More simulations are needed

to exclude the background events from fluctuations of ordinary

interactions or heavy primary effects.

To get an increased sensitivity to the primary composition, an

importance of hybrid experiments was discussed in this conference.
Simulteneous informations from Emulsion Chamber and air shower array

will bring us less ambiguous conclusions. Such experiments are being

developed, for example, ANI experiment at Aragatz station,

Mt.Chaealtaya, Mt.Norikura and others.

The continuation of the exposures of EC is also important to increase

the statistics significantly for very high energy events like halo. The

large scale EC experiments are also developing, for example, at

Mt.Kanbala by China-Japan collaboration and Pamir plateau by Japan-USSR

collaboration (HE 3.1-1). Fragmentation region at very high energies

can be studied through those observations.

These situations are illustlated in following chart.
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!
I I Fraction of primary protons

L

small y _ large

Very mild scaling violation scaling strongly violated

in fragmentation region in fragmentation region

Knee in proton spectrum: Energy independent
composition up to

N IO 14 eV 10 17 eV

II I Exotic Events i

either / ??? _or

iewnomealIuuaonIHeavy primary effects

(Stronger evidence necessary)

III Importance of hybrid experiments : Increased sensitivity to
composition

IV Large exposures : - halo phenomena

- fragmentation region at very high energies

- structure reflects (maybe ?) the kind of

primary particle

Significant increase in statistics is necessary to
draw conclusions.
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Extensive A_r Showers (]_-4)

R.W. Clay
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University of Adelaide
North Terrace

ADELAIDE South Australia 5001

I. Introduction

At the conference I felt that air shower work had made genuine
progress particularly due to the professionalism of work at the large

arrays. More than ever, those using medium sized arrays have to be
selective in their work and careful in their analysis when shower
information is incomplete. Ultra high energy gamma-ray astronomy is an

exciting new area for us and has added a new sense of purpose to ground
based array work. There is much to be done before we properly understand
U.H.E. gamma ray showers and it is important that we remain conservative
with our claims whilst the properties of such showers are still not

clear. Their muon content is only one of the properties to be clarified
by the next conference.

There seems to have been genuine progress on primary
composition. When allowance is made for detection effects there is

impressive agreement on mean depths of maximum at fixed energy. It
remains to be seen how well we can now progress to the second order

problem of detailed interaction parameters once the gross features of our
beam are clarified (see eg. Wrotnlak and Yodh HE 4.1-2).

The shower disk thickness has become an area of intense study
with interest in Linsley's technique for measurements of giant showers
(which should have its uses but is not a complete self-contained solution

to spectra and anisotropies at 1020 eV) and in the study of structure near
the core for improving fast timing and studying delayed sub-showers.

Perhaps the most significant area of promise for the future is
the study of individual shower developments with Cerenkov and,

particularly, air fluorescence techniques. The importance and potential
of having relatively complete information on a complete set of individual
showers can hardly be overestimated. However, we must also have a

complete understanding of the observation process; why we observe the
showers we do and whether or not the recorded data set is complete at a

given energy, apparent core distance, and zenith angle.

2. Shower Observations

Extensive alr showers are usually studied with ground based
detectors in arrays which first detect the presence of a shower and are

then used to study a set of shower parameters. The showers are classified
and ordered to give information about some parameter or about how that
parameter depends on another shower property, perhaps shower size or

primary energy. Unfortunately, air showers are complex and, as a general
rule, the set of showers which is observed is less complete than we would

like. Thus, data sets invariably contain bias in their selection and
great care must be exercised when interpreting the data, particularly when
mean values of parameters are derived. In some eases, intuition and

experience are barely sufficient to picture the unbiased original data set
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from the data which are presented and the results may then only properly

be understood when compared to simulations of the whole air shower/array
detection procedure.

These problems were an underlying theme in a number
of areas addressed at the

]. conference. In particular,

the difficulty of comparing--FIXED Eo data obtained in terms of a
shower size with data

I presented in terms of a
2- _ _ primary energy was

= [i '_--F_XEO N particularly apparent. The/ _x _ Tf850gc_z problem is usually not so much

_ in measuring the parameters of

_ interest but in understanding

E I • /] i_,'_ how i the detection system

x sampled the incoming set of
air showers and how the final
data set was selected.

, i " , Shower Size and Primary Energy
&_ 600 600

DEPTH OF HA×IMUH(gcmz) Shower size has
serious limitations for use as

Figl. The difference in distributions a parameter for ordering
of observed depths of maximum when showers in energy due to the
shower selection is by fixed primary combination of shower

energy and fixed shower size.(HE 4.1-20) fluctuations and a steeply

falling primary energy
_00 spectrum. Air shower

t l ! arrays often trigger on

_00 _///_ particles which reach the" detection level and the

resulting observed
|00 _ - distribution of showers

_ can then be close to

_ 700 _ _ . complete in Ne but not in_ -- . primary energy. One
" _>/_-___//// usually wants dataZ 600

_ measured at fixed primary

energy and, without
500 - further development

information, the

L00 . interpretation of
observations can be

seriously in error.

_00 I I | An example of the
_I _1 _1 _I difference between

_ar_._,'u_ measurements in terms ofa ||SO|
primary energy and shower

Fi___. Experimental distribution size is shown in figure I
of depth of maximum vs primary (from HE 4.1-20) where it

energy estimator Q(150). The is clear that a mean depth
hatched region is for simulated of shower maximum in terms

data.(OG 5.2-ii) of fixed primary energy
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will be quite different to a mean derived for a fixed shower size;

differences of up to 200 gcm --2 are possible. Calculations in OQ 5.2-11
show other aspects of the selection of showers by real particle arrays.

In terms of fixed primary energy, figure 2 shows a clear tendency to

select only downward fluctuating (late developing) showers close to the
array size threshold (which can be set not only by the hardware triggering
but also by a software trigger if this is based on a size parameter).

Also, since the energy spectrum is steep, any data set will consist
preferentially of downward fluctuating low energy showers so that the
system will emphasise any shower effects associated with downward

fluctuations. This applies particularly if the composition_of the primary
beam at constant energy contains a mixture of nuclei.

In this case, proton
initiated showers with

70 their long interaction mean
free path and large

6o fluctuations will bepreferentially selected.
This effect is shown in

5o figure 3 where the apparent
o fraction of protons in the

40 beam is seen to beconsiderably enhanced when

recorded by a typical
30 array.

! ! !

_5 106 l°7 3. Depth of Shower Maximum
Ne {1000)

The depth of

Fig3. The fraction of all analysable shower maximum and its
sea level showers produced by iron fluctuations are important

primaries, as a function of Ne(1000), parameters in the studies
for a composition of 90% Fe and 10% p. of primary particle
(B.R. Dawson, private communication) composition and the early

shower interaction !

processes. Early cascade
maxima are associated with

short primary particle mean free paths and high secondary particle

multiplicities. Similarly, small fluctuations in thedepth of maximum are
also associated with short mean free _paths slnce these fluctuations

largely mirror fluctuations in the idepth of the first interaction.
Convention has it that proton primaries are associated with long mean free

paths (_ 80g cm-a ) and large fluctuations and "iron" primaries have short
mean free paths (_ 20g cm-a) and small fluctuations. The real primary
beam will probably be a mixture of species and one would wish to at least
determine whether the beam is "iron dominated" or "proton dominated" at a

given energy.
A substantial amount of new information on depths of maximum

became available at the conference , both theoretical and experimental.
These data are summarised in figures 4 and 5. The theoretical work (fig.

5) clearly confirms that the composition of the initiatingparticle is the
major factor affecting the depth of maximum and it should be possible to

interpret the experimental data in terms of composition with some
confidence since theseparatlon of the composition lines is large compared
to the expected experimental errors for individual events
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(_30gcm -_, HE 4.4-16) °
Figure 4 summarises the position on shower depths of maximum

with particular reference to
, , , , , recent results. The data

'_E from ~ lO15eV to lO19eV appear

._ 800 / to follow a consistent
g_.S._.'[ relationship and general

X , /%/'_. agreement is remarkably good
X 7_ considering the variety of

/ // /

/ / techniques used to obtain

thesedata.  omeco--ntsonthe experiments are necessary

o _j_ since some of the spread inI S_ the data is due to

instrumental and technique
o , . i l , i effects.

15 16 17 18 19

Log(PRIMARY ENERGY (eV)) The Samarkand array
provides us with data at the
lowest energies (HE 4.4-13).

FI_/___.Measureddepthsof showermaximum. The array was used to selectshowers on the basis of their
(a) HE4.4-13 (b) HE4.4-15,
(c) OG 5.2-11 (d) Inoueet al. (1985) Cerenkov light. This provides
(e) HE 4.1-19 (e')Beforesubof 50g cm"z a trigger which should
(f) OG 5.1-13 (g) OG 5.!-7 approximate directly to a

primary energy trigger since
we expect the Cerenkov light
flux at _ lOOm from the core
to be a good primary energy

..... , estimator (fig. 6) and these

'E should be typical core
u distances for the triggering.--_eoo

n b/ P detectors. In constrast, theO
H / Cerenkov flux on axis is a

700 good measure of the ground
< level shower size and so the

Cerenkov lateral distribution
600

vy function clearly reflects
o shower development. The

500 lateral distribution function

can be well approximated by a

/,/C I i , , simple exponential of the
15 16 17 18 19 form q(r) ~ exp (-br/iO4) and

Log (PRIMARY ENERGY (eV)) the parameter b is thus a
sensitive measure of shower

development (fig. 7).
The Samarkand workers

Fi_Lq__5.TheoreticalDepthsof Sho_r Maximum interpreted their data by
(a) HE 4.1-2 (b) HE _.4-15 simulating their experimental

(c! HE 4.1-10 (d) OG 5.2-11 data with a particular
composition and interaction
model and showed that their

experimental and simulated
data fitted well

at 2x10 ISeV although their
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observed fluctuations in depth

_o_ of maximum were probably notQ sufficient with this model.

It is not easy to Judge the

sensitivity of the fit between

o experiment and simulation to
variations in the model. It

.o is thus important that when
experiments are compared to

_5 , models, some measure of model
sensitivity is explicitly

#.0 stated. If the calculations
I:_62\ of Patterson and Hillas (1983)

, are applicable at the
I ,. t ! -

50 _oo _50_[_ Samarkand altitude, it is
likely that the use of the

Fi__6. Cerenkov light lateral Cerenkov flux at lOOm from the
distributions for Eoffi3xlO1SeV core will cause a slight
but different depth s of overestimate (~lOgcm--2) of

maxlmum.(HE 4.4-13) the depth of maximum since the

flux only becomes a really
satisfactory primary energy
parameter for r -- 150m.

A similar comment might

also apply to the other
Samarkand result (HE 4.4-15)

2_ shown in fig. 4 since this

uses the sam_ primary energy

_o estimator. In this case, the
Cerenkov pulse shape was
studied and depths of maximum
at fixed primary energy were

15o obtained which were rather

higher in the atmosphere than
before when a less

Ioo. _ satisfactory primary energyestimator had been used.

-m_ -Io _ _(_/E_) Cerenkov pulse shape

_. The relationship between the measurements are potentially
Cerenkov lateral distribution parameter very powerful but, since a

b and a known depth of maximum parameter great deal of information must
• be extracted from single

Ne/E o. (HE 4.4-13) pulses, they are very
susceptible to selection

problems and are technically
demanding (see eg, Lieblng et al 1984, Inoue et al 1985a). In order to be

recorded, a pulse must be of a suitable amplitude and, for a given total
pulse area (Cerenkov flux) D this amplitude depends on shower

development. A selection was made of a total of 83 events for analysls
out of a recorded data set of 4000 showers. In prlnclple, this technique
of a posteriori selection of an unbiased data set is acceptable but one
needs to be sure that no physics is being lost in the process. The great

potential of the pulse shape technique is in its sensitivity to early

shower development unlike lateral distribution experiments which are more
sensitive to the cascade development past maximum. However, very good
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instrumental dynamic range and wide bandwidths are necessary.
The Adelaide group (OG 5.2-11) also presented Cerenkov lateral

distribution results. They interpreted their results with simulations and

fitted a mixed composition model over a decade in energy. In this ,case,
both the depth of maximum and its fluctuations seemed to be fitted by the
model and the spread of acceptable models was 85-95% iron plus protons.
This mixture becomes only ~50% iron in the observed beam at fixed shower

size at ground level. The Adelaide data did not give such a good fit to
the Samarkand composition of 40% protons plus 15% each of A = 4, 15, 31,
and 56 (B.R. Dawson, Private communication) but, at this stage of
sophistication, particular interaction models and detailed theory relating
the lateral distribution function to development must also become
important.

Inoue et al (1985a,b) have recently presented Cerenkov results
from the Akeno and Chacaltaya arrays. These data are included in _ the
figure after a conversion from their Ne to primary energy using Akeno size
and energy spectrum results. Such a procedure is dangerous and has been
used only since the results then represent upper limits as indicated in
the original paper. Based on experience, one might expect depths of

maximum to be overestimated by _ 50g cm-2 through the use of a shower size
trigger and later conversion to primary energy.

Above 1017eV, two data sets were presented at the Conference, by
Dyakonov et al (OG 5.1-13) and by Glushkov et al (HE 4.1-19). The former
data were derived from mean Cerenkov lateral distributions in a number of
energy intervals obtained at Yakutsk and the latter were from a new
analysis of a broad range of development-dependent parameters (electron
lateral distribution function, Cerenkov light to electron ratio, and
electron to muon density ratio at

300m from the core) measured at
_e , , , , Yakutsk. Some of these
_5 "-- so..,-eq'_.--_ _... parameters allowed a

40" _-3_ determination of depths of
.__- maximum in rather model

_0 independent ways (fig 8). The
_° _2° |_ .J_R)~_Ne results were obtained in terms of

g=2OO-6OOm fixed size parameter Ps(300) and
_5 , , the authors comment that at

O_ Q6 _7 "08 Xm/X fixed E the values of Xmax would
, , , "t be ~ 50_ cm-2 less. This

--$e._-E _ ._.l correction is included in the

...._ _!I diagram. It is not clear whether

_0 _ or not the work of Dyakonov et al|6_. ' should include a similar
32, correction since this depends on

the precise way in which shower

_m_'7 "'_6[ selection and averaging were
! ! !

_0 _ 500 X-Xm carried out.
Theory predicts such a large

separation of depths of maximum
Fig 8. Relating the electron lateral

distribution and the ratio of Cerenkov of iron and proton showers that
light to electrons (at 30Ore) to shower it should be possible tO

development. (HE 4.1-19) significantly improve our

estimates of composition at fixed

primary energy by looking at the
actual distribution of depths in very limited energy ranges in a way
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similar to that used by Nikolsky et al (1981) (see also OG 5.2-5) for
fluctuations of _ and Ne. The resolution should be quite good with the

Cere_ov techniques and sufficient events are probably already available
at Samarkand and Adelaide.

Fluctuations in the Depth of Shower _xlmum

Fluctuations in the depth of shower _xlmum should reflect
primary composition throu_ the large difference in the interaction mean

, , , , free path of protons and heavier

) 0G5.1-13 0G51-7 primaries. Hea_ primaries should
120 ..... HE_.B-9 have much smaller fluctuations in

----- 0G5.2-11 depth of maximum (< 30g cm-a) than

protons _ 60g cm-_). It is
100 interesting that u can be

measured through _yses of

E_80 IHE&_-13 :[-_i-' variance without a direct

=___._[) _ + I I measurement °f x " Figure9, .! max

60 ; I L..... summarises data presented at the
+ conference. The data favour

proton llke fluctuations.
&0

However, similar results would be_4..6_ obtained for a mixed composition,f I , " ! "

15 16 17 10 19 and it is unlikely that this

Log(go) technique is powerful except for
eliminating the possibility of a

Fig9. Fluctuations in shower depth pure iron primary beam (or at
of maxim_, least lacking in light nuclei).

, It is interesting to see that the
fluctuations at the highest

_ _ energies are reduced_a8 one would
expect for cross sections which

,_ _ _ere are some other results
which require at least some
protons in the primary beam.

_/_/ i_i_ These are measurements of muon

size at fixed Ne from Akeno (HE

4.1-3) analysed by Tanahashl which

,= _ show a long tall at small _ due

/
component (fig 10). Also, equi-
intensity cuts show a long shower

i_.. I attenuation length which is
• I _ probably due to the large proton

m' shower fluctuations. _ a general
co_ant on cascades discussed at

Fi__. Observed and calculated the conference it is noteworthy
distribution of muon size for that the cascade attenuation

fixed Ne.(HE 4.1-3). lengths of - 200g cm-a found with

equl-intenslty cuts should
represent conservative upper limits to the single cascade proton

development curves. A number of workers have been using much longer
attenuation lengths in their models which would seem to be inappropriate.
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4. Novel Techniques for the Economical Study of Giant Showers

Arrays which are used to study the very highest energy showers
have now accumulated data with ~ 103 k_ yrs collection in both northern

and southern hemispheres. There are many questions of composition,
interaction properties, anisotropy, and spectra which remain controversial

or virtually undiscussed at these energies and a good case can be made for
experiments which might expect to increase the data accumulation by a

factor of ten in a reasonable time and at a reasonable cost. Modestly

priced arrays with collecting areas of ~ 103 km2 at 1019eV are required.
Such arrays were described at the conference using air fluorescence

techniques, radio techniques, or by measuring the longitudinal thickness
of the shower front at large core distances. There is potential in each

technique but, though each may find its place in overall systems, none
seems to be a single satisfactory answer to the replacement of
conventional systems in a new generation of arrays.

The Longitudinal Thickness of the Shower Front

The thickness of the shower disk has been the subject of
continuing but not major study for a number of years. It has been
relevant to radio studies, fast Cerenkov studies, and particularly the

risetlme studies of the Haverah Park group. Recently there has been an
increase in interest in this area due to a suggestion by Linsley (1983)

that this parameter might be a useful direct measure of core distance thus
enabling cheap EAS arrays to be built with large collecting areas for the

study of giant air showers. It may not then be necessary to enclose the
shower collecting area with detectors in order to obtain a useful shower
analysis. In terms of shower studies, this section of the conference was

unique in the sense that it was completely experimental in its outlook.
Linsley has shown (and extended his discussion here) that the

thickness of

I ..... , , the shower front can usefully be
expressed as a dispersion

. o = [y (t-<t>)2 p(t)dr]0"sand thatt
m _-_ as, a function of core distance, this

_j is given by
s, r t = 30m and b _ 1.5 _or for
for practxcal purposes a weak

. function of zenith angle described at• -]
the conference (HE 4.7-14)).

I0- Investigations of o t were presented
and the extent of its usefulness was

• discussed in comparison with data

from conventional array analyses

z together with specific proposals for

m" r _ _ _ t , • "mlnl-arrays" to detect giant air
3 s 7 showers using the "Linsley" method.

Delay time (us)
The Linsle 7 method utilisin_ Disk

Fig Ii. Delay time distribution of Thickness at Large Core Distances
signals delayed by longer than 1 _s.

Filled circles >0.5 particles. The technique depends

Open circles > 1 particle.(HE 4.7-5) on o t or some equivalent being a
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reliable thickness parameter

4 _.- at large core distances.

, _-_:,--::=_ There appear to be some late
3 I . "H_._-3" "sub-luminal" pulses

associated with showers (figII) which are not just an

/a_ / extended tall of the

"_ 2 //-'_ conventional shower diskx HE t,,7-1S ._

Lo / --2611._l"(nsl (Linsley, RE 4.7-13, Kakimoto
/ et el, HE 4.7-5). It is

I possible that these are due

to low energy nucleons but
the tall needs more

0 ' ' ' ' ' investigation with a good_s 1.o Is 20 2.s
R (km) system impulse• response

before one can be sure that
_. Arrival time dispersion of particles selection effects are not

in the shower front, causing these very late

. , . • . pulses to be interpreted as a

separate phenomenon. The

z / form of _ is such that large
values o_ (t-<t>) are given

considerable weight and there
is a need for theoretical

%/ studies to search for asuitable alternative

_= o., / o parameter which is more
linear in (t-<t>) so that a

o few delayed particles can not

,.2 dominate the parameter.
Measurements have been

made of the disk thickness at
0.] ! I t I I I

1.0 j.o _.0 large core distances (fig 12)
Core distance (kin) by Akeno and Moscow workers

Fi_!5__. Time dispersions (O) of che (HE 4.7-3/5/15) and the
arrival time distributions of particles. Haverah Park group (HE 4.7-6)
The number of particles observed in the investigated the Linsley
unshlelded detectors: technique by applying it to
filled symbols_>I0 conventionally analysed
open symbols <I0. showers. It appears that, as

one might expect, agreement
is best when a large number

• /// . /'// of particles is detected
Oin_ty m1.0m"z ,* "// "__-,,4_r.z.o,, 2" (figs 13, 14). Both data

" " • /'>/,/ I°I ,,':/ sets show dramatic
, "..""'.," "/". ""/ " improvements in energy

./ Y

"/" /'" _ _. .I:_.../. estimation with
_/ particle

_ .,,,_ ,: " • increasing/ __¢. /" v.. density in the

_."://.":" _.._<_" detector. The Raverah

," ,Q" ,_ I," -" " for a factor of two
_I_...,_L,_,1 ,v _tc_,,_,_ an"_,I ,v agreeme nt t n showe r

_. FlOZs of enersy derived from rLnettme slalnlt enerSy deztved energy, they would
::o. _o,_..tlo..1o..ly.i.. (,z4.7-6) need > 64 detected
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I _' I ' _ particles Q2m-2) and the Akeno

group would appear to need
- oottchorged _ i0 particles for an acceptable

• muon(>IGeV) system. It is noteworthy that at

\ very large core distances (~2km)
. o the technique remains to be proven

2 _ EoffildS'S~lOm_eV_ and Teshlma et al (HE 4.7-3) warn
\ that an apparently steepening
_ lateral distribution above Ikm

'_ \ (fig 15) and large electron\ -3 \ density fluctuations (fig 16)

_1 - _ - might finally limit the usefulness° _ of the technique (however, Watson

implied in a question that
z o measurements of long pulses at
°o these core distances may have

caused underestimates of the

density at these distances). The

_ Akeno workers successfully used a
-l time parameter Tgo 70 (the time

between 20% and 7D% of the full

44_ shower front) and such a linear
parameter may well be preferable

I I to a t for the reasons suggested
-2 _0 _.O 4.0 above (fig 17). It is noteworthy

CORE DISTANCELOG_) _) that at large core distances the
Figl5. The lateral distribution disk is so wide that one can

of electrons and muons. (HE 4.7-3) reasonably expect to use simple

pulse counting techniques or
slow (_ 50MHz) sampling transient

digitisers so that recording
systems can be simple and
economical (Ng etal, 4.7-I0).

I I Radio Emission from Air Showers
Ap/e-o_-O+R/mOO_

_ The study of radioz .o,,
_LO -----..---j_oT, _ signals from showers might offer

<_ ,_ _ _ an inexpensive technique for
_,o,--_ _ constructing very large area

d detection arrays for giant air
_O.! showers and may also provide

information on shower developmentQ

through the frequency spectrum of
the radiation. The main period of_0 _5 5.0 3_ '

COREDISANCELOG_)(m) study of radio emission was the
decade from 1965-1975 but the work

_. The fluctuation of electron
densities. The broken line is derived has continued and new results were
from pulse height distribution of presented at the conference. It
single particles. (HE 4.7-3) should be remembered that interest

waned in this field a decade ago

through the lack of suitably large
signal to noise ratios. We need to be convinced that this fundamental
problem is being overcome.

Close to the shower axis, a radio system observes the shower
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with the sort of pulse wldths/tlme
..... periods found in fast Cerenkov work

i j j , _ _ (~I0ns) and the frequency spectrum

(b) thus extends typically to ~I00 MHz and
contains development information

::" similar to other fast timing data. As
one moves away from the axis, time½
compression is lost and the shower0

} signal is observed over the full tens
I of microseconds of observed shower

I I development. A frequency spectrum is
then produced with important components

0. at tens of kilohertz.

In order to make effective use of

, i I l I the radio technique one needs both a
}_ 500 7_ 900

.Coredistance (m) solid theoretical foundation and a good
signal-to-noise ratio. In the VHF

_. The average T20_70:of the band, say 20 MHz to 150 MHz, Datta and
arrival time distributions of Pathak (HE 4 •6-4) have confirmed that

we understand reasonably well the
particles. (HE 4.7-5) emission mechanism in terms of known

charges and their motion within the

shower. At low frequencies
(_ I MHz) the situation has never been clearly resolved. The observed

amplitude spectrum increases with decreasing frequency and there have been
reports of large variations in field strengths, perhaps associated with
local conditions.

Suga and his co-workers (HE 4.6-3) have begun a new attack on
the low fEequency region

l,_ i ,0=j . (50 kHz to 1 MHz ) in
• I conjunction with the

[

Akeno array and have

o o confirmed that there are
large pulses to be

I0 _ 0 • log
o . . detected from giant

: o

- o o o_: e showers out to ~ 2 km and

_'o • ..'. o" :." that these pulses are
o oo.o• .." o• o o -.." stable under varying

= Io'"°°o°o_ o • Io' o 0 o local conditions (fig

•. • • 18). This experiment is
_V • j o" . in development and use is

o_ _ o ? " being made of modern

_7____ .... to_ ' , , , , techniques to obtain theIoo _o0 I_o0 oo _o0 t_0Q
co,4L,....(.) c,,,di,.... (.) best possible signal _o

_. Air showers accompanying radio signals noise ratios. The
observed well beyond the background noise(open current situation is that
circles). Unaccompanied by radio signals (filled large pulses are observed

circles), but not with really large
signal to noise ratios.

At _ I km one appears to
require a 1010 particle shower to obtain a signal to noise > 10:1. This

is not adequate for a stand-alone system in a tlme-varying noise
environment and more development is needed. Also, the radio emission

mechanism is not yet clear at these low frequencies. Datta and Pathak
were unable (along with many predecessors) to satisfactorily account for
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"_he observed field strengths (several mV. m"I in _ 109 particle shower at
Ikm) in terms of conventional emission mechanisms. These difficulties are

of long-standing and are particularly perplexln_ since the problem is
conceptually straightforward:- a current of ~i0 _ electrons, viewed from_-
2km as' it builds up and decays from ~lOkm to the ground.

Nishimura (HE 4.6-15 corrected in oral presentation) has
specifically considered emission mechanisms in the low frequency/large

core distance range and showed the dominance here of the shower negative
charge excess due to positron annihilation in flight. As this number

changes with altitude (or observed time), there is strong observed low

frequency emission. Also, when the charges effectively disappear from the
observer as the shower hits the ground, there is a process llke transition
radiation which gives coherent radiation preferentially at low frequencies

(due to the typical time scale of the shower disk absorption of ~ 0.I to
[ _s ). At core distances of ~Ikm, the charge excess and transition

radiation contributions should be comparable and produce a total field
strength similar to (or perhaps a little below) that observed by Suga et

al. In principle, the radio lateral distribution should be quite broad at
low frequencies since coherence will not be lost. If a serious stand-

alone system is to be developed, the impulsive time-variable background
will present major problems and also some shower direction finding method
will be needed if anlsotroples are to be studied. Bandwidths of "I0 _ Hz

preclude convenitonal fast timing although it may be possible to use phase
measurements for this purpose.

Air Fluorescence Techniques

_ ? _ _ Halverson and' Bowen (H.E

_i_ 4.6-6) are studying the use of air

_ _ _ fluorescence light produced near
reo_ _(_x_._,_h_ ground level by giant air showers as a

_,, basis for cheap large-area arrays.

R.._,.___ The idea involves looking down into

b) large valleys or canyons to see

eeo_.'__"_--__ /..: fluorescent light from distances up to35 km against a dark mountain
_ __f:'./ background rather than against the
_'__ relatively bright night sky (fig
_I_ _._''_'','_. _" 19) The general properties of'.,..._._ ?_':"_ !- ;_.:._.. :

_)_ii_ _'_'}:'_'_':_' fluorescent light for air shower work_- \ _:_-.
h._m. _.._d_.... have been proven by the Fly's Eye

...._ _J_ group and one should have confidence
" _;'_-_ in the potential of the technique. To

__ be useful however, a cheap detection
system is needed and it is proposed to

Fi____. Proposed side-looking air use cylindrical mirrors which view
fluorescence detector to observe broad "slices" almost horizontally

Eo>10_eV air showers. (HE 4.6-6) across the valley. Timing and
amplitude measurements from perhaps
three systems will contain information

on the shower direction and size. However, the proposed slices are rather
close together to ensure that all viewing is kept within the valleys and
it would seem unlikely that good fast timing directions will be obtained

vertical "baseline" of only a few hundred metres.
It is proposed that light detection will be through bars of
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acrylic strips (fig 20) doped with wavelength-shlfter to make good use of
the ultraviolet

2x2m CylindricaJmirror component remaining in
the light reaching the/ £L':2m?"-Light/we°ther- detector. The bars then

_ shietd ,Lightpathfr0m act as light guides to

CosmicRayevent Since
photomultipliers
internal reflection at

Lighlshield/support the surface is
important, it may benecessary to take

' particular care in using
. .,_,_Focalplone WovetengJh-shifterbors such a system in a dusty

_ desert environment which

[///7//////////I//7-//11/ might cause progressive
surface damage.

_. Side view of proposed side Protection from unwanted

looking detector station, (HE 4.6-6) local lights may be
necessary,

5. Gamma Ray Initiated Showers

The discovery by Samorski and Stamm (1983a) of point sources of
cosmic ray showers has predictably brought renewed interest in the

properties of gamma ray initiated showers. One would like to have some
way of picking out likely gamma ray showers from a conventional cosmic ray

background and one would also wish to be able to realistically assign
primary energies for the observed events. The muon component of these

showers is particularly perplexing since we have long expected small
values of N_/Ne to characterise gamma ray showers whereas Samorski and
Stamm (1983b) apparently observed muon signals which were not much less
than those expected for conventional massive particle initiated showers.

Papers presented at this conference are in agreement that muon

numbers (> I GeV) and hadrons in gamma ray showers produced by
photoproductlon should be < one tenth of those expected for conventional
(proton initiated) showersN(eg fig 21) and the ratio is even greater if
iron primaries are used for comparison (Edwards and Protheroe,RE 4.5-7).

n w.-_.Id_ Clearly N_/Ne should be a useful
dtL@_) H (_i.mmw,H-_oom_.1,5o') selection criterion for gamma ray

_I I_ r showers. Indeed StaneV, Vankov and_i Halzen (HE 4.5-3) point out that, due to

at most gamma ray showers will have only
' half the average number of expected

2"7' muons.
_i--_jn / ; The Tien Shan workers have been

J\ cl_..F" selecting muon-poor and hadron-poor' showers as gamma-ray initiated showers0.I

o _- I ,--,--:_.Z _ ...__ and and Nlkolsky et al (RE 4.5-11) have
4 s %Eh(0,_ studied showers detected in this way.

Through calculation and a comparison with

[i__ 21. Expected muon number and observed muon-poor showers, Stamenov et
hadron energy distributions for al (HE 4.5-I0) showed that theory and

gamma initiated and conventlonal experiment were in agreement that, at

EAS. (HE 4.5-16) that their altitude, (N_y/NBA) < 0.15 and
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(hadron energy/electron energy)

_ _ 1.5 x I0-2 were good selection

I parameters for such showers. A, _,l_ study of Tien Shan electron lateral
distributions was made by Nikolsky

Z ._,___ 'J_'_--\^___._ et al. They found that muon-poorJ _ (electromagnetic?) showers were

_,_ since secondary hadron transverse
d t-z I momenta were not involved. They
T 4-F also found that, at this altitude,

, the overall electron lateral

'_ ,_ _, _0 _ _l_ distributions at , large core

Fi__2. Electron lateral distributions distances (fig 22) were also
measured for conventional and potential slightly steeper for pure
gamma initiated EAS. (HE 4.5-11) electromagnetic showers

(S : 0.76 ± .02) compared to
"normal" showers (S = 0.85 ± 0.i).

This may be a true development efEect. It is noteworthy that, since we
expect gamma-ray showers to have smaller development fluctuations than

background proton showers, old shower age may still be a useful gamma
selection parameter since selection would tend to be against a background
of young downward fluctuating proton showers. Hillas (HE 4.5-6) has

calculated shower parameters for proton and gamma ray intiated showers at
sea level. Again, a factor of ten is typical of the reduction in muon

numbers for gamma ray showers (fig 23). He showed that a measurement of
the ratio of signal in a deep water Cerenkov detector to a (5cm)
scintillator detector can also

provide a practical way of selecting

1.2 ................ an equivalent to muon-poor showers

_ _'._' .___ _in0-- at large (_lOOm)core distances (fig
_, _ing_ 23) As one might expect with a low

081__

muon content, gamma-ray showers

_l_ "'" produce a steeper lateral

" ..........dlstrlbutlo thedeepdetector,
_i_ I particularly at large core distances

o ................ (> rOOm).
5 10 _ 50 100 20Or(m)500 There is agreement that without

the addition of some new physics to

Fi__B__. Ratio of particle densities the calculations, the problem of the
recorded by two detectors in proton Kiel muon result remains, Hillas
and gamma showers at various axial
distances. (Sea level). (HE 4.5-6) attempted to see how far one can

move from conventional

photoproduction to generate pions
and muons more readily and still obtain results which fit conventional
showers. In his model, he arbitrarily increased the hadronlc cross

section for photons above 1 TeV, This gives many more muons, and the
required number of muons for the Kiel "gamma ray" showers can be
produced. It is remarkable and salutory to note that Hillas was able to
show that such an unconventional novel interaction model could still give

a conventional N_ vs Ne relationship for conventional showers (this is
presumably necessary since the Kiel group have not found strange muon
properties for conventional showers) and also gives a good fit to their
lateral distribution functions.

It is possible that gamma-ray showers might have produced
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effects in Samorskl and Stamm's muon detector which fitted selection

criteria for muons but were due to some other process. Stanev, Galsser

and Halzen (reported in HE 4.5-1 but withdrawn) suggested that

at NlOm from the core photons might "punch through" the 880 gem -2 of

concrete shield and produce

a signal in flash tube
detectors. Blake and Rashi i i , D' i i • 'l

n 2o_,.,_o_ (HE 4.5-I) investigated this20m• R • }Sin

__ possibility with data from

their muon detector at

F Haverah Park. Their data

I _ were for core distances >20m
_]N and showed that here, "punch

nni[IH ' through" for 10cm and 20emo.s t ts z z.s } 3.s _ _.s
_ F_-tub. p_ ._o. of lead was insignificant

_. The frequency distribution of the (fig 24). However they also
electron accompaniment per muon capable of used a data set of "local

penetrating at least 5cm of lead. (HE 4.5-I) showers" and 20cm of lead

shielding to show that below

Nl0m, the typical distance

of the Kiel measurements,

significant punch through accompanied their muons (~2:1).

In their presentation, Stephens and Streltmatter (HE 4.5-5)

commented that, if they included

"" l " j _ incomplete screening in their
Ie

calculations, pair production by

1o • Lateral dlstribu%ion low energy (<10MeV) gamma rays

would be suppressed leading to a

• .0.25GeV build up of relativelyxO.5 GeV
• oO.75GeV penetrating particles. It

5_. ._kx *I.58GeV _ remains to be seen whether, if
• thls is correct, the Klel

2 -- workers would have observed any

_, effect with conventional showersi ! but the result emphasises the

need for calculations to follow

the electromagnetic component

_ 0_5 • -- correctly to the lowest possible

energies.

The Akeno group has been

0__.2 -- studying the penetration of

muons through concrete absorber

oJ (Matsubara et al, HE 4.3-8) and
has found that at small core

I distances, there is a deviation
from a conventional muon lateral

I distribution function which has

_O= 2XIO' 5XIO' I_ a lateral distribution rather

CORE DISTANCE(m} llke the electromagnetic
F__i___. The lateral distribution of the
density of muon signals at each layer of component suggesting a "punch
absorber for vertical showers. Curves through" effect (fig 25). This

are those given by the Greisen formula leakage occurs below 500m for

with Ro=280m. (HE 4.3-8) 0.25 GeV threshold muon
detectors, and below 150m for
0.5 GeV detectors (shower
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size 107 particles) and may be consistent with the Kiel observation at
880 gcm-2 of concrete and core distances <10m.

Evidence for Low-Muon Gamma Showers

Despite the Kiel finding that there were muon-like signals

associated with their gamma ray events, a muon-poor criterion has been
applied apparently successfully by other groups. Akeno workers (0G 2.1-5)

have observed events from Cygnus X-3 only when they applied a muon-poor

content cut (set at N /N <0.001 compared to a mean for all events of
0.03). It is noteworthy t_at the muon measurements in this case were made
at rather large (> 50m) core distances. Kaneko et al (OG 5.3-2) appear to

have confirmed the Adelaide Vela X-I observation with muon-poor showers
reco=ded many years ago at Chacaltaya. Kirov et al (OG 2.3-3) found an
excess of events from the direction of the Crab Nebula only when a muon-
poor (N_/-N_ < 0.II) cut was applied. On the other hand, Blake et al (OG

2.1-4) were unable to find any evidence for a lack of muons in events from
the direction of Cygnus X-3 and at the phase peak. The position is then
not yet clearly for or against muon-poor astronomy.

6. The Shower Front at Small core Distances

The shower front has a thickness which increases with core

distance. This allows us to study aspects of shower development through
disk thickness measurements at large distances where there may also he a

separation of the muon and electromagnetic fronts. At small core
distances, the disk is very thin and until recently there has been a
general contentment to leave it at that. However, technology for studying
fronts a few nanoseconds (x c) thick is now readily available and there

are also now pressing needs for such measurements. We would llke to
understand the Llnsley broadening better, there is interesting evidence
for shower front structure, and ultra high energy gamma ray astronomy
requires improved angular resolution through better shower front timing.

Woidneck and Bohm (1975) provided basic data by sampling the

shower front and found typical thicknesses of 2 nanoseconds (x c). At
this conference, Sasaki et al (HE 4.7-I) and Inoue et al (HE 4.7-2) gave
more detailed information directly from the risetlme and full width at

half maximum of observed scintillator _ulses. The longitudinal widths
, , , , ...... , were derived by

correcting the observed

= 4 . 8 average signal shapes
' for the system impulse

response (fig 26). If
= 2 ' b the impulse response._o. '-

• c"'.%, removal proves correct,
_::_:::_2_,!0_._ these widths are very

=_" _._]'_::-_:_=_ ...... _- narrow (< 2ns at 20m
O0 2 4 6 8 10 from the _core) and seem

Time_ rather narrower than

Figure 2_ Corrected arrlv_ t_e dis_butio_ of a_ measured by Woldneck and
shower partlcles for showers wi_ sec _ of i._1.2 _d Bohm. If the fronts of
(a) Ne of 3.2 x i0 _- 1.0 x 106_for core dist_ces 10m-2_

(b) Ne of 1.0 x i0 _0- 3.2 x 10r_for core dist_c_ 20m-30m gamma ray initiated
(C) N_ of 3.2 x I0_- 1.0 x 10_for core dlstanoea 30m-40_ showers are this narrow,
(d) Ne of 1.0 x 10 %0- 3.2 x 10_for core dietaacee 40m-50m one
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might hope that shower front sampling for small U.H.E. gamma ray
telescopes might not be a serious factor in limiting the array fast timing
angular resolution.

Calculations on shower front thickness were presented by
Nakatsuka (HE 4.4-11/12, HE 4.7-II). These were the first such

calculations for some years and generally confirmed the recent
observations It is interesting to see how narrow the disk maybe at the

' ..,..- ..... smaller core distances and also

o__ ___"_" thatthlsthicknessdependsa

little (inversely) on distance to

/ shower maximum (fig 27). These are

" _ _ _/__/_" results of considerable current

+ _ t y interest and we need to see whether" "/i_ or not they are confirmed by more
o _-- = _/ -- i complete shower models and

o, 0 i0 20 30 calculations.
*t

Shower front observations
O .... -

0 10 20 30 (ha) sometimes show delayed structure
which is correlated among a number

D E L A ¥ E D T I M E of nearby detectors. These delayed
Ft___. The arrival time structure at sub-showers were discussed by
various distance from the axis. The Sasakl et al (HE 4.7-1) and
distances are 0-5m, 5-10m, lO-20m,etc., Kamamoto et al (HE 6.2-10) and

(HE 4.7-11) delays of a few tens of
nanoseconds have been observed (fig

28). The delayed- pulses do not

seem to be instrumental or sampling
0 5o (as) I00 effects on the basis of simulation
I ,

rs_-'-_'_ _×t0' of the detection procedure. Also,
_zT.gH e-zT.3" Sasakl et al have been able to

_=_6.s<?s) l_.sp_s/0.z_, identify delayed pulses with
F5_

9._ _.6 multiple core structure observedTr-3.8 :
, | with the Norikura system. This

__ interesting but difficult work Is
I_=_3.5 !_6.°13.0 . still severely limited by

, i 0o_b_ c==, instrumental time resolution.

" " xLg'_ 11"9 7.1 ill l&l !3_ !31 ]lz _$_ I15 _$6 Ill

Mini-Arrays

• • _ • . |$7 _ii

| [] _" [] _ [][] []_ The Hong Kong and

_ _ ._ _ _ _ Michigan groups have been working,o , _, , ,, ,,,, , ,,,,, on the practical implementation of

_]'_[_ __ order to be successful the designs

_ _ _ must be simple and inexpensive or

_ _ _ __ _ the original intention will belost. There is the need to ensure
that whatever results are obtained

_. A multicore event on anisotroples and spectra will be

showing subpeaks delayed acceptable in comparison with data
similarly in a number of obtained by more conventional
detectors (HE 4.7-i) means. If the technique in
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principle is possible, that is the shower front width proves to be an

acceptable parameter, then suitable practical means of triggering, density

measurements, and direction measurement must be found.

Triggering for a Linsley array requires pulse width

discrimination. Hazen and Hazen (HE 4.7-7) assume that, for a broad

shower _ront, individual particle arrivals will be resolved and a pulse

counting system in a 2Bs window can give a suitable trigger (with a pulse

dead time of 30-40ns). The concept of digital discriminators in this

sense is new and discrimination can be done either in software or by

reconstructing an analog amplitude. With such a system, it is not

possible to use the discriminator output for fast timing purposes but the

pulse train itself can be used. The leading particle can be timed by a

fast preamplifier/discrlminator (Ng, HE 4.7-9) and the arrival time of all

pulses can be stored in a fast register to be read into a microcomputer.

There is some loss of useful information in such arrangments.

If there is a bunching of shower particles, amplitude information will be

lost and it may be preferable with some extra expense to use a simple

flash digitiser (multiple level discriminator) particularly as a large

shower falling relatively close-by might saturate a leading edge

discriminator for an appreciable fraction of the acceptance

time and, in a worst case, may be not

recognised.

Timing for the determination of shower

10 - \_,, , , directions is a serious problem. With a small
\\ _,100n_ array, lOns timing may not be adequate,

I -_ __ particularly if a limited number of shower
particles is spread through a _ lOOns front.

T The suggestion that track visualising

J detectors should be employed is being

seriously studied (Ng and Chan, HE 4.5-14).

An alternative being considered at Adelaide

011100 _ may be to use an aray of Llnsley arrays in a
Ikm grid Fast timing could be done in aArea /._>_

__ _ conventional way and supplementary core10 location information would be available from

the front width. The Linsley arrangement

....... would reduce the data recording to lhr -_ per8 g 10
detector by a reduction of the trigger rate of

individual detectors. This is a cheap
alternative to the two-fold local coincidence

Fig 29. Expected rates for used by SUGAR.

a mini array. (HE 4.7-8) Hazen (HE 4.7-8) has looked carefully at

some practical problems of background and

expected rates (fig 29). Typical rates for

small (lOOns) pulse widths

and small (a few u_) detector areas are ~ a few per day giving an array

with a threshold of 1017 - 1018 eV. These rates agree well with

observations made so far.

8. High Energy Muons

Righ energy muons are results of the early interactions in the

shower and should be sensitive to early interaction parameters through
both their total number (Wrontlak and Yodh HE 4.1-2, 4.1-7) and their

lateral distribution function. Muons with energies greater than 200 GeV
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have been discussed by Bazhutov et al (HE 4.3-16) and Cho et al (HE 4.3-
7). Cho et al find that the lateral distribution function is much too

steep for them to be anything but a proton dominated flux in their
observations at 1014 to 101W.5eV. Moscow

results (HE 4.3-16) for showers in the size

., . . ,...._ range above this show a rather broader

103 _ H F 4.3-16 distribution which tits better with their
> _KGF r preferred mixed composition although particular

w I interaction models have to be introduced to

L_

increase the total muon number and widen the° io lateral distribution a little. These

A\ i02 _ characteristics are also associated with modelsof high atomic number primarles.

w _$ Mountain altitude data (Acharya et al

__ 1983) had indicated that, as one passed through
z the region of the knee, there was a reduction

10 _ , , , , in muon numbers for a given Ne. A comparison
I0S 106 of the Moscow sea level results with those data

SHOWER $1ZE scaled to sea level failed to confirm such an
effect and the source of this important

Fi___. discrepancy is not clear (fig 30).

9. Low Energy Muons

Lower energy muons are commonly

I .... " ''ii_ detected in conjunction with larger air shower

100 / , e_ arrays and are studied particularly at larget__ core distances where the muon component

//
progressively dominates the total detector

total muon number, and the muon pulse risetime

c-_ _i/ are of interest in reflecting cascade
o s0_ ' development.

[ Muon arrival time data were reported bythe Akeno (HE 4.7-4) and Haverah Park groups

_0[ (HE 4.3-10). Taking into account details of

the experimental arrangments (system response,
muon energy threshold etc), the agreement

, , , between these experiments is good. Rowever,' 20 t

20o _00 600 _ agreement with the model used by McComb and

Turver (private communication (1981) quoted in
Co_'e distance (m) HE 4.3-10) is very poor, with extreme models

Figure 31. The average T20_70 of being required to fit the data. Kakimoto et al
the a_rivaltime distributionsof suggest that their muon (>IGeV) risetlme data

muonswith energies abovel.OGeV indicate an early fast development of
for showers with N e of 108 •0-I08 •5

and sereof 1.0-1.2compared with showers (No ~ 108) since the muon rlsetime
thosecalculatedfromA: sca_Ing results as a function of core distance show

model, B: a model with an E I/&. rather short risetimes at large core distances
multiplicity law, C: a model with

an E I/2 multiplicity law and D: a (fig 31). However, this may be a measurement
modelwith an enhanced EI12mul- artefact at small muon densities and also, at
tlplicity law and with first- the present times the statistical uncertainties
interaction depths of 40Ecru"2 /or in the result do not preclude many other

A-D and 12Ogcm"2 for C'-D'. models. It appears also that there is no
evidence in these data for any muon
photoproduction of 0.5 GeV muons. If the data
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are correctly interpreted, the ratio of photoproduced to all muons above

0.5 GeV must be much smaller than calculated by McComb, Protheroe and
Turver (1979). There is no evidence from the Akeno data (HE 4.3-8) for

any substantial

i / changes with size of N_/Ne. In

I _ §_ particular, the relationship shows

no evidence for any steepening

i Coo associated with an increasing

L °co N contribution due to photoproduction
| co ]158.5-199_ _ at large shower sizes (fig 32).

11 o P_//199.5-25m ]10' Van der Walt and de Vllliers

__ ..o ///251.2-_16_. (lie 4.7-,2) presented some sampllng. o ° t16_-t98.1 I statistics for shower front studies

_= /_// I_ which are of interest also to those

• A

398J-501.2 _ interested in shower front fast

10 s arrival times within a front
probability density function

determines the directional accuracy

of fast timing systems.The much
lateral distributions measured at

Akeno (HE 4.3-8) and Haverah Park

O_l / _110. (HE 4.3-10) are also in reasonable
general agreement. At low

I I I I I 11

threshold energies and smaller core

, I | distances ((0.5 GeV, <lS0m) and
1C 10a 0 (0.25 GeV, <500m)) the Akeno groupELECTRON SIZE

appear to find evidence for larger

Fig 32. Size dependence of muon densities than expected. It may be

number and muon density.(HE 4.3-8) that concrete shielding with depths

equivalent to 0.25 or 0.5 GeV may

be allowing a leakage of the

electromagnetic component of the shower at the smaller core distances.

This effect is shown clearly in the dependence of the observed to expected

density with energy threshold and core distance. The higher the energy

threshold becomes (with

,o' , , the see 8 absorption term), the

I ,.AL,v,L less the leakage is observed.
,c' °_" _ _ (+J I0. Hadrons• _*_ ,t._.[,.]

In principle, studies of

m' _,_x hadrons should give rather direct

_\_,_k_ information on primary composition

i \ _ and early shower interactions.

= Indeed, there is good agreement

o between the various calculations

6' , +=__ presented at the conference, mainly
concerning hadron energy spectra

(fig 33). However, there is

_= , , _ considerable disagreement between
, ,oz _, _" ,o' interpretations of experimental

INE_V=._v) data. Tien Shan data can be fitted

Fig 33. Hadron energy spectra. (liE 4.1-14) well with the calculations at

Dashed l_nee are fr_ Grleder (1984) nominal constant shower size but it
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is not clear that in all cases proper consideration has been given in the

calculations to primary energy spectra and fluctuations. Indeed, Tonwar

(HE 4.1-11) has forcibly pointed out the differences between the measured

parameters at various experiments (fig 34). The results depend critically

L

102j:::: .x 2"'% 785 g.cm- _' ............... ' .........

¢_ 0 '_"

z I0- _ =

• ,b- W

0 ,_ _x \. ]

:__ " ==,o0 l ',._&',B,
^ f

i  ooy I
,o ,o_ ,o_ ,04 _e. ........ _, ......... _, ' ...... ",o,

HADRONENERGYE (GEV} HAORON ENERGY Eh

Figure34: Comparison of _he observed integral FI____. Measured hadron energy spectraenergy spectrum for high energy hodrons in air
showers of overage size_1.d x 105 a_ mountain and calculations presented in HE 4.1-11.
alli_udes

on how well individual hadron signals are resolved in the hadron

detector. The clearest resolution, in the Tats Institute cloud chamber,

gives the greatest discrepancy with calculation. Tonwar has been unable

to find models which give adequate fits to the Tats data (fig 35). There

is no clear route to a resolution of the discrepancies. The total

experimental data as interpreted by the Tats group seems to be relatively

consistent but observed high energy hadron numbers are then an order of

magnitude below those expected from calculation. Conventionally measured

muon and electron numbers are rather insensitive to changes in models for

these highest energy interactions and discrepancies in the hadron models
should

not greatly affect many other

,_, _.v.,_..,_z _x u air shower results.
q 1.0-3._ o-- -_,x_,_, ,# Danilova et al (HE 4.1-

[\ :_._-_._ .... o-_ _\\\_%_ _ _- 15) examining hadron lateral_ _.7-_o.o•-----_. _ distributions showed an

_\\I\\ _ _ apparent increase in large

I');'_ _I , _ \ \\[_ _ transverse momentum processes• I between

_',1%_ _{ _ to those expected from lowerenergy accelerator p-p data

I"% {'_ i: (flg 36). Interestlngly, the_T - Leeds group (HE 4.2-15/16/18)

have confirmed their• , observationsof core
I !

flattening with increasing1 _ ? _ _t I = ? _ _x,=
Fi____. Lateral distribut_oneof hadrons energy also in this range and
measured at Tlen flhan compared to simulations thus require modification to
using a scaling model. (}IE 4.1-15) conventional interaction

models since any possible
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. ..................... ,, .... composition changes appear
,, inadequate for a straight-

_ • forward interpretation of their
t " data (fig 37). It would seem that
.L6

• • it is necessary to ensure that a

" ,. . . correct, broad, lateral
- • • distribution function must be

•' • included in discussions of hadron

"' energy spectra, otherwise hadronu , , ,,,,,- : ..... -, ' " ''' ....

,0. .' ,,' ,,' numbers will be underestimated.

F_g 37. 'Core flattening' between 0 and 1.0m Ii. Cascade Functions
from tileshower centre. The ordinate is a
measure of the flatness of the lateral distri-
butlon near tilecore. The abscissa is a shower Many measurements we make

size parameter. (lie 4.2-10) on showers are samples of the

complete shower electromagnetic
cascade function. It is becoming

"" possible to measure the complete

'_ I®_ cascade function of certain showers

using atmospheric Cerenkov (Hara et

.... al, HE 4.4-7, Fomin et el, HE 4.4-

18), or air fluorescence techniques

°" (Baltrusaitls et al, HE 4.4-I/2)

o, _ (figure 38a, b, c). This study
_ "_ "_ holds great promise for the next0.1_ (ecm-_J

F._i3__3_a__). Longitudinalprofileo_ an conference with the Fly's Eye
EAS observed by both Fly's Eye I and II group, in particular, accumulating

,i_,ltan_ou_ly. (_ 4._-I) large numbers of cascades (eg. fig

39). Already, direct measurements

of E/Nma x are becoming available
u __N(t) for comparison with theory. "The

t,t'__ Fly's Eye group (HE 4.4-2) find

ETO T = 1.31(_.14)(Nma x /109)0"990e'05
gl

GeV which can

be compared to the lowest value of

t ,. ,e _o t, 2e a0- 1.38 N found in calculation by
t.._.._,. Wrotnia_ ax and Yodh (HE 4.1-2).

•_*',_"._''r_ Linsley (HE 4.4-5) has proposed the
. _ _ tutt lt_rmSe;

_. Cascade curves d_rlved from use of the function of the form
gerenkov pulse shape measurements. (HE 4.4-14)

N = A _q e -q_ (_ = X/Xma x)

for fitting cascade functions and

_. . "'...,. has described useful properties and

[ / °'I applications of this function to

," air showers •

12. Shower Age

There is a good deal of
500 I00_

_v_ _ ^_osr,zva_" ) circustantial evidence that the
_8(c). A shower curve determined

_rom Cerenkov pulse shape. (BK 4._-7) lateral distribution function of
electrons is related to shower
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development. This function,

usually fitted by a N.K.G.

................... function of age S, depends on

i f zenith angle, shower size, (see
Fv'Hm- eg., HE 4.3-4, Nagano et al 1984)

- ,.'." "' and other development parameters

__ such as the Cerenkov lateral

distribution parameter b (B.R.
O'

Dawson private communication).
It is unfortunate that S is not a

-_ simple parameter to use. It

depends on core distance

(Capdevielle and Gawin, HE 4.3-

.... & .... _ ...... ,_.... . 13), particularly close to the

Iog(Slz,) core ( _ lOm) where it may also

be affected by the transition

Fig39. Scatter plot of total shower effect, although the importance
energy vs shower size at maximum as
measured by the Fly's Eye. (HE 4.4-2) of the latter may not be great

(Asakimori et al, HE 4.3-3).

Close to array thresholds, the

effect of selecting downward

fluctuating (young) low energy

showers may be seen (Chaudhuri et al HE 4.3-I).

Age probably depends on depth of maximum as _7.bxiO _ per gcm (Nagano

et al (1984), Fenyves et al, HE 4.3-14) and typical uncertainties are then

~0.05 - 0.07 (~70-100gcm -'2) so that in terms of dlfference_ in depths of

maximum for iron and proton primaries discussed above, S has more

potential than has yet been exploited. The problems of data sampling are

now probably better understood for S than other more popular development

parameters although the learning process may have damaged the reputation

of age as an interesting parameter. It is particularly important to note

that almost every shower can be assigned an age parameter and a data set

complete in this sense is obtained.

It is not unusual to see detailed average lateral distributions

fitted by NKG (S) functions for fixed shower size. I believe this process

to be inappropriate because of large development (and presumably S)

fluctuations for fixed Ne ; considerably distorted averages can be

produced. It has been Adelaide experience in fitting lateral

distributions by minimising chi-squared that the precise definition of the

minimised function (in terms of observed or expected densities) can affect

the fit (or absolute value of S) whilst the correct ranking in S is

retained. Perhaps this should be remembered when data are compared

between experiments.

13. Miscellany

Some topics in the conference are worthy of particular note as

areas where progress in being made and further results should prove

significant.

Constant Intensity Cuts and Attenuation Lengths

Serious efforts are being made to simulate constant intensity

cuts in terms of interaction parameters and composition (Tanahashi, HE
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4.1-3, Cheung and MacKeon HE 4.3-12, OG 5.2-12). This is particularly
difficult for the muon component which depends on atmospheric angle as

well as depth. Mixed compositions need to be simulated carefully. The
use of muon data provides useful limits to the number of acceptable
models.

Energy Spectra

A comparison of energy and

E _/,G size spectra is very helpful,
_(>E)(10-_ _m'_s"j particularly close to the knee where

detailed shape comparisons should give

-g_5 useful independent checks of
composition models. There is a

_+____®_°_""re..e__ remarkable (perhaps even strange)

_ _ A A agreement shown in HE 4.4-14 between
very different techniques for deriving

•_._-J_ _ energy spectra (fig 40). The sharpness
_. of spectra in Ne is often strange to me

r I
when noting that fluctuations must be

_5 _6 taken into account.

Fi__z__. Integral energy spectra. The
filled circles are from direct energy Pair Creation Fundamentals
measurements. (HE 4.4-14) Bagge and his co-workers (HE 4.4-

8) have been investigating deviations

predicted by Bagge from the well known
Bethe and Heitler theory of pair
creation. The observed spectra of
positrons and electrons in pair

,o creation are shown in figure 41 and
,,_.,v clearly deviate from the commonly

s Pos,r.o.,. assumed spectra.

Radii of Curvature

,, E.'EL'_" A knowledge of shower radii of
curvature is important when designing

_0 E,-Z..E fast-timing direction measurement

systems. New information (fig 42) was
" presented in HE 4.7-15 and the radius

to t %% 6

, \

, \ 2:4 [-

'_ .. . 0, ,° 2 J ]

Fi____. The positron spectr_ of pairs I I ' '
created by 6.14 MeV _m_me quanta. Note 0 2 & 6 8 ' _0

the high freq....y o_lo_k_.et_=e.erSy RC (Km)
positrons IR contradiction to BETHE _d
HEITLER. _e solid cu_ee are as

predicted by BaSKs. (XE 4.4-8) _, Shower radius of curvature

distributlon. (HE 4.7-15)
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of curvature of the leading particles can be taken as constant at _ 5km

for core distances 200m-500m. It should be remembered that the shower

front is complex with both muon and electron components and different

techniques of sampling may give widely different results. As

Atrashkeviteh et al point out, the radius of curvature of the bulk of the

particles in the shower front is likely to be much smaller, of the order
of 1.5kin.

Muon Charges
Moscow State University data showed no evidence for any

deviation from unity of the ratio of positive and negative muon numbers.

TABLE I

Numbers of positive I+ and negative I_ muons.

E Gev 10-50 50-100 100-200 200-500 500-1000

I 161 97 77 57 9

r < 16 m I+ 164 91 82 56 9

I+ 174 75 51 18 4
r=16-32m I 159 68 43 15 0

I 224 69 16 6 0

r ) 32 m I+ 206 61 15 6 1

14. Some Techniques

Many interesting techniques were described at the conference.

Those selected below seemed to me to be particularly interesting or novel.
Fikushima et

al (HE 4.2-6)
described a PIN

(_,, c_) photodiode (10mm x

_L_ 10mm) detection

_,_. system for
,,..i.,cl.l.l:lo' ,......._ ,_ ,_/_/_,m_x,i_ from bursts (fig

,,,,.,,.. / _,/_o.llo./.-f_ 43). At the
,_,od,_d.. [,_ [,_,/ ,,_/ present time

. are still required

for small particle

Fi___i_. Construction and uniformity of densities but PIN

response of a scintillator bu@st detector photodiode

using PIN photodlodes. (HE 4.2-6) technology is

clearly encroaching

on their light
detection area.

Hazen and Hazen (HE 4.7-7) described a digital "discriminator"

technique for triggering when shower front particles are resolved in time

and Ng (HE 4.7-9) described an antijitter constant fraction discriminator

for fast timing even when these single pulses are rather slow.
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Valtonen et al (HE 4.6-8) described their work on their position

sensitive hadron spectrometer which should soon be operational.
Suga and his co-workers (HE 4.6-3) are studying the shape of the

radio pulse (or the spectrum of radio pulses) in a rather direct way

through real-time triggering of a fast fourier transform signal analyser

when the shower arrives, eliminating man made frequencies from the signal>
and inverting the transform to derive the original air shower pulse.

15. Some Brief Conclusions

(a) The composition shows no evidence for significant changes
between 1015eV (the knee) and 1019eV. There is strong evidence for an

early developing component and a mixed primary composition dominated by
heavy nuclei when measured at constant energy.
(b) The use of shower size as an energy parameter has caused far too
many problems of interpretation.

(c) The general properties of the longitudinal thickness of the

shower front are well known. Linsley's suggestion of minl-arrays
exploiting this parameter is worth pursuing but they will not replace

conventional arrays.
(d) We cannot explain the detection by Samorskl and Stamm of muon

signals associated with gamma-ray showers.
(e) There is serious conflict between experiment and theory for high
energy hadrons.

(f) Shower age (S) deserves more study as a shower development
parameter.
(g) The measurement of complete cascade curves presents us with our
best opportunity for understanding shower development.
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INTRODUCTION

This conference comes at a time of major experimental developments in

the underground physics. The first generation of large and precise detectors,
some initially dedicated to search for nucleon decay, has accumulated signif-
icant statistics on neutrinos and high-energy muons. A second generation
of even better and bigger detectors are already in operation or in advanced
construction stage. The present set of experimental data on muon groups and
neutrinos is qualitatively better than the one we had several years ago and
the expectations for the following years are high.

The interpretation of these results, however, is far from complete. Most,
if not all, of the particles observed underground are produced in cascades
generated in the atmosphere by primary cosmic rays. Thus the data inter-
pretation involves complex and time-consuming calculations of the cascade
development, propagation to the detector through the surrounding rock and
the detector response, which are not always consistently performed for each
detector. The importance of such calculations increases with the increasing
complexity of the investigated phenomenon and is, for example, crucial for
the interpretation of muon groups.

The chemical composition of the cosmic-ray flux and the characteristics of
the inelastic interactions in the atmosphere, two main assumptions in cascade

calculations, vary widely from author or author. And while the composition
is often the subject of the investigation, I do not see at the present time rea-
sons for a drastic change of the interaction models from what is observed at

accelerators. The pp collider at CERN, which works at equivalent labora-
tory energies up to 4.3 × 10 5 GeV, has established certain deviations from

Feynman scaling such as energy-dependent cross section, £n2s term in the
average charged multiplicity and broadening of the multiplicity distribution
with the energy, but has not found evidence for serious scaling violation in

the fragmentation region. 1 The measurements extend to only z _ 0.05, but

* On leave of absence from the Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy, Sofia
1784, Bulgaria.
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the total amount of energy released in such particles can be used 2 to esti-

mate the behavior at higher z. Some uncertainty in the interaction model

is introduced by the fact that the atmosphere provides a nuclear target and

the transformation from pp to pN interactions is model-dependent. There is,

however, enough lower-energy (up to 400 GeV) data, which can guide the re-
quired modification of the interaction models for hadron interactions on light
nuclei.

In this talk I shall concentrate on three topics, which not only have sig-

nificant scientific importance, but were also discussed at this conference by

independent groups. They are:

• composition studies with underground muon groups,

• neutrino detection,

• expected extraterrestrial neutrino fluxes.

INVESTIGATION OF THE PRIMARY COSMIC-RAY COMPOSITION

WITH UNDERGROUND MUON GROUPS

The studies of the chemical composition of the cosmic-ray flux at energy

> 1014 eV have produced one of the most contradictory sets of results in

the whole field. The fluxes at such energies are low enough not to permit

statistically adequate direct measurement and the indirect evaluations from

cascade properties such as depth of maximum and muon-to-electron ratio did

not allow unique interpretation and produced vastly different results. 3

It does not seem possible from air shower data to judge even such dis-

tinctly different models as the proton-dominated light composition, suggested

by J. Linsley 4 and the more conservative composition derived by G. B. Yodh

and collaborators s from studies of delayed hadrons in air showers, which con-

tains an increasing with the energy fraction of heavy nuclei.

The sensitivity of the muon groups to the composition arises from the

different muon yields from nuclei of different mass and the same total energy.

Figure 1 shows the average number of muons produced at depth 4 km.w.e. (ef-

fective E_ > 2.1 TeV) by protons and iron nuclei. The yield of an iron nucleus
is zero before the energy per nucleon exceeds E_ and rises faster than the pro-
ton one until an asymptotic behavior is established. The following features

of the production of high-energy muons have been established in numerous
Monte Carlo studies: 6

i.N,(> E_) = kA.ec0 m m.fAJ is the Elbert's formula re-

lating the muon yield to the primary energy and mass. The sec0 dependence

of the yield holds up to 60 ° .
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f_

/p_//

,/

q,o- ,/ Fig. 1. Muon yields from primary pro-
tons (solid line) and iron nuclei (dash

_" / line) at depth of 4 km.w.e.

lot /

I(_ ' ' I

Eo ,TeV

2. The muon multiplicity distribution in a single shower is very close to

and can be approximated with a Poissonian.

3. The lateral distribution of muons depends on the primary energy per

nucleon Eo/A and the cross section, which leads to an explicit A dependence.

The knowledge of the lateral distribution is very important in view of the
fact that most detectors are not much bigger than the average muon radius

and thus suffer from confinement problems. The detected number of muons

is only a fraction of the total multiplicity of the muon shower, which depends
on the exact shape and resolution of the detector. The detection effciency

cannot be accounted for without extensive Monte Carlo study.

Three experimental groups presented results on the primary composition

from observation of muon groups. The NUSEX group lOG 5.1-51 compares

the observed muon multiplicity distribution (Fig. 2) with predictions for com-
positions, characterized by different spectral indexes of the iron component.

The plotted prediction lines account for the detection efficiency and the slant

depth variation with the zenith and azimuthal angle of the event.

The conclusion from the experiment is that the spectral index of the iron

component, which fits the data best, is 2.7 and data do not agree with iron

spectrum flatter than E -2"6.

The Frejus group IHE 5.1-1] shows its first results on muon groups. This
detector is impressive in both size and resolution and has collected significant

statistics in a short time. Cascade calculations have indicated to the Frejus

group that the ratio of events with N_ _ 7 to N_ -- 4, 5 and 6 is a good

of the composition. The experimentally measured ratio is _ --measure

0.14 +0.04, which is in good agreement with a proton-dominated composition.
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#.

10" Fig. 2. Comparison of NUSEX rate

of muon groups of multiplicity r_ to

predictions from compositions with

I0"7 different spectral index for iron.

t
_ Fig, 3. Muon multiplicity distribu-

_0- tion measured at Frejus.

'3, " " " $ ' " " ' " "_0 .... lff

MUOr,,r /'_uLTiP_.i,C,iT_
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The Baksan group has used two methods to derive the composition. The

first one is similar to the approaches of the two other groups [HE 5.5-12].
Figure 4 shows the multiplicity distribution in the detector compared with

predictions for pure compositions of different A (solid lines) and two compo-
sition models. A light energy-independent composition with (A) = 3.5 best

fits the data. (A) = _/31A2/_._iAi, where _i is the fraction of nuclei with
mass Ai on E/nucleon basis.

I(m) .m3" A=56

I I I I I I I "I I I I | , i

2 5 I0 2

Fig. 4. Comparison of Baksan multiplicity distribution with predic-

tions from pure (solid lines) and mixed compositions.

Note that because of the relatively shallow and large detector (E, > 0.22
TeV) the observed multiplicities reach very high values.

The second approach is more interesting, because it involves an estimate

of the primary energy [HE 5.1-13]. It is based on a calculated relation of the
energy of the muon-induced showers in the detector to the primary energy

per nucleon, which fits some other properties of the detected muon groups.

Figure 5 shows the observed dependence of the muon multiplicity N,

on the primary energy Eo/A estimated through the energy of muon-induced
showers in the detector. Curve 2 corresponds to a composition with (A / = 3.5

and curve 3, which seems to fit data quite well, has (A / = 4.5.

The conclusion from both approaches is that the primary composition
does not change with energy and is dominated by protons up to 10is eV.
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Fig. 5. Muon multiplicity at Baksan vs. the primary energy per nucleon.

Curves correspond to compositions with (A) = 1, 3.5 and 4.5.

The conclusions of all groups seem to agree with each other, although the

results are expressed in different terms, and do not cover the same energy
range. It would be helpful to compare the conclusions quantitatively with
each other.

All conclusions are drawn from the fact that the heavy nuclei are more

efficient in muon production than protons. The asymptotic behavior of the
muon yield is

N,(>E,)= k A \ E0 ] 0CA¼

for equal zenith angle 0 and muon energy E_. Since A¼ is a slowly increasing

function of A, the sensitivity is not very big even for the asymptotic region,
which is only partially examined in the experiments.

It seems reasonable to use as a common representation of all composition

models one very simple parameter R - L, which is the ratio of the protons
and a particles in a composition to all heavier nuclei. For energy-independent

compositions R = const and specifically R - 2 for the region where direct

measurements are available. The energy-dependent compositions of Refs. 4

and 5 have the following R values at total energy l0 s and 106 GeV:
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Model 105 GeV 106 GeV

JL (Ref. 4) 1.89 2.85

MDII (Ref. 5) 0.74 0.34

Let us now calculate R for the compositions which best fit the experimen-

tal data. The two compositions favored by the Baksan results give R = 1.7

((A / = 3.5) and R = 1.1 ((A / = 4.5). The only serious criticism I have
of this experiment is that the interpretation does not account for the mass

dependence of the muon lateral spread. The average muon spread used in

the analysis is _, 13 m for vertical muons of E = 0.22 TeV, comparable to
the dimensions of the detector, which is obviously not free from containment

problems. The bigger lateral spread of iron showers might make the detector
less efficient for their detection and decrease its sensitivity to composition.

The NUSEX result translates only into a limit R >_ 0.7. The reason

is that the reference composition is already very heavy and the addition of
more iron nuclei does not change significantly its basic property. The heavy

reference composition also explains the low sensitivity to the iron fraction,
which is obvious from Fig. 2. Despite the containment problems, the data set

of NUSEX is one of the best available and certainly deserves a new analysis

and comparison with lighter composition models.

The Frejus data give R _ 2. The data set is relatively free from contain-

ment problems, but the presented interpretation has to be considered prelim-

inary. I am not convinced that muon multiplicities N_, _ 7 and N_, = 4, 5
and 6 reflect different components of the primary cosmic ray flux. Particu-

larly the lower multiplicity group invevitably contains an admixture of events,

generated by heavy primaries. It would probably be better to compare the

multiplicity distribution with predictions of different models. Due to its big
dimensions and excellent resolution, the Frejus detector is perfect for investi-

gation of muon-induced showers. An attempt to estimate the primary energy
from the energy released in the detector, in Baksan fashion, might give an

additional handle on the composition problem.

Formally the papers presented at the Conference limit the value of our

simple parameter 0.7 < R <_ 2, an uncertainty not as bad as the spread of
the values derived from different air shower properties. The existence of new

large and precise detectors, such as Frejus and Homestake, which can collect
statistics at a fast rate supports an optimistic view that with proper efforts in

data analysis and interpretation the value of R will soon be determined with a

reasonable precision of approximately 0.2 from measurements of underground

muon groups.
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NEUTRINO DETECTION

The worldwide statistics of neutrinos has been steadily growing in recent
years. Table I shows the number of contained neutrino events in different

detectors. Contained events are produced by neutrino interactions in the

detector and the requirement for full containment is that all resulting tracks,

as well as the vertex, are confined to the detector volume. Stars denote results,
discussed at this conference.

Table I. Worldwide statistics on contained v events, including nucleon de-
cay candidates.

Full Vertex
Experiment containment containment

IMB*[HE 5.3-7] 401

KAMIOKANDE 107

NUSEX*[HE 6.2-6] 32

Frejus* Not in printed paper 13 21

KGF* Not in printed paper 19 40

Because of containment and flux restrictions, such events are produced
by neutrinos of energy less than several GeV. The rate of such events can be
calculated as

// dNv da el(El) 'Rate = _. dEi dEv dEv dEi
i El E_

where dNv/dEv is the neutrino flux, which we assume consists of atmospheric

neutrinos only, _ is the cross section for production of the i particle in adE_

neutrino interaction and ei(Ei) is the energy-dependent detection efficiency
for the i particle.

The atmospheric neutrino flux in the energy range responsible for con-

tained events has been calculated by several authors. 7 The most recent cal-

culation takes into account both the temporal and location variation of the
neutrino flux.

The temporal variation is due to the solar modulation of the primary

cosmic-ray flux and thus follows (with some delay) the ll-year variation of

solar activity. Maximum flux is achieved about 1½ years after solar minimum.

The cosmic-ray flux is further modulated in interaction with the geomag-

netic field. Penetration through the field around the magnetic poles requires
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less momentum than around the magnetic equator, so that the geomagnetic
cut-offvariesfroma fractiontoseveraltensofGV. Integratedoverallzenith
and azimuthalanglestheinfluenceofthegeomagneticfieldnotonlyproduces
differentfluxesatdifferentexperimentallocations,butalsoaffectstheangular
distributionofneutrinosateverygivenlocation.

Figure6 showstheangulardistributionofneutrinoswiththreedifferent

energies,calculatedasinRef.7(e)forthelocationoftheIMB experiment.
Whiletheangulardistributionofthelowerenergy(0.2-0.4GeV) neutrinosis
verystronglyaffectedby thegeomagneticfield,itsinfluenceisnegligiblefor
Eu > 2 GeV. At higherenergytheangularspreadisonlyduetothedifferent
atmosphericthicknessand structureatdifferentangles.

| I I I _ | I i i

1.4 A_

1.2 •

//7 \.<Nv>

o.s
\.J

0.6

• I I I I , I i _ t I

-I 0

Cos 0

Fig.6. NeutrinoangulardistributionatthesiteoftheIMB exper-
iment.Curvesareforneutrinosofenergy0.2-0.4GeV (dot-dash),
0.8-1 GeV (dash) and 2-3 GeV.

The cross sections in the energy range of interest here are well known for
neutrino-nucleon scattering. All experiments, however, have nuclear targets,
ranging from water to iron. Neutrino-nucleus cross sections are not well
known and they induce an additional uncertainty in the calculated rates. As
far as the majority of data on neutrinos of E > 300 MeV, however, this
uncertainty is not very large, because in this range the nuclear cross sections
arenotexpectedtodeviateverymuch fromthecrosssectiononfreenucleons.

The detectorresponsetotheproductsoftheneutrinointeractionsisstud-
iedatbestbydirectcalibrationinan acceleratorbeam (whichwas donefor
a fractionoftheNUSEX detector)orby an extensiveMonte Carlostudyof
thedetector,asperformedby theothergroups.
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The IMB collaboration operates an extremely large water Cherenkov de-

tector with fiducial volume of 3.3 kt. Data from 420 days of running time has

been analyzed, which gives a total exposure of 3.8 kt.yr. During that time
401 contained neutrino events have been observed, which with an overall ef-

ficiency of 0.80 gives a rate of 132 _/kt.yr. Figure ? shows a comparison of

the experimentally observed neutrino energy spectrum in single-prong events s

with a theoretical prediction, which combines the flux calculation of Ref. 7(e),
averaged over all angles, with a detector Monte Carlo. The same approach,

however, does not fit the neutrino angular distribution well, which requires

a better account for the geomagnetic effect. This is shown on Fig. 8, which

compares data with calculated spread in terms of log(E/L) where L is the
distance to the neutrino production point, taken to be at an altitude of 20

km and corresponding to a unique zenith angle. An isotropic distribution

reverses the heights of the two peaks, which reflect the solid angle subtended.

!

1:20 -- J
O0

100

eo - _ -- -I

4o _o

oo I i I I ,I I . _ .

ENI_C_r (GL_:V) L.O0 E,_'t. (tv_L_':V'/M)

Fig. 7. Comparison of the measured Fig. 8. Comparison of neutrino

neutrino energy spectrum for single- angular distribution (IMB) to
prong events (IMB) to a detector the calculated in Ref. 7(e). No
Monte Carlo (J. LoSecco) using the detector Monte Carlo. See text
flux of Ref. 7(e). for definition of L.

The NUSEX detector is a cube of 3.5 m side and total mass of 150 tons.

The active part of the detector consists of 43,000 plastic streamer tubes in-

terspersed with 136 horizontal iron plates each 1 cm thick. Typical space

resolution of the detector is 1 cm, but both resolution and trigger efflciency

are anisotropic because of the horizontal arrangement. The operation time

of the detector is 23,440 h, which gives a total exposure of 401 t/yr in which
31 contained events with visible energy E_i8 ) 250 MeV are detected. The

neutrino rate, calculated with correction for the trigger and containment ef-

ficiency on an event-by-event basis, is 152 -4-20 v/(kt.yr) and the _e//_ ratio
comes to a rather small value of 0.28 ± 0.11.
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The apparatus of the Frejus group (fully completed in July 1985) is a big

tracking detector with dimensions 6 × 6 × 12.3 m 3 and average density of 2.1

g/cm s. A very high space resolution is achieved with 106 0.5 × 0.5 cm 2 flash
tubes, triggered by 4 × 104 Geiger tubes. The arrangement of the sensitive and

passive (1.5 mm thick iron plates) is vertical, so that the triggering efficiency
is once again not isotropic. The neutrino statistics are collected with a fiducial
mass of 585 tons and total exposure of 289 t.yr. A total of 22 neutrinos is

observed, 14 of which are fully contained in the fiducial volume. Taking into

account the average trigger and scanning efficiency this gives a rate of charge

current events of 97 4- 25 v/kt.yr. The observed ve/v_ ratio is 0.64 4- 0.30.

The prediction of Ref. 7(e) for both NUSEX and Frejus detectors, which

are located nearby, is 120 v/kt.yr for solar maximum, and the uncertainty of
the calculation is at least 10%. The predicted ve/v_ ratio is 0.64.

To compare the results of NUSEX and Frejus one has first to substract
the contamination of the neutral current, which from Frejus data is N 15%,
from the NUSEX rate. Then both rates agree within la--a quite good agree-

ment keeping in mind the difficulties in accounting for the efficiency and the
difference in the way it is performed for the two experiments.

The difference in the measured ve/v_ ratio is more surprising. Apart

from the low statistics, the efficiency for observing/_ decays is low and the

experiments have to rely on the shape of the track to distinguish between
electrons and muons. There are some indications from the detector with

higher resolution (Frejus) that some electron tracks at E N 200 MeV would

look very much like muon tracks.9 If some electron tracks were misinterpreted
and counted as muons, this would cure not only the ve/v_ ratio, but also

the apparent lack of low-energy electron neutrinos in the NUSEX energy

spectrum.

The rate of contained events at KGF, as can be concluded from Fig. 1

of HE-6.2-3, is also in good agreement with their prediction for atmospheric
neutrinos.

The conclusion, which can be drawn from the results on contained neu-

trino events, presented at this conference, is that all observations are compat-

ible with the hypothesis that all observed neutrinos axe of atmospheric origin.
In addition to the rates, the analysis of the angular distribution, performed

by J. LoSecco, shows that the account for the geomagnetic effect improves

the agreement with data.

The statistics are, however, still low and the statistical errors alone give

us room for some hopes for more exciting physics, some of which is contained
in the next topic.
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NEUTRINO FLUXES EXPECTED FROM EXTRATERRESTRIAL
POINT SOURCES

10
The recent observations of q rays with E > 1015eV from point sources

have increased the hopes for a working experimental neutrino astronomy. The

idea has been suggested by different authors. 11 Cosmic-ray nuclei of very
high energy interact within the clusters of matter, which we know exist in the
universe, and produce neutrinos through the decay of the secondary particles.
Only recently, however, we have observed ._ rays with energy so high that the
only reasonable production mechanism is _r° --_ 2ff decay and subsequent
electromagnetic cascading. In a stellar environment a large fraction of the
charged pions and kaons generated in the same interactions will necessarily
decay and give rise to neutrinos.

Such neutrino fluxes are expected to be low and the only reasonable way
of detection is the use of the Earth as a target for neutrino interactions.

Only muons have long enough range to survive to the detectors and only the

interaction cp_ + N --* # + X is of practical interest. In order to calculate the
observable quantity, which is the flux of neutrino-induced muons, one has to

fold the neutrino flux dNv/dEv with the neutrino cross section da/dE_, and

integrate over the muon range. The double differential flux is 12

co Ev

= dE, g(X, E_,,E_,) dE_ dEv 'dE_,dEv pNA dX I i da dNv
o E_,

where g(X, E_,, Ell,) is the probability that a muon generated with E_, will
have energy E_, after path X in rock. Three calculations of muon fluxes,
induced by neutrinos from extraterrestrial point sources were presented at
the conference.

Berezinsky, Castagnoli and Galeotti [HE 5.3-15/16] first calculated the
neutrino production at a standard source. A standard source in their defini-
tion is a source of accelerated particles, embedded in a gas cloud of column
density x >> 70 g/cm 2 and in the same time transparent to neutrinos. The
flux of neutrino-induced muons is calculated from the neutrino flux at Earth
using the average muon energy loss in rock and a neutrino cross section de-
rived from the structure functions of Ref. 13.

The output from this calculation is the rate of muons with energy > E_,
in a 100 m2 detector from a source of proton luminosity Lp = 1043 erg/s at a
distance 10 kpc as a function of the proton integral energy spectrum index "_.

Table ITshows some of the calculated rates for E_, > 10 GeV which depend
very strongly on the value of q.
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Table II

'7= 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 3.0

N_(E > 10 GeV) 1200 690 130 23 4.7 1.1

For sources at different distances and luminosities the calculated rates

have to be appropriate scaled.

Gaisser and Stanev [HE 5.3-17] employ an entirely different approach. A

model of the X-ray binary source 14 consisting of a pulsar and companion star

is combined with a particular density model of the companion star, in which

accelerated protons produce "star showers". The star properties vary with

the phase and the neutrino attenuation in the star is accounted for. Fig. 9

shows a comparison of the neutrino flux from the source (Lp = 1039 erg/s,

R --- 10 kpc) with the atmospheric v_ flux.

{0"__ '_

10"- "',

I_ , , , r r , ' --
10"a l00 {0_ l04 _v(GEM)

Fig.0. Neutrinofluxfrom Cygnus X=3 compared with the atmosphericflux

(solid line). Dashed line is an estimate of the atmospheric background assum-
ing detector resolution of 1°. For/_v below about 1 TeV angular resolution is
dominated by scattering angle in charged current neutrino interaction rather

than by detector resolution.

Folded with the neutrino cross section (using two different structure func-

tions) and muon propagation in rock the result for "7= 1 is

L3___9events/m 2 yr
Rate = 10-3 R120
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and scales with the luminosity and the inverse square of the distance.

This rate is in agreement with the result of Berezinsky et al. for 41-sr beam-

ing of the proton beam and also with results of other recent calculations. 15

A remarkable consequence of the agreement between different calculations

is that the expected neutrino-induced muon rate from point sources is not
very sensitive to the conditions at the source. It confirms the conclusions of

Ref. 16 that for target densities < 10 -6 g/cm 3 and thicknesses _ 100 g/cm 2
the neutrino-induced muon rate varies only by factors of two or three. The

new calculations also confirm the conclusions of Stenger 11 that the muon rate

does not depend strongly on the muon detection threshold energy which fa-
vors large and not densely instrumented detectors such as DUMAND. The

expected rates are very close to being observable by the proposed MACRO

experiment [HE 6.1-4] with a sensitive area > 1000 m2. Ten events per year

in such a detector require for a source distance 10 kpc a proton luminosity

Lp > 104° erg/s for 4_r emission and correspondingly less if the emission is
beamed.

In a related paper [HE 5.3-12] the MACRO collaboration has studied the
detector response to point source neutrino fluxes and determined the mini-

mum detectable neutrino flux as a function of the neutrino energy spectrum

which for _/= 1 is 2.10 -8 erg/cm -2 s-1. The minimum detectable flux grows

very rapidly with -_ not only because of the importance of the production

of high-energy (i.e. long-range) muons, but also because low-energy muons
rapidly scatter out of the 1° cone, determined by the experimental resolution.

The location of the MACRO detector is suitable for observation of neu-

trino emission of X-ray binaries from the southern say, such as Vela X-1 and
LMC X-4.

The general conclusion from the calculations of neutrino fluxes from X-

ray binaries is that if the neutrino emission of these objects has a flat energy
spectrum, similar to that of the observed UttE -/rays, weak signals from such

objects are expected in 1000 m 2 detectors. This is especially true for faraway

sources, such as LMC X-4 (estimated distance 50 kpc) whose "_-ray flux is

degraded in interactions on the 3° background radiation. 17
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BRIEF NEWS

• Muon energyspectrum seems stillquitesteepabove 1 TeV" _/dif!"_4

atBaksan [HE 5.1-15]and Artyomovsk [HE 5.1-6].

• Large surface-undergroundtelescopeisin operationat IIomestake.A

surfaceshower arraywillestimateshower energy,accompanying high-

energymuons, and helpwith compositionstudiesIHE 6.1-9I.

• Muon photoproductioncrosssectionmay be a factorof 3 higher at

E_--_ 10 TeV [HE 5.4-12I.

• New large liquid scintillation detector (90 tons) is operated in Mont

Blanc Laboratory by INR (Moscow) and the Torino group [HE 5.3-6].

• Matter effects totally modify expectations for u oscillations [HE 5.3-

9/lO].
• Testing continues at DUMAND. Important test with three detector

strings (triad) is scheduled for 1986.

• No v-induced (upward-going) air showers have been seen by the Fly's

Eye above 1017 eV [HE 5.3-1].

• No evidence for u oscillations from IMB data [HE 5.3-7].

• No young/_-poor showers at 8 :> 70° seen at Akeno--charm and heavier

flavor cross section must be < 1 mb [HE 5.2-12].
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GROUND-BASED VERY HIGH ENERGY GAMMA RAY ASTRONOMY
- OBSERVATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS.

K E Turver

Department of Physics,
University of Durham, Durham DHI 3LE, UK.

It is now more than 20 years since the first ground based gamma ray

experiments involving atmospheric Cerenkov radiation were undertaken. The
present highlights in observational ground-based very high energy (VHE)
gamma ray astronomy and the optimism about an interesting future for the
field follow from progress in three areas:-

(i) the detection at increased levels of confidence of an enlarged
number of sources so that at present claims have been made for the

detection_ at the 4-5 sd level of significance, of emission from 8 point
sources (Cen A in 1973 (1_and more recently Crab pulsar_2), Crab

nebula(_), Vela pulsar('_, Cygnus X-3(".6.?,"_, Hercules X-1(9.1°.I*),
4U0115+63c_2), PSR 1953 (COS B source 2CG065 ?)"_),) plus three reports
of diffuse emission from the galactic plane_14.*".16)

(it) the replication of the claimed detections (e.g. Cygnus
X-3(_.6.7.e)_ Her X-1(9,11)) _ith_ for the first time_ confirmation of
the nature and detail of the emission; we are also seeing the beginnings
of the detailed studies of the emission (e.g. Cygnus X-3_*?), Crab

pulsar_,)).
(iii) the extension of gamma ray astronomy to the ultra high energy

(UHE) domain (10"-_eV) with numerous reports of Cygnus X-3(_9.=°_and

single reports of Her X-I(2_)_ and yet to be confirmed at either VHE or
UHE, Vela X-I_22) and LMC X-4(2_.

At an energy around 1000 GeV (VHE) all observations employ the
ground based atmospheric Cerenkov light technique(2"). The higher energy
studies around 100-10000 TeV (UHE) involve air shower detecting arrays

usually involving particle detectors (the FIy's Eye detector operating in
the Cerenkov mode is an exception).

The pattern, if any, to emerge from the list of sources claimed so
far is that X-ray binary sources (with or without a pulsar as the
collapsed object) appear to be copious emitters of gamma rays over at
least 4 decades of energy. Looking in more detail at these X-ray sources
which behave as VHE and UHE gamma ray emitters:-

(a) CYGNUS X-3. This is a very topical object which will be
mentioned frequently during this Conference. It is also the source which
has been most involved in the development of the present subject in
recent years. Following the radio outburst in 1972, Stepanian at hie
Crimean Astrophysical Observatory reported the first of a series of
detections of 1000 GeV gamma rays from the object. Initially (1973) these
were detections of a DC signal(_m), with the first indications at VHE
gamma ray energie of the now well known X-ray periodicity at 4.8 hr
following in 1975_) Since then similar detections at energies of 1000
GeV or thereabouts have been made by 5 groups ( Tien Shan_=?),

FLWO/Dublin_), FLWO/Dublin/Durham/Hawaii/Iowa/HongKon9(?),
JPL/Iowa/UCR(_), and Durham at Dugway,Utah_e_).Typical measurements made
since 1980 are shown in Figure I.

An Invited Highlight Paper Presented at
19th International Conference on Cosmic Rays

San Diego, 11-24 August 1985.
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'_' R_Y MAX of these observations made:_ FIG i. X- A similar story emerges from al
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, . The VHE and UHE gamma ray

-,o flux measurements combine to give
an energy spectrum which is

i iO _ •

I • e exceedingly flat (integral
e$ spectrum _ 1.1) - see Figure 3.

_== q A question which has
E =o remained unanswered at allu

wavelengths is whether or not

x Cygnus X-3 contains a pulsar as
_ the powerhouse of the system.J

-z 4 O This has been suggested by
i o

j _ Vladimirsky (CAO) as a

consequence of a recentsupernova, leading to a rotation

W I driven process. Alternatively,
-I . it has been suggested by Brechmr
10

m (2e)that the mechanism is that of

I= 14 16 a unipolar inductor involving the
10 10 10

accretion disc of a low field

PHOTON ENERGY {IV) pulsar rotating at equilibrium
when accretion is the origin of

FIG 3. I the energy. To date no
, suggestions have been made for

> -_ ' ' ' the pulsar period. Recently our

j _ge_ SEF _: (a) group in Durham <_)have analysed
" new data taken late in the life

-_ of the Dugway facility when our

o telescopes were operating with
maximum sensitivity. At a level

= -_ of significance which exceeds

- __that of many of the reported VHE

wj l_L___,__]jgamma ray detections (PSR 0532,

-= PBR 1953, Her X-I, 4U0115 +63

_etc), we find prima face evidence
_for ms periodicity (conservativeO

j o chance prob <3xi0-7). This occurs

__=._so _=._o _='_t those times around X-ray
' ' ' - maximum in the 4.B hr cycle when

a _ge_ oc_ = (b) emission manifested as an
increase in the count rate of the

telescopes has been detected. The
0

= observed period is 12.5908
0.0003 ms and some of the
evidence for the claim is shown

in Figure 4.
> Confirmation of this

= oeriodicity (which may well have
:=.meo _:.mgo :0 be made at VHE gamma Fay

o _o_ , _ ) energies if dispersion and
a scattering in the coccoon or

FIG 4. stellar wind is occurring) would
represent a real highlight !!
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:l.......1 b HeRcuue x-lJ A.short (3min)ofh_ U t b U r S _

3,5 (a) ' (I,24 s) pulsed gamn,a rays was
detected by the Durham VHE gamma

L ray experiment in Utah in April
O 1903 <9_- see Figure 5(a). ]'he.

G 2 effect was at phase 0.77 in the
1.7 d orbit and , as far ms we

P 2 can tell, 35 d before an observed
R switch on of X-ray activity to
0 1.5 the high state. The temptation to

B associate a burst of VHE gamma
i rays with X-ray switch on should

perhaps be resisted - later
6.5 observations only partially

confirm the pattern. The VHE
emission is characterized by a

I. 18 I. 22 I •26 I • 3 br'oad (X-ray like) light curve

PERIOD (S) end a peak flux of 10-9 cm-_
s-_at E > 1000 GeV.

| .... , ' i_i' I .... I ' '" _ Replication of this observation,

Io-6 _ (b) i_; H[R X-I _ complete in many details, has
O-MAY-B4 been reported by the FLWO:0-2 i : collaboration 'I°_- see Figure

-1°-4 i ! At energies I00-I000 times
_°-3 i higher, the University of Utah
• , . Fly's Eye group has recently

_°-2 li I. reported a Ouly 1983 burst of (40

:o-) _' _ min duration also showing the
.IV _ % 1.24 s periodicity of the X-ray

1.23 ].23_ ].24 _.245 ].2_ puls_r. The light was i0% duty
PERIOD (SEC) cycle end the observed effect was

very strong - an increase of 40%

above the cosmic ray background

from 50 sq deg of sky - see
Figure 5(c). At the same time the

6o_ (c) + colo_ated I000 Bey Durhami " .] Cerenkov light experiment saw no

" _ such marked effect but did

X_, 40- observe a rather longer interval_ of activity (2-3 d) which
included the time of the Fly's

20- Eye outburst. This is the first
example of simultaneous

I observations with two systems and
0 i

].23 ].24 ].2s certainly with two detectors with
PERIOD(,) such dissimilar energy

........ ! thresholds; it should be the

FIG 5. i first of many. If true, these two
results suggesting very different

origins for the gamma rays of different energies mus_ constraln the
choice of models for the Her X-1VHE and UHE emitting system.
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(c) 4UO115+&3

Following the discovery of
Her X-I as a 1000 GeV gamma ray

emitter, the University of Durham
project targetted 4U0115+63 as

the binary system which is most

-7 _ J similar to Her X-I (period and
X-ray luminosity) and which

L -6 shares a claim to cyclotron line
0 emission. A successful search was

G -5 made in September 1984 (I=) and

p -4 the resulting periodogram showing
R the 3.6 sec periodicity for the
0 -3 VHE gamma ray data is shown in
B Figure 6. This is the strongest

-2 time averaqed source of 1000 GeV
-1 gamma rays detected in the Durham

project (7xlO-11 cm-_ s-2).
There is no evidence for other

3.6144 3.6146 than a steady output over B or 9
PERIOD (S} days - it is certainly not the

case that bursts of a few mins of

FIG 6. intense activity provide the
signal as so often seems to have
been the case (e.g. Crab pulsar
and Hercules X-I).

(d) VELA X-I and LMC X-4.

At PeV energies the EAS group at Adelaide has reported evidence for
an excess of Sho_ers from the directions of Vela X-I and L_C X-4 showing,

in each case, the characteristic orbital periodicity but with no
indication of the (long) pulsar period in the case of Vela X-I.

ORBII FLUX CHANCE F'ROB LUMINOSITY

-II. -2 -I -4 _
VELA X-1 8.9 d 9 _ 3 x I0 m s 10 2x 10 ergsls

-II -2 -I 3e
LMC X-4 1.4 d 5 ± 2 x 10 m s 0.009 10 ergs/s

TO sum up what we know about X-ray binaries as VHE and UHE gamma ray

OU r C e S . PtJLSAR O;RB I T LONGTERM

V_A _-, E_ _3 _._ _ --
LM_ X--4 -- I . 4 d

[Information in square brackets relates to X-re.y data]
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The VHE light curve of the binaries is interesting - all X-ray
binaries detected so far at TeV energies have broad light curves with

duty cycles 30 % or so of the cycle (rather like.the X-ray light curves)
- see Figure 7.

Her X-I PSR 1953

20 J "i

i .

12 1

4 4

1
IlJlllill

O 03 I.e e. i.e

Pha_arbitrary units) _mn ¢_MBZT_MRY)

Cyg X-3 4U0115+63
v I I I | I

ZN

' I

(d)
lo I_3 _E_T a2

! I !

I I • I / 1o II

FIG 7.

As far as other VHE gamma ray sources are concerned the Vela pulsar

was detected by the TATA group <e)and was found to show the double peaked

light curve observed at radio wavelengths - see Figure 8. The detailed
study of the VHE emission from the Crab pulsar by the Durham group<IB>is
an e>_ampleof a new phase in gamma ray astronomy - the systematic study
of the detail of the VHE emission. The width of the light curve around

the radio main pulse is observed to be < I% (<0.4 ms FWHM) - see Figure
9. This is the shortest duty cycle of emission from the Crab pulsar at
any wavelength other than radio and confirms the trend first reported 12

years ago by Greisen and his collaborators (_°>during gamma ray
observations at energies of a few GeV. The constraints placed on models

for 1000 GeV gamma ray production in pulsars by such observations are
severe,



4O5

lhe 6 ms low-field radio

pulsar (PSkI953) discovered
in a bir,_ry system with a
I17,3 d orbit and located

P VELA PULSAR (PSR0833-45)
z within the error box o_ the
W 4-'-'_'---- 0'4 2 _
> COS B source 2CG065 (but notW 4'4 •

18°° _"22-1 firmly associated with it)
0

m 17oo has been seen to produce
w 1000 6eV gamma rays _I=) -

• "',: C._ r #= i= see Figure I0. Although

L recently the COS B
Z 1500

collaboration has expressed
J

o 0.2 0.4 o-6 o-s ro doubt that some of the first

PHASE quadrant point sources are
genuine (and maybe the

FIG B. result of enhanced amounts

of molecular material
irradiated with cosmic

4488 ,rays), our VHE measurement
would suggest that 2CG065

C 4388 a weak radio puls_rl is also

O a copious VHE gamma ray
U 4288
N source, _he VHE data 4rom the

488___j original 1,5 ms high-field

468 radio pulsar has recently
448 been analysed with the
428 benefit of a radio ephemeris
488 of unprecedented

_ccuracy _. An indication
,92 8 .88 of VHE emission in phase

PHRSE with the radio main pulse
and significant at the
3x10 -< chance level has been

FIG 9, obtained from the Durham

o. ...........................

•--5 PSR1953 • _e-'_.

L ............ _ , ,

0 -4
6

| .

p -3 ; ....

0 -2

B l,.o °

--1 I "" i 'II6.133162 166 17B ....
o.w

PERIOD (MS) ..... _ ......... _'"

rZG Io. rxG I._.__:,
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WHY IS CYGNUS X-3 (WITH "RELATED SOURCES")
A HIGHLIGHT OF COSMIC-RAY ASTROPHYSICS?

A. M. Hillas

Physics Department

University of Leeds, Leeds LS2 9JT, UK.

Cygnus X-3 and some apparently related systems have spzung into rem-
arkable prominence at this conference. I will outline the reasons for

this great interest. They maybe summarised as follows.

1. Gamma rays of energy up to l016 eV are emitted by Cygnus X-3 (and some

other sources), so, in the source, there must be charged particles that
have been given energies up to _lO 17 eV.
2. The number of charged particles thus inferred is so great that occasi-
onal sources of such a kind could, apparently, easily maintain the Galaxy's

flux of ultra high energy particles (at leas_ in the range l015 - l017 eV).

3. Several of these u.h.e, gamma-ray emitters appear to be interacting
neutron stars, and ultra-high-energy particle production must be a major

feature of the energy budget of close binaries containing a neutron star.
4. The time scale of modulation of the output indicates that acceleration

to such energies (e.g. l017 eV) must take place in seconds or less.
5. A quite different reason for current excitement is that there are

reports of radiations being detected deep underground apparently related'
to Cygnus X-3 (having a 4.8-hour repetition period) that cannot be under-
stood in terms of known particles or in%eraction processes. This will be

taken up in another session of highlight talks, and so will receive little
attention here.

Some recent developments in the picture of these sources will now
be outlined.

1. How widespread is this phenomenon of u.h.e, gamma-ray emission?
Searches for u.h.e, gamma-ray sources have largely focused on "inter-

acting neutron stars" - neutron stars accreting matter from very close
non-compact Companion stars - normally recognised through the strong X-ray

emission, which is modulated with the period of spin of the neutron star

(X-ray binary pulsars). Joss and Rappaport (1) listed 8 such binary sys-
tems with well-known orbits (and masses), obtained from the observed dop-

Her X-! LMC X-4 Ce. X-3 4UI5_18-52

$MC X - ! Velo X-I 4UOI|._ @63 _ "v'l-_-._" [

IT'M e 23kle
_.5M e I00 _f Ie¢

y-r_ys:,_,,qO IsW _ I012W

Figure i. 8 X-ray binary pulsars with well-known orbits (to scale):
those from which u.h.e, gamma-ray emission has been reported are marked,
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pier shifts of the X-ray pulsation frequency, and figure i shows these to

scale. Each wavy line attached to a diagram indicates that one research

group has claimed to see emission of gamma rays in the l012 or l0IS eV
range. (The orientation of the rays has no significance.) (Refs: Her:
2,3,4; LMC: 5; Cen: 6; Vela: 7,6; 115+63: 8,9.) Thus, 5 of the 8 are

already reported to emit u.h.e, gamma-rays, and although the evidence for
Cen X-3 is very weak, and LMC X-4 requires confirmation, the fact that so

many have already been reported leads one to guess that probably all such
systems emit u.h.e, gamma rays. (The larger and the _ore elliptical sys-
tems probably transfer mass very spasmodically, and more extended obser-

Vations may be needed to see gamma-ray emission.)
In addition to these, there is Cygnus X-3 - much more powerful

(except for LMC X-4, if confirmed), and not on the list because no neutron
star pulsation had been detected in X-rays, so no doppler measurement was

possible. In the absence of doppler measurements and sharp eclipses there
is no clear proof that Cygnus X-3 is a binary system, but the more rounded

X-ray intensity curve suggests that we are for some reason getting a
blurred view of an accreting close binary.

TeV gamma-ray emission from some non-interacting pulsars has already

been reported by Turver's group, and the Crab pulsar is a widely observed
emitter, weaker than the binaries. These "isolated" pulsars will not be
discussed here.

2. The orbital signature
The vital feature ident£fying the source of the gamma rays has been

a variation of the flux with ,xactly the same periodicity as the X-rays.

Generally this is the binary orbital period - periods are usually of the
order of days: some examples are illustrated below.

Object Orbital period

Gygnus X-3 0.19968 days
Vela X-i 8.965 days

LMC X-4 1.408 days
Centaurus X-3 2.087 days

though in some cases the emission has had a short duration and the shorter

X-ray periodicity attributed to the neutron star's spin has served for
identification:

Object n-star spin period
Hercules X-i 1.24 sec

4U 0115+63 3.61 sec.

In general, the air showers from the direction of the source do not
stand out clearly from the large flux of background proton showers, with-
out an identification by period, though the first and last sources on the
list have also been seen simply as point sources.

3. Orbital phase terminology: e._. Cy_nus X-3
Phase zero corresponds to the time when the neutron star (or at

least the X-ray source) is at its furthest distance, behind the companion
star - in most cases in mid-eclipse. At phase 0.5 in the orbit the neu-
tron star will be in front. In the case of Cygnus X-3, we do not know

the exact furthest point of the orbit, as no sharp eclipse is seen: the

X-rays instead follow a smoother rise and fall, giving the impression that
there is much scattering of the X-rays and their source region is large:
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and the variation is asymmetrical, with a faster fall and slower rise.

Van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud (lO), whose ephemeris is generally adop-
ted, define phase zero as the minimum of a sine wave fitted to the inten-

sity curves, and the true flux minimum then occurs near phase 0.96. The

asymmetry is quite likely to indicate ellipticity in the orbit, but the
phase is taken to change uniformly with time, from 0 to I. Hence, for two

reasons, the position of the neutron star at a given phase is not known
with great accuracy.

4. Generation of Kamma rays by particles (with emphasis on Cygnus X-S)
As it is hard to see how electrons could reach energies above lO16

eV because of rapid energy loss (30), protons (or nuclei) are at present

considered much the most likely primary particles generating gamma rays
in the Cygnus X-3 system, and the picture put forward by Vestrand and
Eichler (I1,12), in which a wide-angle hadron beam from the neutron star

generates n° mesons and hence gamma-rays, is illustrated in figure 2.

_-10".. _2... _otons

Y , ..,
'

Observer

...,....;,
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of motion of n-star round 4.8-hour orbit.

n-star emits protons in all (?) directions: at two points on orbit

y-rays will be seen as source is seen through fringe of gas sur-

rounding companion star.

Somewhere near phases 0,2 and 0.8 of the orbit we might thus see the

source through a thin layer of gas surrounding the companion.
Emission near phase 0.25 was prominent in the early lOIs eV signals

(Samorski & Stamm, 13, Lloyd-Evans et al., 14) as published in 1983, as
shown in figure 3(a); and in the early Crimean lO12 eV observations (15)
radiation was at times detected near 0.2 and 0.8 (see figure 3c). But

most of the reported detections near lO_2 eV reported since 1979 have
occurred near phase 0.6-0.7 (placed more precisely by the Durham group
(20) at 0.63). The latest observations just below lO15 eV (figure 3b)
also show the main emission near this latter phase of the orbit. The var-

iation of gamma-ray signal with orbital phase is illustrated in figure 3,
where the departure of the counting rate from a backgreund rate (dashed
llne) is plotted on an arbitrary scale, with no attempt to assess the sig-

nificance of the peaks: attention is focused on a comparison of the phases
at which the signals are reported to occur. (In two cases-marked *-the
time zero has been shifted from the published version, as an approximate

correction to the "standard" ephemeris used by the other groups.)

The duty cycle of a "l_*lse" of emission has often been reported to
be only _2% of the orbit (13,14,20: see also 7), though one gets the impre-
ssion that the 0.6 pulse may wander a little.

These observations evidently call for some reconsideration of the

simplest "atmospheric target" model for gamma-ray production in Cygnus X-3
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• " _ ...... '_ ..... CRIMEA

0 0.2 04 0.6 08 _o

Figure 3 (a)+ (b)+ _._ '_'_'['I"_'_"

y-rays from Cygnus X-3:0 0.2 04 06 O_ L__._._.......]...[z_.. "
counting rate as func- Plmse ...... . .....
tion of orbital phase (background rate marked

by dashed line). (a) Ev> i0Is eV before 1983. 0-2 04 06 O.Q I
(Refs 13,14). (b) _I0 'IseV, mostly in 1984 O(c) Phase
(refs. 21,22,23). (c) _i012 eV (references
15;16 & 17; 18;19).

Hi0Is eV gamma-rays from Vela X-l, as func- o
tion of orbital phase (ref. 7). _ 11-"In_ nnnnn_5 n!Pu_ o

0 0.2 O-Z, 04 0,8 1

(and also Vela X-l): they raise three questions.

(a) The most prominent emission is at the wrong phase (0.63), when the

neutron star is in front of the companion,t (The same phase is also repor-
ted in Vela X-l: figure 4.) Is there a gas target here?

(b) Since the gamma rays are emitted in a well-defined direction, the
particle beam must be almost undeflected before collision, despite the

fact that a l0 TeV proton's gyroradius would be <10 -2 of the travel dist-
ance if there is a magnetic field >30 gauss. (lO TeV might be a suitable
proton energy to generate 1 TeV gammas.)

(¢) Are we after all wrong in supposing that the gamma-ray beam is rela-
ted to the position of a gas target: is the particle beam only accelerated
in a special direction?

The three queries will be considered in turn, to show that it does
seem possible to retain the basic Vestrand-Eichler process.

(a) Is there a special 8as tarset at a phase near 0.63? If accretion
takes place from high-speed gas streaming from the companion, there should
be an accretion wake or tail near the direction shown in figure 5, as the

outflowlng gas is deflected by the gravitational field of the neutron
star and collects in a dense column behind it, after being shocked, and
falls back onto the neutron star. The trailing angle of the tail depends

on the relative velocity of the wind and the orbital motion: very reason-
able wind velocities would make the neutron star lie behind the tail at

phases somewhere in the range 0.55- 0.66 (calculated for a circular or-
bit). In another binary, Cen X-3, X-ray absorption due to such a feature
has been seen (25) at this phase (in Cyg X-3 the X-ray source is diffused),
and optical absorption at the same phase is known in some other close
binaries. Vela X-1 is consistent with this picture, as it is accreting
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0.2

Old,error y " .::

if gas colMured from wind

Figure 5. Accretion wake collecting behind neutron star as wind

sweeps past, and forming a target for protons from n-star when it
is at phase near 0.63, as seen by a distant observer.

from a wind. If the accreted mass powers the luminosity of Cygnus X-3,
the column must be very massive. Some variation in wind speed due to

local heating would cause the trailing angle to vary a little.

(b) Collimation of beam: 1017 eV protons? (or neutrons?). One way to
maintain the directionality of the beam is to suppose that most of the

power goes into particles near 1017 eV - a monoenergetic proton beam, or
at least a very flat spectrum. Then the particles need not be greatly

deflected before collision, where they produce gamma-rays in a fo_ard
15 16

direction, most notably around i0 - i0 eV. Provided that the gas
thickness is at least about a radiation length, the gamma-rays will pro-

duce electron-positron pairs, and then a very rapid photon shower can
develop by synchrotron radiation if there is a magnetic field exceeding a

few tens of gauss. Surprisingly, at these high energies, synchrotron rad-
iation is so rapid that there is no significant deflection before radia-

tion occurs. The result (26) would be a photon spectrum very like what is
observed. Enough TeV photons emerge without requiring production by, say,
i0 TeV protons in the beam. (In the absence of a magnetic field, a normal
electron-photon cascade could occur, but would require a greater thickness

of gas.) Taking this further, one might try to explain the smaller
content of TeV photons in the pulse near phase 0.25 by supposing that this

signal arises in a thinner gas layer, with less cascading.
It will later be shown that Cygnus X-3 can hardly be a minor contri-

butor to the general cosmic ray flux. Hence, if the maincontribution to
the proton flux is above lO 16 eV, and one is to generate the observed

steep spectrum of cosmic ray protons in the Galaxy, there are probably
many more binaries that only emit protons less energetic than this.

Alternatively, Kazanas and Ellison (preprint) have proposed that
particle acceleration occurs in an accretion shock near the neutron star,

and many of the accelerated protons are transformed into neutrons in
collisions: one then has a neutral hadron beam travelling undeflected to

the gas target (any high-energy gamma-rays generated in association with
the neutrons can be absorbed by the strong magnetic fields in the accel-

eration region).

(c) Is a ;?)astarget involved? Supportin_ evidence from Hercules X-l,
There is evidence from X-ray and optical work on Her X-i that the

X-rays originate near the neutron star, which is surrounded by a thick
accretion disk which tilts hack and forth, obscuring the neutron star for
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a large part of a 35-day cycle. This precession may be connected with

the way in which a gas stream is wound onto the edge of the disk. High
energy gamma-rays have only been detected from this source on a few occa-

sions (by the Durham, Fly's Eye and Whipple observatory groups: 2,3,4),

and not at fixed orbital phases in this case, but just when the X-ray
source was emerging from obscuration by the outer part of the disk, and

at certain times when short bursts of X-ray obscuration suggested that
thicker blobs of gas were running round the outer disk, presumably fed by
a burst of accretion (4,27). All observers have interpreted these obser-

vations as evidence that the gamma-rays are indeed seen when a thin gas

target intervenes between the neutron star and the observer. (A very
thick disk stops all radiation: or with no intervening matter no n° pro-
duction occurs: only the thin edge is effective.)

Hence the production of gamma-rays by u.h.e, protons in gas streams

ejected from the companion is at present a tenable model, though some spe-
cial asymmetry must be introduced to suppress a pulse near phase 0.8.

5. How are particles accelerated to l016- l017 eV?

Several acceleration processes have been considered.

Hechanism Authors Difficulties

vxB field of pulsar Michel, Dessler:28,29 Rotation too slow in Vela X-i

Eichier & Vestrand:30 (but perhaps not in Cyg X-3)

vxB field of accre- Chanmugam & Brecher B too high to allow fast disk?
tion disk (31) ( > 1012 G in Her X-l)

Field reconnection Wang: 32
in accretion disk

High-speed shock in Kazanas & Ellison: 33
accreting gas Eichler & Vestrand:34

"Magnetespheric Kundt: 35 The various observed phases
grindstone"

Some features of the observations have an important bearing on the
mechanism. Firstly, the prominence of interacting neutron stars as u.h.e.

gamma-ray emitters (unless merely a consequence of the searching progr-

amme) suggests that the energy is derived from accretion. And in Cygnus
X-3 at least, there is probably much more energy put into ultra high en_
ergy protons than into thermal radiation, so the infall has to be cushion-

ed in some way to avoid thermalisation. One way of achieving this may be
by a strong collisionless accretion shock, which may be ableto convert
most of the gas kinetic energy into high-energy particles - if they can

then escape! Otherwise we want a dynamo to extract the kinetic energy
near the neutron star very efficiently. It is noteworthy also that the

observed particle emission is in directions close to the plane of the
accretion disk (in Her X-l) or the orbit: it is not confined to the

near-polar directions normally considered in dynamo models (though not in

29): so the magnetic field must be very different from a dipole form.
Quite apart from the gamma-ray evidence, neutron stars have been the

most attractive sites for acceleration of the general galactic u.h.e.

cosmic rays (36): this new window on an accelerator at work may revitalise
the search for viable mechanisms.
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6. power emitted by Cy_nus X-> in (_I017 eV) protons
Adopting the flux of gamma-rays reported by Haverah Park (14),

(a) the energy flux carried by the photons above i0Is eV, at the Earth,
would be_ 3xlO-I° erg cm-2 s-l (averaged over time) if one restored the

losses due to interactions with the primeval microwave radiation (in 12

kpc). (b) The pulse was detected for about 2% of the orbital cycle; and
as we take this pulse to be seen when a thin gas target intervenes, we

should have seen 50 times more power had a suitable gas converter been
available all round the orbit. Furthermore, (c): only _10% of the energy

of alO 17 eV proton is converted to gamma rays (1/3 of the energy radiated
in collisions goes into _°s, not all above lO Is eV, and part is carried
away by nucleons from the thin target). Finally, (d): if the source is at
a distance r = 12kpc, we can estimate the power in the proton beam emit-
ted in all directions:

Total power in protons (_lO17 eV) accelerated in Cygnus X-3
= 3xlO-1° x 50 x lO x 4_r2 x (_/4_) erg s-1

= 3xlO 39 x (_/4_) erg s-I ,

if we take the beam to appear in a solid angle _ rather than being iso-
tropic. The main part of these protons will escape into the Galaxy. But
the rate of input of particles above lO16 eV needed to maintain the

Galaxy's normal cosmic ray flux is probably _5xlO 37 erg s-1 - though this
is only known roughly, as the assumed trapping time of _2xlO s years at
such energies is only a rough estimate (26). Hence one apparently needs

one Cygnus X-3 ty_e of source to be present for only part of the time
(averaged over lO _ years) to maintain the cosmic ray flux in the 1016-1017
eV region. (We could reduce the extravagant total energy by assuming a

small solid angle _ of proton emission - say 1% of 4_ - but are then faced
with another problem, as we should presumably see only 1% of all such
sources, and so we could hardly suppose such a large number to be present

for only a small fraction of the time.) (* See footnote at end.)

7. Are the particles from C_gnus X-_ exotic?
Of the underground proton decay detectors, three have detected

fluxes of particles, deep underground, apparently related to CygnusX-3:
they show the 4.8-hour periodicity. These will be reported in a later

group of highlight talks, but the difficulty in explaining these observa-
tions may be pointed out briefly, by referring to one example. The Soudan

Mine experiment detects muons of about 2/3 TeV (vertical), and has repor-
ted a flux of _TxlO -21 cm-2 s-I apparently from Cygnus X-3 (corrected to
vertical threshold). Primary particles generating such muons must have

energies above 1 TeV (normally well above), and much more than 1 primary
above 1 TeV would be required for each secondary 2/3 TeV muon. But the
reported muon flux exceeds the flux of 1 TeV primaries entering the atmo-
sphere from that direction (or at least depositing energy in it, to gen-
erate air showers, detectable by Cere_ukov radiation). The Durham group,

for example, see a time averaged flux _3xlO -11 cm-2 s-I of showers above
1 TeV from Cygnus X-3. The reported underground signals cannot be under-
stood in terms of known primary particles and interaction processes.

The primary particles responsible for the signals seen above ground

by the Cerenkov detectors (discussed in this paper) must be neutral, to
maintain their alignment with distant sources, and limits can be set on
their rest masses. The radiations from Her X-1 have travelled for 15000

years, but the dispersion in their t_avel times hasnot greatly smeared
out the 1.2h-second modulation. They are not monoenergetic: these detect-
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ed have an energy spread around i TeV: so the rest mass must be <10MeV
to retain considerable modulation on this time scale. If a 12-ms modula-

tion is indeed present in the Cygnus X-3 signal (_40,000 yr travel time),
as just reported by Turver, the rest mass of these particles must be < 1
MeV. Gamma-rays meet the requirements best - certainly not hadrons.
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* Footnote: At the conference, J. Elbert mentioned a very unusual occur-
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particle beam was indeed not narrowly collimated. (An extensive emission
of gas may have occurred.)
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OBSERVATIONAL PROPERTIES OF COSMIC
GAMMA-RAY BURSTS

E .P.Mazet s
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194021 Leningrad, USSR

I. Introduction. Intense impulsive fluxes of hard photons
with an energy of _ I keV to few tens of MeV propagate in
interstellar space in our Galaxy. When such a very thin
front of high photon density passes across the Solar System
and meets a spacecraft with a gamma-ray detector aboard,
the observer perceives what we call a gamma-ray burst. The
pioneering observations of the gamma-ray bursts in the ear-
ly 'TOe _I] were followed by their comprehensive investiga-
tion aimed at finding answers to the questions of where
these very strong radiation fluxes come from, where and how
they are produced. Despite the fact that much has been le-
arned in the recent years, we still do not have full under-
standing of the origin of the bursts.

In their studies of the gamma-ray bursts, the astro-
physicists have met with problems which are not only very
intriguing but extremely complex as well.

The present paper is a brief overview of the major ob-
servutional results obtained in gamma-ray burst studies. We
will also discuss to what extent the thermonuclear model
which appears at present to be the most plausible can acco-
unt for the observed properties of the bursts. The investi-
gation of gamma-ray bursts should cover observations of the
time histories of events, of the energy spectra/and of
their variability, source localization and inspection of
the localization regions during the active and quiescent
phases of the source in other wavelengths as well as evalu-
ation of the statistical distributions of the data ob-
tained.

2. Time Structure of the Gannna-Ray Bursts. The bursts vary
In aura_on over a 'W'Acterange _rom a_oun_ ten milliseconds
to a few minutes. The time histories of the bursts are ex-
tremely diverse. Several attempts have been made at con-
structing a morphological c_assification of the events_2,3].
Subsequent observations confirm the existence of several
types of time structures. Fig.1 shows several light curves
measured in the Konus experiment on Venera 13 and 14 in the
energy range 45-200 keV. Note that because of the spectral
variability of radiation the time profiles observed in dif-
ferent energy intervals may differ sll@htly.

First one should point out the existence of two class-
es of events. Short bursts (GB811220. Fig.l), apart from
their short duration, <_0.5-1 s, differ strongly from long
events in the short rise time, _I0-I00 ms C4-6].Among long
bursts one may discriminate at least two groups of events.
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Fig.1. Typical time histories of _mma-ray bursts

Simple single-pulse bursts (fl_820906) last for 5-15 e. Xn
some cases their duration increases by a few times making
them look like long structureless events (GB811215). The
most numerous ere bursts with a complex multipulse time
structure. The number of individual peaks observed in the
profile may v_ry reachin_ sometimes a few tens (GB830411).
Quite frequently these peaks rosy form quasiperiodic trains.
However l_rring a few exclusions, no strictly regular peri-
odicity is obBerved in the burst profiles [7,8_. As a rule,
the rise and decay times of individual peaks in complex
bursts are shorter than those in single-pulse events. It
appears that many bursts reveal a peculiar tread in their
time structure. If a burst develops faster, i.e. a burst
with a complex structure is shorter, then the details in
its time structure are compressed accordingly (GB820511)_
This remarkable feature of a similarity between the time
histories of various bursts analyzed on a normallzed t com-
pressed or extended, time scale was pointed out in several
observations [9,10J. In many cases one observes in the pro-
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Fig.2. Typical burst energy spectra: typical continuum,
spectrum with a cyclotron feature, spectrum with
an annihilation feature

files precursors preceding by a few tens of seconds the
main phase of the buret (GB820331). The observation of weak
precursors is apparently limited by the instrument sensiti-
vity. If the precursors are indeed a widespread feature of
the bursts, then their observations should become more nu-
merous as the sensitivity of gamma-ray burst detectors in-
creases. The time structures of the bursts reflect obvious-
ly the i_herent and most essential characteristics of the
emission processes in the sources. Explanation of the time
evolution of the burets should be a major goal Inl the con-
etr_ction of any source model, Unfortunately, most of the
models being developed at present focus on the energetics
of the sources and on the energy spectra while paying litt-
le attention to the time structures.

3. Energy Spectra. In contrast to the time structure, the
e_e_'_ _.e_ra o_ the burett display a markedl_ tuliforul
pattern L11J. With the present_-day measurement acctLraoy,
the smooth continua observed in the energy range 30 keV-
2 Mo¥ (see, e.g. the spectrum of the 4 May 1982 event,
Fig.2) may be litre8 equally well by optically thin thermal
bremsstrahlung or thermal synchrotron distributions [12,13].
The actu_l mecaanlem of emission still remains unclear

[14-11_].Asstmai_ the emlasion to be of thermal nature,
estimates of the temperature in the sources range from

109 to 1010 K. In mau_ cases the energy spectra were found
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to reveal spe-
rm ctral features

r_e_2o v-_ of two types
AE,150-700I<SV [18]. The ab-

sorption fee-
_ tures are ob-

_ [ _,_._,__ served in the

t_w

d energy range
3o - 100 keV

_J ..... _-----, ((_820816,
Fig.2). They

"__of. __ v-13 are believed

to originate
AE,zlO-t80 KeV

z from cyclotron
zm absorption at

magnetic fields
.... B N (2-8)x1012

' G. The emissi-
on features
peak in the

2 m keV (GB820104,
Fig.2). These
features are

, , , , , L , most probably
o 20 4o 6o eO I00 T-T.,s due to gravi-

tationally
redshlfted

Fig.3.Gamma-ray burst time profiles in pair annlhila-
the various energy ranges. The hard- tion emission.
ness ratio indicates a fast and This In-
strong spectral variability terpretation

has led to the
sently widely accepted opinion that cosmic gamma-ray
sis are generated by strongly magnetized neutron stars.
The energy spectra are characterized by a strong and

fast spectral variability [11,19,20]. The continua measured
in different phases of a burst differ essentially, as a
rule, in accordance _dth temperature variations of the
emitting region. Spectral hardness may vary as fast as the
emission intensity does. Fig.3 displays time profiles of
GB820320 obtained in various energy intervals as well as
the corresponding variations of the hardness ratio.

Spectral features ales evolve rapidly. The cyclotron
features are observed primarily in the initial stages of
the bursts. The annihilation radiation is likewise the
strongest in the beginning of a burst or Is connected with
the most intense peaks in the time structure.

In the recent two-three years new essential informa-
tion on the burst spectra has been obtained. $MM observati-
ons have revealed a high energy component in the burst spe-
ctra (Fig.4) [21,22]. By our data, the hard tails in the
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Pig.4. High energy emission in gamma-ray bursts fromSI__ data t22].

spectra are directly associated with the annihilation fea-
tures and represent actually their extension. An investiga-
tion of a large number of spectra containing emission fea-
tures has shown the spectral distribution of the annihila-
tion radiation to be a

broad line with an ex- ,oo . ..........
tended hard wing _ ......, ...: ,o' ................. b.....
(Pig.5). This implies 250582 80982
that the energy spect- ,o-'_ 00

of two emission compo- _ 2

nents. Their angular _6'_ , \ _0

to be different [23]. _
a 16zThe spectral sha- £

pe of the softer con-

tinuum emission is a£- ,_-.................. ,o"_ ............. :._,,,l\fected by the absorp-
tion ofhard photons o o_ o_ o d 0_E, KEV E, KEY

involving pair forma-
tion. The angular dis- Pig.5, Two emission components In

tribution of this gamma-ray Burst s_ectra. ,emission is olose to (a) Time evolution of a spec
isotropic, trum with annihilation featu-

The observed an- re. (b) Annihilati@n feature
nihilation spectrum i_ in a spectrum Of a _'10:_1;'
apparently produced by burst of 100 mS duration,
superposition of in-
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stantaneous annihilation
spectra [24] generated by a

•Jd' \. pair-dominated plasma with
a fast and strongly varying

I _ i temperatt_e. It is also

possible that this spectrum
is directly related with the

> _°2 close-to-power law energy
distribution of electrons
and positrons [25B in their

_\ _\ one-dimensional motion
along the magnetic field'°3 / \ lines. The radiation is

oz / \ emitted most probably from
% \ the pol_r region of a neut-I

Id4 i) beamr°nstar in acollimated.

A remarkable illustra-
tion of a spectrum with both
a cyclotron absorption line

tds ........, .... and an intense annihilation
,0 ,02 10S ,0" component is provided by

E.KaV HEAO-I observations of
GB780325 [26] (Fig.6).

Fig.6. HEAO-I observations of Quite recently very in-
a complex spectrum [26] t_.e_ing results have been

_x_ in gamma-ray burst
observations in an X-ray range 3-10 keV [27] (Fig.7). As
shown by these observations, the X-ray luminosity of the

burst sources is high, _/L_ _ 0.02, the X-ray emission is
somewhat delayed compared with the time profile in gamma
rays. The X-ray tail
following the main
phaFe may indicate co.......
ollng of the emitting _ G8790307
region. ,_oo

4. Optical Flashes. _ . _o_-

Operation oI" an' inter- _-_ II 8oo_-nation_l network of
• n.

set ellit e-borne _amma- _ _

ha_ resulted in a re- _ ._
markable achievement, __
namely, an exact Ioca- 2oo

lization on the oeles- _._ " ".:-_ otial sphere of a mum- °1"_.,_"_'_, , , , , , ,
bet of buret sources o so 2_

TIME (s)
with an error box else

of _ 1 arc minute [28, Flg.7. Simultaneous burst observa-
29_. It was found that tions in gamma- and X-rays
these error boxes do [27]
not contain easily
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Fig.8. Error box of the 5 No- _h 5h
vember 1979 event, Po-
sition of the optical Fig.9. Error boxes for a se-
flash on an archival ries of recurrent
photographic plate of bursts from GBSO526
194"! [.29]

detectable radiot optical or X-ray objects. Only a deep
search carried out at a very high sensitivity reveals in
these regions a few weak objects. It would be very diffi-
cul_ to identify any of these objects as the optical coun-
terparts of the burst sources in quiescent state [29].

All the more unexpected was the discovery on archival
photographic plates of optical flashes in the-error boxes
of three gamma-ray burst sources _0,31] (Fig,8), The reli-
ability of identification of these flashes with gamma_ray
burst sottrces is ap_rently no more questioned at present.
The ratio of the energy in the optical flash to that of the
gamma-ray burst observed maw years thereafter is

_o_E _ _10 -3. The discovery of optical flashes will un-
doubtedly produce a _trong impact on possible models of
gamma-ray burst s.

The most remarkable feature of the famous source of
the 5 larch 1979 event in the subsequent years was a series
of recurrent bursts observed in the Konus experiment [32].
In the period 1979-1983, 14 bursts were detected altogether
with sufficiently precise localization (Fig.9). Three more
bursts from this source were observed from one Venera spa-
cecraft only when the other instrument was turned off. By
the general pattern of their time profiles and energy spec-
tra these events did not differ from the other recurren_ ,
bursts. However the directional accuracy for them was, ac-
cordimgly,' less precise, the^corresponding source positions
representing circles of _ 15_. Therefore they are not shown
in Fig. 9 •

The persisting aetlvity of GBS0526-66 advocated the
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Fig.t0. An optical flash presumed to originate in
GBf 0526-66 [34]

arrangement of optical patrolling of this source at several
observatories. Of particular interest were the observati-
ons durin£_ the time period specified by Rothschild and T.in--
genfelter [33]. Leveral'optical flashes from this region
have been detected [34] (Fig.t0). Unfortunately, the _ene-
ra 13 and 14 missions were terminated at the time, while
simultaneous optical observations from different points
failed. However the results of these observations appear
promising and plans are under way to continue them.

5. Source Localization. A few cases of fairly precise loca-
Ixza_1on OX gsmma-ray OuIst sources on the celestial sphere
by triangulation are vastly Loutnumbered by source position
measurements of modest and low accuracy. The bulk of these
data were obtained in observations by Venera 11-14.

Fig.t1 displays source positions of 160 &_mma-ray
bursts on the celestial sphere in galactic coordinates. The
map does not include bursts localized as annuli-of-position
and the cases where two alternative positions were obtained
for a source. The sources are distributed over the sk_ in a
random way with no noticeable clustering towards the galac-
tic plane or the galactic center. Note. however, a certain
asymmetry between the northern and southern hemispheres _5] •
Fig.12 presents the source distribution in galactic latl-
tude vs. the expected isotropic occurrence. 96 sources are

found in the northern, and 64 in the southern hemis_ser _ithe mean expected number being 80. The discrepancy ,5_,
however it remains unclear whether it is real or originates
from unaccounted for instrumental effects.

The burst distribution in intensity, i.e. in the total

energy flux ? (erg/cm 2), is usually presented in the
log _( > _)-log S coordinates. The strong deviation of the
experimental distributions from the -3/2 law is in a strik-
ing disagreement with the isotropic angular distribution
obtained if one ass_es a constant energy release in the
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Fig. 11. Sky map in galactic N , , , , ,
coordinates with po-
sitions of gamma-ray
burst sources

20
sources, teveral attempts were
made to estimate the parame-

ters of source spatial distri- --,bution from the observed Io
log N - log _-:plots, assuming ,-_
various lumlnoslty dlstributi-
on functions (Fig.13) [36,377.
However no reliable estimates 0 , , , ,
of the spatial distribution of -9o° -6o° -300 o° 30° 6o° _
sources from the log N - log $
plot can be obtained. T_e far- Fig.12. Source distrlbutl-
ge extent of the measured va- on in galactic la-
lues of S ranging from rituals. Dashed li-

ne: expected rela-
10-7 to 10-3 erg/cm 2 does not tion for a random
correspond to the difference in spatial distribu-
distance scales to the closest tion of the sour-
and remotest of the observed
sources. The spread in the values cos
of S is determlne_ predominantly by the broad distribution
of gamma-ray bursts in duration and large variations bet-
ween the energy spectra. Burst distributions in peak power

P. erg/cm2s, log N(>P) - log P, seem to be more realis-
tic [38].

HOwever this form of the data presentation also dis-

torts the shape of the distribution. Ganm_-ray burst detec-tors are not bolometrio devices. In the detection and sea
surement of a burst they operate with count rates. Therefo-
re the most appropriate form of data presentation is the
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distribution of
burst occurrence
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Fig.13. A comparison of some source IogN( >S)-log S,
spatial distribution models log N( >P)-logP,
with log N - log S plots [36J and log N(>nma x)

- log nma x. Since the count rate nmax was determined in
I/4 _ intervals, this data set does not include short
bursts. As follows from the graphs, the distribution log N -
log nmax which is the least subject to distortions shows
full agreement with the -3/2 law. The deviations in the re-

gion of nmax=102 - 4xI02 can undoubtedly be attributed to
the loss of weak events near the detection threshold.

The rarL_e of nmax covered by observations,
I02-4xi03 s-I, is very narrow. It corresponds only to a

factor _ 6 difference in distances to the closest and the

remotest of the observed sources. Thus the log N - log nma x
plot is in full a_reement with an isotropic distribution of
the sources over the celestial sphere. This implies that
over the region of space corresponding to the sensitivity of
the instrumentation used the ganm_-ray burst sources ease
distributed uniformly. On the basis of these data alone one
cannot decade between the galactic and metagalactic models
of gamma-ray bursts. Evidence for the gamma-ray bursts being
associated with neutron stars attests to the validity of the
galactic models. Covering by observations the region of spa-
oe above the galactic plane where the spatial distribution
of the sources may change would apparently require a eub-
stantlal increase of burst detector sensitivity by ten or
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Flg.14. A comparison of three methods of data presenta-

tion. Only log N( >nma x) - log nmax distribution
provides unequivocal interpretation

more times. Estimates of distances to the sources are at
present closely connected with the existing physical models
of bursts, including the sources of energy and emission me-
chanism. Thermonuclear models have apparently greater po-
tential for the explanation of the origin of gamma-ray
tarsts[41-43].
6. Thermonuclear Scenario of a Ganmu_-Ray Burst. The major

characteristics of gamma-ray bursts which should be taken
into account in each model are as follows:

(I) By their duration the bursts are divided into two
classes, namely, short (< I s) and long (I s to 8 few minu-
tes) ones.

(2) Long events may exhibit both a simple and very
complex time structure.

(3) At least some of long bursts are preceded by weak
precursors leading the bursts by 10 - 100 e.

(4) The continuum spectra of bursts evolve rapidly in
time. The emls_:ion temperature correlates with emission
intensity in the time profile.

(5) The burst energy spectra reveal spectral features
of two types.

(6) The absorption (most probably cyclotron) features
are in most cases the strongest in the initial phase Of
the burst.

(7) The broad annihilation lines are also the strong-
est in the beginning of the burst or at intense peeks of
the time proflle.

(8) The total energy release in a 8_na-ray burst is
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not constant. It grows approxl-
mately __proportionately with
event duration.

(9) Gamma-ray bursts may be
accompanied by intense X-ray
emission.

(10) The bursts may appa-
rently be accompanied by optical
flashes.

(II ) When in quiescent sta-
te, the buret sources are so
weak that one still h_s not suc-
ceeded in identifying them by
emission in the X-ray and optl-
cal ranges.

The thermonuclear model of
Wooeley and Wallace [41] appears
to account for these charaoterl-
stics. It assumes that gamma-ray
burst8 originate in thermonucle-
ar explosions on accretlng,
strongly ma_letized neutron
stars in binaries with a comps- Plg,15. A thermonuclear
nlon star of a late spectral scenario of cos-
class, talc gamma-ray

The suggested brief scenario burst
of the burst is related closely
to this model. However t observational data make us abandon
the simplifying assumption of Woosley and Wallace that the
acc_etiug matter accumulates and is confined within a

_, _-10 -3, polar asp x_Eion of the surface of the neut-
ron s_a_. The accumulated matter may apparently oo_e_ a

fraction of the surface ranging ¢ot_a 10-3 to 0_1 Or evenEreateT. This may be due either spreadinE of the mat-
tar during the interval between successive bursts or dir_o-
tly to accretion on such a part of the surface. The flstri-
bution of matter over this spot may be extremely inhomoge-
neous, possibly due to the complex multipol8_ field struc-
ture on the neutron star surface. The thickness of the lay-
er decreases, on the ave_agep,as one moves away from the
center of the re_ion (Fig.15). The mat_erin the layer un-
dergoes preburet evolution. Stable burning of hy_t_:)gen in
pyononuclear reactions results in accumulation of helium,
As BOOD as the heltu_ laye_ density in the central pe_t of

the spot x_aches a _tlcal level, _ 1020 F_]_a2, thermonu-_
olea_ bux-nlng of helium _eoomes tempez_tu_e-unstable, Thez--
monuolee_ _way, o_ours and propagates towaz_s the perl-
phery of the spot.

Estimates of the lateral velocity'of defla_tion
front are uncertain, _ 50-200 m/¢ [42]. This velocity appa-
rently is not constant. It depends on density aria ms_netio
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field. The different duration and large-scale time structu-
re of long bursts are connected with propagation of the de-
flagration front across the region with an inhomogeneous
distribution of fuel. The finer details inthe time profile
reflect apparently the front instabilities.

The energy released at the base of the layer is trans-
ported rapidly up to the surface by Alfv&n waves and dissi-
pates there [43,44J . Hot plasma with a temperature

109 K is confined in the transverse direction by magne-
tic field while expanding vertically. On the neutron stel-
lar surface a hot annular shell up to a few hundred meters
high appears and propagates together v_th the annular burn-
ing region towards the periphery of the layer (Fig.15). The
hot plasma pressure distorts drastically the magnetic field
at the shell edge. llence a magnetic field perturbation will
propagate together with burning zone. The strong electric
fields thus created accelerate electrons up to relativistic
energies. Comptonizatien on fast electrons will produce
very many hard photons. However the neutron star's magneto-
sphere is o_aaue to photons of energy > 1 MeV due to magne-
tic pair production ( _, B) [45]. The collisions of hard
c_4otons ( _, _ ) are likewise accompanied by pair creation

6J. Thus a pair plasma shell will form around the hot
cloud of thermonuclear ash. The electrons and positrons
lose rapidly their transverse energy by synchrotron emissi-
on. Before annihilation they move along magnetic field li-
neso Acceleration of perticles in the radiation field may
affect their longitudinal energy distribution such that the
annihilation spectrum will acquire a characteristic shape
of a broad line with an extended hard wing (¥1gs.5 and 6).
This radiation can escape from the magnetosphere without
appreciable attenuation only in a collimated beam at small
angles to the magnetic field. The continuum emission is
close to isotropic and reveals a fast falloff of intensity
with increasing photon energy (Fig.2).

There is an intriguing possibility that the temperatu-
re at the trailing edge of the annular emitting region may
be lower, in which case the annihilation emission will be
associated predominantly with the leading edge. The cooling
matter of the photosphere at the trailing edge will stream
down rapidly towards the stellar surface on the free fall
time ecale. Radiation prescure will drive part of the mat-
ter from the photosphere away along the field lines creat-
ing a wind. Due to the negative temperature gradient in
the photosphere, a cyclotron absorption line may appear in
the continuum.

AS the burst keeps developing, the annular burning
shell passes through a layer with decreasing thickness. The
ener_ released per unit area decreases. This results in
a _oftening of the continuum and a reduction in intensity
of the annihilation and cyclotron features.

The X-ray emission is naturally related to the cooling
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of thermonuclenr ash remaining after the passage of the
burning shell.

There is little kno_ about the optical flashes st
present. They seem to be connected with a reprocessln_ of
the gamma-ray burst cn matter in the vicinity of the neut-
ron star, namely, either in the accreting @isc or in the
plasma ejected during theburst. The suggested flash recur-

rence time, _ I yr-I _47J, is difficult to reconcile with
the gamma-ray burst observations and the thermonuclear mo-
del.

The thermonuclear m_del permits evaluation of the di-
stance scales to the burst sources. Single-pulse bursts
5-10 s long correspond, within our scenario, to the explo-
sion of a region I to 2 km in radius. According to model I
of Woosley and Wallace [41] the energy rele_ased in gamm

rays in such a burst should be _ 5x1038 erg. The brightest
events of this type observed thus far have a t_tal fluence

S "_2xIO -5 erg/cm 2. This leads to an estimate of distance
to the nearest sources of _300 pc. Then, in accordance
with the relation log N - log nmax, the farthest of the de-
tected burst sources could be at a distance of _ 1.8 kpc.

For the burst recurrence time _ 10 yr the average ac-

cretion rate should be "_ 4xi0"14 M e /yr, and the constant

X-_-sy lunzlnosity of the source _-5xio 32 erg/s. These esti-
metes support the assumption of the neutron star's compani-
on in the binary being a star of the latest spectral class
with low mass and ltunlnosity. The possibility of explaining
short burets as due to detonation thermonuclear explosions
by model II [41]appears very attractive. In this case, how-
ever, the corresDonding distance estimates will increase
ten times. Still, detonation models involving smaller ener-
gy release can apparently be also designed.

Thus the thermonuclear model developed for gamma-may
bursts appears to conform to the major observational cha-
racteristics of bursts.

The most serious difficulty for this model may come
from the observation of a weak feature in the burst time
profile, namely,of the precursors. These weak pulses are
definitely connected with the main phase of the burst and
do not exigt independently of it. Otherwise one would _ve
observed numerouB weak recurrent bursts from the same sour-
ce. It is difficult to account for the situation when the
process of thermonuclear b_ng, once initiated, d_opped
drastically in intensity, only to flare up again a few tens
of seconds later.

7. Conclusion. Com_Io gamma-ray bursts remain one of the
_s$ ;mtrig%,ing and complex problems in astrop_yslcs. There
is much work ahead, both experimental and theoretical,
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before we may hope to come closer to the understanding of
the nature of this mysterious phe1_menon.
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OBSERVATIONS OF SHOCK A'-CL_LERATION PROCESSE5

IN THE SOLAR WIND

M. Scholer
Max-Planck=Institut f_ir Physik und Astrophysik

Institut fiJr extraterrestrische Physik
8046 Garching, F.R.G.

1. Introduction. Substantial evidence has been accumulated over more
than two decades that ion acceleration occurs at all collisionless shocks

sampled directly in our solar system. Figure I (after Gloeckler, 198#) shows
schematically the various shock waves in the heliosphere and the associated
energetic particle phenomena. Three shocks have attracted considerable
attention in recent years: corotating shocks due to the interaction of fast
and slow solar wind streams during solar minimum, travelling interplanetary
shocks due to coronal mass ejections and planetary bow shocks. We will
review briefly the signatures of these shocks and of their energetic particles,
will shortly review the most prominent theoretical models for shock accelera-
tion and discuss in more detail recent observations at the earth's bow shock

and at quasi-parallel interplanetary shocks:

# /

o@._1/

/ I;_7_¢_ I " _1

Fig. I Heliospheric shocks and associated particle events
(after Gloeckler, 1984)i

2. Corotatinl_ Interaction Re_ions and Associated Particle Events. During
solar minimum the most prominent structures oI the interplanetary medium
are the high and slow velocity streams. The high velocity streams are pre-
sumably originating Irom polar coronal holes which extend during solar mini=
mum at certain longitudes across the solar equator so that regions with
emerging high and slow velocity solar wind are distributed at the solar
equator in longitude. Due to the rotation of the sun a high velocity stream
following a slow velocity stream will run into the slow velocity stream.
Beyond a distance of about 1.5 AU a pair of shocks develop at the inner and
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outer edges of the interaction region between high and slow velocity stream
(Fig. 2). One of the shocks (running into the slow solar wind) is a foreward
shock which propagates out from the sun. The other half of the shock pair is
a reverse shock, so-called because it travels backward toward the sun in the
solar wind frame. The position of double peaks in recurring energetic ion
increases coincides more or less with the appearance of these foreward and
reverse shocks (Barnes and Simpson 1976; Tsurutani et ah, 1982). McDonald
et ah ([976) and Van Hollebeke et al. (1978) have studied the increase of
these events with increasing distance in the heliosphere. The distribution
functions of protons, He, C, N, O, and Fe can all be very well represented
by an exponential In velocity with nearly equal e-folding speeds for all ele-
ments in a given corotatlng event (Gloeckler et ai., [979). Before leaving the
topic of corotating particle events we should like to mention that recently
Richardson (1985) has presented evidence that in the interaction region within
1 AU, i.e. when the shocks have not developed yet, second order Fermi
acceleration accelerates suprathermal solar wind ions up to,., 300 keV.
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c/s 1.14- i soM.V,N_

A2 o leo.12o_,vm_ 6 c_s

o_;: ...............

._',_ "_____ _
' _o ,so.

Fig. 2 Typical energetic storm Fig. 3 Intensity vs time for a
particle event as observed at differ- shock spike event (Sarris et ai.,
ent energies (Lanzerotti, 197$). 1976).

3. Interplanetary Travelling Shocks. Interplanetary travelling shocks are
usually observed as fast mode foreward propagating (with respect to the solar
wind frame of reference) shocks and are produced by coronal mass ejections.
it has been known for more than two decades that the arrival of a travelling
shock at the Earth is often accompanied by large enhancements of energetic
solar flare particles. These events have been termed energetic storm particle
(ESP) events since they often occur in connection with a sudden storm com-
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mencement at Earth (SSC). The effect o_ the shock wave in altering the
profiles of energetic particles can be seen from Figure 2 (Lanzerotti, 1974).
Plotted in Figure 2 are proton fluxes measured on Explorer 3/+ in several
different energy channels. The profile of the _) 30 MeV protons indicates that
two flares are responsible for the energetic particles measured during this
time interval. In the lower energy range the second event deviates strongly
from a simple diffusive profile and in the lowest energy channel the profile
Is actually dominated by the particles associated with the SSC. The duration
of the ESP events is in the I MeV energy range typically of the order of
several hours. Recently, new information on acceleration at quasi-parallel
Interplanetary travelling shocks in the energy range below a few hundred keV
have become available from the ISFE-3 spacecraft. This is important since
only for particles of this energy the acceleration time is less than (or com-
parable to) the shock travel time to I AU, so that only In this energy range
detailed comparison with the predictions of the steady-state quasi-linear
theory of diffusive shock acceleration can and should be made.

A different category of shock associated particle increases are the
so-called shock spike events. They last typically only several minutes up to
half an hour around the shock passage. Figure 3 from Sarris et al. (1976a)
shows a shock spike event which extends to very high energies. Sarris and
Van Allen ([97/+) have shown that shock spike events occur in connection
with quasi-perpendicuIar shocks. They explained the shock spike events by an
acceleration of solar flare particles in terms of a displacement along the
interplanetary electric field during reflection at the shock.

\
\6

\
_X DIFFUSE

RMEDIATE
Fig. /+ Average spatial distribution
pattern of diffuse ions, intermediate

SOL_AR FIELD-ALIGNED ions, and field-aligned beams relative
WIND BEAM to the magnetic field-bow shock

geometry.

#. The Earth's Bow Shock. Since the solar wind approaches a planetary
obstacle with a supersonic speed planetary bow shocks will occur in front of
planets with an intrinsic dipole field or with conducting atmospheres. Along a
planetary bow shock the angle_)l_n between the magnetic field and the shock
normal changes from 90° (at the position where the magnetic field first
touches during its convection with the solar wind the bow shock) to 0° (see
Figure /+). Furthermore, the region upstream of the quasi-perpendicular part



of t h e  bow shock will b e  convected  wi th  t h e  solar wind in to  t h e  quasi-paral- 
le l  pa r t  o f  t h e  shock. Any process which depends on field line connection 
t ime,  a s  diffusive shock acce lera t ion ,  will t he re fo re  be  only observed a t  and  
beyond t h e  quasi-parallel bow shock, s ince  he re  connection t imes  a r e  longest. 

Gosling et al. (1978) have  shown t h a t  in t h e  lower energy range  
(below 30 keV) t h e r e  exis t  distincly d i f ferent  populations in t h e  ups t ream 
region of t h e  Ear th ' s  bow shock into which these  ions c a n  b e  grouped. These  
ions have  been cal led ref lec ted  and diffuse bow shock ions, respectively. 
Re f l ec t ed  ions were  originally identified a s  beams of part icles travell ing 
ups t ream along t h e  in terp lanetary  magnet ic  field and a r e  found predominantly 
in t h e  quasi-perpendicular bow shock regime. Diffuse ions, predominantly 
observed in t h e  quasi-parallel regime, ex tend t o  much higher energies and 
the i r  angular  distribution is more  nearly isotropic. Figure 5 shows t o  t h e  l e f t  
relief plots of ups t ream ion distributions in t h e  vx, vy plane (Paschmann et 
al., 1981). The  isolated peak in t h e  middle is t h e  solar wind distribution. The  
distr ibution at t h e  t o p  shows a beam of upstreaming ions, which i's a lmost  
paral lel  t o  t h e  magnet ic  field. Paschmann et al. (1981) have  shown t h a t  t h e  
energy of t h e  beams is cor rec t ly  predicted by t h e  assumption of reflect ion 
under conservation of  t h e  magnet ic  moment,  a s  f i r s t  proposed by Sonnerup 
(1969). Al terna t ive  models for  ups t ream beams have been proposed, whereby 
gyrat ing ions in t h e  foot  of t h e  quasi-perpendicular shock a r e  convected  
downstream, a r e  pitch-angle s ca t t e r ed  by self-excited e lec t romagnet ic  ion 
cyclotron waves and can  e scape  again back ups t ream paral lel  t o  t h e  magnet ic  
f ield (Tanaka et al., 1983). 

Fig .5 L e f t  hand side: relief plots in 
2-dimensional velocity space. Right  

,- I  hand side: contours of const. phase 
space  density for  t h e  s ame  events  
(Paschmann et al., 1981). 

rn 

%. I 
Figure 5 shows in t h e  lower pa r t  a relief plot of ion distributions 

found upsteam of t h e  quasi-parallel bow shock. This ion distribution is not  
beam-like, but  is a broad ring-shaped f e a t u r e  or  ridge, cen t e red  near t h e  
origin, with a s t eepe r  inner slope and a more  gradual  s lope towards  la rger  
velocities. These  ions a r e  cal led diffuse ions since t h e  distribution is more  o r  
less isotropic in a f r a m e  somewhere  be tween t h e  bow shock f r a m e  and t h e  
solar wind f rame.  

Spec t r a  of d i f fuse  ions extend into t h e  higher energy range, i.e. up t o  
100 keV and higher. Ipavich et al. (1979) and Scholer et al. (1979) reported a 
peculiar  t i m e  dependence during ups t ream par t ic le  events: lower energy 
par t ic les  reach  the i r  equilibrium intensi ty level ear l ie r  than  higher energy 
part icles.  When t h e  magnet ic  f ield changes  from t h e  no bow shock connection 
case t o  bow shock connection,  ups t ream protons of 30 keV appear  within a 
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few minutes and reach then a constant intensity level. Protons of 130 keV

either do not reach a plateau profile as a function of time at all or with a
delay of A, 30-40 rain. These dispersion effects have been explained in terms
of a time-dependent Fermi acceleration process in the following manner: let
us assume that the upstream field turns from a nonconnected situation into a
nearly solar wind flow aligned situation (radial field). At the satellite position
the intensities will build up in the time-dependent acceleration process with
an energy dependent time constant "_'. Scholer et al. (1980a) have calculated
from the observed time dispersion at various energies the diffusion coeffi-
cient and its energy dependence. The mean free path at 30 keV is 4 RF and
the diffusion coefficient depends about linearly on energy. The field line
connection time has therefore to be considerably larger in order to observe
diffuse upstream particles at higher energies.

Discrimination between protons and alpha particles is essential in
order to obtain differential intensity spectra of diffuse ions in the higher
energy range. [pavich et al. (1981) have shown that diffuse ions exhib'it above
,_ 15 keV spectra which can be very well represented by exponentials in
energy. Figure 6 shows proton_ alpha particle and heavy ion spectra averaged
over the plateau phase of an upstream event (Ipavlch et al, 198l) in a log
versus lin representation. Note that the least squares fit to the H, He_ and
heavy ion spectra have the same slope, he. the abundance ratios are constant
when evaluated at equal energy per charge.

Recently, Wibberenz et al. (1985) have performed a detailed analysis
of the relation between field line connection time, the occurrence of up-
stream ions, and the spectral parameter (e-folding energy) of the differential
intensity spectrum. They found that the hardest spectra require in general
connection times above 40 rain. Although the spacecraft may be magnetically
connected with the bow shock all the time (positive connection time) the
energetic proton intensity is nevertheless controlled by the magnitude of the
connection time. This is according to Wibberenz et al. a strong argument
against a magnetospherlc origin of the upstream particle population during
these events.
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We should like to make a few comments on the contribution of
magnetospheric energetic particles to the upstream ions. The magnetosphere
is known to be a large reservoir of energetic ions and electrons and these
particles may escape occasionally upstream (e.g. Sarris et al, i976b9 1978).
Scho[er et al. (1981) have tried to separate the magnetospheric population
from the bow shock accelerated population by analyzing energetic electrons.
They found two types of upstream proton events: one group is accompanied
by energetic electrons and extends up to energies of 300 keV, a second group
is not accompanied by energetic electrons and can be represented very well
by exponential energy spectra. Scholer et a[. suggested that the first group is
of magnetospheric origin and the second group is due to bow shock accelera-
tion. Recently, Anagnostopoulos et al. (1985) have questioned the interpreta-
tion of upstream ions above _ 50 keV in terms of diffusive shock accelera-
tion. They claim that many, if not all upstream ion events above this energy
are of magnetospheric origin. This has renewed interest in the topic ol up-
stream events and a careful reevaluation of this topic appears necessary.

5. Theory of Shock Acceleration. The first analytical treatment of dif-
fusive shock acceleration has been given by Fisk (1971) and has been de-
veloped in considerable detail by Krimsky (1977), Axford eta[. (1977), Bell
(1978 a, b) and Blandford and Ostriker (1978). In this model it is assumed
that particles are scattered approximately elastically in the frame of the
plasma. The elastic scattering is due to small-angle pitch angle scattering by
hydromagnetic waves that convect approximately with the local flow speed.
The particles which are scattered back toward the bow shock in the up-
stream medium can gain considerable energy in the shock frame. The parti-
cles are possibly reflected back from the shock front or are scattered back
by downstream waves so that particles can reencounter the shock many
times. This scenario does not describe how an initial reflection of a fraction
of the solar wind ions incident on the shock gets the acceleration process
started. In the simple case of a plane shock and monoenergetic injection at
some momentum Po the distribution function is in the steady state at the
shock given by a power law for p • Po, [.e. f_ E-_" where Irrelated to is
the velocity difference between the upstream and downstream scattering
centers. If the initial spectrum is softer than what the shock would produce
for monoenergetic injection, than the spectrum near the shock is altered to
the "shock" spectrum at higher energies. On the other hand, if the initial
spectrum is flatter than the "shock" spectrum, the initial power law is pre-
served at high intensities but the intensities are shifted upward (see, e.g.
Axford, 198/).

The spatial dependence of the distribution function upstream along
the magnetic field is essentially _}ven by an exponential with an e-folding
distance L, L = _,,/V[. Since _-,, in genera[ increases with energy the
e-folding distance of the phase space density depends on energy as well.
Thus, the distribution function is a power law only at the shock and in the
down-stream medium. Note that in the steady state and for infinite plane
shocks the form and the absolute value of the distribution function is inde-
pendent of the diffusion coefficient. The mean free path only determines how
fast the steady state is reached. Further ahead of the shock the distribution
function does depend on the form of the diffusion coefficient and tends to
the peaked because the intensity of low energy particles falls off faster with
distance upstream than high energy particles. As outlined in the first section,
spectra of corotating events are not power laws as predicted by the steady
state diffusive acceleration mode[ at planar shocks, but close to exponentials
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in velocity. Fisk and Lee (1980) have included the adiabatic deceleration
term due to the radially expanding solar wind. They were able to show that
upstream diilusion ol the shock accelerated particles against the radially
expanding solar wind leads to a steepening of the spectra with increasing
energy. The leading dependence of the distribution function on particle velo-
city is an exponential which is independent of particle species. Furthermore
their theory predicts a steeper spectrum at the forward shock than at the
reverse shock, consistent with the observations (Scholer et al., 1980b).

The exponential spectral form of ion events upstream of the bow
shock is also at variance with the prediction ol diffusive shock acceleration
at planar shocks in the steady state. Scholer et al. (1980a) have suggested
that the steepening of the spectrum could be due to the limitation ol the
upstream wave field to some distance close to the shock and have introduced
the concept of a free escape boundary. Such a free escape boundary does, of
course, not really exist in nature; it is simply a means to conveniently de-
scribe the loss of particles out of the system. An analytical solution for this
scenario within the limits of diffusion theory has been given by Lee et al.
(1981) and Forman (1981). Ellison (1981) and Terasawa (1981) also used a free
escape upstream in their numerical models.

Any process where the loss increase with energy results in a steepen-
ing of the spectra. Eichler (1981), in contrast to upstream escape, proposed
as a loss process diffusive transport normal to the magnetic field and lateral
free escape along field lines not connected to the bow shock. Eichler (1981)
found that in addition to the spectra being close to the observed exponential
form they are functions of energy per charge only, independent of the as-
sumed mass, charge and energy dependence of the parallel diilusion coeffi-
cient.

A theory for the coupled behaviour ol the hydromagnetic waves and
diffuse ions that result when the magnetic field is nearly parallel to the
solar wind has been presented by Lee (1982). The diffuse ions stream relative
to the solar wind in the upstream direction with a velocity greater than the
solar wind velocity and are therefore subject to the hydromagnetic streaming
instability, the threshold of which is the Alfv_n speed. This results in the
growth of the hydromagnetic waves that propagate upstream, which in turn
scatter the particles toward isotropy thus reducing the growth rate. At the
same time waves propagating toward the shock are damped. The growth or
damping rate is determined by the pitch angle anisotropy of the distribution
function. Assuming an interplanetary wave activity far upstream with the
waves travelling toward, the bow shock, perpendicular dilfusion is required to
yield other than power law spectra at the shock. For this case Lee (1982)
determined uniquely the distribution function and the power spectral density
as a function ol distance from the shock.

A self-consistent theory for the excitation of hydromagnetic waves
and the diffusive acceleration at travelling interplanetary shocks has also
been given by Lee (1983). The interplanetary shock is assumed to be planar
so that cross-field diflusion does not have to be considered. Since the distri-

bution function decreases with distance upstream of the shock, the waves
propagating away from the shock front in the frame of the solar wind are
unstable. Interplanetary hydromagnetic waves in the spacecraft frame are
observed to propagate predominantly away from the sun. Thus, the streaming
anisotropy leads only to wave growth of the "background" outward travelling
waves. This, together with the boundary condition at the shock and the
condition that the distribution function is zero at large distances from the
shock, allows the unique determination of the differential wave intensity
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spectrum and of the ion omnidirectional distribution function as a function of

distance upstream. A test of this quasi-linear theory has recently been per-
formed for a specific quasi-parallel interplanetary shock by the so-called
"November 11-12 shock-collaboration group" under the lead of C.F. Kennel
and will be reported in section 6.

We will briefly discuss the shock drift mechanism which is presumably
responsible for the shock spike events. In this so-called V x B mechanism
particles gain energy in a single shock encounter by drifting in the inhomo-
geneous magnetic field at the shock front parallel to the V x 13 electric
field. This mechanism was first proposed for acceleration of solar wind ions
at the earth's bow shock by Sonnerup (1969). The most detailed theoretical
analysis of this process has been given by Decker (1932, 1983). He calculated
intensity enhancements, energy spectra, and pitch angle distributions of an
initial or ambient particle distribution after a single shock encounter. The
intensity enhancement and the pitch angle distribution depends strongly on
the ratio of a particle's initial energy T and the energy TO defined by the
Hoffman-Teiler velocity VHT. (VHT is the velocity of a system moving paral-
lel to the shock front, so that the flow upstream and downstream is field
aligned). Ions with T/T o _>_ i stream upstream away from the shock (in the
plasma frame), at T/T o >:) I the effect of the loss cone leads to an intensi-
ty minimum parallel to the field. In the downstream medium ions with
T/T o _ l stream towards the shock (in the plasma frame), ions with
T/T o _ I exhibit a pancake-like distribution,i.e. the intensity is enhanced
at 90° with respect to the magnetic field.Sanderson et al. (193#) have com-

pared these predictions with distributionsmeasured in shock spike events at

quasi-perpendicular shocks. They found during these events large negative
values of the downstream second harmonic anisotropy. This is the most
recognisable feature of the drift acceleration model, and is due to the ions
gyrating around the field at pitch angles of +'_90°.

As pointed out by Lee (1994) the distinctionbetween the shock drift

and the diffusive acceleration rests not on basic physics but on whether one

or many encounters is appropriate to a particular particle population. In
general a particle gains energy by both compression and drift parallel to the

motional electric field,although the separtion of the energy gain into com-
pressional and drift contributions is frame-dependent (in the Hoffman-Teller

frame, for example, the drift contribution vanishes). In a single encounter of
a particle with an oblique shock with no scattering there is, of course, no
compressional energy gain. When comparing the efficiency and the relative

merits of quasi-paralleland quasi-perpendicular shocks, respectively, as par-
ticle accelerators, it should be noted that the relevant diffusion coefficient

in the diffusive shock acceleration theory is that in the shock normal direc-
tion,")cn. Since _IIn _ _'' cos2 _ Bn, where _ ,,is the diffusioncoefficient

parallel to the magnetic field,it is trivialthat as long as the steady state is
not reached quasi-perpendicular shocks are more "efficient"accelerators. For

a shock with _ Bn = 87.5° as reported by Krimigis and Sarris (SH i.5-/+),the
effective diffusion coefficient is reduced by 2-3 orders of magnitude.

6. Test of the Quasi-linear Theory. Kennel et al. (1985) have recently

performed a detailed test of the quasi-lineartheory of diffusive acceleration

as predicted by Lee (i983), using ISEE-3 measurements of the November 12,

1978 quasiparallel shock. The quasilinear theory makes ten specific predic-
tions for the particle and wave signatures. We will now brieflyreport on the
result of the Kennel et al. study.
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I. The energetic ions at the shock should have a power law velocity
distribution. This has been observed to be the case with the power law index9

, between 4.20 and 4.25 (Scholer et al., 1993, Van Nes et al., [994).2. The index is related to the upstream and downstream velocity of
the scattering centers. Kennel et al. found that when correcting the up-
stream and downstream plasma velocities for the Alfv_n velocity the pre-
dicted index is 4.2 when neglecting the AlfvSn velocity an index of 4.7 is
predicted (in substantial disagreement with the observations).

3. The upstream scale length (e-folding distance) should increase with
energy according to a power law. The power law index _ is related to the
index (3 of the power law distribution function via o_ = (_-3)/2. The para-
meter o_ derived from the measured scalelengths is in excellent agreement
with this relation.

4. The absolute magnitude of the scalelength should depend inversely
upon the partial number density of energetic protons at the shock. From the
measured number density the scalelength is correctly predicted.

5. Upstream of the shock the parallel anisotropy should be positive in
the solar wind frame (away from the shock) and constant. The measurements
show a constant anisotropy of _ 0.3 in the upstream region and a zero aniso-
tropy immediately downstream of the shock.

6. The phase and group velocity of the waves should be directed
upstream along the magnetic field. This cannot be tested with a single
spacecraft. The wave spectrum is however weakly polarized, with a roughly
equal mixture of right-hand and left-hand waves_ as prescribed by the quasi-
linear theory.

7. The scalelength of the magnetic energy density of the upstream
waves should be equal to the scale length of the protons in cyclotron reso-
nance with them. The scalelength of the trace amplitude between 0.02 and
0.06 Hz indeed corresponds to the scalelength of ,v 40 keV protons.

g. The total wave magnetic energy density integrated over the spec-
trum of resonant waves is predicted to be proportional to the total energy
density of the upstream ions. Extrapolating the measured power law of the
distribution function down to 3 keV the quasilinear estimate agrees indeed
with the measured normalized trace amplitude of the waves.

9. The magnetic field power spectrum of the self-excited waves
should increase towards lower frequencies according to a power law with a
spectral exponent _-- 6-(_. However, the observations show a flat or even
peaked spectrum in the respective frequency range.

I0. There should be no wave excitation at frequencies larger than the
resonance frequency of a proton whose component of parallel velocity in the
shock normal direction is zero in the shock frame. This frequency is about
0.[ Hz. However, the spectral density above 0.I Hz was several hundred
times larger than that in the solar wind.

This detailed investigation shows that the quasi-linear theory success-
fully predicts numerous observations at this particular quasi-parallel shock.
The wave power spectrum is related to the protons via the resonance condi-
tion which invokes the particle's parallel velocity. Since the theory by Lee
(1983) makes approximations that essentially loose the pitch-angle dependence
of the particle distribution it is not unexpected that this theory gives not
better agreement with the observed wave spectrum.
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IS THE SIGNALFROM CYG X-3, AS RECORDEDIN SOME UNDERGROUND
EXPERIMENTS,REAL?

(Introductionto the discussionat highlightsessionAug 16, 1985)

A. E. Chudakov

On the suggestionof the oganizingcommitteeI shall summarizebriefly
the resultsof the discussionmeetingheld on the eveningof August13
and try to compareevidencefrom differentdetectors.

Most of the excitementconcerningthe undergrounddetectionof signals
from Cyg X-3 comesnot from astrophysicalgrounds(thoughit couldbe
difficultto imaginesuch a powerfulsource),but from the contradiction
with surfaceexperimentaldata. Believingin the Cyg X-3 signal
undergroundand also that the main processesof muon productionare well
knownwe come to the conclusionthat the signalin EAS Cherenkovor
counterexperimentsshouldbe remarkablyhigh,which is not the case.

Thus,we face severealternatives:eitherthere is somethingwrong in
the interpretationof the undergroundevidence,or a quite newPhyslcs
is involved,the structureand importanceof whichwe can not even
evaluate. This requiresus to examinethe experimentaldata very
carefully.

Generallyspeaking,there are two approachesin a searchfor a point-
like sourcesin the sky: 1) To look for an excessfrom a given
direction(angulardomain)2) To lookfor the intensityvariationin
time from a given direction(periodic,sporadic,complex- time
domain). For me the firstapproachis more convincing. Certainlythere
is a difficultquestionof how many "sigma's"are convincing?

Unfortunately,there is only one EAS experiment(Kiel)in which Cyg X-3
has been seen in both domains,which is so far a uniquecase for UHE
gamma-astronomy.

It is difficultto find out what could be wrong in the phase-analysisof
Cyg X-3 data. The most convincingdata comesfrom NUSEX-experiment.
The visibleweak point in the analysisfor this case is the choiceof
the acceptancesolid angle. This choiceis made empiricallyon the
basisof accumulateddata to have the biggestsignalto noiseratio.
The chosenangle is an order of magnitudegreaterthan apriorioptimal
one, which forcesone to assumenew physicalprocesses.But such a
choiceshouldalso inevitablyaffectthe calculatedprobabilityto
obtainthe resultdue to Poissonfluctuations.
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At the Tuesday13 discussionmeetingfollowingthe presentationswere
made:

A B

1. Learned-lntroduction,nondirectional
data (UTAH,SOUDAH)

2. Ayres - SOUDAN + -

3. D'EttorePiazzoli- NUSEX + +

4. Raupach- FREJUS - ?

5. Chudakov- BAKSAN - -?

6. Krishnaswami- KGF - -

7. Cherry- HOMESTAKE - -?

8. VanderVelde - IMB > 70 - -

9. Thornton- IMB Vertical - -

10. Ruddick

11. Bazer Bachi - Old M. Blancexperiment

12. Aprile - HPV (submittedlater) - -

In each line the speakerand then code of his experimentis indicated.
At the right side of each linethe resultof the experimentis indicated
in a followingway: firstcolumnA answersthe questionwhetherCyg X-3
is seen in this experiment(+) or not, (-), authorsopinionbeingthe
main criterion. SecondcolumnB correspondsto the phase interval.7-.8
in which the most soundpositiveresultof NUSEX - experimentis
concentrated.ColumnB showsthat there is no confirmationof NUSEX
resultfrom other experiments. It does not necessarilymean a direct
contradictionbecauseof the differencesin exposuretime,depth,
angularwindowand so on. By the questionmark thoseexperimentsare
indicated,in which similarto NUSEX,thoughstatistically
nonsignificantresultwas obtained.
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Figure i: Cyg X-3 muon fluxes in phase internal 0.7 to U._ a
diffeerent depths. BAKSAN data for neutrino-induced muons and
Soudan data for "all phases" are also indicated.

The comparison of several experimental data in the phase interval .7-.8
is shown on the figure. One can see that there is no direct
contradiction of NUSEX data with upper limits from other experiments.
However, there is certainly a contradiction between NUSEX and BAKSAN for

a conventional process of production of muons. In such a process muons
are produced through pion decay in a hadronic cascade in the atmosphere
and their energy spectrum in the range 200 - 3000 Gev should have an
integral exponent no less than 1.7. Thus the flux at Baksan should be
at least 15"'1.7 = 100 times greater, than at NUSEX, but the
experimental ratio is less than 4. Such a ratio can be explained only
by nearly monochromatic muon beam, or some unknown neutral penetrating
particle!? (not neutrino as is shown by NUSEX experiment itself).

To solve the puzzle new experimental data and better analysis of
existing data is needed. The new FREJUS data will be most helpful as
the experimental details of FREJUS and NUSEX experiments are quite
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similar. Let us hope that Cyg X-3 will not stop its activityleavingus
in the dark.
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EVIDENCE FROM THE SOUDAN 1 EXPERIMENT FOR

UNDERGROUND MUONS ASSOCIATED WITH CYGNUS X-3

D. S. Ayres

High Energy Physics Division

Argonne Natlonal Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439

ABSTRACT

The Soudan 1 experiment has yielded evidence for an average
underground muon flux of N 7 x 10 "I cm "2 s" which points back to

the x-ray binary Cygnus X-3, and which exhibits the 4.8 h period-

Iclty observed for other radiation from this source. Underground
muon events which seem to be associated with Cygnus X-3 also show

evidence for longer time variability of the flux. Such under-

ground muons cannot be explained by conventional models of the

propagation and interaction of cosmic rays.

1. Introduction. At the 1983 ICRC, the Kiel group I reported that

extensive air showers associated with Cygnus X-3 had muon contents ap-

proximately equal to those of _ost other extensive air showers. At the
same meeting, the Soudan group showed evidence that multlmuon events

observed deep underground were anlsotroplc. One particularly active
direction was centered about 20 ° from the x-ray binary Cygnus X-3.

In this paper, I summarize the analysis of the slngle-muon data 3'4

obtained from the Soudan 1 experiment during the same two-year exposure

as the the multiple-muon data presented in Ref. 2. These data indicate

that the muon fl_x from the direction of Cygnus X-3 exhibits the 4.8h
"orbital" period J characteristic of that source. The magnitude of the

muon flux associated with Cygnus X-3 is similar to the reported flux of

cosmlc-ray air showers from Cygnus X-3.1'6'7 Finally, the data suggest a

longer term variability in the muon flux, in addition to the 4.8 h

period. Knowledge about all _evels of time variation is important for

flux comparisons with surface detectors.

The reports of the Kiel, 1 Soudan, 2"4 and NUSEX 8 groups !hat a large

muon flux is associated with Cygnus X-3 have been challenged _ as being

inconsistent with current understanding of the propagation and inter-

action of primary cosmic radiation. By f_ux arguments, the maximum prim-

ary energy t_t can be observed by an 8 m _ detector llke Soudan 1 in one
year is _ I0"v eV. The primary energy associated with any statistically

significant effect must be at least an order of magnitude lower. Because
of the galactic magnetic fields, charged particles at energies of lO "_ eV

cannot travel more than about 1 pc without being homogenized in time and

direction. Thus, any radiation associated with a source llke Cygnus X-3,

which is at least I0 kpc from the earth, I0 must be uncharged.

Known neutral primaries, however, cannot account for underground

muon production related to Cygnus X-3. Neutrons can produce muons, but
at the relevant energies, neutrons from Cygnus X-3 will decay before

reaching the earth. Neutrinos also produce muons, but they interact at

such a low rate that enormous fluxes would be required. Photons are very
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inefficient producers of muons, because the inelastic photoproduction
cross section is about 1/300 of the pair-production cross section. A

secondary muon flux similar to that produced by hadron primaries is not
consistent with known photon shower mechanisms.

2. The Under,round Muon Data. The Soudan I proton-decay detector is
described in detail in Ref. II. The detector consists of an array of

3456 proportional tubes, each 2.8 cm in diameter, arranged in 48 layers

of 72 tubes each. Alternate layers are rotated by 90 ° to provide two

orthogonal views of each event. Figure 1 shows a typical cosmlc-ray muon

track in the detector. The experiment is located in the Soudan iron mine

in northeastern Minnesota (48 ° N. latitude, 92 o W. longitude) at a depth

equivalent to 1800 m of water.

The current data sample consists of 784,456 single muon events re-

corded during a llve time of 0.96 yr, between September 1981 and November

1983, and is the same one discussed in Refs. 3 and 4. Each event was

required to consist of a slnEle straight track, and to have a minimum of

eight proportlonal-tube hits in each view. The most probable number of

proportlonal-tube hits per view was sixteen, which yields an average

angular resolution of + 25 mrad. We estimate a +- 25-mrad uncertainty in
the absolute orientation of the detector in the horizontal plane. We

identify the observed tracks as muons both because of their depth under-

ground and because of their passage through the detector in a straight
llne without substantial interaction. Tracks satisfying a 16-hlt minimum

(summing both views) penetrate at least 115 g cm'2 of material within the
detector.

48 ... .... ...o°.o...o..o.o:.ooo.eoo.o...o.o. ......... .°° ....... **.* .... °,.*

46 ....................... A............................................... •
44 ....................... 7 ................................................
42 ...................... B: ................................................
40 ........ ..°o°** .°....7..**.°°......°..° ..°.° . .... ..°°-. ....... ..o..°.**.

38 .................... 8.._ ....... _........................................
36 ........°...o.**.°.°°.°o....°.o°**..°..o.**.**... ..... • ..... * .... **-°°*.

34 .°..°. ..... ....**..°..°o.......°** ..... °°°.°..°.....°* ........ *-.*°.****
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Fig. i. One of two orthogonal views of a slngle-muon event in the Soudan
I detector. Numbers and letters indicate observed pulse height, and dots

show the positions of proportional tubes with no signals.
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The ability of a detector to separate the slgnal of an x-ray binary

from a random background is conslderably enhanced by the source period-

icity. For Cygnus X-3, both the 4.8 _ period and the absolute phase are
accurately known from keV x-ray data. The flux modulatlon of Cygnus X-3

at high snergles according to the same ephemeris has been observed in air

showers." The peak flux of TeV air showers, which ma x or may not produce
the _ 650 GeV muons that we detect, has been observed v since 1980 at

phases In the range 0.60 to 0.73.

Using the angular resolutlon of the detector described above, we
have selected those events whose direction of arrival points within 3 ° of

the nominal direction (declination _ = 40.8 °, right ascension u = 307.6 °)

of Cygnus X-3. Uslng the exact ephemerls of Ref. 5 (t O - JD2440949.8986,

Po = 0.1996830 d, p = 1.18 × I0"_), we calculate the Cygnus X-3 phase for

each of these 1183 events. These phases are hlstogrammed in Fig. 2(a).

The peak between phases of 0.65 and 0.90 contains 60 ± 17 events, using a

background level determined from off-source directions. Figures 2(b) and

2(c) show the background distributions from nearby off-source directions,
chosen at the same decllnation as Cygnus X-3 in order to have the same

counting rate.

We have traced the dependence of the events-mlnus-background value

for the phase plot as a function of right ascension and declination, as

shown in Fig. 3. Since each point has been calculated by the use of ali

events within a 3 ° half-angle cone, nearby points are not statistically

independent. The most probable right ascension is within our pointing

accuracy of the nominal position of Cygnus X-3. The preferred declln-

atlon is about 2o7 ° north of Cygnus X-3's nominal position. This dis-

crepancy is slightly larger than our estimated pointing error, and its

origin is unclear. The phase plot in Fig. 2(a) differs sllghtly from the
slmilar plot in Ref. 3 because here we have selected the nomlnal

direction of Cygnus X-3 rather than the one 2.7 ° from the nomlnal, which

ylelds about a 30 percent higher signal.

Within statistics, the ratio of intensity within the phase peak to

intensity outside the phase peak does not vary as a function of zenith

angle. Thus, the local zenlth-angle distribution of the events in the

phase peak is similar to that of ordinary muons from hadronlc inter-

actions in the atmosphere. In particular, we can completely reject the

hypothesis of an Isotroplc zenith-angle distribution, as would be ex-

pected if the signal muons were produced by neutrino primaries. This

result is i11ustrated in Fig. 4, which shows the phase plot for events

within the 3 ° half-angle cone which ez > 66 ° (cose z < 0.4). Our measured
flux at small slant depths predicts a signal of 18 events in the 0.65 -

0.90 phase bin if the muons are produced by neutrinos interacting in the

earth, to he compared with zero events shown in Fig. 4.

3. Statistical Analysis. We have used several alternate methods 4 to

estimate the statistical probability that Fig. 2(a) represents a random

flu_tuatlon of a uniform background. Ref. 3 relied prlnclpally on
a X analysis. More specific tests for the presence of a Cygnus X-3

signal include a peak-over-background analysls, _ Fourier coefficient
analysis and a first and second moment analysls. In the case of the

moment (or generalized Raylelgh) analysis, a partlcularly powerful
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Fig. 2. (a) Cygnus X-3 phase plot for events within 3o of the nominal

direction of Cygnus X-3. (b) and (c) Similar phase plots for events

within a 3° half-angle cone centered at u = 297.6 o and u = 317.6 °,
respectively, and the same declination as Cygnus X-3. The dashed llne
shows the estimated background from a random source.
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constraint can be imposed by using projections of the moments in
directions specified by previous high energy data on Cygnus X-3 (such as

the 0.65 phase peak direction). This method yields the phase-constralned

probabilities discussed below. We have made empirical checks on the

validity of these methods using both data from regions of the sky away

from Cygnus X-3 and Monte Carlo generated data samples.

For Fig. 2(a), the results of our statistical analyses can be

summarized as follows: A peak-over-background analysis using the 6_. -+ 17
event effect noted above (3,5 o) yields a probability of ~ 2 x i0 -_ of it

being a random background fluctuation. If the background is determined

100 .'. I .... I .... I .... I .... I ' '. : ' ' ' i .... I .... I .... I .... -
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ttt tttt tt
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Fig. 3. Events-mlnus-background distribution for the phase plot as a

function of (a) declination, and (b) right ascension. Note that nearby

points are not statistically independent. The vertical arrows indicate

the position of Cygnus X-3.
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8

6 - - Fig. 4. Cygnus X-3 phase plot
for events with zenith angles

greater than 66°, and withln 30
4 - - of the nominal direction of

Cygnus X-3.
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from all events in Fig. 2(a) (including the peak), the signal is 10
events smaller and the corresponding probability is ~ 4 x 10-3 . These

probabilities would increase by about an order of magnitude if a phase

peak at any location were accepted. A moment analysis which uses neither

a priori expectations nor off-source background information gives a
random-fluctuatlon probability of N 0.02. Constraining the flux to be

large near a phase of 0.65 and small near phases of 0.0 and 0.5, as might

be expected from the alr-shower data for radiation from Cygnus X-3,

reduces this probability by a factor of i0 to 20.

4. Lon_-tlme Flux Varlabllt_. Th_2air Cerenkov data indicate that
Cygnus X-3 is not a constant source." Such episodic behavior suggests

that the signal-to-background-ratio in Fig. 2(a) may be enhanced by plot-

ting the phases of pairs of events which occur within a short period of

time, i.e. those events associated with hlgh-rate periods. Figure 5(a)

shows such a plot where the mean phase is plotted for each pair of conse-

cutive events which occurred within 0.5 h of each other. The signal in

this plot for phases between 0.65 and 0.90 includes 29 ± 6 event pairs

above background. The background for this estimate has been derived from

Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), which show similar plots for nearby off-source di-

rections. The results of a background-lndependent moment analysis of

Fig. 5(a) indicate an uuconstraiDed probability of a random fluctuation

generating the plot as N 3 x I0 "_. The constrained probability using

knowledge of the absolute phase dependence of Cygnus X-3 hlgh-energy

emission is again i0 to 20 times smaller.

The larger slgnal-to-background ratio in Fig. 5(a) compared to that

in Fig. 2(a) shows that much of the excess flux in the phase region of

0.65 to 0.90 occurs in bursts of two or more events occurring close to-

gether in time. Table I contains further information on this question.

Listed there are the number of Cygnus X-3 cycles observed with n muons in

a 1.2 hour (I/4 cycle) period. Data are shown on and off the phase peak
for both on- and off-source directions.

We have fit the off-source (background) data in Table i _Ith a Monte
Carlo model, which uses a detection efficiency varying as cos ®z' where

G z is the local zenith angle. This zenith angle dependence approximates
the attenuation observed for single muon events due to the higher muon

threshold energy when Cygnus X-3 is n_t directly overhead. The model
fits the background data well. The X for each of the background distri-

butions is shown in the t_ble. The fits are likely, except for the sig-
nal region, which has a X_ probability of _ 0.01.

Our data do not uniquely determine the functional form of the source

modulation. To investigate this time dependence further, we have chosen

a simple model where, in addition to the background, a source may be "on"

during the quarter-perlod with phase between 0.65 and 0.90. This

"signal" is turned "o_' only for a certain percentage of the Cygnus X-3

4.8 h cycles. The "signal" events are also modulated by the zenith angle

dependence described earlier. The data in Table I are fitted well with

an "on" fraction of 0.07 ± 0.04 of the actlve-phase q_arters, a (source-

overhead) signal rate when "on" of 1.3 ± 0.7 muons h-" during the active

quarter-perlod and a.(source-overhead) background rate described above of
0.42 ± 0.03 muons h "I.
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Fig. 5. (a) The Cygnus X-3 phase plot showing the mean phase for pairs

of events arriving within 0.5 h, from within 3 0 of the nominal direction

of Cygnus X-3. (b) and (c) Similar phase plots for pairs of events within

a 3 ° half-angle cone centered at u = 297.60 and _ = 317.6°_ respectlvely_

and the same declination as Cygnus X-3. The dashed llne shows the

estimated background from a random source.
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Table i. Number of Cygnus X-3 Cycles in Which n Nuons Are Observed
in 1.2 h From Within 3 ° of On- and Off-source Directions.

2
Direction Phase n = i 2 3 4 X

on-source O. 15-0.40 206 38 2 i 2.5

0.40-0.65 198 28 3 0 2.3

0.65-0.90 218 49 7 2 13.6

0.90-0.15 222 23 3 0 7.4

= 297.6 ° 0.15-0.40 203 45 5 I 3.8

0.40-0.65 202 33 5 i 0.6

0.65-0.90 218 36 5 i 2.3

0.90-0.15 203 38 I 0 3.7

= 317.6 ° 0.15-0.40 166 29 6 0 7.4

0.40-0.65 198 36 5 0 0.6

0.65-0.90 207 32 7 i 2.2

0.90-0.15 199 34 4 0 0.6

Fit in text 199.5 34.5 4.6 0.5

From the ~ 8 m 2 area of the Soudan 1 detector and the 0.96-year llve

time, we can use the above model to estimate the following fluxes of

muons from Cygnus X-3 with energy L 650 GeV:

(a) Average det_ted _lUXlfor the entire observation period:
N 2.5 x i0- cm" s" (i.e. 60 events during 0.96 yr).

(b) Same as (a) if _ygnus X-3 were always direc_y overhead
(assuming a cos J® z dependence): N 7.3 × I0- cm'" s-_.

(The following flux values are for the dlrectly-overhead geometry.)

(c) Average flux during all potentiall_naCti_e t_mes with phase
between 0.65 and 0.90: _ 2.9 x I0--v cm'- s''.

(d) Flux during "on" times with phase between 0.65 and 0.90, with

7 percent of cycles "on": ~ 4.2 x 10 -9 cm "2 s"I.

(e) Flux averaged over entire 4.8 h _erio_ du_Ing 7 percent of
time source is "on": ~ 1.0 x i0-" cm'" s .

The uncertainty in these fluxes is estimated at +50,-25 percent.

These fluxes may be compared with fluxes attributed to Cygnus X-3 by

air Cerenkov experiments at similar energies. Reference 12 repor_ a

pe_k pulsed flux (measured over about 0.5 h) of (5.1 _ i.I) × I0 "_ cm -2
s -_ for a threshold energy of 800 + 400 GeV. That experiment observed no

significant signal a month later, indicating that this flux corresponded
Wton i!to a time when the source was Reference 13 reports a flux averaged

over the 4.8 h cycle of _ 8 x I0-_I cm "2 s"I at a threshold energy of 500

GeV. Our muon fluxes are apparently larger than the fluxes reported from
air Cerenkov measurements at similar energies. However, deducing a

primary flux from the secondary muon flux requires a knowledge of the

number of muons per primary which reach the Soudan i depth. Because this

quantity is not known, a direct flux comparison is not possible.
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Our results imply that other detectors should also observe a modula-

tion in addition to the 4.8 h period in the Cygnus X-3 flux. In particu-

lar, the times at which we observed 3 or 4 muons in the 1.2 h phase peak

during one Cygnus X-3 cycle are (Universal Time) 29.82 December 1981,

30.78 January 1982, 4.39 June 1982, 19.98 October 1982, 27.94 October

1982, 23.87 December 1982, 3.86 January 1983, 17.50 April 1983 and 19.46

May 1983.

X-ray observations have suggested 14 a 34.1 d period for the flux

variation of Cygnus X-3. Figure 6 shows a 34.1 d phase plot for the nine

times listed above, using an arbitrary to of 18.04 January 1981. Note
that the absolute phase has been selected using these data, and that it

differs from the one in Ref. 14 by almost half a period. A Raylelgh

analysis indicates a probability of about one percent that this plot is
consistent with a random fluctuation of a uniform background. The plot

shows the phases of air shower bursts observed 15 on 20 Jan-additionally

uary and 21 November 1981 and radio outbursts observedL_ on 27 September
1982 and I and 8 October 1983. These data are clearly anecdotal, but

their near-zero phase suggests that a more systematic analysis is war-
ran ted.

_ Fig. 6. The 34.1 d period
_-_ phase plot for hlgh-ratec-

4 periods as defined in the
>
LU - text_ using the ephemeris

given in the text. The

2 _ symbol A indicates air
shower bursts described in

Ref. 15. The symbol R
0 ! ' ! indicates radio outbursts

-0.5 0.0 0.5 described in Ref. 16.

Cygnus X-3 Phase (34.1 d)

5. Conclusions. Our evidence for an underground muon flux related to

Cygnus X-3 seems unlikely to be a statistical fluctuation. The data

indicate that Cygnus X-3 is an episodic source, as has been previously

reported from air Cerenkov measurements. Our observations support a
34.1 d variation in the flux. This result can be checked by other

experiments with accumulated data. The apparent correlation in Fig. 6 of

underground muon flux maxima with peaks in radio and air shower activity

from Cygnus X-3 further supports the identification of muons with this

particular source. This long-term episodic behavior is similar in some

respects to observations we have previously reported on multimuon events
in a nearby dlrection _, although we have not found a connection between

the t_o phenomena.
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These data are difficult to explain in terms of conventional ideas

about cosmic-ray propagation and interaction. Our results yield a muon
flux several orders of magnitude larger than that expected from inelastic

photoproduction by photons from Cygnus X-3. The most likely possibil-
ities are either that high energy photons have new type of interaction
that leads to direct or indirect muon production, or that the muons are

produced by a new type of stable, neutral particle coming from Cygnus
X-3. Further observations will be required to confirm and explore this
effect.
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OBSERVATION OF MUONS FROM CYGNUS X-3

IN THE NUSEX EXPERIMENT

B. D'Ettorre Piazzoli

Istituto di Cosmogeofisica del CNR, Torino, Italy

INTRODUCTION

Ground based observations by means of Cerenkov light detectors and

air shower arrays have established that Cygnus X-3 is a powerful source

of high energy particles. The detection of a I0Is eV signal was

first reported by the Kiel experiment. Air showers with large age

parameter were accepted in order to select those generated by primary

v-rays. At variance with the expectation, the muon density

associated with these events was found to be surprisingly high. This

puzzling result stimulated a temporal analysis of the muons recorded in

NUSEX (*) coming from the region around the source. A positive signal

was found suggesting the presentation of the result at this Conference.

The analysis of the data recorded during about 2.4 years of effective

working time was presented at the First Symposium on Underground

Physics (St. Vincent, Italy) and then published [I]. In the paper sent

to this Conference a fine tuning of the period has been presented and

the energy spectrum of the muons from the Cygnus X-3 direction derived

assuming consistency between NUSEX and SOl/DAN results [2]. Here I

account for a refined and upgraded analysis of the same events.

THE APPARATUS

The NUSEX (Nucleon Stability Experiment) detector is located in

the Mont-Blanc tunnel (45.9 ° N latitude, 6.9 ° E longitude) at a

vertical depth of about 5000 hg/cm z of standard rock.

It consists of a cube of 150 t mass and 3.5 m side, made of 136

horizontal plates of i cm thickness, interleaved with planes of tubes

having I cm x I cm cross section, operated in the limited streamer mode.

This paper is the written version of the talk given at the 19th ICRC,

La Jolla, California (USA), 11-23 August 1985
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Minimum trigger requirements are that either four contiguous

planes or a pair of contiguous planes plus a group of three other

contiguous ones are fired simultaneously.

Tracks are accepted for reconstruction only if the number of

crossed planes is at least I0. This criterium defines a fiducial

volume of well defined acceptance and detection efficiency practically

equal to unity.

NUSEX was planned to search for proton decay working as a digital

calorimeter with excellent tracking capability. Typical errors in

reconstructing tracks satisfying the above mentioned criterium are

ae _ Imr and a_ _ 2mr. The two track resolution is better than 2 em.

A detailed map - contour lines at I0 m - of the rock overburden allows

us to associate to each direction a slant depth with an accuray Ah/h < 1%.

These properties make NUSEX a well suitable apparatus to perform

muon physic underground in the depth range 4600 - I0.000 hg/cm 2.

MUON PHYSICS

An analysis of the muon events was started to study the single

muon intensity-depth distribution, multiple muon rates, stopping muons,

narrow angle anisotropies. Data on single and multiple muons have been

presented at this Conference [3]. The vertical muon intensity is

reported in Fig. I together with the intensity points measured with the

spark chamber apparatus located in another laboratory of the Mt. Blanc

tunnel. The intensity versus depth is very well represented by the relation

I_(h) : (7.63 ± .48)" 10"7"exp(-h/810.44 ± .84) cm'_s'sr "l (I)

The angular distribution underground is in good agreement with the

expected one. (Calculations of the angular enhancement functions at

different depths are given in |4]). The contribution from direct

production is found to be negligible, not exceeding a 3-4 % of the

total up to 8000 hg/cm 2. In conclusion, muons physics in NUSEX is

well understood and predictions of muon rates in each direction can be

made with high reliability.
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ANALYSIS OF THE CYGNUS X-3 DATA

During the period i June 1982 to 31 January 1985 21,700 single

muons with zenith angle up to 75° have been recorded satisfying the

acceptance criterium. With this angular cut Cygnus X-3 is observed for

64% of the total time.

In a cone of 4.5 ° half angle aperture centered around the source

[6 = 40.9 a = 307.9] we find 142 events. The time of each event is

reduced to the barycenter of the solar system and then folded modulo

4.8 h using the Van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud quadratic ephemeris [5].

The phase diagrams for two different binnings are shown in Fig. 2.

We observe 31 events in the phase interval 0.7 - 0.8 against an average

off-source background of eventsll.32 ± .21. The associated fluctuation

probability that this effect occurs by chance is less than I0"_.

The quoted phase values found in TeV y-ray observations of

Cygnus X-3 occur in the range 0.6 - 0.8 [6]. This agreement with

previous observations in the same energy region is not sufficient to

claim a physical effect. It is not obvious that over an extended

period of time no biases were introduced in data taking, so that it is

necessary to verify that the probability of detecting a muon does not

depend on phase or on direction, due to details of the experimental

procedure. For example the Cygnus X-3 orbital period is almost exactly

1/5 of the sidereal day. If the period were an exact fraction each

phase should be "seen" always in the same five directions (6,_), in

such a way generating a strong correlation phase / acceptance / depth.

Fortunately is not like that. A given phase precesses over the

detector 2.1 times/year producing an average effect for long time

measurements. This point has been checked by calculating the exposure

relative to each phase bin for Cygnus X-3 and for other directions in

the same declination band. 27 contiguous cones of half angle aperture

4.5 ° have been selected in the ± 4.5 ° off-Cygnus declination band,

covering 321.5 degrees in right ascension around the source position.

For each of the 28 cones (Cygnus X-3 + background ones) the path in the

sky has been followed during the entire data taking period. At each

time there is a weli defined phase (for a given ephemeris), direction,

acceptance area, and depth. Taking into account only the periods in

which the apparatus was ON the exposure as a function of the depth for
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each phase and cone has been calculated. In this way 280 very similar

exposures have been generated. As an example the "Cygnus X-3 profile"

for two phases is shown in Fig. 3.

To obtain the expected counting rates in each phase bin and cone

the exposure has been calculated folding the acceptance with the

angular distribution of conventional muons and with the intensity depth

relation (i).

The measured phase distribution of the events in the 27 background

cones is found in excellent agreement with expectation, no fluctuation

is observed with probability less than I0"_. In Fig. 4 the phase

distribution of all background events is shown_ It is well reproduced

by the calculated one and results consistent with unformity (Xz =

9.78, P(>X 2) = 36.8%). The predicted mean for each bin is 313

against aR experimental value 306 ± 6. In the Cygnus cone the

expected background is 11.9 events per bin, compared with 12.3 ± 1.3

observed. A X2 test on the phase histogram uniformity about the

off-source mean yields X2 = 30.5 [P(>x 2) = 3.6-10 "_] while the phase

histogram outside the interval .7 - .8 is consistent with noise (X_ = 9.73,

P(>X _) = 28.4%).

Thus we can conclude that the muon distribution in the same

declination band as Cygnus X-3 follows the expected one. No non-random

dependences on phase or on direction have been found in the background

data, implying that there are no priviliged phases or direction. Only

in the cone centered around Cygnus X-3 is a deviation from the

expectation found due to an enhanced flux in the phase interval 0.7 .

0.8. This excess appears to be "genuine", in that it originates

either by some physical effect or by a statistical fluctuation.

The ×z test for uniformity, the probability of fluctuation in any

one of the ten bins (6"i0 "s) and the confidence level for enhanced flux

(99.95%) can be considered in order to give an estimate of the

statistical significance of the excess.

ANALYSIS OF THE PERIOD

The period used in the above analysis comes from a fit of the

X-ray data recorded in different satellite missions [5]. We checked

this period from the muon data themselves alone.
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In general we expect the best period to give the narrowest peak of

one or more adjacent bins according to the binning used. If a phase

diagram in 10 bins is used the best period should correspond to that

giving the maximum concentration of events in one bin. This search is

performed moving the period and its derivative in steps of 4"i0 -_ d

and 2"10 "*° respectively and looking at the same time for the maximum

value of X_ and the minimum of the probability of fluctuation.

A change in period of 4"10 "v d gives a shift for our data

recorded between June 82 and January 85, of 0.42 to 0.052. A change in

the period derivative of 2"10 °I° gives a phase shift in the range

0.050 to 0.066. In the scanning over the period the derivative has

been set to the ephemeris value.

The result is shown in Fig. 5 where X_ and fluctuation probability

are plotted for both period and period derivative scannings. The best

values derived from muon experimental data on the basis of these tests

coincide with the x-ray ephemeris ones. The phase histogram in 20 bins

shows that the excess is concentrated in a phase width of about 29'.

ANGULAR SPREAD

The previous analysis has been performed looking in a cone with

half opening of 4.5 ° because this aperture appears necessary for full

containement of the signal. This effect is shown in Fig. 6 where the

signal is plotted as a function of the cone aperture. While the

background "out-phase" increases as the solid angle and the counts in

these phase bins follow the expectation, the count in the bin .7 - .8

shows an increasing positive excess up to about 4.5 _. For larger

opening angles the entries follow the expected background.

The dipersion of the signal is shown in Fig. 7. Using a gaussian

distribution for point source resolution a mean angle of about 2.5° is

required to get a fair agreement. It seems at variance with the

expectation because the angular resolution of the apparatus is better

than Is (o8 _ Imr, o_ _ 2 mr, misalignement < .3°) and the multiple

scattering is estimated to contribute with a mean dispersion angle of

.6° (Fig. 8,9).

This dispersion cannot be easily explained by transverse momentum

acquired at production, I° corresponding to about 100 GeV for energetic
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muons detected in NUSEX. Thus this result remains at moment an

unresolved question.

MUON SPECTRUM

The depth distribution of the III "off phase" events follows the

one expected for atmospheric muons. Thus from the 31 "in phase" events

we subtract the background events according to the depth distribution

expected for atmospheric muons so obtalning the distribution for the 19

excess events given in Fig. i0. Only i event is found in the depth

region around 7000 hg/cm 2 corresponding to the maximum of the

exposure. This result rules out the hypothesis of neutrino-lnduced

events because in such a case the muon depth distribution should follow

the exposure profile. The events have been binned to obtain the

intensityat four different depths. Using the calculated exposure for

isotropic or conventional (according to a "sece law"as calculated in

[4]) angular distribution we find the intensity values shown in Fig.

ii. A typical flux (averaged over the Cygnus X-3 period) at a depth

5000.hg/cm 2 (muon threshold _ 3 TeV) is 5-I0 "12 cm'2s _l.

The depth interval covered by our data and their statistical

uncertainty prevent one from obtaining the muon energy spectrum from

the NUSEX events alone. This is possible if, assuming consistency

between the fluxes measured in the two experiments, also the SOUDAN

point at 1800 hg/cm z is used [7]. Folding a power spectrum with the

survival probability P(E,h) [8] we obtain the muon energy differential

spectrum corresponding to the measured intensities as :

(3.9 ± .7) * E"(2"'±'2) isotropic distribution
dl/dE (cm "2 s"I GeV'l) =

(8.8 ± 1.6) • E "(2"_±'z) "sece" distribution

The muon integral spectrum is found to be

(3.0 ± .6) • I0""E"(_''±'2)
l(cm-Zs-1) =

(6.3 ± 1.2)* 10-7 E -(1"_±'z)

respectively. In spite of the large uncertainty in derivingthis result

the spectrum seems much flatter than the ordinary atmospheric muon one
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(_ _ 2.71) and not far, in slope and absolute intensity, from the

primary flux attributed to photons from Cygnus X-3 in the range

I0*2-10*s eV. (Fig. 12).

CONCLUSIONS

The main steps of the analysis of the muon events detected in the

direction of Cygnus X-3 have been reported in order to show the consistency

of the data both internally and with expectation, and in particular

that no biases were introduced in data taking or in the analysis procedure.

From Cygnus X-3 the NUSEX experiment picked-up signals showing the precise

period of this binary system and with a phase distribution consistent

with the ground-based measurements. The probability that this signal was

generated by chance is estimated to be I0 "_.

If the result is right, it is difficult to account for these data

since conventional interactions of conventional particles are unable to

explain in a unique consistent picture both surface air shower and muon

underground fluxes [9].

Continued measurements by different detectors are requested to

decide unambigously on the existence of the effect. In order to

isolate a small flux of muons associated with Cygnus X-3 from

background muons the dimension, angular resolution, and location of the

apparatus assume a crucial importance. In fact present results seem

to indicate a muon generation via prompt production, hence with flat

energy spectrum and isotropic distribution, thus penalizing experiments

at shallow depth or looking at high depth through large zenith angles.

In this respect the continuous collection of data in the NUSEX

experiment, planned at least up to the end of '86, could add decisive

information to the solution of the Cygnus X-3 problem.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 : Muon intensity underground at Mt. Blanc.

Fig. 2 :-Phase distribution for muons arriving within 4.5 ° of the

direction of Cygnus X_3 : a) plot in I0 bins b) plot in 20
bins.

Fig. 3 : Exposure for Cygnus X-3 integrated over the running time and

averaged over the total phase (-phase 0.75, --- phase 0.005).
Fig. 4 : Phase distribution of the 3057 muon events recorded in the 27

cones used to evaluate the background. The same phase
distribution as calculated by simulation is shown.

Fig. 5 : X2 and probability of fluctuation as a function of a trial
period (a) or period derivative (b). The zero of the scale

indicates the values determined from X-ray data [5].
Fig. 6 : The excess in the phase bin .7 - .8 plotted versus the cone

half opening.

Fig. 7 : Scatter plot in declination and right escension for the 31
events in the phase bin .7- .8.

Fig. 8 : Error distribution for zenith (e) and azimuthal (_)

angles of tracks reconstructed in NUSEX.

Fig. 9 : Distribution of the angle between muon pairs in NUSEX: d is
the distance between the tracks.

Fig. I0 : Depth distribution for the 31 "in phase" events. The

distribution of the III "out phase" events is also shown.

Fig. II : Underground intensity of muons from the direction of Cygnus
X-3 (NUSEX and SOUDAN results).

Fig. 12 : Integral energy spectrum of muons from the direction of

Cygnus X-3 compared to the estimated flux of "y-rays" [6].
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B. DEGRANGE (3), S. DEMSKI (5), G. DEUZET (2), L. DI CIACCIO (4),
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(2), F. LAPLANCHE (2), C. LONGUEMARE(2) , R. MAYER (5), H. MEYER (5),
L. MOSCA(4), L. MOSCOSO(4), U. SOVYES-_C (3), _. OST_aSS(5),
C. PAULOT (2), J. PETERS (5), F. RAUPACH (1), Ph. ROY (2), G. SC_MITZ
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S. TISSERANT (3),J- TUTAS (I) and B. VOIGTLINDER (1).

(I) I. Phys. Institut der Techn. Hochschule, Aachen, Germany.
(2) Laboratoire de l'Accdl_rateur Lin4aire, 0rsay, France.
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Centre d'Etudes Nucl4aires de Saclay, France.

(5) Universit_t- Gesamthochschule, Wuppertal, Germany.

I. Introduction.

Periodic signals from Cygnus X-3 in the ultra-high energy range

have been recently reported by air-shower arrays [I] _ they are

naturally attributed to v-rays. Although v-rays are expected to produce

muon-poor showers [2] , the preceding observations have stimulated
similar studies based on underground muons. Two groups [3,4] have

cla£med a significant underground signal coming from Cygnus X-3. Their
results are however extremely difficult to explain in the present
framework of Particle Physics, and clearly need confirmation.

We present here the preliminary results obtained from the
"Frdjus" underground detector during its first 16 months of operation
(March 1984-June 198S).

2. Site.

The "Frdjus" proton-decay detector is located in the "Modane

underground laboratory" in the middle of the Fr4jus tunnel linking

France and Italy in the western Alps, about 80 km south of the Mont-

Blanc. Figure 1 shows a sketch of the underground laboratory, whose main
characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
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TABLE !

Longitude : 6.69 ° E

Latitude : 45.14 ° N

Average slant depth : 4800 mwe
(all muons)

!

Average slant depth : 5010 mwe

(Cyg. X-3 direction)

Average threshold for muons : 3 TeV

Muon angular deviation in

the rock (average) : I°

Muon rate : 4.2 m-2 day -I

Primary cosmic ray energy range: I0 - I05 TeV

Dimensions of the main hall : 30m x 10m x llm

L E h

/

,%% /"

Figure I ;

Modane underground
Laboratory.
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3. The detector:

The "Frdjus" proton -decay detector (l_.3m x 6m x 6m) consists
of a fine grain flash-tube calorimeter (0.9810v flash-rubes) triggered

by a set of 113 vertical Geiger planes. The trigger planes (each

including 352 wires) are interspersed between flash-tube sections every
I0.8cm, thus ensuring a good trigger efficiency for muons. Flash-chamber

planes as well as Geiger planes are alternatively made of horizontal

tubes (providing the side view of an event) and of vertical rubes
(providing the top view), as is sketched in figure 2. The flash-tube
section (Smm x 5ram) and the close spacing between f]2_sh-chamber planes

(3ram of iron) lead to a high spatial resolution (2ram on a muon r_ack).
The projected area, averaged over all muon directions is 96 m-. The
total weight is 912 metric tons. The detector orientation is known with

an accuracy of 0.2 °.

-__ _ Figure 2 :

•-_ General structure of
the detector.

The experiment started in March 1984 with only a part of the
detector. The experimental set-up was completed at the end of June 1985.

The data presented here have thus been taken in a detector with an
increasing size. They mainly consist of 106 000 single muons, 3100 muon

bundles (figure 3) and of 22 vertex-contained events, all of them being
compatible with neutrino interactions (figure 4).
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Figure 3 : A muon bundle

_t
0

-

,. ..:--. ; ;" . .*

,"l_l_c_?:'":,?

"" .:' -, _.. .... .

;i'.'

Figure 4 : A neutrino event
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4. Search for a periodic signal from Cy_nus X-3

In order to ensure a good direction measurement (a few

mi.lliradians), muons stopping in the detector as well as muons crossing
less than 8 detection planes per view were removed from the sample of

single muons. One is thus left with about 90 000 muons for which the

average trigger efficiency is 96_. For such muons, the angular error on
the source direction is dominated by the average angle of multiple

scattering in the rock. Taking into account the small error on the
arrival time of the muon (no precise clock being available to date), a
conservative estimate of the angular resolution is 1.5° .

The present data are quite comparable to those of the NUSEX

experiment [4] in the Mont-Blanc tunnel. Sites have nearby geographical
positions and similar average slant depths_ both experiments have the

same angular resolution. For these reasons, we first follow the NUSEX

analysis and select those muons pointing back to Cygnus X-3 within ±5°

in right ascension and ± 50 in declination. This leaves us with 177
events, a statistics also comparable with that of NUSEX. No particular
accumulation in the vicinity of the source is observed in figure 5. A

possible signal can only be extracted by using the time structure

expected from the X-ray light curve, following the ephemeris of Van der
Klis and Bonnet-Bidaud [5] - The phase relative to the X-ray period was

calculated taking into account its time derivative [5] "and corrected
for the effect of the earth orbital motion.

In order to check that no distortion of the phase histogram was

induced by our apparatus or by the shape of the mountain, 6840 events
within the same band in declination as the 177 selected events (Cygnus

X-S ± 5°) but with no restriction in right ascension were considered.

Their phase distributiop shown in figure 6 is found almost uniform, and

yields an off-source background in _he 10° x I0° window around Cygnus
X-3 of 190 events, which is compatible with the number (177) of selected

events. The phase distribution of these events is shown in figure 7. The

most populated bin is the phase interval [0.6-0.7] containing 30
events, 19 being expected from a flat distribution. In the hypothesis of

a uniform background, this represents a fluctuation of 2.5 _ only.

Moreover, structures of similar statistical significance can

emerge if one selects an off-source window, keeping the same mean
declination but shifting the mean right ascension. This is shown in
figure 8 in which a shift of 30° in right ascension with respect to

Cygnus X-3 has been chosen. For this reason, it is not possible to
consider the structure in figure 7 as a definite signal.

Since our angular error is much smaller than the preceding

window size, more restrictive conical windows have been chosen, with
respective half opening angles 5° and 4° , The corresponding phase

histograms are shown in figure 9. The phase interval [0.6-0.7 ] is still
the most populated one, but the statistical significance of the excess

of events with respect to background is not increased.
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5. Conclusion

With the same window in right ascension and declination as the
one chosen by the NUSEX group and a similar statistics, we find a phase

histogram which is still compatible with a flat distribution, the most

populated interval [O.6-0.7] being thus interpreted as a 2.5
fluctuation. Of course, a signal is not excluded but it should be

noted that the NUSEX peak was found in the nearby phase bin [0.7-0._]

Our statistics should be increased by a factor of 4 within Z years.
However, the source is suspected to vary with time [6] and it should be

kept in mind for the comparison of the NUSF_ and Fr4jus data that the

respective observation epochs are different.
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THE COSMIC RAY SPECTRUM ABOVE 1019 EV AT VOLCANO RANCH AND HAVERAH PARK

John Linsley

Department of Physics and Astronomy

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
USA

ABSTRACT

The cosmic ray energy per particle spectrum above 1019 eV is mea-

sured the same way that energy spectra are measured at much lower

energies, by counting all of the particles in a specified energy

range that are incident per unit time with trajectories within

specified geometrical limits. Difficulties with background or

poorly known detection efficiency are markedly less than in some

other cosmic ray measurements. The fraction of primary energy

given to muons, neutrinos and slow hadrons is less than 10% in

this region, so the primary energy equals the track length inte-

gral of the secondary electrons with only a small correction for

the energy given to other kinds of particles.

In practice the Volcano Ranch and Haverah Park results depend for

energy calibration on 'field parameters'. These quantities are

accurately measured and reproducible, but relating them precisely

to the primary energy without recourse to detailed models of

hadron interactions has taken additional experimental work which

still goes on. The field parameter S(600) (particle density mea-

sured with a scintillator at a core distance of 600 m) provides a

con_non link between the Volcano Ranch, Haverah Park and Yakutsk

experiments. There is good agreement as to the relation between

this parameter and the primary energy. There is also good agree-

ment as to the vertical intensity corresponding to a primary

energy of 1019 eV, not only among these 3 experiments but also

with the preliminary Fly's Eye results. Above 102o eV there is

some disagreement between the Yakutsk experiment and the others.

The first observation of the spectrum above 1019 eV, at Volcano

Ranch, showed that the spectrum extends to 1020 eV without a sign

of any cutoff. The spectrum appeared to be flatter in this re-

gion than in the decades just below it. These features have been

confirmed by the Haverah Park and Sydney experiments, each of

which has recorded more than a half dozen events with energy

_ greater than 1020 eV. The Volcano Ranch array registered not

only the density but also the arrival time distribution of shower

particles, at widely separated locations, so it was difficult to

doubt that the i0 z° eV shower was in fact i0 times as large, and

i0 times as energetic, as the showers that were assigned an ener-

gy of 1019 eV. The amount of density and timing information on
several of the > 102o eV showers recorded at Haverah Park is even

greater. Thus the lack of recorded events of this size from the

Yakutsk array must be understood as a problem of detection effi-

ciency, or else as an unexpectedly large statistical fluctuation.

The lack of such events from the Fly's Eye is not surprising in

view of the relatively small exposure to date.
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i. Introduction. To explain how air showers are used to measure the pri-

mary energy spectrum, I will use examples from the history of this kind of

work, beginning with a period of rapid progress following World War' II.

The general requirements are to measure the energy of particles incident

on some target--in this case the earth's surface--and determine their direc-

tional intensity. One uses the fact that very high energy particles

striking the earth invariably generate extensive air showers. The secon-

dary particles making up these showers are concentrated in a core that

lies along the path of the incident particle, and the number of these

secondaries at a given distance from the start of the shower reflects the

energy of the incident particle. (One now determines the primary energy

more precisely from the total energy deposited in the form of ionization,

making small corrections for the energy used to produce neutrinos and

excite or disrupt nuclei.) Thus it was evident even before this period

began that it would be possible to determine the energy spectrum at very

high energies in the canonical manner, just as at much lower energies,

letting air showers play the same role as individual tracks in a cloud
chamber or emulsion.

2. Finding the Trajectories. The initial step in carrying out this pro-

gram was taken by R.W. Williams as a member of Rossi's group at MIT.

Using an array of four pulse ionization chambers set up on Mt. Evans in

Colorado, he recorded the density of shower particles in each chamber for

individual showers. From these densities, relying somewhat on calcula-

tions of the lateral structure function by Moli_re but largely just on the

expected symmetry, he found estimates of the core location and the number

of particles, event by event (Williams 1948).

To learn the trajectory of the primary particle one must find the

direction as well as the point where the target was struck. In another

MIT experiment it was shown by Bassi, Clark and Rossi (1953) that shower

directions can be measured electronically, from arrival times, without

using cloud chambers. Their method depends on the fact that all of the

important collisions in a shower, and nearly all of the secondary parti-

cles produced in the collisions, are highly relativistic. Hence most of

the secondary particles travel forward at practically the speed of light,

occupying a region that is thin in the direction of motion, and nearly

planar.

Within a few years these ideas had been combined in an experiment

carried out in 1954-1957 at Agassiz Station of Harvard University, near

Boston. Using only about a dozen 0.9 m 2 scintillators, the shower size

spectrum was measured up to a size corresponding to 1018 eV (Clark et al.

1961; shower size means the number of particles in a shower). Clearly

the method was so economical that it should be used on a much larger

scale. In 1957 it was decided to do this, and a site was chosen at

Volcano Ranch, near Albuquerque, New Mexico.

3. Finding the Energies. A weak point of the Agassiz experiment was the
uncertainty in converting from shower size to primary energy. This was

done using cascade calculations by Olbert, another member of Rossi's

group. The calculations showed that, as expected from general arguments,

there is a systematic uncertainty in this conversion, due to dependence on
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some model of high energy hadron interactions. This uncertainty is sub-
stantial for relatively small showers at sea level, but it decreases at

higher altitudes, becoming comparatively small at an atmospheric depth xm

corresponding to the maximum in the longitudinal development curve. More-

over, for showers registered past the maximum there are comparatively large

fluctuations in size for a given primary energy. Since the energy spectrum

is quite steep, these fluctuations introduce a systematic shift which must

be compensated using calculated corrections (Kraushaar 1958, Clark et al.
1961). Difficulties associated with the location of the maximum become

less at higher energies even at sea level. By choosing to locate the first

giant array at Volcano Ranch, which is about a mile above sea level, these
difficulties were reduced still further.

The choice of model also affects E_gh, the amount of shower energy
given to muons, neutrinos and low energy hadrons. For the comparatively

small events registered in the Agassiz experiment, EU_ h is a significant
fraction of the primary energy, but this fraction decreases with increasing

energy, so it was expected that E_ h would'be relatively unimportant in the
region of the spectrum the new array was intended to explore. Neverthe-

less, in order not to be caught unawares by unexpected behavior of the muon

component, one of the Volcano Ranch detectors was provided with a lead
shield.

Besides MIT, another important center of air shower research in the US

was Cornell University. At the same time Williams was laying the goundwork

for modern experiments, inwhich showers are dealt with as individuals,

Greisen, with Cocconi and other collaborators, was making detailed studies

both at mountain altitude and at sea level, using the statistical methods

pioneered earlier by Auger and his co-workers in France. These studies en-

compassed the muon and low energy hadron components as well as the soft

component. Combining the Cornell results with similar results in the

literature of the time, Greisen (1956) made an estimate of the energy of

air shower primaries along the lines of an earlier estimate by Rossi, in

which Rossi tested low energy measurements of the primary intensity against

data on the various secondary components throughout the atmosphere in a

search for possible 'missing energy' (Rossi 1948, Puppi 1956). Applied to

air showers, this kind of analysis yields a so-called 'calorimetric' evalu-

ation of the primary energy. Greisen found the energy of primary cosmic

rays having a vertical intensity (integral) of 1.7.10 -6 m-2sr-ls -I to be

(1.4±0.3)-1015 eV, remarkably near the present best value, (1.0±0.1).1015

eV (Linsley 1983). The calorimetric method of finding the energy of air

shower primaries is regarded by all concerned to be the proper ideal for

experiments up to the highest energies that have been observed.

Soon after its introduction, this method was used by Nikolskii (1962)

and Zatsepin et al. (1963) with independent data from experiments in the

Pamir mountains, including data on the atmospheric Cerenkov light produced

by the showers. This light is practically not absorbed in the atmosphere.

Moreover, the production efficiency can be calculated from classical elec-

trodynamics, so there is practically no dependence on atomic or nuclear

models. This makes the atmospheric Cerenkov light an especially reliable

measure of the total energy deposited in the atmosphere, which is the

largest term in the equation for balancing the energy. Alternatively, this

term can be evaluated from Nm, the size at maximum development, and an

estimate of the shower profile width.
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For the Volcano Ranch experiment the latter approach had been chosen.

It was important, therefore, that the altitude of the experiment be about

equal to the altitude where the largest showers are expected to reach max-

imum development. Even at that time there were ways of determining xm em-
pirically, from the energy dependence of zenith angle distributions or the

behavior of size spectra (Clark 1962). The conversion factor between Nm
and primary energy was thought to be "about 2 GeV per particle for all

models of shower development" (Clark 1962). (According to more recent

evidence this figure is too high; it should be 1.3-1.4 GeV per particle;
see Hillas 1972 and Linsley 1983.)

4. The Volcano Ranch Experiment. Figure 1 9 ! z 3km

shows the Volcano Ranch array with the con-

figuration it had in 1960-1963. In 1959-

1960, the first year of operation, the detec-

tor spacings were half as great. The detec-

tors were 3.26 m 2 scintillators. Nineteen of

them were arranged as sho_; an additional

one was located in various places, usually
adjacent to one of the other detectors, some-

times unshielded but usually shielded with

i0 cm of lead. Two other arrays similar to

the Agassiz array are also shown. The one at

E1 Alto, just outside of La Paz, Bolivia, was ALT0 CORNELL
an MIT-Bolivian collaboration using scintil-

lators from the Agassiz experiment. The _

Cornell array was a variable density array
made with the same kind of scintillators.

Each of them was somewhat larger than the

Agassiz array, but the Volcano Ranch array Fig. I. Plan of the Vol-

was much larger, with fifty times the area. cano Ranch array in 1960-

1963. The Cornell and E1

. . The shower Alto arrays are shown for

size spectrum comparison. The large
-22 0

reported at the circle at the center of

o Jaipur Confer- the Cornell array repre-
% ence is shown sents 5 separate 0.9 m 2u

- o in Figure 2 scintillators.
-24

o (Linsley 1963).

The slope was unexpectedly flat compared to
z o similar spectra at lower energies. The

j-zs energy spectrum reported at that time is

shown in Figure 3, superimposed on the

0 best present spectrum. Below a few times

_-2B 109 GeV the primary energy was considerably

_ underestimated by assuming that the smaller
showers as well as the larger ones were at

maximum development when observed at 835

-30 _ _ ,_ g/cm 2, the depth of the experiment. Above

LOG SHOWER SlZE I0 I0 GeV, however, the agreement is re-

Fig. 2. Differential size markably good. Figure 4 shows a later ver-

spectrum at an atmospheric sion of the size spectrum, extending to

depth of 835 g/cm 2. higher energies (Linsley 1973).
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6 ib, i_0 Fig. 3. (left) Volcano Ranch integral en-

_ ergy spectrum (Linsley 1963, heavy line),

-5 superimposed on more recent results summa-

rized at the Bangalore Conference (Linsley

_\ togJ{>[)_6%_'s'5-6 1983) .

-9 ,_ -7 Fig. 4. (below) Later version of the Vol-

%, k.\ -8 cano Ranch size spectrum.
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611 " The Volcano Ranch experiment

? also contributed importantly to show-
o ing that the arrival directions of the

6 E (eV) o highest energy cosmic rays are aniso-

jO,5 ] 16 ]oi7 i i8 jOL9 i_o tropic. The pattern that stands outmost clearly above statistical noise

Fig. 5. Volcano Ranch evidence is a modulation in the direction of

for anisotropy of the highest en- maximum intensity observed by arrays

ergy cosmic rays (Linsley 1975), in the northern hemisphere, with chang-

compared to a recent summary of ing energy (see reviews by Linsley,

similar results (Linsley 1983). 1983, and Hillas, 1984). It was noted

The dependent variable is the at the time of the Munich Conference

phase of the first harmonic of the that patterns of this kind were present

counting rate in sidereal time. in data from Volcano Ranch and Haverah

Large circles, Volcano Ranch Park, and that they were similar

(points with slash are from 1959- (Linsley 1975, Edge et al. 1975).
60; without slash, from 1960-63); Since then, additional confirmation has

small filled circles, Haverah come from the Yakutsk array. Figure 5

Park; small open circles, Yakutsk; shows these results.

squares, Cornell; diamonds, Pic du

Midi; triangle, Chacaltaya. 5. The Haverah Park Experiment. Work

on a giant air shower array to be built

in England began with a meeting called by Blackett in 1958, attended by

representatives of cosmic ray groups at Imperial College and the Universi-

ties of Leeds, Durham and Bristol. Later that year the site was chosen:
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Haverah Park, near Leeds. For detectors it was decided to use larger ver-

sions of water-Cerenkov tanks that had been used previously by the Imperial

College group in a small air shower experiment at Silwood, the site of a

field station belonging to the College. A good deal of experience with

large air showers had been gained earlier through a notable series of ex-

periments at Culham airfield, using groups of Geiger tubes distributed over

an area of some 0.5 km 2. (I am indebted to Harold Allan and Neil Porter

for background information about early air shower work in the British
Isles.)

Operation at Haverah Park began near the end of 1962 with 4 detectors,

a central one with 3 other units placed symmetrically at a distance of 500

m, each detector consisting of 15 tanks with a total area of 34 m 2 . In

following years six clusters of similar detectors were put in service at

distances of about 2 km from the central set, so that by 1968 the size of

the array was about the same as Volcano Ranch. Large muon detectors had

been added, and the University of Nottingham had joined the list of those

using the site. At a later stage shown in Figure 6, smaller water-Cerenkov

tanks were added, enabling more accurate location of shower cores and more

N detailed measurements of structure,

I _D within a certain portion of the• C array. More recently scintillators
• " have been added, at first for the

purpose of comparing their response

OH to that of the water-Cerenkov tanks,
but after the Cygnus X-3 discovery,

• L for the purpose of improving the

oA2 angular resolution in portions of

• A A_ the installation that now are de-
voted to UHE y-ray astronomy.

By 1977, work at Haverah Park

A3 •K had produced results on the energy

spectrum and anisotropy of > 1019 eV

cosmic rays with substantially better

statistical accuracy than any pre-

, vious results. This is shown by a
IKm comparison with Volcano Ranch in

Fig. 6. The Haverah Park array. Figure 7. (In deriving the Volcano
The triggering detectors AI-A4 are Ranch points from the size spectrum

of area 34 m 2. The sub-arrays B-G shown in Fig. 4, the crude assumption

comprise 4x13;5 m 2 detectors. At used previously about x mvs N at
H there is 13.5 m z, at JKL, 2.25 m 2 835 g/cm 2 was replaced with a more

and at the 3 locations 150 m from realistic one, taking advantage of

A1 there is 9 m2. Within the experimental and theoretical ad-

shaded area is a lattice ( % 150 m vances in the interim.) Above 1019

spacing) of 30xl m z detectors, the eV there is agreement, within the

'infilled' array. There are muon large statistical errors of the Vol-

detectors at the positions inside cano Ranch points. Comparison of

the shaded area marked with open the points below 1019 eV indicates

circles (Watson 1980). The hexagon that the systematic differences are

shows the perimeter of the 1960- within 30%. The evidence for a

1963 Volcano Ranch array to the flattening of the spectrum above 1019

same scale, eV, which was only an indication in
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the Volcano Ranch spectrum, is

quite strong statistically in
the Haverah Park result. Both _ ".....h P,rk |

spectra extend beyond 1020 eV _= i0='

with no sign of any cutoff. '_ _ vol ...._,¢h

Figure 8 shows the Haverah 7= -[

Park spectrum as it was pub- "_ II _.

lished a few years later in

The Astrophysical Journal _ + + . %- _ _ " +o I(Cunningham et al. 1980). _ o + + +

6. Giant Arrays in Sydney and _'
Yakutsk, and the Fly's Eye. I0" ' _0:' ' io_' ' _oi° '

Planning of a giant array in Pri=,r_.,.rs_ ,v

Australia began in 1963. The
Fig. 7. Comparison of the 1977 Haverah

Sydney University Giant Air-
Park energy spectrum and the Volcano

shower Recorder (SUGAR) start-
Ranch spectrum (Cunningham et al. 1977).

ed full operation in 1968 and

continued giving data until

1979. The array bad an area

of some 50 km 2, giant indeed! T_ |

Technical problems in the ,-_

data reduction, eventually _ | 2

overcome, delayed publication _E 1025 !_3_ _4,Z
of the final results of this _>_

I
• • • • • , • • , _80 $65 " °_6

experiment until recent years. _w 8_ _162_ I

In 1965, plans for a Heverah Park (1979)

giant array in the Soviet
Union were described. Located 102_

near the Siberian city of

Yakutsk, its 3 km 2 central _ , n ,
10z7 10is 10;9 1020

area began operating in 1970. eV
The full array, covering an

area twice as large as the one Fig. 8. Haverah Park energy spectrum

at Volcano Ranch, began to fur- (Cunningham et al. 1980).

nish data in 1974, and it con-

tinues to run, the equipment being modernized according to a regular sched-

ule. A special feature is the emphasis on recording the atmospheric

Cerenkov light of very large showers, as well as the muon component, so
that the calibration will be calorimetric to the greatest possible extent.

The notion that air fluorescence detectors might be employed for

studying very large air showers seems to have occurred independently to

scientists in the USA, Japan and the USSR (Greisen 1960, Delvaille et al.

1962, Suga 1962, Chudakov 1962). In 1965 Greisen showed in detail how such
devices can be used to determine trajectories, energies and development

profiles of individual showers. At that time, preliminary work at Cornell

University using a relatively simple arrangement of photomultipliers had

already been reported in the form of a thesis (Bunner 1964). Work on a

full scale device, called a "fly's eye telescope", continued at Cornell

until 1972 but then was dropped. Shortly afterward the idea was taken up

by Keuffel's group at the University of Utah. Redesigned prototype units

were tested successfully at Volcano Ranch in 1976. A complete fly's eye,
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together with a partial eye located near it, has been operating at Dugway,

Utah, for several years. The amount of fluorescent light produced in a

layer of atmosphere is proportional to the amount of ionization, so when

the variation of conversion efficiency with pressure is taken into account

the signals from a fly's eye provide a calorimetric measurement of EEM,
the energy deposited by the electromagnetic component of showers. In the

domain of very high energies only a small correction is required to obtain

from this the energy of the primary particle.

7. On Estimatinq the Energy of Giant Air Shower Primaries. Although pre-

liminary energy spectra from Yakutsk agreed with Haverah Park and Volcano

Ranch as to flattening and absence of a cutoff, results given at the 8th

European Cosmic Ray Symposium in 1982 showed a deficiency of very ener-

getic events, beginning at a few times 1019 eV, as predicted by Greisen

(1966) and Zatsepin and Kuzmin (1966) for cosmic rays with a universal

origin, due to effects of the 3K background radiation. It was surmised at

first that the disagreement might be due to differences in the algorithms

for converting from ground parameters to primary energy. It was possible

to test this hypothesis in a very direct manner, because the Yakutsk

ground parameter $(600) has also been measured for some very large showers

at Haverah Park, and it could be derived from Volcano Ranch data for some

very large showers with slant depths corresponding closely to the altitude

of Yakutsk. These tests were made, and in both cases they show good

agreement (Bower et al. 1983). One concludes that if the Yakutsk array

had detected the same showers that were detected and assigned energies

> 4-1019 eV at Volcano Ranch and Haverah Park, these showers would like-

wise have been assigned energies above the Greisen-Zatsepin cutoff, ener-
gies sometimes exceeding i02- eV, in agreement with the investigators at
MIT and Leeds. Another conclusion that can be drawn from these tests is

that, insofar as the Yakutsk energy scale is correct calorimetrically, so

are the scales employed at Volcano Ranch and Haverah Park.

It should be kept in mind that some of the methods for finding the

principal energy term EEM are limited in the range they cover. Only with
the atmospheric fluorescence method can one avoid a certain amount of ex-

trapolation; avoid, that is, relying on approximate proportionality to

energy of some ground parameter such as p(600) at Haverah Park or S(600)

at Yakutsk. The method using atmospheric Cerenkov light is limited to

E < 1019 eV by the low duty cycle of the light receivers, which can be

used only on clear, moonless nights. The method using maximum size is

limited at present to E < 1018 eV by a lack of observations with suffici-

ently large surface arrays at sufficiently high altitudes. It is reassur-

ing, however, that as far as they go in energy, results by this method
agree with the Cerenkov method. This is shown in Figure 9, where the

filled circles derive from measurements of Nm while the diamonds are from

measurements of atmospheric Cerenkov light. It is notable that the filled

circles agree as well as they do with the low energy portion of the

Haverah Park spectrum.

Unlike the other experiments described here, the SUGAR experiment

used muon size as the basis for estimating primary energy. Originally, the

plan was to rely on certain cascade simulations for relating N_ to E. It
turns out, however, that these simulations disagree with direct measure-

ments of the Np-E relation made in recent years at Akeno and Yakutsk. As a
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result the SUGAR spectrum disagrees strongly with others described here
when it is based on these simulations. In reviewing the subject for the

Bangalore conference I found that by using a 2-constant parametrization of
the Yakutsk N -E results instead of the simulation one obtains much better

agreement. T_e constants con-

trol the slope and intercept of I041 ....
the log-log energy spectrum. In Icase of the SUGAR spectrum, the

slope is about right, indicating m" _ o o •
that one of the constants is -> o o O

about right, but the energies

are systematically too high by Z_ J
20-30%, an amount that is small 'L I • present work •
in this context, indicating _ ¢

I E • 5urnette_al. •
that the other constant is off v o

the mark, due to residual errors _ o Grig0r0v e_al. o• eoO

in the N_ vs E measurements at W O E_im0v and S0kur0v o...%

Yakutsk or to a systematic o Cunninqham e_aL _o O
error in N H as measured by SUGAR. I0 o

E (GeV) o
In Figure I0 I compare the o

Haverah Park spectrum of Figure 106 ]0_ 10s I09I I I I

8 with a preliminary Fly's Eye

spectrum (Baltrusaitis et al. Fig. 9. All-particle energy spectrum.
1985) and a version of the SUGAR The filled circles are from my confer-

spectrum, where in the interest ence paper OG 5.1-4, "New Calorimetric
of fairness to proponents of a All-Particle Energy Spectrum"; see also

spectral cutoff I have adjusted Linsley 1983, Figures 5-8 and 10.

, , , the offending con-

stant ad hoc, bring-

ing down the energy

_" _5 _o o_ corresponding to a
> I _ given intensity so
__ o n_ o

_ _m,@ m____q_ooo_C_ ° ol| as to reach agree-
,L [] o u [] oo [] o_ _ ment with the_ u Haverah Park spec-
iE trum at i019 eV.

24 This value was

IO chosen because at
I.i
•-_ this energy the re-

E (OV_ maining experiments
(Yakutsk, Volcano

l l L

lOl_ i018 ]019 1020 1021 Ranch and Fly'sEye) already agree

Fig. 10. Differential energy spectrum j(E) plotted rather well. The

as jE 3 . The filled triangles are from Cunningham et Haverah Park data

al. 1980; the open squares, from Baltrusaitis et al. base has increased

1985 (with some of the error bars redrawn so as to significantly since

conform with usual practice); the filled circles, 1979. A more recent
from Bower et al. 1983 (converted to differential spectrum is given

form as in Linsley 1983); the open circles and upper in this conference

limit arrows, from Horton et al. 1983, with Np con- (paper OG 5.1-3 by
verted to E as described in the present text. Brooke et al.)
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8. Statistical Fluke, or Inefficiency? Tradeoffs between quality and quan-

tity are common in scientific work. A familiar example illustrating what I

wish to say about large air shower experiments is given by the HEAO-3 Heavy

Nuclei Experiment. Events selected by a loose electronic trigger were
sorted into various subsets with different combinations of size (number of

events) and charge resolution. For analyzing nuclei with Z = 26-46 it was

appropriate to use only subsets with superior resolution, because these

nuclei are relatively abundant, but in searching for actinides it was rea-

sonable, in fact essential, to relax the selection criteria and accept the

resulting loss of charge resolution in order to obtain results of greater

statistical significance on these very rare but extremely important elements.

Beginning with the Agassiz experiment it has been customary to make

rather severe data cuts in selecting events to use for finding the energy

spectrum. The two main cuts are on the zenith angle and on the core loca-

tion with respect to the array boundary. There are good reasons for cuts

of this nature: the uncertainty in primary energy for a given observed size

tends to increase, on the one hand with increasing zenith angle, and on the

other, with increasing radial distance of the shower core from the center of

an array, for showers striking outside the boundary. To a large extent

these uncertainties are reflections of uncertainty about the longitudinal

structure and the lateral structure, respectively, of air showers with the

size in question.

In the early 1960's such uncertainties were great. They were especial-

ly great regarding the first 'giant' showers. Consequently one made severe

data cuts. As late as 1973 the Volcano Ranch energy spectrum above 1019 eV

was based on only 5 events out of 44 described as having this much energy in
the Catalogue of Highest Energy Cosmic Rays. All but ii of these were not

sufficiently vertical (I required @ < 25°!); out of the ii that were suffi-

ciently vertical only 5 struck inside the boundary.

In retrospect, the Volcano Ranch cuts were unnecessarily severe, even

at the time, because they were imposed across the board, without taking into

consideration that with a given array the direction and core location can be

measured more accurately for very large showers than small ones. But at the

time it didn't matter. There was no demand for better statistical accuracy;

it was more important to be as certain as possible about the energy of the

single largest high quality event. Anisotropy was a separate question; the
selection criteria were much less strict.

Turning to present arrays, and to controversy on the question of a cut-

off, I will now argue in favor of publishing the air shower spectrum results

in both of two forms: one with optimum 'resolution' but necessarily poor

statistical accuracy and the other with poorer 'resolution' but optimum sta-

tistical accuracy. I have written 'resolution' with quotes because the main

rationale for data cuts is still reduction of possible systematic errors

(although the cuts do tend to improve the energy resolution). I propose

that one should give more recognition to the very great improvement in know-

ledge of shower structure from intensive experimental studies during the

last decade. The effect of this improvement has been to reduce the systema-
tic errors, so that I believe they are now smaller than the statistical

errors above 1019 eV, even when data cuts are minimal.
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Examples of the two forms are the 1979 Haverah Park spectrum ('high

resolution') and the SUGAR spectrum, which was found using all of the

Sydney events except for a small percentage that could not be analyzed, or

when analyzed gave unphysical results (Horton et al. 1985). A step in the
direction I advocate was taken by Bower et al. (1983). Integral intensi-

ties for E > 4.1019 and E > 102o eV were found using all "sufficiently

well measured" events from Volcano Ranch and Haverah Park combined. Qual-

ity control was assured by the fact that detailed data on many of the in-

dividual events had already been published in the Catalogue of Highest

Energy Cosmic Rays. Examination of the detailed data for 'high resolution'
and run of the mill events of this size shows that the difference in qual-

ity is small, no greater than in the analogous HEAO-3 experiment.

Following this recommendation it will be seen that the evidence

against a spectral cutoff lower than a few times 1020 eV is strong statis-

tically as well as in regard to energy assignment and energy calibration.

This puts a heavy burden of proof on groups reporting a deficiency of
events above 4-6-1019 eV. At present there is no great problem with the

Fly's Eye observations; up to _ 6.1019 eV there is good agreement with the

experiments showing no cutoff. The deficit above that energy has a chance

probability of about 10%. There is a greater problem with the Yakutsk

observations. The deficit is greater, with a chance probability of only 1

or 2%. If the groups in Yakutsk and Utah have been victims of a statisti-

cal fluke, this should be apparent within a few more years. If, on the

other hand, the size of the events they register continues to be limited

in this way, then I believe it will be necessary to devise some very direct,

foolproof method of proving that the detection efficiency for the 'missing

events' is as high as assumed. In case of the Fly's Eye this might involve

tests using scattered laser light, similar to tests that have already been

made but covering a wider range of distances and angles, repeated regularly

during the course of the cosmic ray observations.
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u_asu_I_o T_ _a¥ SP_CTaUUOFPRIMAR_
COSLUCnAYSWITH_r_ YA_U_SX_AS ASRAY

_. Q.B. _istisnsen

•Institute of l_uelear.Physics, Moscow State University;

........ _soow 119899ouser

The Yakutsk EAS axTay has been designed for detecting

the showers generated by the 10_7_020eV pr_ary cosmic

Fays and eonsists of ntenerous electron0 rouen, and Cerenkov

light deteotoa-s arranged on a 20-kin 2 area terrain (see Fi8.

q). The array is featuawd bj the feasibility to detect the

BAS-produoed Cerenkov light, hence o as will be strewn below,

to find the mean ener_ of the prtmawy particles generating
an ensemble of EAS of given also.

The Yakutsk a;ray detectors are on the avers Spaced

a relatively _1 dist_uoe apart (oo._paredo for example, "__

with the HaveFah Park and University of Sydney arrays) o the-

Feby pex_itting a comparatively high accuracy in dete_-

nin_ the basic paramnter eef the EAS detected. For instance.

the Monte Carlo calculations allowing for the fluctuationo

of t e lateral distribution function of char_ed particles

have shown_1_ that (see Table _) the error in finding the

parameter _600 of individual EM, which i8 t_l_partiole
density at a 600-_ distance from the EAS axis , does not

exceed 2_ if the shower axes fall within the effeotiTe de-

tection area of the Yakutek ax_ay for EAS of a _Aven size.
The ealculations were Carried out for the various Valtes of

_600 and the various zenith angles of the EAS a_es. The el-
re©tire deteotion area is determined in terms o£ the requt-

Foment that the probability of EAS detection within the

with the Yakutsk array. Besi_eo, _600 is known to be
a _ood measure of the primary ener_.
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area should be at least _ - 0.9, irrespectively of the

possible fluctuations in the form of 1;h_ lateral dlstrl-

buion function. Fi_.2 shows %he _ffeotive detection area

for EAS with F,0 >/_O_geV. The primary energy speot;rum is
Inferrm] from the Yakutsk array data by fln_in_, first,

the F,AS Y6'.)Ospectra for v_rious intervvls of the zenith
angles of the de%ectod JAS 8xes. The EAS _:xis direction

posi  ion si e( 6oo fo. dbythe
xlmum likellhoo(;,method described in d tall in[_],

Fig._ shows the EAS _600 spectra for the various ze-
nith anglos correspo_:T_i_ to the traverse_ 8tmospheric

depths of q046 g/c_2, q_3_ g/ore 2, _nd I_3 _/cm 2 [I]. The

data of Fi;_._ _8_¢ be used to fi_d t_e experimental absor-

ption path of EAS with a _iven value of _600, _= 500 g/@m 2
which, in turn, m8_ be used %o scale the observed spectra
to the vertlcal direction _ - 0° (it should be noted that

the sa_e procedure is used _o infer the _600 spectrum
fro_ the HaVerah Park arr_y data),

Fi_._,4compares between the _ 600 speotra inferred
fro_:_the Vakutsk data within 38000hours end from the Ha-

verah Park data. The Eaverah Psrk spectr_m has been obtai-

ned by scaling _600HP from t'.-_wa%er-t_nk data to the 5-
-on thick sci_tlllato_i,re_Ci_'uSsusing _he for_,ul8[2] :

.06_0.0
f 600S_ (n"72+"0"25)f6OOHP

on the b_sis of the _ 600HP spectrum data from /'3]s_d the

J_600 spectru|_ data of t._eYakutsk array from ['I].From

}_@_:;.4it is sen that the _ 6oose spectra me_sure_ at Ya-
kutsk _ud T,_aver_J_Psrk are i_ a good 8,ree_ent with each

< 200(_/m 2) and differ somewhat at higherother at _ 600so

_600sc' _ecs,use of a li_Itec_,ac(_uraoy in measur:i.z_?;the
port:i_cleflux densities with th_ Yakutsk arts2, the effect

Of its _eometry (for exa_:,ple,at the boundary of the array)

the lib;died at;curacy in flnd:l_C the axis petition _d di-

rection m_: the p_er _600' t!:e inaecur_cy in calcu-
lating the effecl,ive d,,_tecti,.m_reas, and the detected F,AS ...
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selection effectp the necessity arises to test the disto_

ring role of all these factors in terms of the _onto Carlo

method, that is, to find the _ 600 spectrum distortion'fun-
orion. The distortion function was calculated _111] on the

am_umpti.on of the a priori power law _ _Oso spectrum F(,_)-S a
8110wi_ for t_e real errors in determining t_e densities

wlth the Yak_Isk array _d for t_e real selection of the

EAS to be studied. From Fig.5 it is seen that the distor-

tion function differs little (by not more than qO-20_)frem

unity at J_600 '_ q('I/m 2) and _10(q/m2), The corrections at
_ q and _0(_/m 2) arise from the effect of the EAS selec-

tion system on measuring the particle flL_ densities with

saincill_tors if %Le latter are included in the system. At

> 20(_/m2), the corrections are even smaller, The EAS

600 spectrum ma_" be u_ed to infer the_nsrgy spectrum of
primary cosmic rays _rom the e_perime_tel time-integrated
and diffGrential Cerenkov li:._htflux in an EAS ensemble

with a given value of _ 600" As was first aho_n in [4]# the
i_te;_T81 EAS Cerenkov light flux Q is direatly related %O

the energy Ei Ios_',by the s_ower pertic].es for ionization
an_1 for the e_cltatlon of the medium atoms above the _AS

obse _,va_,_on level, namely, Ei = kQ, where, according %o the
calculations [5], k depends little on the position of the

EAS m__ximum. On the _0t}_.er'h_-Ad,the data on the time-rill-

ferential Cerenkov light flux at _:,_reat distmuoes from EAS

axis make it possible to find t::_eposition of the maximum

of s_ indivi4uel EAS /6] m_d, hence, to _uc_e a_out .the ex-

tent to which Ei _s close to the primary energy7 _o ,_In the

range of _600 = q'q_q/m2)' oonslderln_ the 81titude of
the m_<xima of "l;?:erespective sbowers_ we obtain that the

f_otor k in the relation Ei = k_ is 3,6:,_x'104 eV/photon/eV to
within several per cent. At the smr_et_me, because of the

hi lh location of )_ASm[_ximum for f 600 = q'qOO(q/m2), it

appeared that Ei = 0.aEo; _n other words, the energy scat-
tered by a a_ower _bove the obse_'.vationlevel makes the ma_

_or contribution to the e_._ergyof the primar_ particle go-
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ne ti en  , ble with given600 ").
finding the value of Bi (w]llch is the major component of _o )
it is absolutely neoes_Jary to allow for the EA3 Cerenkov

light absorption in the atmo_phere due to tl_eRayleigh

aOattering 8n_ the soatterlng by aerosols. The value of

measured directly: ma.v differ from the number of the gene-

rated photons .involv¢:di_-Lthe relation Ei = k_,

Bearln_ i_imind the above_twm carried O_,_tthe regular

control of the atmospheric transparency above the Yakutsk

array usln_: the large optical detector describ_d in [9],

The occurrence frequency of _:he Cert'_kov light bursts in

t__.edet,ctor exceodin_._a cert_In th_eshol_, is contingent

on the a_mospherlc tre_:_sp_renoyet the moment of measure-

ment and on the spectral index of the burst intensity speo-
_ mm

true _() q)_(q _T) , where T is th.eatmospheric transparen

cy for the Wavelengths studied by the detec_;or| q is the

burst intensity i _ is the i_dex of the burst spectrum.

Ti_.6 shows the distribution of t__eburst occurrence

frequency 11_ferred from the qS-mln observstio_ Intervals

dur_.n_2;sever_l months of the Yak-_tsk array operations, The

detecte_ burst threshold is 47 photon/em2eV, The m_xl_mm

v_lue of N = N4=400, If tl_evariatlo_s of the Cerenkov
ll,._htflux are assumed,to be due only to the ah_,_ngesof

the atmospheric trsnspmeenoy, the distribution sleeve in
Fi_.6 m_y be transformed into the distribution o_ T with

the metn value T = 0,74Tq and ¢(T)/T = O.q9, where Tq is
the maximum tre_sparency which cortes,)ends to the l_e.:/lei,_i._h

scatterin_ d_sre_arding the aerosols, _o_sidering the an-

gular distribution o_ the axes of t}_e EAS detected with

%he Yakutsk array, one may calculate [9_ the value of T_
/

re)In [_] It has been shown that, i_ the mean ez_er_v of EAS

.muo_e Is taken to be E_ - 9 GeV aceord_n?, to the expe-
rimentel data [7] and the laterel distribution of oleo-

tron_ near EAS axis is deter_,ined by the _.KG fU_.,ctlon

with _ = "I._I_ [8], the e_er :/ earrted bj electrons e_d
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which _rovo_i to be 0._5. Si_oo T m 9.7_T_, then T = 0,6.

Thus, the t.Y%_ew_lue of 0 dif:'ers from its me_sured

value by %}is factor _/T _-_,65. I% should be noted that e

s mote rlgo_:,us e,11owsnce for t._e _tmospheri_: trm'_sparenoy

involves also the us_ge of the retie G'(T)/T in making the

.. _owever, the w_lue of the ratio is suf :_o:ientl,y

smoll an_ t to w.i_thin seve_l per oe_t i does not ef:,co% the

results. I_ shoul__ also be netted '_,hat% e large optlonl de-

%ee%o.v is _ Ioo_,. selection states wi:ioh _i_ives_._ ide_ of

photon sbsorp%:_on b.y a layer of several }_n t|_ickn(:ss above

%l_e observstlon level [9], The oo_ncldenoe-_ode fu2_otlonin_;

of _:he _[;emerkend array o:_tiosl <_e%ec%ors spacc_d 120 m(.,ters

8part has s!_ova_t}_at [40] t_e number of ooi_icldences in the

spsoed-sper% de%cetera _.s _ a good correl:._tlon with the

n_ber of oo:inci<]e..,ce_in the local optical J:e%eo_;ors st Sa-

merken<_ (_ = 0.9). Th_.s fact i_dioe%os that the ._,ASCeres;-

key li,ht absorption oe(;ures mainl/ within the layer imme-

diately above the obse_'w_tion level_ rather then mqiformely

throughout the 8tmospllere, This conolusion coinci<_es w:_th

the pre_ent-{,]aj concepts ooneernin_ %i,.es%_os[,,herlc aerosol

layer of 8 w 2-ks %i_;,c!_ess [_],

,_)0, co',isidlrri:_g%he oor:_oectlon fo_' %he atmo_;pheric

trsnsp_.reno_, _e may obtn._m [2] %h_followinj e_,peri_nentsl

relation between the value of _ 600 in }_:ASm:d %he mean

ener[-;y Eo of the pr.lmsr;v per%ic],es respons.lble for an ]ZAS

e_sen,ble with e,given _ 6001

0.96_0.04 (1% = 0°)I,o'_'= (5,0_-_,4)x_o_Vj600o

The er:_:orin tl_e num<:_icsl fester ic, ma:_nlj due to the er-

ror (25,) i_ the 8bs_lute calibration of the Cerenkov de-

t,:-otors,

The stalest:i col er:eors, v;hich _)re of m_por%snce when

muons belo'_ _:he observation level _,il.]_be _ _5;._Of Y';O'
The rest energy" belon:_s to neutrinos 8_:_?%0 nuolear
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d_riving the above relation 0 eau be seen in Fig,7, A given

value Of _ 600 tsl generally, in correspondence %0 a diS-

tribution of Eo. However, the width of the EO distributic, a

is so small ( _)/E O • 0.2) that the relation between 7O

and _600 is quite sufficient to use (to within several per

sent) in making the transition from the _ 600 spectrum to
the primary particle ener_7 spectrum.

Fig.8 shows the experimental differential energj speC-

tra of primary cosmic rays inferred from the Yakutsk array

data [1,2_0 from the Havereh Park data (3], and from the

Fly's Eye data _12]. Fig.9 shows the experimental energy

spectra obtained _lso in [I,8,_2]_ From Ft_s 8 and 9 £t te

seen that at energies below I019eV the Yakutsk and Haverah

Park data are in e better a_reement with each other than

with the Fly's Eye datao The deviations of the latter are

probably due to the tentative character of the results of

ealculatin_ the Flyts Eye geometric factors at low primary

energies, as was noted in _12]. The minor disv_reemen% bet_

ween the Yakutsk and Haverah Park data arose probably from

the fact that the Ilillas model used for the Havcrah Park

•array to scale from _600 to Eo is not sufficiently accu-

rate in reflecting the true relation between _600 and Eo,
At Eo _ 10flgeV the experiment_ data of different works show
a si_ifioe_t spread. Such a spread may be oaused by tri-

vial reasons, for exe_)le, v certain _accuraoy in the ab-

solute calibration of optical detectors for the Yakutsk

array and for Fly's Eye may result in a systematic dis_-

reement of their data even in the ran_s of high Eo where
Fly's Eye geometric factor has been known quite accurately.

For instance, a 25% variation of the absolute Value of ene-

r_y leads to a complete a_reement between the Yakutsk#_nd

Fly's Eye data at Eo >101§eV, although it results in an

increased disagreement between their spectra at Ee _10_geV.
A more e_sential disa_reement 'is observed between, on the

one _u_d, the data obtained at Haverah Park and the Univer-
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•varsity of Sy_ne_ [I._]where no direct energy colibration

was mad4 andp on the other hand, the data obtaine_ with.the

Y_kutsk array _d the Fly's Eye which were energy-o_libra-

ted m) ,

The tlaverah Park m_d Sydney arrays give a flat spec-

trUm in the rm, ge from E^ > _019eV up to the highest detec-

table energies above qO2OeV. It is not cleaz what is the

Fole played by the fluctuations of the charged particle la-

distribution function in determining the value of

_t607 for the Haverah Park array because the value of _60010_gev is not determined by interpolation, but is

found by specifying a fi_ed mean .l,._%eraldistribution fun-

otlon. This circumstance may prove to be oven more Impor-

tant for the Sydney arr_,_¥because of a gr_:at distance bet-

ween its detectors. With a f_llin_ f600 spectrum (or the

spectrum of N/_ . the total number of EAS muons, in case of
the Sydney e.rr_), the great errors in d_>termining the :,_'AS.

size may flatten the measured spectrum, .An a_ditlon81 so-

uroe of errors arises also when .we treat the showers whose

axes fall at t:_e array periphery.

3o, we think it nec<_ssa:_.y(4) to ri:orossly restrict,

making a].!owance for the lateral distri_-',utionfunction flu-

etuationsi the effeo_.;ivede%ear,ion area for :''_'
....A_ with Eo >

> _oqgev by %he reglon whore the accttr_,.cyin determining

the _AS parameters will make sure tha.t errors would be ab-

sent and (2) to csr_y out the _onte Cnrlo simul_tion of the

entire procures of measurlng an_ m_elysing _ _-_.,A,_with an expe-

rime_tel array in order %o obtain a dist_on fun_%ion of

%he type shown in Fig,5.

energy _pectrum inferred _rom the Sycney array data

is not shovm in Figs 8 and 9 because it is model-depea_@

dent. It is necessary to use the results of the Yakutsl¢

array callbration [2] and to scale the ration:_umber spec-

trum to the primary speetrttm,
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Thus, ken e_:amining the available Yakutsk and Fly's Eye

data, one may arrive at the eenolusion that they do not

eontradiet qualitatively the Zatsepin-_reizen pattern of

the cutoff of the eosmie ray ener_ speotrum due to the

interactions with the 2._E universal micrawave radiation,

Additional studies have to be oa.-Tied out to demonstrate

the e_istsnoe of such a outoff and to find the 'fine'

spectral struotu_e (bump).
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The Cosmic Ray Spectrum Above 10 ;_ eV

M.M. Winn, J. Ulrichs, L. Horton, C.B.A. McCusker and L.S. Peak

School of Physics, University of Sydney, NSW 2006, Australia

ABSTRACT

We present the final analysis of the data obtained

by the Sydney University Giant Airshower Recorder

(SUGAR). The data has been reanalysed to take into
account the effects of afterpulsing in the
photomultiplier tubes. Event data was used to

produce a spectrum of "equivalent vertical muon

number" and from this, a model dependent primary
energy spectrum was obtained. These spectra show

good evidence for the "Ankle": a flattening at
10x9 eV. There is no sign of the cut-off
which would be expected from the effects of the

universal black body radiation.

I. Introduction

The work was performed using a_ array which was operated at an
atmospheric depth of 980 g cm on a site a few hundred km north

of Sydney (latitude 300 32' south, longitude 1490 36' east).

The array and its results are described in some detail in (I) and (2).

The geometry of the array was 54 points on a square grid where we

operated autonomous "stations". At peak development, 47 of these
points were occupied by operating stations. These were established on

a set of nested square grids with spacings of 1600, 800 and 400 m.
Each station had two liquid scintillator tanks buried 50 m apart in a
north-south direction. The effective area of each scintillator was 6.0

m 2 viewed by a single EMI 9623B photomultiplier tube. The

threshold energy for detected muons was 0.75 sec8 GeV, where e is
the zenith angle of the incident particles. The shape of each tank was

designed so that a particle traversing any part of the scintillator at

a given angle would produce the same light flux on the photomultiplier
tube.

The output (charge) pulse from the PM tube anode was deposited on a
capacitor which then discharged with a decay time of 3.O_s. The
potential difference across the capacitor was amplified and fed to a
discriminator set to trigger for a signal greater than or equal to

that due to three coincident vertical muons passing through the
scintillator. The width of the signal above the threshold was timed

using a 10 MHz clock. Ideally, the width is proportional to the
logarithm of the charge deposited by the PM tube. This arrangement,

known as a logarithm height to time converter, is due to Suga and his

coworkers. Its advantages are that it covers a wide dynamic range of
signals and the number of clock pulses provides a convenient record of
pulse size. The principal deficiency of this converter is that it

makes the detector system prone to errors if the photomultiplier
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afterpulses. This problem is further discussed below.

The log height to time converter gave signals greater than the

threshold at a rate of 30 per second; this was constantly monitored,
as was the rate of pulses corresponding to more than 8 simultaneous
vertical muons passing through the tank.

Identical signal processing was used on both detector channels. If

both discriminators at a station fired within 350 ns, a master trigger

was generated and the following information was then recorded by a
local tape recorder:

(a) the time of the event as determined from the transmitted

timing signal,

(b) the widths of the pulses at the output of the discriminators
(recorded with 100 ns resolution).

Such "local" events occured at a rate of about 12 per hour. At

regular intervals simulated "local" events were generated by injecting
simultaneous electrical pulses into the PM tube anode circuits of both
detectors at the station. Four different sizes of injected pulses were

used in sequence, covering the dynamic range of the system.

2. Event Analysls

The taped records of the local events were collected from all the
stations, transferred to a computer and compared to find coincidences,

within 80 us, between three or more stations. Such coincidences
are referred to as "array" events. Events were rejected from further

analysis if the participating stations were collinear or if the signal
times were not consistent with the passage of an air shower (the
latter being classified "unphysical"). During the eleven years of

operation 15327 events were recorded; of these 1238 were collinear,

270 unphysical and 2 events were rejected on other grounds. Most of
the events were registered in the minimum number of stations, namely
three.

The direction of the shower axis was obtained by the method of fast

timing. If three stations participated in a shower, then a straight

geometrical fit of a plane front was made to the timing data. If four
or more stations participated in an array event, then a weighted least

squares method was used to fit a plane shower front to the data. The
number of muons in the shower and the location of the shower axis was

found by a maximum likelihood method taking into account the records of
all stations of the array (triggered or not). The likelihood

expression consisted of: a term Q giving the probability of the
observed responses of the triggered stations, a term P giving the

probability of zero responses from non triggered stations and a term

giving the a priori probability of the occurrence of a given shower

size as proportional to N raised to the power -3.0.

The term Q was originally taken to be a Poissonian distribution with

the mean set equal to the expected number of particles (above 100
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particles this was replaced by a normal distribution with a fractional

standard deviation of I0%). In the present analYsiS and that reported
at the Bangalore Conference (3 and 4) we used a new formula for Q which

was obtained after consideration of the possible effects of

afterpulsing in the PM tubes of the array. Further details are given
in the appendix. We feel quite confident that the new value of Q

properly accounts for the effects of afterpulsing (5).

The expected densities of muons were calculated using a structure of

the Greisen type (6) modified to allow for the dependence of the outer
slope parameter on zenith angle.

3. The Slze Spectra _,t
2

The array was operated to produce a

list of showers containing the

following information: _ , I_I

Time and date of event 2___Zenith angle of shower axis e

Muon number N .-_ 3
I

Position of a_is X,Y _ 2 "-'_-_r--__._ . , +

In order to obtain shower spectra it
is necessary to evaluate the array
exposure; i.e. the effective area _ _II

times the running time. We computed

this using techniques substantially ._
the same as described in Bell et al

(1). A Monte Carlo method was used \_ 21 1
to simulate shower detection by our

array; the probability of a station
being operational was made to _'
correspond to its average fractional

on-time during an epoch. The total 2 I]1

time of observation was divided into • . - . . ,
seven epochs during each of which i " _ I
the array configuration and station o._<r_o_o.s

I

performance were substantially _ I]I

constant. The shower list and " " " " ' _ _ ] Iexposure information were combined , . T
to produce seven different spectra o.3<cos_o.e

hi , I , i , , i

of N taken at different g 7 8 _, Pzenith angles, these are shown in

figure I. These spectra differ from Figure I. The differential

one another because the threshold shower size (N) spectra
energy of the muons increases with for various Zenith angle bins
the secant of the zenith angle and (8). The ordinate is the flux

because showers of different zenith multiplied by N 3. The
angle are at different stages of lines are fi_te_ by maximum
development, even though their likelihood to the lowest seven

primary energy may be the same. data points in each range of 8.

For the seven lowest N bins in each of the zenith angle bands,p
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we used the maximum likelihood method to fit a differential power law

spectrum of the form

-Y8

J[N (8)] dNp = J6(Np/Nr) dNp

where N = 3.16 x 10_r

The five upper size bins were excluded from the fit since it appears

that there may be a flattening of the primary energy spectrum for

N > 108 . In any case, because of the small number of events
i_ these bins, the effect of including them in the fit is marginal.

J8 and 7B were found to depend on cos8 in a linear
manner aIlowing an analytic method (3) to be used to combine all the

spectra into a single spectrum of the quantity N.: the equivalent
vertical muon number, which is the size (N) theVshower

would have had if it had entered the atmosphere vertically.

The operation above is equivalent to using the well known "equal
intensity cut method" (7) to obtain a shower size at any desired

atmospheric depth. The spectrum of Nv shown in figure 2 is
for all showers with 8 < 60o.

13 I _ I

\

e
/

Figure 2. Differential equivalent vertical muon number (No)

spectrum obtained by combining the various muon number spectra at
different zenith angles. Line (a) is the maximum likelihood fit to
showers with log N < 7.75 and line (b) is a similar fit for log

N > 7.75 Each point represents the intensity in a (Np;8)
b_n. Also shown is the result from the Akeno group

(I < sec0 < 1.1) and (c) is their fitted line.

The llne (a), with a differential slope of 3.35 ± 0.01 is fitted to
all events with log N < 7.75. (If showers with 8 up to
73° are included the _lope steepens to 3.36.)

It will be noticed that the equation of line (a) is effectively the

same as presented by us in the 18th International Cosmic Ray
Conference at Bangalore (3). Since then we have used an improved

method of dealing with saturated detectors and this is the only
difference between the two analyses. The effect of afterpulsing was
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handled identically in the two cases.

We also show on figure 2 the N spectrum from Akeno (8). We are

able to explain the disagreement between our spectrum and the Akeno
one by taking into account:

(a) differing altitudes of the two arrays,

(b) different threshold energies for entry of muons into the
detectors,

(c) different array geometries leading to muon densities being
measured at different distances from the shower core, and

(d) the use of different structure functions.

In a similar way we are able to explain the disagreement between the

our spectrum and those of the Nottingham and Yakutsk groups (9) and
(I0).

Note the flattening of the spectrum above log Nv = 8. A line
fitted to events with log N > 7.75 has a slope of
3.15 ± 0.14. One can compare the expected number of events which

have log N > 8 according to llne (a) (namely 58) with the
observed n_mber (78). X_ gives a probability of I% that this
should arise by chance. A stronger test, with the straight llne fitted

to all the data gives a X2 probability of 3%.

4. Energy Spectra

The equivalent vertical muon size spectrum can be transformed into a

primary energy spectrum using a conversion formula which is
conventionally represented as a power law

E = Er(Nv/Nr )_

Nr is usually chosen to be in the middle of the range of shower
slzes; in our calculations we used N = 10_

r

Two different models were used to obtain this conversion: the so-

called Sydney model (II) and Hillas model E (12). In what follows we

use the latter because of its general acceptance by workers in the
field.

The relevant relation is

E : 1.64 × lO18 (Nv/lO_)1"075
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Figure 3 shows the spectrum produced.
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Figure 3 Comparison of energy spectra from various groups and our
spectrum converted by the Hillas E model (solid circles). Each
spectrum is differential with the ordinate equal to the flux multiplied

by Es
The squares are from the Leeds group at Haverah Park (13)
The triangles are from the Utah group (14)

The diamonds are from Volcano Ranch as quoted by (15)

The inverted triangles are from the Yakutsk group (16)

As with the N spectrum we have fitted two lines (which for clarity
are not shownVon figure 3), one below and one above

log N = 7.75 with differential slopes of
3.19 _ 0.O1 and 2.99 ± 0.13 respectively.

On figure 3 we also show the spectra from the Leeds group (13),

Utah group (14), Volcano ranch as quoted by (15) and the Yakutsk group
(16). The Leeds and the Volcano ranch spectra show the ankle
feature and we confirm this. Another item of interest is the

possibility of a spectrum cut-off at - 5 x 10_9 eV due to

black body photons acting on particles from sources _ 10 Mpc
distant. There is no sign in our own spectrum of such a cut off. As
described in section 3, the spectral slope flattens above 10_9

eV and according to the Hillas E model we have eight showers above
I02° eV.

5. Conclusions

We have determined the spectrum of cosmic rays for energies
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> 10_ eV using data from a site at 31° south latitude.
We used Hillas model E to find the energies of our events.

The differential energy spectrum has a slope of 3.19 ± 0.01 below
about 1019 eV and the slope flattens to 2.99 ± 0.13 above

this energy. The spectrum extends beyond I02° eV with no sign

of a cut off due to the Universal Black Body Radiation.

Appendix - Afterpulsing

An unfortunate feature of the logarithmic height to time converter is

that pulses arriving late in a particular signal can keep it above

threshold and hence cause the original signal height to be
substantially overestimated. Ordinary random noise pulses from the PM
tube are too infrequent to affect the results whereas pulses generated

within a PM tube and occurring after a genuine air shower signal pulse

can have serious effects. This phenomenon is known as afterpulsing.

We looked at the possibility of excluding afterpulses by using

electronic gating techniques but found that the inevitable gate
pedestal created more problems than it solved.

The seriousness of the effects of afterpulsing was not realised until

the latter part of the experiment; even then, technology could not
provide a practical solution. However we have developed a statistical

method to account for the effects of afterpulslng. The technique

incorporates the effects of afterpulsing and other signal enhancements
into the probability distribution used in the shower fitting program.
We describe below how this was done.

During the last stages of the experiment we recorded for each station

a sample of pulses, each of which had its height as well as it width
measured. Samples were collected from all stations as part of the

local event records and for a few stations, the comparison between
pulse height and width was carried out for single tanks as well (17).

From inspection of these data we chose a typical detector and removed

its photomultiplier for further investigation of afterpulsing effects
at larger pulse sizes. To this end we reactivated one of the original

pilot arrray stations in Sydney and installed in it a PM tube with
average afterpulsing. Data from this station was recorded for 8 days

in a similar manner to the recordings made in the SUGAR array. To
examine afterpulsing for pulses exceeding the height amplifier

saturation level, the pulse height measuring system was connected to
the output of the first stage of the preamplifiers rather than at the
output of the final stage. We then ran the station for a further
nine months in this "low gain" mode. The longer period was needed to

accumulate an adequate data set at the lower rate.

We used the results from the average tube as a model for all the

others in the SUGAR array. An alternative approach would have been to

establish a correlation between parameters derived from the data taken

in the height/width runs and calibration data collected during the
normal running of each station. If this had been successful; it would

have allowed us to apply retrospective corrections to each station for
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any time in the array's operation. However we found no significant
correlation allowing this to be done. Instead, the behaviour of the

average tube was applied to all detectors of the array for the duration

of the experiment. This was done by changing the probability
distribution used in the shower analysis program.

The data from the average tube was analysed statistically and a new

formula was produced for the quantity Q used in the maximum likelihood
expression (see main text). Q was previously Polssonian (with a mean

set equal to the expected number of particles) for < 100 particles and

was normally distributed with a fractional standard deviation of
10% for > 100 particles. The new distribution for Q is of the gamma

type. Its mean and standard deviation were fitted to the data from
the average PM tube. The fit gave a constant fractional standard

deviation of 30% and a mean which depended on the expected particle
number n as

(2.3 + 0.9n . 0.004n_)(1.25 cosS) (0"40
O.45 log n)

where 8 is zenith angle of the particles (taken as equal to the
zenith angle of the shower).
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Abstract

Experimental results on high energy nucleus-

nucleus interactions are presented. The data are

discussed within the framework of standard super-

position models and from the point-of-view of the
possible formation of new states of matter in heavy
ion collisions.

l.lntroduction

Collisions of relativistic heavy nuclei have recently become a

subject of intense investigation, both experimental and theoretical.

It is expected that fundamentally important physical phenomena may
occur as a result of the formation of high density and high

temperature nuclear matter. Under such extreme conditions matter may
transit into the deconfined quark-gluon plasma phase. These

conditions existed in the early universe, just a few microseconds
after the Big Bang, may be created within neutron stars, and are
expected to occur in central heavy ion collisions. The latter gives

us a unique opportunity to study these extreme conditions in our

laboratories. However, it was soon realized that experimental data
are dominated by common features which reflect the Lorentz

contraction, kinematical constraints and variations in the impact

parameter. Nevertheless, it is believed that new phenomena will not
be completely covered by this "standard background."

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I briefly

describe the expectations for both conventional and new phenomena.
Selected experimental results from studies of high energy nucleus-

nucleus interactions are presented in Section 3. In the last

Section, I summarize the present stage of investigation of nucleus-
nucleus collisions and say a few words about future perspectives.

2. _xpectations

2.1. Conventional phenomena

Our predictions for conventional phenomena follow from the study
of high energy hadron-nucleus collisions [1I. The main outcome of
these studies was the observation of a moderate increase in the

number of particles produced in nuclear targets in comparison to the

multiplicity of particles produced in a hydrogen target. This
'nuclear transparency' is surprising, at first sight, since in a

collision of a hadron with a heavy nucleus, the hadron must penetrate
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several mean free paths of nuclear matter. Therefore, we would

expect that both the incident hadron and the produced secondaries

would undergo multiple scatterlngs, developing a hadronic shower
inside the target nucleus (see Figure 1). The absence of such a

shower can be explained by formation zone arguments E2_, namely the

production of a secondary particle is not an instantaneous process
but requires a certain creation time in its rest frame ( 1 fm/c).

Due to the time dilation in the laboratory frame, the fast particles

are produced outside the nucleus and, therefore, only the incident
hadron and the slow secondaries can undergo rescattering inside the

target nucleus, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

Hadronlc Shower Nuclear Transparency
(not observed) (observed)

FIGT_E I. Particle production in hadron-nucleus interactions.

The nuclear transparency, along with the additional assumptions that
(a) slow particles modify only slightly the observed final state, and

(b) the incident hadron (or hadron constituent) undergoes independent
collisions inside the nucleus, represent the basic principles of the

so called Superposition Models 13_, which satisfactorily describe the
hadron-nucleus data. All of these models can be extended in a

straightforward way to nucleus-nucleus interactions at high energies

[47, and we expect that the majority of nucleus-nucleus experimental
data may be explained by these conventional models.

2.2. New phenomena

Comprehensive reviews of the expectations of new phenomena which
may occur in central nucleus-nucleus collisions have been published

K57. In the limited space available only a very general coverage of
this topic is possible.

When two large nuclei collide centrally at high energies, they
pass through one another and in the central region between the two,

now receding, nuclei dense nuclear matter may be formed. If the
density exceeds some critical value, the nuclear matter may transit
into the deconflned phase of quarks and gluons (see Fig. 2).

Different theories and models (e.g. relativistic hydrodynamics,
transport theory, QCD Monte Carlo calculations on the lattice, etc.)

have been applied to describe the phenomena occurlng in the head-on

collision of two such compound objects as heavy nuclei. All of them
agree that at energy densities exceeding 2 GeV/fm _ a transition to

the quark-gluon plasma is likely to occur. There still remain many

theoretically unresolved problems, mainly connected with the
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stability of the solutions, but it is _lll//believed that the transition will /j
effect the spectra and the composition _
of final state particles. However, _ _ _ J_"

bearing in mind the unresolved _@_ _
problems, one has to be cautious in =
considering the experimental _

observables and signatures, sIIitt_\

Now I proceed further with the Nuclear matter

discussion of diagnostic tools to _|1/_
study the quark-gluon plasma. Among __Js
the possible hadronic signals, we - _

expect high multiplicities of produced _
particles, an enhanced ratio of

strange to nonstrange particles, high "///|l_ _
average transverse momenta and unusual

event structure, e.g. rapidity Critical density

fluctuations. The leptonic signals,

such as direct photons emitted as \lJ#/__._
plasma electromagnetic radiation and _ • • e_
' ' _a 60
direct dileptons produced in quark- _-e • e_

_0 • @L%

antiquark anihilation, will provide --//_ I%
information about the early stage of

plasma formation, particularly the Ouark matter
plasma temperature. Additionally, one

can expect that any
correlations between hadronic and Figure 2. Transition to the

leptonic signals may be considered quark matter phase.

as experimental triggers for a quark-gluon plasma.

3. Experiment

The systematic study of nucleus-nucleus collisions are presently
limited to laboratory energies of about 4 GeV/nucleon at
accelerators. The data on cosmic ray nuclei with energies 20 - 65

GeV/nucleon have been reported recently from a hybrid electronic

counter-emulsion chamber experiment [6]. A systematic analysis of
cosmic ray interactions with mean energy of 20 GeV/nucleon averaged

over the rapidly falling energy spectrum, are also available [7]. At
energies above I00 GeV/nucleon one can analyze only single cosmic ray
events recorded in emulsion chambers. For these highest energies, I
will present data obtained in a series of balloon flights by the
JACEEcollaboration.

3.1. Inclusive data

As I said at the beginning, we expect that inclusive nucleus-

nucleus data can be explained within the framework of superposition
models. I show only one example as an illustration that these models

do describe the experimental inclusive data. It is expected that in
nucleus-nucleus collisions the distribution of the number of produced

particles will be very wide due to the large range of variation of

the impact parameters. Different superposition models [4] predict
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that the ratio of the dispersion, D, to the average multiplicity
will be about twice as large as the same ratio for proton-nucleus

interactions. In Figure 3, the dependence of D on the average
multiplicity _, is displayed. The shaded area represents the

predicition of superposition models (D/_ = 0.8 - 1.3 depending upon
the model), and points with error bars are the experimental data for

Figure 3. Dependence of the dispersion of the multiplicity
distribution on its average value. Points are

• - 3.7 GeV/n_#22Ne interactions in emulsion _gB,
o _ 35 CeV/n 56Fe interactions in C, emulsion @nd

Pb K6_, and x - K20 CeV/n_ cosmic ray (46He - _ Fe)
interactions in emulsion KT].

different projectile and target nuclei and for different primary

energies [6,7,9_. The universality of the D/N ratio, which depends

neither on the energy nor on the target and projectile masses, can be
observed in Figure 3. A similar universality was reported for

proton-nucleus collisions [I0]. The consistency between the experi-
mental data and superposition model predictions is evident in Fig. 3.

However, the inclusive data are dominated by peripheral

interactions and we expect that inclusive spectra taken over many
events may smear out any information on quark-gluon plasma which may
be created only in central collision events.
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3.2. Central nucleus-nucleus collisions

The JACEE collaboration has observed several high energy (above
500 GeV/nucleon) nucleus-nucleus interactions, which demonstrate

characteristics not expected from what we consider as "standard
background." For a better understanding of the data, let me start

with a brief description of the procedure for data recording and
analysis used in the JACEE experiments. The high energy interactions

were recorded in emulsion chambers exposed to the primary cosmic rays
in a series of balloon flights [8]. The emulsion chamber is a

multilayered detector which serves simultaneously as both target and
coordinate/ionization recorder. The vertical configuration of the

typical JACEE emulsion chamber is shown in Figure 4. Incident

particles are identified in the
primary section by means of ionization

measurements in the emulsion layers as _==_ C_RGK
well as by pit measurements in CR-39 DEECTOR

etchable plastics. Charge resolution
is typically 1.0 charge unit. The
target section contains thin emulsion

plates interleaved with acrylic and/or TAR_Y
iron sheets. Thick emulsion and CR-39
plates are inserted in the target

section to permit the identification
of projectile fragments. The

following spacer section, used in some

chambers, allows photons
0 _L_I_TER

from _ decays to diverge before
reaching the calorimeter section, so

that individual photon cascades can be
observed. The calorimeter contains Pb

plates interleaved with emulsion Figure 4. Schematic diagram

plates and x-ray films. The total of a typical JACEE
thickness of the calorimeter is 5-7 chamber.

radiation lengths.

Thanks to the high spatial resolution of the emulsion, the
hundreds of particles emerging from an interaction vertex can be

unambiguously detected. Multiplicities Nch and emission angles of
all secondaries are measured in consecutive emulsion plates
downstream of the interaction vertex, with a typical error in

relative angle measurements of 0.I - 0.2 pseudorapidity units. In
the calorimeter section the emission angles and energies of
individual photons are measured, so information on the transverse

momenta of photons, with accuracy of A pt/p t = 0.25, is obtained.

The average value of the transverse momentum (< p_> .) for an
individual event is estimated by an exponential fltTto either the

differential or integral distribution of Pt _' and it can be related
to the average transverse momentum of o me_Sn

via: < p+ > = 2 < p$ > . For events with overlapping individual
photon showers (interactions in the calorimeter section and the

highest energy collisions) < p. > o is obtained by comparing the
three dimensional cascade development with Monte Carlo simulations

which use as input the measured pseudorapidity distribution of
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charged particles and assume isospin symmetry for pions and an

invariant Pt distribution.

For each event the energy densities (a) have been evaluated at

the time of 1 fm/c after the collision from the formula proposed by
Bjorken [ll]:

dn 2_Aml n

where Amin = Min (Aprojectile , Atarget), < Pt >_ is the determined

transverse momentum of o and dN/dn is the measured density of

charged particles in the CM pseudorapidity central region (l_l<l).

3.2.1 Multiplicities, average transverse momenta & energy densities

In Table I, the heavy ion interactions with charged particle
multiplicities exceeding
400, which may be Table I. High _itlplicity events ,Nch _ 400) in JACEE.

considered as central zve.t E N _ pt_o " dNld_ _ 3
collisions, are listed. Type (TeVI_) ch (GeVTc) (GeV/fm)

The observed large Ca+Pb 1.5 i050+_O_ 0.55+0.10 25_12 3.0
multiplicities for these

Si+A_r &.I I010_30 0.55_. i0 18_I0 2.7
events are consistent with

the calculations of the Ca_ I00.0 760+_30 0.53__.04 81ii0 2.0

Multi-chain Model [4c] for Ca+Pb 0.5 670+_40 (1.03) 14_8 (3.0)

collisions with impact Ca+Pb I.S 457 (2.1_.i) I0_16 (4.3)
parameter b=O. The average
transverse momenta exhibit A_PB 1.0 416 I._2d,-0.2 13_8 3.3

high values compared to the *Values in () require further e_erimental checking.

values interpolated

from CERN ISR and SPS collider experiments [12]_ For the events

listed, the energy densities are above 2 GeV/fm ).

5.2.2. Rapidity fluctuations

Figure 5 shows the CM pseudorapidity distribution of the high
multiplicity Si+AgBr event. This large multiplicity is consistent
with the predictions of the Multi-Chain Model, but we observe a rich

structure in the pseudorapidity spectrum and the question we want to

answer is "Are the observed fluctuations purely statistical, i.e. due

to the fine binning of the data, or are they of physical origin and,
for example, may be related to the expected violent cooling of a
quark-gluon plasma?"

It is not a simple task to answer this question, since we do not
know in advance the distribution of the real event. Various methods
have been applied to identify nonstatistical fluctuations in the

psuedorapidity and azimuthal angle distributions [13]. In a recently
published paper [14], the dependence of factorial moments of the
rapidity distribution on the size 6n of the n resolution was

studied. Figure 6 shows the scaled factorial moment <F5>
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versus _n on a logarithmic scale. The moments, computed from the

measured pseudorapidity distribution of the event on Figure 5, in

the interval -3.55 < n < 3.65 are marked by dots in Fig. 6. A

general tendency for <F5> to increase with decreasing 6n is

1.0

@ • •
e@ @

0._ _

o t s I n I I _
-S .4 -3 -2 -i 0 t 2 _ 4 5 t.o 0.8 0.6 o.A 0.2 o.1

_(u_- _tbloql_'k.

Figure 5. The pseudorapidity Figure 6. Log <F5> [14] for
distribution for the event Si+AgBr.
the Si+AgBr event.

observed. _r comparison the moments simulated from a smooth

pseudorapidity distribution with purely statistical fluctuations are

shown in Fig. 6 as the shaded area. One sees clearly that the data
lie well above

the predictions <pt> _|)for a smooth

pseudorapidity GeV/c • JACEE-Heavy primaries

distribution. 1.2 •
--pp, VK= 540 GeV

Other methods

have also been 1.0

used to study the (e)

fluctuations, for • • •example, _kagi 0.8

[15] applied power L :spectrum analysis 0.6 e• • _ •

or Chebyshef .._-_-__ _ %expansions to

three of the high 0.4 "_.._----'r"*T_.-"
multiplicity
nucleus-nucleus

events observed by 0.2
JACEE. He

concluded that 0 .| n , | ! !

there was fairly 0.I 1.0 I0

strong evidence in Energy density, c (GeV/fm3)favor of non-

statistical fluctuations Figure 7. Correlation between transverse

in the analysed events, momentum and energ_ density.
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3.2.3. Correlation of <pt> with the energy density

In Figure 7 the correlation between <p.> and the energy density_H

for individual nucleus-nucleus interactions is displayed. For
comparison the data from the p_ collider at 150 TeV from the

UAI group are shown [12]. The p_ rapidity density data were

converted to an energy density by taking Amin = i in Eq. (1). As
seen on Figure 7, the p_ data do not show energy densities higher

than 2 GeV/fm _. The increase of <p.> with energy density for the p_
data can be satisfactorily explaine_ _y the contribution of low

Pt _< 5 GeV/c) QCD jets and is not related to quark-gluon plasma
formation. The JACEE nucleus-nucleus data are widely dispersed on

Figure 7, but it appears that the growth of <pt> with increasing
energy density is faster than in p_ data. In addition, above 2

GeV/fm 3 the slope changes even more rapidly. This increase cannot be

explained by any conventional considerations, for example multiple
scattering or contributions from QCD mlni-jets. On the other hand,
the statistic@ for the events of the greatest interest
(e > 2 GeV/fm J) are still low,
and any interpretation of the

observed increase in <pt> as
the formation of new states of ms E_R_, GeV/B

matter can only be regarded as
speculative at the present

stage. _Nc _
E_ERIMENT$ E_ERI_S

4. Summary ............. _._c (B_)
1995

Experimental results on .........
nucleus-nucleus interactions i

show that the inclusive data, 102_" ' JACEE-7
as well as the large _JACEE _ 1986JACEE-5,6

#_,1,2,4
multiplicities of produced , 19s5

particles in central
i

collisions, are consistent .,
with conventional super- _ ......... J
position models. On the other

hand, there are data such as .............. cz_-sPs

the observations of high 1986/1989
<p.> , nonstatistical

pseudorapidity fluctuations, lOI" [JA_S
and the growth of <p%> with
energy density which-cannot be
described in the framework of .............. ACS (B_

CE_-PS

standard superposition models. 1986

Although these results cannot JINR,_B_
be definitely interpreted as

quark-gluon plasma formation, LBL,BEVELAC
they encourage us to continue the
search for new states of

matter in nucleus-nucleus Figure 8. Current and Future

collisions. Experiments.
There are still problems which

need further exploration both theoretically
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and experimentally. Theoretically a better understanding of the

stability of solutions and more precise predictions for both

conventional and new physics are needed. On the experimental side we

need to increase the primary energy, extend the range of available
masses of colliding nuclei and enlarge the event statistics. The

development of new heavy ion accelerators at Brookhaven and CERN

together with the proposed experiments searching for specific quark-
gluon plasma signatures will be extremely interesting. In Figure 8,

I schematically display the energy range covered by presently working
accelerators/experiments as well as future possibilities.

I would like to end my talk concluding that although the present
situation is still not clear, we can expect that in the future we
shall learn a lot about fundamentally important problems of hadron

physics.
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STUDIES OF AIR SHOWERS PRODUCED BY PRIMARIES > I0 Is eV USING

A COMBINED SCINTILLATION AND WATER-CERENKOV ARRAY

C Brooke, J C Perrett and A A Watson

Department of Physics, University of Leeds, LEEDS 2, UK.

ABSTRACT

An array of 8 x l.Om 2 plastic scintillation counters and 13 water-

Cerenkov detectors (I to 13.5m 2) has been operated at the centre

of the Haverah Park array to study some features of air showers

produced by iO 16 eV primaries. Measurements of the scintillator

lateral distribution function _ the water-Cerenkov lateral

distribution function and of the distance dependence

of the Cerenkov/sclntillator ratio are described.

I. Introduction. An array of 8 xl. Om 2 scintillation detectors and 13

water-Cerenkov detectors were operated at the centre of the Haverah Park

array from September 1982-December 1983. The arrangement of the array

is described in Brooke et al (1983). The output from each detector is

digitized locally and transmitted to a central controlling computer

(Astley et al 1983). This configuration of detectors has given us the

opportunity to make a number of measurements in showers with primary

energy IO 16- i0 l_eV. In addition a sample of showers with very precise
core locations have been obtained for use in searches for muon-poor

showers.

2. The scintillator lateral distribution function for E > i016 eV. In a

three month period from October 1983 15_I events were recorded with

e <50 ° and with mean energy 3.5 x i016 eV. The trigger for this run was

supplied by a three-fold coincidence between 4 x9 m 2 water-Cerenkov

detectors spaced at 150m. The scintillator lateral distribution function

(LDF) was measured with the 8 scintillators using shower cores derived

from water-Cerenkov data fitted to the average water-Cerenkov LDF

obtained by Coy (1984). Various trial scintillator LDFs were fitted to

the data (Perrett 1985). The best fit was obtained using the modified

NKG lateral distribution adopted by the Akeno group (Hara et al 1979),

namely

I oJI I oJ}S(r) = NC r I + i +0.2
to2

where S(r) is the scintillator density at a distance r, s = 1.O7 ±O.01,

ro = 79mplog (NC/ro 2) = 2.02 and C = i/{B(s, 4.5-s) +0.2 B(s+ 1.6,
4.5- 1.6 -2s)} where B(z,w) is the beta function. The data and fit are

shown in Figure i which is based on 108 showers with e < 30_ Figure 2(a)

and (b) show the measured variation of s with primary energy and zenith

angle for a larger data set of 1531 showers with e <50 °. The zenith

angle variation of s in the range 1.0 <sec0 < 1.2 was found to be

(5.1 ±0.6) x 10-4 g-1 cm 2. This value of ds/d sec e accounts for the

different values of S, 1.07 and 1.02, measured at Haverah Park and Akeno

respectively.

3. The water-Cerenkov lateral distribution for E > IO 16 eV. Using the
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Figure i: The modified NKC LDF fitted Figure 2a: The variation of s as a
to 108 events with 0 <30 °. Core loca- function of energy in the theta

tlon was provided by the water-Cerenkov range O ° < 8 < 19.4 ° .

detectors. A value of 1.07 +O.01 was Figure 2b: The variation of s as a
obtained for the age parameter s. .function of sec0 in the energy

range 2 xlO 16 < E< 3.2 xlO I?. A

value of (5.1 +0.6) xlO -4 g-t cm2
was obtained.

same 1531 events discussed above the water-Cerenkov LDF (described by

0(I") = k r-(rl +r/4OOO)) was investigated above IO 16 eV with the scintilla-

tor data being used to locate the shower core. These data are shown for

0< 30 ° in Figure 3. The LDF is found to be a good fit to the data in the

distance range 20 < r < 3OOm. It is quite remarkable that this form of

function (with an energy and 0-dependent N) fits water-Cerenkov data from

1016- IO 2° eV. To measure the variation of _ with energy and zenith

angle a subset of 924 events which satisfied a strict acceptance criteria

(Perrett 1985) was used. A multi-parameter weighted least squares fit

was carried out on the values of n derived in individual showers in the

energy range 2 x 1016 < E < 2 x 1017 eV and compared with that found by
Coy (1984) for E > 2 x IO 17 eV. The results are:-

2xlO16< E< 2xlO}TeV: rl = (2.261+O.O18)-(1.146+-0.O92) (see0- I)

+ (O.192 +-0.035) log(E/ iO17), and

for E > IO l? eV: rl = (2.198 +O.O14) - (1.275 +O.O51) (sec0- i)

+ (O.160 +0.022) log(E/lOfT).

At 0 =O O, E = IO l? eV the values of q determined in the two independent
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experiments differ by 0.063 ±0.023. We consider this good agreement in
view of the well-known difficulty of avoiding systematic errors in this

type of work. The regression coefficients have been used to calculate
the elongation rate (Linsley 1977) in each energy range. The derived

values are (99 ±20) gcm-_/decade for I016 < E< I017eV and

(81 ± 12) gcm-Z/decade above I017 eV. There is no evidence for any change
of elongation rate with energy from i016 to 3 xlO 18eV (the effective

upper range of the data obtained by Coy (1984)).

3-2- 4,,

2__
I

Z4- _\

2_- _\ per!:Kr'<_'__

+++. ",,/

"2: \
l ......... \.I .
l_resh_dfor_2_____"..... _.-'-r.

-o.4 o:s 1:o l:s _:o 2-s
log(rl

Figure 3: The water-Cerenkov data fitted to the Cerenkov LDF for 0 <30 °.
Core location was provided by the scintillation detectors.

Fluctuations between the values of n found for individual showers are

considerably larger than can be accounted for by measurement error alone.

4. The Cerenkov/Sclntillator density ratio. The ratio of the density

measured in the water-Cerenkov detectors (C) to that observed in the
scintillator detectors (S) (both in units of vertical equivalent muons)

is a function of the energy of the primary initiating the shower and of
the distance of the detectors from the shower core. It is a useful

quantity both for comparison with model calculations and for use in cross-
calibration checks between arrays. In the present experiment the ratio
C/S has been measured directly for showers in the distance range
IO< r < 200m for showers of mean energy 5 x IOIG eV. The data shown in
Figure 4 are for a mean zenith angle 19o. The expected rise of,the C/S
ratio at small core distance is observed. "
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FiBure 4: The variation of the Cerenkov (C) to Scintillator (S) ratio
as a function of for _<19 ° and E = 3.SxlOl6eV.
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THE HOMESTAKE SURFACE-UNDERGROUND SCINTILLATORS -- INITIAL RESULTS

M.L. Cherry , S. Corbato , T. Daily , E.J.,Fenyves , D. Kieda , K. lande ,
and C.K. Lee

+ Depts. of Physics and Astronomy, univ. of Penna, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Dept. of Physics, Univ. of Texas, Dallas, TX 75080

The first 70 tons of the 140-ton Large Area Scintillation

Detector have been operating since Jan. 1985 at a depth of
4850 ft. (4200 m.w.e.) in the Homestake Gold Mine, lead, S.D.
A total of 4 x i0 4high-energy mii3ns (E_,352.7 TeV at the
surface) have been detected. The remainder of the detector

is scheduled to be in operation by the Fall of 1985. In
addition, a surface air shower array is under construction.

The first 27 surface counters, spaced out over an area of

270' x 500', began running in June, 1985. We describe the

IASD performance, discuss the potential of the combined
shower array and underground muon experiment for detecting

point sources, and present the initial results of a search
for periodic emission from Cygnus X-3.

I. Detector Status

Underground, the Large Area Scintillation Detector will be used to
detect high-energy muons, slow monopoles, and neutrinos I. The detector

consists of 140 tons of liquid scintillator housed in 200 PVC boxes,
each 30 cm x 30 cm x 8 m, placed around the outside of the 37CI solar
neutrino detector of Davis et al. 2 at a depth of 4850 ft. in the Home-

stake Gold Mine (Fig. i). The surface array cUrrently consists of
twenty-seven 3 m Zx 4" thick liquid scintillation detectors, spaced by
15 - 25 m over an area of 80 x 150 m 2. The surface and underground

detectors are cur-

HOMESTAKE LARGE AREA LIQUID SCINTILLATION DETECTOR rently being operated
/_ .... both independently

,.:._"_._. VAPOR TIGHT o00e
_< _ _:.:---- and in coincidence

"'/:':to '°" *_: ,._.<_L,,_CONTROL ROOM in order to study the. ._z __-...
f_<_"e_\ __ _ _ cosmic ray Co_0osi-

ii_I_ tion near i015 eV and

"_ to search for high

energy sources. The

3,ci , detectors have been

NEUTRINO _!, "r" "'-_"""r_f_. __TI G _ described elsewhere, inOETECTOR _ HTD_ ,_;,: these Proceedings 1

___ Here we discuss the
• _ potential of the

, _ COMPOTES"" surface-underground
TO YATES SHAFT _ telescope to see point

sources with high angu-
lar resolution, and

Fig. 1 illustrate the initial
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performance of the system. In addition, we present the first results of

a search with the LASD for a periodic muon signal from Cygnus X-3.

II. The Surface-Underground Telescope

The latitude of the detectors is 44021 ' N. Since the surface

array operated independently has high efficiency for shc_ers inclined
at angles up to 30u from the zenith, a + 30° band in the sky is
shown in Fig. 2. Several interesting x-?ay, E-ray, and radio point
sources are shown, together with the Galactic plane. A line connec-

ting the underground LASD and the current 270' (north-south) by

500' (east-to-west) surface arraYoiS at an angle of ii° south of
vertical. The band from 31° to 35 subtended by the surface array

3(_ I I I I [ I I I

2(3

10

/1
, r-1 nr-J , L1nnr-rl n ,rl ,

19 ;_0 ;'1 2:_ :'3 Z4 Z5 26 Z7 ZO

SURFACE- UNDERGROUND DELAY (p, Je¢ )

Fig. 3
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is also shown in Fig. 2. The sources Cyg X-I and Her X-i lie within this

band; Cyg X-3 and NGC 4151 lie less than 6° to the north, and will be
covered by the next expansion of the surface array.

It should b_ noted that the existing surface array is co_/_arable in
size to the Kiel J and Haverah Park 4 arrays used to detect I0 _ eV showers

from _g X-3, and the IASD is significantly larger than the Soudan 15 andNUSEX underground detectors which have also reported small flux excesses

from near Cyg X-3.
The angular resolution of the combined surface and underground

detectors is 3-10 mrad.

With the full area of the underground LASD in operation, we detect

5 surface-underground coincidences day -I . In Fig. 3, we show the
measured time delay between surface and underground for the first 83
detected coincidence events. The distribution is peaked at 21.8ps

(corresponding to a 5_ s muon travel time and 17_s cable delays), with

a FWHM of 0.6_s (due largely to the spread in flight times for showers

passing through different parts of the surface array). The delay tin_
distribution shows very little background -- based on the independent

surface and underground counting rates, we expect an accidental coinci-
dence rate of 1/30_s -I day -I, in good agreement with the data. In

Fig. 4, we show the observed shower size distributions (plotted as the
number of surface counters above threshold) for events with multiple

underground muons (top) and single underground muons (bottom).

III. Search for Underground Events From Cygnus X-3

We have searched our data for the period 5/24/85 - 7/23/85 for

events with a characteristic period of 4.8 hours from the direction of

the binary pulsar Cygnus X-3. In order to minimize detector biases, the
detector ran nearly uninterrupted during this interval, with a fractional
live time of 98%. We analyzed the data by ir_posing fiducial cuts, by

requiring that the measured flight time corresponded to a velocity _ = i,
by requiring that the events arrived from within 36° of the vertical,

and by requiring that the events came from within i0° of the known
Cygnus X-3 position. We performed a phase analysis by folding the data

using the x-ray ephemeris of van der Klis and Bonnet-Bidaut / . The result
is shown in Fig. 5, where the solid line is the phase plot for potential
source events, and the dashed line is the background distribution (where

the background comes from the sam_ declination band but from all right
ascensions except those within 30v of the source). We see a l_-excess
in the phase bin 0.7 - 0.8 (the same bin where the NUSEX excess was seen)
and a 3_excess in the region _-- 0 - 0.2. The arrival directions of the

individual events in the 3 _-peak are plotted in Fig. 6; there is no

noticeab%e enhancement at the position of Cygnus X-3. With a sample of
1.2 x i0" events (half the size of the NUSEX sa,ple), we feel that we

have no evidence for significant positive excesses in our phase plot.

Funding for the Homestake scintillator experiments is provided by
the U.S. Department of Energy. The assistance and generous cooperation
of the Homestake Mining Company are deeply appreciated. We are especially
indebted to A. Gilles and J. Dunn. In addition, we appreciate the advice,

assistance, and participation of T. Ashworth, K. Brc_an, B. Cleveland, R.
Davis, I. Davidson, J. Lloyd-Evans, E. Marshall, R. Reid, R. Steinberg,
and A. Watson.
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LEAD, PLATINUM, AND_ER HEAVY ELD_ENTS
IN THE PRIMARY COSMIC RADIATION--HEAO-3 RESULTS

C.J. Waddington, I W.R. Binns, 2 N.R. Brewster,* D.J. Fixsen, l

T.L. Garrard, 3 H.H. Israel, 2 J. Klarmann, 2 B.J. Newport, s E.C. Stone 3

ISchool of Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota,

Minneapolis, MN 55455
ZDepartment of Physics and the McDonnell Center for the Space

Sciences, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130
3George W. Downs Laboratory, California Institute of Technology,

Pasadena, CA 91125

I. Introduction. This paper reports an observation of the abundances of

cosmic-ray lead and platinum-group nuclei usin 8 data from the HEAO-3
Heavy Nuclei Experiment (HNE) which consisted of ion chambers mounted on
both sides of a plastic Cherenkov counter (Binns et al., 1981).

Previously we have reported on a search for actinide nuclei, Z > 88

(Binns, et al. 1982a). Further analysis with more stringent selections,
inclusion of additional data, and a calibration st the LBL Bevalac, have

allowed us to obtain the abundance ratio of lead and the platinum group

of elements for particles that had a cutoff rigidity Rc > 5 CV.

2. Analysis. We have analyzed 580 days of exposure and considered
selected data for those events where the Cherenkov detector and at least

two of the ion chambers were triggered. These selection criteria will
be described elsewhere, Binns et al. (1985).

Two sets of events satisfying the selections were formed--one for
which Z > 49.5; the other, a "normalization" set, with 1/400 of all
events with Z > 19.5, chosen at random.

The events were separated into two groups, 67% with R > 7 GV and
33% with 5 < R < 7 GV. The charge scale and resolution fo_ each group

were determine_ independently by examining the iron peak in the
correspondingnormalization set.
In both groups, the nuclear
charge of each event was 3o
inferred from the Cherenkov

signal, assuming that the signal
was simply proportional to Z',
Garrard et al. (1983). 2O

Fig. 1 shows the observed
>

charge spectrum. This data set I __. [

demonstrates an odd-even

abundance effect for 50_Z_56 and _ lo 1
a sharp falloff in abundances
between 56 and 60, similar to
chat found previously in a data

subset having higher charge _.n
resolution (Binns et al. 1983). o :50 60 70 eo

The 322 nuclei with Z _ 50 used CHARGE,Z
Ln this analysis correspond to
(9.6 ± 0.5)10 s iron nuclei which Fig. 1. Observed charge spectrum
satisfy the same selection with charges assigned assuming a Z2
criteria and are observed within dependence of the Cherenkov signal.
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the instrument, not in free space. The quoted uncertainty is

predominately due to the uncertainty in resolving 25Mn from 26Fe.

3. Comparison with Other Data. Results that cover this charge range
have been reported from the Ariel-6 UH-nuclei detector which was exposed
in a 55° inclination orbit (Fowler .et el. 1984), and hence extends to
appreciably lower energies than our data. In order to analyze the Ariel

data, Fowler et el. had to deconvolve their data using an extrapolation

of the resolution function found for Fe and lighter nuclei. We have not
attempted a deconvolution of our charge spectrum, since the results of
such a process are quite sensitive to the form of the assumed resolution

function, particularly when individual element peaks are not apparent in
the data. Due to our limited charge resolution we have considered only

the following physically significant groups of charges:

Name Abbreviation Range Number observed
"Lead" Pb 81_Z_86 I0
"Platinum" Pt 74_Z_80 42

The ratio of the abundance of lead to platinum will be compared

with other data and with model predictions. The secondary ratios will
be discussed elsewhere, see Klarmann et al. (1985; OG _.4-6).

The value of 0.24±0.08 for the Pb/Pt ratio derived from our
observations differs from that outside the detector because of nuclear

interactions during entry and penetration of the detector and the

instrumental resolution, which smears the charge distribution. For each
of eight plausible models we calculated abundances expected near earth,

as described below. Entry into the detector was then simulated by
propagation through various slabs of hydrogen approximating the amount
of aluminum in the various paths into and through the detector. The
resulting element distribution inside the detector was then convolved
with the instrument resolution to derive the distribution we would

expect to observe. Although the eight models gave very different values
for the ratio at the outside of the instrument, the factor by which the
ratio changed after propagation into the instrument and convolution with

the resolution was nearly the same for all the models. Therefore, we
have used a single correction factor of 1.06±0.02 for the ratio.

Our resulting ratio of 0.25±0.09, outside the detector, can be

compared with the corresponding result reported by the Ariel experiment
of 0.40±0.10. If this result is combined with those on the secondary
ratios, there does seem to be a systematic difference between the two

sets of results, although of marginal statistical significance on any
individual ratio.

4. Comparison with Models. Our observed charge spectrum, Fig. i, can be
compared with those predicted by various models. A series of
predictions were made using the solar system abundances of Anders and
Ebihara (1982) and the derived s- and r-process contributions to these

abundances. These abundances, taken as calculated, or adjusted for the
effects of an exponential dependence on first ionization potential (FIP)
fractionation, were used as source abundances. An alternative

dependence on FIP, with a step at 9 eV or above, Cook et el. (1979);

Meyer (1981), would lead to abundances essentially independent of FIP.
These various source abundances were then propagated through the
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interstellar medium, assuming a leaky-box model, and using the revised

code of 8rewster et al. (1983 , 1985) with a rigidit_ dependent escape
length (Ormes and Protheroe 1983) that is 6.21 8/cm of hydrogen at 7
GV. We have used the cross-sections calculated from the formalism of

Silberberg and Tsao (1983). The predictions of this program are in good

agreement with the latest predictions obtained by Margolis and Blake
(1983), at least for the solar system source abundances.

In Fig. 2, we have shown the calculated values of this ratio for

solar system abundances and for r-process abundances; s-process
abundances are not given because they show little relation to the
observed values with Pb/Pt ratios of _ 1.0.

I I I I ! I , ! I I

Fig. 2. The "lead to
platinum" ratio as observed
and predicted. Observed s

values are shown shaded. O._ _.,. ,-p,o=,,,while in space values are ""D so_a,Sy,,,m
shown solid and with error
bars. The shaded and solid _ ARI_L

triangles indicate the c..,z2)__Q.__
ratios when a non Z'

NEAO

correction to our charge o _z _4 _s o.s

assignments is included. LEAD/PLATINUM

Our observed ratio for Pb/Pt (Fig. 2) is distinctly lower than that
predicted from solar system source abundances in any of the four models

considered. In particular, even considering the models without
exponential FIP fractionation, we find an observed ratio that is
distinctly lower than that predicted for either a solar-system or an r-

process source. This result might suggest that, unlike the cosmic rays
with Z < 60 (Binns et al. 1982b, 1983), the cosmic rays with Z around 80
come from a source with a distinctly different nucleosynthesis history

than do the solar system elements. However, two alternatives to this
conclusion must also be considered. First, the Pb abundance in the

cosmic ray source may be suppressed by some form of source fractionation
which depends upon a different parameter than FIP. Second, it could be
that the Pb abundances assumed in our model calculations are not really

representative of the solar system or of the r- or s- process
contributions to the solar system.

We have noted (Israel et al. 1983) that the cosmic ray abundance of

Ge relative to Fe is down by a factor of about two compared to the solar
system. Ge, like Pb, is one of the few volatile elements with moderate
to low FIP. The factor-of-two underabundance of Ge lends support to the
suggestion (Cesarsky and Bibring 1980; Epstein 1980) that it is volatile
elements, rather than elements with high FIP, which are underabundant in
the cosmic rays. Such a source fractionation dependent on volatility
could produce our observed low Pb abundance even with a cosmic ray
source whose composition is essentially the same as that of the solar
system.

Alternatively, there are reasons for believing that the source

abundances of Pb used in our models may not be representative of the
solar system values. Our observed Pb/Pt ratio cOuld be consistent with
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that expected from a "Pb-poor r-process", either with or without FIP
fractionation.

It is possible that the assumed solar system Pb abundance itself is

too hish. If the Anders and Ebihara Pb abundance were twice that of
typical solar system matter, then a solar system source abundance,
either with or without FIP fractionation, would agree with our data.

Finally, we note that Ge and Pb, like most elements with higher
FIP, have abundances in C2 chondritic meteorites about a factor of two
lower than abundances in the C1 chondrites which are the basis for the

Anders and Ebihara solar system abundances. If the C2 rather than the
CI chondrites were more nearly representative of the composition of the
heavier elements in the solar system, then our low Pb/Pt ratio would

a8ain be consistent with a cosmic ray source of composition similar to
that of the solar system.

Thus, while our Pb/Pt ratio is distinctly lower than that predicted
by any of the standard models for cosmic ray sources, it is possible
that the difference is not an indication that the cosmic ray source

composition is 8reatly different from that of the solar system, but

rather that there is less Pb in the solar system and in the r-process
than is assumed in the standard model.
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AUTOMATED SCANNING OF PLASTIC NUCLEAR TRACK DETECTORS
USING TIIE MINNESOTA STAR SCANNER

P. J. Fink and C. J. Waddington

School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

i. Introduction. This report describes the problems found in an attempt
to adapt an automated scanner of astronomical plates, the Minnesota

Automated Dual Plate Scanner (APS), Landau and Humphreys (1982), to

locating and measuring the etch pits produced by ionizing particles in

plastic nuclear track detectors, CR-39. A visual study of these pits
was made to determine the errors introduced in determining positions and

shapes, by comparing measurements made under a low power microscope with
those from the APS.

2. The Apparatus. The scanner was designed to detect the boundaries of

the images on astronomical photographic plates by scanning them with a
swept 12 um diameter laser beam. This beam sweeps over a 12 mm wide

stripe during each scan. The location of coordinates where the
intensity of the beam is abruptly changed by an image on the plate is

recorded with a nominal accuracy of 3/8 _m. These coordinates are then

organized into images by an online computer. The resulting data consist
of images defined by a series of strips. At its maximum rate the system

can scan at a rate of 1300 cm'/hour. As a consequence it would be able

to scan in a reasonable time the very large areas of plastic that might
be expected to result from the exposures that have been planned to study
the U[l-nuciei in the cosmic radiation, such as those on LDEF I and II.

Obviously, such scanning is only worthwhile if the detection efficiency
is high and if the images obtained adequately represent those of the
etch pits in the plastic.

in operation there are three parameters that can be selected by the

user: the scan line spacing, trigger level or "gate", and the frequency

cutoff of a low pass filter. The spacing between scans may be set at

either 5 or i0 _m. The change in intensity needed to trigger the
recording of an image, the gate level, may be selected as a percentage

of the incident light, so that the higher the gate level selected the
,lore images will be recorded. Finally, the analog stream of data from

the scanner is put through a low pass filter which removes small

transitions, or noise, typical of a fogged background on a photographic
plate. The range of this filter can be set by the user and generally
must be selected by trial and error for each exposure. The images
obtained can then be examined at any desired degree of magnification by
software selection. The depth of focus is sufficient that pits in

nominally 600 _m CR-39 plates can be scanned with equal efficiency on
both surfaces.

3. Experimental Material. Three different set of CR-39 plastics,
exposed to different types of particles and etched under different

conditions, were scanned in order to evaluate the capabilities of the
system.

a) Plates that had been exposed at the LBL Bevalac to a beam of
1.O Gev/n gold nuclei. These plates were deliberately overetched, in an
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attempt to look at the lighter charged fragments, so that the majority
of the pits had etched through and produced large images some 500 _m

long and 200 um across.
b) Plates exposed to a beam of 1.7 Gev/n manganese nuclei, also

from the Bevalac. These plates contained well defined etch pits of both

the primary nuclei and their secondary fragments. The data from these
plates has been reported elsewhere by Atwater et al. (1984) and shown to

be capable of yielding a charge resolution characterized by a standard
deviation of O.14 charge units.

c) Plates exposed to the cosmic radiation during a balloon flight
from South Dakota and made available to us by B. Price. These plates

show widely scattered pits of all sizes below about I00 _m due to the
isotropically distributed cosmic ray particles. Furthermore, due to the
incidence of both slow and fast particles, the shapes of the pits vary

considerably. These plates represent the most severe test of the

system, since the additional degrees of freedom introduced by the
isotropy and energy spread makes the detection of true events much more
difficult.

4. Scans. As a first assay of the system capabilities the Au plates
were scanned with a 10 pm scan separation using a 50 kHz filter and s

35% gate. Typical high and low magnification views are presented in

Fig. i. The low magnification view shows large images and it was found
that the detection efficiency was essentially 100%. The high

magnification view shows the images of two etched through pits produced

by Au-nuclei, (a) and (b), and the images of a secondary fragment of
lesser charge which has a separate pit on each surface, (cl) and (c2).

It can be seen that the images are somewhat deformed by occasional scan
lines continuing past the envelope of the optical image. We estimate
that the average systematic error on the true length of an individual
scan line is of the order of I0 _m. This result would appear to

preclude the use of the system to make accurate measurements of

individual pits, but still leaves the possibility that it would be
capable of being used as a rapid scanning device.
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Fig. I. Scans of Au plates. (a) Under low magnification. (b) Under
high magnification. Envelopes shown are computer best fits to the
images.
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The two manganese plates were scanned with a 5 pm scan separation
over the same area that had been visually studied by Atwater et al.

(1984), using various settings on filter and gate. The Table shows, for

various scans, the signal-to-noise ratio, i.e., the ratio of the number

Table

Plate 1 Plate 2

settings S/N Eff. S/N Eff.

90 kHz filter 50% gate 0.36±0.07 0.83±0.18 0.13±0.02 1.00±0.24

90 kHz filter 40% gate 0.33±0.09 0.44±0.12 0.27±0.07 0.49±0.14

60 kHz filter 50% gate 0.32±0.08 0.44±0.12 0.29±0.07 0.57±0.16

60 kHz filter 40% gate 0.13±0.O8 0.07_O.04 0.19±0.04 0.17±O.08

of located pits to the number of recorded images; and the efficiency,
the number of located pits to the number of pits identified visually as

true pits. Although the statistics are poor it appears that the
efficiences are sensitive to the settings chosen and that in order to

obtain a high efficiency it is necessary to accept a poor signal to

noise ratio. Figure 2 shows medium magnification views of scans made
under two different settings. It can be seen that not only does the

signal to noise ratio change, but so do the sizes of the individual
images and the detection efficiency. It should also be noted that the

identification of pits in this scan depends on the predetermined

knowledge of the direction and angle of incidence, thus requiring a
matched pair of pits. Individual pits are not uniquely distinguished
from the background images.

N
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Fig. 2. Moderate magnification scans of Mn plates. (a) 90 kHz filter,
50% gates; (b) 90 kHz filter, 40% gate. Crosses denote positions of
missing images of real pits.
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Finally, the cosmic ray plates were scanned with a scan width of 5

_m, 90 kHz filter and gate settings of 40 and 60%. In order to

distinguish genuine pits from noise it was necessary to develop a
technique of "blinking" the images in two adjacent plates against each

other. This greatly improved the signal-to-noise ratio but at the cost
of a reduced efficiency and increased scanning time.

We conclude that this system is not suitable for the tasks

described above, having neither the detection efficiency nor the spatial
resolution needed for the low contrast, non-circular images involved in
this application.
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COSMIC RAY ANISOTROPIES AT HIGH ENERGIES
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ABSTRACT

The directional anisotropies of the energetic cosmic ray gas due to the

relative motion between the observers frame and the one where the relativistic

gas can be assumed isotropic is analyzed. The radiation fluxes formula in the

former frame must follow as the Lorentz invariance of d_/E, where _, E are the

4-vector momentum-energy components; dp is the 3-volume element in the

momentum space. The anisotropic flux shows in such a case an amplitude, in a

rotating earth, smaller than the experimental measurements from say, EAS-

arrays for primary particle energies larger than 1.E(14) eV. Further, it is

shown that two consecutive Lorentz transformations among three inertial frames

exhibit the violation of d_/E invariance between the first and the third

systems of reference, due to the Wigner rotation. A discussion of this result

in the context of the experimental anisotropic fluxes and its current

interpretation is given.

1. Introduction

Using the inertial frames S, S'; the so-called Compton Getting anisotropies

can be deducted as follows. (Cf' for instance Gerantos and Martinic, 1977).

The Lorentz transformation is written:

Pl = p¢A, E1 = ypc ({-8_), _I = y(_-B_)/ ¢A; (1)

with A = 1+y2(B2_2+B2_2-2B{_),y the Lorentz factor and B the relative speed

between the frames, in c-units; {=E/pc, and _ (or _1) the cosine of the

inclination angle of the _ (or Pl) momentum with respect to the x-axes of both

frames. In Eq. (1) the velocity _ was taken parallel to the x-axes of both

systems of reference; El(Or E) is the total energy of the particle. Notice

that d_ = p2dp d_2_, and that it can be checked that d_/E =del/E1.

d¢_ = f(_,E(p), _,t) p dp/E (2)

where f is the scalar distribution function in the 8-dimensional space.

Further, (see for instance Fisk et al., 1973) it can be shown the fp2=j, where

J(p,E(p)...) is the cosmic ray intensity, i.e. the number of particles per

unit of time, solid angle, per unit of surface (normal to the flux direction)

and per energy window: E, E+dE. Notice in Eq. (2) that f and d_/E are
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scalars;and that d¢_ can be writtenas (d_,d_4) and parallelto (_,E). The

Lorentztransformationcan be appliedto d_ = Id_l:

d_1 = d_ ¢A (3)

betweenS and S' frames. Moreover,in polarcoordinates,dR/E = p dE d_ 2_

and, as mentioned,is invariant. Replacingin Eq. (2)

flPlPldEld_l= fpCA p dE d_ (4)

and, for fp2 = j

JldEld_l= JVA dEd_ (5)

From Eqs. (1) it can be calculatedthe Jacobian: dEld_I = dEd_/ /A and

JI/A = J (6)

which can be found in the referencesas J1/p_=J/p2.

....From Eq. (6), assumingthat J1 is isotropicone can obtainthe cosmicray

anisotropicintensityJ, J = J1 (p,E(p))[I+(2+_)B{cosB+ 0(B2{2)},where _ is

the exponentof the isotropicpower law intensityof the energy. The drawback

of expression(6), for energiessuch that {=1 (pc _ E), _ = 0(3)_ and relative

speedsof 300 km/s (typicalfigurefor the peculiarvelocityof the solar

systemwith respectto distantcosmicray sources)is that one obtainsvalues

of less than 1_ for the amplitudeof the anisotropy;this value is small

comparedto experimentalmeasurementsfor energieslargerthan 1.E(14)eV. At

these energiesthe amplitudeof the anisotropyexhibita law proportionalto

CE, reachingabout 100_ for energiesof the orderof 1.E(20)eV. (cf Linsley,

1983). In consequence,eitherit shouldbe lookedfor dynamicalsourcesfor

the measuredanisotropiesand discardformula(6),or make a critical

appraisalof the conditionsof validityof the deductionswhich led to Eq. (6).

2. The WiqnerEffect
Now we use three inertialframes: S, S' and S" which exhibitparallelaxes:

The S with S' and the S' with S"; one shouldnot be temptedto extrapolatethe

transitivitypropertyand assumethe parallelismamongall the former

frames. The relativevelocity_1 betweenS and S' is take parallelto the x-

axes of both frames;and _2 the one betweenS' and S" has an inclination
angle_ with respectto the x-axesof the latterframes. Say, S sees S' with

the velocity_1 towardsthe right side;S' sees S" towardsthe right and

upwardswith the speed B2. Any frame that sees anotherone to its left shall
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see it with reverse sense i.e. the S" sees the S' with a left-downward motion

and with speed B2.

Our aim is to use the Lorentz transformations between S and S" in order to

check the invariance of dp/E between these frames. It can be expressed that

S" shall move with a velocity B and inclination angles (as seen from S")

measured with respect to its x-axis. The e angle shall be ambigously defined

in the S frame due to the Wigner rotation. The latter frame shall rotate an

angle a = (Y1-1) IBIXB21/B2- 0(8_) as seen from S"; the axis of rotation is

perpendicular to the _1'_2 plane, at least for small B2. Let us calculate two

successive Lorentz transformations: we call _i' Ei (i=O, 1: 2) the four-

vector momentum-energy in every frame S, S', and S" respectively. The two

transformations are (i=O, 1):

Pi+1 = Pi/Ai' Ei+l = Yi+iPiC({i-Bi+iPi)' Pi+1 = Yi+l(_i-Bi+l{i)//Ai (7)

In the set of Eq. (7), Ai = I+Y_-I(B_-I_+B_+I_-2B_+1_4_)',T_,T_ , , • , , • , , where _0= cose

and _I = c°sel for i=O; and Ul = cos (el-_) and u2 = cos (e2_e) for i = I. In

this two sets of transformations eI is the angle measured with respect to the

x-axis of its frame, {i= Ei/PiC. The first equation of Eqs. (7) is the

relativistic cosine theroem of vector addition of momenta _i and Bi+lmc2 (m is

the rest mass of the particle). Non relativistically, when Yi = 1 and

y_B_ = O, we obtain the cosine formula for vector addition. From the sets of

Eqs. (7) one obtains (we drop the O-subscripts):

P2 = P/{I+y2(B2_2+(_E/P)2-2(_E/P)_)}= p/A (8)

and

E2 = YPC{_-_/P}, (9)

where y = x1Y2(1+B1_2), and

= {B2+B1/BI{YIBI+(YI-I)B2B1/B1}}/{YI(I+BIB2)} (i0)

that is the relativistic addition of velocities _1 and _2" So far the Wigner

effect is absent, specially if the angle relations were

cos (e2-e) = y {cos(e-e)-B_}//A= y {cosecose+sinesine-B_}//A (11)

however one obtains

cos_+BiB2 y11sin_sine B2+ BlCOS_

cos(e2-_) = y{I+BIB2COS_ cose + l+BiB2cosa I+BIB2COS_ {}//A (12)
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if one writes

cos_1 = (cos_+BiB2)/(1-BiB2cos_),one recognizes a similar expression as the

aberration angle formulae for photon transformation. Using the _1 angle Eq.

(12) transforms into (we call _, _2)

/(I-B_) sin_isinB
cos(e2-_2) = y {cos_icose+ -B*_2/B2 _}//A (13)

where B* is obtained from Eq. (10) except that the I, 2 - subscripts of the

velocities has been interchanged. It can be seen that B and B* have the same

mudulus but they are not parallel: their difference of inclinations is the

Wigner rotation. Notice that Eqs. (11) and (13) are the same equation when

_1 and _2 are parallel: The Wigner rotation as well as the non-communtativity

of the addition of velocities disappear. Although Eqs. (8) and (9) assures

the invariance of E2-p2c2, between the S and S" frames, one cannot guarantee

the invariance of d_/E: to do that one needs the Eq. (11) in addition of Eqs.

(8) and (9).

3. Discussion

In order to investigate the effects of the Wigner rotation we have introduced

three inertial frames. The physical picture can be seen as follows: The S;

frame is the one where the cosmic ray is isotropic. The S" frame is the

observers one, say, the terrestrial EAS detectors. The introduction of the S

frame seems to be necessary in order to put up a scenario to allow in S'

cosmic ray isotropic fluxes; further, the relative velocity between the former

frames can be considered as relativistic i.e. BI_1. The future (as shall be

detected in S" later on) cosmic ray gas, in S can be thought as (may be) non-

relativistic and anisotropic. The velocity dispersion in S is a consequence

of the acceleration mechanisms of these particles and cannot be pin-pointed to

a point source in a given _I direction. Besides, at every region of the sky,

as seen by S', we have equivalent S frames to guarantee the isotropic fluxes.

We need flux transformations between frames such as the S and S" that takes

into account the Wigner effect.
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ABSTRACT

Much efforts have been expended to observe the spectrum of
electrons in high energy region with large area emulsion

chambers exposed at balloon altitudes, and we have now

observed 15 electrons beyond I TeV. The observed integral
flux at I TeV is (3.24±0.87)x10-S/m 2 sec st. The statistics

of the data around a few hundred GeV are also improving by

using new shower detecting films of high sensitivity. The
astrophysical significance of observed spectrum are
discussed for the propagation of electrons based on the

leaky box and the nested leaky box model.

I. INTRODUCTION

Observations of high energy electrons beyond a few hundred

GeV is important for the studies of propagation and
acceleration of cosmic rays. Since higher energy electrons
have shorter life time by synchrotron and the inverse

Compton losses, those electrons observed should be produced

nearby sources from the solar system, having a possibility

to draw a new clue for the sources of cosmic ray electrons.
( J.Nishimura et al.: 1979)

The measurments of electrons in such high energy region,
however, are limited by an instrumental capabilities. One
needs to identify the electron initiated showers from
relatively high background showers due to other hadronic or

gamma-ray origins,

Chicago group used a large area transition detectors to
identify the electrons from protons, but are limited to the
energy up to 300 GeV. ( D.Muller and J. Tang: 1983 )

Emulsion chambers are the unique detectors with large

acceptance solid angles and have capability of identifying
the electron initiated showers from other showers even in
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TeV z energy region. After the exposures of about

7 m .dy.sr., we have now observed 15 electron_ b_yond I TeV.
The integral flux at I TeV is (3.24_0.87)x10-_/m_.s.sr. To

improve the statistics of the data in the energy range of a
few hundred GeV, we are now analyzing the chambers with

shower detecting films of high sensitivity.

Observed electron spectrum from 30 GeV to 2 TeV are compared
with those calculated by using leaky box model and nested

leaky box model with various parameters. Astrophysical
significance of those parameters after fitting the observed
spectrum is discussed.

2. Experiment

The emulsion chamber is the pile of photographic materials
and lead plates. When an electron is incident on the

chamber, an electron shower starts inside the chamber. By
using the high sensitive X-ray films, we can locate the
shower as a dark spot by naked eye scanning. The shower is

identified in the nuclear emulsions in the same layer, and
we can trace back in the plates in the adjacent layers. Then

inspecting the starting point of the shower, we can clearly
identify the shower whether this is an electron, gamma-ray

and hadronic origin. The energy of the electron is
determined by counting the shower tracks within a circle of

100 microns. The errors of this energy determination is
typically 10%, which is calibrated by the electron beam of
FNAL. More detailes of our instrument is described in the

reference. ( J.Nishimura et al.: 1980 )

A series of long exposure have been performed at balloon
altitudes since 1975, and the total exposure achieved is

7 m2.dy.sr.

For the medium energy range around a few hundred GeV,
statistics of our observed data is limited due to the

microscope scannings. We now find Fuji G8-RXO screen type

X-ray films and imaging plates are quite sensitive to detect
the showers by naked eye scanning down to around 200 GeV.
( T.Taira et al.: 1985). We then performed a series of

exposures of the chambers with these films at balloon
altitudes from Sanriku Balloon Center since 1984, and are

now improving the statistics of the data in this energy

range.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Analysing the electron showers exposed at balloon altitude,
we find 15 electrons, giving the integral flux of electrons

as (3.24±0.87)x10-S/cm2.s.sr. The observed spectrum covering
30 GeV to 2 TeV is shown in Fig.1. The spectral index beyond
100 GeV is well replesented by _ = 3.3±0.2, which agrees
with those obtained in our earlier observations.
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(J.Nishimura et al.: 1981 )

Expected spectrum from the leaky box model was discussed at

the time of Paris conference ( J.'Nishimura et al.: 1981 ),

and it was shQwn good agreement is obtained, assuming

T = T0(E/5) -O for the _arameters of:
Y = 2.3 ,T0 = 2xi0 yr at 5 GeV,6 = 0.4.

The situation is unchanged even if we take our new spectrum.

It is difficult to reconcil with the observed spectrum in
this model. If we assume 6 = 0.6 referring to the recent
HEAO-3 data for heavy primaries in the energy around 10 GeV
( L.Koch-Miramond et al.: 1983 )

When electrons are accelerated in their sources, those

electrons may lose their energy in the relatively strong
magnetic field in the source region. Then the nested leaky
box model seems to be more realistic to model the

propagation of cosmic ray electrons. If super nova remnants

( SNR ) are really the sources of those electrons as widely
accepted view, radio emission from SNR is just correspond to
the energy loss in the source here we assumed.

Electron propagation in the nested leaky box have been
discussed by several authors. ( for recent work, see Mugarer

and Ormes :1983 +) Here we consider the cases TO and 6 may
change in each place, denoting 6 as 61 and 62 by putting

suffix I and 2 in the source and the Galaxy. The same suffix
are used for b and T as bl, TI and b2, 12. The relative
importance of the energy loss is defined as f=bIT1/b2T2 in

source region and the Galactic space. Then we have for the
spectrum of electron as :

low energy side : E-Y-62

medium energy region : E -Y-I

high energy side : E -Y-2+61

Numerical integrations to obtain electron spectrum with
various parameters in this model are performed, and results

are shown in Fig.1. An example of parameters giving good
agreement with our observed spectrum is shown in Table I.

Table I

Relationships between y, f, 61 giving good agreements
with observed spectrum

f\y 2.0 2.2

0.01 / 0
0.1 0.1 0.3
I .0 0.4 0.6

Here we assume :

b2 = 10-*6(GeV.s_ I , T2 = 2xI0 _ yr at 5 GeV,
62 is assumed to be 0.6 referring to HEAO-3 data.
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We believe more definitive parameter fitting are possible by
increasing the statistics in the medium energy region.

i03
_, Muller and Tang :1983 f = blXl/b2_ 2 = 0.1'V our daLa :1985

IIII WebberlRadto) :1979 62 = 0.6 _ = 2_

ru ,0o0 _

%

10 1 , , I , , I , , I ., ,

I 10 100 1000

Energy ( OeV )

Fig.1 Observed electron spectrum and an example
of the expected spectrum from Nested Leaky

Box Model. Description of the parameters are
shown in the paper.

Then the conclusion are :

I) The existence of electrons beyond 2 TeV indicates that

they should have been produced within past 10 years or
less, and their source locations are expected to be within a

few hundreds of pc. This gives us a possibility to identify
the sources of these electrons if they have been produced in
SNR.

2) If we take the leaky box model, 62 = 0.6 is too large to
reconcil to the observed spectrum. 62 should be smaller at

high energy region beyond 100 GeV.
3) In the nested leaky box model, it seems natural that
holds the same value in the source region and the Galactic

space. If this is the case, the argument shown in 2) still
hold except to the case that loss of energy in the source is

larger than a few tens of % of that in the Galactic space.
The condition is a little bit relaxed if we take a larger

value of b2 as discussed by Mugaer and Ormes.
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1. Introduction. The radio synchrotron emission from relativistic electrons in shell supernova
remnants (SNRs) provides a unique opportunity to probe the energy distribution of energetic
electrons at their acceleration site (SNR shock fronts). This information provides insight into
the acceleration mechanism(s). Here we discuss the implications of these observations for the
diffusive (first-order Fermi) acceleration of electrons at the SNR shock fronts.

2. Observations. In Figs. 1 and 2, the diameter, D, and radio spectral index, c_ (defined by
the relation, Su_y a, where Su is the radio flux density, and v is the observing frequency) are
plotted for SNRs in our Galaxy [8, 12] and in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) [14]. In Fig.
1, the filled circles and diamonds are taken from Clark and Caswell's [8] Tables I and II
respectively, and the open triangles are from G_bel et al. [12]. We have omitted the 20 SNRs
Weiler [16] classifies as plerions (Class P) or Class C objects, so our sample is representative
of shell (Class S) SNRs. For the LMC SNRs, this distinction is not easily made. The open
circles in Fig. 2 represent SNRs with optical diameters significantly in excess of their radio

diameters. These objects may not be Class S objects. The uncertainties in a (_-_ -4-0.05),
and especially D (_-_ -4-10 pc), are considerably larger than the extent of the points used in
Fig. 1. Perhaps the open triangles are the most reliable galactic data since their a's are

determined from at least three flux measurements (408 MHz, I, 5 GHz), and they function as
distance calibrators (via the _-D relation) for the filled points [5]. On the other hand, the
relative D values in Fig. 2 should be quite realistic, although their overall scaling depends
upon the assumed distance to the LMC (_-_ 55 kpe).

As noted previously [8, 13] there is a complete lack of correlation of _ with D. Rather,
<a:> _-.5 with a spread Aa _-4-0.15 in both Fig. I and 2. The range of estimated
diameters is comparable in both plots.

3. Interpretation. There have been a number of attempts to obtain constraints on and insight
into acceleration mechanisms via the data presented in Fig. 1 and 2 [6, I0, 13]. In the
remainder of this paper we will attempt to interpret this data in terms of the diffusive (first-
order Fermi) acceleration mechanism at the SNR shock front [1, 2, 11, 15].

In its most naive form, this theory predicts a definite relationship between a and the
effective compression ratio, _', which the 0.1 - 10 GeV electrons responsible for the radio emis-
sion (assuming 10.4 < B < 10-e gaul) sample in their scattering across the shock front:
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a : -1.5/(?--1). Now the gyro-radii of these same electrons are certainly < 10-6D, so it is
plausible that the spatial extent of the scattering centers about the subshock (e.g. the region
where the flow velocity decreases continuously from its upstream to its downstream value)
reduces F from the net compression through the entire shock, r [4, 15]. If the electron
scattering mean free path increases rapidly with a characteristic length that is comparable to
the spatial extent of the subshock, and is a monotone increasing function of the electron
momentum, then the shock-accelerated electron energy spectrum need not even exhibit a
power-law behavior [15]. The spatiM extent of the subshock and the scattering zone need not,
however, be equal (though they may be weakly correlated), in which case ?- is simply the
compression across the scattering zone and not r [4l. While r is likely to correlate with D,
[2,7] F, which is determined by the spatial character of the turbulence and hydromagnetic
waves generated by the shock, must be rather sensitive to the detailed nature of the sur-
rounding interstellar medium (ISM) (e.g., the strength, orientation and fluctuations in the
galactic magnetic field; the clumpiness of a multicomponenet ISM, etc.). Thus a distribution
of a's below some upper bound -l.5/(r-1) may result from the variations in the position and
extent of the scattering zone relative to the subshock from SNR to SNR. This would suggest
that the SNRs in Figs. 1 and 2 should lie to the right of some bounding curve, say
a _ ac (D), that is itself less sensitive to the detailed structure of the ISM, but related more
to the average properties of the ISM, and the energy release in the initial SNR explosion.

The net compression r must also depend upon the radiative/conductive cooling flux

[10, 13]. Cooling fluxes [3, 7] on the order of _ uP (u-shock velocity, P-post shock pres-
sure) are required to produce the observed spectral indices as flat as -0.25 in a "I _ 5/3 gas.
Certainly the conductive flux will be influenced by the local structure of the magnetic field in
the ISM, as well as the presence of dense clouds [9], and may well vary significantly from
SNR to SNR. If the bounding curve a _ a c (D) incorporates the maximal Q, then the
spread in a for a given D follows naturally in terms of variations in Q and the structure of
the electron scattering zone from one SNR to the next.

4- Conclusions. While we argue (as does Drury [I0]) that diffusive electron acceleration at
SNR shock fronts can qualitatively account for the data in Figs. 1 and 2, this speculation does
not address the key trend in the data: _a> _-0.5 and Aa _ =t:0.15. Nor have we
touched upon the temporal evolution of a observed in several SNRs (see e.g. [2]), and the
implications this may have for the acceleration mechanism. It is clear, however, that the simi-
larities between Figs. 1 and 2 give us an important clue as to the ultimate source of energetic
particles and perhaps, indirectly, the nature of the ISM.

Quantitative progress hinges upon a study of the self-consistent evolution of the
hydromagnetic wave intensity and particle distibution across a shock with structure. If such
a program can be carried out, then via <a>, Aa and the location of the ac (D) boundary ,
the radio SNRs may eventually become a most valuable probe of the detailed nature of the
ISM in our Galaxy and perhaps other galaxies as well.
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ELEMENTALABUNDANCESIN COROTATINGEVENTS

T. T. von Rosenvinge and R. E. McGuire*
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, U.S.A.

I. Introduction. Large, persistent solar-wind streams in 1973 and
1974 produce_ corotating interaction regions which accelerated particles
to energies of a few MeV/nucleon. The proton to helium ratio (H/He)
reported in reference (I) was remarkably constant at a value (22 _+5)
equal to that in the solar wind (21 + 3), suggesting that particles were
being accelerated directly out of the solar wind. In this paper
we report on preliminary results from a similar study approximately
II years (i.e., one solar cycle) later. Corotating events have been
identified by surveying the solar wind data, energetic particle time-
histories and anisotropies. This data was all obtained from the ISEE-3/
ICE spacecraft. These events also show H/He ratios similar to that in
the solar wind. In addition, we have examined other corotating events
at times when solar flare events could have injected particles into the
corresponding corotating interaction regions. We find that in these
cases there is evidence for H/He ratios which are significantly
different from that of the solar wind but which are consistent withthe
range of values found in solar flare events.

2. Results. In Figure I we present a 27-day recurrence plot of the
solar wind speed obtained from the Los Alamos National Laboratory Solar
Wind Experiment on the ISEE-3 spacecraft (now renamed ICE); this data
was processed by a simplified algorithm adequate for this purpose and is
not to be considered definitive. ICE at this time was near I AU,
leading the Earth in its orbit. Figure I shows the formation of two
recurrent solar wind streams. A similar plot for the interplanetary
magnetic field direction shows that these two streams are in opposite
portions of a two sector magnetic field pattern. Using Figure I and
particle time-history plots, we identified eight different time
intervals as candidate corotating events. Low energy electron rates and
high energy proton rates were scanned for any evidence of impulsive
(solar) origin. In addition, anisotropy data was examined for apparent
flow from the east. (Corotating events typically have particle flow
from the east. This results from the vector sum of the radial Compton-
Getting anisotropy due to the outward flow of the solar wind and the
backward flow along the interplanetary magnetic field lines from the
presumed acceleration region at several AU from the Sun.) The H/He
ratio was evaluated for each interval in the energy range 4.5-6.5
MeV/nucleon. Also the C/O ratio was evaluated in the energy range
1.8-2.8 MeV/nucleon. Averaged over all eight intervals we find
H/He = 20 _+8 and C/O = .8 + .2 (to be compared with H/He = 22 + 5 and
C/O = .8 _+.2 in reference (I)).

Other time periods since the launch of ISEE-3 in 1978 have been
examined in a similar manner. A long-lived high-speed stream gave rise
to a brief but apparently clean corotating event August I-4, 1979. The

* Also Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742, U.S.A.
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anisotropy data shows clear evidence of backwards flow into the inner
solar system. The previous two appearances of this stream were
associated with large solar flares. Evaluating the H/He ratio for
August 1-2 we find H/He = 67 + -4, distinctly different frQm the ratios
found in 1984. On the other hand, this value is well within the range

found for solar flares (e.g., 20 to 156 cited in reference (1)).

Conclusions. Corotating events associated with two recurrent high-speed
streams in 1984 show evidence that their source population is the solar
wind, as was also found in reference (1) for streams existing approxi-
mately 11 years earlier. Evidence has been presented however that other
corotating events are dominated by particles injected by solar flares.
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